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Foreword

T

HIS HISTORY of the 313th Infantry is the
result, actually, of a definite policy established
early in the career of the Regiment. Col Sterling
A. Wood took command in the spring of 1943, and
one of the first questions he asked (and he has asked
many since) was what was being done about a history
of the Regiment. Answers were to the effect that the
prospect had not advanced beyond the talking stage.
The net result of the discussion was the termination of
that stage and the initiation of the next one, i.e., getting
something done about it.
Maj (then Capt) Raymond P. Godwin, the Regimental S-2, was given the task of organizing the work.
He appointed Pfc Robert G. Deihl as recorder, and Pfc
Stig Stabe as photographer. Thereafter a very fine
camera was purchased in order that a photographic
record of events might be kept, and Pfc Deihl
began immediately to write up notes on the
history of· the Regiment as it had unfolded itself
up until that date.
Deihl continued this work until the Regiment went
overseas, when it was necessary to leave his accumulated manuscript behind, for security reasons. And, due
to the pressure of business (!) in Normandy and else·
where, there was little time or opportunity to establish

the proper cultural surroundings appropriate to literary composition. The mere fact that Deihl was able to
transcribe the entries on the Regimental log into a
cohesive narrative at all, is a tribute to his industry and
ingenuity.
With the end of the war came increased opportunity
for work on the history. The breaking up of the Division interfered, of course, but plans were made whereby this obstacle could largely be transcended. Capt
Thomas L. Lyons, the last S-2, volunteered to give his
free time, after his return to the States, to the furtherance of the work. He and Deihl planned to go into conference with the Infantry Journal Press in Washington, D. C., whose policy on unit histories made the publication of this book possible. It is the spirit of loyalty
and self-sacrifice of these two that deserves the gratitude of us all.
The book has been written by various people, which
largely accounts for its non-uniformity of style. It is
not intended to be a literary masterpiece, however, and
I am quite sure that none of its authors have the "best
seller" lists in mind. The purpose of this history is
merely to entertain the ex-members of the Regiment,
and to aid in their reminiscences, both spoken and
unspoken.
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Chapter 1: Preparation
Assigned to Regimental headquarters were the
Regimental commander, Col Paul C. Paschal; the
Executive officer, Col Charles W. Hanna; the
Adjutant, ( S-1) Capt Phil Lofink; the Intelligence
Officer ( S-2) 1st Lt Frederick L. Grant; the Plans and
Training Officer (S-3), Maj Clair B. Mitchell; and
Chaplains, (Capt) Lemuel T. Fagan, ( lst Lt) John
J. Dinneen and (1st Lt) Alfred P. Lam.
Lt Maynard C. Miller was assigned as commanding
officer of Headquarters and Headquarters Company;
with a staff of officers comprising 2d Lt Raymond P.
Godwin, 2d Lt George E. Meyers and 2d Lt John B.
Mathews.
The commanding officers of the other special units
were assigned as follows: Service Company, Capt
StewartS. Lawrence; Cannon Company, 1st Lt John
B. Timmons; Antitank Company, Capt Augustus H.
Bode; and Medical Detachment, Maj Robert B.
Rodman.
Lt Col Frank ]. Lawrence was assigned battalion
commander of the 1st Battalion. His staff c9mprised
Maj Dewey]. Willis and 2d Lt James G. Wilson.
The commanding officer of Headquarters Company,
1st Battalion, was Lt Philip E. Coleman. His staff included 2d Lts Vincent T. Burns, Lardman E. Altman
and Charles H . Whitler.
The commanding officers of Companies A, B, C,
and D were, in order: Capts CarlS. Porter, Albert F.
Moore, John W. J. Buckley, and Cornelius H. Yates.
Lt Col Louis W. Eggers was placed in command of
the 2d Battalion. His staff included Major Robert
Outsen and 2d Lt Robert E. Egbert.
lst Lt Wilbur G. Earnhardt was appointed Commanding Officer of Headquarters Company, 2d Battalion, and his staff included 2d Lts Theodore W. Russell, Brian V. DuMond, and Joseph]. DeSelm.
Companies E, F, G and H were commanded, in ·
order of mention, by Capt Harold L. Evensizer, 1st Lt
Stephen D. Butscher, Capt Roy V. Porter and 1st Lt
·
George E. Monroe.
In the 3d Battalion Lt Col Julian C. MacMillan was
assigned as Battalion Commander. His staff comprised
Major Edwin M. Van Bibber and 2d Lt Louis ].
Drakos.
Headquarters Company, 3d Battalion, was commanded by 1st Lt John A. McConnell. His staff included 2d Lts E. W. L. Manifold, Thomas L. Lyons,
and Clay W. Shaw.
The remaining companies within the Regiment,
Companies I, K, Land M were commanded in order,

ORDER, under the heading of General Orders
No. 1, dated June 15 , 1942, Camp Pickett,
Blackstone, Virginia, filtered down through
channels from Regimental headquarters to the various
officers concerned. To the battalions and companies it
went, bearing its official news. It was signed "Paul C.
Paschal, Colonel, 313th Infantry, Commanding," and
contained, in three short paragraphs, the following
information:
1. ACTIVATION OF 313TH INFANTRY. Pursuant to
directive contained in General Orders No. 42, Headquarters
Third Corps Area, Baltimore, Maryland, June 2, 1942, the
, 313th Infantry is activated at 12 :01 A.M., June 15, 1942.

2. ASSUMPTION OF COMMAND. Pursuant to directive contained in Special Orders No. 42, Headquarters Third
Corps Area, Baltimore, Maryland, June 2, 1942, the undersigned hereby assumes command of the 313th Infantry.
3. APPOINTMENT OF STAFF. The following appointments to the staff, this headquarters, are announced.
EXECUTIVE
OFFICER

Colonel Charles W. Hanna
0-10348, 313th Infantry

ADJUTANT (S-1 )

Captain Phil Lofink
0-256100, 313th Infantry

INTELLIGENCE
OFFICER (S-2 )

1st Lieutenant Frederick L. Grant
0- 372476, 313th Infantry

PLANS &
TRAINING ( S- 3)

Major Clair B. Mitchell
0-19899, 313th Infantry

SUPPLY
OFFICER ( S-4)

Captain Stewart S. Lawrence
0-278087, 313th Infantry
(Signed) PAUL C. PASCHAL,
Colonel, 313th Infantry
Commanding

With the signing and subsequent delivery of General Orders No. 1, the 313th Infantry officially came
into being. An active and energetic youngster it was,
indeed. Born, as we shall soon see, not with the proverbial silver spoon to feed from, nor with a palatial home
to live in. No, life for the new arrival was not so easy,
as well the Regimental commander and the officers
under his command already knew.
True, the machinery for building the Regiment was
already in place and ready to go-at least on paper. In
. Special Orders No. 1, dated Juqe 15, 1942, Camp
Pickett, Blackstone, Virginia, and signed by the newly
appointed Regimental S-1 , Capt Phil Lofink, the
names and serial numbers of all officers assigned to the
various organizations within the Regiment were
announced.
15
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by Capt Joseph P. Windham, Capt Curtis J. Swarens,
1st Lt Louis E. Wheeling and Capt Tillman E. Boyd.
Over seventy officers aside from those appearing
here were likewise assigned to their various posts within the Regiment.
So it was that with the issuance of General Orders
No. 1 and Special Orders No. 1 the new 313th Infantry Regiment officially got under way. Big things
were contemplated, and there was every reason to believe that big things would develop as time passed.
Certainly important events were being planned for the
regiment by its commander, Col Paul C. Paschal, and
no one who knew Colonel Paschal doubted for a moment that he had the necessary qualities to successfully
complete those plans. Though small in stature, Colonel Paschal vividly impressed everyone with whom
he came in contact as a man of tireless vigor and firm
determination. His very presence commanded immediate respect from officers and enlisted men alike. To
him, over and above any other consideration, credit for
the successful formation and early training of the Regiment is due.
Col Paul C. Paschal knew his job. His background
as a student of military affairs was extensive. He attended the United States Military Academy at West
Point from 1910 to 1914; The Infantry School at Fort
Benning, Georgia, in 1923; The Command and General Staff School, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, in 1924;
and The Army War College, Washington, D . C., during 1928 and 1929. His subsequent assignments, over
a period of years, are indeed noteworthy. He was appointed to the War Department General Staff for a
term extending from 1931 to 1935. Transferred from
there to The Infantry School, Fort Benning, Georgia,
in 1935, he served as an instructor untill939. Following this he was assigned as instructor at The Army
War College, Washington, D. C. Shortly thereafter,
during 1940 and 1941, he served as Commanding
Officer of the 38th Infantry. From there he returned to
teaching, having been assigned to the Reserve Officers Training Corps, University of Kentucky, as Pro,
fessor of Military Science and Tactics.
It was with this extensive background and training
that Colonel Paschal assumed command of the 313th
Infantry. Being thoroughly informed himself, he.helieved firmly in adequate preparation and training for
both his officers and men.
Preceding the actual activation of the Regiment, this
very policy had been followed. Before either the 79th
Division or the 313th Infantry was officially activated,
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intensive trammg (although condensed for purposes
of speed) for officers of the Division had been carried
out. On April3, 1942, Maj Gen Ira T. Wyche, Commanding General of the 79th Division, accompanied
by a staff of twenty-two officers, reported at Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas, for a one-month course of training conducted for "Officers of New Divisions." One
month later General Wyche, accompanied by his staff,
proceeded to Camp Pickett, Virginia, where the job of
organizing the Division got under way.
Similarly, a special division school was conducted at
Fort Benning, Georgia, designed to prepare regimental
commanders and their staffs for the job ahead. Reporting at Fort Benning on April 13, 1942, Colonel
Paschal and a staff of thirty officers representing the
313th Regimental staff, and comprising battalion
commanders and their executives, company commanders of all units and companies (with the exception of
Cannon Company which was not then in existence)
attended a thirty-day course of training, preparatory
to activation.
The course of instruction at Fort Benning had a
double purpose. It not only served to thoroughly acquaint all of the officers with the nature of the Fork to
come, but equally served to acquaint them with one
another. The secret of a smoothly working organization lies every bit as much in a friendly and understanding spirit of cooperation as it does upon a knowledge of the work at hand. The month of special training at Fort Benning accomplished both.
Consequently, on May 13, when the course of training was over, a friendly and well informed staff accompanied Colonel Paschal to Camp Pickett, Virginia.
Now the task of forming the 313th Infantry was at
last to begin.
Many questions presented themselves to the minds
of one and all as the train sped northward from Fort
Benning to Camp Pickett. What would the new camp
be like? No doubt about it, it was a new camp. Of this
they had already been informed. But how far albng
had the construction of barracks, etc., proceeded? Completion of the camp was promised by the contra(:tors no
later than June 15, 1942, the official activation day.
But suppose the contractors were running behind
schedule?
The contractors were behind schedule.
The arrival at Camp Pickett was · undoubtedly as
gloomy a day for Colonel Paschal and his staff, as it
unquestionably was for the thousands of new recruits
that were to begin to arrive some thirty days later,

t
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The entire camp was a sea of mud. Completed
roads were few. There were no walks, and in many
of the buildings, no electricity. Many of the more
important buildings were far from completed. Some
were not even begun. The surrounding grounds were
littered throughout the entire area with sardine cans,
half-empty lunch boxes and bits of once edible food
thrown indiscriminately about. There were no screens
on the doors of the buildings, and the flies had multiplied to the extent of constituting a real menace. It was
a sad situation indeed.
But where there's a will there's a way. No time was
lost in getting things organized. Colonel Paschal and
the Regimental staff began immediately to set up the
machinery necessary to conduct the official business
of the regiment. Typewriters and office equipment
were procured and work begun.
During the first few days after arrival at Camp
Pickett, only those officers who had attended the division school at Fort Benning were on hand to further
the initial work of organization. Day by day, however, new officers arrived and reported for duty. The
majority of these newer officers reporting were recent
graduates of the OCS at Fort Benning, Georgia, and
were now about to receive their first practical experience as commissioned officers. Most of this group
had entered the service immediately after Pearl Harbor, and had since that time come up from the ranks.
In time of war, promotions for men showing aptitude
and ability is rapid. The need for officer material is
great, and as soon as men could be found who could
qualify as officer candidates they were sent before a
board of officers who would determine their eligibility.
If accepted by the board they were sent to an officer
candidate school where they received training, and, if
they qualified, were graduated as ·commissioned officers in the Army of the United States.
As the new officers arrived for duty, they received
further instruction from members of the 313th Infantry staff who had attended the special division
school at Fort Benning. In this way every officer became thoroughly familiar with his job, knowing what
was expected of him and what had to be done.
About the same time the first new officers were reporting for duty, Major VanBibber, who at that time
was assigned to the staff of Headquarters, 3d Battalion, was designated to greet a cadre of noncommissioned officers arriving by train from Camp Gordon,
Augusta, Georgia, on May 15. A group of approximately one hundred noncommissioned officers com-

prised the cadre. Most of the men were Army men
with at least two years' service. They were fully
trained specialists, knowing their various jobs well.
Much responsibility was to rest in the hands of
these noncommissioned officers. Not only would they
be invaluable in assisting their commanding officers
in the difficult task of getting things organized, but
equally, it would be their task to assist the newer officers in making first-rate soldiers of the recruit material which would arrive some thirty days later.
Major VanBibber greeted the newly arrived cadre
at the Camp Pickett railhead and welcomed them to
the 313th Infantry. They were then assigned to their
proper stations. Some were assigned to Regimenta_l
headquarters, while others were assigned to the
various units and companies. Too much cannot be
said, not only for their untiring work in helping to
prepare the way for the official day of activation, but
also for their service at a later date when the recruits
arrived.
Before the end of May virtually all of the officer
and noncommissioned officer personnel of the 313th
Infantry had arrived at Camp Pickett. The work of
organization moved forward rapidly despite many
obstacles. It was said at the time that neither the contractors nor the workmen, busy attempting to complete the new camp, were particularly happy about
matters. And this was not difficult to understand.
From the day Colonel Paschal and his staff first arrived at Camp Pickett, until the day completion of
the camp was an assured fact, neither workmen or
contractors had any real peace. The Army literally
took over, and impossible demands were made day in
and day out until the impossible was accomplished.
Screens were put on doors. Buildings were rushed to
completion. Steam shovels and hammers worked
overtime. Carpenters and painters worked long and
tiring hours. One disgruntled carpenter, after a particularly strenuous day is reported to have remarked,
"These Army officers sure are hard as hell to please."
But it was not all work and no play even during
that trying month before activation. One building, as
near to being called complete as any of the others,
was singled out as a likely place for an Officers' Club.
True, you would never have known it, but give a
thing a name and it's likely to develop into something. And so it did. Lt Col Louis W. Eggers was
appointed head of a board of officers to activate the
Club. A meeting of the board, including Lt Colonel
Eggers, Major VanBibber, Captain Outsen, 1st Lieu-
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tenant Grant and 2d Lieutenant Egbert, was called.
On the night of the meeting Lt Colonel Eggers arrived
carrying a well wrapped package.
"I thought, gentlemen," he exclaimed, "that it
could do no harm and possibly a great deal of good
if plans for the new club were formulated in an assured atmosphere of levity and good cheer."
"Well, open the bottle and stop wasting time with
a lousy speech," interjected Major VanBibber.
After the drinks those present officially appointed
themselves the first Board of Governors. The first business (as near as those present could recall) concerned
the design and construction of a bar. Major Van Bib. ber, an old hand at such things, was placed in complete
charge of drawing up the plans and designing the
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masterpiece, which was to include a game section.
Lieutenant Grant was placed in charge of construction,
and the board unanimously voted him the authority to
secure whatever materials would be needed.
At a date following not too far on the heels of the
first official meeting of the assembled Board of Governors, the bar was completed according to specifications and plans. Along with it, and having priority
over it, the bigger job Of preparing for the official day
of activation moved ever nearer to a successful conclusion. All in all, it was through a combination of
cooperative effort on the part of all concerned-of a
firm and unrelenting determination to see the job
through-and, yes, of a sense of humor-that finally
got the job done.

...
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Chapter 2: Camp Pickett

UNE 15, 1942 was a hot and sultry day in Camp
Pickett. It had been raining for several days
and although the sky was finally clear and a hot
sun shone above, the ground below was a wallowing
mass of Virginia mud.
All too soon activation day had rolled around.
Camp Pickett was on this day to open its doors to the
first new recruits. In some miraculous way building
construction had proceeded to the point wherein accommodations were assured for the thousands of new
arrivals. There was still much to be done by way of
completing the camp, but things were far enough
along that the men could move in on schedule.
79th Division Headquarters had prepared extensively for handling the new arrivals. Not far from
the Camp Pickett railhead, a Division Casual Detachment had been set up. There officers from Division
Headquarters and the various regiments within the
division were assigned to specific jobs incident to
handling the men as they filed in. Captain Outsen
and Lieutenants Lyons, Mazur, Manning and Bowling
were appointed to the 79th Division Casual Detachment from the 313th Infantry. Captain Outsep was
given the temporary post of Commanding Officer of
Casual Company No. 4, while Lieutenant Lyons was
assigned as Personnel Officer.
The plan for handling the new recruits was as effective as it was simple. After arrival at Camp Pickett the new men were to be transferred by truck to
the 79th Division Casual Detachment. Here they
would remain for approximately twenty-four hours.
During this time they were to be given inoculations
for typhoid, tetanus and smallpox, shown a sex-morality motion picture and given a sex-morality lecture by
an Army medical officer. In the meantime the process
of classifying the men to their permanent companies
and stations would be going on, and after classification the men would then be marched to their newly
assigned "home."
Two trainloads of troops arrived on June 15. To
them went the honor of being the first arrivals.
Traffic was speeded up thereafter until, in the course
of a single day, as many as 2,000 men filed through
the Casual Detachment and on to their permanent
stations. In approximately two weeks, 15 ,000 men
had been received and classified.
To most of the new recruits the experience of arriving at Camp Pickett was not a happy one. To be
sure, the outsider would never have known this for
the men took their arrival in good stride, reluctant to

show their inner feelings. When banded together
among themselves, however, it was more than evident that their morale was pretty low. Instinctively
they seemed to dislike the thought of having been assigned to the Infantry. More, on first sight, they disliked the apr:earance of the camp. In short, they disliked the whole deal. The mud, the camp and the
regimentation that was already being imposed.
"God," said one private to a group of buddies on
that first evening, "Infantry! Why, that's the toughest
life and the toughest branch of service in the whole
damn Army. I can tell you now, brother, this is the
beginning of the end as far as I'm concerned."
"Wish I could have made the Air Corps," said
another.
The attitude of gloom and despair was destined to
pass into the nowhere from whence it came once the
men pecame adjusted to their new life. But you could
hardly blame them for feeling as they did in those
first days. Fresh from civilian life they had suddenly
found themselves a part of a strange and vastly different world. All in the course of a few days or weeks
they had been run through the gigantic treadmill of
Army induction-a treadmill designed to change
men by the millions from civilian to Army life.
Selective Service was in full swing now. Everywhere the business of inducting men into Uncle
Sam's Army was proceeding smoothly. The whole
process, from the first Army physical examination to
the eventual assignment at a permanent station,
usually required only a matter of from five to ten
days. There was no guesswork this time. The mistakes
of the first World War constituted ample grounds for
constructive and profitable changes in the new induction system. Each man was now classified according to
his intelligence and ability. The Army's WD AGO
Form No. 20 held a complete and accurate record of
each man's age, education and experience. More, the
final results of the Army's IQ tests were individually
listed thereon.
There was no doubt about it: The soldier of World
War II was far better off than the soldier of World
War I. His country was giving him the best that
money could buy, and the amount being spent to
insure his welfare and safety was virtually without
stint or limit. Take, for example, the soldier's clothing. The old Army gag about having only two sizes,
"too large and too small," no longer could be called
even remotely factual. From the smallest to the largest, every effort was being made to secure the indi-
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vidual soldier a correct fit. His wardrobe, although
lacking the variety of color and individuality of his
civilian attire, was hevertheless complete and adequate in every detail.
The new inductees arriving at Camp Pickett were
fully aware of this. They knew too that the Army had
been pretty darn swell up to now. At the induction
stations the food had been the best ever. The barracks
were clean and roomy. Shower facilities had been
excellent. Army life had been more of a lark than
anything else.
But all of that changed as the trains brought the
new recruits to the railhead at Camp Pickett. From
that moment forward a new and strenuous existence
was to begin. Gone were the days of easy living in
ideal surroundings. Life was now destined to be
tough. Men used to luxuries were now to have few
luxuries or none at all. Men used to freedom were
now to know the full meaning of regimentation.
The trains arriving at the Camp Pickett railhead
came from far and wide. Recruits sent to join the
79th Division had been shipped from the induction
centers of the Third, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth and Seventh
Service Commands. And that covered a wide range
of territory. These new arrivals were coming from
Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, North and South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Tennessee, Missouri, Mississippi, Ohio, West Virginia, Indiana, Kentucky, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Kansas, Iowa,
and Minnesota. Pennsylvania had the largest representation, but it was not difficult to see that the 79th
Division as a whole was to be represented by a goodly
portion of the whole United States.
The first recruits assigned to the 313th Infantry,
having "run the gantlet" at the Division Casual Detachment, began the march toward the regimental
area. Barracks bags in hand, or slung over unhardened shoulders, they trudged along. The mud was
thick and deep. Unsteady feet stumbled and slipped.
Men, totally unaccustomed to strenuous livi'1 g, panted
and puffed. The two-mile hike seemed endless. Conversation, at first light and humorous, dwindled to a
stubborn silence by the time the long line of weary
recruits reached its destination.
"Com-pan-eee, Halt!" echoed the stern command.
The men halted.
"Right, Face."
A feeble attempt was made to execute the command.
"At ease. Rest. You may smoke if you have 'em."
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That was all that was needed. Barracks bags dropped like so much hot lead. The men did likewise.
Cigarettes were lighted and conversation began.
"Wonder what it'll be like," said one GI.
"Take a look around, bud. This is home," said
another.
"Good Lord, the mttd.'" said a third.
And so it was, day after day. For two weeks the
new recruits continued to arrive. At the end of the
second week the quota for the regiment was practically filled. Every company within the regiment was
approximately up to required strength.
The first few weeks at Camp Pickett were never to
be forgotten. They were weeks of getting acquainted
and of making new friends. They were weeks of adjustment to infantry life. They were hard weeks, filled
with plenty of work and strenuous elementary training. Drill hours were long and tiring. Noncoms
barked orders. Company commanders welded the
newly arriving personnel into a composite whole.
Details worked day and night- cleaning windows,
policing the grounds, building roads and sidewalks.
In record time order replaced confusion.
Miracles do happen. By the end of two weeks the
difference in the appearance of the camp, as well as
in the attitude of the men, was almost startling. It
didn't take long for the original outlook of pessimism
to change. A spirit of competition began to emerge
within the ranks. Men took pride in the appearance
of their barracks and of their company area. Squads
and platoons vied for supremacy in executing the
manual of arms. Teamwork replaced a "don't care"
attitude during drill hours.
Infantry life wasn't so bad after all.
And the camp itself didn't look so bad by this time,
either. As a matter of fact, it looked pretty swell. The
barracks, two-story structures designed to house
seventy-five men each, were comfortable and roomy.
Ample shower and toilet facilities were available in
the barracks. The men slept on cots, and were issued
a mattress, two blankets, sheets, a pillow case and
pillow. Laundry service was poor at first but improved later. In the early days after activation often
two weeks or more elapsed before the laundry returned, and when it arrived everybody usually had
someone else's clothing. In the meantime, shower
rooms and GI brushes worked overtime cleaning
fatigues and other equipment.
The post exchanges were open for business from
the time the first recruits arrived. But there were
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definite disadvantages. The buildings were none too
large and were always overcrowded. Proper cooling
facilities for soft drinks and beer were not available.
The supply of beer was often scarce. Soldiers, after a
hard day's work, usually stormed the PXs at the
earliest opportunity hoping to get the first few cold
ones. Thereafter the beer was habitually warm, but
while it lasted sales were nonetheless assured.
The motion picture theaters were large and adequate, although no air conditioning had as yet been
installed and on hot nights you had to literally sweat
it out. First-run pictures were shown, however, and
even on the hottest of hot nights the attendance was
always good. Bus service was excellent, and whenever the chance presented itself the men would obtain
a pass for a weekend or an evening in nearby Blackstone, Farmville, or Crewe. Richmond, Virginia, was
a much-to-be-desired weekend spot, too, and if the
bankroll permitted the average GI usually headed in
that direction. Fifty per cent of the regiment was allowed on pass at any given time, and no more than
fifty per cent at any one time. For this reason weekend passes were always in demand. If you weren't
restricted or gigged, you could usually plan a weekend every other week.
But what of the training program?
June 29 was the date set for the beginning of a
comprehensive training period. Up to ·now training
had been confined to the more elementary phases of
Army instruction. The men had been taught how to
drill and how to execute the manual of arms. They
had received class instruction on military courtesy
and discipline, sex morality, and subjects pertaining
generally to the conduct and duty of the soldier.
But it was now time to undertake the fundamentals
of infantry fighting. It was time to begin the long
and difficult job of basic training. In a modern world
at war with weapons combining the knowledge and
skill of scientific progress the training of the individual soldier and of a fighting unit became a highly
complex affair. No longer could the old methods
apply. The old idea of "Johnny get your gun, take it
on the run" simply didn't suffice any more. It was
now a matter of many months of study as well as
hard training, followed by many more months of coordinated and applied training in the field.
The training program outlined for the 79th Division and for the re_giments within the division was
complete in every detail. Taken in its entirety, it was
to require well over a year of concentrated training,

which was destined to be followed by many additional months of actual field application. It was to
cover a cycle of training for all units divided into four
separate parts, or periods. The first period was to
stress individual training, known as basic training, or
the MTP (Mobilization Training Program). The
second period was to cover unit training and was
designated as the UTP (Unit Training Program).
The purpose of unit training was to teach the individual soldier to cooperate and function smoothly
with the rest of his unit. It was to stress the value
and necessity of teamwork and was to prepare the
way for the third and more difficult phase of training
to be known as the CTP (Combined Training Program). The fourth period of training was outlined
as "Final Preparation For Combat," and involved
exactly what the term implied. Both the third and
fourth periods were to be more or less run together,
for both had the same ultimate end in view. Taking
the training program as a whole, its objective involved the eventual maintenance of a complete state
of readiness for combat of both individuals and units.
The first p6riod of training, the basic training, or
the MTP, was scheduled to require thirteen weeks.
This was the phase of training that was now due to
get under way. Beginning as it did on the last of
June, both officers and men looked forward to a hot
time of it. The month of June had been warm enough
at Camp Pickett, even though training had not been
too intensive. Now, to contemplate a greatly accelerated training schedule during the month of July was
enough to send beads of sweat rolling down sunburned faces.
But climate or weather could not be considered as
grounds for taking it easy. There was too much to be
done. Training memorandums, drawn up by the
Regimental S-3, Major Clair B. Mitchell, and subsequently sent to the various units and companies, made
this fact all too apparent. In the thirteen weeks to follow, mobilization training was to cover what appeared to be everything in the ·book. The program
called for individual tactical training for the soldier,
marksmanship, range firing, night operations,
marches, motor movement and maintenance, nomenclature of the rifle, hand grenade, bayonet, hasty field
fortifications, chemical warfare, first aid, field sanitation, map and compass reading, technical and tactical
employment of units, orientation in night combat,
camouflage, hasty entrenchments, shelter, obstacle
course and others.
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To be sure, this extensive training was not to be
undertaken all at once. One thing at a time would be
scheduled so that by the end of the thirteen-week
period all subjects listed under the first period of
training would have been covered.
It would require a book in itself to attempt to give
a detailed account of training, week by week. It is
not our purpose to undertake any such involved task
here. In this history we can only hope to pass in review, as it were, and hit the high spots.
Dante's Inferno was mild in comparison to Camp
Pickett in July 1942. The sun beat down unmercifully. The mud of May and June was now a thick
layer of heavy dust. Except during periods of instruction, when the men were permitted to sit in shaded
areas while classes were conducted, training proceeded
as usual in the scorching sun. During those days more
than one soldier fell by the wayside. There were frequent cases of heat prostration and a few cases of sunstroke during the hottest days. Memorandums were
issued advising all personnel of what to do in case
heat prostration or sunstroke occurred. Caution was
taken to change drill hours on the hottest days so that
the long periods of marching would be over before
the sun became too hot.
But it was not entirely a matter of sweat and grime
and tired aching feet in those early July days of
mobilization training. On July 3, 1942, an event of
historic significance took place in which the entire
79th Division participated. July 3 had been set aside
as dedication day for Camp Pickett. The date was to
coincide with the anniversary of the charge of General Pickett's men at the Battle of Gettysburg in
1863. Camp Pickett Stadium, scene of the dedicatory
services, was· jammed to capacity. Every unit in the
division was on hand. The 313th Infantry marched
in dress parade to the stadium grounds where they
took their assigned places in the long rows of stadium
seats. It was a big affair and a memorable day. Many
distinguished personages and speakers were present.
As a part of the ceremony, Lt Col J. D. Brewster,
who commanded the 304th Engineers in the old 79th
Division of War ld W ar I, presented the Division
Colors to Maj Gen Ira T. Wyche, Commanding General of the newly activated 79th Division. The Division Colors were originally adopted in November
1918, shortly after cessation of hostilities. Lt Colonel
Brewster's address in donating the Division flag and
the address by General Wyche in accepting the emblem will long be remembered. The men of the re-
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activated 79th Division felt keenly the challenge and
inspiration the occasion signified.
Other distinguished speakers at the dedication included Col D. John Markey, Commanding Officer of
Camp Pickett; the Honorable Colgate D . Arden,
Governor of the State of Virginia; Maj Gen Milton
A. Reckard, commanding the Third Service Command; Brig Gen William R. Dear, commanding the
Medical Replacement Training Center; ...nnd Capt
Mark C. Fox, Area Engineer, who supervised the construction of the camp.
At exactly 3:10 P.M. a cannon shot marked the
seventy-ninth anniversary, to the day and the hour, of
the charge of Pickett's men at Gettysburg. Eleven
members of General Pickett's family were present at
the services, naming the huge camp in his honor.
As a humorous sidelight to the occasion, many
soldiers will remember the "green paint" incident. In
preparation for the big day, painters had repainted
the long rows of stadium seats. They had been
painted in ample time, but rain and inclement
weather had prevented the paint from drying entirefs.
Consequently, as the men arose at the conclusion ofthe ceremony, soldiers (and officers) by the thousands were surprised to find a generous layer of green
paint on the posterior region of their khaki trousers.
It was a long time before the last remnants of the
unwanted green hue disappeared.
Throughout the entire month of July and well into
August the weather remained miserably hot. But the
stiff training schedule continued nonetheless. Despite
the heat, frequent conditioning marches were carried
out. The men were not required to hike too great a
distance at first. Distances were to be inc;reased as .
training progressed. In the first marches during ~July
and August the men carried only light combat packs
and arms and seldom hiked more than eight miles at
any one time. But eight miles under a hot Virginia
sun was quite enough for the men, who made the
most of their alloted ten-minute breaks during each
hour of marching. After the march ended, feet were
inspected by an officer and cases of blistered or swollen feet were immediately treated by the medics.
In the early days of training at Camp Pickett, company commanders watched the progress of the new
recruits closely. The noncommissioned officers were
required to report to the company commander regarding the men in their squads or platoons. If a man
was slow to learn, he was given special instruction . .if
he seemed to lag behind for physical reasons, fre-
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quent check-ups were made. If he showed special
ability and aptitude, he was promoted.
Promotions were looked forward to and sought
after by the men. A spirit of keen competition was
always prevalent in the ranks. The men were anxious
to get ahead. If a man applied himself he was usually
rewarded. One of the favorite slang expressions of the
enlisted men was the term "bucking" which simply
implied that a particular soldier had his heart set on
r;romotion and was doing all he could to further his
cause. If he was doing well he was referred to by his
comrades as being "on the ball."
Because of the great need within the Regiment for
competent noncommissioned officers, promotions
were granted as rapidly as possible. As soon as company commanders were assured that a particular soldier had proven his ability to lead other men and had
the necessary qualities essential to handling the work
to which he was assigned, he was promoted. In the
space of only a few months' time certain enlisted men
had advanced all the way from private to the grade of
sergeant. Promotions were granted, of course, one
grade at a time. As early as July 1, 1942, only fifteen
days after activation, the first enlisted men were promoted. According to the records, Headquarters Company, 3d Battalion, was the first company to apply for
the promotion of certain enlisted men from that company. In a company order signed by the Commanding
Officer, 1st Lt John A. McConnell, a group of nine
privates were granted promotion to privates first class.
The nine men were Arnold Hanna, Kenneth Mitchell, Howard Bezold, John Culton, Richard Dennis,
Jr., Frank Muir, Fred Schivicardi, William Simpson
and Nick Vasnick, Jr.
But to return to the training program. Notable
among the various types of training during July 1942
was the chemical warfare training. There was no way
of being certain that the enemy would refrain from
using gas in World War II. Consequently every precaution was taken to insure the individual soldier of
being properly informed regarding gas and chemical
attack. Classes of instruction were held covering in
detail the types of gases, care and proper use of the
gas mask, and first aid in case of exposure. Following
this instruction, every man in the Regiment was required to go through the gas chamber. Before actually
entering the chamber, however, light charges of different types of gases were set off so that the men
could learn from first-hand experience the nature of
the gases. Certain gases have distinctive odors, and

when a charge would be exploded the men were questioned regarding the type of gas that had been released. Following this, every man filed into the gas
chamber, which was nothing more than a small building filled with tear gas. He was required to enter by
holding his breath and once inside to adjust his mask
properly on his face. If a man failed to get his mask
on properly and on time, it was just too bad for the
individual concerned. Eyes watered and violent
coughing was the immediate result of error, although
no permanent physical damage resulted from exposure to the tear gas. More than one GI was too slow
in adjusting his gas mask and the lesson he learned
was not soon to be forgotten.
The obstacle course was a unique feature of training. Its purpose was to train the soldier to move forward quickly and without mishap, despite obstructions in his path. The Camp Pickett obstacle course
was situated in a wooded area to the left of Range
Road. Day after day, units and companies marched to
the area for a workout on the course. And what a
workout it was! No Coney Island roller coaster, complete with breath-taking dips and zig-zags, could hope
to duplicate the feats involved or the difficulties encountered during a run-through of the course. To
begin with, the soldier was confronted by three hurdles, or fences, the first of which was two feet high,
the second four feet high, and the third seven feet
high. After jumping and scaling these the soldier was
confronted with a latticework of logs over which he
was forced to run. Next an eight-foot board fence
appeared in view. After climbing the fence and jumping down on the other side, he ran for a brief distance
and jumped across an improvised pond. Beyond this
lay a dugout into which he jumped, only to jump out
again as he ran along. A sewer pipe, large enough for
a man to crawl through, was next. Ahead of this was
a pond, approximately seven feet across, over which
he jumped (he hoped) by means of a heavy rope suspended from a tree limb overhead. Next appeared
two parallel logs which had to be foot straddled. Another wall appeared, which the soldier scaled by
means of foot ladders. As a final obstacle the soldier
scaled a fifteen-foot wall, jumping to the ground on
the opposite side after attaining his high perch. With
the exception of a few men who were either too heavy
or who lacked sufficient stamina, the course provided
a real kick. Teams and individuals would compete
with one another to ascertain which team or man
could run the course in the shortest time. At all times,
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the running of the course was supervised by an officer.
Undoubtedly a most important phase of training
during July and August was the range firing. The
actual firing, of course, was preceded by weeks of
study of the weapons to be fired, plus long periods of
dry-running, which was nothing more or less than
going through the motions of firing without actually
using live ammunition. The familiar phrase "simulate, lock and load" was heard so frequently that it
threatened to become a nightmare to the men. Certainly by the time the actual range firing began every
move involved in the G:orrect firing procedure was
automatic and second nature. The soldier was required to know his weapon thoroughly. He was
taught its various parts and then instructed how to
disassemble and assemble it. To insure his knowledge
of this procedure he was even required to accomplish
the task blindfolded.
The weapons used in modern infantry warfare are
many. Training, of necessity, has to be thorough. The
broomstick days which had preceded and followed
the attack on Pearl Harbor in training camps throughout the country were long since over. No longer did
Uncle Sam's soldiers need to train with inadequate
weapons or wirh no weapons at all. From the very
beginning of the first period of training (which was
then only slightly over six months after Pearl Harbor) American industrial genius had made available
the best weapons and equipment.
A vast arsenal of newer, ·better, higher-powered
arms replaced much of the older and obsolete equipment. From the smallest arms to the largest and
heaviest weapons, important changes had been made.
In the lighter arms, for example, the new M1, caliber
.30 Garand rifle was widely used. The Garand was a
semi-automatic, gas-operated gun firing eight rounds
at far greater speed than the bolt-action Springfield.
The carbine, a new, light, and effective weapon weighing only slightly over five pounds, fired fifteen rounds
at approximately the same speed as the Garand. It
was an accurate weapon used by both officers and enlisted men and was deadly at distances up to three
hundred yards.
Before actually firing on the ranges, personnel of
the Regiment familiarized themselves with the use of
live ammunition by firing the small but accurate caliber .22 rifle. The firing was done on a 1000-inch
range, which duplicated in miniature the conditions
to be met on the 200-, 300-, and 500-yard ranges at
a later date.
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Finally, during the latter part of July and early
August, range firing began. Every available man in
the 313th Infantry was required to fire the caliber .30
Garand rifle for qualification, and was given a few
practice rounds of fire with the caliber .30 Enfield,
Model 1917 and the caliber .30 1903 Springfield
rifles. Certain picked men from the various units and
companies fired the BAR (Browning Automatic
Rifle), the Thompson sub-machine gun and the
heavy machine gun, caliber .30.
The actual firing on the range proved to be a thrilling experience for the men. Instinctively a soldier
likes to shoot. He knows from the very beginning
that the rifle is his greatest protection in combat. Consequently he learned to know his weapon thoroughly
and took pride in his marksmanship.
The men were long since tired of the many weeks
of preparatory training and were more than glad to
have a first chance to try out their weapons with live
ammunition. They felt confident of themselves, and
they now knew all of the requirements a good rifleman should know. They knew how to adjust their
rifles for windage and elevation, knew the correct
sight picture, and had learned to squeeze their shots
so that the rifle would hold steadily to the target until
after the shot was fired. Now they were going to have
a chance to see how good they actually were.
To spend a day on the firing range of a large infantry camp is a real experience. At Camp Pickett,
on the 200-, 300-, and 500-yard ranges, a total of
fifty-five men could fire simultaneously on each range.
The men would fire from various positions-prone,
sitting, kneeling, or standing. They would fire rapid
or slow fire as required. In slow fire the soldier was
given as much time as he desired to fire a specified
number of rounds. In rapid fire he was timed. In
other words, he was limited to a given number of
seconds to fire a required number of rounds of ammunition. During the rapid firing exercises the sound of
many rifles firing simultaneously produced a deafening roar, and had the enemy been out in front of the
concentrated fire few indeed would have survived the
expenence.
When not firing, the majority of the men had their
tUrn in the pits. The pit detail men were the ones who
took care of the targets and who, by the use of a flag
and target-marker system, informed the firer of his
score. Pit detail work was an interesting (and tiring)
experience. The targets were manipulated by hand
and on order the men would push them up or down as
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necessary. An inter-communicating telephone system
between the firing line and the pits served to coordinate the firing order. The pits were well constructed
and were deep enough to insure protection from the
bullets whizzing by overhead and the pit details were
glad enough for this protection when the sharp zing
of a caliber .30 bullet was heard.
The 313th Infantry as a whole did very well on
their first firing. The scores were unusually good, and
only a small percentage had difficulty in qualifying.
The preparatory training served well and proved its
worth when the chance to fire presented itself.
There were no casualties reported within the Regiment as a result of the range firing at Camp Pickett.
This was attributed largely to the fact that range discipline had been drastically enforced by the officers in
charge. Range officers were doubly careful that all
rifles were inspected and cleaned before a soldier
could leave the firing line, and while he remained on
the firing line, his rifle had to be pointed at all times
toward the targets. If a soldier forgot himself and
pointed his rifle in a wrong direction, it was just too
bad for the soldier. He was immediately disqualified.
About the time range firing at Camp Pickett was
reaching its final stages, the first hot rumors of an
early move from Camp Pickett began to circulate. By
this time the camp was beginning to feel like home
to both men and officers. The Officers' Club had been
in operation for some time and frequent Friday
dances were held for officers, their wives and guests.
The enlisted men felt more at home too. Dayrooms,
at first barren and empty, were now well equipped
with comfortable lounge chairs, tables, lamps, and in
some cases even a piano. Games and ping pong tables
were evident also. Aside from this, the service clubs
were in operation and Special Service was busy arranging parties and dances.
It's a strange thing about rumors. You can rarely
trace their origin, nor can you explain the rapidity
with which they get around. But the fact that they do

get around, no one can deny; and the fact that in dayrooms, latrines, kitchens and barracks everyone was
whispering reports about an early move for the 79th
Division could not be denied either. That much was an
accepted fact. As to where the division was going, or
exactly when the move was to be made, opinions differed widely. Everyone thought he knew and no one
actually knew. Within a week after the first rumors
began to spread, the 79th Division was definitely moving to at least a hundred different camps located from
Maine to California. The dates of departure ranged
anywhere from six days to six months hence. Talk was
cheap and plentiful.
"No doubt about it, fellows. We're moving out of
here," said GINo. 1. "I was talking to a guy yesterday
... a guy who knows what he's talking about ... (I
won't mention his name) ... and he said positively
we're moving to a camp in Maine."
"Hell no," said GINo. 2. "Listen, I've got a buddy
who works up at Division Headquarters. He ought to
know the score, and he told me that we're going to the
West Coast, see."
And so it was, ad infinitttm. But as always when the
Army rumors begin to fly (or rumors anywhere,
for that matter), no one really knows much of anything until some sort of official word is released. This
was certainly the case during those long to be remembered days at Camp Pickett, until finally, on August
17, 1942, a special order from Second Army Headquarters cleared the expectant atmosphere. Unmistakably now, the cat was out of the bag. The truth was ·
known. The 79th Division and with it the 313th Infantry, were being moved to Camp Blanding, Florida.
The move was to be made by rail and the moving date
was to be August 24, 1942.
A memorable milestone in the early life of the
313th Infantry had been covered. There were many
more to lie ahead. Everyone was ready for the next
move. It was time now to reach out for those more
distant and greener fields, with new worlds to conquer.

*

Chapter 3: Camp Blanding

1\_

RANGEMENTS, down to the last detail, had
There were all sorts of ideas as to what to expect
been completed for the forthcoming trip. upon arrival at Camp Blanding. Some were of the
Every man in the Regiment was ready and opinion that the camp was a tent city, devoid of baranxious to go. The sun was traditionally hot, but no racks and service clubs. Others shared the opposite
one seemed to mind. Morale was at a new high and an view. Everyone had a good idea as to the approximate
attitude of expectancy permeated the entire camp.
location of the camp for many had maps to take
On the morning of August 24, at 10:00, the first with them on the trip. As for Florida itself, not
shipment of men from the 313th Infantry lined up a man regretted the move to the land of sunshine and
and awaited the command to march. Barracks bags palm trees.
At about noon the train lunged forward and the
had already been loaded in trucks and were now on
their way to the Camp Pickett railhead. Then, at the trip began. Conversation had dwindled during the twocommand "Forward, March!" the long line of troops hour period of waiting, but now the men were alert.
moved out. They were now on their way to the same . Noses were pressed against Pullman windows for a
destination on foot.
last look at the terrain which for several months had
The railhead, some two miles distant, seemed a short been called "home," but minds and thoughts were
walk indeed for these men who only months before contemplating the things to come.
The train had been under way for about an hour
had found it so difficult when walking, as new recruits,
in the opposite direction. Two months had made a when the cry of "chow" echoed through the cars, but
world of difference. These men were beginning to feel there was no pushing and no shoving. A plan had been
like soldiers now. Their walk and manner reflected a formulated for serving the meals. One car at a time,
change of heart and mind. The months of drill were the men marched in single file to the mess car where
evident too as the men marched along. Commands they were served. In the same manner they :filed back
were executed with precision and snap.
again, carrying their food on paper plates. This method
There was much activity at the railhead. Barracks was duplicated, car by car, until all of the men had been
bags were being loaded on the long line of Pullman served. The officers, meanwhile, had been served in
cars. Toward the front of the train a detail of men their own cars located at the rear section of the train.
loaded the mess car with supplies for the trip. Now the
During the entire trip the men were given as much
men themselves, at the command of their officers, filed freedom as could be granted commensurate with safety
into their respective cars. Strict orders had been issued and good discipline. They were not allowed to walk
beforehand. Pullman windows were not to be opened. from car to car without permission, but within their
No debris of any kind was to be thrown about in the own car were free to do as they.pleased as long as concars. Order and discipline were to be maintained duct remained orderly. Much reading and letter writthroughout the entire trip. The man guilty of an in- ing was accomplished enroute, but of prime imporfraction of the rules was to be punished.
tance, it seemed, were the frequent games of poker,
Once inside and seated, the men made themselves rummy and blackjack. More than one soldier arrived
comfortable. Leggings, which were required to be at Blanding with a good deal more ready cash than he
worn during the march, were now permitted to be re- originally started with, and similarly a great many atmoved. So were the full :field packs which were a neces- rived with a lot less. The matter of gambling was left
sary but unwanted part of the apparel. Had it not been in the hands of individual company commanders, and
for the full :field packs the required uniform would few if any of them refused to allow the men to gamble
have been cool and comfortable. For the dress in- as long as order prevailed. And this was as it should
eluded, aside from the packs, only leggings, rifle belt have been. Diversionary pleasures for the men in the
and rifle, and the usual summer cotton khaki trousers service were few enough. A game of cards, a good
and shirt.
healthy crap game and the privilege of drinking beer
The cars were hot and the men were eager to get now and then helped morale and made their regiunder way. For many the trip was to be a new expe- mented lives more livable. It was seldom indeed that
rience altogether. Only a small percentage of the men difficulties arose through extending these privileges.
had ever been to Florida, and following as it did the The fact of the matter is that a great many difficulties
two months of intensive training, the trip was almost were undoubtedly prevented by extending them. There
akin to a vacation excursion.
, were certain limits, however, beyond which the en27
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listed man could not go. At no time, for example, was
either the drinking or possession of liquor allowed,
and there were very few infractions of this rule considering the large number of men governed by it.
Except when on pass, the soldier was not permitted to
drink anything stronger than the familiar 3.2 beer.
All afternoon and evening the long troop train
rolled southward, passing mile after mile of Virginia
landscape. More than once the train stopped for
periods of time to await track clearances. If the stops
were long the cry of "Let's get going!" or "Tell that
engineer to get on the ball!" resounded through the
cars. Everyone was in a good humor and making the
most of the two-day trip.
About 9:00 o'clock beds were made and the men
began turning in. They were not particularly sleepy
but it was time for lights out. One by one the men relaxed on clean linen sheets. Lights were extinguished.
For a time conversation continued. The men talked
about everything and nothing. Finally, one by one,
they turned to the seclusion of their own thoughts.
Now only the steady rumbling of the train and the
occasional whistle of the engine ahead could be heard
echoing through the night air.
Next morning there was little difficulty in getting
the men awake. They were up and about promptly at
6:00. This was to be a big day and no one wanted to
miss the show. Some time, probably late this same
evening, they were due to arrive atCamp Blanding.
"Hey, guys, we're in North Carolina," one early
riser exclaimed. "I was just talking with the porter and
he said we'd be in Georgia in no time. We made good
time last night."
Breakfast was served and the day was on in full
swing. Within a few hours the train crossed the Georgia border. Later in the day a stop was made at Atlanta,
where the men bought newspapers and candy from
vendors passing hurriedly through the train.
That afternoon the men began to notice changes in
the terrain. It looked more and more as though Florida
could not be far ahead. The .countryside was low and
flat now, stretching for miles and miles as far as the
eye could see. Here and there the first glimpses of tropical vegetation appeared. That evening, shortly before
sunset, the Florida state line had been crossed.
It was considerably past midnight when the train
arrived at Camp Blanding. The night was clear and
comfortably cool. A bright moon was shining. For
hours the men had been getting glimpses of the white
Florida sand from their car windows on the train, and

now that the train had stopped, everyone was anxious
to get out and take a look around.
At the command of officers in charge the men detrained and formed a column'of twos. Members of the
advance party, who had preceded the first shipment of
troops, were on hand to lead the way to the regimental
area. The advance party was by this time fully familiar with conditions at Blanding, and their experiences
were well worth relating.
Maj Edwin M. VanBibber had been in charge of the
advance party which arrived at Camp Blanding on the
morning of August 22, 1942, just four days before the
first troops arrived. His party included 1st Lt Joseph
Hunter and 2d Lts Clifford Couvillion, Clay Shaw
and Herbert Shell. As part of the advance party were
a group of approximately thirty noncommissioned
officers who aided in tqe job of getting the new 313th
area ready for the troops.
It was indeed a job. In the first place, the advance
party had been denied Pullman accommodations for
the trip. They had been promised accommodations but
were unable to obtain them. Coach seats were at a
premium too, and as a consequence most of the party
were obliged to stand.
But the real difficulties were to begin when the party
arrived at Camp Blanding. They had previously been
informed that there were not sufficient accommodations in the new 313th area to house the entire Regiment, and it was to be their job to erect a sufficient
number of tents to make up for this deficiency. This
required the laying of floors to be used as bases for the
tents. Major Van Bibber had been appointed Regimental Billeting Officer and was to supervise the job.
When the party arrived at Camp Blanding they reported, as instructed, to Camp Blanding headquarters.
For some reason, headquarters was not expecting their
arrival and considerable difficulty was encountered before matters were straightened out. Finally the officer
in charge handed Major Van Bibber a bulky bag of
keys and a map. The keys, he was informed, were keys
to the various buildings in the 313th area. The map
was a reproduction of Camp Blanding. On the map he
would find the location of the 313th Infantry.
Major VanBibber opened the map. The instructions
had been correct. In red pencil a large circle had been
drawn with the inscription "You Live Here" scribbled
inside of it.
The advance party had much to do in the next few
days. An inspection of buildings was made first and
conditions in many of them were found to be bad. The
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kitchens particularly were unsatisfactory. Utensils had
been left behind improperly cleaned. The floors, windows and walls were dirty. Cockroaches were everywhere. It was more than evident that much work
would have to be done.
The inspection revealed that much equipment was
missing, and the reason for this was detected. Men
from an adjoining outfit located nearby had been "raiding" the abandoned area, procuring duckboards,
kitchen equipment and dayroom supplies as needed.
Meantime work progressed toward completing the
required tentage facilities in the 313th Infantry area.
A sufficient number of tents · hqd to be erected to
house the personnel of Cannon Company, Antitank
Company and a limited number of men in the battalions. The job was completed on time.
But there was naturally much to be done that could
only be done when the troops moved in. Now the first
troops were here, lined up and waiting to be moved to
the new area.
The walk from the Camp Blanding railhead to the
new 313th Infantry area was not a long one and because of the late hour the men were allowed to walk
informally at rout step. Everyone talked enthusiastically about the Florida climate and of their first impressions of Camp Blanding. They seemed to sense that
they were going to like it here, even though they knew
..,-ery little as yet as to what to expect. Although the
hour was late no one seemed particularly sleepy. This
was a good thing for little sleep was to be had that
night.
On arrival at their various company and unit areas
it was soon evident that much remained to be done
before the men could rest. The sleeping quarters were

devoid of both beds and accessories. The quarters were
dirty-so dirty, in fact, that it was impossible to sleep
in them before at least a preliminary cleaning had
been effected. As a consequence the next hour or more
was spent in getting sleeping quarters in some sort of
livable condition. This accomplished, the men trudged
across the sand to a nearby building where cots, mattresses and blankets had been stored, and trudged back
again carrying the needed equipment.
Each unit and company had its own unique experience when first arriving at Blanding. In some areas
the beds were available when the men arrived and conditions were not too bad. In others no beds were to be
found at all. In any case, the first night's experience
was a difficult one and little sleep was to be had.
But loss of sleep does not affect Army routine, and
the following day reveille was sounded as usual. The
men were up and about early for there was much to do.
As a matter of fact, several days were required to get
the area in condition, and during this time GI details
labored long and hard. KPs and added kitchen help
worked night and day; men washed and scrubbed
every square inch of floor and wall space in sleeping
quarters, dayrooms and administration buildings.
There was little time for anything but work.
The sleeping quarters at Camp Blanding were unusual. Contrary to the large barracks usually found,
the quarters at Blanding were small. Two types of
sleeping quarters were prevalent. The small hutment
which housed five to seven men, and the larger buildings (although small when compared to the barracks
at Pickett) which housed thirteen men. The latrines
and shower rooms were located in a large 'single building, one of which was to be found in each company
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and unit area. There were ample facilities for everyone.
At the time the 79th Division first arrived at Camp
Blanding the 29th Division was undergoing a period
of training there. So was the 6th Cavalry Regiment.
However, some weeks after the 79th Division arrived,
the 29th Division was moved out to make way for the
incoming 30th Division.
Within a week after arrival at Camp Blanding everything was running smoothly. The men liked the camp
and they liked the Florida climate. The weather was
often hot, but unlike Camp Pickett, a refreshing
breeze was commonplace. Blanding was less than forty
miles from the Atlantic Ocean, and this had a natural
and stimulating effect upon the weather, both in summer and winter. As for the camp site, nothing could
have been more ideal from a scenic standpoint. To be
sure, the country was low and flat, but there were many
areas where trees and vegetation dotted the landscape.
During periods of class instruction the men could sit in
these shaded areas and even some of the training could
be conducted in places sheltered from the sun. Sand
proved to be a natural hazard for drilling and marching purposes, for sand is always difficult to walk upon
for long periods of time without great difficulty. Then,
too, the low and flat country was not as ideally suited
for training or field problems as a hilly terrain might
have been. The problem of cover and concealment was
almost impossible to overcome, and the lack of hills
and valleys made the planning of simulated battle conditions difficult. But apart from these disadvantages,
Blanding was an ideal camp.
Not far from the 313th Infantry area beautiful
Kingsley Lake was situated, which made possible a
training program in swimming and lifesaving and provided diversionary water sports for the men. Even
while at Camp Pickett, the Regimental S-3 had hoped
to be able to include lifesaving and swimming as a part
of the basic training program, but lack of facilities had
prevented carrying out the plan. Now it could be put
into effect.
Kingsley Lake was indeed beautiful. It was circular
in shape and approximately one and one-half miles in
diameter. The sandy shore provided a natural beach.
At many points surrounding the lake there were
wooded areas heavily laden with tropical growth.
The parade ground was centrally located and more
than large enough to accommodate a full division review. This ground was to be used frequently at a later
date by the 313th Infantry and the 79th Division as
a whole.

Aside from this advantage, Blanding had a large
sports arena, an open-air theater (which was situated
on the parade ground) and the finest of service clubs
fully equipped with modern libraries and all facilities
for entertainment purposes.
It was in surroundings such as these that the 313th
Infantry resumed its training schedule. The task of
getting the new home in livable condition was now
completed and training was being renewed. The basic
training period, or the Mobilization Training Program, as it was officially called, required a great deal of
classroom instruction. It was impossible to understand
or undertake the actual business of battle practice in
the field before an accurate knowledge of what to expect and of what to do had been mastered. So much
had to be learned in so short a time. To be sure, physical fitness was not to be sacrificed. The men were required as always to drill and march and engage in
physical training exercises, but a large portion of the
daily training schedule was turned over to class instruction, and covered everything from the elementary
knowledge of compass reading to the difficult job of
acquiring an accurate understanding of the mechanical
functions of weapons and equipment to be used in
combat.
The Mobilization Training Program was to be devoted chiefly to the training of the individual soldier.
It was designed, in other words, to teach the individual
soldier his job, whatever it be. In modern war this
entailed an involved and a complex process. So many
of the b~anches were highly technical and required intensive study before the soldier could be of any real
use in his assigned jobs.
Radio communication, for example, entailed a high
degree of technical experience and knowledge. H ere
was a science, virtually unknown in the last war, which
was playing a decisive role in the winning of World
War II. It was the hub of communications in all
branches of both Army and Navy service. In the infantry its uses were limitless. Tank formations were
directed in the heat of battle by means of it. Time and
space had virtually been eliminated because of it. A
million uses had been found for it. And each specific
use required the capabilities of a trained technician:
knowing his job fully.
So it was that in the special units and battalions, men
were being instructed in the science of radiotelegraphy
and radiotelephony. They were taught the use and
operation of the walkie-talkie- a small portable sending and receiving set which was capable of transmit-
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ting messages on the spot while in the field. They were
taught the International Morse Code. They were
taught secret field codes which were to be used in sending messages of a restricted and secret nature in combat. They were taught to send messages quickly, efficiently and accurately, and to receive them in like manner. Many of the men, showing special aptitude in this
field, were later sent to a special school at Fort Benning, Georgia, where they received expert instruction.
Intelligence training, as was the case in radiotelephony and telegraphy, required a high degree of specialization. The job of the Regimental S-2 was a vital
one, and this all-important branch was not neglected
in the development of the 313th Infantry. From the
date of activation on June 15, 1942, the Regimental
S-2, 1st Lt Frederick L. Grant, began the organization
of an extensive intelligence training program'. On
August 3, 1942, while still at Camp Pickett, 2d Lt
Raymond P. Godwin, who at the time was Executive
Officer of Headquarters and Headquarters Company,
was transferred to the Regimental S-2 section where he
assisted Lieutenant Grant in the initial task of getting
early intelligence training organized. Lieutenant
Grant was later promoted to the rank of captain, and
on November 4, 1942, was transferred with a division
cadre to Camp Howze, Texas. On this date Lieutenant
Godwin assumed the duties of Regimental S-2.
Intelligence training and the field of Army intelligence generally had assumed greater importance in the
Second World War than at any other time in history.
It played a vital role, not only in procuring valuable information regarding the activities, plans and condition
of the enemy in the field, but equally in the vital job of
preventing the enemy from learning the facts of our
own operations. Very early in training every soldier
(not only those directly concerned with intelligence
work) was instructed in regard to the importance of
keeping his lip shut on matters of a military nature. He
was taught not to discuss the details of training, of
weapons, and of troop movements. Even his apparently harmless camera, although not denied him entirely, had to be registered and all films censored. He
soon learned that loose talk could easily cost American
and Allied lives. He was shown training films on this
subject and given class instruction on the dos and
don'ts of military security.
The most important phase of intelligence training
in the 313th Infantry was undertaken by the Intelligence and Reconnaissance Platoon (traditionally
known as the I&R), a part of H eadquarters and H ead-
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quarters Company. It was within this group that the
necessary training for intelligence work in the field was
to be developed. The platoon comprised twenty-four
picked enlisted men under the command of 2d Lt John
B. Mathews. Possibly no other branch of infantry service called for a greater degree of knowledge and skill
than was required for this group. To them was to go
the eventual responsibility of collecting, under combat
conditions, information regarding the plans and activities of the enemy. They would be required to move
forward in advance of the front lines and to infiltrate
enemy positions with utmost care and secrecy. Their
job would be to obtain valuable and needed information and to get back alive with that information. They
were not essentially to be a combat unit, although at
all times they were to be armed and had to attain a
high degree of combat efficiency. Aside from this, they
had to know a specialized job, which entailed many
months of concentrated study.
The work of tlie message center was an all-important link in the chain of communications. In this
branch accuracy was the watchword. So much depended on the smooth, swift and accurate functioning
of the message center in the field. In time of actual
combat, an error on the part of the message center
might be costly in lives and might, in fact, mean the
difference between victory or defeat. This is understandable when it is realized that all messages, whether
sent by radio, messenger, wire or other means, had to
pass through the hands of message center personnel.
For this reason every man in the message center section had to be given expert instruction, for much depended on him.
Within the Regiment each battalion headquarters
had its own message center, working in cooperation
with a central message center, operating at all times
close to Regimental Headquarters. The central message
center was the clearing house for all messages. It was
composed of one message center chief, two code clerks,
two basics and three messengers. Under combat conditions a runner from each special unit and battalion
headquarters was on duty at all times at the central
message center to deliver verbal or written messages
sent via messenger.
. The work of the wire section was vital too, and was
no easy job. These were the men whose job it was to
lay the miles and miles of wire so essential to telephone
communication within the Regiment. They were
among the first to arrive and the last to leave a combat
area when in the field. Their job was a difficult and a
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dangerous one and required no small degree of skill.
They had to learn how to repair telephone and radio
equipment, to shoot for trouble in the lines (in actual
combat lines were broken frequently by exploding
shells or bombs), to splice broken wire effectively and
hurriedly, and to know all of the tricks of the trade in
the job of laying lines correctly and with a maximum
of speed.
To an army travelling to a great extent on wheels,
the motor section was of course important. In this field,
particularly under combat conditions, the strain on
both men and motors was terrific. The motor section
comprised the mechanical specialists who repaired and
maintained motors and equipment, and the drivers
whose job it was to get through despite hell or high
water. A driver in the field had to be more than a mere
driver. He had to be an expert driver with an iron
nerve. The motor mechanics had to be aces in their
field too, for without equipment in running order, little
could be accomplished.
Added to the few branches just mentioned were
many others, each requiring a know ledge of the job at
hand. Hence the necessity for the long months of individual training-for the many hours of classroom instruction, and later, for the seemingly impossible task
of coordinating all of the widely different branches
into a cooperative and composite team.
With this background of the tremendous job of
training necessary, we can get a glimpse of the immensity of the Mobilization Training Program. Thirteen weeks was indeed a short time in which to accomplish all that was needed to be done. It was actually

necessary, as a matter of fact, to extend the initial
Mobilization Training Program to a seventeen-week
schedule. Other events intervened and made it impossible to finish the required training on time. The move
from Camp Pickett to Camp Blanding had taken well
over a week from the regular training program and
there were other interruptions that followed.
September 1942 was a busy month at Camp Blanding. No one, however, seemed to mind the stepped-up
schedule. Perhaps this was due to the climate. Perhaps
it was due to the fact that the men were taking a keener
interest in their work. It was probably a combination
of many things, but it was certain that morale was high
and that progress was being made.
During September, aside from the regular physical
training and classroom instruction, a wide range of
other activities were carried out. For example, Saturday afternoons were turned over to recreational activities, and in every company area you could see games of
touch football, basketball and baseball going on in full
swing. The Saturday morning period was devoted to a
weekly inspection during which every soldier had to be
really on the ball. Early Saturday morning (and more
than likely on Friday evening also) he was busy at the
task of cleaning all of his equipment. Everything from
his shoes to his rifle had to be spotlessly clean. More,
the entire company area had to be cleaned as well. The
dayroom, supply room, latrine, kitchen, and all of the
hutments had to be thoroughly scrubbed. The soldier
who was lax in complying with the rigid standard of
cleanliness was immediately gigged, and his pass
privilege revoked until he showed improvement.
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After the inspection at least a full hour period was
devoted to a review of the past week's training. In many
of the companies a period of current events was also
scheduled. Current events was a topic of major it'lterest
among the men. They followed world news as closely
as possible from day to day, and many good discussion
periods were held by the men.
An event of interest to the entire Divison occurred
about the middle of September. Unexpectedly on Sunday, September 13, 1942, the Commanding General
of the Second Army, Lieutenant General Ben Lear,
paid a surprise visit to the Division. During the day
he made an inspection tour of the various units, questioning individual soldiers on their training and progress. On Monday; September 14, a parade was held in
his honor by units of the Division. A battalion from
each regiment, a battery from each Field Artillery battalion and a composite battalion made up of units from
special troops and from each company of Engineers
was in the parade. General Lear was highly pleased
with the progress of the Division generally, and expressed this thought in a personal commendation to
the Commanding General of the 79th Division, Major
General Wyche.
September was the month during which swimming
instruction was begun. Here was a phase of training
which proved to be more fun than work for the men.
Its object, of course, was to insure every man in the
Regiment of being able to swim at least sufficiently to
take care of himself in case of emergency. The swimming program included a special class for beginners,
and an advanced class for the more experienced swimmers. The beginners were given basic swimming instruction and before they were allowed to progress
from the beginner group to the advanced class they had
to be able to swim for a distance of at least fifty yards.
The advance instruction was designed to improve the
swimmer's technique. This group was given underwater swimming, diving, taught the various swimming
strokes (including the Army method) and were
schooled in the art of holding the breath for increasing
periods of time while under water. Both the beginner
.groups and the advanced class were given instruction
in lifesaving and first aid. They were taught how to
administer artificial respiration, and the proper method
of bringing a drowning man to shore.
Not only were the swimming periods instructive,
but they provided healthy relaxation for the men as
well. At times during the instructions, periods of water
sports would be scheduled, including water polo,
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swimming races, and diving exhibitions. As late as possible into the fall months swimming was continued,
until finally, late in November, the water became too
cold and swimming instruction was cancelled.
The preceding background of information serves
to relate the early months of training at Camp Blanding. They were eventful, instructive, and interesting
months, and much more of interest was to fdlow.
Space does not permit a lengthy explanation of the
never-to-be-forgotten period that constituted the training days at Blanding, but a resume of the months that
followed is imperative.
The Mobilization Training Program reached its
completion on November 7, 1942. Immediately thereafter the period of unit training began, and with it on
November 10 the first furloughs for members of the
313th Infantry were granted. Every member of the
Regiment was slated to enjoy his first Army vacation
-fourteen days of freedom from Army routine and
discipline. Meantime, passes were being given to fifty
per cent of the Regiment during each weekend period,
and the men paid weekend visits to Jacksonville, Florida, and nearby cities. Life seemed to move at a faster
pace than members of the Regiment had ever experienced. The days, weeks and months literally flew by.
Unit training was hard and strenuous, but no one
seemed to mind. All were learning the grim business
of war, but at the same time were looking forward to
their furloughs and weekend adventures. Morale was
excellent.
Unit training was designed to enable the soldier to
work and function effectively as a team. The days of
individual training were over now and it was necessary, step by step, to mould the experience of the past
into the first beginnings of a composite whole. The
training was begun with squad and platoon problems,
and was enlarged with the passing weeks until company and regimental problems were eventually undertaken. Prior to the end of December 1942, unit training was confined predominantly to the respective company areas, but early in January 1943, the Regiment
as a whole began to participate in unit problems. During this period, which lasted until the end of January
1943, all personnel of the Regiment were in the field
most of the time, returning to their barracks only one
or two days a week. Life was harder now but progress
was evident everywhere.
Meantime social activities continued. The furlough
period went ahead uninterrupted, and during the
Christmas season the entire Regiment took time out tq
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enjoy the day. All training was cancelled during both
Christmas and the New Year. Parties and dances were
held and the Christmas dinner at Camp Blanding was
unquestionably the finest Army dinner served in many
a day. No member of the Regiment will ever forget
the holidays at Camp Blanding.
About the middle of December an event of unusual
significance happened. It concerned the finding of a
mascot for the 313th Infantry. True, it is not uncommon for a regiment to have a mascot and, as a matter
of fact, the 313th Infantry was planning to have one.
But fate, as fate has a way of doing, stepped into the
picture and solved the whole problem.
On the morning of December 14 a letter, written
obviously by someone still in the process of learning t-o
write with a more professional hand, arrived at Regimental headquarters. It was addressed to the Commanding Officer, 313th Infantry, Camp Blanding,
Florida.
The letter read:
December 12, 1942
Dear Sir:
I wish to be a mascot in the 313th Infantry. We are all
doing our part here buying War Bonds and Stamps. I
would be very happy if I could be a mascot in the 313th
Infantry at Camp Blanding, Florida. I am ten years old.
Thank you,. gratefully yours
ANTHONY CRISAFI
350 Albert Street
Youngstown, Ohio

That was all there was to it, but that was quite
enough. The letter was referred immediately to the
Regimental commander who in turn authorized that
Anthony Crisafi be made the official mascot of the
313th. Thereafter Anthony was informed of the good
news and an official warrant was sent to him along
with a letter of congratulation.
That was how it happened. Fate had taken care of
a double wish with a single blow. Anthony Crisafi had
the honor of being mascot to an infantry regiment, and
the 313th Infantry had Anthony. Aside from this,
Anthony was downright proud. More, he was famous.
On February 15, 1943 his picture appeared in the
Youngstown Vindicator, along with a laudatory article
telling the whole story.
With the arrival of the new year, 1943, the 313th
Infantry had reached the halfway mark in its evolutionary growth in so far as training was concerned.

Mobilization training was over, and unit training was
now well under way. The Regiment was beginning to
get the "feel" of working together as a team and by the
first of February 1943, training had progressed to such
a point that the Regiment as a whole was coordinating
beautifully in sci far as regimental problems were concerned. Thereafter division problems began and the
three infantry regiments constituting the 79th Division
began working together as a whole. During the period
the initial Division problems were held. Actual battle
conditions with the Division working together as a
combat team were begun. In the first problem, as conceived by higher headquarters, the following problem
was simulated: "Red Forces," the problem stated,
"have established a beachhead at the Gulf of Mexico
and are moving east. You are to stop the advance."
So it was that Division problems got under way, and
from the very beginning the months of previous training began to show results. Coordination was excellent,
and each individual soldier began to know and understand his pl~ce in the vast picture that comprised divisional operations. More than 15,000 men were now
successfully working together as a team.
Prior to the first beginnings of the Division problems, every effort had been made to thoroughly acquaint the individual soldier with every conceivable
phase of combat. Special classes were conducted to
further educate the soldier concerning the shape of
things to come, and early in January a bombing and
strafing exhibition was given at Sandy Hill Lake during which thirteen aircraft participated in an on-thescene demonstration of bombing and strafing tactics.
During this demonstration the troops were given explanatory instruction over a loud-speaker system and
when the exhibition was over every man felt that he
now had a better idea of the nature of Air Corps operar
tions in combat as well as the know-how of what to do
when coordination between air and ground forces became necessary.
Toward the end of February the first rumors concerning a possible move for the Regiment and the 79th
Division began to circulate, and it was not long thereafter that official word was released. Both the Division
and the Regiment, it was learned, were scheduled for
an early move to Camp Forrest, Tennessee, for spring
maneuvers there.
The time had again come to mov·e on. Training had
now reached a point wherein the big picture would
begin to unfold to one and all. True, it was still a
matter of simulation, and the thought of actual combat
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in the minds of one and all remained somewhere out
there in the remote future. But progress toward that
ultimate goal had been made, and the spring maneuvers in Tennessee were destined to be the biggest thing
in which the 313th Infantry Regiment had as yet
participated.
They were great days at Blanding-yes, indeed.
They were days that will never be forgotten. In one
sense of the word it might be said that the months in
Florida were the happiest and most productive days
ever spent by the men of the 313th Infantry. Certainly
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they were the happiest days, and as long as the human
heart remains as it is men shall ever prefer to reflect
upon those happier periods that come in a lifetime, and
shall therefore remember Camp Blanding as an outstanding highlight in the long and difficult years that
comprised Army experience.
But life, and certainly Army life, is ever changing,
and a grim road stretched ahead. Life was to become
progressively more difficult, and everyone sensed that
Tennessee maneuvers would set the pace for the beginnings of those more arduous days.
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Chapter 4: Tennessee Maneuvers

N THE MORNING of March 6, 1943, the
first troops of the 313th Infantry arrived at
the Quartermaster Depot, Camp Forrest,
Tennessee. The last of these troops arrived on March
9. They had left the bright sands of Florida, traveling
by train through the state of Georgia, across the tip of
Alabama, and had entered Tennessee for spring maneuvers there.
The weather was extremely cold when the men arrived, and morale, traditionally high during the stay at
Camp Blanding, had sunk to a new low. Yes, it was
going to be tough, and plenty tough. The men knew
that now.
A cold, bleak rain beat down upon the troops when
they arrived. Thereafter, a cold wave set in. The troops,
long since accustomed to a warm climate, as well as to
the comfort of barracks life, suddenly found themselves in the midst of a cold wave in the nowhere that
comprised the hills of Tennessee. After leaving the
train, they were taken immediately by truck to a place
long to be remembered as Busy Corners, Tennessee.
Busy Corners consisted of a country store and a few
scattered houses located on a Tennessee highway. That
was all there was to Busy Corners, and the area surrounding this initial detrucking point was destined to
be called "home."
Such was the first recollection of the transition from
the warmth and comfort of Florida life to the cold and
exposure of the life now to be. In a mere matter of
moments the troops had been introduced to the hard,
rugged life that only the infantry can fully know. No
longer would the men experience the comfort of barracks life; not, at least, for an extended period. No, the
days of the weekend passes and of fourteen-day furloughs were over now and the tough life was beginning. Now it was a matter of living in the open; of
creating one's own world in the rugged environment
of the Tennessee hills.
No word picture could aptly portray the primitive
conditions which prevailed during the early days of
Tennessee maneuvers. It was necessary, literally, to
start from scratch- to erect tents and build roads
under conditions that combat itself could hardly be expected to surpass in so far as sheer inconvenience was
concerned. The spring rains were the heaviest in many
years, and when it failed to rain, the temperature
would drop to all-time lows. The Ides of March were
indeed something to beware, and to overcome.
But the troops of the 313th Infantry were well
trained and in top physical condition. Almost over-

night they began to adapt themselves to the rugged life
t.h at was now theirs to master. Order and determination began to emerge from the chaos experienced when
the troops first arrived. Roads were built from logs and
stones, and transportation, stalled for the first several
days, began to move. Tent cities sprang into existence,
and life began.
The purpose of Tennessee maneuvers was, of
course, clear. In so far as the individual soldier was
concerned, the whole experience of the rugged life he
was already a part of, had been planned and designed
to fully prepare him for the tougher days of combat
yet to come. It was designed to give him a simulated
taste of the sort of life which would eventually become
commonplace.
In the bigger picture, Tennessee Maneuvers had an
equally vital objective. It was an objective which included not only the 313th Infantry, or the 79th Division, but the entire Second Army of the United States.
A gigantic task was being undertaken. It involved the
bringing together of masses of men, working and coordinating together in simulated battle. It was a stupendous effort to give each individual soldier the feel
of being a part of the immense machine that constitituted an army in action.
That was the over-all objective, and after the initial
days of preparation and adjustment were over, a series
of field maneuvers were begun. Actual Second Army
maneuvers were not attempted at first, nor were they
planned to begin immediately. The big picture would
come later, at a date and time already set by higher
headquarters.
The initial field maneuvers were conceived and conducted by Lt Col] ames 0. Wade, an Assistant Chief of
Staff. They were designed to enable the various unit~
to make a first beginning toward the ultimate goal in
mind. Problem after problem was outlined and executed, and in each, a new and different phase of simulated combat was emphasized. All problems undertaken were adapted to the hilly terrain, and the bad
weather, the mud and the cold, added to their realism.
Then, on March 23, a series of seven-day problems
began. These were conducted on a larger scale, under
the direction of VII Corps. Basically, their purpose was
to enable each regiment to be the enemy, so that experience could be gained in defending itself under hazardous and difficult conditions. These problems were,
in reality, big stuff. They were umpired by Corps umpires, and throughout the entire series of problems
actual battle conditions were simulated. The situation
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was tactical at all times from the beginning of a problem until it ended. On the coldest of nights fires were
forbidden. Battle conditions were enforced to the letter
of Army law. The going was really tough.
Experience was being gained all the while. The men
were getting aGcustomed to the hard and rugged life.
They were beginning to understand the true meaning
of the word "infantry." They were beginning to know
what it truly meant to be a soldier. They were beginning to appreciate the extent of the sacrifice, the hardship, the discomfort and the teamwork necessary to
come through victorious, even in simulated battle.
On Easter Sunday, April25, 1943, Tennessee Maneuvers officially began. By an order released from
higher headquarters, the situation was declared tactical
at noon, and the Second Army maneuvers were on.
Space will not permit a lengthy account of the
maneuver period. A unit history can only record a
given amount of material, and if justice is to be done
to chapters dealing with actual combat, the length of
other chapters must be narrowed to basic facts.
Second Army maneuvers in Tennessee lasted from
April25 to June 16, 1943. During this perioq a series
of eight specific problems were held. The maneuver
area stretched roughly from Manchester, to Shelbyville, to Murfreesboro, to Lebanon, and on this hilly
terrain troops of the Second Army battled it out under
conditions as near to actual combat as a simulated
situation would permit. They were not easy problems.
The fact that the real thing had not yet come made no
difference in the execution of the maneuver phase of
training! As one GI put it, "It might as well have been
the real thing, for they sure as hell made us think
it was."
In Operation 1, acting under the direction of VII
Corps, the 79th Division and the 313th Infantry were
assigned the mission of protecting the Corps' left flank
and assisting in seizing the rail facilities in the town of
Lebanon, Tennessee. The 79th Division was a part of
the Blue force in this initial problem, and with blue
bands on their left shoulders to designate their affiliation, they fought against the Reds with troops of the
5th Armored Division, the 81 st Infantry Division, the
73d Field Artillery Brigade, the 1105th Engineer
Group, the 405th AAA Battalion and the 503d Engineer Light Ponton Company. This initial battle raged
for a full week, and after a brief rest a second problem
(Operation 2) pegan in which the same troops comprising the Blue force were assigned an offensive
mission.
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Critique after completion of a problem on Spencer
Range, Tennessee

Operation 3 was perhaps the most difficult and hazardous of all the problems confronting the 313th Infantry during the Tennessee Maneuvers period. This
problem involved the crossing of the swift and turbulent waters of the Cumberland River. Due to the heavy
spring rains the waters of the Cumberland were high
and dangerous, and even though utmost caution was
taken to insure safety, several men lost their lives.
Despite this, however, Operation 3 accomplished its
purpose and was highly successful, and the troops
emerged from the experience fully prepared to handle
the problem of river crossings when the real thing
came along. At the conclusion of Operation 3 the 79th
had actually succeeded in moving all troops and organization motors across the river. This did not include the
artillery, which remained behind to cover the move
with protective artillery fire. Bridgeheads were successfully established before the problem ended.
From May 17 to 20, the duration of Operation 4,
the 313th Infantry and the 79th Division maneuvered
as a part of the Blue force for the last time. Operation
4 comprised an advance move eastward to destroy any
enemy encountered. This was one of the shorter problems in so far as duration of time was concerned, but
like the others it was highly interesting and conducted
in warlike fashion. The problem ended as the various
combat teams were approaching the enemy outpost
line.
The conclusion of Operation 4 brought the halfway
mark for Tennessee Maneuvers. During this period another brief rest was permitted, and thereafter troops of
the 313th Infantry and the 79th Division became the
Red force and certain changes were made. As Operation 5 began, the 79th Division was reinforced by antiaircraft and tank destroyer groups, plus the 129th Sig-
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Reconnaissance on the Cumberland River during the
Tennessee maneuvers

nal Radio Intelligence Company. Air units also offered
support, including a bombardment squadron. In this
operation, the 79th Divison had the mission of establishing a bridgehead in an area south of Carthage, Tennessee. This sector was to be defended at all costs, and
the mission involved a rearward movement across the
Cumberland River by means of bridges, both permanent and temporary, and the subsequent destruction of
those bridges to prevent the enemy's advance.
Thereafter followed Operation 7, in which airborne
troops were used for the first time. The 10 1st Airborne
Division with the 506th Parachute Infantry attached,
reinforced the Blue force. Bad weather delayed the initial air attacks, but eventually, with skies still somewhat overcast, the jumps by airborne infantry were
made. The airborne attacks added a real thrill and zest
to the final problems, and needless to say, the townspeople of Gallatin, Tennessee (where the jumps were
made) were literally spellbound at the sight of a sky
invasion. To combat these airborne forces the Reds
were reinforced by the 933d Airbase Security Battalion, and the 3d Battalion of the 317th Infantry,
81st Division, a motorized unit. The 79th Division, a
part of the Red force, resisted the air onslaught with
gallantry and cunning, and to ward off disaster, the
79th Reconnaissance Troop was. diverted for a time to
antiairborne use.
In Operation 8, at least from a technical stand point,
the 79th Division faced its severest test. The Blue force
was stronger than ever, and the Reds had to use every
stratagem they could command. In Operation 8 the
Blue (enemy) force, with the 81 st Division, the 5th

Armored Division and the 10 1st Airborne Division as
its principal components, had the task of crossing the
Cumberland River in the face of strong Red defensive
action. The 79th Division, together with the remainder of the Red force, had a tough battle inv·olving
strategic fighting and defensive tactics.
As Operation 8 drew to a close, all elements of the
79th Division literally had their backs to the wall.
Enemy infantry and armored forces had effected river
crossings at various points and were advancing from
all sides. They were advancing against our front-line
troops north of the river, with enemy infantry concentrated on our front and armored elements moving
against our flank and rear. Added to this concerted
action was the very active participation of the parachutists and glider-borne troops. Planes swooped dbwn
from the sky and unloaded men who were to harass our
rear installations. We were seriously threatened as the
problem ended, for the attack by air came as a climaxing feature, and all of 79th Division Headquarters was
in grave danger. The entire Division, including Division Headquarters personnel, were doing battle at the
moment the problem ended. Troops of the 313th Infantry and the 79th Division did well to the very last,
defending their territory against vastly superior forces
from early Sunday morning until Wednesday evening,
June 16, 1943, when the Second Army maneuvers in
Tennessee were officially declared over.
No one could say that the days spent during Tennessee maneuvers were easy. They were anything but easy,
and looking back on those days in retrospect, it is not
difficult to see the immense practical value derived ·
from the experience. The man who survived Tennes.see Maneuvers in good health was a soldier, a good
soldier, and he knew it. He had endured all kinds of
weather and all sorts of punishment. He had been
through the mill in the fullest sense of the word, and
he was inwardly proud of it.
But it wasn't a matter of all work and no play during
Tennessee Maneuver days. During breaks in the many
tactical problems, which usually came on weekends,
passes were granted to visit nearby towns and cities.
Nashville was of course the best place to go when the
break periods came along, and the men lucky enough
to get away from the strenuous maneuver life were sure
to make the most of their brief periods of liberty. Then,
for those unable to leave camp, beer parties and other
forms of entertainment were scheduled.
All in all, much was accomplished during the maneuver period, and for the 313th Infantry in particular,
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one important change had come about. It was during
Tennessee Maneuvers that Col Paul C. Paschal relinquished his post as Regimental commander of the
313th Infantry, to accept an important assignment
elsewhere. Colonel Paschal had commanded the Regiment since its activation in June 1942, and had seen it
grow, under his command, into the fighting force it
now represented. He regretted leaving his men, and
openly expressed this thought when the time came for
him to leave. He had done a fine job and he would be
missed.
In his place Col Sterling A. Wood had been appointed Regimental commander. Colonel Wood was
a man of strong determination and will, staunch of
body and character, and an able leader of men. His
military career and background were extensive and
varied. Colonel Wood graduated from West Point
with the wartime class of 1917. During World War I
he served at various posts in the United States as first
and second lieutenant, winding up as captain and adjutant of the 7lst Infantry at Camp Meade, Maryland,
in 1919. Following Warld War I he retained the permanent rank of captain, and served as company commander with several infantry regiments, interspersing
this service with tours as instructor of the Organized
Reserves, the National Guard, and at The Infantry
School at Fort Benning. He was promoted to major in
1933 and took command of a battalion of the 17th Infantry. Then followed service as Civil Works Administrator, commander, and later executive officer of a
CCC Camp. From 1935 to 1938 he was Senior Instructor with the Wisconsin National Guard. He grad-

Tennessee maneuvers: The problem is over, and this
group is preparing for retreat formation
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Col Sterling A. Wood

uated from the Command & General Staff School at
Fort Leavenworth, and from the Chemical Warfare
School at Edgewood Arsenal in 1939. From 1939 to
1943 he was instructor at The Infantry School and
Editor of The Infantry School Mailing List. He was
promoted to lieutenant colonel in 1940, and to colonel
in December 1941. He is the author of two texts on
riot tactics, collaborated in the preparation of Combat
Problems for Small Units, and contributed several
articles to the Infantry journal.
Under the command of Colonel Wood the Regiment prepared for future moves, which were soon
forthcoming. On June 19 both the Regiment and the
79th Division began a move back to Camp Forrest,
Tennessee, where preparations were immediately begun for further training.
Camp Forrest was heaven on earth in comparison to
the rugged life during the maneuver period. The training was difficult, and there was no let-up in the intensity with which training was administered, but the
mere fact that barracks life was· again available was
enough to improve morale to an unlimited degree.
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Then, too, there were other reasons for the improvement in morale. Furloughs were begun, and all members of the Regiment had the thrill of being free men
once again while the furlough period lasted. Meantime, on weekends, the men were issued passes to nearby Nashville and surrounding cities. Life at Camp
Forrest moved swiftly and morale was high.
Then, as the men returned from furlough the training schedule was intensified. Range firing was undertaken for every man in the Regiment. The men ran
the infiltration course and attacks were made on a
simulated Nazi village.
As training progressed rumors became prevalent
once again. A move was surely in the offing, and it
would come soon.
And come it did. In a Division special order of July
24, 1943, the news of a move from Camp Forrest,
Tennessee, to Camp Laguna, Yuma, Arizona, was
made public. It read in part: "Pursuant to letter, Head-

quarters Second Army, re: Transfer of 79th Division
to Desert Training Center, this Division will move by
rail from Camp Forrest, Tennessee, to Desert Training
Center with station at Camp Laguna (detraining
point, Yuma) for a permanent change of station."
Yes, the time was at hand. The days in Tennessee
were soon to be over. Behind these well trained soldiers
lay the experience of their first army maneuvers. Before them (yes, they knew ) was the ordeal of another
maneuver experience, this time under the heat of desert
sun and sand.
There was no figuring this man's army, unless one
were to say that those at the top wanted to put the infantryman through every conceivable experience in
every conceiv~ble climate.
Apparently, that was exactly what they wanted, and
they were about to see that GI Joe would experience it.
There was nothing left to do but, "Go West, young
man, go West."

Chapter 5: Desert Training

I

T WAS A HOT August day when the first train
pulled out from the Camp Forrest railhead and
headed west. The day was Tuesday, and the date
August 8, 1943. Within the Pullman cars enthusiastic
troops of the 313th Infantry Regiment talked glibly
of the days that had been and the days that were yet
to come.
There was something thrilling about troop movements that never seemed to tire the men. There was
always in Army life that eternal urge to move on. No
matter how pleasant a previous station had been, or
how uncomfortable or uncertain the next station gave
promise of being, the idea of going somewhere else
never lost its appeal.
The troops knew that desert training would be a
tough ordeal, but for the moment, at least, the thrill of
a move west overshadowed all else and morale was
extremely high. This was sure to be a great experience,
and they were looking forward to it.
And it was a great experience.
The trip lasted four days. En route, stops were made
at Nashville, Tennessee; Evansville, Indiana; St. Louis,
Missouri; Little Rock, Arkansas; Texarkana, Austin,
San Antonio, Del Rio, and El Paso, Texas; Tucson, and
finally at the railhead, Yuma, Arizona.
For many of the troops the move westward was a
new and unique event. A great number of the men had
never been West; many, in fact, had never traveled beyond the borders of their various home states. Now
they had known the thrill of seeing the vastness of this
great America they had called their own but had never
fully seen. Now they were familiar with its mountains
and its prairies, its fertile plains and its miles and miles
of barren desert land.
Certainly they were to become very familiar with
the desert country, for as the first train pulled in at the
Yuma railhead on the morning of August 12, the
313th Infantry began a new and more rugged life than
it had ever experienced before.
Camp Yuma railhead was situated literally in the
middle of the desert. The weather was hot and dry, and
the area for miles around was completely devoid of
vegetation and covered with dry desert sand. So this
was to be called "home!"
·
At the Yuma railhead the men detrained and immediately boarded trucks for Camp Laguna. The 79th
Division Band was on hand for the event, playing
tunes of welcome which filtered out on the hot summer
air, then vanished in the vastness of desert space.
The trip to Camp Laguna was short but interesting.
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The initial part of the trip comprised barren wasteland,
which later became fertile, green terrain as the trucks
moved through the irrigated Yuma Valley. Then farther out the barren lands reappeared. The hot sun beat
down unmercifully; the land grew more and more barren and the spirits of the men grew ever more dim as
the miles progressed.
"This ain't going to be no picnic," said one GI.
"It sure as hell ain't," remarked another.
And then on the horizon the first glimpse of Camp
Laguna loomed into visibility. There it was-a tent
city stretching for miles under a blistering desert sun,
nestled between barren and rock-covered mountains,
reflecting brown and amber colors in the sun's glare.
"M aybe it ain't true. Maybe it's a mirage," someone
remarked, and everyone laughed.
Such was the introduction to Camp Laguna, Yuma,
Arizona, to the Joes of the 313th. It wasn't a pleasant
picture exactly, but it wasn't going to be so bad either.
After all, these men were used to the rugged life now,
and it was better to roast under a hot August sun than
to freeze in the Tennessee mountains in the early
spring.
Camp Laguna was virtually devoid of facilities. It
was not meant to have them. Its reason for existence in
the first place was to give all troops who became a part
of it the hardest kind of outdoor existence imaginable.
Troops who became a part of Camp Laguna were to
know the meaning of temperatures reaching 120 degrees and above during the daylight hours; they were
to know as well the discomfort of maneuvers conducted
in those temperatures. They were to know only the
relief of cool nights but beyond this, life would be difficult indeed.
It might be well to give a word picture of the camp
itself. There were rows and rows of pyramidal tents,
stretching for miles. In these the men slept and lived.
Other tents-larger or smaller as the need requiredhoused the kitchens, administrative quarters, hospital,
and officers' quarters. The only wooden structures
available were the shower and wash rooms where the
men cleaned up at the close of the day and in the early
morning. Water for the showers was pumped from
the Colorado River located some ten miles distant, but
this water was contaminated and unfit for drinking.
The drinking water was selected only at authorized
water points, and was purified under medical supervision.
Life at Camp Laguna was indeed rough at first, but
after things became more organized conditions im-
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Chow, desert style, at Camp Laguna, Arizona

proved. PXs were installed, and beer and candy and
other supplies were on hand for purchase after duty
hours. The beer, whether hot or cold, was a great boon
to thirsty and weary Gis. It often sold in case lots, and
the troops would gather around under a desert moon
or beneath the darkness of the desert night to talk and
drink. Movies were shown several times weekly, and
at least once a week, whenever possible, a USO show
would be staged for the troops. It was during this
period that the first noncommissioned officers' club
was born for the 313th Infantry. The club for commissioned officers had long since been in existence, but
it was not until reaching Camp Laguna that the noncoms banded together and formed a club of their own.
They obtained a tent, installed chairs and tables, and
began a life of wining and dining in style. It was quite
an exclusive affair.
In the early days at Camp Laguna the medics were
busy treating large numbers of cases of heat prostration. Many of the men had diffi~ulty adjusting themselves to the extreme temperatures, and the desert life.
Only a few cases of serious illness were reported, however, and generally the adjustment to the new life was
rapid.
Training began almost immediately after the troops
arrived at Camp Laguna, but it was not until late in
October that the actual desert maneuvers got under
w~

.

Actual desert maneuvers got under way on October
26, and lasted for a three-week period. By the time they
began, the troops were hardened and ready for the
ordeal. Long hikes and marches had been conducted in
the preceding weeks, and physical training had been
stressed to the fullest possible extent. But now the
training at Desert Training Center, or the California-

Arizona Maneuver Area as it was called after October
21, reached its peak when desert maneuvers got under
way.
On the night of October 23-24 a move was made
from Camp Laguna to the maneuver area. Traveling
by truck, the entire Regiment (and the Division)
moved in a seemingly never-ending column to Palen
Pass, a location especially selected for the occasion.
Here the terrain was rugged and the huge mountains
formed excellent natural barriers for simulated battle.
Desert maneuvers were to consist of two main problems, the first of which was an attack on fortified positions in Palen Pass. Before the first problem began,
however, a rehearsal was staged on October 25 and 26
so that officers and men alike would have an opportunity to practice a simulated attack on fortified positions under desert conditions. This initial rehearsal
period was a complete success, and on October 26 the
first problem officially began.
The situation was declared tactical in the early
morning and the battle was on. In this first problem
the 79th Division and the 313th Infantry formed a
part of the Blue force operating under the direction of
XV Corps. Once again the Blue force was pitted
against its arch enemy of Tennessee maneuver days,
the 81st Division, operating as the Red or enemy force.
Basically, the nature of the first problem involved
the necessity of the Blue force advancing against constant enemy opposition up the treacherous valley be- '
tween the Palen and the McCoy Mountains. The going
was rough at best. The terrain was extremely difficult
for motor or foot travel, and enemy opposition was
severe at all times.
A feature and highlight of this first problem was the
close cooperation between the ground forces of the
79th Division, and another of the Blue units, the 111 th
Tactical Air Division. As our ground units ran into
well fortified enemy positions the air units offered
strong support, bombing and strafing enemy installations and offering valuable reconnaissance help.
Throughout the entire problem battle conditions
were expertly simulated. According to the umpires the
313th Infantry did an outstanding job of cover and
concealment, being careful even in minor details (such
as leaving shiny mess gear exposed to the sun, etc.) to
prevent detection. This was an especially worthy compliment for the Regiment, because camouflage was
difficult to accomplish in open desert country. Nets
and a few shrubs were about all that could be relied
upon. In places, the rugged terrain with its great bould-
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ers and frequent ravines and washes provided cover,
but even this proved unsatisfactory in view of the difficulty of getting the vehicles in and out of the washes.
The second and final problem began on November
3, and again the 313th Infantry and the 79th Division
remained a part of the Blue force. Essentially, the setup for the second problem was the same as for the first
except that in problem two both sides had access to air
power from the 111 th Tactical Air Division. The plan
of the second problem was as follows: The 79th Division formed a part of the "First Army" which was invading the country from Mexico, driving north in the
direction of Needles, Arizona. When the 79th Division went tactical and the problem began, patrols at
the outset met light opposition from Red (enemy)
forces which constantly withdrew to the north. As the
problem developed the Blue forces met increasing oppbsition, and at times the situation was even critical.
Air opposition played an important and at times a
devastating role. Planes, both enemy and friendly,
droned overhead continuously, and many an air
"battle" was fought and "casualties" to ground forces
inflicted. An outstanding tactical move on the part of
the Blue force occurred at one point in the battle, inflicting heavy losses on the Red force. This happened
when the 313th and 314th Infantry caught a segment
of the Red force unaware and captured thirteen
compames.
No one actually won the second problem, but when
it ended the Blues were slowly forcing the Reds to surrender and abandon their fortified positions.
The second problem, and with it desert maneuvers,
officially ended at 11:00 A.M. November 11, 1943.
This date and hour had been selected to commemorate
the signing of the armistice terms in World War I,
November 11, 1918.
Pages could be devoted to the mere telling of incidents and events that occurred during desert maneuvers, but space will not p·e rmit a lengthy record. It can
be freely said, however, that desert maneuvers were
extremely difficult and that the troops actually suffered
severe hardship much of the time. Supply lines were
often very long, and it was impossible at times to bring
the needed food and water up to the troops in time. On
one instance troops of the 313 th Infantry marched for
a full day with only one canteen of water to see them
through the intense heat of the day. This had not been
planned as a part of discipline or training. It simply
occurred because supply lines were extended to such
an extent that it was a physical impossibility to get food
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and water through to the men in time. It cannot be
impressed too strongly that the mapeuver periods, both
in Tennessee and in Arizona, were difficult and at times
actually hazardous for all of the front-line ground
troops involved in them. Save for the absence of live
ammunition, no combat experience could have been
more strenuous, and when the maneuver period finally
ended the troops were badly in need of a genuine rest.
Both in the Tennessee and Arizona maneuvers
everyone celebrated when word was flashed ·around
that the show was over. The sound of M1 rifles were to
be heard everywhere as the men celebrated. Thereafter, everyone began immediately to do the things
that had been prohibited while the maneuver period
was on. The men built bonfires, sang, and entertained
themselves in whatever manner happened to strike
their fancy, and the tension that surrounded the atmosphere while maneuvers were in progress immediately
disappeared.
In Arizona during the maneuver period there was
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Line-up at the beer PX at Camp Laguna, Arizona

little chance for actual relaxation. Passes to nearby
towns was out of the question, for there were no towns
nearby, and as a consequence the men entertained
themselves as best they could during the rest periods
between problems. At Tennessee things had been different for transportation was available, and whenever
time permitted the men were given permission to visit
surrounding communities.
Two days after desert maneuvers concluded the
313th Infantry returned to Camp Laguna, and a short
while thereafter rumors began circulating that another
move was imminent. In the meantime a limited training schedule was placed in effect, and recreational activities accelerated. The PXs were busy again, movies
were being shown, USO shows were staged and a
limited number of three- and five-day passes were
granted to California cities. Many a lucky GI got a
chance to visit Los Angeles and Hollywood during this
period.

At Regimental Headquarters, meanwhile, word was
awaited day by day as to the destination of the Regiment in its expected move. Finally on November 23
the word came, with the destination specified as Camp
Phillips, Kansas. This word spread like wildfire
throughout the Regiment and the Division, and
shortly thereafter, the 313th Infantry advance party
left for the new station. Then on December 8 the first
troops embarked at· the Yuma railhead for Camp
Phillips. The last of the troops left Camp Laguna on
December 11. Once more Camp Laguna became a
deserted tent city-a "Death Valley" as many of the
boys had called it. And once more the 313th Infantry
was en route to the mid-west to begin a life which they
intuitively and factually knew would at least be considerably better than the rugged life they had left
behind.
The thoughts of the average GI were conflicting as
the trains pulled out from the Yuma railhead. They
didn't expect to stay at their new station for a very long
period, somehow. And for all the hell they had known
during the maneuver days it was a lot of fun at that.
Take those weekends in Nashville, Tennessee, and
Yuma, Arizona, for example. Man, those were the
days!
"But what the hell?" they mused. "We'll have
Christmas in Kansas-and that's nearer home than
we've been for a long time."
And that was how another chapter ended and a new
one began.

.
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Chapter 6: Camp Phillips

HE DAY was clear and cold. A crisp, crunchy
snow lay on the ground, covering the earth
with a white, even coat. The air was invigorating and as you stood there beside the train waiting for
the order to move forward, the warm breath from your
lungs vaporized the surrounding air and formed a mist
before your face.
This was in complete contrast to Laguna. Gone now
were the days of intense heat-gone the days of perspiration and thirst. A distance of some two thousand
miles now lay between the life out there and the life
about to begin at Camp Phillips.
From the railhead the men could get an advance
glimpse of the camp and it looked promising. There
were large barracks and buildings to be seen on all
sides. In so far as comfort was concerned, nothing
could have been less luxurious than Laguna, and the
men anticipated a change for the better. They were
getting it.
The advance party had left Laguna on November
18 and had arrived at Camp Phillips four days later.
The party comprised Major Phil Lofink, Capt Thomas
L. Lyons, Lt Curtis V. Blakely, Lt Virgil D. Basinger,
CWO Jinks N. Durden, and 33 enlisted men. They
had already been at Camp Phillips some time, in view
of the fact that the first troops were only now arriving
and the date was December 12. These troops had left
Laguna on December 8. Their four-day trip had taken
them through five western states-Arizona, New
Mexico, Texas, Colorado and into Kansas. During the
trip they had made stops at Phoenix, Tucson, El Paso,
Albuquerque and Pueblo. Within the next two days,
by December 14, all troops from the 313th Infantry
were due to arrive at Camp Phillips. These troops were
still en route, traveling a different course. They were
taking the route through Arizona, New Mexico, Texas,
Oklahoma and into Kansas. But regardless of the route
taken, the trip east proved as interesting to all personnel as the journey west had been some months before.
Despite the fact that troop trains are generally slow in
transit, the men never seemed to tire of traveling. They
were always ready for a next move. In this regard, the
men of the 313th had been singularly fortunate. In
less than two years of Army life they had already seen
much of the entire United States. Certainly the southern half of the United States had been well covered at
one time or another. Unquestionably there was more
travel to follow, but as to where or when no one knew
as yet.
Several officers of the advance party were on hand

to meet the troops and were waiting to guide them to
their new Regimental area, only a short distance
away. Shortly thereafter the command was given and
the troops marched forward.
When the men arrived at their respective company
areas they found everything in good condition. There
was a certain amount of cleaning to be done, to be sure,
but it was soon evident that barracks, dayrooms, kitchens, latrines, and administrative buildings had been
left in a state of proper police.
The barracks were large, one-story affairs built to
house fifty men each. They were generally well built,
with oak floors and ample housing space. Heating was
accomplished by means of three coal-burning stoves,
one each situated at each end of the barracks and one
in the center. The beds were of wooden construction,
sturdily built, with a mattress, two woolen blankets,
one comforter, a pillow and pillow case supplied.
The latrines and shower room were housed in a
large single building, one to each company area. The
dayroom, supply room and company headquarters
were situated in one large building, built in sections.
The kitchen and dining room were also built together
in a large building located nearby.
It need hardly be mentioned that the men were glad
to be back in civilization. The months in Camp Laguna
had been trying months to say the least, and it was
high time for a change of atmosphere. Here in Camp
Phillips they would get that change. There were modern service clubs, post exchanges, churches and motion-picture theaters available. There was good bus service to nearby Salina, Kansas, a modern little city with
a population of approximately 25,000 people. From
Salina, both train and bus service could be gotten for
the larger cities of Wichita and Kansas City, which
were both within reach whenever two- or three-day
passes could be granted.
The men had no idea how long they might remain
at Camp Phillips. Instinctively they felt it would not
be for a prolonged period. After all, in so far as they
could tell, they were now about ready for combat. The
combination of training at Tennessee, plus desert training in Arizona, seemed like ample background for
whatever Uncle Sam might have in store for them.
They were looking upon this period at Camp Phillips
as a probable rest period between Camp Laguna and a
possible overseas move. They felt that this might well
be an interval during which new clothing and equipment would be issued (they were badly in need of both
following desert training), .and during which the
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eagerly awaited furloughs would be granted. The
Army makes it a policy to grant, whenever possible,
thirty furlough days a year to men in the service. This
was usually divided into one fifteen-day period every
six months, or two such periods a year. The men knew
this, and they also knew that a six-month period had
elapsed since furloughs had last been granted. Consequently they were hoping for furloughs during their
stay at Camp Phillips.
The men were both right and wrong in their surmise. Less than a week after their arrival the official
word had been released as to the ·nature of things to
come. General Wyche, Commanding General of the
79th Division, issued a statement to the effect that the
fundamental purpose of the stay at Camp Phillips was
to enable the Division as a whole to have an opportunity to engage in a period of intensive winter training. "We are fortunate," he said, "to have this added
preparation."
Meantime, a specific outline of the nature of training to follow had been issued. Training while at Camp
Phillips was designed chiefly to complete all unfinished phases of training necessary to comply with
POM. In Army terminology the letters "POM" refer
to "Preparation for Overseas Movement," and all of
the training to come was designed to whip the Division
and the Regiment into shape for just such an eventuality.
The very mention of POM served as a stimulus for
the Regiment. Contrary to earlier days, the men looked
forward to an overseas move with a sense of anticipation rather than of regret. Approximately two years of
Army service had changed their perspective regarding
many things. They felt now that they were about as
well prepared to face the ·enemy in combat as they
would ever be, and they were anxious to go. "Why
not?" they thought. "The time is ripe now and the
sooner we get in there and do our share the sooner
we come back."
Hence the thought of going overseas to face the
enemy had a natural and stimulating effect on one and
all. There were times during the long training when
men were inclined to feel a sense of futility regarding
the whole thing. But now the thought of combat
erased this perspective entirely. In its place a new emotion came into being. It was an emotion of intermingled alertness, readiness and expectancy. As if by
some strange phenomenon, everyone felt this sudden
change for the better.
At approximately the same time as word was re-

leased regarding the training program, news was officially publicized to the effect that furloughs would be
granted. Beginning on December 17, and lasting for
an indefinite period, every man in the Division was to
receive a furlough. The men were disappointed somewhat, however, when they learned that the hoped for
fifteen days had been cut to seven days plus essential
travel time. The reduction of time, it was explained,
was made necessary because of the intensive training
and preparation scheduled for the immediate future.
But seven days was a great deal better than none,
and the men soon dismissed from mind the fact that
they were not getting a full fifteen-day period. As
always, there was much talk about home and loved
ones, and the usual business of trying to scrape together
the badly needed money for the occasion. To enlisted
men in the service, a unique code of ethics existed
wherein the matter of money was concerned. Contrary to the business and social world, there was no
embarrassment felt when a soldier was in need of
funds. Those who had money usually lent it freely to
those in need, and in the long run the average soldier
had his moments when he both had to borrow and to
lend. Money, for money's sake alone, meant little to
the man in uniform. It was something you either had
or didn't have, and the lack of it made little difference
-except around furlough time. It was then that the
almighy dollar assumed its normal position of
importance.
Ten per cent of the Regiment were to be on furlough at all times during the indefinite furlough
period, and starting as it did on December 17 ten per
cent of the Regiment were fortunate enough to spend
the Christmas holidays at home. Another ten per cent
were enabled to be away over the N ew Year. It was a
happy group of men that left for furloughs during the
holiday period, and when they returned the general
attitude was one of, "Man, what a time! I've had my
fun now and I'm ready to go wherever they want to
send me."
The Christmas spirit was not lacking for those left
behind over the holidays. Nothing can replace the joy
of Christmas at home, naturally, but those left in camp
had everything possible to make the holidays pleasant.
Dayrooms throughout the entire Regiment were individually decorated with the traditional holly and tinsel.
A Christmas tree, complete with lights and all the
trimmings, added to the Christmas picture. In these
surroundings many a company beer party was held,
and since the Regiment was authorized a three-day
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respite from training and Army duties, everyone made
the most of the occasion. Money spent for these luxuries was supplied from individual company funds and
was indeed well spent.
As for the Christmas dinner, no king of royal birth
ever sat down to a greater quantity of food. In many
of the kitchens preparation for the Christmas meal was
in progress for a full day and a half. The menu included soup, roast turkey, gravy, mashed potatoes, candied sweet potatoes, peas, stewed corn, salad, celery and
olives, mince and cherry pie, cake, nuts, ice cream, and
coffee.
Speaking of holiday events, certainly the strangest
event of the season happened on Christmas Day when
the noncommissioned officers of several of the com- 'Twas the night before Christmas, and all the kitchens
panies voluntarily banded together and decided upon
at Camp Phillips were in action
an unusual course of action. It will n"ever be known,
fully, whether the assembled group were affected by sion, stated that General Greer had displayed gallantry
some temporary mental lapse, or whether, in truth, the in action when he retained his command post in a posiChristmas spirit got the better of them. We can only tion constantly exposed to German fire. Though badly
record the facts. The facts are that the highest-ranking wounded, General Greer remained at his post where he
noncommissioned officers (bless them one and all!) was able to secure maximum observation. After Genof Headquarters and Headquarters Company; Head- eral Wyche, Commanding General of the 79th Diviquarters Company, 1st Battalion; Medical Detach- sion, presented General Greer with the medal, the
ment; and Company K decided, since it was Christmas, entire 79th Division marched by in dress parade under
the command of General Gurney.
that the privates should have a rest.
"No matter how much it hurts, we'll give 'em a
General Wyche made a short address in which he
urged all members of the Division to perfect thembreak," was the unanimous conclusion.
As a result, on Christmas Day, the noncoms of the selves as soldiers. He reiterated that they were forcompanies mentioned were up bright and early. In tunate to have winter training. In conclusion, he
tender affection they patted sleepy privates on the pointed out that the ceremonies of the morning had
head, telling them to sleep in peace. "We'll do KP been the "Outcome of the realization and acceptance of
individual responsibility on the part of the Assistant
duty today," they said.
And believe it or not, they did. All day long, from Division Commander. This should be an inspiration
breakfast until the last dish of the evening meal was to each of us .... If each of us does fully accept his own
spotlessly clean, the noncoms labored with unselfish responsibility, there will be many such citations for
and loving zest. They waited on table. They washed wearers of the Lorraine Cross."
dishes. They scrubbed floors and pots and pans while
During the months of December, January, Februthe privates dined in senatorial splendor.
ary, and March, the 313th Infantry underwent as
Need more be said? Truth, unquestionably, is strenuous a period of training as at any time since its
stranger than fiction.
activation. In order to comply fully with POM requirePrior to the Christmas holidays, on December 18, ments, much last-minute training was necessary. Over
1943, the entire Division participated in a long-to-be- and above this, the Regimental commander, Col Sterremembered event. On that day Brig Gen Frank U. ling A. Wood, was determined that the 3 13th Infantry
Greer, the Assistant Division Commander, was deco- would be in the best of fighting condition before a port
rated with the Silver Star. General Greer was awarded of embarkation was reached.
the medal for gallantry shown in Tunisia when he was
The carrying out of this policy, plus the essential
a colonel, commanding the 18th Infantry of the 1st compliance with POM requirements, resulted in a
Infantry Division. In the accompanying citation. Maj steady stream of training memorandums. The RegiGen Clarence R. Huebner, commanding the 1st Divi- mental S-3, Major D. A. D eArmond, and the Assistant
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S-3, Capt Harrie S. Keck, worked night and day arranging the training schedules for the various battal"ions and special units. In the course of a few months it
would be necessary to ~omplete training covering airground operations, range firing, marches, malaria control, grenade throwing, practical foxhole training,
identification of aircraft, proficiency problems, infantry-tank training (which was carried out in conjunction with the 702d Tank Battalion), firing of the AT
rocket launcher, transition firing, chemical warfare
training, AT grenade firing, and assault training.
Many of the above mentioned phases of training
had been undertaken before, and some had been repeated many times. Rifle firing, for example, was first
undertaken while still at Camp Pickett only a month
or so after activation. It was duplicated many times
thereafter. Now it was to be done again. Colonel
Wood was of the opinion that a soldier could never
have too much training-that the more training he
had the more efficient he was bound to be in combat.
Hence the repetition of many phases of training long
since familiar to the men.
The rifle firing while at Camp Phillips was carried
out during the latter part of December and the month
of January. Needless to say, the weather was much of
the time intensely cold and the firing was often carried
on under difficulty. Despite this, however, the 313th
Infantry as a whole chalked up for itself one of the
finest firing records for any Infantry outfit. The figures
were almost unbelievable. Colonel Wood had set a
goal for the men, stating that he would like to se~ every
man in the Regiment qualify as either Sharpshooter or
Expert. This was asking almost more than one could
humanly hope to expect, for as a rule a regiment that
can qualify every man as Marksman or better is doing
a fine piece of work. Colonel Wood did not necessarily
expect his men to achieve the goal he had set, but when
the final figures were tallied, his goal was not far from
having been reached. The final figures showed that 52
per cent of the Regiment had qualified as Sharpshooter,
32 per cent as Expert and 16 per cent as Marksman.
Not a single man failed to qualify with a grade less
than that of Marksman, and the high percentage of
Sharpshooters and Experts was an amazing demonstration of shooting ability. Colonel Wood was more than
pleased and so was the Division commander, General
Wyche. With a record like the one set by the 313th
Infantry, there need be no fear of a good showing on
the field of battle.
There would be neither time nor space to fully give

an accounting of all of the training during the last
months at Camp Phillips, but certain phases are well
worthy of mention. The infantry-tank training, for
example, was in its final phase a virtual maneuver in
itself. The fundamental purpose of the infantry-tank
training was to coordinate infantry and tank operations
in combat. The combat team for this problem consisted of the entire 313th Infantry, Company C of the
304th Engineers, the 310th Field Artillery Battalion,
and the 702d Tank Battalion.
The problem lasted for a two-day period. In roundrobin fashion, the battalions of the Regiment were
given an opportunity to both attack and to defend. At
all times a full battalion was attacking and another defending. The attacking battalion had a company of
medium tanks attached from the 702d Tank Battalion.
The defending battalion had the 313th Antitank Company and a segment of Cannon Company attached.
The climax of the two-day problem consisted of a
concentrated dawn attack on the morning of the
second day, supported by tanks, infantry, engineers and
field artillery. Live ammunition was used in the attack.
The tanks contributed mortar firing of their own. The
artillery fire was highly concentrated, and the white
phosphorus charges made a realistic battle sight as they
burst in the early light of the morning hours. The
results achieved were highly satisfactory. Emphasis
had been placed on effective communications during
the problem, and this end was achieved. Company C
of the 304th Engineers did a fine job. It was the first
time that Company Chad operated with the 313th Infantry, and the Regimental commander, Colonel
Wood, was especially pleased with their work. In all
previous operations it had been Company A of the
304th Engineers that had worked with the 313th
Infantry.
During the latter part of February a series of night
operations were carried out. The object of these operations constituted an attack on the enemy OPL (Outpost Line) and at dawn an attack on the main enemy
positions, closely supported by artillery fire, was effected. In these operations, as was the case in the tankinfantry training, one battalion would attack while another defended. Here again a close simulation of actual
battle conditions was apparent. Live ammunition was
used, and in one instance one of our men was accidently killed when artillery fire fell short. Such accidents cannot be avoided from time to time. Every precaution is taken to insure protection, but when live ammunition is in use in operations of this kind, catas-
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trophies are bound to occur. You cannot avoid the use
of live ammunition during the final phases of training.
Actual combat conditions must be simulated as closely
as possible. In so doing, countless lives may be saved
on the actual field of battle.
Not all phases of POM training had to do with the
actual simulation of battle. There were many phases
that required study and instruction. To be sure, every
phase of instruction had battle significance, and its purpose was designed to save lives. Malaria control, for
example, came under this category. In World War II
a high percentage of casualties was resulting from
malaria infection. The figures were shocking. In some
areas as high as sevenry per cent casualties were caused
by this disease. Consequently, all men were instructed
fully as to what to do to prevent infection. The Army
was taking every precaution to combat this menace.
Every man was given a series of lectures by a medical
officer on the cause of the disease, and its prevention.
Identification of aircraft was predominantly a matter of classroom instruction too. Daily classes were
held during which the men would be shown lantern
slides of the most important aircraft, and at a later date
a test was given to the entire Regiment, and every man
was required to pass with a score of one hundred per
cent. If he failed to do so, he had to take the test again.
Naturally the importance of knowing both enemy and
friendly aircraft could not be over emphasized. Air
power had long since been recognized as a decisive
weapon, and knowing whether aircraft were friendly
or enemy would be 9f the greatest importance in time
to come.
The help of the motion picture as a training aid was
invaluable. Training films, covering every conceivable
phase of Army life, were available and were freely
used. Particularly during the final phases of POM,
training films were frequently relied upon. Films pertaining to secrecy discipline, the staging area, the port
of embarkation, the troopship, the proper method of
abandoning ship in case of disaster, and other films of
a similar nature were shown. Much of lasting value
could be gained by all personnel in seeing these training films, and all of the 313th personnel, including
officers, had to see them.
The initiation of the Regiment to practical foxhole
training will be remembered for a long time to come
by the men of the 313th Infantry. Naturally, every
man had been given plenry of practice at foxhole digging in the past. Throughout the period of maneuvers
and during earlier training days foxholes were con-

Christmas Dinner, 1943, at Camp Phillips

sidered a normal part of training as a protective measure. But the purpose of the foxhole training at Camp
Phillips was designed to give the men a chance to
know what it was like to live for an extended period
in a foxhole. Hence the term "practical foxhole training." For a period of twelve hours the men were
obliged to stay in a foxhole, while live ammunition
and fragmentation hand grenades burst in all directions overhead. The weather was cold and the experience was uncomfortable to say the least, but the training had definite value. Instruction had been given beforehand regarding foxhole sanitation, and the men
knew as a result how to live under sanitary conditions
when confined to their foxholes for an extended period.
K and C rations were the only food to be had during
the twelve-hour ordeal. Patience under difficult conditions was perhaps the greatest lesson learned by the
men as a result of this training, and would unquestionably be of value to them when they faced a similar
necessity in combat.
While the period of training during January, February and March was going on, the 79th Division
began a War Bond campaign in conjunction with the
Fourth War Loan drive. All units were to participate
in a competitive effort to sell as many War Bonds as
possible during a period extending from January 1 to
March 1. The enlisted men had been asked many
times before to buy bonds and had always given their
wholehearted support, but at no time in the past had a
competitive bond campaign been instigated.
During the first few weeks in January sales within
the Regiment were lagging. Perhaps the need for fur-
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lough money was responsible for this, or it may have tion and then proceeded to carry it through. When
been due to the fact that no concentrated effort had as asked later why he had done it, he replied seriously that
yet been made to stimulate War Bond sales. On Jan- he felt War Bonds were the best investment in the
uary 21, however, a board of officers and enlisted men world, not only in dollars and cents, but equally in
met at 1st Battalion headquarters to discuss plans to freedom and peace. "Besides," said Corporal Kaplan,
increase sales and to put the 313th Infantry over the "it'll help the fellows along on that no-retreat-notop in meeting their quota. The President of the Board reveille deal."
At the conclusion of the drive, which had been exwas Maj John A. McConnell, and the members included WOJG William B. Taylor, 1st Sgt John H. tended to March 7, Lieutenant Mathews sent a memoMcMahon, S! Sgt Eddie T. Kirkland and Pvt Robert randum to the Regimental commander, Col Sterling
G. Deihl.
A. Wood. The memorandum stated that all Company
At the meeting it was recommended that a Regi- Bond Officers had met to act as final judges in the ·nomental Bond Officer be appointed and Lt John B. retreat-no-reveille contest, and that in view of the fact
Mathews of Headquarters and Headquarters Company that the 313th Infantry had led all other units in the
was assigned to this post. Similarly, it was recom- Division, they had made the following recommendamended that a Company and Detachment Bond Officer tions:
and Noncommissioned Officer be appointed, whose
( 1) That the first two companies, Medical Detachduties it would be to familiarize all members of their
ment
and Company H, receive one month's excuse
respective organizations with the value and need of
from
reveille
and retreat.
purchasing War Bonds and Stamps.
( 2) That all companies doubling their quotas reAs a further measure to stimulate sales, it was
recommended that War Stamps be made available in ceive one week's excuse from reveille and retreat.
each company orderly room, the Officers' Club and the (This included Company M; Company E; Antitank
Noncommissioned Officers' Club. Also, that a contest Company; Headquarters Company, 3d Battalion; and
be held between all companies and detachments from Headquarters and Headquarters Company.)
January 18 to February 29 inclusive. The winner of
( 3) That all companies meeting their quotas rethe contest, it was decided, would not have to stand ceive three days' excuse from reveille and retreat.
reveille or retreat for a period of thirty days. In conColonel Wood approved the recommendation and
clusion, it was suggested that a Bond shoot be held and
that punchboards and other lottery devices should be extended his appreciation to Lieutenant Mathews for
his fine job of promoting War Bond sales, as well as
secured to stimulate sales.
Lieutenant Mathews, acting as Regimental Bond to the Regiment as a whole for cooperating so fully in
Ofijcer, began immediately to put the various plans putting the 313th Infantry over the top.
Aside from the fact that the final weeks at Camp
into effect. The results were more than gratifying. In
Phillips
were crowded with plenty of hard work and
the final week of the drive the 313th Infantry, with
training,
there was nevertheless ample room for re169 per cent of its quota reached, far outbought other
Division units to lead in the War Bond drive. In dol- laxation and social functions of all kinds. Both officers
lars and cents the 313th War Bond purchases and enlisted men made it a point to schedule all sorts
amounted to $90,196.23-a figure well worth being of get-togethers. For the enlisted men, company comproud of. The 79th Division Artillery was next in line manders were seeing to it that the company funds were
available for numerous beer parties, dinners and
with 15 3 per cent of its quota.
We cannot tell the story of the Regimental War dances. In view of a possible imminent move overseas,
Bond drive without adding due credit and commenda- it was logical that excess funds should be used in this
tion to a member of the 313th's Medical Detachment. way. On many a night in company areas throughout
Nicknamed by his buddies "Jake the Fake," Corp the Regiment the sound of a dance band or the none] acob Kaplan proved to be anything but what his nick- too-harmonious vocal strains of "Sweet Adeline" filname implied. Taking all of his life savings, Corporal tered through the night air. As usual, nothing stronger
Kaplan invested every cent in War Bonds- $15,000 than the familiar 3.2 beer was allowed, but the men
worth. Quite calmly and without fanfare "Jake the did their utmost to make up for this by stressing qttanFake" informed his commanding officer of his inten- tity rather than quality. It will eternally remain an
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enigma as to how the contents of countless cases of
beer managed to disappear in so short a time. The
capacity of the average GI for beer-guzzling was
limitless.
In many of the companies in conjunction with a
scheduled dinner and dance, company talent would
put on a show for the rest of the men. Talent was not
necessarily ultra-professional, but this fact made little
difference. The predominating idea was to have a good
time and this end was always achieved.
Headquarters Company, 1st Battalion, shot the
works during the last days at Camp Phillips by throwing a combined dinner, beer party, and dance. Other
companies held similar affairs. In the case of Headquarters Company, 1st Battalion, open house was declared for one and all immediately after 5:00P.M. on
Saturday evening, March 25. The dayroom was soon
alive with much activity and bartenders, to say the
least, were busy. This continued until shortly after
7:30P.M. when everyone headed for the messhall and
enjoyed a roast-chicken dinner complete with all the
trimmings. Returning to the day room when the dinner was over, the fun of the evening began. A fourpiece dance band supplied the music, and a group of
twenty to thirty girls from nearby Salina supplied the
necessary feminine charm. Before dancing got under
way, however, a show was staged by the enlisted men
which climaxed in a one-act appearance of the Beer
Barrel Quintet, composed of no less a group of celebrities than Major DeArmond, Captain Hillenbrand,
Captain Burns, Lieutenant Lawson, and Lieutenant
Meyers. They offered to sing "any tune the boys
wanted, old or new" and finally wound up doing a
reasonable facsimile of ''I've Been Working on the
Railroad." Dancing got under way thereafter. So did
the drinking of prodigious quantities of beer. Some
time the following morning, at an hour not clearly
defined, the party came to a happy end.
We have said little to date of the recreational and
social activities of the noncommissioned officers, and
in this connection we cannot fail to mention the Noncommissioned Officers' Club, established by the first
three grades. The "Top Three Club," as it was called,
was conceived while the Regiment was stationed at
Camp Forrest, Tennessee, shortly before the move to
Camp Laguna, Arizona, was made. Actually the club
itself did not get under way until the 313th arrived at
Camp Laguna, but plans for its establishment had been
made beforehand, and a dance had been held while at
Camp Forrest to raise funds for this purpose.
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A committee was appointed to work out plans for
the club, and M/ Sgt Horace B. Bishop was appointed
the Club's pr~sident. "Bish," as he was affectionately
called by everyone who knew him, was an oldtimer in
the service. He had served in World War I with Company D of the 8th Infantry, and reri1ained in the service, serving in France and Germany from July 1919
until January 1923. When World War IJ began he
had approximately twenty-three years of service to his
credit, and was assigned to the 79th Division at the
time of its activation in June 1942. He was appointed
Regimental Sergeant Major and continued to serve in
that capacity. It was rumored that "Bish" was appointed President of the "Top Three Club" because of
the wartime beer shortage. It was felt by one and all
that he, if anyone, would be the man most capable of
procuring beer under any and all circumstances, regardless of the nature of the terrain or the situation,
and hence that he was the logical man for the post.
This was, or course, only a rumor, for Master Sergeant
Bishop never drank beer-much.
With Sergeant Bishop duly elected as the club's
president, a committee was appointed including 1st Sgt
Donnie E. Fulmer, Vice-President; 1st Sgt John A.
McMahon, Treasurer; and S/ Sgt Eddie T. Kirkland,
Jr., Treasurer.
The "Top Three Club" at Camp Laguna was a twotent affair, located not far from the Special Unit Post
Exchange. It was of simple construction, with a few
chairs, benches, tables and a hand-made bar. For Camp
Laguna, however, this was comfort indeed, and served
its purpose .well during the hot months while the
313th was stationed there. At Camp Phillips the "Top
Three Club" was more luxurious. An entire barracks
was turned into a regular club, with furniture, tables,
lamps, a juke box and all modern appointments. The
club's financial status was good-so good, in fact, that
during the last few weeks at Camp Phillips the treasury
was in a position to establish open house on many occasions, and was able to splurge to the extent of giving
a dinner and dance at the Trianon Ballroom in Salina,
which was undoubtedly the outstanding social function of the club's existence. Cocktails were served at
5:00P.M. Dinner was served from 7:00 to 9:00P.M.
Dancing began thereafter and continued until midnight. There was no charge whatsoever. Membership
in the "Top Three Club" was all that was necessary to
admittance. Each member was permitted to bring one
guest. Corsages were presented to all ladies present,
and the entire affair was a huge success.
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During the stay at Camp Phillips the commissioned held which topped the list of social functions, and was
officers of the 313th enjoyed a full measure of social probably the most successful social event the 313th
life. Although we have referred to the 313th Officers' Infantry had as yet experienced. The committee in
Club from time to time in the past, it is worth telling charge, under the direction of Colonel Wood, included
in some detail of the goings on within its halls and Major Maynard C. Miller, Capt Herbert S. Brown, and
walls. Since the earliest days, even before the official Lts James G. Wilson, Thomas W. Farnsworth and
activation of the 313th Infantry, plans were put into Herbert L. Miller. Extensive plans were made for the
effect for its establishment. This initial effort was affair. Because of the large attendance expected, the
maintained and the Officers' Club, in one form or an- event was scheduled to be held at the 79th Division
other, continued. Even during Tennessee maneuvers, Officers' Club, and on the appointed night the club was
and while marooned on the Arizona desert, some form filled to capacity with officers, their wives and guests.
of a club, however meager, was kept in running order. The evening began when cocktails were served at 7:00
The Officers' Club of the 313th Infantry was unique P.M. Dinner was served at 8:00. Dancing began at
in that it was generally far more active and fraternal 9:30 and at 10:00 a floor show was staged featuring a
than were the other regimental officers' clubs within diversified group of entertainers including singers, a
the 79th Division. In the main, the other regiments dance team, a magician and a chalk-sketch artist. Dancof the Division relied upon the facilities of the Division ing was resumed thereafter with music supplied by the
Officers' Club as a source of fraternization and enter- 79th Division dance orchestra.
An impressive list of celebrities was present for the
tainment, but the officers of the 313th Infantry maintained a club of their own in which there was always occasion, including the Commanding General of the
much activity. Hence most regimental affairs within 79th Division and Mrs. Ira T. Wyche; the Assistant
the 313th Infantry were held there, and a fraternal Division Commander and Mrs. Frank U. Greer; the
spirit surrounded the institution more and more as Commanding Officer of the 313th Infantry and Mrs.
time passed. In the earlier days at Camp Pickett, and Sterling A. Wood; Colonel Wahl, the Division Artillater at Camp Blanding, a tradition had been estab- lery Commander; Col G. 0. A. Daughtry, the Post
lished to hold weekly get-togethers every Friday night. Commander; Lt Col Warren Robinson, the ComCol Paul C. Paschal, the Regimental commander at manding Officer of the 314th Infantry; the Commandthat time, and Mrs. Paschal, were always present at ing Officer of the 315 th Infantry and Mrs. Porter
these functions. Everyone knew everyone else and P. Wiggins; the Commanding Officer of the 310th
the formality which might have characterized such Field Artillery Battalion and Mrs. Robert H. Safford;
affairs gave way to a friendly and homey atmosphere Capt William Allen and Captain Jensen, Artillery
devoid of the usual external flourishes. Everyone felt Liaison Officers of the 31 Oth Field Artillery Battalion.
at home in the 313th Officers' Club and as a relief
The dinner was complete in every detail and the
from the strain of constant military pressure, the offi- · menu comprised a luscious steak (a luxury indeed in
cers much preferred to meet under such circum- times of rationing) with everything from soup to nuts
stances, than in a more formal manner. Although there included. A mammoth ornamental cake, baked by the
was little time for a continuance of the weekly affairs Division Officers' Club chef, high-lighted the occasion.
during Tennessee and Arizona maneuvers, the tradi- It was placed on a separate table in front of the main
tion was remembered nevertheless, and when the dining table and was, to say the least, a masterpiece of
313th Infantry arrived at Camp Phillios much of the the culinary art. The huge cake was seven layers high
old spirit sprang to life again. Colonel Wood, the Regi- and approximately three feet in diameter. A basket
mental commander, and Mrs. Wood attended regular made of frosting ornamented the top of the cake, and a
weekly get-togethers which were held on Friday night frosted reproduction of the 79th Division insignia was
in much the same manner as the Friday night affairs placed beneath the handle of the basket. Frosted roses
had been conducted previously. Aside from this, other adorned the sides of the masterpiece.
affairs were scheduled, and the result was always the
At the completion of the dinner Mrs. Sterling A.
Wood cut the first piece from the large cake and later
same. Everyone had a good time.
Social functions for officers of the 313th Infantry guests plucked the frosted roses from the sides of the
reached a new apex during the month of March 1944. cake and kept them as souvenirs.
The entire dining room was beautifully decorated
On Friday, March 3, a Regimental dinner-dance was
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and arranged for the occasion. The main table was
decorated with three bouquets of mixed flowers, and
candelabra with lighted candles were situated on each
side of the center bouquet. This setting was accen' tuated by an attractive green spray running the entire
length of the table. Every table was similarly decorated
with the spray of green and the lighted candles.
The printed programs for the event were a source
of much favorable comment because of the originality
they expressed. The programs were designed to represent a facsimile of an Army Field Manual, appropriately called FM 79-313. The entire program was
worded in typical Field Manual terminology, and the
names of all guests were included in the cleverly arranged booklet.
We cannot speak of social functions during the
month of March without recalling the auction held at
the Officers' Club at 5:00 P.M. on the afternoon of
March 9. Because of the possibility of an imminent
move, it was deemed necess3,ry to dispose of the furniture and appointments of the club. Rather than sell
these articles second-hand to a dealer, it was felt that
officers of the Regiment might well be able to use the
furniture and other articles. And it would be an excellent idea to hold an auction with this end in view.
Capt Raymond P. Godwin was therefore duly appointed auctioneer, and on the date of the auction
everyone turned out to see the show. Many of the
officers' wives were present for the event, which was
inaugurated with the serving of cocktails, free, to all
comers. Captain Godwin had an eye for business, and
the cocktails, he figured, were a good investment toward the ultimate end of successful sales. As a matter
of fact, he had planned the entire affair down to the
shrewdest detail. For example, he had resorted to the
subtle practice of placing several "shills" (men who
bid at an auction but who have no intention of buying)
in the audience, whose job it was to sing out at the
proper time with a bid on a given article, merely for
the purpose of stimulating the bidding among the
actual buyers. Whether the auction's success was due
to this degraded method of selling, or whether it was
due to the free cocktails, we are not prepared to answer.
It was evident, however, that the auction went well.
Everyone bid on everything. Bachelor officers were
buying articles for which they could have had no
earthly use unless they had been planning secret elopements in the immediate future. Capt Vincent T. Burns,
for example, purchased five chairs for which he had
absolutely no use, and to this day wonders why he
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bought them. He paid a good price for them, too, as
did all comers on other articles. But despite the subtleties involved, everyone figured that he got his money's
worth, and came away satisfied. The auctioneer was
satisfied too, for when the total sales were counted it
was found that the furniture and accessories had sold
for a considerably higher price than they had originally cost.
Speaking of recreational events, someone once said
that a sense of humor is one of man's greatest assets.
This is unquestionably true, and it is equally true that
in times of stress and strain a sense of humor will go a
long way toward lightening the load and relieving the
pressure. At any rate, we can at least surmise that some
such philosophic implication accompanied an incident
that took place early in March at Camp Phillips, involving no less a personage than the Regimental commander, Colonel Wood, in the role of chief conspirator, and Lieutenant Colonel VanBibber, as, shall we
say, chief scapegoat.
It's all a long story, but it has to be told. It is
too good to keep, and deserves a place in the regimental archives. It involves a rabbit hunt, a medal of
high honor, and numerous other things. This is how
it happened.
Rabbits are plentiful in Kansas. Anyone who is
any kind of a marksman at all can pick them off by the
dozens fully blindfolded. Lacking a rifle a club will
do, but sometimes things do go wrong.
It so happens that a party of officers from the Regimental staff were out for a bit of sport one evening,
rabbit hunting. Fully armed with carbines, tommy
guns, caliber .22 rifles and ·ample ammunition for
same, the party set out for the kill. Among those
present were Colonel Wood, Lieutenant Colonel Van
Bibber, Majors DeArmond, Lofink, and Monroe, Captains Keck, Lyons and Halliday and Lieutenant Westervelt. They were good marksmen, all, and with such
an array of fire power one would naturally think that
no rabbit this side of hell itself would stand a ghost
of a chance.
But as we have previously stated, things sometimes
do go wrong. They did go wrong and the hunting party
in question. No sooner had the hunting party arrived
at the hunting area than quite by surprise a rabbit
leaped from out of nowhere. Ordinarily rabbits run
away from danger but this one had other ideas. He ran
toward it, right toward Colonel Van Bibber, in fact.
Thereafter things happened suddenly. Carbines,
tommy guns and caliber .22 rifles barked with a deaf-
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ening roar. Fire power, from all directions, was
brought to bear on B'rer Rabbit. But Colonel Van
Bibber was in the middle and when somebody yelled,
'"Get him!" (meaning the rabbit, of course) Colonel
Van Bibber yelled for the firing to cease because somebody had already gotten him with a bull's eye on the
posterior region. It wasn't serious, fortunately, merely
a ricochet, but the velocity of said bullet was sufficient
to be felt by Colonel Van Bibber for some little time
thereafter. The rabbit, meanwhile, disappeared unharmed.
It was several days later and the usual Friday night
dance was being held in the Officers' Mess. Colonel
and Mrs. Wood we,re there and so was everyone else
with the exception of Colonel Van Bibber. He had
remained in the solace of his room, possibly nursing
the physical and moral wounds received on the rabbit
hunt several days before. This would never do, thought
Colonel Wood. Something would have to be done to
bring Colonel Van Bibber out of his inner sanctum.
A few specific orders were issued by Colonel Wood
to Major McConnell and Captain Keck, who immediately disappeared on a secret mission. When they returned orders were issued for Colonel Van Bibber to
report to Colonel Wood immediately. Thinking it official business, Colonel VanBibber reported in the usual
military manner. He saluted and awaited further
orders.
"Sit down," commanded Colonel Wood.
Colonel Van Bibber sat down. Colonel Wood,
meanwhile, proceeded to busy himself with other matters. Shortly an intermission was called and Major
McConnell appeared at the microphone.
In solemn voice he recalLed the fact that the 313th
Infantry had not as yet been honored by the receipt of
any meritorious awards. This was indeed lamentable,
he continued, but the time was now at hand when such
an award could be made. Would Colonel Van Bibber
please step forward?
The Colonel obliged.
"You, Colonel," continued Major McConnell, "are
the first among us to have seen action on the field of
battle in this second World War. You have displayed
gallantry under fire and have been wounded in action.
Therefore, by order of our Regimental commander,
Colonel Wood, I have the honor to present you with
this distinguished medal of honor, The Order Of The
Pztrple Rabbti Heart."
Major McConnell produced a large cardboard heart
and pinned it ceremoniously on the Colonel's coat. The

Colonel sputtered, smiled, and then stammered a few
words of appreciation. He was at a loss for words, he
said, and overcome with emotion.
Thereafter the dance resumed with a renewed spirit
of hilarity and Colonel VanBibber continued to wear,
with no small degree of justifiable pride, his Order Of
The Purple Rabbit Heart, for the rest of the evening.
It was only natural and normal that during the final
period at Camp Phillips social activities for both officers and enlisted men should have had a paramount
position of importance. Everyone contemplated and
expected the possibility of an overseas move and it was
naturally expedient to crowd as much relaxation and
pleasure into the routine of things as convenient. At
no time, of course, did social activities interfere with
the scheduled training. Social activities served merely
as a relief from a highly accelerated training schedule.
Up to the very last moment, training was pushed to the
utmost, and the nearer the time ·came for departure
from Camp Phillips, the surer everyone became that
POM (Preparation for Overseas Movement) meant,
for the 79th Division, exactly what it implied.
There were all sorts of indications to warrant this
conclusion and yet no one could be absolutely sure of
their point of view. For one and all the possibility of
an overseas move was a speculative issue except, of
course, for the few individuals in autliority who already
knew the answers. But this knowledge was carefully
guarded and it was increasingly evident to all concerned that the term "secret move" was being enforced
within the 79th Division fully and effectively. Previously there had been no occasion to enforce secrecy
discipline to the letter of the law. Much had been said
of the eventual need for it, but on all moves in the
past the destination had been announced openly and
officially before the actual move was made. Likewise,
there had been no attempt in the past to restrict the personnel of the Regiment from writing or communicating with relatives or friends, telling them of the expected move. Now, however, it was ·a different story.
Strict censorship was in effect. The men knew that a
move was imminent, but they had no idea where they
were going or when the move would be made. They
were allowed to write letters and to tell families or
friends that they were expecting to make a move at
some indefinite date in the future. They were also advised to state that there would in all probability be a
period in the not too far distant future when they
would be unable to communicate in any way. In other
words, that there would be a restricted period during
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which no letters, telegrams, or telephone calls could
be allowed. This period, they were informed, would
last anywhere from ten to thirty days. Beyond that
they were asked to say nothing and as a matter of fact,
there was little more they could have said for no one
knew anything. This time is was generally agreed
something was up. This time it looked as though the
real thing was at hand.
It is a remarkable thing to contemplate a move involving many thousands of men and requiring weeks
or months of advance preparation as being possible
without news of the destination or time of departure
becoming generally known. Yet this is exactly what
had to be done, and it was done without a hitch. Up
until the last few days no one had any idea whatsoever
where they were going or when. Some indication of
the probable destination was gleaned during the last
days when it became necessary to address the many
hundreds of crates and boxes for shipment. The address
indicated that the move would be eastward, but there
was no way to be sure of this, for everyone agreed that
the address itself might be a subterfuge. During the
last few days there was naturally much talk and speculation among the enlisted men as to the probable destination, but even though the men were confined to the
camp area they were careful not to discuss these matters in places where they might be overheard by civilians. Taken as a whole, the enlisted men did a fine job
of maintaining secrecy discipline, and the officers who
knew in advance where and when the move would be
made maintained absolute silence and secrecy.
Restriction and censorship was complete in every
detail in those final days at Camp Phillips. All officers
and men were restricted to the camp area. No telephone calls, no telegrams or other means of communication were permitted. Letters could be written but
were subject to censorship by an officer who deleted
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any information of a military nature. Even the number
of the Regiment and the names of the companies within the Regiment were replaced by a code number, and
the Division insignia was removed from all clothing.
All personnel were required to either send home or discard papers, letters, cards, pictures, or anything which
would in any way divulge their unit, their division, or
the names of camps at which they had previously
trained. Address books were checked to be certain that
no revealing information was contained therein. Every
precaution was taken to insure safety.
POM requirements, in every detail, were now complete. The 313th Infantry of the 79th Division was
ready for their first secret move. Few indeed knew the
answers to the questions where, or when. Finally, in
an atmosphere of anticipation and expectancy, the first
group scheduled to entrain was alerted at 11: 00 A.M.
on March 29, 1944. The first group included Company
B, Company C, and a segment of the Medical Detachment. Within two hours after the initial alert they had
marched to the Camp Phillips railhead, had entrained,
and were on their way. Thereafter, at approximately
two-hour intervals, other groups were alerted and
moved out. This process continued until, on March
31, the last of the 313th had left Camp Phillips.
They had now begun what might well prove to be a
series of adventures never to be forgotten . . . the
staging area, the port of embarkation, and the embarkation itself. Would these things come to pass? Or
was all of this POM business, as some of the troops had
jokingly stated, merely "Preparation for Other Maneuvers" rather than "Preparation for Overseas Movement." The time was here when they would soon
know. They were on their way. Theirs was a destination unknown, and in the words of Tennyson it was,
"Theirs not to reason why, Theirs but to do and ... "
await future developments.

T

Chapter 7: Destination Unknown

HE MOVE from Camp Phillips was eastward.
The men were now sure of this because the
heavily loaded troop train had already crossed
the Kansas state line and was heading into Missouri.
As a matter of fact, the first major stop had already
been announced as St. Louis, Missouri, and the train
was not far from the city's outskirts.
At least one issue of the secret move was now settled,
and for most of the men it was a relief to know that
this time they were traveling in an easterly direction.
The majority of the men in the 313th Infantry were
from the eastern half of the United States, and were
glad to know that they were returning to home territory. Speculation ran high as to just what the eventual
destination was. Now that they knew they were traveling east, many of the men were inclined to put more
faith in the shipping address that had been stamped on
the TAT (To Accompany Troops) equipment. That
address had clearly stated Boston, Massachusetts, as
the embarkation point. But by the simple process of
deduction the men were still not certain whether this
would be their initial destination or not. For if Boston
was to be the port of embarkation, would it not be
quite likely that some other point be chosen for the
staging area? Many felt that New York or New Jersey might be the stopping-off point. Others felt that
the destination would be Massachusetts, at a camp
located somewhere near Boston. Still others were discussing the possibility of moving southward into
Louisiana. There had been rumors among the men that
the 79th Division might be heading there for spring
maneuvers, and despite all evidence to the contrary,
there were those who believed this might be possible.
No one really knew. At best, they could only await
developments, putting the pieces together as events
transpired.
Transportation facilities for moving the troops from
Camp Phillips to their new destination were of the
· same high standard as had previously been experienced. The men travelled via Pullman, and were consequently assured of sufficient rest while en route. Before entraining at Camp Phillips, orders had been
given to pack all equipment in newly issued duffel
bags. One duffel bag had been issued to each man.
They were a new item of issue and replaced the familiar barrack bags which had accompanied the troops
in the past. One duffel bag was large enough to hold
all of the soldier's equipment, whereas it had been
necessary to carry two of the old-type barrack bags.
The new-type bag was much easier to handle than the

barrack bags had been, and it looked as though they
would be generally more serviceable. A shoulder strap
made it possible for the men to carry them on their
backs wheri necessary, arid although they were naturally heavy when all equipment was packed in them,
they were far less bulky.
The uniform for the trip included the familiar olive
drab trousers, shirt, tie and overcoat. Field jackets were
worn in place of the olive drab blouse. Combat packs,
rifle belt, leggings and steel helmets were worn, and
the men carried arms. When the alert to move out had
been given an advance detail took the duffel bags to
the railhead by truck, and the men followed later on
foot. Each company had been assigned a specific car
number, and the entraining process had been carried
out with little or no confusion.
During the first twenty-four hours of travel the
states of Kansas, Missouri, Illinois and Indiana were
covered, and the train was still heading east. By midmorning of the second day the state of Ohio had been
crossed, and it was noted that the route took a more
northerly direction out of Cleveland, Ohio. By evening
of the second day a tip of the state of Pennsylvania had
been covered and New York state had been entered.
The route then continued to follow a northeasterly
direction and a stop was made at Buffalo, New York.
By this time everyone felt sure that Massachusetts
would be the eventual destination. Speculation now
centered on the possible name and location of the
camp, and there was much conversation about various
camps in the vicinity of Boston, Massachusetts. The
train rumbled on, and after leaving Buffalo stops were
made at Rochester, Syracuse, and Schenectady, New
York. Thereafter the route veered southeast into Massachusetts, and no major stops were made until the
train reached its final destination early the following
mornmg.
The route of travel just described was but one of
several routes taken by the various companies and
units. Transportation had been routed· by the most
direct course available, but because of crowded wartime conditions, the routes deviated widely. Some of
the troops had travelled from Camp Phillips to Kansas City, Missouri, then north through Rock Island and
Joliet, Illinois, into Chicago. From Chicago the route
had veered slightly southward into Gary, Indiana, then
northeast into Toledo, Ohio. Out of Toledo the course
followed the shore line of Lake Erie into Cleveland,
Ohio, and on to Buffalo, New York. Thereafter it
shifted southeast into Birmingham, New York, and
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northeast from there into Massachusetts. Still other required to march in company formation and constant
troops had taken a direct route east through the states checks were made to ascertain whether or not all perof Kansas, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsyl- sonnel were present or accounted for. No one was
vania and into New York. From New York this group allowed to visit the post exchanges except in groups of
had then travelled north through Connecticut and into ten or more, and these groups were supervised by a
Massachusetts.
noncommissioned officer. Later, they were told, they
Upon arrival at the railhead of the new camp the would be free to go to the nearby theaters or service
men were naturally anxious to know where they were. clubs, and, if time permitted, they might possibly be
There had been no signposts or large towns for a granted passes.
number of miles and consequently it was difficult to get
During the first few days much was accomplished.
oriented immediately. The trucks at the railhead were The men were given frequent physical inspections,
the first enlightening factor, for the letters CMS were took shots for typhus, stood showdown inspections
to be seen on the front of each vehicle. These letters, during which all clothing and equipment was checked
· it was soon learned, stood for Camp Myles Standish. and rechecked, were issued new, improved-type gas
Camp Myles Standish was a thoroughly modern masks and impregnated clothing, had further chemical
camp. As the men marched toward their respective warfare instruction as well as hand-to-hand combat
areas they noticed modern buildings, barracks and well training. Meantime an athletic schedule was put into
kept roads. The camp, situated in a wooded area, gave effect and softball and touch football games were
the impressiqn of a summer colony: It was evident that scheduled. The athletic schedule provided relaxation
the camp was well equipped, and everyone seemed to and kept the men occupied. Later, after the first twentyfeel that they would like it here. No one knew, of four hours in camp, they were given added freedom
course, how long their stay at Camp Myles Standish and were allowed to visit the motion-picture theaters
would be. If this was to be a staging area (and most and service clubs.
The first units and companies of the 313th Infantry
of the men now felt sure it was), then the length of
time spent at this camp would be reasonably short. The had arrived at Camp Myles Standish on April 1. The
usual length of time for remaining in a staging area final trainload arrived on the evening of April2. The
was only a matter of from one to three weeks, after personnel section, meanwhile, had been arranging to
which a move was usually made to a port of embarka- pay the men for the month of March, and on the morntion. The men were ready for whatever was to come, ing of April 3 the men were paid. Everyone was exbut were hoping nevertheless that their stay at Camp ceptionally anxious for a payday at this particular
Myles Standish would at least be long enough to en- time. The men were not only broke as a result of the
able them to get away for a few hours on pass. They frequent social activities at Camp Phillips, but were
had already learned that Myles Standish was less than also anxious to have some ready cash on hand in the
thirty-five miles from Boston, Massachusetts, and event they were scheduled for an overseas move.
From the very first, it was evident to all personnel
could be reached by bus in less than an hour's time.
Providence, Rhode Island, was also nearby, and regu- that Camp Myles Standish was not to be a permanent
. staion. It was unquestionably a staging area, and this
lar bus service was available.
A full schedule had been outlined for the men dur- being the case, the men did not expect to remain in
ing their stay at Camp Myles Standish. There was this location for any great length of time. On the other
much to be done, and, as the men were soon to learn, hand, however, they did not expect the great haste
very little time to do it in. From the moment of their with which the staging area requirements were being
arrival they were informed that henceforth they were carried out. The entire 313th Infantry seemed to be
to be on call twenty-four hours a day, awaiting orders working against time. This seemed particularly true in
and instructions. Thereafter, life-was a constant series the case of the 1st Battalion. and Cannon Company.
of company formations, during which new orders were For reasons unknown, these troops had apparently been
given and an outline of duties for the next few hours put on a priority list, and within two days had comwere made known. No one was allowed to leave the pleted all staging area requirements. This fact was not
. camp or even the company area without special per- known to the other battalions and special units. Nor
mission. The men stayed together at all times. Even was it generally known by them that on the evening
while walking to and from the messhall, they were of April 3 the entire 1st Battalion and Cannon Com-
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pany were suddenly alerted -and moved, early on the
morning of April4, to an unknown destination. Since
no one expected an alert order so soon after arrival at
the staging area, the majority of the troops left behind
had no idea that the move had been carried out.
Meanwhile, the troops remaining at Camp Myles
Standish were kept busy with their own schedule. On
April 3 and 4 a series of lectures were given by officers
from Headquarters, Camp Myles Standish. The troops
gathered for the event in an outdoor area located not
far from the 313th Infantry area. Speakers representing the Intelligence Section, the Postal Section, the
American Red Cross, and the various church organizations in Camp Myles Standish, spoke briefly to the men
on matters pertaining to censorship, mail, the overseas
activities of the Red Cross, and of the opportunities
available to the men for worship during their stay in
camp. The talks were interesting, and served not only
to enlighten the men, but also to doubly assure them
that an overseas move was imminent indeed.
The following day, April 5, a lecture was given during which all personnel were advised to join in a
voluntary savings plan by investing more of their
monthly pay in War Bonds. When troops leave the
United States, it was explained, there is far less opportunity for spending money as freely or as easily as at
home. Overseas, there were fewer goods and services
available. Particularly in England, they were told,
rationing of all goods was quite severe and it was therefore unwise to have much money on hand. Many of the
men took advantage of this opportunity to save and
signed up for stipulated monthly amounts.
By this time it was a foregone conclusion in the
minds of everyone that an overseas move was near.
The preparation was far too complete for any other
possibility. Moreover, the speed with which events
were moving indicated clearly that things would begin
happening soon. It was a certainty now that the men
would not remain at Camp Myles Standish for any
considerable length of time. They had been here but a
few days and already the final preparations for an overseas move were virtually complete. The men had every
reason to believe that there was purpose in this haste,
and had already abandoned the hope of being able to
get away on pass for even a brief period.
On the evening of April 5 the alert came. Regimental headquarters released the word that all units
and companies were to prepare immediately for a
move from Camp Myles Standish. Company and unit
commanders were given the time of departure. Troops

were told to pack all equipment according to a specified plan. A full-field pack with blanket roll and all
accessories would be worn. Arms would also be carried. All other equipment was to be packed in the
duffel bag.
There was much to be done in a few hours' time
once the alert order had been given. Not only did
equipment have to be packed, but the barracks, latrines
and surrounding grounds had to be thoroughly
policed. The men worked late that night and at best
were able to get only a few hours' sleep. Very early on
the morning of April 6 they were awakened, ate an
early breakfast, and awaited the order to move out.
Arrangements had been made to pick up all duffel
bags at a central collecting area on the morning of
April 6, from which point they would be taken by
truck to the Camp Myles Standish railhead. This made
it necessary for the men to carry the duffel bags, plus
all other equipment, for some distance on foot. Dawn
had not yet broken when the men started out, and the
march, although short, was difficult. "The man was
never born of woman," remarked one officer jokingly,
"who could carry that much equipment for any length
of time."
After the duffel bags had been collected the men
marched in formation to the railhead. It was still not
fully daylight when they arrived. Guide torches still
burned at the edge of the road. The men lined up
in long columns and stood at ease until all companies
and units arrived, and waited thereafter until the signal
to entrain was given. On command, the entraining
process began, and in record time all troops were
loaded and ready to move out.
The trains began moving shortly after 7:00 A.M.
Because of the crowded conditions within the cars, no
one was permitted to remove his pack. Even so, it was
a relief for the troops to be able to sit. The packs were
exceptionally heavy. In view of the fact that the trip
was to be a short one, however, it would have been
more confusing and difficult to remove them than it
was to leave them on.
The men remained on the train for approximately
one hour, and at 8:00A.M., arrived at their destination.
During the brief trip they had passed through Milton,
Taunton, and the outskirts of Roxbury, Massachusetts.
They were now at the Port of Embarkation, Commonwealth Pier, Boston, Massachusetts.
Morale was high as the men detrained. No sooner
had the train pulled up to the pier than the 79th Division Band began playing familiar airs: "Over There,"
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"The Infantry," and other tunes. The troops, carrying
all equipment plus the duffel bags, marched a short
distance from the train to an assembly area where they
reformed in columns by companies. Red Cross workers were on hand and began distributing hot coffee and
doughnuts among the troops, telling them that a gift
from the folks back home would be waiting for them
aboard ship. The men drank their coffee, talked enthusiastically, and took in as much of the sights as they
could in the few brief minutes before embarkation
began. They were facing a gangplank which led to
one of the decks of a large ship, the name of which was
not yet discernible. "She's a beauty," someone remarked. "Yeah," someone else chimed in, "and that
gangplank leads a hell of a long way from the good
old U.S.A."
Shortly after 8:30 A.M. the command was given for
the first troops to embark. A faultless system had been
devised for checking on all personnel as they moved in
single file toward the gangplank. Each soldier had
been given a number, and all troops were lined up by
number, both when entraining at Camp Myles Standish, and at the pier when they had detrained. Now, as
the troops moved forward in single file, a tranportation officer, with a roster of all personnel, was calling
the last name of each soldier in the line. The soldier
had been instructed beforehand to answer, when his
name was called, by giving his first name and middle
initiaL After being accounted for the soldier was given
a cardboard slip with his cabin and deck number
printed thereon. Soon the troops were filing past the
checking point with clockwork precision, and were
moving up the gangplank toward the troopship.
The sudden departure and disappearance of the 1st
Battalion and Cannon Company was fully understood once the men were on board ship. The 1st Battalion and Cannon Company had made the same trip
by train two days before, had arrived at Commonwealth Pier, had embarked on the troopship, and had
since been assisting in the job of getting the troopship
in readiness for the remainder of thetroops now arrivin. The name of the ship was soon known too. She was
the Strathmore, a British steamer, manned by a British
crew. Little more was known until later about the size
or history of the ship, but all agreed that she was a
big one and was comparatively new.
Throughout the morning of April 6 the process of
embarkation moved forward without difficulty, and
considering the large number of troops being taken
. aboard, nothing but praise and commendation could
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be s.aid for the excellent way in which matters were
handled. Officials of the Transportation Corps aboard
the Strathmore later remarked that at no time in their
experience had an embarkation been effected with less
confusion and less difficulty. They had only the highest
praise for the work done by the 1st Battalion, Cannon
Company, and the advance party of officers who had
been in charge.
The regimental commander, Col Sterling A. Wood,
had been appointed commanding officer of aU troops
aboard the Strathmore. His staff included Lt Benjamin
F. Westervelt, Adjutant; Lt Col Edwin M. VanBibber,
Provost Marshal; Capt Rowland H. Jensen (310th
Field Artillery) , Assistant Provost Marshal; Ma j David
C. McNeilly ( 31 Oth Field Artillery), Safety Officer;
Capt William W. Allen (31 Oth Field Artillery),
Baggage Officer; Capt Chester B. Pasternak ( 314th
Infantry) , Police and Sanitation Officer; Capt Barrie
S. Keck, Mess Officer; Capt John B. Timmons, Gunnery Officer; Capt Herbert E. Halliday, Postal. Officer;
Lt James J. Baker, Signal Officer; Lt Max R. Kreis
( 314th Infantry), Finance Officer; and Capt Henry
H. Bear, Orientation Officer. The deck field officers
included Lt Col Clair B. Mitchell, F Deck; Lt Col
Augustus H. Bode, Jr., G Deck; Lt Col Roy V. Porter,
H Deck; Lt Col Robert H. Stafford ( 31 Oth Field Artillery), D Deck; and Lt Col Gilman A. Huff ( 314th
Infantry ) , E Deck.
On the morning of April 4 Colonel Wood and his
staff had boarded the Strathmore. On that same morning the 1st Battalion and Cannon Company arrived.
Colonel Wood assumed command immediately thereafter, and in cooperation with the transport commander, Maj S. Parker Foos, complete details for
handling the troops on April 6 had been worked out.
Similarly, both the personnel of Cannon Company
and of the 1st Battalion had been assigned their duties
preparatory to the arrival of the remaining troops.
Cannon Company had been detailed as gunners,
watchers and antiaircraft personnel for the entire voyage. Troops of the 1st Battalion took care of all jobs
incident to preparing the Strathmore for the arrival of
the remaining troops on April 6.
Despite the fact that the embarkation on the morning of April 6 had proceeded smoothly, the day was a
difficult one for most of the troops aboard ship. Particularly on the lower decks, conditions were anything
but comfortable that first day. Six thousand troops were
being' loaded on the Strathmore, which normally, in
peacetime, accommodated only 1,500 passengers.
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All available space had been put to use to accommodate troops and equipment, and because the process of
embarkation was continuing through the entire day,
all personnel were required to remain in their assigned
cabins or decks. Personnel on the upper decks were
given permission to smoke in specified areas, but on
the lower decks no smoking could be allowed until
after all troops were aboard ship. It was late in the
afternoon before troops on the lower decks could go
above to get a breath of fresh air and enjoy a longawaited cigarette. In the meantime, they had been sitting under crowded circumstances below. By evening,
however, the first hot meal was served and the men felt
better. Equipment was being put in order, and the
troops were beginning to know their way around.
It is difficult to convey an accurate word-picture of
conditions and life aboard a troopship. One has to live
the experience to fully appreciate it. Certainly, no
member of the 313th Infantry will ever forget the
voyage. By way of background it will be of interest to
know something of the size and history of the Strathmore. The Strathmore, a British steamer, was the
thirteenth largest steamship in the world. She was a
de luxe liner, owned by the Peninsular and Oriental
Steam Ship Company, Ltd., which operated a regular
passenger service between England and the Indies before the war. She had a water displacement of 23,500
tons, and was first launched in 1936. When World
War II began the Strathmore was immediately taken
over by the British Government for use as a troopship,
and had made many a voyage carrying British troops
and supplies to combat areas. This was her first mission however, as a transport carrying American troops.
She had made the voyage from Liverpool, England, to
Boston Harbor without escort, and had been docked at
Commonwealth Pier, Boston, for about ten days before the first American troops had boarded her. Now
she was loaded to capacity with troops and equipment,
ready to carry them to their unknown destination
abroad.
The entire 313th Infantry was aboard the Strathmore. So was the 2d Battalion of the 314th Infantry,
the 79th Reconnaissance Troop, the 310th Field Artillery, as well as sixty-three American nurses from the
4th Auxiliary Surgical Group. Every cabin, every
room, every available square foot of floor space was
utilized. Those on tP.e upper decks were the more fortunate from the standpoint of comfort. The upper
decks, naturally, had been built to accommodate the
first-class passengers in prewar days, while the lower

decks had been used for third-class passage. On the
upper decks the majority of the personnel slept in cots.
Below, hammocks, mattresses or any other availabk
bedding was put to use. Troops on the lower decks soon
got used to the crowded conditions, however, and order
replaced the confusion of the first day.
Blackout regulations were put into effect aboard the
Strathmore from the very first. On the evening of April
6 all troops were informed that blackout regulations
would be in effect beginning at 7:30 P.M., but troops
were allowed to smoke on certain decks until 11:30
P.M. the first evening aboard ship. This was permissible because the Strathmore was still docked at Commonwealth Pier and was not due to sail until sometime
the following morning. All orders were issued to the
troops over a special loudspeaker system which could
be heard in all parts of the ship simultaneously. Certain orders pertaining to the activities of the crew were
given from time to time by the ship's captain from the
bridge. The majority of the ship's orders, however,
were given by order of the commanding officer of
troops, Colonel Wood. World news from the ship's
radio room was also broadcast to all personnel during
the entire voyage.
The troops were tired on that first evening, and
despite the excitement of embarkation they slept well
that first night. Promptly at 6:00 A.M. the following
morning, they were awakened and life aboard the
Strathmore began. The ship was already moving, and
many of the troops crowded the decks even before
breakfast to ascertain where they were. The Strathmore was on the high seas, completely out of sight of
land. During the night, at 1:30 A.M., she had hoisted
anchor and left Commonwealth Pier. Then, while the
troops slept, she had sailed down Boston Harbor, past
Governors Island and Castle Island Fort, until she had
reached the Boston Light, a mammoth lighthouse
located some twelve miles from Commonwealth Pier.
From there the Strathmore had headed for the high
seas, where she had picked up sixteen other ships which
were now traveling with her in convoy. Other ships
joined the convoy later, making a total of over thirty
ships, including the escort vessels.
No words can quite describe the emotion or
thoughts of the average soldier when he experiences
the first glimpse of the open sea, and finds himself a part
of a large convoy en route to points unknown. Possibly
no other experience, with the exception of actual combat, lives more vividly in his memory. For it is here
that he first fully realizes his severance from home. It
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DESTINATION UNKNOWN

is here that his mind automatically reviews the past
and speculates on an uncertain future. It is here that
he comes to realize the full import of his years of training and his fundamental purpose in a world at war.
Underneath the excitement, underneath the casual
comment of the troops on that early morning of April
7, it was evident that these thoughts were at work in
the minds of all. All day long, whenever the troops•
were free, you would find them crowding the railings
of the open decks. They watched, hour after hour, the
ships, the sea, and the barren horizon. They knew now
that they were removed from the safety of their own
home shores, and they felt themselves a part of something too big for them to fully understand. It was a
bigness in which they at first felt lost, but later came
to feel was their greatest security. It was the bigness
of the whole show. The immense convoy, the thousands upon thousands of troops; and the vastness of
the sea itself.
The first breakfast was served at 7:30A.M. The task
of feeding the 6,000 troops aboard the Strathmore was
unquestionably the most difficult problem with which
officials had to cope. Both because of the large number of troops, and because of the crowded conditions,
only two meals a day were served. The noon meal was
eliminated entirely. Rather than attempting to assemble the troops in a central area for feeding in cafeteria
style, the troops ate all meals in their own quarters.
The food was carried to them in large containers from
the main kitchen located on F Deck. There was always
a sufficient quantity of food, and the men had enough
to eat, despite the fact that only two meals were served
daily. The quality, however, was not always the very
best. The tea and coffee were constant targets of goodnatured criticism and comment. GI coffee, the troops
agreed, was bad enough, but never again would they
make a disparaging remark about the GI brand. All
troops ate from their messkits, and because of inadequate plumbing facilities plus crowded conditions, it
was difficult to wash the messkits properly. Inasmuch
as the men ate, slept and lived in the same quarters, the
problem of cleanliness was a serious factor. But constant vigilance was maintained. Daily inspections of
quarters and messkits were made, and as a whole, the
troops did a fine job of keeping their quarters in good
condition.
It was altogether impossible to plan any training
while aboard ship. Even classroom instruction was discontinued for the duration of the voyage. The attention of officers in charge was directed solely toward the
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end of assuring a safe crossing for aU troops, and of
keeping them occupied with diversionary interests
while the voyage lasted. To insure a minimum loss of
life in the event of disaster, daily boat drills were held.
At 10:30 A.M. daily an alert was scheduled, and when
the alarm sounded, all troops moved immediately to
specified locations on the upper decks. All troops, day
and night, were required to wear life preservers. From
the moment the soldier came aboard ship until he debarked the life preserver became a permanent part of
his equipment. He was allowed to remove it only
when sleeping, and even then, regulations required
him to have it within immediate reach. This same rule
applied to all officers and members of the ship's crew.
After the troops became familiar with the boat-drill
routine, a night drill was carried out. Under blackout
conditions all troops were required to move to their
stipulated places on the upper decks. In case the ship
was torpedoed, it was explained, the lighting system
would probably fail, and it was essential that the troops
knew how to find their way to safety under conditions
of total darkness. The troops learned quickly and willingly to comply with all regulations, and within a few
days the drills were executed without any difficulty
whatsoever.
The daily boat-drill lasted for a one-hour period.
Actually, the drill itself took only a matter of minutes.
Once the troops were assembled on the upper decks,
however, an orientation lecture was held, during
which topics of current interest concerning national
and international affairs would be discussed. Actually,
the lectures assumed the proportions of a debate, and
proved highly interesting. Meantime, on the lower
decks, special details were assigned to thoroughly
police all quarters.
As commanding officer of troops aboard the Strathmore, Colonel Wood had forseen far in advance the
absolute necessity of keeping the troops entertained
and occupied during the voyage. There is always an
undercurrent of nervous tension aboard a troopship,
and the possibility of submarine or air attack is ever
present. Although the men never showeditoutwardly,
their minds were ever on the alert for the possibility of
attack. Under such conditions, to fail to keep the men
busy, or to fail to provide entertainment and relief
from this mental pressure, would have been disastrous
insofar as morale was concerned. With this in mind
Colonel Wood had instructed the Special Service Officer, Capt Wilbur N. Earl, to provide entertainment
and relaxation for all troops during the voyage. This
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order was effectively carried out. Daily movies were
shown. Boxing bouts were scheduled, and there were
daily periods of physical exercise. Aside from this, a
group of enlisted men had volunteered their services
and had formed a band which roamed the decks during
the day and at night, providing music for the troops.
The men much of the time provided their own entertainment. Dice games and card games were in evidence everywhere. In the cabins below and on the
decks above you could always find gambling games in
progress. No effort was made to curb this practice, and
it was a good thing, for the men found relaxation and
pleasure in the games. On the main deck many big
games took place. Those who had won a few hundred
dollars while playing for smaller stakes, would eventually take a chance in the more professional games
that formed on the main deck. In these games it was
not unusual to see one soldier "fade" another for hundreds of dollars, and either win or lose on a roll of the
dice. Much money was lost, and much won. Yet this
was understandable, for money, for the mere sake of
its value, meant little to the men themselves. Their
attitude was one of "here today and gone tomorrow"
and they reflected it in everything they said or did.
Such was the general atmosphere and activity during the long overseas voyage. In the main the troops
did a fine job of maintaining order and of keeping
morale at a high standard. There were moments, to be
sure, when the troops became apprehensive. On various occasions rumors of enemy submarine activity
spread throughout the ship, and on more than one occasion the rumors were justified. During the course of
the voyage one enemy submarine was known to have
been sunk, and another believed sunk; but at no time
en route was the Strathmore or any of the neighboring
ships in the convoy actually torpedoed.
Perhaps the most damaging factor to morale was the
traditional and ever-to-be-expected seasickness which
affected many of the troops. During much of the voyage the water was choppy and rough, and whenever
this occurred, men by the hundreds would head for the
rail in the hope of making it in time. Actually, however, only a small percentage of the troops had difficulty after the first day or so, but for those who
couldn't adjust themselves to the rolling and tossing
of the ship, the trip was indeed an unhappy one.
The overseas voyage lasted for ten days. Utmost
secrecy was maintained throughout the entire trip as
to the eventual destination, and it was not until land
'

was first sighted that the actual docking point was
made known. To be sure, the troops had been certain
for many days that they were headed for the European
Theater of Operations, and knowing this, they also felt
that their destination would probably be England or
somewhere on the British Isles. But througout the entire voyage they were neither told where they were
going or where the ship would actually dock. All opinions had been mere guesswork.
The date of April 15, 1943, was an all-important
one in the already eventful history of the 313th Infantry. On that date land was first sighted and the official
information was released that the Strathmore was approaching the calm waters of the Firth of Clyde, and
would thereafter dock at the port of Grenock, Scotland. Immediately, excitement among the troops
reached an all-time high. Soldiers jammed the railings
to get their first glimpse of terra firma in ten full days.
The tension felt during the long voyage was over now,
and the journey into the unknown had come to a near
successful conclusion.
Night closed in before the Strathmore dropped
anchor at the port of Grenock. When morning came,
however, the troops awakened early to find the great
ship safely anchored in the Scottish port. The cry of
thousands of sea gulls filled the early morning air, and,
looking out across the water, the troops saw the green
fields and hills of Scotland, with homes and factories
dotting the picturesque landscape.
That was Sunday morning, April16, and until late
afternoon of the same day the Strathmore remained
docked at Grenock. Then, at 4:30P.M., she hoisted
anchor and sailed up the Firth of Clyde where she
again docked at the port of Glasgow, Scotland. The
trip, although short, was one of breath-taking beauty.
The hillsides were fresh and green from the April
rains, and the spring air lent itself to perfect visibility.
The least artistic of those aboard were impressed with
the sights they saw, and few, if any, will ever forget
them.
,
For two full days the Strathmore remained docked
at Glasgow, and meantime, none of the troops on
board had as yet set foot on land, During this period
final preparations for the debarkation were made and
finally, at 11:30 P.M. on Tuesday, April 18, the first
troops debarked.
They had at last set foot on the British Isles, and in
high spirits, looked forward with confidence and hope
to their new life abroad,

X

Chapter 8: The British Isles
of the time. From all reports the ten days at Fort
Hamilton were memorable ones for all concerned. Frequent trips were made by both the officers and enlisted
men to New York City during the unexpected but welcome ten-day reprieve from active duty. It was a case
of cramming as much life in the USA as possible into
the time allotted.
Then, on March 30 the entire party embarked on
the world-famed Queen Elizabeth. Prior to this, however, Brig Gen Frank U. Greer, Assistant Division
Commander of the 79th Division, had boarded the
Queen Elizabeth on March 29. He took with him a
staff comprising of Lt Col O'Riordan, appointed Chief
of Staff during the voyage, and Capt Thomas L. Lyons,
who had been appointed Troop Adjutant.
The trip across the Atlantic was unforgettable. The
Queen Elizabeth, sister ship of the famed Queen Mary,
and the largest and fastest passenger ship afloat, was
loaded to capacity with troops from over three hundred different units representing many nationalities. In
all, there were a total of over 14,000 troops and a crew
of 900 aboard the Qtteen Elizabeth. Many celebrities
were aboard, including Edward R. Stettinius, Under
Secretary of State, and a party of twenty other distinguished civilians. SISgt Joe Lewis, the famed Brown
Bomber of peacetime days, was also aboard. Among
the many different units represented, there was a group
of some Wacs, 15 Red Cross girls, and 600 newly
commissioned Air Corps lieutenants.
The Queen Elizabeth traveled without convoy. She
made the crossing from New York to Grenock, Scotland, in five days, arriving at Grenock on April5. For
reasons of security she had traveled an indirect route,
and her course was changed frequently during the
voyage.
All personnel on the Qtteen Elizabeth debarked at
Grenock, Scotland. From there the 313th Infantry
advance party traveled by train to Northwich, Cheshire, England. In Northwich the advance party reported to officials of 79th Division Headquarters,
where they remained for a four-day period. During
this time, Division Headquarters was set up in Northwich, and plans were formulated for the location of
the regiments within the Division.
Perhaps the greatest single problem confronting
American Army officials in England was the acute lack
of space for the housing and training of American
troops. The entire British Isles was already an armed
camp. All available housing space was being utilized.
Training areas were few and far between. As a con-

RIL 19, 1944 was a welcome day for personnel
of the 313th Infantry. For three weeks the
Regiment had been continually on the move.
During that period they had traveled approximately
four thousand miles by land and water. They had
traveled halfway across the United States by train, had
made the voyage across the Atlantic Ocean to the
British Isles, and had just completed the trip by train
through Scotland and into England. They had regretted neither the trip nor the experience, but it was good
to know that they had finally arrived at their destination. Now, they thought, there might at least be a
short period during which the severe security ·restrictions could be lifted. There should be time for passes
now; for brief moments of freedom long since denied.
There should be mail from home.
It was raining on the day the troops arrived, but
morale was high nevertheless. There had long since
been a standing joke among the troops that it was sure
to rain whenever the 313th Infantry planned a move,
and ironically enough, it usually happened that way.
True, the majority of the men had no conception of
the nature of spring weather in England. They did not
know that rain was virtually a daily affair. Nor did
they know that on the British Isles it remained chilly
and damp, often into late May and June. But neither
the weather nor thoughts of an uncertain future could
dampen their spirits now. They were safe in England,
and were expecting to stay for a while.
The story of the 313th Infantry in England cannot
be fully told unless we first relate the experiences of
the advance party, authorized by Colonel Wood while
at Camp Phillips, to precede the Regiment to the British Isles. It was the job of the advanc~party to prepare
the way for the arrival of the troops. They had left
Camp Phillips prior to the departure of the Regiment
and the Division, and had reached the British Isles on
April 6. The officers of the party comprised Maj
Phil Lofink, Maj John A. McConnell, Maj Maynard
C. Miller, Capt Thomas L. Lyons and Lt Ernest
J. Pesek. The enlisted men included TI Sgt Charles
McRussel, SI Sgt Robert E. Thurman, SISgt Herman
Devitorio, Sgt Sidney E. Smith, T I 4 Lewis J. Nemeth,
T I 4 Frank E. Gensler and T I 4 Dwight G. Gamble.
To say the least, the advance party experienced an
eventful trip. They had traveled by train from Camp
Phillips, Kansas, to Brooklyn, New York, and from
there to Fort Hamilton, New York. They had remained at Fort Hamilton for ten days, awaiting orders
to embark, and during this period were at liberty much
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sequence, public parks were turned into camps, and
public buildings were converted into barracks. The
313th Infantry was to be allocated a bivouac area in a
location which had formerly been a public park,
known as Garswood Park, in the town of Ashton in
...
Makersfield, Lancashire, England. When the advance
party arrived there, however, it was found that the area
was not sufficient to accommodate all of the 313th
Infantry, and because of this, the Regiment was split up
for the first time. This was only an emergency measure,
and although the Regiment was to be located in two
separate areas some thirty miles apart, the training and
activities of each were to be the same, and the 313th
Infantry was to be reunited as soon as possible.
The advance party had a big job in getting things
organized for the oncoming troops. In a period of less
than six days both camps had to be set up and ready to
receive the Regiment. The bulk of the troops were to
be located at Garswood Park. The remaining troops
were to be located in an area known as Marbury Hall,
Cheshire, England. Troops of VIII Corps headquarters
were to be located there also. All the rest of the troops
of the 313th Infantry, including the 310th Field Artillery Battalion, were to be located at Garswood Park.
On arrival at Garswood Park the advance party got
busy immediately. Meantime, Maj Phil Lofink was
placed in complete charge of setting up the camp area
at Marbury Hall. He was later assigned as Executive
Officer, working under Lt Col Mitchell who was assigned as CO of the Marbury Hall Camp.
Both Garswood Park and Marbury Hall were almost completely devoid of facilities when the advance
party arrived. Both areas had a few barrel-shaped
buildings scattered about, which were used as kitchens
and administrative buildings. But aside from these few
structures neither location gave any evidence of being
a probable camp site. To further complicate matters
there were only four vehicles available, and these were
divided equally between the two camps. All supplies
had to be requisitioned and were slow in arriving.
Companies C and D of the 7 49th Tank Battalion,
already stationed in England, were detailed to assist in
putting up the pyramidal tents which later served to
house the troops.
Despite all difficulties both camps were ready to
receive the troops when they arrived six days following
the arrival of the advance party. The pyramidal tents
gave both areas the appearance of a camp, and all preparations were far enough along that the troops moved
in on schedule.

It would be impossible to relate in detail all the
events that transpired during the time the 313th Infantry remained in England. It is perhaps best, therefore, that the outstanding incidents be related, and that
a word picture of the sort of life experienced by the
troops be portrayed. In the early weeks the weather
was cold and damp, and at night the dampness seeped
through the thin layer of canvas on the Army cots, and
many a soldier shivered in his tent "hotel." It was a
common practice to sleep with one's clothes on; in
fact, it was uncommon in those early days in England
to find a soldier who removed more than his GI shoes
when he turned in. Then, too, there was little space
for training, and as a consequence, the training while
in England was confined predominantly to frequent
hikes, marches and platoon or company problems.
Later, frequent night problems and operations were
conducted, and on the whole, much valuable experience was gained during the period that the 313th
Infantry remained on British soil.
Morale was generally high throughout the entire
period that the 313th Infantry remained in England.
Almost from the very beginning passes were granted.
Fifty per cent of the Regiment were allowed on pass at
any one time to visit nearby towns, and on weekends,
members of the Regiment visited the larger cities
located within a one-hundred-mile radius of Garswood
Park and Marbury Hall. Night after night the pubs
of the surrounding towns were filled to overflowing
with American troops. They drank freely of English
beer, sang American and English songs, and mingled
with Tommies and civilians. Often, during the days
spent in England, it was difficult to tell that a war was
on at all, for the English kept their spirits high, and the
American troops stationed there made every day a
holiday after day's work was over. Yet on visits to the
larger cities, the grim reminder of the war yet to be
won was ever present. There, Jerry had visited with his
Luftwaffe, and bomb damage was heavy. Block after
block in cities of the size of Liverpool were destroyed,
and yet, despite"this, life seemeq somehow to continue
with a reasonably small degree of interruption.
Frequent lectures were given to troops of the 313th
Infantry during their stay in England. For one thing,
it was strongly impressed upon the troops that a severe
scarcity of goods and food existed through the British
Isles. Soldiers were warned not to buy food or goods
anywhere while on pass, and more, were asked not to
accept the hospitality of English civilians who offered
food to American troops.

Company G, with men from the Royal Navy, participate in ceremonies during "Salute to the Soldier Week" at
Haydock, England

All in all, the English did their best to make the
troops feel at home during their stay. Many soldiers
formed life-long friends while there, and since both
the Americans and the English spoke a common tongue, it was a simple matter to get acquainted.
Only the children were at all forward in approaching the Americans. Wherever gn American soldier
· went, small children would follow them in droves,
chanting the familiar "Any gum, chum?" And even
though the soldier's ration for gum was only two packages per week, the kids usually got what they were
after.
During the month of May several important events
rook place which are well worth mentioning. On May
6 a special parade was given in Haydock, England, in
which the 313th Infantry played an honor role. The
parade had been scheduled as a part of the activities
of "Salute the Soldier Week" in the town of Haydock.
"Salute the Soldier Week" had been set aside for the
purpose of honoring Allied soldiers of World War II,
and for raising funds for the continued prosecution of
the war. The 313th Infantry had been chosen as the
American unit to participate in the parade, and Company G was selected for the occasion. It was a colorful
affair, and Company G distinguished itself as an outstanding unit of the day's ceremonies. The streets were
lined with American and British flags, and as the

American soldiers moved in column through the main
streets of the town, English civilians cheered and
waved and shouted the familiar "Hi, Yank!"
Then on May 12, a retreat parade was held at Garswood Park. The affair had been scheduled in order
that the townspeople of Ashton in Makersfield might
witness American soldiers on dress parade. Much
interest had been shown by the local townspeople in
the activities of the American soldiers stationed there.
The retreat parade, therefore, was s<;heduled predominantly for their benefit. The public turned out in large
numbers to witness the event, which was highly colorful and in no small sense of the word, inspiring. The
3d Battalion was selected as the honor battalion for
the occasion, and F Company of the 2d Battalion was
chosen as color guard. It was more than evident as the
ceremonies progressed that the townspeople of Ashton in Makersfield were deeply impressed by the
occas10n.
As a climax to the events scheduled in May Lt Gen
George S. Patton honored the Regiment by a personal
visit during which he spoke to the officers and firstthree-graders of the 313th Infantry. In his usual fiery
manner, he impressed upon the noncoms the importance of their job, and told them in no uncertain terms
that the time was soon to come when they would be
called upon to actually lead men in battle against a
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Lype Hill, England, on D-day, June 6, 1944

determined and vicious enemy. The General empha- light left little doubt that this was at least the beginsized the fact that when that day came it would be a ning of the Big Show soon to materialize.
case of "shoot to kill_ . _and shoot first." At the same
The actual move from Garswood Park and Martime he praised the men for the excellent job they had bury Hall did not take place until June 1. On that
done to date, and assured them that he was convinced date the entire Regiment moved by motor to their new
they would more than show their worth when the big location-Lype Hill, located in Somersetshire, England. With the completion of this move the Regiment
moment actually came.
As the month of May drew toward a close all mem- was again reunited, and in the subsequent days it bebers of the 313th Infantry felt quite at home in their · came evident that Lype Hill was to be the last camp
new environment. The weather had become some- site for members of the 313th Infantry on English soil.
what warmer, and with the privilege of nightly passes Tt was a sure thing now that D-day was near at hand,
life had become interesting and pleasant for the troops. and that the 79th Division would either be a part of
The officers of the staff, meanwhile, had moved into a the initial wave of troops crossing the Channel, or
luxurious home located not far from Garswood Park would follow soon thereafter.
Tension ran high during those final days on Lype
in the town of Ashton in Makersfield, where they enjoyed the comfort of home life in a manner surpassing Hill, but the morale pf the troops was excellent. They
even the better Army days in the United States. For had expected the big moment for so long that they
these and other reasons no one was particularly were actually eager for the time to come. Last-minute
anxious to leave England, although one and all knew preparations were made. Final inspections of clothing
full well that the time for movement elsewhere was and equipment were held. Then, on the morning of
June 6 the electrifying word was flashed around that
rapidly approaching.
Then, on May 30 the final order came. Early in the . D-day had actually come and that the long-expected
morning the entire Regiment was alerted for a sudden Channel crossing of Allied might had begun.
Almost simultaneously with the receipt of the word
move from Garswood Park and Marbury Hall. No
one, excepting those in authority, knew the ultimate that D-day had arrived, word was received at Regidestination of the Regiment, but rumors spread like mental Headquarters that the 313th Infantry, as well
wild fire and the majority of the men seemed to believe as the 79th Division, was to be prepared for another
they were due to be sent south toward London, or move. It was:clear to everyone by now that this next
move represented a final move-up prior to actually
along the south coast of England.
Throughout the day work progressed at a feverish crossing the Channel. Now the troops knew fully that
pace. Equipment was packed and orders were issued they would be in there fighting before very long, and
regarding the kind and amount of clothing and equip- they wer'e eager to get started.
Events moved rapidly thereafter. On June 10 the
ment to be carried. The trip was to be made by motor,
and all troops were required to turn in all of their expected move was made, and the entire Regiment
excess p~rsonal equipment, as w.ell as much of their GI (less administrative personnel left behind of necessity)
clothing. The fact that the men were ordered to travel moved by motor from Lype Hill to Dunster, England,
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where they entrained for Plymouth, England, a distance of approximately one hundred miles. Their
destination on this move was Crown Hill Camp,
Plymouth, Engiand-a marshalling area for troops
scheduled for shipment across the English Channel.
If there were any doubt in anyone's mind as to what
was soon to transpire, those doubts were dispelled
when the troops arrived at Plymouth. But there were
few who doubted their ultimate destination in the first
place. They fully knew that this was it, and they were
ready for whatever fate had in store.
For a few more days the troops remained at Crown
English or AmeriHill Camp. During the period
can money was changed into French invasion currency,
and last-minute preparations were completed. Then
on June 13, with everything in readiness, men and officers entrucked and moved to the port of embark~tjon.
The day and the hour had come for the 313th In-

all
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fantry. Now they were to know the real meaning of
their months and years of training. Now they were to
become a part of the biggest war in history-an active,
vital part of it. They had not been a part of D-day, but
the part they were soon to play would be no less important. They were soon to be moving up to take their
place side by side with the stupendous army of men
who day by day were being sent into the fray. They
were off to an early start, and they knew that the part
they would play would be a vital one.
Yes, for these well trained soldiers of the 313th Infantry the time had come. In good spirits, with morale
high, the men embarked on the waiting ships. Everything moved with precision accuracy, and without incident the Regiment was at last ready to depart.
That was on June 13, 1944, a date never to be forgotten in the history of the 313th Infantry.
June 13, 1944! What now would tomorrow bring?

O

Chapter 9: The Taking of Cherbourg

N JUNE 14, 1944, the 313th Infantry landed
on Utah Beach, beginning at4:00 P .M. There
was no enemy opposition but the sounds of
spasmodic enemy shelling and bombing soon dispelled
the last, lingering doubt that the Regiment was having
another dry run.
The first man ashore was WO Lynn K. Copp of
Regimental Headquarters Company, to be followed
immediately by Capt Thomas L. Lyons and Lt John B..
Mathews. Some of the landing craft closed onto the
beach so that the men landed in only a few inches of
water, while others grounded on small obstacles or
sand bars and the officers and men waded ashore
through waist-deep water.
The Regiment had behind it a wealth of pre-combat
training. For nearly two years there had been a gradual
shifting around of officers and men so that each would
fit into his assigned place and those that the Regiment
took ashore were the pick of the crop; they were ready
for combat and needed only the seasoning influence of
a few days of battle to change them into veteran fighters. They were mentally and physically fit for combat
and all were eager to get started so that the whole business could be brought to an end and everybody return
home.
All the careful plans of having the Regiment met by
Division military police on the beach and guided into
their initial assembly areas went awry. No one was on
the beach to tell the unit where to go. The Regimental
commander finally found a beach MP officer and
learned the location of Transit Area No. 1. To this
all units were started inland. The unit moved by
marching along the main road towards Sebeville.
Along the road it was met by Division staff officers and
MPs and directed into its initial French home. The
sides of the roads and the fields along the route of
march were still mined and every few hundred yards
would appear the sign "Achtung! Mineo! "
When the Regiment, and the Division, landed it
had become a part of the U. S. VII Corps which was
then composed of the 4th, 9th, 90th and 79th Infantry
Divisions and the 82d and lOlst Airborne Divisions.
This corps had all landed on Utah Beach, beginning
on D-day with the mission of cutting and then capturing the Cotentin Peninsula. The rapid seizure of the
great port of Cherbourg, at the head of the peninsula,
was a "must" in the early plans of the Allied high
command. Cherbourg would give the Allies their first
big port, and its possession would permit them to pour
the vast numbers of men and quantities of supplies
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into France for the great battles that must soon be
fought.
On June 14 the Allied front extended inland from
Quineville. The 4th Division, on the right, was moving up the coast towards Montebourg; the 90th was
on its left and the 9th was pointed towards Barneville
across the peninsula. The airborne divisions were holding the lines to the south, stretching towards the U. S.
V Corps to the left.
The route of march from the beach to the small village of Sebeville covered about nine miles. Here we
had our first contact with the French inhabitants of the
Normandy province. They were quiet, reserved, and
thoroughly suspicious. They seemed not at all sure that
the Americans had landed to stay. There was no hostility, but there certainly was no friendly 'welcome.
The first night was cold and wet. Many of the officers and men had not completely driei:l from their bath
in the surf. Few of the motors had arrived and there
were no blankets or any other items designed for comfort during the first long night. German air raiders
came over to strike at the beaches and all officers and
men listened to the explosions of the bombs and
watched the streams of ack-ack tracers move into the
sky towards the hostile planes. The Regiment was not
affected by the bombing.
The first bivouac was roughly in the same general
area where the 101st Airborne Division had landed.
All over the area were evidences of their landing difficulties and early fighting. Scores of smashed gliders
and planes dotted the obstacle-covered fields where the
gliders had crashed into the trees atop the hedgerows,
or the poles which the Germans had placed in all the
large fields. A few dead Germans, battered tanks and
destroyed equipment was mute evidence of the early
fighting.
On June 15 most of the motor equipment, cannon
and antitank guns came ashore, were de-waterproofed
and joined their units. The Regiment was then complete, with the exception of the five hundred men, all
field kitchens, and much equipment that had been left
behind in England as the residue.
June 15 passed quietly while everyone looked the
area over and began learning how to make living easier
in a strange land where all the people spoke a strange
tongue.
The remainder of the Division was coming in.
On June 16, the Regiment was alerted for a possible
move to meet a German counterattack. with an alternate mission of taking over a large hill mass in the
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area of the 82d Division to the south. All units prepared for the move but the orders did not arrive.
June 17 was quiet.
On June 18, the 9th Division broke through to the
west and reached the coast of the peninsula at Barneville. This move set the stage for the orders that committed the Regiment to action. The 79th Division
would relieve the 90th Division, and together with the
4th and 9th Divisions, would launch a concerted drive
on the port of Cherbourg.
North of the Barneville-Valognes-Montebourg
line the Cotentin Peninsula is hilly, and gradually increases in height toward Cherbourg. To the south of
that line the land is flat and quite marshy with several
small streams crossing the area. Much of the marshy
terrain had been flooded by the Germans. All the land
was covered with hedgerows-those countless, centuries-old mounds of earth_, stone, roots and underbrush. These hedgerows bordered all the cultivated .
fields, orchards and roads and were being utilized with
desperate energy by the enemy to hold back the surging waves of American power. Each field was to become a separate battlefield. There was no observation,
no place where the artillery or infantry supporting
weapon observer could see the area to the front. Observation was essential to secure the best results from our
infantry weapons or the deadly artillery time fire. We
simply could not see. Leaders must move towards the .
front lines to see even the troops within the same fields
as themselves. Commanders could never see but a
small portion of their commands.
Augmenting these formidable natural defenses
were scores of enemy strongpoints, emplacements and
concrete pillboxes.
The Regiment made a short foot march westward to
place it behind elements of the 90th Division. On this
march we passed through the small town of Pont
l'Abbe, the first French town we had seen which had
been completely destroyed.
The 313th Infantry relieved the 359th Infantry of
the 90th Division about dusk on June 18.
H-hour for the Regiment was 5:00A.M. on June 19,
1944. The dawn came up gray and rainy. One hour
before the jump-off, one prisoner was captured by
Company B, the first prisoner captured by either the
Regiment or the Div1sion~
The Regimental objective was the high ground west
and northwest of the communication center of Valagnes. That town was on the main highway to Cherbourg and the high ground to the west thereof would
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."
Landing craft taking 313th men from the transport President Jackson to Utah Beach, June 14, 1944

control the highway. The 313th Infantry made the
main effort of the Division in the left half of the Division's zone of advance. The Regiment jumped off from
the vicinity of Colleville- Binneville. The 1st Battalion
was on the left and the 3d Battalion was on the right.
The 2d Battalion was in reserve. During this first day
we were supported by the artillery fires from the
314 th, 313 th, and 915 th Field Artillery Battalions of
the 90th Division.
Contact with the enemy took place at 5:40 when
Company K reported killing one German sniper.
Within a few minutes Company I also killed a sniper.
During the rest of the morning the resistance was little
more than spasmodic. According to French inhabitants
the Germans had largely moved north during the
night, although small delaying forces had been left
behind to hinder the advance. A few PWs were taken
from these units.
By 2:00P.M. the 1st Battalion had passed through
Negreville and was fighting for its objective-the nose
of high ground two thousand yards west of the hamlet
of La Brique. A small German force was holding
firmly to this high ground and a stiff fight developed
before the 1st Battalion cleared the area. During this
time they fired on and destroyed some German trucks
loaded with reinforcements coming up the hill. It was
during this fighting that the Regimental executive officer ~alled on Lt Col Clair B. Mitchell for a report of
his progress in clearing the hill. The reply came back:
"I am haying one hell of a fine fight!"
That statement was typical of the fighting spirit of
the Regiment.
The 3d Battalion had encountered considerably
more resistance and for a time was held up in front of
the high ground near the village of La Brique. The
tanks and all available artillery were needed before the
3d Battalion was able to secure its objective, the town
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of La Brique and the Bois de la Brique. During the late
afternoon the 1st Battalion was digging in on its objective when it was ordered to attack east along thehigh
ground to assist the advance of the 3d Battalion. When
this order was received the battalion CP of the 1st
Battalion had just been firmly established in one of the
few houses that was still standing. They had built a
fire and were busy cooking their K rations when they
were told to move along east and help the rest of the
Regiment.
At 6:00 P.M. the 2d Battalion, which was still in
Regimental reserve, was ordered to attack almost
straight westward to assist the 31Sth Infantry on the
right. This regiment had run into trouble and was
definitely halted. After this attack had been launched
this order was changed so that the 2d Battalion swung
around towards the north in the direction of Hill 79
at La Brique.
During the late afternoon mortar ammunition for
both front-line battalions had to be replaced. The 3d
Battalion was nearly out of small-arms ammunition, as
they had expended much on shooting at the trees and
into the corners of the hec!gerows in the early stages
of the advance. Behind the .1st Battalion there was no
place for vehicles to cross the double-track railroad line
so the Ammunition and Pioneer Platoon of the 1st Battalion blew lanes through the rails so that the ammuniion vehicles could be moved forward.
The Regimental command post for the first night
was located in a small apple orchard southeast of
Negreville. Soon afterwards sniper fire zinged through
the trees and the Intelligence and Reconnaissance Platoon had another of its many successful small-time
fights. It cleared out the snipers in the only approved
fashion.
The night after the initial day's fighting was a busy
one for everyone. We had taken some losses. Leaders
had to be replaced and everything made ready to continue the advance. Water, ammunition and food was
brought forward. Just as dusk was falling another report was received that the 3d Battalion was about out
of ammunition. This was serious. All night long the
ammunition and supply vehicles moved forward. It
was rough going, for a number of by-passed German
groups offered resistance. Some German tanks were
still operating in the area over which we had advanced
and on our right flank where the 315 th Infantry had
been held up. A few of the ammunition vehicles were
cut off by these tanks and captured, only to be recaptured later. During this first day and night a number
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of vehicles were hit by enemy artillery and tank shells.
Altogether it was a busy night.
The next objective was the high ground directly
south of Cherbourg. Again the 313th Infantry was to
make the main effort of the division as it moved north
astride the Valognes- Cherbourg highway. Jumping
off from the Bois de la Brique at 6: 00 A.M., the assault
echelon moved off in a column of battalions in the
order: 2d, 1st, 3d. The column moved north to St.
Joseph and thence northeast along the highway. Just
as the column got started it ran into a torn-out bridge.
While the foot troops continued forward the engineers started work on a crossing for our tanks and one
for vehicles. Soon a truck appeared. On it was Lt
Colonel Mitchell with some large sections of wooden
flooring that he had discovered in the town of La
Brique. These were quickly thrown across the stream
making an improvised bridge over which the combat
vehicles and radio vehicles of .the battalions could
move.
In the vicinity of Hau de Long the advance was so
rapid that the Germans were unable to carry out their ,
usual demolitions as four light tanks and one 88 gun
were captured intact. Farther up the road, at Hau-auxSamson, the 2d Battalion came under enemy fire, both
artillery and machine-gun or burp-gun fire. It quickly
deployed astride the main road and promptly attacked.
The resistance proved to be light and the Regiment
continued to advance until it reached the little hamlet
of Delasse where long-range artillery fire was being
delivered right down the main road. Machine guns
entered the fight and made any further progress astride
the main road impossible. The 2d Battalion was deployed to the right and the 1st Battalion was brought
up alongside on the left of the highway. Here the
Regiment had its first real experiences from direct fire
of the famed German 88s. These high-velocity, directfire weapons were sited to prevent movement along the
main highway. They did it. Their shells would simply
walk up and down the main highway, and made it
very uncomfortable for anyone who tried to use the
road. They took a slight toll of vehicles and men and
convinced even the most skeptical that their reputation
was well deserved. We could all hear the gunfire, and
while we were waiting to hear the whine of the incoming shell it would explode-often much closer than
was at all pleasant.
It was now apparent that the Regiment had run
against the outer belt of the enemy's main defenses of _
Cherbourg. We stopped in place to make a detailed
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Troops from the 2d Battalion on their way to the assembly area near La Gosselinerie, France, June 1944

study of our zone. Throughout the night and day,
patrols were sent forward to feel out the enemy's
strength and try to find a weak spot in his lines. These
patrols brought back much information but each time
the enemy made us pay for getting this information.
The enemy did no patrolling but reacted promptly to
every patrol that we sent out. Spasmodic artillery fire
continued to fall in our area throughout the day and
night.
During the night of June 21-22 repeated broadcasts
were made to the Germans in Cherbourg urging them
to surrender. If the Germans were to accept the offered
terms a white flag was to be displayed so that it could
be seen at a main crossroad on the highway. Here the
Regimental commander went at noon on June 22 to
watch for any signs of the German surrender. The
signs soon came-a few well placed salvos of artillery
that landed in the immediate vicinity and put everybody in the ditches.
Plans had already been made and all orders issued
for a joint air-ground assault on Cherbourg in case the
Germans did not surrender. The army commander had
told all divisions that the forthcoming attack on Cherbourg must be successful. Bad weather off the beaches
brought the unloading of supplies and additional
troops across the beaches to nearly a standstill. The
port of Cherbourg must be seized.
At 12:40 P.M. on the 22d the Air Forces began a
tremendous attack on the German first-line positions.
For eighty minutes our planes were overhead, some

going west, some going east and a number of them
going in both directions. All the American troops had
withdrawn a thousand yards behind our original front
lines and artillery smoke shells marked off the targets,
but a number of bombs fell throughout the Regimental area and our own planes had a picnic in strafing the whole countryside. It was surprising how few
casualties resulted from the air attacks against our own
troops. We could not help wondering what damage
had been done to the Germans if practically no damage
had been caused by the bombs that dropped among us.
The 313th Infantry jumped off at 2:00 P.M. in a
column of battalions in the order:· 1st, 2d, 3d. The 1st
Battalion advanced rapidly for some distance and ran
into the cleared area around the anti-tank ditches and
the concrete pillboxes on the far side. They were
stopped by very effective automatic fire from the German emplacements. Very bitter fighting took place
during all the rest of the afternoon. The 3d Battalion
was moved up around the left flank of the 1st Battalion, found a weak spot in the German lines, and was
able to move forward so that it could attack these pillboxes from the rear. Meanwhile the 1st Battalion had
brought heavy concentrations of artillery fire down on
the enemy pillboxes and were able to resume their
advance. They overran some of the pillboxes and
established contact with the 3d Battalion that was
moving in from the right flank. After a change in
direction the two units were again headed north and
moving through the gathering darkness on into the
night they reached the main Cherbourg highway near
CR 177. The 2d Battalion was then directed to move
forward to the right of the highway and follow in rear
of the 1st Battalion. It was far past midnight when
the leading units of the 1st and 3d Battalions reached
the main highway. During the darkness the 2d Battalion was still moving and radio contact indicated
that it was heading in to reach the main road, but it
ran into some enemy resistance during the early morning hours, moved into rough terrain and lost direction
and became confused in crossing some German fields
of barbed wire.
The movement of the 1st and 3d Battalions after
dark met practically no resistance and they continued
towards Cherbourg until they reached a point about
four hundred yards north of crossroads 17 7, one of the
main road crossings in the area. They reached this
point at 2:05A.M. on June 23 . Here they were ordered
to stop and organized a perimeter defense of the position they held. They were on the east of a high hill
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and there was little sleep for anyone as a constant
stream of artillery shells, both enemy and friendly,
seemed just to miss the top of the hill. During this
night march many concrete pillboxes and miniature
forts had been by-passed as they appeared deserted in
the darkness.
One of the main defenses that had been crossed was
an antitank ditch. This was about twelve feet deep,
fifteen feet across and completely stopped the forward
movement of all tanks and vehicles. The tanks went
with the troops to the south side of the ditch and came
under heavy artillery and mortar fire. Some of them
caught fire. Soon after dark the 304th Engineers
brought up a bulldozer and started filling in the ditch
so our vehicles could move forwa~d. In the meantime
there could be no resupply of food, ammunition or
water.
The pillboxes that were overrun during the attacks
on the first line of defenses towards Cherbourg were a
combination of steel and concrete, in many cases the
walls were from four to five feet thick. Some of the
larger ones were really inland forts. The parapets of
these forts commanded the ground in all directions,
with cleared fields of fire giving the enemy machine
gunners perfect targets as our infantrymen moved forward. The strongpoints were all connected and joined
the parent fort by a system of deep trenches well camouflaged. Forts, pillboxes, and trenches were all provided with periscopes and all were tied in by telephones. All entrances to the forts were from the rear,
at below-ground levels. These entrances were protected by heavy armor-plated steel doors. Underground were the storerooms and living quarters for
the garrisons.
The underground works were at different levels, so
that if one set of rooms had been destroyed, the enemy
could move to another section of tunnels and continue
to fight. At times the garrisons would hide below
ground while the fort would be captured, with a part
of its garrison. The next day the remaining portion of
the garrison would appear from a secret passageway to
reoccupy the fort and man the guns.
During this first night march, the route of advance
was marked by the burning farmhouses that lighted
up the dark June night.
The Germans did not know of this deep advance
into their lines as enemy traffic continued to use the
main Cherbourg road and enemy mortar and artillery
fire continued from nearby positions.
At 5:00A.M. on June 23 it was found that the Ger-
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mans had cut the line of communication to the rear.
The Regimental commander took a platoon of infantry to fight his way back far enough to establish communication with Division Headquarters. As they
started back it was found that many Germans had reoccupied the pillboxes that had been by-passed during
the night. '
About 5 : 15 the Regimental commander was at CR
177. Out of the semi-darkness from the south came
Lt Colonel Bode and some sixty-five men from the 2d
Battalion. The rest of the battalion had disappeared in
the darkness. Colonel Bode took off towards the south
in an effort to locate his battalion. On the mission he
met his death from a German sniper.
As the command group continued south there followed a running fight and a number of pillboxes had
to be recaptured before the Regimental commander,
tapping in on an artillery telephone, established contact with Division Headquarters.
Word was then received of the intended attack set
for 9:30, but it was nearly that time now and entirely
too late for Colonel Wood and his party to get back to
the troops before the attack. The Germans were still
occupying some of the pillboxes. Finally there were
gathered together a number of men who had been unable to move forward with their units during the night
advance. The AT company was brought up and opened
fire on the inland fort, the tanks moved into position
and opened fire as the party started forward. At about
the same time, General Wyche, the Division commander, arrived and joined the party as it started forward. It was necessary to reduce the main inland fort
for the third time in twenty-four hours. Tanks moved
up right against the steel doors and point-blank fire
soon demolished them. TNT was exploded within the
fort to put an end to its action. Many Germans were
found still within its ruins.
The day's plans had called for a dive-bombing attack on the main enemy defense works about a thousand yards north of the position of the 1st and 3d Battalions. This would take place from 9: 00 to 9: 45 and
would be followed by artillery under cover of which
the troops would advance to seize the defensive position. The infantry would advance under the artillery
fire and then attack the position at 9: 30. The attack
jumped off as scheduled and the troops fought their
way forward despite very stu6born enemy resistance.
As they reached their objective the advance was
stopped by very heavy artillery and small-arms fire. A
second dive-bombing attack was ordered. Owing to
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lack of communications all troops could not be informed of this second dive-bombing attack and some
units were caught as they had begun to overrun the
objective. No further advance was possible.
Throughout that entire afternoon there was continuous enemy shelling of the entire area held by the
Regiment. The troops lay close to the hedgerows in
the field on both sides of the main highway. The enemy
shells were aimed at the trees growing out of the
hedgerows that lined all the fields in that area. The
limbs of the trees would explode the shells and the
tree-bursts would scatter the shell fragments in all
directions. The hastily dug holes in the sides of the
hedgerows offered little protection against the shell
fragments.
The Regiment resumed its advance on the morning
of June 24. Its formation was again column of battalions in the order: 2d, 1st, 3d; and the attack was an
envelopment of the enemy position from the right.
Heavy artillery fire paved the way for the attack of the
2d Battalion. This attack was successful and the advance was pushed rapidly forward against increasing
enemy resistance from small groups to the vicinity of
Hau Gringor. The company of medium tanks gave
excellent support to this attack. The 2d Battalion sent
patrols into · the town, while the 3d Battalion was
moved up on the left and the 1st Battalion remained
in reserve. As the troops were moving towards Hau
Gringor they overran a powerful German defensive
position that contained two 17 Omm guns, three
15 5mm guns and numerous smaller guns. Most of the
occupants of this position fled towards the big quarry
at Hau Gringor. Much other enemy equipment was
captured during this advance. The Regiment cleaned
out the town of Hau Gringor and there. and at the
quarry more than three hundred Germans were taken
prisoner. While our patrols were operating-in Hau
Gringor, many of the Germans started running towards the open fields nearer Cherbourg. This afforded
some excellent BAR shooting.
The ridge overlooking Hau Gringor also afforded
the first view of the harbor of Cherbourg.
On the crest of this ridge units of the 3d Battalion
ran into some very difficult barbed-wire entanglements. They were constructed in wide lanes. Only
knee-high, the wire would trap any man as soon as he
tried to cross it. The w1re was covered by machine and
burp guns and was quite difficult to capture.
Throughout the entire area of the Regimental
bivouac, there were numerous piles of German artil-

lery ammunition for the batteries of big guns that had
been taken in the advance towards Hau Gringor.
When our troops had occupied the area the Germans
turned some of their sea-coast guns from the harbor
defense and began pouring shells into the area of the
3d Battalion and it seemed as though they might be
trying to blow up their ammunition dumps in the
hopes of taking some members of the Regiment along
with the destruction of the dumps.
The 313th Infantry spent the morning of June 25
in patrol activities and at 2:00 P.M. moved from the
high ground to the fiats just to the southeast of Cherbourg. Patrols were sent out just at dusk and penetrated into the outskirts of the city. One of these patrols
returned with nineteen prisoners. To the left of this
final bivouac was the high cliff on which perched Fort
du Roule. Many guns had been emplaced in the sides
of the cliff and as these had not been silenced continued
to shell the Regiment during the night. They were
placed nearly two hundred feet above the fiat ground
on which the Regiment was spending the night, and
could look right down on every move that we made.
(One of these patrols returned in about three hours
with excellent reports as to the conditions of the stream
and railroad tracks on the outski~ts of the city and also
brought back eighty-one prisoners.)
Early on the morning of June 26 the Regiment
smashed its way into Cherbourg. The 1st Battalion was
on the right and the 2d Battalion was on the left. The
order of the day was speed. There was considerable
house-to-house fighting. Sniper fire was persistent. By
8:30 A.M. the leading elements had reached the water
line and the rest of the day was spent in rounding up
the scattered Germans who had been split into small
groups by the rapidity of the advance. Hundreds were
taken prisoner. Some German officers were acting as
snipers and they had hid on the third floors of buildings. It took time to kill them.
The German seacoast guns on the sea face of Fort
du Roule continued to fire into the rear units of the
Regiment all during the day. They shot down a number of buildings that had been occupied by small elements of the Regiment. This fire was finally silenced
when all the eighteen 57 mm antitank guns of the
Regiment were turned against these enemy pieces
from 6:30 P.M. to 6:45. Most of the guns were destroyed or silenced. Four heavy pillboxes were hard to
reduce. These were right on the waterfront and delayed the final mopping up of the town for some hours.
They were so heavy that close-range direct fire from
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our tanks and the 57mm guns simply bounced off
their sides.
Late in the afternoon it was all over. Cherbourg had
fallen. The Regiment rested in the houses for the night
and on June 27 turned around and moved south to
prepare for the next adventure.
The preceding account of the taking of Cherbourg
was written by Col Sterling A. Wood, Regimental
commander of the 313th Infantry. This excellent account of the historic days that characterized the Regiment's first combat encounter stands as an invaluable
contribution to the 313th Infantry's history. It is accurate and relates in detail the events leading up to and
immediately following the taking of Cherbourg. It
was written from first-hand experience, for Colonel
Wood was always right up there with his ,men when
the going was rough, and under his command the
313th Infantry was yet to fight many of its most difficult and historic battles.
Lee McCardell, war correspondent of the Baltimore
Sunpapers, was on the scene at the time Cherbourg
was taken. In this connection he wrote many stories
telling of the experiences of the 313th Infantry, and
his story revealing how the Cherbourg defenses were
cracked is well worth reprinting here. It is an intimate
and interesting account, and members of the Regiment
who were in the Cherbourg campaign will long remember the incidents and stories he herewith relates:
So-called pillboxes in the first line of German defenses
which the 79th Division assaulted in the attack on Cherbourg were actually inland forts with steel and reinforced
concrete walls four or five feet thick.
Built into the hills of Normandy so their parapets were
level with surrounding ground, the forts were heavily armed
with mortars, machine guns, and 88mm rifles-this last the
Germans' most formidable piece of artillery.
Around the forts lay a pattern of smaller defenses, pillboxes proper, redoubts, rifle pits, sunken well-like mortar
emplacements permitting 360-degree traverse, observation
posts and other works enabling the defenders to deliver
deadly crossfire from all directions.
Approaches were further protected by minefields, barbed
wire and antitank ditches, at least 20 feet wide at the top
and 20 feet deep.
·
Each strongpoint was connected to the other and all were
linked to the mother fort by a system of deep, camouflaged
trenches and underground tunnels. The forts and pillboxes
were fitted with periscopes. Telephones tied in all defenses.
Entrance to these forts was from the rear, below ground
level, through double doors of steel armorplate which defending garrisons clamped shut behind them. The forts were
electrically lighted and automatically ventilated.
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Below a casemated gallery in which the guns were located,
firing through narrow slits, were two underground bombproof levels packed almost solidly with cases of canned food,
artillery shells and belted ammunition for machine guns.
In several instances after forts had been captured and
apparently cleared of die enemy, more Germans were found
hiding in these deep bomb-proof sub-basements. Sometimes
the sub-basements were not discovered until our engineers
had blown up captured works with dynamite.
Such was the Cherbourg line which the 79th Division
cracked. How they managed to crack it still baffles us.
H ad you seen these fortifications before the attack you
would have pronounced them impregnable. Even after our
infantry and tanks had overrun them they looked impregnable to us.
On the morning of Friday, June 23, we left division headquarters where we had spent the night and returned to an
infantry regiment command post.
The command post consisted of a captured German Ford
delivery truck and 30 foxholes, in a wet gully strewn with
hay off a country lane below Hau de Haut. Neither the Old
Man-the colonel-nor any of his staff were around.
"Where's the colonel?" we asked Major McConnell who
sat on a folding camp chair drawing fresh red and green
lines with grease pencils on a big position map set up like
a screen before him.
"Still up front with the troops," said the major. "H e has
been up there all night."
"And where are the troops?"
"Right there," said the major, putting his finger on two
fresh blue brackets on the map, two fresh blue brackets well
beyond the first line of German defenses, abreast a strongpoint of the second lines less than three miles from
Cherbourg.
We stared bug-eyed. We couldn't believe it.
"What the hell are they doing up there? Did they get
away up there-what time did they break through?"
"Oh, they went through early last night," the major said.
l ater the Old Man told us:
"We took the Germans completely by surprise. I honestly
believe that if we had kept going and had had troops to
follow us up and protect our rear we could have marched
right into Cherbourg that night."
When he first told us this we took it with a grain of salt.
We hadn't seen the 79th in action. But we believe it now.
The only trouble was that one unit was going too fast.
It was at least a mile ahead of the supporting elements on
either flank It stuck out on the front like a sore thumb
waiting for a German counterattack to step on it.
About an hour later, Capt John McCabe, of Toledo, Ohio,
a regimental antitank company commander, came in.
"Well, we just retook a pillbox and did it by the book,"
he said. "The Old Man was right in there with us, helping
with the guns. We had ourselves quite a time."
McCabe pointed out the pillbox location on the map. lt
was one that troops had passed the previous night. It seemed
the Germans had infiltrated back through our lines after
dark, reoccupied the position and resumed fighting. little
by little we pieced together the entire story. Here it is:
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· The Old Man, his executive, Lt Col Edwin M. Van Bibber, of Bel Air, Maryland, and other key officers of the regimental staff had personally led infantry assault teams across
fields, fighting their way from hedgerow to hedgerow after
dive bombers had made their low-level attack on the first
line of German forts.
The Old Man took his infantry up so fast they by-passed
the largest fort before its defenders knew what the score was.
The assault teams closed in with bangalore torpedoes and
flame throwers, catching the Germans in the rear and cleaning them out of the fort as either corpses or prisoners in
short order.
But German artillery never let up. From gun positions
farther back toward Cherbourg, Jerry shelled the regimental
command post in the gully, sheltered only by rows of trees,
hotly during the night.
One lucky hit had landed in McCabe's motor park, blowing up a 2Y2-ton truck loaded with dynamite intended for
demolition of captured German fortifications.
Meanwhile, the Old Man and his Joes, leaving a reduced
fort in their rear, reached a road intersection on the main
Valognes-Cherbourg highway, a mile or more farther forward. Here they dug in for the night under harassing fire of
German snipers and artillery.
The Germans had no idea that the unit had advanced in
strength so far. About midnight, Joes at the road intersection heard a German motorcycle putt-putting down the
road from Cherbourg.
"Halt!" yelled an American sentry.
The astonished German officer skidded to a stop, tried to
turn around in the middle of the road and go back the way
he had come.
Out of the shadowy roadside bushes leaped the Old Man,
automatic in hand. He called to the German to surrender.
Instead, the German yanked out his Luger. But the Old Man
fired first.
"I never thought the time would come when I would have
to shoot people under circumstances like that," the Old Man
said quietly when the dead officer and his cycle had been
dragged off the road. "I just didn't have any choice in this
case. It was either him or me."
And it was the first of three Germans shot down by the
Old Man that day during almost hand-to-hand fighting.
At daylight something went wrong with the field telephone wire laid between the Old Man's forward observation
post and his command post at Hau de Haut. He decided
that he had better go back and make contact.
Two staff officers, Maj David A. De Armond, of Ridgewood, New Jersey, and Capt Raymond Godwin, of Indianapolis, a rifle platoon and two light machine guns went
with him.
Before starting back the Old Man had traded his automatic with Captain Godwin for Godwin's carbine. The Old
Man figured he would have to do some more shooting and
he preferred the carbine.
Godwin promptly swapped the automatic with a tanker
for the tanker's tommy gun and Major De Armond also
traded his automatic with another tanker for another tommy
gun.

As it turned out, this exchange was a happy chance because the Old Man's party fought three running fights on
the way back with Germans who either had slipped through
our front lines or come out of hiding in underground tunnels to reoccupy pillboxes our troops had captured the night
before.
T m telling you we came through there going like hell
when we discovered the Germans had come back, unknown
to us, and threatened to cut us off," De Armond told me
later. "All along the way we were challenged by German
sentries and fired at by snipers.
"As we were passing a fort a German officer jumped out
and yelled 'surrender.' 1 swung old Betsy (his tommy gun)
around and pulled the trigger. When we finally got through
we had killed four J erries and taken one officer and nine
enlisted men prisoners.''
But the Germans still held the fort. They had remanned
an 88mm gun there and showed no signs of surrendering.
The Old Man called up a platoon of tanks attached to his
regiment. While waiting for them to move up, he ran into
McCabe around a bend in the road just below the fort.
"How would you like to do a little shooting this morning, John?" he asked.
"Fine, Colonel," said McCabe, a stocky round-faced fellow
whose spectacles give his cherubic face more the expression
of a school teacher than a tank destroyer.
"Then get a couple of your guns up here and let's go,"
said the Old Man.
Tanks rumbled up the dusty road toward the fort. Commanding the first tank in the column was Sgt Charles Jones,
of Hagerstown, Maryland. The tanks crossed the antitank
ditch at a point where engineers had blown away its sharp
crests.
One tank was hit by the Germans and set afire. Its crew
got out safely. Another German shell knocked the track off
a second tank, immobilizing it, but the other two kept going.
McCabe's antitank company manhandled two 57s up a
narrow lane into position behind shell-scarred stumps and
blasted brush, from where they could fire directly upon the
recaptured fort.
The Old Man was with them, pointing out the target and
directing the fire. Gunners laid it. in two by two-two
rounds of high explosive, then two rounds of armor-piercing shells.
"Hit 'em again!" the Old Man yelled as bursts found
their target.
Sgt Jones' tank was creeping upon the fort from the rear.
When within a range of about 100 yards it nosed over a
rise to bring its 75 to bear directly upon the fort's back
double doors of armorplate and sent a dozen rounds of
armor-piercing high-explosive shells crashing into it in rapid
fire. The doors disintegrated and flew open. Three Germans
ran out with their hands up.
The Old Man and his rifle platoon followed the tank into
the fort to mop up.
"I swung old Betsy around, spraying the place with a long
burst, caught another German running away and that was
number five for the day," De Armond told me.
The Old Man's Joes also put the fort's last servicable 88

Artillery forward observers from the 4th, 9th and 79th Infantry Divisions watch Allied warships shelling Cherbourg,
June 25, 1944 (Signal Corps photo)

out of action with an explosive charge that blossomed its slim
muzzle into a black lily.
And when McCabe drove me up to the fort in his jeep an
hour or two later Lt Robert C. Johnson, of Seattle, Washington, had planted enough dynamite and 1NT around it to blow
up the Baltimore Trust Building.
"The Jerries will never occupy this one again," McCabe
said grimly.
First-aid men were still picking up the wounded. Ambulances were hauling them back to aid stations. German and
American dead, including two aid men-all aid men deserve
Silver Stars in our opinion-still lay where they had fallen.
At the foot of the fort's forward stoop was the charred and
twisted wreckage of a burned jeep, a casualty of the previous
day's fighting.
Parking his own jeep farther on, near one of the fort's
sodded redoubts where he thought it would be defiladed
against enemy fire, McCabe told his driver:
"and you stay right with that jeep and watch it."
He explained to me that he had had two jeeps shot from
under him within the last two days. Transportation was growing scarce in his antitank company.
We climbed over the fort. It was my first opportunity for
close inspection and I was awed by its massive strength. I still
don't know how those Joes reduced it, even with the help
of tanks.
Yet they went through another line of similar forts the
next day and took a third belt of so-called pillboxes to reach
the Cherbourg waterfront two days later.
While we were stepping gingerly over wreckage and scattered German military equipment and I was trying to assemble one good bicycle-! had no transportation of my ownfrom the remnants of a half-dozen broken German bikes lying
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in rubbish, more of our infantry moved up through the area
toward the front line.
Scores of J oes stopped for a moment to look at the fort and
marvel at its concrete walls and armorplate doors. They didn't
know their own strength.
We went inside the fort for protection when German artillery began shelling the area. We felt as safe there as the Germans probably had .
You could have driven a two and a half ton, six by six
truck through that back door-and the Germans probably
had, judging from the amount of food and ammunition stored
on the level where we were.
A Joe came in to get out of the shrapnel that was bursting
outside.
"To whom does that burned jeep belong? " he asked.
"I don't know," said McCabe, thinking he was talking about
the burned vehicle we had passed when driving in, "it has
been there since yesterday."
A few minutes later when firing had ceased and we had
gone outside again I went back to where McCabe had parked
his jeep to return a monkey wrench I had borrowed to assemble my refabricated bike.
The jeep was in flames. The driver was safe, but spare gas
cans and hand grenades in the back were exploding right and
left. A burst of shrapnel had caught it. I called McCabe.
"Well, I'll be damned," he said when he saw it. "There goes
my third one-my radio--my cigarettes and my chewing
gum-my musette bag-everything! "
I offered him my bike but he said no, thanks.
The demolition squad blew up the fort and its satellite pillboxes that night. When I saw McCabe next day he said:
"Let me tell you a funny thing about that fort and those
pillboxes. When we blew them up last night we discovered
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they had a lower level of sub-basement we didn't know anything about. Two groggy Germans crawled out of a hole
under one of the smaller pillboxes after we had blown its top.
"There were two other dead Germans, killed by blasts and
fumes, in the same hole. They must have been down there
yesterday while we were in the fort.
"We don't know how many may have been under the main
fort. We couldn't go down into its subterranean tunnels last
night because fumes from the demolition charges are poisonous. But we think we understand now why the fort was remanned so quickly after we had taken it the first time and
passed on.
"Some of the Germans who showed up there again yesterday morning undoubtedly had infiltrated back through our
lines during the night.
"But it is very likely that others about whom we didn't
know were hiding down there underneath. After we had
passed the fort they simply came up the stairs, closed those
armorplate doors and started to fight again. Can you beat it?"

The preceding stories as related by Lee McCardell,
war correspondent for the Baltimore Sttnpapers, as

well as the excellent narrative account as written by
Col Sterling A. Wood, Regimental commander of the
313th Infantry at the time Cherbourg was taken, unquestionably present a well rounded account of the
events that comprised the taking of Cherbourg.
No one who survived that initial campaign, and
who was fortunate enough to come thraugh the campaigns that were yet to follow, will ever forget the
experience. Especially will they long remember Cherbourg; for Cherbourg was forever to remain the first
combat encounter the Regiment was ever to know in
World War II. Being first, it will forever hold a first
place in the minds and hearts of all who were a part
of it, and rightly so. For no one could deny that the
313th Infantry had performed magnificently in its
first face-to-face encounter with the enemy on the field
of battle.
They had more than proved their worth in that
first engagement, for all time to come.

T

Chapter 10: The Battles of Normandy

HE STUNNED and shattered city of Cherbourg was quiet at last. The dust had settled
and the last bullet had flown its deadly flight.
The tenuous fingers of American might had at last
reached the city's quivering throat, and the Nazi pulse
was stilled at last.
The inhabitants began to creep back, bringing their
belongings on every conveyance imaginable. The
troops who had taken the city prepared to depart. It
was time for them to leave, for the growing anticlimax
was becoming more and more apparent. The brass
and brassards, the photographers and the Navy began
to throng the rubble-littered but far less lethal streets.
Everyone who wanted to say they were at Cherbourg
began to arrive, so the troops moved out. They
marched with a spirit of high accomplishment, with
pride in their deeds and those of their fallen comrades.
The first battle was at an end.
For those in the know, the nature of future operations was already clear. For weeks, yes, for many
months, higher headquarters had been planning the
battles which would inevitably follow. With the port
of Cherbourg now in Allied hands, the job ahead was
obvious. The entire Cherbourg Peninsula, with its rich
Normandy territory, had to be wrested from the
enemy. It would not be an easy task, for Allied tacticians had long been aware that the Normandy countryside offered the maximum by way of natural protection
for defensive warfare. There were the l).edgerowsendless mounds of earth, centuries old, thickly covered
with Nature's vegetation and growth, fencing in field
after field for mile after mile. In them the enemy could
set up a natural defensive and delaying plar. if he chose
to do so, and advance information gleaned from Allied
spy activities indicated that the enemy would be ready
and waiting, should the Allies attack there. Yet, in
weighing the evidence for the best possible point of
initial attack on the shores of France, the Cherbourg
Peninsula had been chosen as the logical point for the
all-out effort, and as a consequence, however difficult
the operation, enemy resistance on the Cherbourg
Peninsula would have to be overcome. The Cherbourg
Peninsula had been designated as the Allied doorway
into central France.
The 79th Division, and with it the 313th Infantry,
had more than proven its worth in the taking of Cherbourg. Furthermore, being the first to enter and to
liberate Cherbourg, the Division and the Regiment
were right in line to continue the attack for the Normandy Peninsula. So it was, that with orders from
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higher headquarters, the Regiment prepared for the
battles to follow.
The initial assembly area after leaving Cherbourg
was the scene of a former battle. It was termed Concentration 26, known locally as La Glacerie. The town
was peaceful now, but was still filled with poignant
memories of a bitter struggle. Here the Regiment
rested until June 28, on which date a move was made
toLe Valdecie. While there the Regiment continued
its rest, and bathed and licked its wounds until the 2d
of July. On that date the Division passed into Corps
reserve at Le-Mesnil-St.-Martin. There our residue,
necessarily left in England, rejoined the Regiment, and
on July 3 the Division attacked with an objective six
kilometers to the south, which constituted the high
ground north and east of Lessay. During this attack
the Regiment remained in Division reserve, and meanwhile, plans were made for a motorized task force consisting of the 1st Battalion, Antitank Company, Cannon Company, Company A of the 749th Tank Battalion, the Regimental I&R Platoon and Division
Reconnaissance Troop, to dash to the south and seize
the objective should enemy resistance prove light. This
did not prove to be the case, however, for every inch of
ground was contested by the enemy. It was already evident that the Normandy campaign would be hazardous, difficult and slow.
At 7:00P.M. July 3, the Regiment moved again to
a position near Gde Haunville. From that point reconnaissance was made to a possible assembly area at Canville. The Division, meanwhile, continued slowly but
steadily through a drizzling downpour of rain, advancing far enough to the south that before nightfall, the
Regiment, still in Division reserve, had been able to
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move to an assembly position in the vicinity of
Baudreville.
Independence Day, July 4, brought more rain, and
the situation was slowly leading toward the employment of the Regiment on the southwest flank of the
attacking units. Early morning and evening were spent
in reconnaissance. Meantime, at exactly noon the Regiment, along with the entire Army of the United States,
celebrated the day by listening to the salvo of guns
fired at the Jerries by orders issued by the a:rmy commander, who had decided that all available artillery
pieces fire one round at the Germans at exactly high
noon. Then, late in the afternoon the Regiment received the attack order. Meantime, German artillery
fouhd the Regiment and until6: 30 A.M., July 5, when
the Regiment moved out in the attack, many casualties
were suffered.
The plan of attack as revealed by the Division order,
involved the envelopment in hopes of trapping the
G<;rmans before they reached the fords of Lessay. The
route had been carefully planned to skirt the hub of
the enemy positions to the west. Therefore, with all
preparations completed, the Regiment attacked in a
column of battalions, in order: 1st, 2d, 3d, promptly
at 6:30A.M., July 5.
Little resistance was met initially. However, lack
of adeqate roads, plus marshy terrain, hindered the
movement. Despite this, the column moved steadily
forward, and upon arrival at an area approximately
two miles north of the known enemy position, a task

force consisting of K Company, with A Company of
the 749th Tank Battalion attached, moved up to follow immediately in the rear of the 1st Battalion. The
mission of this task force was to seize the bridge at
Concentration 55 and to obtain an adequate supply
road for the Regiment.
Upon arrival at Glatigny the task force moved out
toward the east in the direction of the bridge at Con"
centration 55, and were followed, in error, by the leading elements of the 1st Battalion, whose original mission had been a movement to the south to skirt the
enemy position. As the leading elements of the task
force approached the bridge at Concentration 55 they
were met by increasing German resistance. The tanks
attached to the task force deployed on the north side of
the road, and the task force was then met by a withering barrage of mortar and large-caliber enemy cannon
fire. Inasmuch as the 1st Battalion's leading elements
had by their error in movement been partially committed, it was felt necessary that the 1st Battalion then
attack to the south, to flank the resistance encountered.
Meantime the tempo of enemy artillery and mortar fire
increased, and only the sheer courage of the 1st Battalion allowed them to penetrate as far as a waterfilled ditch running through the center of a flat, grassy
lowland. Here, the forward movement of the attack
was stopped cold, and it was evident almost immediately that the situation was critical.
There could be no question now but that the enemy
was more than prepared to fight a bitter delaying ac81
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tion. It was apparent almost immediately that the
enemy positions were so sited as to obtain the best
advantage of the terrain for defense. Close-in areas
were swept by carefully sited machine guns leaving no
determined dead spots. Intermediate areas were covered with mortar concentrations which proved highly
effective. These intermediate areas and areas to the
north of the hard-top road leading to Concentration 55
from the west, were covered with flanking fire from
batteries of 170mm guns and high-velocity weapons.
These guns and weapons appeared to have been sited
in some instances one thousand meters from the flank
of the position defended.
Despite these critical conditions, however, two desperate attacks were launched. The first attack was
launched by the 1st Battalion, with A Company on the
east and B Company on the west, attacking from a line
of departure a hedgerow, which was just to the north
of the creek. They attacked to the south, and due to
the German defensive scheme the forward elements
were allowed to reach a ditch which ran through the
open clearing. At that point they were met by a deadly
concentration of heavy artillery, and only sheer courage enabled them to hold the ground thus far gained.
In a short while the barrage lifted and a German infantry counterattack was launched at the 1st Battalion.
Two such attacks were repulsed by the lst Battalion
before nightfall.
.Meantime, the Company K task force was given the
attack order, which launched the second attack by our
forces against the enemy positions. In this attack the
same desperate situation continued unabated, and the
attack reached its limit when a platoon from that company, showing the greatest possible courage, established itself on the east side of the creek and just north
of the bridge at Concentration 55.
After the counterattacks had been repulsed a constant mortar and artillery barrage was placed on both
attacking units and the remaining troops on the high
ground to the rear, necessitating the evacuation of the
many wounded after nightfall. Increasing enemy resistance then made it necessary to withdraw the attacking units from the low ground to a more advantageous
position. Our losses had been extremely high.
Starting early on the morning of July 6, the Regiment moved north to the vici.nity of St. Remy-desLandes, then west, then south, in an effort to flank the
resistance encountered. The Regiment was to attack
at 4:00P.M., July 6, with a line of departure an unimproveq road mnning east and west about one thousand

meters north of Concentration 55. The attack was
launched to the south with the 3d Battalion on the
right, the 2d Battalion on the left, and the 1st Battalion, in reserve, to the rear of the 2d Battalion.
The attack proceeded about one thousand yards.
Strong enemy resistance was encountered indicating
that prior reconnaissance was correct and that the
Regiment was confronted by strong enemy fortifications, dug in, and protected by barbed wire. It was not
deemed advisable to continue the attack at that time,
so the Regiment withdrew to its line of departure
pending the formation of other plans.
On July 7 the Regiment moved to an assembly area
in the vicinity of La Gosselinerie, preparatory to passing through the 315 th Infantry and continuing the
attack to the south. At this time, the Regiment, depleted by casualties and demoralized by incessant artillery fire, could not be termed the effective combat unit
it had been on the march to Cherbourg. The will to go
on was inspired only by the highest kind of courage.
The men had seen their comrades fall in two abortive
attacks on fortified positions. They had little hope
of encountering any other kind of resistance, and as
they launched into this third attack in a column of battalions, in order:. 2d, 3d, 1st, their passage through the
315th Infantry, past the little village of Montgardon,
over Hill84, was again received by heavy enemy artillery fire. They moved over the top of the hill and down
the slope beyond, and were counterattacked by enemy
tanks and infantry. At Concentration 56 they were
stopped, and support from our own tanks and artillery
could not get them farther forward than the hard-top
road leading from La Surellerie to Biemont. Night
fell with our troops still in this position, and the next
day the enemy opened up with a murderous artillery
fire, rendering the continuance of the attack impossible. However, throughout the entire day the attacking units maintained their positions, and the artillery
duel continued.
On the 9th of July the Regiment was relieved by
the 315th Infantry and moved to an assembly area
approximately one thousand meters to the north of
Montgardon in the vicinity of La Gosselinerie. The
depletion of both the 313th and 315th Infantry Regiments necessitated the attachment of the 3d Battalion
of the 313th to the 315th Infantry, in order to assure
that Hill 84, the last remaining commanding terrain
north of Lessay, remain in our hands. Meantime, while
in the assembly area the 1st and 2d Battalions were
gtven training in methods of hedgerow fighting as
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compiled from the experience of all elements of the
three infantry regiments. During this period replacements were received and the troops prepared for the
continuance of the attack.
The Regiment remained in Division reserve until
July 11. At 6:00 A.M. on that date the Regiment continued the attack to the south, again passing through
the 315 th Infantry. The Regiment had shifted to the
east and attacked to the south with the regimental
boundary the main road between La-Haye-du-Puits
and Lessay. The attack was launched in a column of
battalions, in order: 2d, 1st, 3d.
In spite of meeting only slight enemy resistance the
initial attack was halting and slow due to the fact that
organization and contact were hard to maintain. The
units were so small, and the amount of ground that had
to be covered so great, that a concerted effort was difficult to make. However, in spite of these factors the
Regiment pressed on to the south, crossing the stream
and moving to the vicinity of Angoville. Having
reached this objective, patrolling to the south and to
the flanks was initiated. This patrolling continued
until 7:15 A.M., July 13, when the attack was again
resumed.
The night before the attack, July 12, a task force
was sent from the 1st Battalion to occupy the town of
Le Bot, which was taken on the third attempt.
As the attack continued on July 13 the Regiment
met only light enemy resistance and moved to the
south just short of the objective prescribed by higher
headquarters. During the late afternoon and evening,
and early morning hours of July 14, vigorous patrolling was initiated in an effort to discern the strength
of the enemy. From information obtained from patrols
and from captured enemy prisoners it was determined
that the enemy had withdrawn at approximately
11:00 P.M., July 13, across the river south of Lessay.
On July 14 therefore, the Regiment occupied its objective without a shot being fired. Nevertheless, during
the afternoon of July 14, and the early morning hours
of July 15, patrolling was effected all the way south
to the Ay River to determine if there were any Germans in that vicinity.
On the morning of July 15 the Regiment was relieved by the 315th Infantry and moved west of Montgardon as a mobile reserve.
There can be no question about the fact that the
fighting at Montgardon, and, for that matter, during
the entire period of the Normandy campaign, represented the most difficult and hazardous combat that
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the 313th Infantry had yet experienced. The nature
of the fighting in the battle for Cherbourg had been
vastly different than now. In rhe first place, the troops
were fresh when the battle for Cherbourg began. They
were ready, almost eager, for the big adventure ahe~d.
Now they were tired and battle-weary. They were
bucking, day in and day out, the nightmarish hell of
the hedgerows, where every field was a death trap, and
progress was reckoned in terms of yards, not miles.
Throughout all of the Normandy countryside the
enemy was well dug in, and he lay in waiting, well
concealed, prepared for almost perfect defensive warfare. At Montgardon the enemy positions for defense
were so sited that every avenue of approach was well
covered by all types of enemy fire. All efforts to skirt
or to surround enemy resistance met with little success,
and the only formula which would or could work was
that of weeding the enemy out, hedgerow by hedgerow. To do this, losses were necessarily high, and many
times the morale of the men almost reached the breaking point. But always they carried on, undaunted by
initial failures, and finally succeeded in driving the
enemy back.
There are countless stories which could be told of
the heroism and courage displayed by both officers and
enlisted men who fought without rest during the critical days at Montgardon. It is impossible, of course, to
relate but a very few of these accounts individually. A
history cannot attempt to record within its pages the
countless individual deeds accomplished in battle, all
of which are more than worthy of mention. At best,
this history can only scan the outer fringes of the whole
picture, ~nd endeavor to relate in so far as possible, the
nature of the struggles encountered.
A general idea of the bitterness of the struggle for
all companies and groups concerned can perhaps best
be derived from the following account, compiled from
a report submitted by A Company, 313th.Infantry.
On July 4, the account says,
The enemy hit us with a heavy artillery concentration
which lasted until the company left its bivouac area on the
morning of July 5. The company marched all forenoon and
as they approached the little town of Montgardon near Bloody
Hill (Hill 55) we waited for an hour while friendly planes
bombed and strafed enemy strongpoints and pillboxes in the
little settlement at the foot of Hill 55. Immediately thereafter
the battle for the hill began, and the enemy, apparently undismrbed by the bombing and strafing, met our onslaught
with the most smbborn kind of resistance, including all types
of enemy fire. Enemy artillery was extremely heavy, and our
advance could only be made with utmost caution.
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After Cherbourg the QM set up showers in a field for the
Regiment's use
The 1st Platoon gradually wound its way up the slope of
the hill, creeping and crawling from one tree to another, seeking all possible cover and concealment from the heavy enemy
artillery barrage. At no time did the barrage lessen, and the
trees all along our avenues of approach were splintered and
torn by the bursting shells. The unit forged ahead however,
despite increasing casualties, and by the time we reached the
summit of the hill a complete reorganization was necessary.
Some of our best officers had been wounded and many of our
men had fallen. Among the officers hit, were the battalion
commander, Lt Colonel Mitchell and Lts Joseph Emmerich,
Dan L. McCaughan and Norbert W. Winkler.
After reorganizing the hedgerow fighting began. Few of
the men had experienced this type of fighting since a large
majority of them were replacements. The attack progressed,
with C Company on our left and B Company on our right.
Communications were difficult to maintain, and progress was
tedious and slow. Company A advanced, hedgerow by hedgerow losing a few men here and there. Then the word came
through that the Germans were dug in beneath the hedges to
·our rear and were shooting our men in the back. Thereafter,
every hedge was searched for Germans left behind.
Hedgerow fighting was jittery business. You never knew
where the enemy was, and half the time you didn't spot him
until you were on top of him. While crossing one hedgerow
S/ Sgt Hughie Harris lit squarely on a German in a dug-in
position. His bayonet was attached, and he used it, just in
time. Thereafter he put a few rounds into the Jerry, just to
make sure. A few minutes later Sgt James Haun leaped over
the same hedge, and spying the German, repeated the same
process, thinking he was alive. Later the boys got a big kick
out of it, and although there were slight differences of opinion about the technicalities of the case, all were fully agreed
that the German was as dead as a man could possibly be.
Due to communications difficulties, Company A and especially the 1st Platoon advanced fully three hedgerows beyond
the other units, and severe difficulties followed. Some of the
men were taken prisoner because our flanks were open. Part
of the 1st Platoon reached a road, controlled and used by the
enemy. T j Sgt Blankenship (who was la~er commissioned
second lieutenant) spied a German Tiger tank coming down
the road from our left flank. Then another tank appeared on
our right flank. It was a tough moment, and to make it worse,

our own artillery, falling short, was hitting all around us.
Three of our men, S/ Sgt K. R. Koch, Pfc Richard A. Flynn
and Pfc L. D. Lovelady, were killed. Others were seriously
wounded, including Sgt Louis F. Costabile, Jr., and Pvt Robert E. Stecker.
We attempted reorganization and withdrew· some three
hundred yards, but conditions were no better. Here the Germans were laying down a continuous artillery concentration
amidst our disorganized units. Further withdrawal was necessary, and finally, men from all companies reorganized and dug
in, and thereafter managed to hold their positions until the
following morning.
Such were the initial disappointments at Montgardon. The
next day we were relieved by Company A, 315th Infantry,
and pulled back about two miles to an area where we had
time to rest a little, to draw replacements and replace
shortages.
Then on July 11 we went back into the attack, striking in
the general direction of Lessay. Things were going better
now, but on the afternoon of the second day we hit the main
body of the enemy resistance. From well emplaced positions
the Jerries hit us with everything they had, and again we lost
a number of men due to the heavy mortar and artillery barrages fired by the enemy into our lines. This time, however,
we were able to press forward, and soon succeeded in overrunning the German positions, knocking most of them out,
with comparatively few casualties to our own men.
The attack continued toward the town of Le Bot, which had
virtually been leveled to the ground by the Air Forces a few
days before. On the outskirts of the village, we dispersed the
men in an orchard where we remained for the night, keeping
outposts on all sides. Jerry shelled us heavily throughout the
night, and there were a few more casualties. One of the German guns was shooting from our rear. We had by-passed it
in error during the day.
At daybreak the outposts withdrew and rejoined the platoon, turning in all information they had gathered. Immediately thereafter Company C sent a task force into the town
of Le Bot. This task force was badly hit by an enemy machinegun nest Jocated in one of the buildings within the town, and
another task force, this time from Company A, was sent forward. As they entered the town they were met by a French
priest who revealed the information that the remaining
enemy resistance had abandoned their positions in Le Bor
only a few minutes before, and that all was clear.
This information was rushed to higher headquarters and
orders were then received to move in and occupy the town in
force. The information given by the priest had been correct,
and the town was taken without a shot being fired. However,
once we entered the town the enemy opened up with their
heavy artillery, and the duel which followed lasted throughout
the day and far into the night. Shortly thereafter we were on
the move again. This time into Lessay.

Such were the experiences encountered by Company
A in the struggles at Montgardon. It was universally
the same, for all troops who fought there. From are-
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port received from Company G of the action on July
6, 1944, the following story emerges:
We won't forget it. To our right lay open fields, across
which the unit moved, little realizing that before them lay
man-made hell, with the peaceful appearance of just another
road, a small pasture, through which flowed a small creek.
Leading the attack were Lt Hubert Murray of the 1st Platoon, and the 2d Platoon under the command of Lt Edward
Graf. After crossing the creek and going over the hedgerow
wall into the next field, the attacking platoons encountered
the first obstacle-a wall of small-arms fire and a barrage of
earth-shaking artillery.
The 1st Platoon was pinned down almost immediately, and
Lt Murray, while trying to get his men forward, was killed
just fifteen yards short of his initial objective, which com·
prised two enemy machine-gun nests. Technical Sergeant
Heard then assumed command, and was also killed in his
effort to lead the men forward . Now leaderless and under
the heaviest kind of fire, the platoon displayed excellent discipline and heroism, and held their ground in the face of
enemy fire.
The light machine-gun section of the Weapons Platoon,
led by Sergeant Ponkevitch, saw plenty of action too. When
Sergeant Ponkevitch was wounded, Technical Sergeant
Spinn moved forward under the heavy fire to rescue him
and administer first aid. The enemy fired on him, and he
returned to borrow an aid man's helmet and brassard. Don·
ning them, he succeeded in covering the distan~e to where
Sergeant Ponkevitch lay wounded, where he dressed his
wounds, and carried him back to safety.
In the meantime, the 3rd Platoon, on the right of the 1st
Platoon, was trying to forge ahead, suffering many casualties.
The 3d Platoon under the command of Lieutenant Landon,
had moved up behind them, but were quickly pinned down
by the heavy enemy fire. In one assault Lieutenant Graf, the
leader of the 2d Platoon, was captured. Time after time
both platoons tried to penetrate the enemy lines but were
unsuccessful because of the inability of the other units to
bring their lines forward to a solid front.
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The mortar section of Company G gave the enemy everything they had, and the enemy retaliated with fire directed at
Company G mortar positions. Lt John Senko, directing the
firing, was wounded, but remained with his men and continued directing the fire.
Every trick in the bag was tried by the attacking platoonsshifting the one remaining machine gun, rushing, fakingbut no penetration of the enemy lines could be made. Finally
orders were received from Capt Ben Rhodes, company commander, to withdraw, because the situation had become too
critical to insure further penetration or progress. The one and
only remaining machine-gun squad, under the direction of
Sergeant Pezza, remained to deliver covering fire while the
company withdrew. Many men, both wounded and killed,
had to be left behind that day because there was no way
humanly possible to evacuate them at the time. But the
enemy had not seen the end of the courage and skill of
Company G, and they withdrew only that they might later
return to even the score.

The preceding accounts well serve to illustrate the
nature of the fighting during the period July 4 to July
15. For those who were there and who survived, the
struggles and experiences will never be forgotten.
Neither will those who fell be soon forgotten, ~nd
there were many. It was during this period that Major
Phil Lofink, the 1st Battalion commander, and one of
the finest and best-loved officers of the regiment, was
killed in action. The price for the Normandy countryside was indeed high.
Yet for those who, in time of war, are classified as
infantry, there can be no looking back. There is no
time to reflect, for while the struggle lasts there is forever a new objective to be taken, a new battle to be
fought. So it was for the 313th Infantry, and so it was
with the struggles of Montgardon at an end, that the
Regiment turned grim thoughts to the future, and prepared for the campaigns to follow.
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Chapter 11: The Breakthrough at St. L6

HE CHERBOURG CAMPAIGN and the battles of Normandy had taken a heavy toll of
killed and wounded from the rank and file of
the 313th Infantry. A period of rest and reorganization was badly needed. Following the struggles at
Montgardon it was virtually an impossibility for the
Regiment to see action again for at least a number of
days. Not only was there an acute shortage of men
and equipment, but the men who had already seen
action in the preceding campaigns, were physically
exhausted and battle-weary.
It was for this reason that the Regiment had been
placed in Division reserve, and on July 16, had been
moved to the vicinity of Biemont, France, located on
the high ground north of the Ay River overlooking
Lessay. For an eleven-day period the Regiment maintained a defensive position in this area, resting as best
it could, and meantime, drawing new replacements
and supplies. Every effort was made to make the new
replacements feel at home in their new environment.
They were welcomed to the 313th Infantry by a member of the Regimental staff, and were indoctrinated
with the immediate and past history of the Division
and the Regiment, including the Regiment's achievements at Cherbourg and Montgardon. Every effort was
made to counteract a tendency toward apathy in the
new replacements and to inculcate them with a fighting spirit. Upon joining the Regiment they were
taught who their commanders were, from the squad
leader to their army commander, and no effort was
spared in an effort to give ·them the fighting spirit of
the old 313th Infantry.
From July 16 to July 25 the Regiment remained in
the vicinity of Biemont, France. The remainder of
the Division was also located in the same general area,
on the high ground north of the Ay River overlooking
Lessay, and the ground to the south. The 315 th Infantry was located on the right, the 314th Infantry on
the left, or east, of the main road Lessay-La-Haye-duPuits. During these days the 313th Infantry remained
continually in reserve, while the 314th and 315th Infantry manned front-line positions and carded out extensive patrolling in an effort to determine the strength
and intention of the enemy, as well as to select adequate river crossings for the Division and its attachments.
Then, on July 19, the Regiment received an important Division order. The Division, the order revealed,
was to take part in the attack of the U.S. First Army
which included VIII, VII, XIX, and V Corps abreast,

attacking at H-hour, D-day, to penetrate the enemy's
defenses west of St. Lo and to execute an enveloping
movement with motorized and armored forces to capture Coutances. The VIII Corps, the order stipulated,
was to make the main effort in the center, and the
army attack was to be preceded by an air bombardment
of approximately 1,200 heavy bombers on a target
four thousand yards long and one thousand yards deep
in the front of the VII Corps, which consisted of the
30th and 9th Infantry Divisions. The attack of the
79th Division was contingent upon the seizure of the
objectives of the 121st and 28th Infantry Regiments
(8th Infantry Division), these objectives being the
high ground approximately ten kilometers south of the
Ay River and fifteen kilometers east of Lessay. Upon
seizure of these objectives the 314th Infantry, moving
through the west portion of the 8th Division zone, was
to cross the river, swing to the west and seize the high
ground southeast of Lessay. Then, following this
movement, the 313th Infantry was to use the same
river crossing and move to the south across the river,
occupying the high ground south of Lessay. The 315th
Infantry, meanwhile, using the fords to the west of
Lessay, was to cross and occupy the dune area between
Lessay and the sea.
H-hour and D-day had originally been planned to
take place on July 20, but due to continued inclement
weather, the attack was postponed until July 26. In
the meantime, increasingly favorable developments
had been taking place along the front, until finally, on
July 26 the electrifying news was received that the
American armored attack farther to the east had
broken through the German defenses and was well
on the road to Creances. The 8th Division, which was
on the immediate left flank, or east of the 79th Division, also reported resistance increasingly light in their
sector. It was becoming apparent all along the line
that the Normandy defenses had at last been pierced
and a large-scale breakthrough was at hand.
At 7:45 P.M., July 26, therefore, the Regiment received a warning order to be prepared to move across
the Ay River, following the 314th Infantry. Then,
early on the morning of July 27, the 314th Infantry
moved out in the attack. Their advance was slow, however, due to extensive minefields, both antitank and
antipersonnel, which the Germans had installed during the previous ten days in an effort to delay the advance to the south. As a result it was not until late on
the afternoon of July 27, that the Regiment moved
south of the Ay River, and established a defensive posi-
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tion in that general vicinity. The movement was made
in formation of battalions in column: 3d, 2d, 1st. The
only enemy resistance encoun~red by the Regiment
during the move comprised a few rounds of high-velocity artillery, which interdicted known terrain features
in that area. Here the Regiment remained during the
night, and meantime, orders were received to continue
the advance to the south. On July 28, therefore, the
Regiment again moved, this time to an area near
Nicolle, remaining there only until late that afternoon,
when another move was made still farther south.
By this time it appeared certain that a major breakthrough was an accomplished fact, and so, on orders
from Division headquarters, the entire Regiment, less
the 1st Battalion, was motorized, and given the mission
of following Combat Command B, 6th Armored Division, to the south to secure Granville, nearly twenty
miles farther south of the Regiment's location at the
time.
Meanwhile, the movement of the 6th Armored
Division toward Avranches had been held up at Pontde-la-Roque, where the enemy had blown bridges
across the Sienne (not to be confused with the historic
Seine) River. This prevented further movement by
the 313th Infantry until noon, August 1, when a move
was made across the Sienne River to assembly positions
in the vicinity of Lingerville. At Lingerville the 1st
Battalion reverted to Regimental control and a move
was made on August 2, by motor, in formation column
of battalions in order: 2d, 1st, 3d, to a new area in
the vicinity of St. Pierre-Langers.
Here again there was no time for rest. The armored
units, taking advantage of their initial breakthrough,
had moved with lightning speed through A vranches
and Pontorson, then on to the west. As a consequence
the Regiment was again motorized and on August 3,
in a formation of battalions: 3d, 2d, 1st, moved out to
press the advance farther to the south. The 3d Battalion moved out promptly through Avranches and
then on a route which was east of the main road
Avranches-Pontaubault. Then the 1st and 2d Battalions moved through A vranches, Pontaubault to
Pontorson, where the 1st Battalion was given the mission of protecting the bridges at Pontorson against possible attack from the east or southeast. The 2d Battalion moved to the west of the town to protect against
an enemy attack from that sector.
At approximately 5:00 P.M., August 3, word was
received through the assistaut division commander
that the mission of the 79th Division had been sud-

denly changed in order that the fullest possible exploitation of the breakthrough might be made. Consequently, the Regiment was given immediate orders to
move to a position south of Fougers.
The move began at approximately 6:00 P.M. in
formation of battalions: 2d, 1st, 3d. Simultaneously,
the Regiment received the attachments: Company A,
86th Chemical Mortar Battalion; 813th Tank Destroyer Battalion; 7 49th Tank Battalion; 904th Field
Artillery Battalion; and the 79th Reconnaissance
Troop. In this move the Regiment was preceded by the
79th Reconnaissance Troop and the 313th's I&R Platoon, which maintained an advance lead and reconnoitered for enemy positions. The route of march
moved through Pontorson, Pontaubault, St. James,
and on to Fougers. No resistance was encountered
until reaching La Blerie, where an enemy force, armed
with rifles and automatic weapons, delayed the advance
for approximately two hours. Then, on arriving at a
point north of Fougers, resistance was again encountered, but because darkness was already falling it was
not deemed advisable to attempt to enter and take the
town of Fougers that night. Orders were therefore
issued for all units to button up for the night in defensive positions north of the town, and the following
morning, August 4, the attack on Fougers began.
The attack on Fougers was completely successful.
By mid-morning, August 4, its capture was completed.
Thereafter the 1st and 2d Battalions pushed south and
east of the town and took up defensive positions, and
later in the day, the 3d Battalion also moved to the
south and west for this same purpose . .
The next move for the Regiment became apparent
on August 6, when information was received of the
Corps plan of attack. The XV Corps had been ordered
to move east across the Mayenne River in the vicinity
of Laval, and thereafter to push east to Le Mans. Combat Command A of the 5th Armored Division was
ordered to cross the Mayenne River between Chateau
and Goutier and Laval and block the two main roads
which ran into Laval from the south and southeast, and
thereafter prepare to advance farther to the east on
Corps order. The 90th Division was ordered to cross
the Mayenne River and establish roadblocks at Foret
de Bourgon, Moreilles, Laval, Frambault, De Perriers,
and then move south along the Third Army boundary,
resuming movement to the east on Corps order. The
79th Division was to attack, with orders to seize a
bridgehead across the Mayenne River at Laval, and for
this mission, the 313th Infantry was given the task of
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spearheading the attack. If resistance was found to be
too heavy, a coordinated attack of both the 313th and
314th Infantry Regiments on the town of Laval was
contemplated. Otherwise the 313th would take the
town alone.
Therefore on the morning of August 6 the Regiment moved out in the attack, with the attachments of
the 749th Tank Battalion, 813th Tank Destroyer Battalion, the 904th Field Artillery Battalion, and the
79th Division Reconnaissance Troop. F Company of
the 313th, D Company of the 749th Tank Battalion,
and a platoon of the 813th Tank Destroyer Battalion,
preceded the advance of the combat team to the south.
Small detachments of enemy riflemen were encountered at each crossroad en route, and the first serious
resistance was met at La Croixille. There, the advance
of the Regiment was delayed between two and three
hours during which time the forces comprising the advance guard and the 106th Cavalry engaged the enemy
in a stiff fight, succeeded in capturing or destroying
two 20mm AA guns, one 37mm AA gun and two
88mm AT guns. Approximately fifty German prisoners were taken as a result of this action.
With this resistance overcome the march was continued to the south, and no further resistance was encountered until the advance element reached La Lande,
where the Regiment detrucked. The enemy opposition
was initially engaged by the task force or advance
guard and the 1st Battalion was promptly committed
to the left, or east, of the main road leading into Laval.
Here, stiff opposition, including tanks, high-velocity
artillery fire, and mortar fire, prevented our forces
from reaching Laval prior to darkness, and it was
almost midnight before the fighting died down sufficiently for the battalions to button up in positions approximately three kilometers northwest of the center
of the town. After the battle subsided, patrolling was
begun in an effort to discover if the bridges over the
Mayenne River at Laval had been destroyed. Several
large explosions had occurred during the night which
indicated that possibly the bridges had been blown.
Throughout the remainder of the night and early
morning considerable enemy information was obtained. Interrogation of prisoners indicated clearly that
the main body of the German resistance was retreating
south of the river, and information gleaned from our
patrols seemed to substantiate this fact. However, it
was impossible to definitely ascertain whether the
bridges at Laval had been blown or not.
At 7:00A.M., August 7, the attack was resumed,
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With the help of the Engineers, a unit of the 313th crosses
the Laval River in France

with the 1st Battalion on the left, the 2d Battalion on
the right, and the 3d Battalion echeloned at the right
rear of the 2d Battalion. In complete contrast to the
heavy resistance encountered the previous day, enemy
action was extremely light, and the battalions moved
forward with comparatively little difficulty all the way
to the edge of the Mayenne River. Upon arrival there,
positive information was established that the enemy
had retreated across the river and that all bridges had
been blown by the enemy in an effort to further slow
our advance.
The Mayenne River separates the town of Laval into two sections. The river, running north to south,
literally cuts the town in half at its center. By the time
our advance had reached the river's edge the westerly
half of the town was therefore cleared. This action
had been completed by mid-afternoon, August 7, and
plans were immediately formulated for effecting a
crossing. It was found that a dam was located about
eight hundred yards south of the main bridge, over
which foot troops could cross. Immediately, therefore,
the 2d Battalion was ordered to send its foot troops
across the dam. Meantime a footbridge was erected
south of the dam, and thereafter both the dam and the
footbridge were used in effecting a crossing by the 3d
and 1st Battalions. By 10:00 P.M. the foot troops of all
three battalions had taken up defensive positions to
the south and east of the town, and prior to midnight
the 304th Engineers had completed a heavy ponton
bridge, which enabled the battalions to move all their
transportation across the river that same night. Before
morning the entire town of Laval was cleared of enemy
and was completely in our hands.
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They were all alike, those French towns we saw after the
breakthrough

In the meantime orders had been received from
Division Headquarters for the 313th Infantry plus its
attachments to continue the advance toLe Mans. Every
effort, naturally, was being exerted to exploit the
breakthrough to the fullest possible extent, and as a
consequence, no time was lost in moving forward. The
movement of the Regiment started at 8:00A.M., August 8, in a column of battalions in formation: 3d, 2d,
1st, with the lead battalion preceded by the 106th
Cavalry and the Division's Reconnaissance Troop.
The first resistance was encountered at A vesse and
delayed the column approximately two hours. Resistance was again encountered on the reaching the outskirts of Loue, when the 106th Cavalry met an enemy
roadblock of sufficient strength that infantry was requested to help reduce it. Through an error in instructions only one truckload of riflemen plus one officer
was sent forward, when a full company of infantry had

been requested. Despite this, however, the officer and
eighteen riflemen who had initially moved forward,
succeeded in destroying the roadblock and at the same
time in seizing the bridge in Loue which the Germans
were attempting to mine.
Meantime, the advance-guard commander became
aware of the error that had been made, and immediately sent forward the remainder of the company
plus a platoon of medium tanks. This group arrived
at the bridge none too soon, for resistance was increasing steadily, and in a brief period became so intense
that the entire company was forced to move to a defensive position on a ridge approximately two kilometers north of the town.
While this was transpiring an erroneous report of
an enemy column of approximately eight hundred
Germans moving north toward A vesse was received at
Regimental Headquarters. The 1st Battalion was
promptly detrucked and placed in defensive positions
south of Avesse, to ward off this threat. No enemy
appeared, however.
In order to adequately handle the situation at· Loue,
the 2d Battalion was moved up and detrucked midway
between Mariel-en-Champagne and Loue. Within the
course of several hours all enemy resistance had been
overcome and the advance was again resumed. The 3d
Battalion moved forward to Vallon-sur-Gee, with the
2d Battalion following the 3d Battalion by a distance
of six to eight hundred yards. Although the 3d Battalion had gotten through to Vallon-sur-Gee without
incident, the 2d Battalion met heavy enemy resistance
at the western edge of Loue. Apparently a large number of enemy had moved down from the north, and
had engaged the 2d Battalion as it attempted to move
forward.
The 2d Battalion deployed and with its attached
tanks and tank destroyers succeeded in driving the
main bulk of the Germans to the southeast, capturing
innumerable prisoners. However, on·e pocket of enemy
resistance remained on the hill mass to the north and
continued firing 20mm antiaircraft guns and mortars
into the town until darkness. Just prior to darkness the
1st Battalion was ordered to move to positions near
Mariel-en-Champagne approximately one kilometer
north of the 2d Battalion, and the 3d Battalion was
ordered to return from Vallon-sur-Gee by way of St.
Christophe-en-Champagne to the vicinity of Marielen-Champagne.
Throughout the night enemy resistance in the surrounding areas dwindled almost to nothing, and by
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morning, August 9, the march was again resumed.
This time the movement continued with only scattered
resistance, which at no time was serious enough to
delay the advance. En route, numerous prisoners were
taken. They would come out of fields, waving white
flags and with hands over head, anxious to surrender
to the advancing column. It was more than evident
that the enemy's ability to continue organized resistance in this sector was at an end.
By evening, August 9,_ excellent progress had been
made. The route of the advancing column had moved
through Vallon-sur-Gee to De Chetif, to Rouillon.
There, orders were received from higher headquarters
to proceed to an assembly position vicinity of LesTertres, and upon arrival, the Regiment remained in that
vicinity until August 10. Meantime, the 315th Infantry had moved into Le Mans, and on its arrival there,
the Regiment received orders to follow the 315th
Infantry at a distance of three miles across the bridge
at Le Mans, to eventual positions in the vicinity of LaMele-sur-Sarthe. Until the late afternoon of August
11 the Regiment remained en route, passing through
Savigne, Beaufay, Courcemont, St. Aignan, Marollesles-Braults and into La-Mele-sur-Sarthe. No enemy
had been engaged en route, although scattered groups
of badly demoralized enemy still continued to surrender to the advancing Allied column. It was truly a
breakthrough in the fullest sense of the word, and the
very nature of it sent a thrill of accomplishment and
gratitude tingling through the spine of every soldier
and officer. It was unquestionably an unforgettable
period for one and all concerned.
It is only fitting and proper that some space be devoted to giving a brief word picture of the nature of
the initial breakthrough days as the advancing infantryman experienced it. The entire period was one of
sharp contrast. It was a period of bitter combat at one
moment, and in the next moment the scene would shift
to that of a triumphant procession of Allied men and
equipment moving through town after town, with
newly liberated Frenchmen cheering wildly as the
column moved along. It was a period when the impossible and the unexpected were commonplace. At Loue,
for example, while the advance units were striving
desperately to establish a bridgehead across the La
Vegre River, an incident occurred which even fiction
would relegate to the realm of the impossible. During
the battle there, with artillery, mortar and small-arms
fire still in evidence, a civilian band from the town of
Loue appeared out of nowhere to serenade the attack-
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ing American infantrymen. The small band of patriotic Frenchmen came to the very banks of the river and
played stirring music until the bridgehead had been
secured. This incident actually happened, and was
verified by the Regimental commander who was at the
bridge site at the time. All along the route of march
the average Frenchman seemed to react similarly. The
moment the Americans arrived, a spark was kindled
that in a mere matter of moments reached a frenzied
fire. Frenchmen appeared from nowhere, oblivious
of the danger to life and limb, to cheer the advancing
columns on their way. One incident is told of an infantryman who was engaging an enemy sniper in a smallarms fight. The infantryman was crouched behind a
wall at a doorway entrance, taking all possible advantage of cover and concealment as he attempted to eliminate the enerp.y sniper. At that moment a Frenchman appeared in the doorway, with bottle and glass in
hand, to offer the American a stout drink of wine. The
infantryman refused, and motioned frantically for the
Frenchman to take cover. Instead, the Frenchman
emerged to the street, in full view of the enemy, and
insisted on the infantryman accepting his offer. The
infantryman, realizing the hopelessness of the situation, promptly accepted, and after drinking his fill of
good French wine, went back to the business of liberating the town.
It is not impossible to understand how such incidents could occur. For four years the French had been
under the Nazi heel. They had hoped and dreamed
and prayed for liberation. Then suddenly, as if from
nowhere, the dreamed-of event would happen, and the
populace would literally go wild with enthusiasm and
joy. The presence of the Americans was somehow
synonymous with a feeling of safety and liberty for
which they had waited so long. Once the Americans
appeared, the realization of these things overpowered
reason, and the results were obvious.
There was hardly a GI in those days who didn't have
a liberal supply of French wine, cider, cognac or
schnapps under his belt as the column rolled along.
Frenchmen lined the streets of every town, with bottles
in hand, anxiously awaiting a chance to give drinks to
les Americains. No effort was made to curb this practice, for no amount of restriction could have dampened
either the spirits of the French or of the advancing
columns. The spirit of re-birth and of liberation was
beyond control and beyond checking.
Yet it was not all a rose-covered path that led to
victory in those early breakthrough days. Many were
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lost as the advance forged ahead. Victory and freedom
could be had only at a price, and for every little town,
and every little hamlet, some soldier, somewhere, had
paid that price. Wherever they fell, Frenchmen would
place flowers at their feet, and would stand silently and
cross themselves in reverence, while the columns
of American men and equipment moved ever forward, toward the very heart of France, and eventual
victory.
Optimism ran high in those days. There were many

who believed the war might soori be over. Two, three
months, they would say, and it is finished. But those in
authority knew better. They knew there would be
later repercussions. They knew that the march to victory would yet be a long, hard road, and that the
enemy, although momentarily demoralized, was far
from beaten.
Yet no one could deny one obvious fact. The doorway to central France was now wide open, and we
were marching in.

T

Chapter 12: The Advance Toward Paris

HE REGIMENT remained in the vicinity of LaMe1e-sur-Sarthe for a four-day period, August
12 to August 15. The 79th Division had assembled in this general vicinity to assist other elements of
the XV Corps in blocking the escape of the Germans
to the east. The 5th Armored Division, also a part of
the XV Corps, was located at this time north and
northwest of Sees. In the area between the 5th
Armored Division and the 79th Infantry Division
small German armored and infantry columns were
constantly trying to infiltrate through the lines, and
throughout the period the attached reconnaissance
units of the Regiment also reported small groups of
enemy. All battalions were ordered to patrol vigorously and combat patrols were sent as far as La Lew to
destroy any enemy found. Meantime the Air Forces
- had a field day, constantly dive-bombing and strafing
enemy tanks and motor columns· which were moving
in the area north of the Regiment. Some prisoners
were taken during this period and from the information gained, orders of withdrawal had apparently been
issued to the German troops.
At 8:00P.M., August 14, word was received from
Division Headquarters that the Regiment was alerted
for a move to the east and at 4 :20 A.M., August 1 5, the
Regiment received the following movement order:
The XV Corps moves to the east, with the 79th Division on
the right, the 5th Armored Division on the left, tO advance
east on Paris. The XX Corps is to be on the right of the
79th Division until a line is established in rhe vicit:J.ity of
Chartres-Orleans. The 313th boundary will be MortagneSenonches, then up the river tO Nogent-le-Roi. The 106th
Cavalry is to precede the Division by three hours. The D ivision will march in two columns, all units motorized ; with the
313th Infantry on the left, the 315th Infantry on the right,
and the 314th Infantry following the 313th Infantry. The
90th Division will continue to hold the line northwest of
Sees with the 2d Armored Division on their left or west.

The Regiment moved at 10:00 A.M., August 15,
1944, in the following order: 1st, 3d, and 2d Battalions. The route of march included Boece, Coulimer,
Parfondeval, Couregon, Bizou, Le Mage, Neuilly-surEure, Senonches, ~hateauneuf-en-Thymerais, LeTremblay-le-Vicomte to Nogent-le-Roi. The attachments of the Regiment at this time consisted of Company A, 749th Tank Battalion; 1st Platoon, Company
D, 7 49th Tank Battalion; and the 81 3th TD Battalion.
The movement of the Regiment was unhampered by
any enemy action, and at approximately 5: 30 P.M ..
August 15 , the leading element contacted portions of
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the column of the 7th Armored Division at Nogent-leRoi. There it was found necessary to double-bank the
regiments marching in column in an effort to close into
their assigned areas in that vicinity.
The 16th of August found the Regiment still in assembly positions in and near Nogent-le-Roi. There
they remained until late afternoon when word was received from Division that the Regiment was to move
across the Eure River to assembly positions near
Coulombe. This move was made in order to facilitate
the movement of the Division the following day across
the few bridges over the Eure River. During the Regiment's brief respite in Nogent-le-Roi patrols from B
and C Companies discovered two important German
installations that had been abandoned by the Jerries.
One, a German warehouse located in the town, contained tons of grain, canned meats, and other condiments. The other was a German airport, which had
been abandoned in such haste that the entire workshop, plus six partially intact airplanes, had been left.
The Regiment completed its move across the Eure
by 6:00P.M., August 16, without incident. The 17th
of August was spent in patrolling in an effort to clear
out a few scattered Germans who had been reported
in that area. Officer patrols were dispatched from the
battalions to contact elements of the 7th Armored
Division and to reconnoiter roads to the north of Coulombe. Enemy air activity, normally limited to night
Rights and reconnaissance suddenly became active in
the regimental sector for the first time since the Regiment arrived in France. Throughout the day waves of
Heinie aircraft attempted to strafe our troops. They
caused no material damage, however, and before the
day ended the Regiment had accounted for three
enemy aircraft shot down by caliber .30 and .50 smallarms fire. The Division as a whole accounted for
fifteen planes on the same date.

The I st Platoon, Company A, bagged this ME-109 jusl
before the Seine crossing, August, 1944
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At 9:00 P.M., August 17, word was received that
the Regiment might move on the 18th, again toward
the east. However, the evening hours passed without a
confirming order. Another movement alert order was
given to the Regiment at 9:50A.M., August18, which
stated that the Division was to be prepared to move
northeast, east or southeast on six hours' notice. Shortly
before noon definite instructions from Division were
received for a movement to the north. The 79th Division was to move north to take up defensive positions
on the high ground southwest of Mantes-Gassicourt.
The Division, the order stated, was to be motorized,
and was to move in two columns, with the 313th Infantry on the west route and the 314th Infantry on the
east route. The 5th Armored Division was to move in
a zone to the west of the 79th Division.
The Regiment moved at 1:30 P.M., with the battalions in column: 1st, 3d, and 2d. The route passed
through ·Colombe, St. Laurent-la-Gatine, Prouvais,
Champagne, Houdan, St.-Lubin-de-la-Haye, Menerville and Peudreauville. In the main the move was
without incident, although the reconnaissance elements of the Regiment destroyed a portion of the trains
of an enemy unit that had been attempting to cross the
Seine River, and all units of the Regiment participated
in capturing portions of an engineer railway battalion
that had been stationed at Peudreauville . .
The Regiment closed in the area, vicinity of Peudreauville, at approximately 10:00 P.M., August 18,
1944. That night, reconnaissance was planned to
check the ferry crossing at Rosny-sur-Seine and to clear
the woods north of Peudreauville and west of Rosnysur-Seine. At 7: 00 A.M., August 19, one Company
from each of the 2d and 1st Battalions left the battalion areas to clear out the portion of the woods in
their zone. The company from the 1st Battalion had
been given the mission of checking the ferry at Rosnysur-Seine. At 11:50 A.M., word was received from C
Company, 1st Battalion, that it had reached the Seine
River and that the ferry had been sunk by the Germans. Shortly after that time the company was engaged in a fire fight with entrenched enemy on the
north bank, or across the river. The company proceeded on its clearance of the town continuing north
to Rolleboise, then to the northwest, then south
through the woods. It had no enemy contact during
the later part of this movement. The company from
the 3d Battalion, L Company, encountered no enemy
resistance during its entire movement. Both patrols
reported an abundance of enemy materiel, including
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Regimental Staff at Chateauneuf. Left to right: Capt
Thomas L. Lyons, Lt Robert U. Newby, Lt B. F.
Westervelt, Col Sterling A. Wood, Col Vennard Wilson,
CO, 106th Cavalry, Major Raymond P. Godwin, Lt Col
E. M. Van Bibber. France, August 16, 1944.

trucks, tanks, weapons and stores of food that had been
abandoned prior to the Germans' crossing of the Seine
River.
Meantime, the questioning of civilians in the area
revealed that the Germans had been using the ferries
at Rosny-sur-Seine and Mantes-Gassicourt to transport
both troops and equipment north of the Seine.
The Regimental commander, Col Sterling A.
Wood, had accompanied C Company on their movement into Rosny-sur-Seine and Rolleboise, and had
established in a hotel on the cliffs at Rolleboise a Regimental OP which overlooked the Seine from MantesGassicourt to La-Roche-Guyon. Late in the afternoon,
August 19, Colonel Wood led a platoon over the dam
across the Seine River at Rolleboise. It was his intention, upon finding the dam intact, to initiate reconnaissance north of the river. By this action however
the reward to the Regiment was twofold. Fir~t, its com~
mander had the distinction of being one of the first
Americans across the historic Seine; and second, the
information obtained later enabled the Regiment and
the Division to effect a bloodless crossing.
Upon receipt at Division Headquarters of the information that Colonel Wood and the platoon had
crossed over the dam without enemy opposition, and
that the Germans had been so stupid as to leave the
dam intact so that foot troops might easily cross the
river, the Division commander, who was at the time
at Corps Headquarters, was notified. There the decision
was made by the Corps commander that the 313th Infantry would cross its foot troops over the river without delay. This constituted a singular honor for the
313th Infantry, and was the second time in World
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War II that the Regiment had been so honored. It was nitely determine the intention of the enemy. To accomthe 313th Infantry at Cherbourg that had spearheaded plish this Lt Col Edwin M. Van Bibber, the Regithe drive, and now it was again the 313th Infantry to mental Executive Officer, was placed in charge of a
be the first regiment to reach and to cross the most task force which included a motorized rifle company,
vital river in all of France, the historic Seine.
L Company, half of the Regimental I&R Platoon and
The general plan of the movement across the river a platoon of medium tanks. This force advanced from
involved the crossing of foot troops of the battalions Vetheuil along the road north of the Seine River toin order: 2d, 1st, and 3d. Engineers were to build . ward La-Roche-Guyon. Prior to the movement of the
rafts to ferry the vehicles across and to erect a ponton task force information had been obtained that Labridge at the old ferry site at Rosny-sur-Seine. Prior to Roche-Guyon had been used as a headquarters for
6:30P.M., August 19, F Company of the 2d Battalion Marshal Rommel, and later Marshal Von Kluge, of
had made the original bridgehead. The remainder of the German Army. It was deemed necessary to investithe 2d Battalion started across at 1:20 A.M., August gate the headquarters with the thought in mind that
20. By 8:45A.M., August 20, all three battalions had some information might be obtained.
their foot troops across and the engineers had comThe task force met no resistance until reaching the
pleted rafts and were ferrying vehicles toward the op- outskirts of La-Roche-Guyon, when, from positions on
posite bank. At 6:3 5 P.M., August 20, the entire Regi- the chalk cliffs above, the enemy poured a barrage of
ment, less the heavy transportation of Servic~ Com- mortar fire on the advancing troops. Three hours lqter
pany, had completed the crossing.
the task force had succeeded in occupying the enemy
Meantime the 314th Infantry, using rafts, boats and positions on the cliffs, but not without some cost. The
a bridge hastily constructed by the engineers, also position had been gained by sheer courage and had the
crossed prior to darkness, August 20. The Regiment enemy force been a determined fighting group they
had encountered no enemy opposition in its crossing could have defended the position against a much
and in its occupation of the high ridge that ran to the stronger attacking unit. From prisoners it was detereast and southeast of Vetheuil. The Division mean- mined that a reinforced enemy rifle company had held
while continued to extend the bridgehead across the the position, and that the remainder of this enemy
Seine River with three regiments abreast: the 313th battalion occupied an area less than three kilometers
Infantry on the north; the 314th in the center; the to the north and west. Prisoners stated that the bat315th to the south, in the general vicinity of St. Martin. talion had been given the mission of defending LaThe 314 th and 315 th Infantry met slight resistance Roche-Guyon.
in the movement to their assigned areas, but in the
Upon the consolidation of the position a reinforced
main the entire operation was highly successful and rifle platoon from the task force was again sent down
into La-Roche-Guyon to the chateau that had been the
without serious incident.
After the Seine bridgehead had been secured, the actual headquarters for these two prominent members
Regiment and the entire Division remained in a defen- of the German high command. The platoon found no
sive position for a nine-day period. During the first enemy in or near the chateau, although a thorough
few days an ever increasing amount of Corps artillery search was made of the chateau and the many tunnels
was moved up, and in the meantime both foot and leading to and from the chalk cliffs. The chateau itself
motor reconnaissance was initiated to determine the had been, and was, quite elaborate. For the first time
location and intention of the enemy. The result of ini- since the men had been in France they had entered a
tial reconnaissance indicated that no movement of building with electric lights ablaze and a ventilation
enemy troops had been made into the general area of system which was still in perfect working order. No
Vetheuil-La-Roche-Guyon-Vienne-en-Arthies. How- information of importance was gained from the inever, by August 21, it became evident from the infor- vestigation of the headquarters itself. The Germans
mation gained from patrols and from civilians infiltrat- had carefully destroyed any documents or papers that
ing toward our lines, that the Germans were moving might have been of assistance and only the usual Gerup to attack. In order to better ascertain enemy inten- man debris and filth littered the rooms.
After the investigation of the German headquarters
tions, the Regimental commander deemed it advisable
to conduct a reconnaissance in force, first to La-Roche- the task force continued on to the east of Vienne-enGuyon, and thereafter to Vienne-en-Arthies, to defi- Arthies, hoping to trap a reported force of 150 Ger-
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mans in the woods north of the village. The task force
left a demolition group at a position near La-RocheGuyon to destroy the large quantity of munitions
found in that vicinity. Upon arrival at Vienne-enArthies, only a few Germans were found. The Germans had received word that the task force was on its
way and had hastily withdrawn farther north into the
woods. From the few prisoners taken information was
obtained that a company from a defense battalion had
been sent to occupy the high ground to the north. At
the conclusion of the action at Vienne-en-Arthies, the
task force turned to the south arriving within the Regiment's defensive position just prior to darkness. The
information received had been of immense value, because for the first time the Regiment had definite indications that the enemy was moving up major forces
into the area.
During the remainder of the period that the Regiment and the Division held and enlarged their bridgehead on the north bank of the Seine, the enemy tried
desperately to retake the positions already established.
It was more than obvious that the establishment of a
bridgehead north of the Seine River constituted a
serious threat to the enemy, and as a result four desperate attacks were launched against the positions held
by the 79th Division. Meanwhile, of course, much
equipment and artillery had been moved up, and by
the time the enemy was ready to launch even the first
major attack the Division was fully ready to handle
the situation. Nevertheless, there were critical days
and hours for all concerned. The German air force
tried desperately to smash the bridge across the Seine,
and German infantry did its best to pierce our lines.
But all enemy efforts failed and although the positions
were held not without cost to our forces the price we
paid in dead and wounded was low indeed in comparison to enemy losses. The morale of our troops had
never been better and they met each enemy onslaught
with a determination and enthusiasm deserving only
of the highest praise. Every precaution was taken to
insure that no tricks could be played by the enemy, and
the plan of defense had been worked out to perfection.
One of the latter enemy attacks was described in a
report received from Company A which had been
manning front line defensive positions.
Our artillery [the report stated] was zeroed in on the
enemy territory and we were waiting for the Heinies to start
something. You could never tell when they might attack,
and life was a peculiar contrast of peaceful conditions at one
moment and one hell of a battle the next.
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One of our vehicles being ferried across the Seine River,
August 20, 1944

The 1st Platoon of A Company had gone to get chow and
be paid at the company kitchen. Most of the men had
finished eating and several were being paid when suddenly
the word came through that we were being attacked. The men
ran like hell for their positions, carrying the newly received
money in their hands. The enemy was attacking in force,
with bayonets attached, but as fast as they came toward our
positions they were mowed down like flies. We were ready
for them and they didn't have a chance. Those that we failed
to get with machine guns and small arms were sure to go
down under the artillery we dished out a few minutes later.
The morale of the men was good. Our company had a few
losses, of course, among them Joe Scorn and Jim Turner. You
always lose a couple of men in any action of that kind. But
we felt plenty good knowing that the enemy had been badly
beaten, and we continued cracking jokes all the time.
We remained in our positions after that and that night we
could hear the rumbling noises of motors and enemy movement. We knew this meant that the Jerries were either planning another attack or else they were getting ready to withdraw. We could hardly wait until morning to get the verdict,
and when morning came all was quiet. The Jerries apparently
had enough and by the looks of the terrain to our front, we
all understood why. Never were so many dead Jerries piled
up in so small an area. All the boys were out there trying to
count them. The regimental commander came down to investigate the enemy's defense lines, and when he saw the
destruction our artillery and machine-gun fire had wrought,
he remarked, "''ve never seen anything like it in any other
battle and I've seen some stiff ones." Later, trucks were
brought up to haul the dead bodies away.
to

The finale of the period in vicinity of St. Martin began
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Proof of the effectiveness of our artillery was plentiful
after crossing of the Seine m vicinity of Quoniam,
France, August 30, 1944.

on August 27 when the 30th Infantry Division moved
across the Seine River to assist the 79th Division in
extending the bridgehead. At 4:00 P.M. on that date
the XV Corps, which included the 79th and the 30th
Divisions, attacked to extend the bridgehead that had
been secured by the 79th Division. The 30th Division
relieved the 315 th Infantry which had been on the
south and took over the extension of the line to the
Seine River.
The attack lasted for a two-day period, and by evening of August 28 the XV Corps had taken all objectives, including many prisoners and much enemy
materiel. This final attack, supported by tremendous
concentrations of allied artillery, sounded the final
death knell of enemy resistance in the sector. All elements of the enemy positions were badly depleted and
their casualties had been tremendous. Allied coordination, daring and might had won again.
Perhaps the best resume of the entire period during
which the 313th Infantry had advanced toward Paris
and had crossed the Seine River can be found in the
following newspaper article written by Lee McCardell,
war correspondent for the Baltimore Sunpapers. Lee
McCardell spent much time with the 313th Infantry
and wrote his articles of the 313th in action from firsthand experience. His account follows:
It can now be revealed that an Infantry regiment of the
79th Division was the first American outfit to cross the Seine
River after the German line had been broken in Normandy
and General George S. Patton's Third Army swept across
France.

The Regiment, which is commanded by Colonel Sterling
Wood, crossed the Seine by night, at Mantes-Gassicourt,
about 25 miles northwest of Paris.
The operation was carried out with such speed that the
surprised Germans thought Wood's Infantrymen were paratroopers, and the German radio broadcast that an American
airborne force had been dropped north of the Seine.
The first newspaper reports cabled to the States credited
Patton's tanks with having made an initial crossing. His 7th
Armored Division, commanded by Major General Lindsay
MacDonald Silvester, of W ashington, D. C., made the second
Seine bridgehead at Melun, upstream from Paris, near
Fontainebleau.
The men of the 313th, which was the first to cross the
river, had been the first to smash through the outer defenses
of Cherbourg, and the first to enter that city last June.
From Cherbourg it had swung south with the rest of the
79th into the bitter fighting around La-Haye-du-Puits.
The Regiment's first objective after the breakthrough was
St. Malo on the Brittany Peninsula. Then it swung sharply
east, through Fougeres, Laval and Le Mans, crossing the
Sarthe River August 14, and moving north toward Alencon
to help close the famous Falaise "pocket."
The Division was now motorized and moving as fast as an
armored column. It had captured scores of prisoners and
enemy vehicles, but met comparatively little determined opposition, although there had been street fighting in le Mans.
Its next orders were to attack Paris, but these were countermanded. It was ordered to seize the high ground south of the
Seine and west of Paris.
The Division crossed the Eure River between Chartres and
Dreux, and occupied the town of Mantes-Gassicourt. There
were two dams across the Seine here. One had been blown by
the Germans. The other had been damaged but a catwalk
across its crest was still passable for foot troops.
Orders came down from higher headquarters to destroy
what was left of the damaged dam. But Colonel Wood, who
had sent the Infantry platoon across the dam to the northern
bank of the Seine, and who lacked enough explosives to carry
out the demolition, thought maybe he had a better idea.
The infantry platoon and a Regimental Staff officer had
reported the opposite bank of the Seine clear of the enemy.
Late that night a field telephone line was laid from division headquarters to the Colonel's command post. He was
about to explain his plan-which was to throw more troops
across the river-when an excited division staff officer cut in
and shouted:
"Don't blow that dam! Whatever you do, don't blow that
dam! "
Wood was then told to begin moving his regiment across
the dam's catwalk immediately. It was almost midnight and
raining hard. The troops had bivouacked for the night. They
were awakened and the crossing began in the midst of the
rain and in pitch darkness.
By morning the entire regiment was on the northern side
of the Seine, which here describes a wide loop forming a sort
of inland peninsula. The engineers built floats on which the
regiment's vehicles were ferried across the river that day.
Later the engineers also constructed a bridge across the river
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and the entire division, supported by 15 batteries of artillery,
occupied the northern bridgehead.
The Germans, already withdrawing from the Paris area,
were taken by surprise. Wood established a command post in·
a house in the town of St. Martin, overlooking the river, and
for the next few days the infantry fanned out, without meeting much opposition.
On the fifth day enemy artillery began shelling Wood's
command post, and he and his staff had to move.
In the meanwhile his regimental executive officer, Lt Col
Edwin Van Bibber, leading a company of tanks and rifle
Company L of the regiment, had captured an elaborate headquarters fitted up with underground caves and shelters abandoned by the retreating Germans.
They were wid by civilians, who claimed tO have talked
with Field Marshal Rommel's chauffeur, that Rommel had
been injured by an American air force bombing. The infantrymen captured several members of the other German headquarters personnel, including one general's Austrian chauffeur acting as a motorcycle courier.
All this time French and American forces were closing in
on Paris from the south. The Germans finally launched a
counterattack on the 79th, beginning one afternoon about
4 :30. The infantry bore the brunt of this attack.
Three more attacks were made by the Germans during the
next two days. The Americans, deeply dug in, and closely
supported by artillery, beat them off with terrific losses to
the enemy.
It was a sort of Bunker Hill proposition, as the soldiers
described it afterward. They had placed machine guns behind
the walls in which they had made embrasures. Sitting at their
gun positions, calmly smoking while they watched the Ger-
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mans advance, they held their fire until they "could almost
see the whites of their eye~ . ·
"I counted 39 German dead in one small area not more
than 50 yards square after one attack," Colonel Wood said.
'Tve never seen anything like it in any other engagement in
this war-and we've had some pretty stiff ones."
German artillery and the German air force did their best
to dislodge the 79th, whose position constituted a stubby
finger sticking into enemy territory. But the Division held
its ground and suffered fairly light casualties compared with
those sustained in the Cherbourg campaign, and the fighting
around La-Haye-du-Puits.

The preceding account by Lee McCardell adequately describes the nature of those August days in
1944. They were stirring days, thrilling days, and days
filled with the strange emotion that comes only to men
who know the thrill of victory when a cause is just. The
whole Allied world had watched through the eyes of
the printed page those days of unprecedented and historic action, and the 313th Infantry had been right
there making the history that other men wrote and
read about. But the days of the breakthrough phase in
World War II were not yet over. There were other
historic chapters to be written, and at Regimental
Headquarters, 3 13th Infantry, the information of
events to come was already accumulating. The time
was at hand to begin the writing of a new chapter and
new page in the breakthrough phase of World War II.
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Chapter 13: The March to Belgiun1

EGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS was busy,
and information from sources higher up was
coming in at breakneck speed. The breakthrough phase had progressed to such a point that it
was now possible to assemble a coherent picture of the
enemy situation throughout France. In view of this
situation, plans were rapidly formulated, and were
often changed just as rapidly because of the lightning
speed at which events were developing.
A compilation of G-2 information indicated that
approximately fifty thousand men of the German
Army had escaped from the Normandy defeat. From
this group it was estimated that the enemy was capable
of forming five divisions. In addition to these five divisions, the enemy had seven divisions throughout the
remainder of France and the Low Countries capable of
being employed. At most the strength of any enemy
division should approximate eight thousand men, including service troops.
From information gathered there were strong indications that the enemy had intended to pull back to
the line of the Somme and Aisne Rivers, and the estimate of German capabilities determined that there
were possibly twelve German divisions that would
have to defend a line from the English Channel to the
Luxembourg border. To cope with this comparatively
small enemy force, the Allies at this time had four
armies capable of opposing the once powerful German
army within France.
Higher headquarters had pooled this information
and in a lightning stroke had made sweeping changes
to cope with the ever-changing scene. These changes
affected the 79th Division and made it a part of the
XIX Corps. Then, early en the morning of August 29,
the following order for a movement north was
received.
The XIX Corps [the order stated] marches on August 30,
at 0800 hours [8:00A.M.] to the northeast. The 2d Armored
Division will be on the left, the 79th Division in the center,
and the 30th Division on the right. The 79th Division will
march in three columns, with the 314th Infantry on the left,
the 313th Infantry (less 1st Battalion which will be in Corps
reserve ) in the center, and the 315th Infantry on the right.
The 79th Reconnaissance Group plus the I&R platoons of
the regiments will cover the advance.

The attachments of the Regiment at this time consisted of a platoon from Company A, 304th Engineers,
as well as Company A and one platoon of Company D,
7 49th Tank Battalion.
\Vith the receipt of the movement order, events

transpired swiftly. In the first place, at 8:45 A.M.,
August 29, Combat Command B of the 2d Armored
Division attacked north through the zone of the 313th
Infantry with the mission of capturing the high ground
in the vicinity of Vienne-en-Arthies and of making
contact with the British 43d Division, which had
crossed the Seine River to the west of La-RocheGuyon. Then, later in the day, the 313th Infantry was
ordered into Division reserve, and in compliance with
this order the 1st Battalion was moved to the vicinity
of St. Pierre. Thereafter, the 2d and 3d Battalions were
ordered to assemble in the same general vicinity in
preparation for the movement north the following
day.
At 7:00A.M., August 30, the Regiment began the
awaited march. Lacking sufficient transportation, the
march was made on foot. And since the 1st Battalion
had been ordered to remain in reserve, in the vicinity
of St. Pierre, only the 2d and 3d Battalions moved out
as scheduled. The march continued throughout the
entire day, passing through St. Pierre, Fontenay,
Bruiel, Avernes, Commey, Moussy, Chars, and Quoniam. No enemy action of any consequence occurred
during the movement, although the lead reconnaissance elements were in contact at various points with
the retreating enemy. Many prisoners were taken,
mainly comprising small groups of Germans who had
hidden in the woods as the column approached.
On August 31, the march was continued, and during
the course of the day the marching columns passed
through the towns of Meru, Ste. Genevieve, Mouchy,
and St. Felix. Only light enemy resistance was again
encountered, and like the day before many prisoners
were taken. Information obtained from the prisoners
indicated that a lack of officer personnel and an absence of orders had completely demoralized them.
By the end of the second day's marching the troops
were extremely tired, and it was a welcome relief for
all concerned when trucks arrived enabling all personnel to ride. The 1st Battalion returned to the Regiment
from the vicinity of St. Pierre, aod at 5:00 P.M., September 1, the march was continued. The Regiment
moved forward in a motorized column, in order: 3d,
2d and 1st Battalions. This time the route moved north
through the towns of Handainville, Courcelle, Rollot,
Hainvillers, Bo~logne, Fescamps, Laboissiere, Lignieres, Dancourt, Villers, Parvillers, Meharicourt,
Lihons, Aboncourt, Pressoir, Demicourt, Fay, Barleux,
Flaucourt, all the way to the banks of the Somme
River.
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The scenes en route to the Somme River were unforgettable. So likewise were the scenes at the banks
of the Somme, itself. All along the route of march
were to be found unmistakable landmarks of the bitter
fighting that had taken place during World War I.
The old battlefields were still to be recognized, and
some of the towns, with battered buildings and parts
of buildings covered through the years with moss and
vegetation, told a vivid story of the destruction that
had visited France some twenty-nine years before.
Then, the Somme River itself showed equal signs of
the battles of the previous war, for the Somme River
had been a point of bitter struggle in 1916-1918.
It was dusk, September 1, before the leading elements of the Regiment reached the banks of the canal
that ran parallel to, and south of, the Somme River.
Information had been received during the day that the
bridges leading over the Somme River itself had been
destroyed. Reconnaissance was initiated at once to
determine the status of the bridges, and upon receiving
information from the reconnaissance elements that the
bridges were impassable, the Regiment was placed in
an assembly area south of the canal.
Previous orders from higher headquarters had given
the Division until September 3 to close into an area
near the Belgium border, and it had been the Corps
commander's orders that the Division would move
night and day in order to accomplish the mission
assigned in the time specified. Consequently no time
was lost in an effort to enable the Regiment to cross
the Somme Rivet and continue the march.
The attached platoon of Company A, 304th Engineers, were immediately ordered to move to the bridge
site and to construct bridges over which the Regiment
could effect a crossing. Luckily enough, the Germans
had been so kind as to leave adequate building material
on the south bank of the river. They had been in the
process, apparently, of constructing tremendous antitank barriers consisting of logs approximately three
feet in diameter, twenty-two feet in length, buried into
the ground to a depth of fifteen feet. Much of this kind
of lumber and material had been left untouched by the
enemy in his hasty retreat, and it served its purpose in
enabling the engineers to construct an adequate bridge
over which the Regiment could cross.
It was a busy night for the Regiment, and none too
pleasant. There was no sign of enemy activity, but the
first of September had brought with it signs of oncoming winter, and a bleak, cold downpour of rain
drenched the troops and hampered the work of the

engineers. Despite these difficulties, however, the
bridge was completed that night, and by 9:00 A.M.,
September 2, all elements of the Regiment were across
the Somme River and the motor march was resumed.
The majority of the Regiment had crossed the river
during the dead of night, under strict blackout conditions, and the task of effecting a safe crossing had been
a hazardous one.
Throughout the entire day, September 2, the battalions moved in column, in order: 1st, 3d, and 2d. In
many ways the trip was an unforgettable one. The
weather, which throughout the night had been cold
and rainy, began to clear prior to noon, and throughout
most of the remainder of the long motor march the sun
shone brightly. There was a tinge of fall in the September air, and as the column moved through town after
town, you felt unmistakably that electrifying emotion
of peoples newly liberated. You saw them by the
thousands lining the streets of every city and hamlet,
cheering wildly as the column moved along. In some
towns the crowds went completely berserk, storming
into the center of the streets, and making it impossible
for the lead vehicles to continue the advance. Every
jeep and every truck was loaded down with gifts from
grateful Frenchmen. There was wine and schnapps
and beer; pies, cakes and fruit; and flowers of every
possible color and kind strewn on the streets and in
the vehicles. No amount of rhetoric could adequately
portray either the emotion of the people on that day,
or the scene itself. You had to experience it to appreciate it, and from the lowliest private to the highest
officer, it was appreciated. It was an . unforgettable
experience.
The march continued throughout the entire day,
and far into the night, with the route passing through
Clery, Bergen, Moislains, Ytres, Neuville, Metz-enCouture, Trescault, Havrincourt, Cantaing, Fontaine,
Cambrai, Blecourt, Denain, St. Amand, and on to
Howardries, Belgium. The enemy was conspicuous by
his absence throughout most of the march, and from
the sights witnessed en route, everyone was more than
glad that Jerry was on the run. All along the route of
march there were pillboxes and dug-in emplacements.
Had the enemy chosen to resist, the march of the 79th
Division into Belgium would have been a different
affair. But all indications pointed to the fact that the
enemy was completely demoralized, and was retreating as rapidly as possible.
It should be mentioned here that the Air Forces had
done an amazing job of hampering the enemy's retreat.

THE MARCH TO BELGIUM

Throughout all of France the evidence of the Air
Forces' successful work in breaking up retreating German columns of men and equipment could be seen.
There were burned-out trucks and tanks and enemy
equipment along every highway, and the Germans, out
of a profound respect for the Allied air forces, had
forced civilians to dig foxholes and trenches all along
the highways. The number of retreating enemy that
the Air Forces killed, wounded or rendered ineffective
as a fighting force, is impossible to estimate.
Perhaps the greatest ovation given the Regiment by
the overjoyed French occurred at Cambrai. Cambrai is
one of the larger French cities, predominantly an industrial town. There, the French civilians were completely beyond control, and the march was delayed for
a two-hour period only because it was impossible for
the lead motor vehicles to force a path through the
wall of humanity that jammed the streets. Many sights
of near-mob violence were seen there. Collaborators,
both men and women, were jeered and teased and tormented. Women, who had collaborated with the Germans, or had been their mistresses, were promptly relieved of all the hair on their heads, and forced to walk
the streets with bald heads glistening in the September
sun.
When the motor march neared St. Amand, reconnaissance elements began to receive reports that the
enemy was near at hand. In a little town some three
kilometers south of St. Amand civilians reported that
a German force comprising approximately 150 men
and five tanks had passed to the north only an hour
and a half prior to the arrival of our lead reconnaissance units. In this connection an unusual incident occurred. It was discovered to the amazement of all concerned that the Regiment had at last entered a town
where both telephone service and electric lighting
facilities had been left intact. Such an experience had
never happened before. Throughout all of France into
which the 313th Infantry had ventured, all communications had been destroyed, and a luxury such as electric lighting had been an impossible dream.
On learning that telephone service was available,
Lieutenant Couillard, a French officer who had been
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attached to the Regimental I&R Platoon, placed a call
to St. Amand to determine if the route through St.
Amand was clear. The call revealed that the FFI
(French Forces of the Interior) had eliminated all but
a minority of this force, and as a consequence only a
few short bursts of machine-gun fire met the reconnaissance elements as they came into St. Amand.
The remainder of the march to Belgium was without incident. A bright moon aided the movement during the hours of darkness, all the way to the border
between Belgium and France, just south and west of
Howardries. At this point the moon was obscured by
heavy clouds, and the remainder of the movement
through France's "Little Maginot Line," into the assembly area just north of the Belgian border, was
made in pitch-black darkness. The Regiment had arrived at its destination at approximately 2: 00 A.M.,
September 3, 1944.
.Yes, the march to Belgium had been a historic one.
And it had been accomplished not without due credit
and honor both to the 79th Division and the 313th
Infantry. For the Division, the Commanding General
of the XIX Corps, Major General Charles H. Corlett,
wrote the following, in a letter to Major General
Wyche, 79th Division Commander.
On August 28, 1944, the 79th Infantry Division joined this
Corps. At that time it had already established a bridgehead
and was astride the Seine River. The Corps was ordered to
advance and in seventy-two hours the Division covered a
total of l 80 miles, crossing the Somme River and numerous
smaller streams and closing in perfect order on its objectives
in Belgium.
This is believed to be one of the fastest opposed advances
of comparable distance by an infantry division in warfare.
It is desired to commend you, your officers and men on this
splendid achievement. The Commanding General, United
States First Army, Lieutena nt General Courtney Hodges, concurs in the commendation.

And that was not the only honor received. For the
313th Infantry, there was the added distinction of
being the only one of the three regiments in the Division to cross into, and occupy, a portion of Belgium.
The 3 13th Infantry had scored another "first."

I

Chapter 14: The Return to France

T WAS a foregone conclusion when the Regiment
arrived at its destination in the vicinity of Howar<l-.
ries, Belgium, on September 3, 1944, that no further move would be made for at least several days.
Previous information from Division Headquarters had
indicated as much. The supply situation was becoming
critical. Although the spectacular advance of the
American armies through the heart of France had indeed been an achievement without precedent, the
problem of supply had now become of primary concern. Already there was an acute shortage of gasoline.
The advancing columns of motorized infantry had
moved so swiftly that it was virtually impossible for
the supplies to keep abreast of the advance. Therefore,
it would be a matter of at least several days before additional supplies could be brought up.
With this information at hand the Regimental commander took immediate steps to cope with the situation. Gasoline was rationed throughout the Regiment
to the absolute minimum essential for military purposes. Other essential supplies were carefully watched
so as to insure against scarcity until additional supplies
were available.
Meantime, as a precautionary measure, the Regimental commander ordered the battalions to thoroughly patrol the area surrounding the general vicinity
of Howardries. The whereabouts of the enemy in this
region was not fully known, and although civilian and
armee blanche reports had indicated that the enemy
had taken flight, it was believed possible that groups
of enemy might still be found. The result of the initial
patrolling was negative. No enemy was contacted,
although during succeeding days a number of prisoners was taken. A day-and-night vigil was maintained

General Wyche, CG, 79th Division, and General
Eisenhower, Allied Supreme Commander

to insure against infiltration of enemy groups through
our lines.
The forced delay in movement caused by the shortage of supplies afforded the Regiment an opportunity
to enjoy a much-needed rest. The troops were tired
and badly in need of a little time to rest and clean
up. Colonel Wood, substantiating the conviction that
"a clean soldier makes a better-fighting soldier,"
ordered all company commanders to see to it that their
men were given haircuts during the rest period. Similarly, preparations were made to enable the men to
take showers and to wash personal equipment and
clothing. Within a 24-hour period after- the clean-up
order had been issued the troops were clean-shaven
and of neat appearance. This, plus the long-awaited
opportunity for a brief rest, had a stimulating effect
upon morale generally. As a further stimulus to morale
a USO show was staged for the troops on September 5,
and as always when entertainment was to be had, a
large and appreciative crowd of Gis attended.
For two days following the arrival of the Regiment
at Howardries, no further word was \received from
Division Headquarters in regard to a next move. On
the afternoon of September 5, however, Brig Gen
Frank U. Greer paid a visit to the Regimental CP and
at that time informed Colonel Wood that a move
would be made in the near future. That same evening,
at 9:30P.M., a telephone call from Division revealed
the following information:
The Division will probably move September 6, or shortly
thereafter, depending upon arrival of sufficient gasoline.
Move will be made by foot and motor, with the following
general plan. Movement by motor : Division Headquarters;
Division Artillery; 79th Reconnaissance ; 315th Infantry;
314th Infantry ( less 1Y2 battalions who are to be attached to
the 313th); 312th Field Artillery; 304th Engineers; 749th
Tank Battalion; 813th Tank Destroyers; 313th Infantry, with
1Y2 battalions from the 314th; will march on foot and receive
trucks the following day. Objective, destination, route, time:
Unknown. However, all elements move as a combat team,
and the Division will be attached until further notice to the
U. S. Third Army.

This original information was destined to be
changed somewhat before the actual move was made.
The final order of the march for the Division included
the 315th Infantry, motorized units of (engineers,
TDs, tanks), plus the 314th and 313th Infantry Regiments. The 79th Division Reconnaissance Troop was
to be attached to the Provost Marshal and to mark the
route for the motor column. The Division, the order
stipulated, was to move on one road.
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The date of departure was of necessity delayed, due
to the continued uncertainty of the supply situation.
On the morning of September 6, word was received
that the march had been postponed, but that all units
were to remain on the alert for a possible move at
any time.
The entire day of September 7 was spent in preparation and waiting for the actual move, and it was not
. until2:00 P.M., September 8, that the movement got
under way. When the move actually began all units
were motorized, and advance information precluded
that the move would be a long one. The original destination, it was understood, was Reims, France. However, it was entirely possible that the move would continue beyond that point.
With the exception of brief rest and eating stops the
motor march continued all the way from Howardries,
Belgium, to Reims, France. No enemy had been encountered en route, and for a twenty-hour period the
march continued without let-up. The route of march
had included Valenciennes, Cambrai, Peronne, Ham,
Guiscard, Couey, Soissons, Fismes and Reims. Since
the march used up most of the night hours, little was
seen by the troops of scenic interest en route, but when
the convoy arrived at Reims, the troops had a good
look-see at one of France's largest cities, paying particular attention to the beauty and grandeur of the
world-famed Reims Cathedral, which was clearly visible in the distance.
Southeast of Reims the march halted at approximately noon, September 9. There, in a prearranged
assembly area a three-hour rest and refueling stop was
made. The men were tired, having had virtually no
rest the night before, and the brief respite was welcome. Promptly at 3:00 P.M., however, the motor
march was resumed. Few indeed knew the ultimate
destination or the length of time they would yet have
to travel, but they were soon ro know, for the march
continued throughout the entire night and until 8: 00
A.M., September 10, when the Regiment closed into
an area vicinity of Montreuil-sur-Thonnance. The
route of march had included Verzy, Louvois, Marue,
Vertus, Fere-en-Champenois, Sommesous, Arcis,
Brienne, Wassy, Nomecourt, and Montreuil-surThonnance.
Later on the morning of September 10, Maj Gen
Ira T. Wyche, Commanding General of the 79th Division, visited the Regimental CP. In a talk with Colonel
Wood he expressed the opinion that the Division
would probably remain in its present location for at
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least several days. He explained, however, that the
situation was subject to change at any moment. This
latter thought was verified that same afternoon when
definite information was relayed from Division Headquarters to the Regimental CP that the Division was
alerted for a move the following morning, September
11. The tentative plan of movement was outlined as
follows:
The Division move~ by motor and on foot. One motorized
regiment, two marching regiments, 314th motorized, 313 th
and 315th to move on foot, marching approximately twelve
miles to the vicinity of Neufchareau. 313th will leave present
area approximately 0800 hours, September 11, 1944. Motors
will be kept off roads until the 314th Infantry clears its foot
column. Division will march in two columns. Objective:
Charmes, France, on the Moselle River. Resistance anticipated. Progress of advance dependent upon situation. Upon
arrival by foot vicinity of Neufchateau the 313th Infantry
will move to the north, by motor, if the situation permits.

The following morning, September 11, the first elements of the 313th Infantry had crossed their IP at
7:15A.M., and the march began. By 9:00 o'clock the
entire Regiment was on the move. By noon, the Regiment had travelled approximately twelve miles in the
general direction of Neufchateau without encountering any resistance. At this point, the entire Regiment
was motorized. The foot troops piled on every vehicle
available, including the Corps Artillery, and the march
thereafter continued in a more northerly direction
through Soulaincourt, Lezeville, Grand, Midrevaux,
Coussey, Attigneville, and Repel. While en route,
advance elements met some resistance, which was
quickly overcome. Otherwise the march had been
made without incident.
At 8:30 P.M., September 11, the Regiment closed
into an area east of Oelleville, where a Regimental CP
was established. Little was known for a brief period,
either as to the exact status·or location of the remainder
of the Division, or, for that matter, of the possible
enemy situation in the immediate 313th Infantry area.
By morning on September 12, however, the situation
was more fully understood. Word had been received
from Division Headquarters throughout the night that
the advance Division elements had closed in on their
objective at 6:30 P.M., September 11, with the 314th
Infantry located at a point on the Moselle River north
of Charmes, France, reportedly in contact with the
enemy on the outskirts of the town. The exact location
of the regiments and attached units was also made
known. Meantime, information had been received re-
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garding the possibility of enemy in the sector surrounding the 313th area. Civilian reports indicated that
there were Germans at Juvaincourt, Mirecourt and the
woods northwest of Mirecourt. Reconnaissance by the
Regimental I&R Platoon however, plus information
gotten from patrols sent out by the battalions, indicated that there was no enemy in the immediate
vicinity surrounding the 313th Infantry. However, the
town of Ambacourt was definitely known to be occupied by enemy forces, and so, on the late afternoon of
September 12, 1944, the 3d Battalion was ordered to
capture Ambacourt and hold it.
The battalion approached the town from the west
and went into a position in the thick woods west of the
town. Due to the difficulty of movement in the woods
itself and the lateness of the hour the battalion did not
get into proper position until approximately 10:30
P.M., so the attack was necessarily postponed until the
following morning. Two prisoners were captured in
the woods just prior to darkness and from them much
information was obtained as to the disposition of the
enemy forces within Ambacourt. Later, patrols were
sent out which verified this information and enabled
the battalion to successfully attack early on the morning of September 13.
Meantime, however, other important events had
been taking place. Reports had been continuing to
arrive at Regimental Headquarters concerning the
whereabouts of the Germans, and at 9:30 P.M., September 12, the 106th Cavalry had observed approxi-

mately five hundred Germans moving northwest on
the road to J uvaincourt. German artillery opened fire
on a cavalry OP which was located in the vicinity of
Juvaincourt, forcing the OP to abandon its position.
Other reports of a similar nature made it increasingly
clear that the entire sector was a hotbed of enemy
activity and that the enemy had no intention of withdrawing without a fight.
The original mission of the Regiment had been to
establish a defensive position in conjunction with the
314th Infantry in the vicinity of Charmes. However,
once it was fully determined that the enemy held the
main road vicinity of Poussay, Ambacourt and Bettoncourt, it was deemed necessary for the 313th Infantry
to clean out this resistance and establish roadblocks to
protect this section of the supply route.
On September 13, events moved swiftly. Promptly
at 9:00 A.M., the 3d Battalion attacked Ambacourt,
and by 10:35 A.M. the town was completely occupied
by our forces. This engagement had been particularly
successful for as a result of the attack the battalion was
known to have killed 13 enemy, capturing 46 prisoners, and much enemy equipment and material. The
enemy had been taken completely by surprise, and
because of the advance information as to the nature of
enemy positions, the entire attack had been executed
with almost perfect precision. Our casualties had been
extremely light, inasmuch as the attack had been so
well planned and so well carried out that the enemy
was virtually powerless to resist. From a military stand-
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house-to-house cleanup at daylight the following
morning. These plans were carried out, and by approximately 11:00 A.M., September 14, the 2d Battalion had cleared the town of Poussay, capturing 7 4
m1SS10n.
Upon the clearance of Ambacourt of enemy the prisoners and much enemy material, including vehiRegimental I&R Platoon was given the mission of cles, ammunition and weapons.
Upon the capture of Poussay the 1st Battalion,
moving northeast from Ambacourt to determine if the
remainder of the route to Charmes was free of enemy. which had been assisting the 2d Battalion by fire from
The platoon discovered an enemy roadblock just north its position on the high ground east of Poussay, were
of Bettencourt which they attacked, capturing 15 ordered to proceed south from Poussay to Mirecourt
prisoners, a supply wagon, a sedan and an antitank and to establish contact with the French 2d Armored
gun. After the elimination of the roadblock the I&;R Division which was reported in that vicinity. The
Platoon was ordered to return and a reinforced rifle Regimental I&R Platoon was ordered to precede the
platoon from Company I was subsequently ordered to battalion in its movement to Mirecourt and to estabestablish a roadblock in the same general vicinity, to lish and maintain liaison between the French 2d
protect the remainder of the Regiment from any Armored Division and our Regiment. The I&R Plaenemy who might infiltrate from the north.
toon, preceding the battalion, moved out at approxiAt 2:00 P.M., September 13, the 2d Battalion, mately 12:45 P.M., from Poussay. On entering the
which had been in position in the woods just south north edge of Mirecourt civilians gave the platoon the
and west of the 3d Battalion, attacked due east to clean information that no friendly units were in the town
out the remainder of the woods and to destroy the and that the town was occupied by the Germans. Simenemy who were known to be in position near the ilarly, they reported that there was an enemy roadPoussay- Ambacourt road on the high ground imme- block and a German headquarters located at the southdiately west of the road and south of Ambacourt. The ern end of the town, and estimated that about one
battalion attacked following a well planned artillery . hundred Germans occupied the enemy headquarters.
and mortar barrage and quickly moved to their objecWithout hesitation the I&R Platoon moved into the
tive, being successful in capturing and killing all town of Mirecourt, engaged the roadblock with fire
enemy located there.
from caliber .50 machine guns, succeeding in killing
Upon the clearance of Ambacourt and the woods to or driving away the Germans at that position. The 1st
the south the 1st Battalion was ordered to cross the Battalion by this time were moving in on the town
river at Ambacourt and to proceed south in the gen- astride the main street and upon arrival of the leading
eral direction of Chaffecourt, Mazirot and the high elements at the roadblock the I&R Platoon continued
ground immediately easr and overlooking Poussay. into the southern section of the town setting up a roadThe initial movement of the battalion was unhamp- block which successfully cut off the escape of the Gerered by enemy action and consequently the battalion mans in that area. Their action culminated in the capwas ordered to continue the advance, and to launch an ture of approximately one hundred German prisoners.
attack upon the town of Poussay. However, upon The 1st Battalion cleaned out the remainder of the
reaching the edge of the high ground overlooking the German garrison and consolidated its defensive positown the battalion was subjected to heavy artillery fire tion around the town The entire action was a profitwhich caused some disorganization and prevented any able one, for it had netted approximately 150 prisonmovement of the battalion into the town prior to dark- ers, 17 motor vehicles of all types, one AT gun and two
ness. Meantime, the 2d Battalion was ordered to assist 20mm AA guns, plus much abandoned equipment,
the 1st Battalion, and both units were ordered to con- food and clothing.
At 2:00 P.M., the same day, upon the completion of
tinue their movement and to capture the town that
same night. This was not possible, however, because the 1st Battalion attack on Mirecourt the 2d Battalion
much difficulty was experienced in finding a suitable was ordered to move across country from Poussay to
crossing over the Madon River into the town. As a attack and seize Ramecourt, a small town approxiresult, only the 2d Battalion managed to reach the out- mately two kilometers west of Mirecourt on the main
skirts of Poussay that night. Upon arrival they estab- road between Mirecourt and Neufchateau. This movelished a defensive position and formulated plans for a ment was a complete surprise to the small enemy garpoint, the Regimental commander later described the
attack as a near-perfect military operation; and highly
commended the 3d Battalion for their success of this
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rison stationed in and near the town. The supporting
weapons of the battalion ,were used most effectively
and the battalion swiftly closed in on the town itself,
capturing 80 prisoners, 15 vehicles (including primemovers, ammunition trucks and civilian cars which
had been used by the Germans for transportation) two
20mm AT guns, plus a partially destroyed artillery
battery which comprised four 75mm guns.
Every effort was expended to quickly consolidate the
position for defense against any enemy that might
attempt to use the main road as an escape route, for by
this time the 315th Infantry had broken the enemy
resistance in their sector and were moving east on the
same road several kilometers west of Ramecourt. By
the capture of Mirecourt and Ramecourt the Regiment
had succeeded in closing the escape route of an estimated battalion of enemy infantry, for the advance of
the French 2d Armored from the south, and the contact that had been established late in the afternoon
between the French 2d Armored and our Regiment,
left only an area of a few miles of the main road between Ramecourt and Chatenois that was still free to
enemy movement.
The combat that had characterized the period during which the 313th Infantry had liberated the towns
of Ambacourt, Bettoncourt, Mirecourt, Ramecourt and
Poussay will not soon be forgotten by those who participated in the battles. It was impossible to predict
just how the enemy would react. There were times
when an entire town could be taken with comparatively little opposition, and at other times the enemy
would resist fiercely. On the hill overlooking Poussay,
for example, the enemy went all out to hold the position and only the sheer guts of the infantrymen finally
succeeded in dislodging the Germans .from that
position.
Lt Bryan Bell, Jr., of Company G, 2d Battalion, was
seriously injured in the action that resulted in the capture of the hill overlooking Poussay. In civilian life
Lieutenant Bell had been a journalist, and while convalescing, in a hospital somewhere in France, he wrote
an account of that action as he and his men had personally experienced it. Probably no other account to
be recorded in the 313th history tells a more graphic
story of fighting men in action, and it well serves as a
vivid word picture, not only of the specific action involved in the story itself, but equally of the kind of dayto-day fighting that characterized the long and difficult
road to eventual victory. Lieutenant Bell's story, in its
entirety, is here related.
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"There's where the enemy is supposed to be. We are to
rake those woods and the hill."
The Captain, a tall man with a great red beard, was issuing
orders to a group of officers and noncoms. They were concealed in a clump of trees and looked out across a field to their
front. The field was criss-crossed with barbed-wire cattle
fences and ended in a hill, at the top of which was a wide
stretch of woods. The scene was peaceful, and the woods
looked just like hundreds of others the Americans had passed
in crossing France. But these men had learned what innocentlooking countryside could conceal.
Company G was approaching Poussay. It was many small
battles such as took place on the outskirts of this village which
won the major part of France for the Allies, but by itself this
attack could hardly be considered an important affair. The
Germans were not numerous, and in the face of aggressive
attacks by the Americans their defenses crumbled in two
days. If the folks back home knew about it at all, it was from
a possible tag line in the news, such as, "Poussay was also
liberated." But for the members of the 79th Division, and
particularly for the attacking companies, like G Company of
the 313rh Infantry, it was a great battle. And for many a
young Doughboy, it was the most important event in his
life-and his last.
Company G had just escaped an artillery barrage. In moving forward, they had been forced to cross a series of open
fields. and it was then that the "incoming mail" started. The
first round splashed on a road to the rear, right beside a tank,
and not far from a man who was either blown or dove into
the ditch. But the next rounds were closer. They followed,
or rather chased, the G Company men across the fields. The
only hope for safety was in reaching a clump of woods where
they could conceal themselves from observers, and no orders
were required to make the men "double time." They stopped
often on the way, flopped on the ground, and hugged the dirt
for protection. Each time an approaching shell gave its
warning screech, they dove, and listened with fearful anxiety
to the resounding "Cr-r-rump." Then after a slight pause to
allow the flying shrapnel and dirt to settle, they sprang up
and ran forward again. The men carrying the machine guns,
the mortars and the heavy bags of ammunition lagged behind
a little. Their faces were strained with exertion and the sweat
ran off unnoticed.
Several casualties and the medics were left behind, but
most of the men reached the safety of the woods. They made
their way to the forward edge of them, and were preparing
to meet the German infantry defending the high ground in
front of the town. Their next objective was the wooded hill.
"I wonder how many Jerries there are up there?" asked
one of the lieutenants.
"I don't know, but we'll damn soon find out," replied the
Captain. "Let's get going."
Orders were issued in subdued but authoritative tones. It
was old stuff to these men; they had done the same thing over
and over in training, and in combat too. But direction was
still necessary, and the officers and noncoms moved up and
down issuing instructions.
The company was preparing to advance, but first, scours
had to be sent forward ahead of anyone else to reconnoiter
the woods. It is tough on the scouts, going out alone like that
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into unknown terrain. But it is better to lose a few men that
way than to have the company caught in surprise fire. The
best that can be done is to have the rest of the company
"cover the scouts," that is, to be in a position to take the
enemy under fire and allow the scouts to reach safety.
"Spread your men out here, Sergeant. Have them crawl up
to the positions from the rear. And put an automatic rifle
over there," the lieutenant of the 1st Platoon ordered.
Another lieutenant was placing a machine gun. The gunner and his assistant crawled forward dragging the machine
gun after them. They pushed the muzzle through a bush and
made sight adjustments. Ammunition bearers lay close by,
ready to bring forward new boxes of ammunition should
they be needed. A sergeant from the mortar section wriggled
out to a slight rise where he could establish an observation
post, unrolling telephone wire as he went. Concealed behind
a bush, he attached his telephone, established contact with his
guns set up tO the rear and prepared to direct mortar fire.
The scouts started forward. Two of them moved out together, and when they had gone 100 yards, two more followed. With rifles at the ready position, they walked boldly,
their alert eyes searching the ground to their front. When
one man had to climb a fence the man behind him paused.
Two men wgether provide a tempting target. One of the
scouts ran a short distance tO the side tO investigate a small
gully, where a machine gun might easily have been concealed, but the area was clear and he returned.
To the rear, the rest of the men in the company tensely
watched the movements of the scouts. Their trained eyes
sought any indication of enemy, and several men were already
aiming at suspicious points and gently fingering their
triggers.
The forwardmost scout halted, and his hand shot up as a
warning signal to the others. Warily he moved forward,
apparently approaching a possible enemy position. His suspicions were confirmed, as the unmistakable sound of German machine guns filled the air. From several places along
the edge of the woods tracers streamed out across the field
and again and again came the savage rattle of the Jerry guns.
The first German tracers gave the awaited signal tO the
Americans, and all the Doughboys simultaneously blasted
away at the woods opposite. The machine-gun sergeant
yelled, "Open fire! " but his gunners anticipated the command,
and his voice was lost in the sound of his own guns. The
light machine guns, and the heavies, the slower, pounding
automatic rifles, and the M 1 ( Garand ) rifles, all in the hands
of experts, poured forth showers of lead. And through it all,
to the rear could be heard the hollow "pong" of the mortars
as they raked the forward edge of the enemy woods.
"More ammo," called a machine gunner. And a man darted
forward with a new box.
The Germans shifted their fire from the scouts to the main
position, and a spent round, its force lost in ricochet, dropped
in the Captain's lap.
The last scout to leave the position took advantage of the
distraction caused by the covering fires of his company to
make a break for safety. At a dead run he returned to his
platoon. The men near him, seeing his approach, held their
fire until he reached the edge of the woods. There he threw

himself on the ground behind a tree and lay panting. His
squad leader came over to him.
"Damn! I never thought I'd make it," said the scout. "Those
bullets were buzzing round my head like a swarm of bees."
"Did you see what happened tO the other scouts? " asked
the squad leader.
"Naw, but it's rough as hell out there."
A second scout was seen. First only his helmet and part
of his combat pack were visible as he wriggled along on his
stomach, then his whole body as he made a running dash for
a small fold in the ground. After a pause he ran again, this
time to the concealment of a bush. Two more jumps and a
final long dash, and he was back in the woods. A machinegun bullet had slashed across his forehead and eyebrow, and
another one had completely smashed the driver's goggles
which were attached to his helmet. The blood ran down
into his eye.
The German fire diminished and finally ceased, and from
then on there was sporadic fire from the American side. When
the noise subsided, it became clear what had happened to
another of the scouts. He could be heard calling from the
middle of the field, "Dick, I'm hit. Come get me. I'm hit
bad. Help me."
The sergeant named Dick pounded the ground with his
fist and swore. The scout had a machine-gun bullet in his
back, another bullet had broken his leg and he could be seen
writhing about in the middle of the field . A medic started
out to help him but the Germans, who perhaps could not
see the red cross on his arm from that distance, opened up
again with their burp guns. The mortar sergeant tried tO
make a dash from his observation post tO the wounded man,
but the ping of a sniper's bullet and a slight thud in the
ground beside him drove him back.
"Dick, why don't you come? I'm hit bad. Dick! My leg
and back. Send a medic," the man continued to call.
Gradually, however, his calls became less an intelligible
appeal for help, and more the incoherent cries of a man in
pain. Slowly he pulled himself with his arms, dragging his
wounded leg, in the direction of the company and he finally
reached a position where litter bearers could pick him up.
With glasses the last of the scouts could be seen, lying
motionless by one of the cattle fences .
The Captain crawled over to where the communications
sergeant lay behind a tree, the -300 radio strapped to his
back. He used the code names in calling the battalion commander.
"Hello, Dusty to Sam. Over."
"Hello, Sam tO Dusty. Over," the answer came back.
"Hello, Dusty tO Sam. We hit several Jerry machine guns
in that position and we haven't been able to get anywhere.
It's a tough one to take across that open ground. What shall
we do? Over."
"Hello, Sam to Dusty. I know it's tough, but we've got to
do it. The whole attack is held up and yours seems the most
likely place to punch through. Try it again and see if you
can 't get that hill before nightfall. Over."
"Hello, Dusty tO Sam. Roger. Out."
"Well, let's try it again." The Captain's voice was matterof-fact.
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"That's easy to say from back there at Battalion," the communications sergeant mumbled to himself. "The battalion
commander ought to see this damned ground."
The mortar sergeant came up to the captain and said,
"Sir, I'd like to show you something. Will you come up here
for a moment?" The two went forward to the edge of the
woods. The sergeant had been studying carefully the enemy
positions with binoculars and had discovered a whole series of
emplacements, many more than the previous firing had indicated. The Germans had made skillful! use of camouflage,
but the branches and brush placed around their positions had
withered, and a slight change in color allowed the sergeant to
find the locations of seven machine guns. There was also a
log pillbox set back in the woods. He pointed them out to
the Captain.
"It would be slaughter to try to assault that position, without further help," he said. The Captain agreed.
Another conversation with the battalion commander took
place over the -300 radio, and afterwards the Captain issued
his final instructions. "We'll stay here until tomorrow, and
then we'll really give it to them."
The company posted security, and the men dug in for the
night. Wrapped only in raincoats, they lay down in their
wet foxholes and tried to forget the cold in sleep. Those who
had the appetite ate cold beans in the dark.
One of the guards saw a figure approaching from the direction of the enemy lines. Concealed behind a bush and with
his rifle at his shoulder ready to fire, he called out softly,
"Halt!"
The figure halted. "Don't shoot," a voice said. "It's me.
Nick." It was the fourth scout.
"Good gosh, man, we thought you were dead," the guard
said.
Nick came up and answered, "Naw, I was just playing
possum. They hit all around me but never touched me once.
When it got dark, I hauled out."
The guard laughed. 'Those Germans can sure spray hell
out of a large area, but they aren't worth a damn when it
comes to a point target," he added.
''";;eah, I guess so," said Nick, "Well, maybe some other
day.
A sergeant came up and overheard the conversation. Such
escapes were old stuff to him and he took it matter-of-factly.
"Glad to see you back, Nick. Dig in over there. We're going
to give 'em hell tomorrow."
H-hour the following day was at 1000. E Company had
been moved up to join the battle, and a full-scale attack was
arranged. At H minus 20, the shelling started, as several
battalions of artillery turned the full power of their fury on
the German positions. Round after round came screaming
over the men and burst at the edge of the enemy woods.
Fountains of dirt, leaves, branches, smoke and shrapnel were
thrown up and subsided as quickly as they had arisen. A
single round would hit, then another, and after a pause,
several would come over together.
The awaiting riflemen enjoyed seeing Jerry catch hell like
that. They knew what it was to be on the receiving end of
such a barrage. One rifleman, ready with fixed bayonet to
move forward, grinned at the man next to him and said,
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"Keep 'em coming, brother." The man replied with the artillery chant, "Hitler, count yo' chillun'."
Shortly, the Slmm. mortars joined the artillery, and their
rounds increased the noise and destruction. A lieutenant,
observing for the mortars, shouted orders into a telephone.
At first the rounds were short, but he made adjustments. Then
he yelled into his phone, "OK, we're zeroed in. Start dropping them in, and don't spare the ammo." After that the
rounds came over even more rapidly than the artillery and
almost obscured the woods with their explosions.
Just before jump-off time, the small arms started. The full
assembly of weapons of the two attacking companies joined
the battle-light machine guns, automatic rifles, and the less
rhythmic, but active Mls. Two extra platoons of heavy
machine guns had been put into position on the right flank
and were pumping lead at rheir most rapid rate. Streams of
tracers arched through the air and buried themselves in the
ground around the German positions or ricocheted through
the trees.
Above the rattle of the small arms, and the reverberating
explosions of the artillery, could be heard the antitank guns.
Their crews had worked half the night tO pull these heavy
pieces into position through the woods where no vehicles
could go. They were brought up tO fire at the log pillbox,
and the hills echoed with the roar of their shots and the
tenor sound of the striking projectiles as they shattered the
trees of the enemy woods.
It seemed as though nothing could live through that concentration of lead and explosion. But the infantrymen knew
what protection a well made emplacement can give, and they
still expected tO hear the angry snort of Jerry guns when the
assault began.
With H-hour came the artillery smoke. A shell burst at
one end of the woods. Hundreds of little burning projectiles
spiraled through the air followed by streams of smoke. Then
a great billow arose and drifted with the wind. Methodically,
other smoke shells were laid down all along the edge of the
woods, until the whole area was obscured in a great cloud.
The smoke was a signal. Jump-off time had arrived. A
lieutenant from G Company stOod up and waved his hand
above his head in the direction of the enemy, and yelled,
"Come on, men, let's go." Riflemen climbed Qut of their
holes all along the line and started forward. To the left, the
men from E Company could be seen moving out in the same
fashion. Scouts ran forward and cut the wire of the fences.
But the Germans also knew that the smoke meant the
advance of the infantry and the Americans recognized instantly the sharp snap of the air vacuum caused by passing
bullets. Two men instinctively threw themselves on the
ground, but the sergeant signaled them forward, and they got
up and started walking again. They could not stop there; they
had tO reach the woods and actually rout the Germans out of
their holes. Fortunately, enemy · machine gunners were
blinded by the smoke.
'They aren't all dead yet," a man carrying an automatic
rifle yelled to the soldier next to him, but his voice was lost
in the noise of battle.
A machine-gun bullet ripped the side of a lieutenant's leg,
but he continued to limp forward . One man was knocked
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Part of an enemy convoy hit by our artillery at Miracourt, France, September 15, 1944

down by the force of a bullet hitting him in the chest. His
face wore a surprised expression; he did not realize he had
been hit.
As the riflemen approached the woods, the artillery shifted
its fire farther back in the hopes of chewing up enemy
reserves or of catching men driven back by the first barrage.
The machine guns to the rear were forced to cease their supporting fires as friendly troops masked the target. But the
advancing riflemen themselves continued to fire, "like cokedup gangsters of a grade-B film." They paused in their advance
and shot from the shoulder with hasty aim or else they fired
from the hip as they continued to walk.
An artillery "short," one of their own rounds, burst in front
of a platoon and several men went down. The surrounding
noises had drowned out the warning screech and they had
all been caught standing up. Better to lose a few men, though,
from your own artillery than to allow the Germans to mow
you down, unhindered, with their machine guns.
The riflemen were approaching their objective. Several
yards in front of the edge of the woods was a giant German,
without helmet or rifle, lying dead, his bald head glistening
with sweat. His arms were still raised above his head in a
gesture of supplication, but perhaps the man who shot him
did not know he was trying to surrender.
"There's still someone in that hole! " a sergeant yelled. A
man with an automatic rifle stepped up and the German felt
the full force of 10 rounds fired rapidly into his chest.
Already the medics were en the field, giving first aid to the
wounded and indicating to the litter bearers which men were
to be taken back to the aid station which had been set up to
the rear. Other troops were moving up the hill now. The
machine guns were shifting to the new position. The Captain
moved forward, followed by the communications sergeant
and his messengers. As he reached the edge of the woods he
called for the -300 radio and put the headpiece to his ear.
The smoke had cleared and the sun shone on his great red
beard.
"Hello, Dusty to Sam. Mission accomplished . Over."
"Hello, Sam to Dusty. Good work. Be prepared for another attack order later this morning. Over."
"H ello, Dusty to Sam. Roger. Out."
The hill was taken.

The preceding story as written by Lieutenant Bell
represents a superlative account of the sort of fighting
that characterized the infantryman's role throughout
all of France. It serves as an invaluable contribution
to the 313th's history, not only because it was written
by a front-line officer who had personally experienced
the action related, but also because it so aptly portrays
the hazardous day-by-day life to which those men assigned to infantry are continuously subjected. It should
be remembered when reading the history recorded in
these pages, that every action, even though receiving
only several lines of mention in the combat pages of
this book, was accomplished only through a similar
display of courage and fortitude and daring on the part
of the officers and men of the 313th Infantry. However seemingly small or unimportant an assigned combat action may seem in the scheme of things, it nonetheless represents the struggles, the fears and the very
lives of the men taking part in it.
Following the action which culminated in the fall
of Ambacourt, Bettoncourt, Mirecourt, Ramecourt and
Poussay, the enemy situation seemed well under control. However, reports continued to come in to the
effect that groups of enemy were still in the vicinity.
At approximately 6:00P.M., September 14, C Troop
of the 106th Cavalry, located at the time west of Ramecourt, reported observing an enemy column moving
along the road. Every effort was made to get observation on this enemy movement but by nightfall no one
had been able to locate the reported column. The battalions were alerted concerning the possibility of
enemy movement in the vicinity of Ramecourt, but as
the night progressed no enemy contact was reported
by the battalions.
About midnight, however, all hell broke loose, and
finally culminated in one of the weirdest and unique
stories in the annals of the history of the 313th Infantry. The men of the Regiment have since labeled it
the "Rumpus in Ramecourt," and the story itself was
told in. a front-page newspaper article by Lee McCardell, war correspondent for the Baltimore Sunpapers, who was with the Regiment on the night that
the strange event transpired. He was billeted at Regimental Headquarters, then located in Poussay, and the
following article as written by him more than adequately relates the nature of events on the night of
September 14-15. The story follows:
At Poussay, the billet where we tried to sleep last night
wasn't as roomy as we had first thought.
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It seems that the two old French women and man who
own the house and live there had locked up most of the
second-floor bedrooms. We were late in staking out a claim
on floor space. The only spot we could find for our bedroll
was a patch of cold, tiled floor, in the downstairs center hall,
under the staircase by the door, at the head of the cellar steps.
We shared this piece of floor with Lt Jeff Collins, who,
like us, was hotel-less when the time came to go to bed.
We were awakened around midnight by a loud and alarming babble of French, to find ourselves lost in a dimly lighted
forest of hairy shanks and wooden shoes, which we presently
identified as those of the two old ladies and the gent. They
were standing over us in their nightgowns. One old girl held
an oil lamp. Another clutched a sleepy pet dog to her bosom.
They were obviously in trouble, but neither Jeff nor I could
make it out at first.
Finally, we caught on. Stretched out on the floor as we
were at the head of the cellar stairs, we were blocking the
path to their abri, their cellar shelter. From off in the direction of Ramecourt, about a mile away, we could hear
machine-gun fire. The three old people were frightened.
They asked if we thought the Germans were coming back.
We did not.
Did we think there was any danger?
We did not.
In our best French, which is lousy, we advised them to
restez content, go back to bed and forget it.
They shuffled off in their wooden shoes, unlocked their
bedroom door farther down the hall and disappeared inside,
locking the door behind them. We went back to sleep on
the floor.
But not for long.
"Pardon, M'sieur. Pardon, M'sieur."
Again the air was full of hairy shanks and wooden shoes.
Stampeding for the abri, the old folks were walking right
over Jeff. We helped them open the cellar door. They
plunged through.
"Lock it," said Jeff, "so they can't change their mind again."
The sound of firing near Ramecourt was louder. Through
the wall beside us we could hear our own "Old Man" on the
radio in the dining room. He was calling Major Sam Gooding, commanding officer of the force which took Ramecourt
yesterday, and was posted there last night.
The artillery was coming down strong around Ramecourt
now. We could hear one concentration after another.
Wooden shoes clumped up the cellar steps behind us. The
door was pushed open.
"Pardon, M'sieur. Pardon, M'sieur."
Again Jeff was run over. The old folks were taking off for
keeps this time, pet dog and all. Evidently they had lost faith
in their abri. They left the house by the back door, and we
aidn't see them again until this morning.
Our Old Man sleeps in an upstairs bedroom. He had been
awakened by the call of "Urgent! Urgent!" over the radio in
the downstairs dining room. He had come down and got on
the horn himself, to find out what was going on. He was told
that an enemy column had tried to barge through Ramecourt.
Three trucks had made it as far as Mirecourt, where they
were stopped. The rest of the column had been caught at
Ramecourt. Then Gooding called for artillery. The guns had
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been surveyed in yesterday afternoon, on the road beyond
Ramecourt.
Neither the Old Man nor his staff, gathered in the dining
room, could understand exactly what had happened, but
Gooding seemed to hav·= the situation in hand. The bottle of
champagne which the artillery last night had presented the
Old Man was still sitting on the side table. The Old Man suddently remember he had forgotten to open it, so he and the
staff killed it then and there.
When he got out to Ramecourt at daylight this morning,
the Old Man understood why the situation had seemed confused last night. The wreckage of enemy columns, burned
vehicles, many of them towing artillery, stopped up the road
to the next village of Domvahler.
. Two hundred and fifty-three Germans had been captured.
Lying along the road were uncounted German dead.
Wounded Germans were still being carried into the aid station. No Americans had been killed. Ten had been wounded
in the weird battle-royal fought in the darkness between midnight and dawn.
Here's the story:
About midnight, a jeep came speeding down the road from
the direction of Domvahler. An American antitank gun
crew, posted beside the road just outside Ramecourt, let the
jeep pass. They thought it American. They must have been
mistaken. The next thing they knew, a convoy of German
trucks and German soldiers pedaling bicycles were highballing past them.
"When the shooting woke me up, there were Jerries all
over the place-one hell of a mess," said Corp Walter Hubbs,
an antitank gunner off duty when the fighting began.
A few minutes earlier a Frenchman had walked into the
medical aid station in a house at the other end of the village
and asked Capt Maurice Lazarus, a former Johns Hopkins
student, to come over to his house on the other side of the
road and take charge of a GI who had too much to drink.
Lazarus went over and was bringing the GI back across the
road to the aid station when they were almost run down by a
moror truck. The captain angrily flashed his light to see who
was driving and was told, in German, to put it out.
He didn't have to be told a second time, because he saw
another truck, loaded with German soldiers, behind the first.
He beat it for the aid station, got the force commander's CP
on the telephone, and told the officer who answered that a
German convoy was passing the aid station.
"Nuts!" snorted the officer, and hung up-just as a burst
of machine-gun fire skipped past the front window of the
aid station.
Lieut Louis Greinke, an antitank unit commander, bedded
down for the night at Capt Emmitt Creighton's house farther
up the ro3d, had seen the Germans. He h; d backed his jeep,
armed with a caliber .50 machine gun, out of the covered
alleyway where he had parked it earlier and opened fire.
He hit a truck loaded with gasoline and ammunition. The
truck stopped and burst into flames, blocking the road. Other
vehicles of the convoy piled into the burning truck. The blaze
lighted up the road. The troops in the jammed column scattered, trying to get out of sight and away from Greinke's
caliber .50. They headed for the nearest houses on either side
of the road.
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The didn't know that the men of Gooding's force were along the road, including the village cafe, which Corp Henry
Zorn, and Pvt William Viewag, had almost settled on as a
quartered in almost every one of those houses.
"I never saw such a mixup," said Pvt Norman Jenkins, good place to sleep last night. Their final choice had been
who was also in Captain Creighton's combination farmhouse- Gooding's CP.
By this time, Major Bedell's artillery was dropping the
barn.
"There were Jerries inside and out. One crawled in under first of its concentrations.
"We had the joint cased," said Capt Clifford Couvillon, an
Lieutenant Greinke's jeep and got up in the haymow. I made
him holler 'Kamerad!' Others sneaked in the back way. There artillery officer with Gooding's headquarters.
He was referring to the fact that the guns, surveyed in
must have been a dozen in here at one time."
"We couldn't tell who was who in the dark. They were yesterday afternoon, had registered fire on either side of the
lost and didn't know who we were. One German shook hands · road.
While the infantry was mopping up the head of the
with a man in our antitank unit."
Another walked up to Pvt Ira Baker, a radio operator, and column within the village proper, our artillery wiped out"kept jabbering at me in German until I knocked him cold," and I mean wiped out-its tail, a string of cars, trucks, towed
mortars and horse-drawn artillery which was detouring the
Baker said.
"I grabbed hold of somebody in the dark and asked, "who roadblock between Ramecourt and Domvahler. We've never
seen a more completely destroyed column. It looked like an
are you?" said 1st Sgt Ralph Elrod.
"Kamerad!" he says.
Air Corps job.
"Kamerad, hell," I said. "We got no Kamerads in this
When the artillery shells first began coming in last night,
outfit, and I knocked him down. He got up, and I knocked the Joes weren't sure whose they were. In the field outside
him down again. Then Baker finished him off with a Ramecourt, where he had bivouacked, one Joe started to dig
bayonet."
himself a foxhole. Just across the fence another soldier was
"Dullest damn bayonet I ever saw," remarked Baker.
digging like mad. Not until the soldier in the neighboring
"We had to feel the ends of each other's rifles to make sure foxhole surrendered this morning did the Joe know he was
of our own men in the dark," Elrod said. "If we felt a clean- a Jerry.
ing staff-our rifles don't have any-we knew he was a Jerry."
At daylight, fifteen or twenty Jerries climbed out of the
Captain Creighton, a Maryland Eastern Shore man, had stack of American bedding rolls in which they had been hidbeen talking over the field telephone when the shooting ing beside Creighton's billet since the midnight blowoff. One
began. He ran outside and joined the open-air fight of rifles, came forward to surrender the lot. From a ditch across the
machine guns and hand grenades. Some of the machine guns road where he was hiding, some fanatical Nazi threw a hand
talking now were those which Sgt George Maerz, had posted grenade at this Kamerad, killing him.
farther up along the road.
The other Germans still alive were willing enough to be
One group of Germans blundered into the front yard of taken prisoner. They crawled out of cellars, bushes and even
Gooding's CP. Two boxes of German hand grenades cap- the Americans' motor pool, two hundred strong.
A wounded German first lieutenant lying in front of
tured yesterday afternoon were sitting in the yard and the
staff expected them to come through the windows any minute. Scott's billet haughtily asked Sergeant Whitten to get him a
The switchboard operator didn't dare talk above a whisper. clean pair of pants and a pipe from his pack in one of the
When the Old Man came on the radio, demanding to know cars of the blasted column.
The Joes, followed by the inevitable French scavengers,
what was going on, it wasn't safe for anyone to talk loud
enough to tell him.
had pretty well picked over everything in that column. Its
Captain Lazarus and his medics also had Germans in the burned wreckage had been shoved to one side of the gory,
front yard of their aid station. The medics disconnected their ash-covered highway. The live artillery horses had been cut
field telephone for fear it would ring and give them away.
loose from their traces and turned loose in the fields. Caissons
The crocked GI who the captain had navigated across the had been hauled away, and captured bicycles stacked up.
road through the German column, revived every now and
French farm carts filled with bloody Germans still were
then to break the strictly observed silence with a loud bellow:
coming down the road from Domvahler when we got into
"Gimme a carbine. I'll clean up the lousy Jerries!"
Ramecourt this morning. Captain Lazarus, his own medics, a
Then another aid man would sit on him.
captured German major-a medical officer-and German aid
The French civilians living upstairs, and always helpful, men had been working with the wounded for the last five
came down with a light to inform the blacked-out medics hours.
that les Boches were out front.
"What burns us up is that we medics never have a chance
"It sounds funny now, but it wasn't funny last night," to gather souvenirs," said Lazarus, who was taking time out
Lazarus said this morning.
for a canteen cup of coffee.
One soldier was using a rifle to pry open the front door of
Then another ambulance and another wagonload of
Lt Ralph Scott's house farther down the road when Sgt. wounded, · mostly litter cases, pulled up. Lazarus handed a
Stanley Whitten, opened up from the inside with a sub- canteen cup to another medic.
machine gun.
"Keep it hot for me," he said. "Get me a water can to put
"I was coming down from the loft, where I had been sleep·
under the foot of that litter over there. Get me a bottle of
ing," Scott said, "and he almost took me off that ladder."
plasma."
Other Gennans managed to break into other buildings
The destruction of the column last night marked the end
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of the German 16th Division, on which this force has been
whittling.

The foregoing story as told by the Sunpapers war
correspondent, Lee McCardell, is no figment of the
imagination. The event as related actually happened,
and it was not until noon, September 15, that the situation was fully under control.
Meantime, during the morning hours of September
15, word had been received from Division Headquarters that the 313th Infantry had been placed in Division reserve, and was to move that same day to an area
in the vicinity of Avrainville. The receipt of this information was good news to all concerned, for in the
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main, the troops were extremely tired and in need of
rest. Preparations for movement progressed throughout the day, and by 3:00P.M., the march toAvrainville
was begun. By 6:00P.M., a Regimental CP had been
established at Avrainville, and the Regiment had completed its march by motor, following a route through
Poussay, Bettoncourt, and thence to the rest area.
So closed another chapter in the history of the 313th
Infantry. No one knew how long the rest period at
Avrainville might last, but everyone accepted willingly the opportunity to leave behind for at least a
few days, the strain, excitement and unpredictable
chain of events that characterizes the life of the infantryman, and an infantry regiment.

I

Chapter 15: The Luneville Drive

T WAS a great feeling to be in Division reserve.
After the hard fighting and the long motor
marches of the preceding days the chance to rest
was gratifying indeed. The Regimental commander,
aware of the prolonged period of strain upon the men,
expressed the hope that the period would last at least
long enough for the men to get some much-needed
rest and relaxation, as well as to take badly needed
baths. Preparations were begun immediately to arrange for the latter, and at the same time the Special
Service offi_cer began to arrange a schedule of movies
and other entertainment for the troops.
The enemy had been cleared from the area surrounding A vrainville and as a consequence there was
little, if any, actual enemy activity while the Regiment
remained there. On one occasion the 773d Tank Battalion reported capturing 24 prisoners in the woods
north of Germaniel, and stated that there were reportedly at least as many more still at large within the
woods. With the receipt of this information the 1st
Battalion sent two platoons to the woods to find the
reported enemy, but returned with word that the Germans had fled. Later, small groups of enemy aviation
appeared over the area and were fired on by AA batteries. In this connection a tragic incident occurred. At
1:30 A.M., September 17, a lone plane, believed to be
enemy, flew over the area and was brought down by
AA fire. The plane proved to be a friendly aircraft, a
B-24, which was returning from a bomber mission.
The r;ilot was saved and was brought to Regimental
headquarters the following morning, dazed, but not
seriously injured.
The Regiment remained at Avrainville for a threeday period, and the highlight of the entire stay occurred when the Regimental Special Service Officer, Capt
Barrie S. Keck, succeeded in completing arrangements
for a "ersonal appearance on the afternoon of September 18, of Bing Crosby, noted radio and motion-picture celebrity. In an area selected for the occasion Bing
chatted and sang for the officers and men, who were
there en masse for the big event. It need hardly be
mentioned that Bing and his troupe put on a fine show,
and that morale within the Regiment, already good,
soared to new heights. Along with many other hit
tunes, Bing brought down the house when he sang the
popular "Singing On A Star," and topped it off with
the sentimental ballad "Sweet Leilani " The whole
show was an unforgettable entertainment highlight.
Meantime, while the entertainment on the afternoon of Sepember 18 was still in progress, word was

received from Division Headquarters that the 313th
Infantry was to be prepared to move to the vicinity of
Rugney, or slighly south; the Division to notify the
Regiment as to when to move; the 3d Battalion toremain in its present location. The Regiment would be
required to furnish one rifle company as CP guard for
Headquarters XV Corps. However, by 2:15 P.M.,
these orders were set aside and notification was given
that the Regiment was alerted for an immediate move
to the northeast.
By 3:30 P.M., word had been received regarding the
route and ultimate destination of the Regiment. At
5:00 P.M., the I&R Platoon was ordered to proceed
from Avrainville to Charmes to the 4th Armored Division bridge at Bayon to mark the route for the motor
columns to that point. At 6:30 P.M., an oral order
was issued to the battalions, the Regiment motorized
to move in a column of battalions in order: 3d, 1st,
2d. Route: Avrainville, Charmes, north to the 4th
Armored bridge west of Bayon, Froville, Einvaux, and
Landecourt.
By approximately 4: 00 A.M., the Regiment had
closed into its area in the vicinity of Landecourt, extreme darkness causing the only difficulty en route.
At 7 :00 A.M., September 19, the 1st and 3d Battalions were ordered to attack due east to the high
ground just west of the Meurthe River; the 1st Battalion on the north, 3d Battalion on the south. By approximately 10:00 A.M., both battalions had reached
their initial objective and only the 1st Battalion had
encountered any enemy resistance. Thereafter, both
battalions were ordered to patrol vigorously in an attemr:t to find a suitable crossing of the Meurthe River.
The original objective had been to capture the high
ground in the vicinity of Lamath, but progress had
been so rapid that the Regiment had been ordered to
cross the Meurthe River and secure the town of Xermamenil. Only the 3d Battalion was able to find a
suitable crossing point and at 2:30 P.M., the leading
elements crossed the Meurthe River and proceeded
north to engage the enemy at Xermamenil. One comp~my had been left at the river's edge to secure the
right or south flank during the movement of the remainder of the battalion. This company, while in the
process of being relieved by a company from the 2d
Battalion, suffered severe casualties from a barrage of
our own artillery fire that had been mistakenly called
down by an artillery forward observer.
Upon the capture of Lamath by the 1st Battalion
the tanks and tank destroyers which had moved up on
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the ridge overlooking the river and the town of Xermamenil, opened fire on enemy tanks in the vicinity
of Xermamenil. This action continued throughout the
time preceding and during the attack of the 3d Battalion. Meantime, by 4:30P.M., the 3d Battalion had
reached the south edge of Xermamenil and after an
artillery preparation moved in to clean out the town
itself.
At 5:35P.M., OPs reported an enemy column often
tanks and approximately one hundred infantry moving east out of the town of Xermamenil. By 7:50P.M.,
the 3d Battalion had completed its mission and in conjunction with the 2d Battalion plus one company of
the 1st Battalion, a defensive position was set up
around the town of Xermamenil to protect the bridge
which was to be constructed over the river at Lamath.
By midnight of September 19, a treadway bridge
had been erected across the river at Lamath. No enemy
activity was encountered during the rest of the night,
and except for occasional enen;ty artillery fire everything was quiet. By daylight, September 20, it was
determined that the Regiment had been quite successful and had wreaked much havoc. Two Mark V and

two Mark IV tanks had been destroyed, 29 vehicles of
all types had been captured, one 88mm. AT gun and
many prisoners were taken.
The quoting of facts and figures of whatever nature
usually impresses the reader as being exceptionally dry
and uninteresting. Yet to the men on the line, responsible for the deeds of heroism which alone made the
facts and figures possible, it was no simple task. In
this regard, it is well to relate a story in connection
with the action at Xermamenil.
At the time of the action a German Mark V tank
was threatening the stability of the Regiment's lines
when a bazooka team composed of Pfcs W. Mundheim
and C. Deloach sighted the formidable tracked fortress
at a distance out of range of their weapon. Disregarding personal fear or danger they crept up to within
one hundred yards of the tank and fired three well
aimed bazooka rounds, all of which hit the target. The
tank was knocked out on the spot, and later, when
General Wyche appeared on the scene, he promoted
the two men responsible for the deed to the grade of
staff sergeant.
Deeds such as the incident just related were com-
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Moving up for the Foret de Parroy fighting

monplace throughout the Regiment. Day after day
incidents would be reported to Headquarters, showing
with unmistakable certainty the valor and courage of
the men on the lines. Despite the fact that progress
was often slow and hazardous and despite the fact that
there was little time for rest, the men continued to
prove their worth, and as a consequence, enemy resistance was overcome and the way was opened for the
march on Luneville.
The. city of Luneville, it was understood, had already been entered by friendly armored units, but there
was little or no factual information available as to the
exact situation within the city itself. It was anticipated
that there would at least be some mopping up to do,
and because of the size and importance of the town, it
was expected that the enemy might attempt to retake it.
At 1:30 P.M., September 20, the Regiment moved
out of Germaniel, moving in a column of battalions,
in order: 1st 3d, 2d. The battalion motors, tanks and
tank destroyers moved by bounds behind the marching column. No enemy contact was met by the marching column in reaching Luneville. However, some
difficulty was experienced in finding a route over the
Meurthe River into the city itself. The marching
columns continued into the city where contact was
made with a tank destroyer battalion of the 4th
Armored Division. The 1st Battalion was then ordered
to proceed southeast through the city and to set up a
defensive position east of the town and south of the
east-west road through the city of Luneville. At the
time of contact information was gained that the city
was not entirely free of enemy, and that the enemy

held the eastern and southeastern sections of the city,
through which our advancing columns had been
·
ordered to move.
On receipt of this information it was deemed necessary to move the 3d Battalion south and east through
the town astride the road to Monee!. The 1st Battalion
made contact with the enemy at the eastern edge of
Luneville where they were fired on by machine guns
and small arms. Tanks were brought forward in an
effort to assist the advance but were unable to move
more than a few hundred yards past the eastern edge
of town due to heavy AT-gun fire from several well
sited German AT guns which succeeded in knocking
out one tank and preventing any further movement
forward. The entire area of the city through which the
1st Battalion was deployed was subjected to considerable artillery and mortar fire.
The movement of the 3d Battalion into a position
south of the 1st Battalion· had been quite slow. Although initially no enemy contact had been made the
lateness of the hour made it advisable for the two battalions to button up in a defensive position running
from the main street at the eastern section of the city,
straight south across the railroad tracks to the Meurthe
River. ·
The 2d Battalion had not yet entered the city itself
and were left in an area south of the Meurthe River
to protect the right or south flank.
Vigorous patrolling was initiated after dark on
September 20"-21, in an effort to locate the enemy positions, as well as a possible river crossing for the 2d
Battalion to the village of Monee!, which was south
and east of Luneville.
On the morning of September 21 the 1st and 3d
Battalions were ordered to attack, in an effort to beat
back enemy resistance. Progress was difficult however,
and the fighting intense. At approximately noon, General Greer arrived at the Regimental CP to discuss the
situation with Colonel Wood. The facts were becoming clearer now, and it was known that progress would
at best be slow. Colonel Wood was informed that the
defense of Luneville was now definitely in the hands
of the 79th Division and that the problem of defending the city might in~eed be serious. Plans were made
to move a battalion of the 315th Infantry into Luneville to assist in defense of the town; the battalion
taking over the northeastern section of Luneville and
the remainder of the 315th to be prepared to cover the
defense of the city proper. That very morning the
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enemy had attempted to infiltrate into the city proper
by approaching through the part at the northern edge
of town, and a part of the 106th Cavalry had been
committed to reconnoiter the park area. It was necessary, therefore, to be constantly on the alert. There
were no other forces immediately available to assist the
79th Division in holding the town, and it was believed
possible that the enemy had considerable forces of infantry and material available for use in the area surrounding Luneville. The Foret de Parroy (Parroy
Forest), located to the north and west of Luneville,
was believed to be heavily fortified. In World War
I this same forest had been a bloody battle ground, and
neither side had succeeded during the course of the
war in penetrating it. It was ~nown that the original
fortifications built during V,f ord War I were still
standing, and, in fact, that they had been improved
by the Germans after they had occupied France in
World War II. Since the Foret de Parroy was within
the 79th Division sector, it would be necessary for the
79th to advance through it. First, however, the city
of Luneville had to be cleared of all resistance, and the
area leading to the forest itself would have to be taken.
The immediate problem, however, concerned the defense of Luneville and the task of pushing the enemy
back in the general direction of the Foret de Parroy.
In the sector to which the 79th Division had been
assigned and committed, the city of Luneville was the
last of the larger French cities to be entered before
reaching the German border. The World War I German border ran on a line not more than a few kilometers from the city's eastern outskirts. The enemy had
every reason, therefore, to attempt to defend it, and to
continue a delaying action as strongly and as long as
possible. This fact, plus the fact that it had been
learned that the city of Luneville itself was pro-German, and that throughout the town there were known
to be spies, snipers and Germans in civilian clothes,
made the problem of defense doubly difficult. In this
connection much praise can be given to the FFI, for it
was predominantly through their effort that this phase
of resistance was cleared up. The leader of the FFI
called on Colonel Wood on September 22, offering his
services and the services of some 2 S0 FFI men. Being
familiar with the situation in Luneville, he was able to
disclose valuable information, and under his leadership the town was later cleared by a house-to-house
canvass, during which all subversive and suspicious
characters were rounded up.
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In the days following the arrival of the Regiment in
Luneville, both General Wyche and General Greer
spent many hours at the Regimental CP, discussing
and planning the course of events with Colonel Wood.
There was no question about the fact that in the first
days, at least, much of the responsibility for the city's
defense, and the responsibility for pushing the enemy
back beyond the city, lay at the doorstep of the 313th
Infantry. It was the 313th Infantry that had first en~
tered the town after the initial liberation by the
armored units, and as a consequence, they were now in
a front-line position to defend it. This responsibility
was a heavy one, and the situation, more than once,
was critical.
The events which transpired, following the arrival
of the 313th Infantry in Luneville, covering the dates
September 21 to September 28, inclusive, are recorded
henceforth in the form of a daily log. The essential
facts of the part played by the 313th Infantry in defending Luneville, and in the difficult advance to the
edge of the Foret de Parroy, are herewith related.

September 21
Patrols from all battalions were active during the
entire night feeling out enemy positions and investigating possible river crossings. Patrols reached to within five hundred yards of Moncel and were fired on by
the enemy. Vehicular sounds were heard coming from
the woods northwest of Moncel, and enemy artillery
fire was believed to be coming from the same direction.
Other patrols reached the railroad tracks approximately 1,200 yards to the front of the 3d Battalion
lines but could not proceed farther. We heard the
enemy talking and the sounds of equipment being
brought up to the vicinity of the railroad tracks. No
suitable river crossing was found.
During the morning hours the 1st Battalion was
ordered to attack in the vicinity of the railroad overpass, and to clean out resistance in houses beyond the
overpass. The 3d and 2d Battalions were ordered to
advance toward the railroad and river's edge. Resistance was intense in all sectors, and progress slow.
Meanwhile, information had been obtained that there
was a dam located below the 3d Battalion area, which
if blown, would reduce the water level in the vicinity
of Moncel to one or two feet in depth, making it possible for infantry to cross the river. Investigation of
the river bottom proved favorable, the surface being of
hard gravel. The dam was ordered blown by the Regimental commander.
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Gls at home in former Wehrmacht barracks at Luneville,
France

During the afternoon General Greer was at the
Regimental CP. The situation was discussed by General Greer and Colonel Wood. General Greer remained at the CP for the entire afternoon, reporting
on the progress of the Regiment to Division by telephone. Artillery fire was intense on both sides throughout the entire day. Luneville, in the city proper, was
shelled intermittently by heavy artillery.
By evening, despite heavy resistance, substantial
progress had been made. The dam below the 3d Battalion area had been blown, the sluice gates opened
and the river made fordable. Resistance at the overpass and up to the river's edge had been overcome and
the battalions had crossed the river. By 5:30 P.M., the
town of Monee! had been entered by elements of the
1st Battalion. The 3d and 2d Battalions fought until
dark, pushing the enemy back to the edge of the woods
northwest of Monee!. All units buttoned up for the
night by 9:00P.M., with the 1st Battalion in an area
around Monee! and the 3d and 2d Battalions on a line
at the edge of the woods northwest of Monee!.
At Regimental Headquarters, meanwhile, word had
been received that the 3 14th Infantry would cross the
river and assist in the attack of the following morning.

September 22
There was heavy fighting during the entire day. The
2d Battalion received an enemy attack at 6:00 A.M.,
supported by tanks and infantry. The 3d and 2d Battalions were bitterly engaged also. The 3d Battalion
lost four mortars to the enemy when its mortar posi-

tion was taken by surprise. These mortars were later
recaptured. All attacks were repulsed. Bitter fighting
occurred in the cemetery at the north edge of Monee!
where the Germans had been in hiding. Heavy artillery fire was received from the enemy all along our
lines. The road from Luneville to Monee! received
particularly heavy fire during the day.
By early afternoon the Regimental commander reported to Division that odds and ends of attack had
been cleared up. We had knocked out five enemy tanks
and one assault gun, with a number of prisoners taken.
Enemy artillery slackening for the moment.
By 1:15 P.M., forces were reorganized and the 2d
Battalion began attacking. Some progress was made.
Monee! was completely cleared of enemy troops and
the 2d Battalion CP established in Monee! by 3: 00
P.M. Meantime, artillery fire from the enemy had increased greatly, and Luneville proper was being
heavily shelled.
At 5:00 P.M. the 2d Battalion was still moving forward slowly. F Company was now in the edge of the
woods, with G Company just behind. The plan for the
night included putting Companies E, G, and F into the
woods, then a line across the woods with F Company
in reserve, forming a half-moon shape with two companies in the woods. One company ,was to remain in
Monee!.
The 1st and 3d Battalions meanwhile were buttoning up on a line at the edge of the woods, meeting no
resistance other than artillery fire. At 6:00 P,M,, however, the 2d Battalion received a strong counterattack
on their positions at the woods north of Monee!. The
Regimental commander ordered the 2d Battalion to
hold the line and not to withdraw. Bitter fighting continued until long after dark but the counterattack was
successfully repulsed.
The 314th Infantry meanwhile had reached the
edge of the woods and was prepared to assist the 313th
the following day. The 315th Infantry also moved up.
Intensive patrolling was carried on throughout the
entire night with all units on the alert for possible
further attack.

September 23
The 315th Irtfantry received orders to occupy the
positions vacated by the 313th Infantry. The 314th
was committed to aid and relieve the 313th Infantry.
Progress was slow during the entire day, and the
weather bad. All attempts to advance met with stiff
resistance but gains were made nevertheless. Close co-
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operation was maintained with the 314th Infantry
who were moving up on line to the right of the 313th.
By afternoon the situation indicated that resistance
was breaking. Some enemy troops surrendered. PWs
stated that thirty enlisted men had been told to dig
foxholes for another unit which was to replace them
but our artillery fire prevented them from digging.
Morale was reported low among German troops. PWs
stated that German officers slapped enlisted men and
forced them to fight at point of gun.
During the after.noon both General Wyche and
General Greer were at the Regimental CP, discussing
the situation with Colonel Wood. Today the situation
was looking much brighter. Our troops now are practically through the woods and indications are that the
enemy is withdrawing.
By evening the boundary line of both the 313 th and
the 314th Infantry had been reached. Patrolling was
planned after nightfall. Instructions were given to
patrols to proceed to the opposite edge of the woods,
and, if clear, to continue to patrol to the town of Croismare, and report results.
The 315th Infantry, meanwhile, was now in position and ready to assist the 313th and 314th.

September 24
.There was little fighting for the 313th Infantry during the entire day. The Regiment was ordered to hold
its present positions in the woods northwest of Moncel
and to comb the entire zone. Patrols from the previous
night indicated that the enemy had withdrawn. This
was verified during the day for the entire northern
sector in the 313th zone was combed by troops with
no enemy contacted.
The French 2d Armored and the 315th Infantry
made substantial progress during the day. The French
2d Armored entered our zone and captured the town
of Marianviller, located to the south and west of Croismare, and reported that the enemy had blown the
bridge at the edge of town. The 313th's I&R Platoon,
meanwhile, had been sent to Croismare to get a full
report of the situation there. Patrols sent to Croismare
the night before had reported the enemy as occupying
the town, and were unable to get more information.
By 4:00 P.M., the I&R Platoon reported that the
enemy had left Croismare just one hour previouslythat they had blown the bridge at the north edge of
town but that the bridge on the road to the south was
intact and would hold our tanks. Both bridges crossed
the Vexouze River, and were a necessary link for an
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advance to the Foret de Parroy. On the strength of this
information additional patrols were sent to Croismare
immediately to maintain contact with the situation
there. Patrols reported seeing the enemy moving
north in the vicinity of the Foret de Parroy, and at 6:3 5
P.M., reported three Germans moving toward the
south bridge at Croismare. They retreated however,
before reaching their objective.
With the towns of Marainviller, Chantheux and
Croismare in our hands, and with the woods northwest
of Moncel clear of enemy, it would now be possible
to begin an advance toward the Foret de Parroy where
the enemy was believed to be deeply entrenched. All
was in readiness for the advance by evening, September 24, and final word was awaited from Division regarding the plan of advance.
At 11:00 P.M., word was received from Division
that the Air Forces had been requested to bomb the
Foret de Parroy the following day, to soften up enemy
fortifications prior to an infantry attack. Instructions
were issued to withdraw all units south of the V exouze
River prior to 8:00A.M. , the Vexouze serving as the
Air Forces boundary line during bombing. Bombing
scheduled for 8:30A.M., September 25. All units were
ordered to display panels during the bombing.
By midnight all units had been alerted regarding
the expected bombing. The 1st Battalion was ordered
to withdraw the platoon located at Croismare prior to
8:00 A.M. All units were instructed to display panels,
and were informed of the Air Forces boundary line.

September 25
The bombing scheduled for 8: 3 0 was postponed, at
first until 11:30, and then definitely called off for a
24-hour period. The weather was extremely bad and
the future outlook not good for bombing. Higher
headquarters believed that bombing was absolutely essential prior to the infantry attack and so postponed
.all plans until the weather cleared.
Patrolling was initiated, and towns en route to the
Foret de Parroy were again occupied by our forces.
Aside from patrolling activity the 313th Infantry was
not committed during the day. Intermittent artillery
fire came over during the day. Some heavy artillery
fell in Luneville proper.
Other items: F Company was ordered to guard
Corps Headquarters, and was relieved of its front-line
position during the afternoon. Our artillery was very
active during the day, firing missions at enemy targets.
The day was otherwise quiet and uneventful.
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September 26
The bombing was again called off for an additional
24-hour period, since the weather was absolutely unfavorable for bombing mission. The attack was again
postponed. The Regimental commander ordered battalion officers to the Regimental CP for a conference.
He outlined for battalion commanders the Division,
Corps and Third Army objective. He warned against
over-optimism and related that the :fighting in the
Foret de Parroy would be tough. He made suggestions
for bolstering the morale of troops. The Regimental
commander admitted the :fighting had been difficult
for all concerned but stated that any possibility of relief
for the Regiment or for the Division in the near future
was out of the question. We must :fight on.
The day was otherwise relatively quiet. Patrols were
ordered out again and some were fired on by the
enemy. Engineers meanwhile completed bridges at
Croismare and cleared roads of mines. There was considerable enemy artillery :fire throughout the day. The
heavy artillery firing on LumSville slackening somewhat.

September 27
The bombing was postponed for the third consecutive day. The weather was very unfavorable. However, weather reports indicated that atmospheric conditions would clear during the morning or afternoon
of September 28. Patrols were again sent out, and our
artillery was active during the day. Enemy artillery
also was active, and especially heavy on the road leading from Luneville to Moncel. The shelling of Luneville proper by the enemy artillery again resumed.
During the late afternoon reports from Division
indicated that the bombing mission would most likely
take place on September 28. The weather was now

clearing somewhat, and weather predictions looked
good for the following day. Division Headquarters
stated the bombing would last one hour and ten minutes. The attack was to begin two hours and five minutes after completion of the bombing.
Battalions were alerted to expect the bombing the
following day, but a definite time for the bombing was
not given as of midnight.
During .the night of September 27-28 :final word
was received from Division Headquarters to the effect
that the bombing, which for three days had been delayed due to weather conditions, would definitely take
place on the morning of September 28. The weather
had cleared during the night and all forecasts for September 28 were favorable. The time of the bombing
had been set for 10:45 A.M., and was to continue until
noon. The infantry attack was to follow the bombing
two hours after the bombing mission had been completed.
Yes, everything was now set for the attack on the
Foret de Parroy. Higher officials had every reason to
know that the :fight would be a tough one. The troops
anticipated a tough :fight too, for intuitively they sensed
that the enemy waited in great numbers behind the
wall of trees that stretched out endlessly before their
very eyes. Deep down they dreaded the experience
that must inevitably come. They were tired-tired of
seemingly endless days of combat. Yet though they
longed for rest they knew it could not come. They
were infantry soldiers, and upon them rested a great
responsibility. Tired though they were, they could not
turn back. Nor did they turn back. Instead, they fought
doggedly and persistently and without rest, driving the
enemy back inch by inch, taking it day in and day out,
and dishing it out with an ever-increasing vengeance.
These men of the 313th knew how to fight.
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Chapter 16: The Foret de Parroy

HE FIGHTING in the drive to Luneville had
been difficult. There had been long days and
nights, seemingly without end, during which
the troops of the 313th Infantry had known little or
no relief from the strain of battle. The brief rest at
Avrainville, while the Regiment had remained in '
Division reserve, had been all too short. The men were
in need of a genuine and well deserved rest, and although higher officials were fully aware of this, nothing could be done to alleviate the situation for the
moment.
The war had reached a critical phase. Jerry had
been pushed back desperately close to his own home
soil and was fighting fiercely. Higher headquarters had
stated flatly that relief for the moment was out of the
question, and that the offensive must continue.
For the 313th Infantry and the 79th Division the
continuance of operations involved a supreme test of
courage and tenacity. They were now face to face with
a situation which might well prove to be the most difficult and hazardous yet encountered. Before them
stretched the Foret de Parroy, a vast network of Nature's own defense in which the enemy was believed to
be deeply entrenched. Higher headquarters had stipulated that this area would have to be cleared of the
enemy, and the only way to do it was for the infantry
to get in there and weed them out.
So it was that on the morning of September 28,
1944, the men of the 3 13th Infantry awaited the word
to attack. Everything was in readiness. All troops had
been pulled back behind the line of the V exouze River,
which had been stipulated as the boundary line for the
expected bombing. As the time for the bombing
neared, the men waited tensely for the approach of
the planes. They hoped it would be a massive air attack, for they knew that the more damage the Air
Forces could inflict, the easier their job would be when
the time came.
The planes appeared on schedule and the bombing
began. It was not as big an attack as the men had
hoped, but as the big bombs dropped on their suspected and known targets, the men breathed a sigh of
relief and felt a renewed confidence.
Then, by noon, the bombing mission had been completed. Now the time had come for the infantry to
move in. How long it would take to clear the forest no
one knew, nor did they know how effective the bombing had been. Nerves were tense as the battalions
waited for the attack order, and at 2:00P.M. it came.
With the receipt of the order to attack, the 313th

Infantry, attacking in a column of battalions, crossed
a line of departure in the vicinity of Champel and
began moving forward toward the entrance to the
Foret de Parroy. Some harassing artillery fire was encountered on the movement up to and beyond the line
of departure and the leading battalion was under constant harassment by two enemy gun batteries until
they reached the forest itself.
No other enemy resistance was encountered until
the leading battalion reached the edge of the woods
north of the Hte. Rappe Farms. There, the leading
elements came in contact with what appeared to be an
enemy outpost line. Many casualties were suffered
from well placed enemy mortar barrages and defensive
machine-gun fire. The battalions succeeded in driving
these elements into the edge of the forest and by darkness had penetrated the forest to a depth of approximately one kilometer. At 6 :45 P.M. the enemy
launched a counterattack consisting of tanks and a
company of infantry. This attack was successfully repulsed. The German tanks did not attempt to move in
but were used as means of supporting fire. Information
from captured prisoners indicated that the attacking
enemy unit was the 13th Company, 104th Panzergrenadier Regiment, 15th Panzergrenadier Division. One
prisoner revealed that his company had no infantry
howitzers and that it was employed as an infantry unit.
He also stated that his company had suffered no casualties from our boii,lbing, which proved to be but the
first of many indications that the bombing, as a whole,
had been ineffective.
No further enemy action except harassing artillery

Old and new members of the Regiment await transportation to the front lines from a replacement pool at
Lun eville, Fran ce. ( Signal Corps photo)
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fire occurred throughout the night of September 2829, and by 9:00A.M., September 29, the 1st Battalion
had completed its reorganization and continued the
attack. It initially came in contact with a small group
of enemy riflemen who had dug in directly to the front
of the leading elements. The movement of the battalion continued slowly due to the difficult terrain, and
the advance was further impeded by the hazardous
search for enemy in the dense woods. As a consequence
slow progress was made during the morning of September 29.
Enemy resistance stiffened about noon and at 1 : S0
the 1st Battalion received a counterattack by infantry
with at least one tank, the tank again being used as a
means of supporting fire . .At 4 :00 P.M., the 3d Battalion, 313th Infantry, was committed to relieve the
pressure.
The remainder of the day showed a marked increase
in enemy activity. Enemy artillery fire was greatly accelerated, and at 10:30 P.M., the 3d Battalion reported
a counterattack consisting of ranks and infantry coming from the north into a position about midway between the 1st and 3d Battalion. The enemy tanks moving up and down the road firing into the lines; the
infantry attempting to infiltrate at this juncture between the battalions. Some small groups did penetrate and because darkness had set in the situation was
not entirely clear until the following morning at which
time it was determined that the battalions had succeeded in destroying two Mark IV tanks that had participated in the attack.
A degree of confusion regarding the exact status of
the situation continued throughout the morning of
September 30. As late as 1:00 P.M., September 30, the
reorganization of the 3d Battalion was still not complete enough to facilitate an advance. Heavy enemy
artillery fire kept the troops pinned down and delayed
the reorganization. By 1 :43 P.M., however, the leading battalion had advanced to a point south of the main
road through the forest. This placed the unit considerably in front of the 3 15th Infantry, leaving our left
(north) flank exposed. The 2d Battalion was
promptly moved up to the rear of the 3d Battalion to
assist in furnishing adequate protection. This was
necessary due to the constant infiltration attempted by
the Germans. At approximately 3 :30 P.M., September 30, this open flank was subjected to a counterattack
by the enemy. The atta-::k was successfully repulsed,
but fighting continued until after dark. Enemy artillery
fire was particularly heavy during this period. For

example, between 9:00 and 10:00 P.M., September
30, the 3d Battalion alone suffered thirty casualties.
Prisoner reports, meanwhile, indicated that the enemy
was suffering a terrific toll in killed and wounded as a
result of our artillery fire. PWs indicated that replacements were continually being thrown into action, as
rapidly as they could be moved into position.
At approximately 11:00 P.M., September 30, contact was established with the 315 th Infantry which had
pushed ahead, closing to some extent the existing gap
between the regiments.
Enemy action quieted down somewhat throughout
the night, dwindling to occasional mortar and artillery
fire until about 6:00A.M., October 1, when the enemy
employed either tanks or assault guns as direct fire into
rhe position of our 2d Battalion. In the meantime
patrols throughout the night had verified the belief
that the enemy had withdrawn a few hundred yards to
a new delaying position, and as a consequence both
regiments again moved off to the attack. Consider~ble
difficulty was encountered in an effort to maintain contact between the regiments, but the advance continued
satisfactorily and only scattered enemy resistance was
encountered until about noon, when the 2d Battalion,
313th Infantry, was held up by approximately four
heavy machine guns plus infantry to their front. By
2 :30 it was determined that the opposing force consisted of approximately eighty men, and after an artillery preparation the 2d Battalion successfully overcame this resistance and continued to move.
The night October 1-2 was quiet except for occasional heavy concentrations of enemy artillery fire and
a few rounds of Neb elwerfer fire.
October 2 was spent in closing the gap between the
regiments, reorganizing, and patrolling. The engineers were employed the morning of October 2 in
clearing the roads of the many antitank mines (R-43),
which the enemy had placed as a protection against
the movement of our tanks or vehicles on the main
east-west road through the forest. By 9 :30A.M., the
leading battalion had patrolled approximately six hundred yards toward the front and had made no enemy
contact. Enemy artillery fire continued to be active,
however, with what appeared to be interdictory fire on
definite terrain features such as crossroads, trails, and
road junctions.
On October 3 the 314th Infantry, which was moving north in an attempt to pinch out our leading unit,
moved abreast, and it was not until October 4 that the
unit actually moved ahead, or east, of our leading ele-
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ments. During this period the 314th Infantry was subjected to counterattacks involving both tanks and infantry, but the only action of the 313th Infantry at this
time comprised patrol missions to clear the rear areas
of the 314th Infantry of enemy that had infiltrated
through the woods.
No further enemy action was encountered by the
313th Infantry while in this position. Then, on October 5, the 1st Battalion, 313th Infantry, was placed in
Corps reserve. Patrols were sent out and a number of
prisoners were taken who claimed that the enemy was
on a line in that vicinity. Meantime, the 1st Battalion
received considerable enemy mortar and artillery fire
while in the area around Marainviller. The mortars
which were firing on the tbwn were 120mm. in size
and were believed to be located in the general vicinity
of Foret de Marainviller. Additional patrols from the
1st Battalion determined that the woods to the north
and east of Marainviller and the high ground east of
Marainviller and north of the railroad tracks were
definitely occupied by enemy forces.
Patrols were again sent out on October 6 in an effort
to penetrate the woods north and east of Marainviller,
but enemy small-arms, machine-gun and mortar fire
prevented any movement of our patrols into that position. On the night of October 6-7, 1944, a combat
patrol of the 1st Battalion was sent northeast of
Marainviller in an attempt to waylay an enemy food
and ammunition truck, but returned without making
contact, reporting that the vehicle had failed to put in
an appearance. Prisoners captured during the period
verified the fact that the enemy did not bring forward
either food or ammunition the night of October 6-7.
On October 7 the only element of the Regiment in
contact was again the 1st Battalion who had continued
to send out patrols in an effort to develop the positions
north and east of Marainviller. Otherwise the day was
quiet, save for the usual concentrations of enemy mortar and artillery fire in the area surrounding Marainviller.
Final preparations and plans had been completed on
October 8, for a coordinated Division attack in the
Foret de Parroy sector on October 9. In Field Order
No. 20, received October 7, the plan of attack, in part,
had been outlined as follows: "The 79th Division (reinforced) attacks 090630 [9th of this month, at 6:30
A.M. J 315th Infantry north, 313th Infantry south, 2d
Battalion 314th Infantry to take limited objective between 313th and 315th."
Much time and effort had been expended in plan-
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Quartermaster set-up in Luneville

ning the Division attack. Although the objective was
a limited one, it was nonetheless of vital importance.
The hard days of fighting that had gone before had
seen the German pushed slowly back until he was now
fighting with his back to the very edge of the woods.
It was de~med entirely possible that a coordinated attack at this time would, if successful, discourage the
Germans from further attempts to defend the last remaining terrain within the forest itself, and to retire to
a new defensive position. The attack was to be
launched toward the high ground at the eastern edge
of the forest, with the high ground itself the objective.
Once attained, it was believed the Germans would consider the remainder of the forest untenable for defensive purposes, and would, as a consequence, retreat.
On the morning of October 9 an advance Regimental CP was opened at 6:00 A.M., deep within the
woods. Here, last-minute preparations were made, and
promptly at 6:30 A.M., October 9, the attack began.
At that hour the 1st Battalion, with attached tanks arid
tank destroyers, opened fire with a diversionary attack
from positions vicinity of Marainviller. Their mission:
to fire at known and suspected targets, to create movement, but to make no attempt to advance. Twenty
minutes later, at 6:50, the actual atack began. The
313th Infantry, with Company A of the 304th Medical Battalion, Company A of the 749th Tank Battalion, plus two platoons of the 773d Tank Battalion,
attacked on order to seize the required obiectives.
For the most part the attack proceeded throughout
the morning of October 9 according to schedule and
plan. In spite of the fact that the 314th and 315th
Infantry Regiments were held up for some consider-
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The cooks get ready for a horse-and-buggy ride into the
muddy Foret de Parrov

able time by stiff resistance, the 2d and 3d Battalions
of the 313th Infantry, were able to attain their objecives with little difficulty. Only scattered resistance and
some artillery fire caused slight delays. The 3d Battalion, in following the 2d Battalion, lengthened the
distance between the battalions and as a consequence
some casualties were suffered from enemy artillery.
Roadblocks were established, however, according to
plan.
By 2:00 P.M., the Regimental objective had been
taken, and the supporting tanks had taken defensive
positions at specified locations. One platoon of Antitank Company was then attached to the 3d Battalion
to support the roadblocks already established, due to a
report of enemy vehicular movement to the south of
those positions. Patrolling was begun immediately to
the east and south of the objective. The result of this
patrolling gave indications, which were later verified,
that the enemy had withdrawn from the woods to the
east.
This first indication of enemy withdrawal proved to
be but the beginning of a general withdrawal by the
enemy from the Forth de Parroy. As had been hoped,
once the high ground on the eastern edge of the forest
itself had been taken, the Gemans considered the battle
of the forest lost and began to retreat. The Division
objective had been taken before nightfall, October 9,
and patrol activity thereafter substantiated the belief
that the enemy was in general retreat from the woods.
Bad roads and a few by-passed snipers, meanwhile,
necessitated the use of light tanks in getting rations,
bedrolls and water to the battalions. Artillery fire in

the Regimental sector varied from sporadic to intense
throughout the remainder of the day and night.
Throughout the night enemy stragglers caused
some concern to the rear of the battalion positions, but
by daylight, October 10, this difficulty had been overcome with all enemy strays either killed or taken
pnsoner.
The date of October 9, 1944, will long be considered an important one for members of the Regiment
and the Divis'ion who participated in the taking of the
Foret de Parroy. On that date enemy resistance within
the forest was finally broken. For eleven consecutive
days the battle for the forest had been bitter and intense. The weather had been miserable, and casualties
high. In forceful language, the fight within the forest
had been hell. In consideration of the difficult job to
be done, however, progress had indeed been rapid and
the final result achieved in record time. The taking of
the Foret de Parroy in W odd War II, at least in so far
as the 79th Division was concerned, had been accomplished in eleven days, while in World War I, after
many months of hard fighting, neither the enemy nor
the Allies had successfully penetrated it. The Germans
had unquestionably considered the Foret de Parroy a
vital point, and were determined to hold it at all costs.
This was repeatedly confirmed by information gleaned
from prisoners, who stated time after time that new
replacements were constantly being thrown into action
on the enemy front lines, as rapidly as they could be
committed. German propaganda broadcasts, beamed
to all of Europe, also indicated. beyond question that
the Germans considered the Foret de Parroy a vital
sector. In one broadcast it was stated that the 79th
Division had been completely wiped out in its desperate attempt to take the forest. Another broadcast stated
that the Americans had lost one paratroop division and
three crack infantry divisions during the brief period
of eleven days in which the fighting for the forest
continued. The actual facts, of course, were quite different. The 79th Division, in its assigned sector, had
taken the forest alone, and the losses, in consideration
of the job to be done, had been comparatively light.
The enemy, on the other hand, had suffered very heavy
losses, predominantly as a result of the terrific day-andnight artillery pounding placed on all known or suspected enemy positions.
It would be impossible to describe in mere words the
sort of conditions that constituted the eleven days of
fighting within the Foret de Parroy. There was no
escape, day or night, from the anguish that prevailed
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there. From the moment the first troops entered the
dense woods, until the moment the last troops emerged
into the open again, every moment spent therein was
a living death. It would be impossible to exaggerate
the privation and suffering the men endured while the
battle for the forest lasted. It rained constantly, the
weather was cold, and day and night the enemy resisted
with a fierceness that the veteran fighters of the 313th
Infantry had never experienced before. No sooner
would we attack than the enemy would counterattack
with a desperation that only a loser with his back
against the wall could master. It w~s, in so far as the
Germans were concerned, a last-ditch fight, and with
all due respect for the enemy's fighting ability, he
fought on despite all odds. In the meantime, as our
troops edged their way forward, every tree was a potential death trap, and every man was haunted with the
feeling that his next step might well be his last. It was
one thing to fight out in the open like men. It was
another to fight deep within a forest where you never
knew where the enemy was or when or how he would
strike. And the enemy had the advantage all the while.
He was on the defensive, while we remained throughout on the offensive. It was tough to go in and weed
him out; to endure the tree bursts, the cold, and the
uncertain fear of the unknown. It was, as one private
later said, "The goddamnedest place on earth."
But be that as it may, the fight for the forest was
won. The coordinated efforts of the three infantry
regiments had succeeded in their sector in pushing the
enemy back until the forest itself was clear.
With the Foret de Parroy in our hands, the nature of
the fighting changed. It was not anticipated that the
fighting would be lessened to any great extent, for the
enemy had given no indication of relaxing his vigilance. Yet to the soldier on the line it was a great relief
to be out in the open again.
For several days following the final coordinated
attack within the forest, Regimental activity was confined mainly to reorganizing and patrolling. Our
artillery, meanwhile, began firing concentrated missions on all known or suspected enemy positions beyond the forest. At the same time every inch of remaining ground within the forest was combed for enemy
stragglers, and from prisoners captured more and more
was learned of the enemy's positions and movements.
On the morning of October 11 the Regimental I&R
Platoon made a reconnaissance mission to the little
town of LaNeuveville and reported it clear of enemy.
Acting upon this information, the Regimental com-
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mander made a personal reconnaissance to and beyond
the village, and thereafter, ordered all battalions to
move east and south of LaNeuveville to take up defensive positions and institute further patrolling to the
east.
,
By dusk all battalions had taken up defensive positions as ordered, and at 6:00 P.M., a Regimental CP
was opened at LaNeuveville. Thereafter, the 1st Battalion was ordered from Marainviller and tied in with
the 314th Infantry, located on the right boundary of
the 313th Infantry.
The Foret de Parroy was now completely cleared
and defensive positions beyond the forest were now
established.
After the Regiment arrived at its new positions in
the vicinity of LaNeuveville, a full day was spent in
active patrolling to dete~mine the enemy's positions
and intentions. Much information of value was obtained, and by mid-morning, October 13, it became
certain that the bulk of the enemy's defenses and
forces were established in the town of Embermenil,
located farther to the east of LaNeuveville.
Upon receipt of this information the Regimental
commander ordered an attack on the town. The
attack jumped off as scheduled at 1:30 P.M. , October
13, but upon reaching the outskirts of Embermenil
our units were immediately met with extremely heavy
small-arms, mortar, artillery and machine-gun fire.
The 3d Battalion attacked from a position on the high
ground overlooking the town, while the 1st Battalion
attacked generally from an area in the vicinity of the
railroad station to the south.
During the afternoon the advance was steady although progress was slowed from time to time because
of heavy enemy artillery and mortar fire. Despite these
obstacles, however, Embermenil was taken at 3:00
P.M., by the 1st Battalion, which continued to advance
to a line approximately three hundred yards east of the
town proper. Shortly thereafter the 3d Battalion
reached a line adjacent to the 1st Battalion. At that
point it was decided to button up for the night in the
positions then held. Even then, however, parts of the
1st Battalion were still engaged in a fire fight with the
enemy in the vicinity of the railroad station.
Throughout the night plans were made for continuing the attack, and despite the fact that the weather
was extremely bad, the attack was pressed forward.
Heavy rains made tank activity literally impossible,
and progress in so far as the battalions themselves were
concerned was none the less difficult. Because of these
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conditions, and equally because our troops were tired
to the point of sheer exhaustion, very little progress
was made. The enemy was well entrenched on the high
ground farther to the east of Embermenil, and despite
all efforts, our troops were unsuccessful in dislodging
the enemy from their well fortified positions. By nightfall, ten of our tanks were completely bogged down in
the mud, and the day had shown no substantial gains.
The preceding events had taken place on October
14, 1944. That night, word was received from 79th
Division Headquarters, ordering the troops to dig in
on their present positions and to await more favorable
conditions before continuing the attack. Division
Headquarters was well aware that the troops of all
three regiments were so extremely tired that effective
fighting could not continue, at least until conditions
improved.
For a five-day period, from October 14 to 19, 1944,
the Regiment remained in the positions then held.
During that time Regimental activity was limited to
the establishment of outposts, roadblocks, the sending
out of patrols, and the constant manning of defensive
positions. In the meantime, the enemy made several
abortive attacks, all of which were thwarted with
heavy enemy losses. On one occasion, which occurred
on October 17, the enemy planned an attack which
backfired with terrific repercussions. The event transpired during the night, when two German prisoners
were brought in to Regimental IPW Team No. 50 for
interrogation. The prisoners revealed that the enemy
was planning a major attack against our lines and
against Embermenil between 3:00 and 3:30 A.M.
From them full information regarding the plan of
attack was obtained. It was learned that the attack was
to be spea!headed by tanks and followed by infantry.
The location of both the tanks and infantry was
wrested from the two frightened prisoners, plus information as to the likely route of approach to be used
by the enemy tanks in the attack. This information
was relayed at once to Regimental Headquarters,
thence to Division and to Corps, and preparations were
made to surprise the attackers. The enemy attack came
off promptly at 3:30, but the element of surprise was
the reverse of what the enemy had hoped it would be.
All available artillery opened fire on all possible avenues of approach, as well as blasting the points of concentration where the enemy tanks and infantry were
reported as located. As a result the attack was stopped
almost as soon as it had begun, with heavy enemy
losses in both men and materiel.

On October 19 the Regimental commander called
a meeting of the Regimental staff and battalion S-2s, to
formulate plans to straighten our defense lines, which
involved the taking of a dominating ridge of high
ground to the front of our positions. This plan was
inspired by Division Headquarters in an effort to
straighten the lines of the three infantry regiments.
In line with carrying out this plan, the 1st Battalion,
313th Infantry, was relieved by a battalion of the
315th Infantry in its zone on the night of October 1920, and by 3:00 A.M., the relief was completed.
In the course of the two days to follow, October 20
and 21, the front lines of the three infantry regiments
were straightened according to plan. This was accomplished with considerable difficulty, however, as the
enemy continued to counterattack wherever and whenever possible. Especially at night, the enemy became
doubly active, and our outposts were constantly calling
for artillery barrages on stipulated locations to discourage enemy attacks or attempts at infiltration.
Artillery fire on both sides was extremely heavy.
For weeks-yes, ever since the troops of the 313th
Infantry had first entered the city of Lunevillerumors had been rife that the Regiment and the Division would soon be relieved for a much-needed rest. In
part, these rumors were based on fact, for Division
Headquarters was well aware that a rest was
desperately needed. On the other hand it was also
known that no relief could possibly be granted
immediately.
Now, however, it appeared that the possibility of
relief for the Division was beyond the rumor stage.
Division Headquarters was promising as much, and by
October 22, definite plans for the relief of the Division
had spread like wildfire throughout the ranks of the
313th Infantry, and once the reality of the promise of
relief became known, every hour spent on the front
lines seemed like an endless eternity.
Then, at noon, October 24, 1944, the sector held
by the 313th Infantry and the 79th Division was
placed under the control of the commanding general, 44th Division. Meantime, the 324th Infantry of
the 44th Division had been in the process of taking
over the positions held by the 313th Infantry.
Throughout the day the process of relief continued,
and by 10:50 P.M., October 24, the Regimental commander reported to the 79th Division commander that
the relief of the Regiment was complete.
Trucks were spotted and troops were then mounted
for a movement to a rest area in the vicinity of Rosie res-
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aux-Salines, located some fifty kilometers from the city
of Luneville. This was the first official relief the Division or the Regiment had known since the attack on
Cherbourg began, June 18, 1944. For 128 days the
troops had engaged in continuous combat, save for
brief rest periods while a single unit had been placed
in Division reserve. This 128-day period established a
marked and well earned record for both the Regiment
and the Division. Beyond question the example set by
all the men of the 79th Division served to prove that
human endurance knows virtually no limitations, and
that the valor of men in arms is beyond computation.
Though very tired, they were a happy group of men
that pulled away from the front lines and headed for
their long-awaited rest at Rosieres. As the trucks rolled
along, and the sound of the artillery became ever less
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discernible, these men breathed deeply of clean, fresh
air, and looked about them at the quiet and peaceful
French countryside. Undoubtedly they thought that
the very land over which they were now passing had
not so long ago been under fire, and they fully realized
that peace could only be had at a dear price.
These men, moving back from the lines of battle,
had earned their measure of rest. They hoped they
might have it, and that it might last long enough for
jangled and war-torn nerves to be replaced by peace
of body and of mind.
Yes, they had earned all the rest they could ever get.
They had earned more than they could ever get, for
the war was not yet over. This they knew, and they
knew that once the rest was over they would be called
upon again to return to the front.
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Chapter 17: The Rest at Rosieres

HERE ARE no words in Webster's dictionary,
or in Roget's thesaurus, or even in GI language,
to express the relief and sheer gratitude the
troops of the 313th Infantry felt when they found
themselves removed from the front lines and safely
transported to the rest area at Rosieres. For too long a
time they had known only the hell of continuous combat. Nerves were taut, and bodies were dead tired. If
ever men needed to get away for a time from the whine
of artillery and the sound of cannon these men were
in need of just such a change. To a man they had all
inwardly hoped their luck would hold out long enough
that they could once again experience the thrill of
ordinary comfort and safety, even though it be for only
a short period of time.
The morning of October 25 brought just such an
opportunity for the men. Now, for an unspecified
length of time, they were to know their first official rest
. period in many months. There had been brief periods
of rest in the past, but these had come only while the
Regiment had remained in Division reserve for short
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Compan y G marching in the Armistice Day parade at
Luneville, France, 1944

periods, and when such periods did come, at no time
were the troops fully out of range of enemy artillery
or activity.
Now, however, they were far behind the enemy
lines. They were living in an area which for many
weeks had been cleared of enemy, and which, in the
main, had returned to normal living again.
During the first few days virtually no restrictions
were imposed. Army routine; of course, being what it
is, was maintained. Clothing and equipment were
cleaned, and a rigid inspection of equipment and arms
was held. Baths were taken, and the men soon emerged
clean and newly shaven. It was like beginning life all
over again.
In the meantime plans were put into effect to provide motion pictures and other Special Service entertainment. Passes were freely given to the nearby communities of Luneville, St. Nicolas, Dombasle, Huddonviller, as well as to the town of Rosieres around and
in which the Regiment was bivouacked. The larger
city of Luneville, and the smaller surrounding towns,
immediately sprang to life. Everywhere you went the
beer halls and taverns were always full, and in the areas
where the troops were bivouacked, you could ,find
groups of men staging shindigs of their own, using
company funds for the purchase of beer or other spirits.
From the very first day it was evident that plenty of
beer could be obtained, but as usual the "hard" stuff
was difficult to get. Despite all difficulties, however,
there was usually a way of getting a few drinks in
limited quantity, but it was a foregone conclusion that
the quality was also limited. The Mirabelle, Cognac
and "fire water" available was vicious stuff indeed.
Although none of the Gis could fully understand
why, within two days after the Regiment arrived at the
rest area a training schedule was placed in full effect.
The reason, as revealed by higher headquarters, was to
adequately train the replacements who would soon find
themselves facing the real thing when the Regiment
was called upon to return to combat. But to the seasoned veteran who had endured so much for so long a
time, the very thought of further training was, to him
at least, both unnecessary and unwanted. Yet an order
is an order, and so the training began. All units engaged in night training, small unit training, with
special emphasis placed on assault-detachment training. This, combined with range firing of both smallcaliber and .50-caliber weapons, plus patrol training
(both reconnaissance and combat) kept the troops
busy almost continuously.
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During the entire period, meanwhile, winter clothing was being issued. As rapidly as the winter supply
of clothing arrived, distribution was made to all units.
Ample warm clothing, blankets and equipment was
to be had for all.
The training, of cours~, did not entirely prevent the
men from enjoying themselves. Within the various
units and companies the training was so arranged that
there was ample time for granting passes and enjoying
other entertainment. Throughout the entire rest period
the men made the most of every free moment allowed.
On October 23 and again on November 3 two impressive ceremonies were held during which awards
were given to personnel of the Regiment who had distinguished themselve<> in combat during the preceding
months. The ceremony of October 28 was held at
Regimental headquarters, where the Commanding
Officer, Col Sterling A. Wood, presented the Bronze
Star to 27 members of the Regiment, varying in rank
from that of private to lieutenant colonel. Later, on
November 3, a special Regimental ceremony was held
in an area north of Roslers, during which the Commanding General of the 79th Division, Maj Gen Ira
T. Wyche, presented awards to members of the Regiment who had distingu.ished themselves in various
actions. This ceremony was a particularly impressive
affair. One company from each battalion-Companies B, F and L-was present, and both the National
and Regimental colors waved impressively as the
awards were presented. Many of the local townspeople
turned out to witness this event.
On November 5 word was received at Regimental
headquarters that the Regiment was alerted for a possible movement order at any time. Instructions were
issued from Division Headquarters that asix-houralert
order would be issued prior to departure. No one knew
the actual movement date, therefore, for a number of
days, for it was not until November 12 that the Regiment actually moved.
Meantime, on November 11 , Company G, 313th
Infantry, was awarded the honor of taking part in the
Armistice Day ceremonies in the city of Luneville,
where French and American soldiers paraded in commemoration of the victory in World War I, twehty-six
years previously. This too, was an impressive occasion,
and the streets of Luneville, not many weeks before a
scene of combat between our forces and those of the
enemy, were lined· with French civilians who waved
both French and America flags and shouted 11V ive
l'A meriqtte," 11V ive La France."
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A few days before the departure of the Regiment on
November 12, the Regimental commander, Col Sterling A. Wood, was taken ill. He had been suffering for
some time with an internal condition which medical
specialists had warned must be corrected by an operation, but he had repeatedly refused to leave his men
for prolonged treatment. Now, however, the condition had grown progressively worse, and under orders
he had been forced to take time out for hospital care.
In the meantime, Lt Col Clarence Sagmoen, at the
time the Regimental S-5, was placed in temporary
command of the Regiment. Lt Colonel Sagmoen had
held a Reserve commission since June 1924, and had
been called to active duty in 194 1. In June 1944 he
was flown overseas with a group of high-ranking officers and immediately thereafter joined the 313th Infantry as Regimental S-5.
Colonel Sagmoen remained as acting commander

Col Edwin M. Van Bibber

Men of the 313th marching to decoration ceremonies at Rosieres, France, November 1944
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of the 3 13th Infantry from November 5 to November
12. On that date, Lt Col Edwin M. VanBibber, who
had been injured some months previously in line of
duty, returned to the Regiment and assumed command. Colonel Van Bibber had been with the 313th
Infantry since its activation in 1942, and had an extensive military background to his credit.
Colonel Van Bib.ber is a native of Maryland. He
graduated from the Military Academy with the class
of 1929. During the next ten years he served as platoon
and company commander with the 12th, 18th, 19th,
27th, and 29th Infantry Regiments. He also served
in MP companies in Hawaii and the United States. He
was promoted to first lieutenant in 1935, to captain in
1939, to major in 1941, and lieutenant colonel in
November 1942. He is a graduate of the Infantry
School at Fort Benning, and completed the 15th General Staff Class at the Command & General Staff
School, Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, in 1943.
Lt Col Van Bibber arrived at Regimental Headquarters and assumed command on the very date that
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the Regiment was due to return to combat, November
12, 1944. He was again in good health and fully recovered from his injuries. His return had come at a
crucial moment.
For indeed, the days at Rosieres had drawn to a
close. All units had already been alerted and were
ready for movement by motor. No information had
been revealed as to the destination, for as always in
time of war, such moves are secret. But it was no secret
to the men that they were again returning to combat,
for they had known when they came to Rosieres that
the rest period was to be but a breathing spell from
intensive and prolonged weeks of combat. The military picture was still far too critical.
And so, with renewed courage, these men of · the
313th Infantry steeled themselves for whatever was
yet to come. Their rest had been brief-all too briefbut they were thankful to have had those few days of
normalcy in a·world torn by war.
They well knew that in such a world there was
nothing to do but to fight on.
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Chapter 18: The Race to Alsace

THE REGIMENT moved the division unfolded the plans of its operation. The attack
was to jump off to the east toward the Saverne
Gap. The line of departure was the Luneville road
with the axis of advance being the road MontignyAncerville and to the east. The 31 4th was to attack
on the left, the 315th on the right, with the 313th
Infantry in reserve. The CP of the 3 13th was initially
to be at Brouville five to six kilometers northwest of
Montigny.
Early in the morning of the 13th the attack jumped
off, and in spite of moderate resistance made steady
progress. The Regiment was directed to protect the
flanks of the attack as it advanced, and this was done
by moving the 3d Battalion into the vicinity of St. Pol
on the right flank and the 2d to the east of Magneville.
The 1st Battalion was kept in reserve.
The road junction at Montigny received continuous
and heavy artillery fire, because the Germans realized

A few hours after capture the town of Ancerviller,
Fran ce, is "rear echelon " with MP directing traffic

how vital a link it was in our communications. In addition, St. Pol received heavy artillery fire, as well as
counterattacks from the southeast which jumped off
from the town of St. Maurice.
Company L, reinforced with machine guns and mortars, was assigned the task of defending St. Pol. The
Germans attacked it continually by day and by night
with infantry and self-propelled guns, their object
obviously being to reach Montigny and cut off our
rapidly growing salient, which by now resembled a
long finger pointing toward our objective, the Saverne
Gap.
As the finger lengthened, the thinner were stretched
the 2d and 3d Battalions, guarding the left and right
flanks of the Division, respectively. The Germans
seemed to realize this, and their attacks on the right
flank became more determined. After one of these,
Company L counted forty-nine dead Germans in front
of their position, which was the eastern edge of St. Pol.
At this point the French 2d Armored Division,
which had been bivouacked in rear of the 79th, seemed
to stir into action. It was a member of our Corps (the
XV), but little was known of its capabilities or intentions. Small French task forces began to operate in
the Division area, the bulk of which seemed to concentrate to the southeast on the Division's right flank.
One of these went to Badonviller and took it from a
German battalion. Another blundered into St. Pol
which they thought was still held by the Germans. One
of their halftracks got into one of Company L's minefields and had a track blown off, which further convinced them that they were confronted by the enemy.
So they came into St. Pol shooting, whereupon the
Americans took to the cellars. When the French discovered their mistake they apologized profusely. No
one had been hurt by the misadventure, and so it was
regarded in the light of an amusing incident by all
concerned.
The French forthwith picked another objective and
off they went after it, this time being assured that it
was actually held by Germans.
The Regimental CP had meanwhile moved to Montigny-a hot spot, as has been said. The 2d Battalion
was ordered to patrol the left flank which seemed
ominously quiet. The 1st Battalion which had been in
reserve was ordered to Halloville on November 16, to
extend the flank of the 3d Battalion and to keep contact with the advancing right flank of the 315th Infantry. Thus, all battalions of the Regiment were committed, unless you count the 2d Battalion as being free.
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It was not in contact with the enemy in spite of its
extensive patrolling.
On the 16th also, the Regimental CP moved to Ancerviller which was about halfway to the tip of the
salient from Montigny. The French agreed to take
over St. Pol, allowing the 3d Battalion to assemble
south of Ancerville in Regimental reserve.
Meanwhile the 314th Infantry had advanced as far
as Barbas and on the 16th was attacking that town
with its 1st Battalion. The remainder of the 314th had
passed on to the east, so was not in a position to aid in
the capture of Barbas with which the 1st Battalion
was having some trouble. 'The Division therefore
ordered the CO of the 313th to move his 2d Battalion
forward to relieve the 1st Battalion, 314th, and to take
Barbas. The 2d Battalion was to be relieved from its
present position by the Division Reconnaissance
Troop.
Now on this same eventful day at 8:45P.M., action
flared up again at St. Pol. The French had not yet
arrived, and the 3d Battalion had moved all its units
except Company L into its new assembly area near
Ancerviller.
The Germans attacked with infantry and artillery,
and it was thought that Company L would need additional fire support. As all the Division artillery had
displaced or was in the act of doing so, the Regimental
Cannon Company then in position in the vicinity of
Ancerviller turned its guns to the rear and fired in the
defense of St. Pol.
The attack was driven off eventually and that flank
quieted down. The French arrived soon thereafter, enabling Company L to close into the battalion area by
10:15 A.M. on the 17th.
When the 2d Battalion reached Barbas on the
morning of the 17th they found the 1st Battalion of
the 314th Infantry in possession of the town and
preparing to patrol the ridge to the north that night.
The plan was that if they could take the ridge they
would that night, but our 2d Battalion was to relieve
them wherever they were before daylight.
That night when the 314th patrols explored the
ridge they found no enemy so Lt Col "Tiger" Teague,
the battalion commander, promptly ordered his battalion to occupy it. This they did but, before the dawn
broke and the 2d Battalion, 313th Infantry, was en
route to relieve them, the enemy infiltrated around the
flanks of the 1st Battalion, 314th, so that not only was
relief impossible but the battalion could not extricate
itself. Therefore an attack by our 2d Battalion was
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imperative. The plans were hastily changed and at
daylight the attack swept around the left flank of the
314th's battalion.
It was a beautiful job in spite of the short time for
preparation. Companies F and G moved out quickly
initially abreast but changing into column order to
avoid heavy mortar and self-propelled-gun fire. Our
own artillery fire and the steady small-arms fire which
was poured into the German positions kept Jerry's
head pretty well down until he was overrun. As the
enemy's hold. was loosened on the ridge the 1st Battalion, 314th Infantry, moved out to rejoin the rest of
the Regiment. As the ridge was a long one it was 8: 15
A.M. on the 18th before the objective on the other end,
the Bois du Trion, was reached. There were found
some artillery pieces abandoned by the enemy.
The Regimental CP now moved to Barbas and
plans to take Blamont just the other side of the ridge
began to take shape. The presence of the artillery
pieces in the Bois du Trion coupled with the report
of a heavy explosion at 3:00 A.M. the night before
indicated that the bridge across the stream at the southern entrance to the city was blown. Company E was
ordered to patrol this area to ascertain this fact, and to
contact the enemy in the town wherever he might be
found.
The patrols moved out at 12:30 A.M. and at 12: 45
were seen entering the edge of town apparently without opposition. At 12: 47 radio reports came from the
patrols that the bridge was in truth blown and that no
Germans had as yet been encountered. Later came
reports that twenty-one prisoners were taken without
firing a shot and the town was ours.
The bridge was not repaired until midnight when
the Regiment began to cross immediately. The 2d
Battalion went first as it was scheduled to continue the
attack at 7:00 A.M. It was followed by the 1st, and
then the 3d Battalion, which did not close into Blamont until9:30 A.M. the next day.
The attack of the 2d Battalion was unopposed and
evidently Corps decided that it was time for the armor,
because at 2: 00 P.M. a message came from the Division
to clear all roads and streets, priority on which had
been given the French 2d Armored Division. This
called for a special effort on the part of the Regiment
to get all its elements across the new bridge, because
it had been found out by experience that if the armor
broke through, trucks would be along to take us along
in their wake, and it was necessary to be ready for
this eventuality.

Blamont fell, and the road to the Alsace Plain was clear. France, November 20, 1944

The armor roared through Blamont all day while
the infantry laid low and waited. There were the usual
diverting sights such as hair-cutting by the French of
women who had been "collaborating," but the minds
of most of the men were on the future. Was this a real
breakthrough and if it were, how far would it go?
Would it be like those halycon days of last summer?
Where would the Germans make a stand-or could
they? How about the Saverne Gap, the Maginot Line,
the Siegfried? Many rumors and speculations such as
these were voiced eagerly and the morale of the men
rose high.
The Regimental CP had moved into Blamont and
at 8: 00 o'clock that night Division called and said
the next objective was Saarburg. There was only vague
information on the progress of the French, but it must
have been good because they had cleared Blamont.
At 2: 15 P.M. the next day (the 20th) the Regiment
was ordered to move immediately by truck via the
route Richeval:-St. Georges, to the area formed by the
triangle: Hattigny- Fragualfind-Niederhof. At 3: 10
P.M. the Regiment moved, led by the 3d Battalion, to
which a company of tanks had been attached. This
move was made without incident and the CP was set
up at Niederhof.
On the 21st, at about noon, the Regiment was called
upon to furnish a battalion to be attached to the French

2d Armored Division now reported to be fighting in
the passes through the Vosges. The 1st Battalion was
designated partly because its S-2, Lieutenant Hutter,
spoke fluent French, and it started off on one of the
most colorful and interesting missions ever performed
by any part of .the Regiment. It moved initially to St.
Quirin, and its story will be told when the narrative
reaches the point where it rejoined the Regiment.
At 2:30 P.M. the Regiment less the 1st Battalion
was ordered to the vicinity of Schneckenbusch via the
route Nitting- Hesse.
Something should be said of the weather at this
point. Ever since the attack started on November 12
the rain had been intermittent. The increased traffic
occasioned by the entry of the armor into the operation
had ground the roads into seas of mud, making progress as difficult as can be imagined. German aircraft
activity had increased as it usually did during murky
weather, and strafing by planes in groups of three
could be expected at any time although the effect was
generally merely harassing.
Two hours later the Regiment had closed into its
new area. Upon learning that the Thanksgiving turkey was now on our supply trains, efforts were made
to find out from higher headquarters when we would
have time to eat it. The results of the inquiry were
encouraging. The Regiment was scheduled to move
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on the 23d in the afte.rnoon; the turkey could be eaten
at noon. So plans were made for the feast and the
turkey for the men of the 1st Battalion was sent to
them forthwith.
Word came on the 23d at 2:00P.M., that the armor
was on the outskirts of Strassburg, and that the 79th
Division CP was moving to Phalsburg in the Saverne
Gap. The Regiment was to move at 7:30 P.M. on the
24th on Weyersheim, a little village near the Rhine
River.
The route given was Pfalsburg-Saverne-Dettweiler-Brumath. The plan was to follow the 314th Infantry who were to go into position to the south of us,
but our route did not join theirs until we reached
Brumath.
The Regimental log at this point leaves much to
memory. The reason for this will be evident as the
narrative proceeds. There was not much time for
punching the typewriter.
The move started by truck as scheduled and at first
no obstacles were met other than mud and traffic. As
the Regiment passed from Pfalsburg to Saverne there
was much evidence of the fighting done by the French
where they took this stretch of the road-the narrowest part of the Saverne Gap. There were burned-out
tanks, both French and German, along the road. Also
there were German fortifications armed with self-propelled 75s, and 88s literally by the dozens. How it was
possible for the French to break through these belts of
defenses so quickly and without infantry it is difficult
to conjecture.
The 3d Battalion was leading the march and had
tanks attached as before. The traffic was getting worse,
as elements of the armor were still on the roads. When
the head of the 3d Battalion reached the main road at
Brumath, the column halted and the Regimental CP
group moved forward to proceed to Weyersheim, as
the quartering parties had reported the area clear. During this delay, however, it was learned that the 314th
had not passed, and we were the leading elements now.
Then came word that the 314th quartering parties had
been driven out of their area by German patrols! Furthermore, higher headquarters issued the warning that
German armor was attacking from the north, west of
the mountains, and was threatening the Corps headquarters at Saar burg.! The dispatch added that the possibility of a similar "lttack east of the mountains was
very strong.
If either attack were successful the Division-if not
the Corps-would be cut off, and badly so. There was

B1

nothing for it to do, however, but to continue the
mlSSlOn.

The 3d Battalion wa<> sent immediately to Weithiick north of Brumath to clear the enemy from the
area. While this was being accomplished enemy fire
was heard near Kurtzenhausen in the 314th area just
to the left of the head of the 2d Battalion column. Lt
Colonel Gooding, CO of the 2d Battalion, was ordered
to attack immediately which he did almost on the
instant. His troops vaulted out of their trucks, formed
skirmish lines and moved out quickly. Machine guns
and mortars were set up in the ditches along the road
and soon were delivering supporting fire.
German mortar fire began falling along the road.
In fact one shell fell into a French halftrack which
was rounding the bend and destroyed it. The Division
commander, General Wyche, who was at the intersection personally directed fire on the enemy by a
French tank. He gave his orders in French and got
good results, from all accounts.
It was nightfall before the 2d Battalion had its
objective-a little village on the hill. The 3d Battalion seized the high ground just south of Weitbriick
and established contact with the 2d by patrols. The
Regimental CP was set up in Weyersheim entirely unprotected except by the I&R Platoon. Such was the
situation in which the Regiment found itself on the
night of November 24.
The 3d Battalion of the 314th Infantry relieved our
2d Battalion that night. They were moved over to
Kurtzenhausen, two kilometers north of W eyersheim.
Considerable relief was felt at the Regimental CP at
this added protection.
·
The Division line extended now in an east-west
direction facing north and about five or six kilometers
north of Brumath. The next morning the 3d Battalion
took Weitbriick while the 2d Battalion took Greis just
north of Kurtzenhausen. Just beyond stood Hagenau
and Bischwiller and the edge of the great Hagenau
Forest.
Then followed a period of watchful wating. Reports from PWs and French civilians indicated that
Hagenau and Bischwiller were held in force, and that
the German defenses were in some depth and strength
in the woods which lay between Greis and Bischwiller.
These defenses apparently extended along the Division front.
Our patrolling confirmed these reports in the main
and every night the sound of chopping could be heard
in the German lines, indicating that they were
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strengthening their defenses. Also German artillery
fire increased daily as more of it was placed in position.
The bulk of it seemed to come from the Hagenau
Forest although some came from the east of the Rhine.
There were many reports of tanks in Hagenau and
Bischwiller. One report stated that .fifty Tiger tanks
had arrived one night on the train.
On November 25 the I&R Platoon went east out
of W eyersheim to reconnoiter Gambsheim, a village
three kilometers due east and on the Rhine. They had
been there the day before to find the place unoccupied.
The road was generally under water so they reached

.j)\

the place only with difficulty, and they asked some
civilians if there were any Germans in the town. The
civilians replied that there were, and while the conversation was in progress around a corner came a car
full of Germans firing burp guns! Luckily one of the
I&R men was alert behind his .50 caliber, so he let
them have it and killed all of them. No American was
hurt but the I&R Platoon lost no time in leaving
Gambsheim.
.
It might be noted here that Gambsheim continued
to be a thorn in the side of the Seventh Army for
many months afterwards .

T

Chapter 19: The Siegfried Line

HE PERIOD that followed found the Division
on the defensive, awaiting a possible counterattack. But it began to be realized that the
Saverne breakthrough had done the Germans more
damage than was thought at first. If the enemy had
troops in the area in sufficient numbers to strike a
decisive blow, the time for such action to occur was as
soon after our arrival on the Alsatian plain as possible.
We were off-balance ourselves from our unexpected
success, and our first days in this area were spent in a
mad scramble to reorganize.
On November 25 the Regiment established contact
again with the 1st Battalion in Strasbourg. It was not
released as yet, but was detached from the French 2d
Armored Division and attached to "T Force," a spe.cialized detachment from Army Group whose mission
was the seizure and examination of certain pre-designated enemy "targets" or installations in which the
high command had interested itself. But as interesting
and colorful as this assignment was it could by no
means compare with their former one-their part in
what might be called the "Battle of Strasbourg."
Many and fantastic are the tales of that action. How
the battalion rode into Strasbourg in trucks under fire,
and joined battle with the enemy after entering the
town; the dash for the Rhine bridge with the armor
in an unsuccessful attempt to seize it intact; the demand on a German force to surrender when Captain
Timothy, S-3 of the battalion, sat in the enemy CP for
five hours while the German commander and his staff
argued back and forth whether or not to .surrender.
They finally decided to give up and those prisoners and
many others taken in the action swelled the numbers
already credited to the Division quite considerably.
The story briefly was as follows:
Early in the morning of November 21, 1944, the
Regimental executive officer notified the 1st Battalion
of a special mission then assigned it, to render assistance to the French 2d Armored in their exploitation of
the breakthrough of the German lines before Blamont.
The French 2d had requested the assistance of two reinforced companies who were to establish roadblocks
to protect their speedily advancing right flank. When
liaison was established that night it was discovered that
the force requested was too small for the assigned mission. Division directed the detachment of the entire
battalion.
At 7 :45 A.M. the battalion left Niederhof to join
the French column at Bertrambois. The leading elements of the French armored division were pushing so

rapidly ahead in their advance through the foothills of
the Vosges that plans for the establishment of roadblocks changed. As a result the battalion originally
ordered to establish roadblocks in the vicinity of Cireysur-Vexouze and St. Quirin and Walscheid proceeded '
to an assembly area at St. Quirin. Company A took
over three roadblocks in that town. There the battalion
received orders definitely attaching it to the French.
There was some enemy activity in the vicinity of the
roadblocks and the town received four rounds of longrange enemy artillery. Explicit orders for the employment of the battalion were received at 5: 40P.M. Company A was to remain in position and the rest of the
battalion was to join Combat Command V of the
French 2d at Birkenwald. The battalion joined the
French column at 9:00A.M. November 22 and moved
through the Vosges Mountains via Rethel, Dabe,
Obertseigen to Birkenwald. During the route of march
a courier was dispatched to inform Company A torejoin the battalion and to clear St. Quirin at 2: 30 P.M.
At Birkenwald orders were issued employing the battalion in the defense of Reutenberg.
At 9:30 P.M. November 22, 1944, the Combat
Command order was received at battalion headquarters. The French 2d were to occupy Strasbourg and
push on to Kehl. CCV was to make the main effort
while two combat teams from the other two combat
commands were to assist. CCV was divided into three
combat teams each with a separate route of march.
One combat team had the mission of establishing the
bridgehead at Kehl and the 1st Battalion was to rein-

The enemy fought a last-ditch stand in the Schleusen
Kaserne in Strasbourg. The tank is American made,
and operated by the French 2d Armored Division.
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force them. In the event the bridge at Kehl should be
blown, then the expected disposition of the force
would be three combat teams echeloned to the north
between the Paris Gate and the Rhine with the 1st
Battalion in Neudorf. The instructions were explicitthe whole force was to push ort with as much speed as
possible, pockets of resistance were to be by-passed,
prisoners were to be disarmed and sent to the rear without guard, civilians were to be treated with suspicion.
The French anticipated the fall of Strasbourg with
high hopes and much enthusiasm.
Information of the enemy indicated that there
would be little opposition outside the main forts guarding the city. At the time the AT ditch was bridged by
a belt of roads which were still intact.
The attack went off much according to plan and
before noon the leading elements of all five columns
could see the Strasbourg spires in the distance. The
battalion followed Combat Team Cantrell. As the
leading elements of Combat Team Cantrell crossed the
antitank ditch the Germans blew up the road, thus
blocking the main approach to the city. One other
combat team entering to the left flank of Cantrell reduced the fort from which the road had been dynamited. The combat team then swung to the south and
entered the city from Obershafolsheim. On the road
between Obershafolsheim and Wolfisheim the antitank ditch was covered by some fire from Fort Kleber.
Company B was given the mission of clearing the
enemy from this fort and the battalion proceeded into
the city. Company B remained in position besieging
Fort Kleber until relieved by units from the French
2d Armored at 6:00 P.M.
The battalion entered the city through the Porte
Nationale and received orders to clear the section of
the city called Neudorf. Proceeding along the Boulevard de Lyons across the Rhine-RhOne Canal the battalion entered a section of the city supposedly clear of
the enemy. As the head of the motorized column approached the Caserne Marquet it was engaged by
small-arms fire from the fort. The battalion rapidly
dismounted and returned the fire. French tanks were
ordered to force an entry into the fort from which
the Germans were lobbing mortar shells into the
streets. At 3:30 P.M., November 23, an entry was
forced into the fort and a platoon from Company A
broke into the courtyard of the garrison and took a
number of prisoners. At 4:30 a German officer came
out of the garrison under a flag of truce and indicated
the willingness of the garrison's commander to sur-

render to the American forces. The surrender of the
garrison was negotiated by Capt James S. Timothy,
Capt Charles E. Freeman, and S/ Sgt James P. Haun.
Sixteen officers and 3 77 men were marched from the
garrison to the PW inclosure. The battalion command
post was established at Quarrier Senarmont.
At 8:00 A.M., November 24, 1944, the battalion
received orders to continue with its mission of cleaning
out of the Neudorf section and to tie in with two combat teams of CCV. Proceeding on foot through the
city, the battalion by-passed a large military hospital
which upon investigation was found to contain approximately six hundred German soldiers besides a
large medical staff. Company C conducted a search of
the hospital area and found a large cache of small arms
and ammunition. At the same time along the route of
the battalion advance the battalion repatriated a group
of American officers and men who had been prisoners
of war. The 2 officers and 57 men were from the 79th,
lOOth, 44th, 36th, 80th, 26th, 3d, and 45th Infantry
Divisions and had been captured in the XII and XV
Corps areas in October and November.
As the leading elements of the battalion crossed
over into Neudorf orders were received detaching the
battalion from the French 2d Armored and attaching
it to T Force, Strasbourg. The battalion reassembled
at the Quarrier Senarmont and fulfilled the varied assignments of the T Force commander.
At 7:00A.M., November 30, 1944, the battalion
was relieved of its assignment with T Force and rejoined the Regiment at Brumath. On November 26
the Regiment was ordered into reserve, being relieved
by the 314th Infantry. This had no sooner been accomplished when tentative plans were received from
Division for an attack in conjunction with the lOOth
and 45th Divisions.
On November 28 Colonel Wood reported for duty
and took command of the Regiment, relieving Lt Col
VanBibber. He had been in the hospital in Paris and
during his recuperation had been appalled by the number of casualties coming in which were caused by
trench foot. Immediate plans were made to apply
counter-measures, to include changing of socks and
drying and massaging of feet. Habits instilled at this
time stood the Regiment in good stead later in its
mountain fighting when even under the most adverse
of conditions our casualty rate from this cause was
remarkably low.
The attack jumped off on November 29 with the
Regiment still in reserve. Progress was slow and

Under heavy fire , 313th troops pass ·a dead American soldier while moving through Bischwiller, France, December
9, 1944. (Signal Corps photo)

November 30 found the front lines generally along
the south edge of the woods south of Hagenau and
Bischwiller. On the 30th the 1st Battalion was released
to the Regiment and returned the same day.
As the 314th Infantry moved north and west of
Gries the Division right flank was becoming dangerously exposed. Accordingly, the 2d Battalion was
ordered to return to its old haunts in that vicinity, and
upon reaching there found the Germans still in their
positions and still industriously strengthening them.
They seemed irritated at our return, and Gries was
shelled much more than it had ever been before. This
shelling caused few casualties, however, except among
the civilians who failed to remain under cover.
Patrolling by the 2d Battalion was very active at
this time, because it was felt that the Regiment would
be ordered to attack very soon. Some of these patrols
penetrated deep into the enemy positions and many a
small fight resulted from these excursions. But information was received which had a very important bearing on events which were to follow.
On December 3 a German news broadcast was
heard to announce that large-scale American attack

a

on Bischwiller had been repulsed with terrific losses
to the Americans. This caused a good deal of mirth in
the Regiment because the action referred to was one of
Lt Colonel Gooding's (CO, 2d Battalion) methods of
"needling" the Germans. It was just a sudden outpouring of artillery, mortar and small-arms fire at certain targets in the·· enemy positions in order to see
what reaction would result. On this particular occasion the 3d Battalion which had moved in on the left
of the 2d Battalion joined in. Losses to us were zero.
The next operation had as its objective the capture
of the towns of Hagenau and Bischwiller. This was
an ambitious undertaking because they were large
towns and all reports indicated that they were well
defended. The Regimental objective was Bischwiller
and the plan for taking it was as follows:
The 2d Battalion was to jump off from its present
positions and take the woods to its front, pass through
them and assault Bischwiller from the southwest. The
3d Battaliop was to leave its present positions near
Weitbri.ick prior to the attack and go into an assembly
area south of the 2d Battalion. At H minus 20 minutes it was to move out silently, sneak as near the town
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from the southeast side as possible without detection
and then make the assault.
The timing of this operation was very interesting.
There was a bridge in the route of the 3d Battalion
which was out but patrols reported that it could be
easily fixed. The plan was for the 3d Battaljon to overrun this bridge at such time as the engineers could fix
it well enough for the tanks to pass over, and get the
job done in time for the tanks to start from their assembly area at the same time the 2d Battalion started its
attack. The reason for this was secrecy. The Germans
could hear the tanks start and as soon as they did that,
the fat was in the fire, so to speak. So what was desired
was to have all the following events occur at the same
time: ( 1 ) The 3d Battalion assault Bischwiller under
supporting artillery fire; ( 2) The tanks start from
their assembly area and race to the support qf the 3d
Battalion over the repaired bridge; ( 3) The 2d Battalion assault the woods southwest of Bischwiller, also
under artillery support.
Now in order to do this the 3d Battalion had to
actually sneak through the German outpost line,
which was necessarily very thin because of the wide
open ground. Therefore, the move had to be made
under cover of darkness, but it was necessary to begin
the assault on the town in enough light to observe
artillery fire. So the hour of attack was set at first light
with the 3d Battalion moving out on its sneak at H
minus 20 minutes.
The 3d Battalion executed this move in a masterly
fashion. There was absolutely no light as is often the
case just before dawn and the shadowy figures of the
men made no sound. When the head of the column
had almost reached the bridge a trigger-happy German
must have suspected something because a high-velocity
weapon rang out, and after that there was silence.
The engineers with the head of the column were
heavily laden with material to fix the · bridge which
their patrol had previously reconnoitered. When they
reached it they hurriedly laid it in position as the
column passed by, so as to be ready to drive the first
spike when the artillery opened up.
Precisely at H-hour the two battalions jumped off,
and under cover of the crashing of the artillery the
tanks started up and with cold motors moved as best
they could for the bridge. The engineers worked frantically so as to be ready when the tanks, came. The
battle for the town was on.
Actually, the tanks had about a five-minute wait at
the bridge but joined the 3d Battalion in time to throw

their weight into the assault. The defenses on the edge
of town crumpled under the combined shock of the
tanks, infantry, and artillery, and the street fighting
commenced. Meanwhile the 2d Battalion had secured
a foothold in the woods and was moving steadily forward. The woods were too thick for tanks, so the infantry had the problem all to themselves.
To return to the 3d Battalion, in the town now and
fighting toward the northern edge of it. There was a
bridge there across a small river which had not been
blown, according to civilian sources. In order to get
the bridge intact Lt Colonel Porter, CO of the 3d Battalion, ordered the tanks carrying a platoon of infantrymen to rush forward aqd seize it. The bridge was
already under our artillery fire to keep the Germans
from blowing it up.
The tanks got there just in time. There was a huge
aerial bomb lying on the bridge, all wired to explode,
but apparently our artillery fire had cut the wire. A
German soldier was trying to fix the wire when the
Americans arrived and he fell, hit fifty times. The
Americans rushed out on the bridge, dismantling the
wiring and dragging the bomb off the bridge. Others
rushed across and, in the face of heavy machine-gun
and self-propelled-gun fire, started their assault on the
town of Oberhoffen just across the river. The tanks
rumbled over the bridge to join this new attack.
Meanwhile the town of Bischwiller was being
heavily shelled by the Germans. Troops moving down
the streets would hear the shells whistle and disappear
into doorways, only to come out and continue the
march after the explosions had died down. Here and
there lay a man who failed to make it in time but the
others passed on, unheeding. Such sights had long since
become commonplace to them.
By this time the 2d Battalion had cleared the western part of town and were attacking in the river bend
to the northwest, in order to eliminate the source of
the self-propelled high-velocity fire which was being
directed into the left flank of the attacking 3d Battalion
and also on the newly won bridge. The 1st Battalion
which had been held in reserve throughout the action
was moved into the southern part of Bischwiller.
By 1:00 P.M. 134 prisoners, including two officers,
had been taken and many enemy wounded and killed.
Our casualties had been very light, a tribute to the
planning and the execution of the operation.
The fighting in Oberhoffen resulted in the clearing
of the enemy from that town by 2:00 P.M. on December 9. The 3d Battalion buttoned up in the town and
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sent out patrols which located the enemy on the
heights just north of it. Oberhoffen had been receiving
quite heavy concentration of artillery fire since its capture, to which was now added high-velocity fire from
the wooded area north of the town.
The route which now lay before the Regiment was a
single road along the eastern edge of the Hagenau
Forest. Part of this road was in the forest itself and
part ran out into the open and was exposed to observation from the east. There were two towns which lay
along this road before it emerged finally from the
northeast corner of the forest. The first of these was
Schirrheim, a village more than a mile in length, but
having only one main street. Two kilometers farther
along was Souffienheim, more cor;npact in nature but
having a stream through its center, over which there
was a bridge on the main road.
The facts ~bove could be easily seen from the map,
but there were other questions the answers to -which
were more obscure. The first and most obvious was,
"Where will the enemy make his next stand?" That
all depended upon the effect of the beating he had just
received and the presence of other enemy troops in the
area which were near enough to influnce the situation.
By noon the 314th was battering its way into
Hagenau, the twin city to Bischwiller. Marienthal had
fallen to the 315th and it looked as if the enemy was
going to have no choice about retiring into the forest
of Hagenau all along the Division front.
Due to the fact that other divisions were making
progress to the west of the forest, it did not appear
probable that the 79th Division would have to face
another struggle such as it had experienced previously
in the Foret de· Parroy, but the important thing it
seemed would be to break the back of such German
defenses as did exist, so as to destroy the enemy troops
before they could retire into the Siegfried hne which
lay to the north.
Accordingly, a plan was drawn for a quick advance,
the initial objective of which was Seltz, a town just
outside the forest of Hagenau in the route of the 313th
Infantry. The Regiment was given this mission and
plans were drawn up for a task force to exploit the
breakthrough if it were achieved. The task force was
to play the role of an armored force and consisted of
the 2d Battalion, a company of tanks, a company of
TDs and a battalion of armored artillery borrowed for
that purpose.
The next move was to try for the breakthrough. At
2:00P.M. on December 10 the 3d Battalion moved
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up the heights north of Oberhoffen. There was no reaction to this move at first, and at 4:40 P.M. they had
reached the southern edge of Schirrheim. Here they
received some high-velocity fire but were ordered to
take the town before dark. At 5:00P.M. they jumped
off in the assault, attacking across the open ground
under cover of smoke. By 5 :40 the first row of houses
had been reached in spite of increasing resistance. But
as night approached the Americans were not to be
denied the shelter of the village. At 6:30 the assault
elements were well established in Schirrheim with the
rear echelons closing in.
The next step was Soufflenheim. The 1st Battalion
was ordered to pass through the 3d and attack the
town, jumping off at 7:30 A.M. the next day.
The attack started as scheduled but met sufficient
resistance to stop its progress on the hill just south of
the town. German artillery then started coming in in
such quantities as to indicate that it was here the Germans had decided to defend.
Certainly it looked like the place for it. We had no
contact with friendly troops on our left, and the vast
stretches of woods on that flank suggested ominous
possibilities. There was also an open flank on the right
from which came high-velocity fire from time to time.
If a counterblow came from the left we were certainly
set up for it, like a boxer stopped by a left jab from
his opponent and wide open to the Sunday punch to
follow.
The only thing was to get forward, out of this forest
and into Seltz. "Seltz or else! " became the watchword,
and the 1st BattaliC?P attacked with renewed energy.
At this juncture Colonel Wood experienced a relapse
into his old illness to such an extent that it became
necessary to evacuate him. Lt Colonel Van Bibber reassumed command on December 11.
The Regimental CP which had been in Bischwiller
moved into Schirrheim, thus cleaning the last of the
Regimental elements out of that area except for the
Service Company which remained in Kurtzenhausen.
The 3d Battalion which was still in Schirrheim was
ordered to block all approaches from the left flank and
to prepare to envelop the enemy's right flank in Soufflenheim with a force of not less than one rifle
company.
The fighting in Soufflenheim became more and
more confused. On one occasion Major McConnell, the
Executive Officer of the 1st Battalion, went forward to
find his CO. He missed him as he moved up and before
he knew it his jeep was in the town inside enemy lines.
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There was a German machine gun and crew moving
around a building near the road, which Major McConnell and his driver promptly took prisoner and brought
them in, five of th~m, piled on the hood of his jeep.
It was nearly 5:00 P.M. before the 1st Battalion had
the town. Then it was found that the enemy had blown
the bridge, but this had been foreseen and the engineers were on hand.
The 3d Battalion was ordered to move through the
1st Battalion and seize the heights north of Souffienheim. They moved out at 5:30P.M. and by 9:00 had
a company across the river. They completed their crossing the next morning, December 12, and were ready
for their move on Seltz.
The bridge, however, would not be in until afternoon. That meant that only the foot elements, carrying by hand all arms and ammunition, would be able
to move but time was considered to be precious and the
advance began. When the 3d Battalion cleared the
crossing the 1st Battalion was ordered to follow immediately.
The Regimental CP moved to Souffienheim and the
2d Battalion remained in that town, although it passed
to Division control as part of the task force. Lt Colonel
Gooding was designated as the task force commander
and was given orders to be ready to move out on short
notice.
At noon on December 12 the bridge at Souffienheim
was complete, and the vehicles of the Regiment were
moving across with those of the 3d Battalion leading
in order to catch up with its foot elements.
By 1:40 P.M. patrols of the fast-moving 3d Battalion were in the outskirts of Seltz. Then followed an
episode which is difficult to explain in the light of the
military skill which had always been displayed by the
enemy heretofore. As the Americans cautiously approached the city they could see freshly dug entrenchments guarding its approaches. But directly behind
the fortifications they could see German soldiers playing ball! Where were the Germans we had driven out
of Souffienheim? Why hadn't they at least warned
the garrison at Seltz? And why hadn't the commander
in Seltz posted his own security?
The 3d Battalion patrols did not stop to ponder
these enigmas. They went to work immediately and
in a very short time had machine guns trained upon
the enemy. Then with all available weapons ready the
lieutenant in command gave the order to fire and literally "broke up the ball game!"
There followed such a mad scramble in Seltz as to

adequately indicate how great the surprise had been.
But before the enemy could man his defenses the 3d
Battalion was entering town, leaving the Germans no
alternative but to abandon it.
That is, they abandoned that part of town south of
the river-a good three-quarters of it. But they blew
up the bridge and settled down to the business of defending the river line. It appeared that they had what
might be considered an adequate force to accomplish
this mission under the circumstances, because first of
all the river was wide enough and deep enough to prevent all vehicular crossing and any personnel to cross
would have to use boats.
The terrain lent itself to the defense. Except at the
bridge site there were adequate fields of fire all along
the low flat banks. Buildings on the north shore made
admirable observation posts, and there was ample
cover in the areas north of the city for artillery and
self-propelled guns which made existence in the south
part of town a very tenuous business.
Nevertheless the 3d Battalion moved into town and
arrayed itself along the river bank, using buildings for
shelter. The 1st Battalion moved into the south end
of town and, after cleaning out remnants of the enemy
which still remained, put out security to the east and
buttone<!_ up to await orders.
The Regimental CP moved into Forstfeld, a tiny village four or five kilometers southwest of Seltz.
In spite of the very considerable artillery fire in
Seltz, reconnaissance was initiated in order to find a
way across the river. The bridge site was hell itself due
to point-blank artillery and machine-gun fire, but all
agencies concerned went on with their reconnaissance
nevertheless. At one time Lt Colonel Van Allen, Division Engineer, was pinned down by machine-gun fire
at the river's edge for thirty minutes. As a result of
these excursions it was discovered that the Germans
had done a very inexpert job of blowing the bridge.
There were several large holes in it and it was further
damaged somewhat, but it would most certainly bear
foot troops and light vehicles and might possibly support tanks too.
It was esti~ated that the north part of the town was
defended by three companies of enemy with attached
self-propelled guns and tanks.
The remainder of daylight was spent in keeping the
area beyond the bridge site under heavy TD, AT and
machine-gun fire, while the rear areas were thoroughly
pounded by the artillery. With the approach of dark
patrols were organized and as soon as the night fell
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they started to cross the river at different points. All
met resistance of varying strength, and it was deemed
advisable to cross at the bridge as the enemy seemed
no stronger there than anywhere else.
Accordingly Company K made ready and suddenly,
behind a wall of artillery fire, rushed the bridge. It was
a magnificent effort performed with tremendous courage and aggressiveness, resulting in the successful st;.trt
of a bridgehead. As soon as Company K had fought
its way into the houses on the far shore Company L
followed, but so great was the resistance, it was not
until 3:00 P.M. the next day that the entire 3d Battalion was fighting its way toward the northern edge
of the town. Frequently the Germans counterattacked
with tanks, on one occasion getting almost as far as
the bridge. The engineers had to stop work on the
bridge on two occasions due to direct fire from the
enemy tanks.
It was apparent that the Germans had no notion of
giving up the town without a fanatical fight. The
struggle reduced itself to the most grueling kind, that
of taking one house at a time.
By 8:00 P.M. the bridge was complete and tanks
started to cross to join in the fight. The battle had died
down somewhat but the 3d Battalion sent out patrols
to keep contact with the enemy. These patrols had an
extremely difficult task in performing this mission at
night, but the effectiveness of their efforts is shown by
the report they sent in about midnight stating that
there was definite evidence the enemy was pulling out.
The 3d Battalion was ordered to move forward and
the 1st Battalion was ordered to follow them closely if
they made any appreciable advance. By 7:00 A.M. the
3d Battalion was advancing again, out of close contact,
and found the village of Neuweiller five kilometers to
the north clear of the enemy. They were ordered to
move on to Schaffhausen four kilometers beyond.
The 1st Battalion was ordered to move to Neuweiller which they reached at 5:30P.M. The 3d Battalion
buttoned up in Schaffhausen which they had found
clear of enemy except for a couple of tanks which fired
a few shots and departed.
The village of Schaffhausen sits behind a ridge, the
other side of which slopes down to the Lauter River
and the town of Lauterberg. The river is the German
border, and beyond it lay the vaunted Siegfried Line.
It might be well to pause here in our narrative and
remark on the feeljngs the men of the Regiment had
on this subject.
In the first place from the Normandy beaches on ,
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313th Infantry communications men string wire in the
Neuweiller area, France, December 15, 1944. The horses
were being hitched by a German detail. (Signal Corps
photo)

particularly after a hard battle was won, the remark,
"Wait until we hit the Siegfried Line," was often
heard. There was no fear apparent in the tone-just
respect and the consciousness of a trying task ahead.
There was never any doubt expressed about our
chances of success in this venture, for we had carried
out all assigned tasks with success even greater than
expected. But the wall was there and there was no
doubt but what it would try our every resource.
However, in the past month as we drew nearer the
obstacle rumors began to go the rounds. One was that
the pillboxes were full of water and, therefore, could
not be manned. Another was that the troops confronting us now were the only forces available to the enemy
with which to defend the line, and these were becoming so badly depleted by battle attrition that their
effectiveness was questionable. One often heard the
remark, "The more we kill here the fewer will try to
stop us at the Siegfried Line."
Well, here we were at the Line itself and the time
for the test was at hand. There was plenty of confidence among the men that was not based on rumors,
but rather on the faith and confidence in the fighting
ability which each man felt and on that of the man
next to them.
The next Regimental objective was Lauterberg,
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with special accent on the bridge over the river. The
town, a very ancient one, lies almost entirely on the
south, or French, side of the river with the village of
Neu Lauterberg situated about a kilometer beyond the
north bank. To the east of Neu Lauterberg is the village of Berg, about a kilometer away. Just beyond
these two villages is the southern edge of the forest
which hid the Siegfried Line in this area. The main
highway running from Hagenau had been the axis of
the Regimental advance, and now crossed the river at
Lauterberg, passing between Neu Lauterberg and
Berg, on into the forest beyond and finally to Karlsruhe some thirty kilometers to the north. A look at
the map will show our objective in the extreme northwest corner of Alsace where the German border breaks
westward away from the Rhine. To the soldier another
thought immediately arises: That capture of this objective would expose the victor to enemy artillery fire
from three sides.
The plan for the attack followed the principle which
had formed the basis for the taking of Bischwiller. The
1st Battalion was to pass through the 3d Battalion at
Neiweiller. move down the road toward the objective,
and attack it .from the west side in two columns. The
right column was to enter town while the other was
to go for the bridge which we hoped to save. The 2d
Battalion was to move across country and attack the
town from the southeast, making junction with the 3d
Battalion at the church in the center of the town. Utmost secrecy was to be preserved , the tanks and artillery not starting until the assault commenced just at
first light. This time all the tanks were to support the
1st Battalion.
The 2d Battlion, having the longest route, moved
out at 2:45 A.M. December 15. The 1st Battalion
jumped off at 5:00. At 7:30 both battalions started
their assault under artillery barrages with the tanks
racing down the road to join the 1st Battalion. Resistance was strong, showing that the enemy had not
been caught napping this time. They had plenty of
tanks, ack-ack guns, and machine guns, making our
progress very slow.
It was 11:00 o'clock before either battalion was
able to enter the edges of the town. There were some
old fortifications south of the objective which gave the
2d Battalion a good deal of trouble, subjecting them
to burst after burst of ack-ack. · It was nearly 1:00
P .M. before the 1st Battalion got near enough to the
bridge to discover it had been blown, dashing our
hope·s for a quick crossing.

We had the town, however, by 3 :30. Immediate
reconnaissance showed that the enemy was digging in
around Neu Lauterberg and Berg, and their tanks were
in evidence. Accordingly, plans were made to cross the
river to the west of town, at a point where the open
ground between the stream and the woos:Js was narrowest. The crossing was to be made on engineer foot
bridges, two of which were to be installed. The order
of march was: 1st Battalion in the lead, 2d next, while
the 3d Battalion was to move into Lauterberg. The
crossing battalions were ordered to move eastward as
soon as they entered the woods. The 1st Battalion was
given the mission of capturing Berg, securing it, and
seizing the culvert over an antitank ditch two kilometers to the north. Patrols were ordered sent beyond
the culvert to contact the enemy. The 2d Battalion
was directed to take Neu Lauterberg and clear the
enemy from the area between that village and Lauterberg itself.
The enemy by this time were shelling Lauterberg
industriously with both artillery and tank fire. The
bridge site seemed to have a high priority in their fire
plan, because that area became so hot as to make reconnaissance by the engineers very difficult. The bridging
operation which followed was also seriously hampered
by this fire.
Colonel Wood suffered another relapse at this time
and was again evacuated, this time never to return
to the Regiment. Lt Colonel Van Bibber assumed
command.
The crossing operation commenced at 9:00 A.M.
December 16. It was completed without incident or
resistance and Neu Lauterberg and Berg were taken
with only a minor skirmish. Obviously the enemy had
retired into his concrete fortifications.
On the 17th the Regimental CP moved into Lauterberg. Plans were made to push the 3d Battalion
through the 1st Battalion and advance to the north, an
operation which was intended to be a reconnaissance
in force because the enemy situation was so vague.
Meanwhile the 2d Battalion was to patrol actively to
its front so as to protect the 3d Battalion's left flank . .
The operation started at 8:30 in the morning, the
3d Battalion running into hot resistance almost immediately after passing through the lines of the 1st
Battalion. They reported five enemy tanks to their
front, as well as pillboxes. The TDs were moved up
to support the attack which was slowing down. Meanwhile the 2d Battalion was ordered to attack on the
left of the 3d Battalion.

Decoration ceremony at Oberseebach, France, Christmas Eve, 1944. Lt Colonel Gooding receives the Silver Star from
Colonel Van Bibber.

By this time the 3d Battalion had reached the antitank ditch which was well covered with artillery and
machine-gun fire. It was approximately twenty feet
wide and ten to fifteen feet deep in places, adequately
stopping any tracked vehicle. Beyond it, between it
and the pillboxes, was a band of barbed wire twenty to
thirty feet deep, completing an obstacle the like of
which the Regiment had not encountered since Cherbourg.
The 2d Battalion also reached the antitank ditch at
about 4:30 that afternoon. Here they met the same
fanatical defense, and when the 314th Infantry pulled
up on the left of them and was also stopped it was
realized that this was it! We had encountered the
Siegfried Line!
The Germans did not have any antitank guns, apparently trusting in their ditch to provide all the protection against our tanks that was needed. Accordingly,
a tankdozer was sent up and went leisurely to work,
filling crossings in _the ditch while the enemy looked
on helplessly. It made two crossings in the 2d Battalion
sector and then the 2d Battalion attacked again. Here
followed the most severe fighting in the history of the
Regiment.
As Company G crossed the ditch into the wire the

Germans sent down a terrific artillery and mortar barrage. Their losses were extremely heavy, but the losses
of Company F on their flank were almost as many. The
wire held the attack in the beaten zone, and although it
was blown with bangalore torpedoes and mashed
down by TDs and tanks, only a few men reached the
pillboxes beyond. There were Lieutenant Landon and
the heroic remnant of his Company G which by now
consisted of only twenty-three men. But they entered
the hand-to-hand combat with the enemy with typical
enthusiasm. "Grenades fell around like rain," said
Lieutenant Landon, in telling about it afterward.
Enemy artillery barrages continued to rqll in, two to
three hundred rounds at a time. No one had ever heard
enemy artillery come in like that-and it came in from
the north, northeast and east. Some even came from
the southeast, from the east bank of the Rhine.
The attack had definitely bogged down in spite of
the heroism of Task Force Landon. Company F was
moved up to cover Company G's withdrawal and the
2d Battalion moved back to its starting point south of
the ditch.
The next plan to be put into action was to have the
1st Battalion attack northeast through the gap between
the 2d Battalion and the 3d, to cut off the enemy in
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front of the 3d Battalion and allow the 3d Battalion to
advance. A Churchill tank especially fitted to carry a
bridge was to move up in the 3d Battalion sector,
bridge the ditch, and allow the 3d Battalion tanks and
TDs across. This move was intended as a surprise, and
it was hoped that we would catch the enemy weak on
that flank.
The 1st Battalion jumped off at 2:40 P.M. December 19 but by the time they reached the ditch it was
dark, so they were ordered to button up for the night.
On the morning of the 20th the attack was resumed,
and was met with the same terrific artillery fire that
had stopped the 2d Battalion. Company C was temporarily disorganized and the attack bogged down.
Meanwhile all efforts of the 314th Infantry to get forward failed as well as those of the 3 15th.
It thus became evident that the enemy defenses were
not going to be breached by ordinary means. A special
operation was required, and it was up to higher headquarters to decide whether the over-all strategic plan
justified this effort at this time and place. While these
matters .yere being decided the 79th Division contented itself with merely defending the ground it had
already won.
While in the middle of December the Regiment was
fighting its way northward to the German border in
Alsace, the enemy opened his counteroffensive in the
Ardennes. This fact coupled with the fact that the
Siegfried was obviously being held in force brought
about the decision by Supreme Headquarters to concentrate its effort in the north. Thus the mission on
all fronts passed to the defensive, and all available
troops were moved northward to help crush the German drive.
Accordingly it was decided that the Division withdraw to the high ground south of the Lauter River,
which position was roughly halfway between the
Maginot and the Siegfried Lines. This move was
started on December 22 and carried out with great"care
and caution as it represented a withdrawal in the face
of the enemy. The rear installations moved first and
meanwhile minute reconnaissance was being made of
the new positions. Of the troops in contact the 3d Battalion was least engaged, so they moved first, followed
by the 1st and then the 3d. A battalion of the 314th
went into position around Lauterberg to cover the
withdrawal.
The move was completed by midnight, and sadly we
took our sign down which had stood on the north bank
of the river and which had said, "You are entering

Germany by courtesy of the 79th Infa~try Division."
Regretfully we blew up the new bridge at Lauterberg
and started the general retrograde movement which
was to last until February, and was to yield back to the
enemy so much of Alsace w};lich we had taken at the
cost of so much blood and effort.
The new posit~on was almost devoid of cover, but
afforded beautiful fields of fire. The defense was devised on a framework of interlocking bands of caliber
.50 and caliber .30 machine-gun fire. Foxholes were
dug and later enlarged into trenches and dugouts complete with communication trenches. Barbed wire was
strung in front of the position and mines were laid in
great plenty, because the terrain afforded excellent
going for tanks. TDs were dug in with the aid of bulldozers at strategic points covering tank approaches. It
was the nearest thing to World War I tactics which we
had as yet encountered.
The Regimental CP moved to Oberseebach, an extremely picturesque village about three kilometers behind the front lines. It had snowed during the m.ove,
completing an ideal setting for Christmas, the anticipation of which was heightened by the belief that the
sector would be inactive enough to enjoy the season.
Initially the front lines were given to the 1st and 3d
Battalions with the 3d Battalion on the right and the
2d Battalion in Oberseebach in reserve. But plans were
made to rotate the troops within the battalions so as to
afford each man a chance to get in under cover and to
enjoy his Christmas dinner. Christmas was spent
quietly enough. The Germans apparently wanted to
enjoy the season also, because we did not hear from
them in any way that entire day.
Some cognac was issued to the men and they had
their turkey and some rest, but that did not mean that
our vigilanc.e was relaxed in any way. Patrolling was
continued across the river from our outpost line which
ran generally along the south bank. An occasional report of contact with enemy patrols was received, but
there was no general move by the enemy to re-occupy
the lost ground at this time.
Booby traps were strung along the front lines by
both sides; . and each side booby-trapped the other's
booby traps until the situation became so complicated
that neither had any desire to cross into the other's territory. The Germans seemed content to hold Germany
and the Americans showed every inclination to let
them do it.
Thus the remainder of the year was spent in watchful waiting. There were plans to be made for counter-
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attack and for withdrawal so much reconnaissance was
necessary. Also the defenses were being continually
improved, so everyone was kept moderately busy. In
addition the Maginot Line in rear of the Regimental
sector was prepared for occupancy by one battalion.
The work was done mainly by the engineers but TDs
had to be dug in and plans for minefields made, as well
as coordination effected with units on right and left.
Aside from an occasional artillery shell the enemy did
not interfere with these operations.
However, the respite which was so conveniently
timed with the Yule season was not to continue beyond
it. The Germans were not satisfied with their initial
successes in the Ardennes, but delivered a blow in the
Bitche salient in the Vosges Mountains some thirty
kilometers to the west of Oberseebach. This blow was
well timed, falling on an armored task force on New
Year's Eve. This task force was spread thinly in a
large sector and the German attack caught it by surprise. Then, breaking through, the enemy captured
tanks, jeeps and halftracks, throwing the defenders
into confusion.
Troops were needed and needed badly to prevent
the enemy from exploiting his success. On New Year's
Day therefore the Regiment was ordered relieved by
elements of the 314th Infantry. It was to send the 1st
Battalion to Riepertswiller to report to the 45th Infantry Division with the vague directive to attack to
the north. Almost immediately after the 1st Battalion
took its d~_parture the remainder of the Regiment less
the 3d Battalion was ordered to follow, which it did,
catching up with the 1st Battalion as it entered Rischhoffer. The Regimental CP was set up in that town.
At 2000 the night of January 1 the patrols of the
1st Battalion started north and by midnight the rest of
the battalion followed. They closed into Riepertswiller
before daylight after having met only an enemy patrol
or two. The 2d Battalion was moved into a flat area
south and east of Riepertswiller in Regimental reserve.
The Regimental CP moved into Rottbach.
It is appropriate here to describe the countryside of
this new area of operations so that the reader can
properly appreciate the obstacles and difficulties encountered by the Regiment. The situation was entirely
different from that down in the Alsatian plain in every
possible respect.
The Vosges Mountains run generally northeast and
southwest and cut Alsace off from the rest of France.
They generally consist of five or six heavily wooded
ridges with very steep sides and generously strewn with
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AT Company preparing new positions outside Oberseebach, France, December, 1944

rocky cliffs and gorges. Some of these gorges are wide
enough to furnish passage through which roads have
been built, and they are two to five kilometers apart,
and run in a northwest-southeast direction.
Riepertswiller is a village in a narrow valley between two ridges. A stream runs through this valley
and the road from Rottbach crosses the stream two
kilometers east of the village, proceeding to the village
and then north through the mountains into German
territory.
A kilometer southeast of Riepertswiller finds the
ground rising sharply to a ridge surmounted by the
village of Picardie, which in turn is dominated by the
hill and ancient castle of Lichtenberg. This castle furnishes observation over the entire area for miles
around, being a walled and turreted affair and having
a high tower or keep within its confines. From a military standpoint this castle was in excellent repair and
admirably suited for the purpose for which it was built,
i.e., protection and observation, as will be seen later.
As a matter of fact the military knowledge and foresight displayed by the forgotten architect proved to be
a most fortunate circumstance.
The ground in these mountains was frozen solid and
covered with snow. This made the digging of foxholes
and other fortifications a very difficult business and the
snow almost nullified the cover afforded by the wood
from observation from above, providing as it did a
white background against which dark objects could be
easily seen.
Except in the villages and in the castle there were no
buildings to be used as protection either from the elements or from shell fire. This circumstance contributed
more to the hardships of the campaign than any other.
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The Regiment less the 3d Battalion having been
formally attached to the 4 5th Division was ordered to
attack to the north and seize the mountain passes within the Regimental sector at their northern exits. The
line of departure given was about five kilometers north
of Riepertswiller. The Regimental sector was about
twelve kilometers wide at Riepertswiller, narrowing
to about five kilometers at the objective. There were no
friendly troops on either flank, but the 180th Infantry
(45th Division) was echeloned to the left rear about
two thousand yards.
The situation opens on the morning of January 3
with the 1st Battalion in possession of the rising
ground just north of Riepertswiller and across the
stream and might be termed a "bridgehead." They had
been in contact with enemy patrols since their arrival.
The 2d Battalion which had a combat strength of 127
men was just to the rear and out of contact. Company
G, or Task Force Landon, had eighteen men.
The 2d Battalion was ordered to pass through the
1st Battalion and proceed up the road to the north of
Riepertswiller, seizing the first heights. After it had
moved about a kilometer it was attacked in ~trength
and only by the greatest exercise of skill and coolness
was it able to extricate itself before it was cut off and
destroyed. It fell back to positions just north of those
occupied by the 1st Battalion.
This show of strength on the part of the enemy gave
rise to concern about the safety of our flanks. About a
kilometer to the west of Riepertswiller was the village
of Wildenguth, which from a small height dominated
a crossroads on the road running into Riepertswiller.
Although this village was technically just inside the
sector of the 180th Infantry it was considered expedient to seize it for our own protection.
Accordingly, the 180th was notified and Company
C was sent to take the village. When it got there it
found that the place was full of Germans and was
being enthusiastically defended. Company C attacked
but Company A was sent in on the left end to flank
out the position to make sure of the capture. This
maneuver was successful and the town fell into our
hands. However, about noon the enemy counterattacked and cut the road between Riepertswiller and
Wildenguth at a small group of houses called Saegbuhl. This move and their subsequent occupation of
the high ground south of Saegbuhl and south of the
stream successfully cut Companies A and C off from
the rest of the Regiment. When the Germans dug in
to consolidate their gains they faced their positions to

the north, and in order ·to command the road were
facing in the same direction that we were facing/
Meanwhile reinforcements arrived in the form of
the 1st Battalion of the 314th Infantry. They were
received with gratitude and sent immediately into the
fray in order to remove this new enemy incursion.
They moved under cover to a position south of the
ridge overlooking Saegbuhl and then by attacking
north struck the German rear, driving them down •
across the road and stream and into the town of
Saegbuhl. By 5:00P.M. on January 3 they were fighting in the edge of Saegbuhl. The enemy counterattacked, striking to the east of the 314th and running
into Company B of the 1st Battalion, 313th, which
held successfully, taking some prisoners.
Now the 1st Battalion of the 314th renewed its
attack, overwhelming Saegbuhl and driving the enemy
into the hills to the north. They also took some
pnsoners.
The next morning, January 4, the 1st Battalion,
314th, attacked to take the hill north of Saegbuhl. This
attack was successful in that it secured the town and
netted nef!.rly a hundred prisoners including a battalion
commander.
It was still impossible to supply Companies A and C
in Wildenguth, however, due to the fact that the
enemy still controlled the road by fire from the north.
They had plenty of food but such items as radio batteries were badly needed, and the supply was only possible by dropping these articles from an artillery liaison
or "jeep" plane, using blankets as parachutes. This
method was successful to the extent that about fifty per
cent of the items were retrieved undamaged.
On January 5 the enemy began to infiltrate around
our right flank, crossing the Rottbach road and moving to the wooded area south of Picardie. The fact was
known only because an occasional one was seen by the
supply and wire personnel who used the road. Now
this road was the main supply road of the Regiment,
and if it were cut the troops would not be supplied.
There was another road which was not so good which
ran from Rottbach to Picardie and thence to Riepertswiller. In addition, it was mined, and trees had been
felled across it by the armored task force which had
been in the area.
Work was started on this road immediately, while
the I&R Platoon plus five tanks was sent to protect the
other one. This action was taken none too soon, as
shall be seen.
Meanwhile the Germans to the front were keeping
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up continuous piecemeal attacks. The Regimental OP road, now cleared of obstacles, to supply the Regiment.
in Picardie could see many of these against the snow
During the night of January 7 the Regimental OP
background. They were directed at various points group again moved into the castle. During this move
along the line, and were repelled in one or two in- one of the I&R jeeps missed the roadway which went
stances by our troops calling down artillery fire .on through the postern gate and as a result fell into the
their own positions. Some enemy managed to reach the 30-foot moat. Due perhaps to the great amount of
rear areas of the battalions, so as to force the mortar snow no one was hurt, but in addition to that the
crews to defend themselves against small-arms fire. builder of the castle had evidently foreseen such a misFinally the Germans were dominating the main sup- hap, and had obligingly constructed a ramp just wide
ply road between Riepertswiller and Rottbach by fire, enough for. a jeep to climb straight out of the moat!
shutting off communications.
On the morning of the 8th the two 1st Battalions
On January 6 Captain Timmons, CO of the Can- continued their attack, the 31 4th's Battalion moving
non Company, reported seeing Germans in Picardie. into their objective. The 1st Battalion, 313th, howHis positions were just west of the town and he im- ' ever, was moving up an almost vertical cliff and the
mediately took steps to defend them, using his can- enemy was well dug in at the summit. They had a
noneers as riflemen. At the same time the 180th In- natural fort of rocky ledges which they had strengthfantry had come up to Wildenguth and relieved the ened with log fortifications. The battle for this height
beleaguered Companies A and C there. As they moved continued all day.
toward Riepertswiller they were ordered to Picardie
On the morning of January 9 the 1st Battalion of
to clear the village of Germans. Captain Hylton, CO, the 313th continued its assault on the German posi1st Battalion, directed the hastily ordered attack. The tions. By 8: 00 A.M. they were within grenade range
Regimental OP which had moved into the Lichtenberg of their objective and by 2:00 P.M. they had taken the
hill. This achievement was the result of the most teCastle had a 50-yard-line seat for the battle.
These Germans had crossed the main supply road, nacious kind of fighting over a long period of time, and
cutting it and driving the I&R Platoon to the rear. The under the most severe of weather conditions. The men
entire Regiment was now cut off from the CP and who fought this battle, as obscure as it was in the Big
from the rear. This was a battle behind our lines and Picture, have every right to be proud of their heroism.
it was imperative to win it if we were to continue to
At this juncture the 2d Battalion, which was coneat and shoot.
sidered the Regimental reserve although it was
The battle was joined quickly. One company went actually in the line, was ordered to move forward to
straight in supported by two tanks. The other cut be- occupy the heights to its front.
This move was considered to be an aid to friendly
tween the town and the castle and took the enemy in
flank. The fighting raged until dark, at which time the troops reported to be moving up on the right flank of
enemy found himself surrounded and overwhelmed. the Regiment. Resistance was light and the 2d BatWhen he surrendered we found we had taken 4 officers talion reached its objective on schedule.
The friendly troops on the right, the 27 6th Infanand 129 men-all that remained of an entire German
try (70th Division) attacked on the morning of the
battalion!
Now it seemed necessary to take the high ground to lOth as did the 180th Infantry on our left. Both regithe Regimental front, principally to remove enemy ments were still far to the rear, and not even close
observation and fire from our forward areas. The 1st enough to prevent the continual infiltration of small
Battalion, 3 13th Infantry, and the 1st Battalion, enemy groups around both flanks.
On January 11 the enemy counterattacked, striking
3 14th, were ordered to seize the heights to their front.
This attack jumped off at 10:00 A.M. January 7, and the right flank of the 180th Infantry, which at this
as the day wore on progress was reported as slow but point was nearly on a line with the 1st Battalion of the
steady. By nightfall they had not gained their objec- 314th. The 180th fell back leaving our left flank wide
tives, however, and were ordered to continue the fol- open and the enemy seized his advantage. He infillowing morning. Meanwhile enemy groups continued trated around to our rear, forcing us to give up the
to infiltrate around the right flank and into our rear. hard-won heights. Back to the river line and Saegbuhl
The main supply route was still cut and the enemy had was the first withdrawal and then the enemy, working
mined part of it, making it necessary to use the other in the gap between ourselves and the 180th Infantry,
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struck the Cannon Company of the 313th. Fortunately, as has been said, the cannoneers were ready and
had dug in as infantrymen. So when the enemy
reached this position he was stopped, and stopped cold.
The saga of this battle will long ring in the ears of
the 313th's cannoneers. They carried the day on that
occasion and may well be proud of it.
On the night of the 11th the 2d Battalion of the
157th Infantry (45th Division) arrived with the mission of restoring the position of the 1st Battalion,
314th. They were ordered to attack without delay, a
most difficult assignment since it was night and they
were complete strangers to the country. There had not
even been given an opportunity for reconnaissance,
and any preparations that they made could only be
hasty and makeshift. However, they jumped off without hesitation and achieved what must be regarded as
a near-miracle. They gained their objective by 1:00
o'clock th~ next morning.
At noon J amiary 12 the enemy counterattacked,
striking the front of the 2d Battalion, 15 7th, right in
the middle. This was a strong attempt and it was repelled only after a desperate struggle. It was dark
that night before all was quiet again, and during the
night the 1st Battalion of the 314th was sent up to reoccupy its old positions and to relieve the 2d Battalion
of the 157th Infantry. This was completed by dawn,
and the 1st Battalion of the 314th was detached from
the 313th Infantry and attached to the 180th Infantry
who had regained their positions on the left flank.
On the 13th of January the Regiment was relieved
by the 276th Infantry and detached from the 45th
Division. By midnight it was assembled behind the

ridge south of Picardie and on the morning of the 14th
entrucked and moved back to the Alsatian Plain to
rejoin the 79th Division.
Let us review the achievements of the Regiment in
this last and one of its most difficult campaigns. In
the first place, the Regiment was badly depleted as a
result of its assault in the Siegfried Line in December.
It was minus its numerically strongest battalion, and
entered the Riepertswiller area with the 2d Battalion
having a fighting strength of 127 men, and the 1st
Battalion only 405. The weather conditions were most
severe, taxing the personal tenacity of every man.
Furthermore, the Regiment was called upon to meet
and stop a victorious enemy, who had pushed everything before him in an effort to clean the mountain
passes for the panzer divisions to enter the Alsatian
Plain. Had the Regiment failed in its mission, the
enemy's armored columns would have gone to Hagenau and to Strasbourg, effectively cutting off the bulk
of the Seventh Army.
The initial move of the Regiment was blind. No
one who had been in the area could say just where the
enemy might be encountered and in what strength, as
witness the fact that we were given a line of departure
in the initial attack which we have never seen-not
even yet!
Furthermore, because the enemy was encountered
sooner than expected, the sector assigned to its depleted ranks was nearly twelve kilometers. But the
high-hearted courage of the 313th could not be dimmed by even these handicaps. As one of its battalion
commanders said, "It doesn't matter so much how
many we are as who wear~!"
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Chapter 2-0: Retreat Toward Victory

HEN THE REGIMENT returned to the
79th Division it found the 3d Battalion
occupying that part of the Maginot Line
which had been prepared for it previous to the departure of the Regiment for the Riepertswiller area:. In
fact the Maginot Line in the Division sector was being
defended by Task Force Wahl which included elements of the 79th and 42d Infantry and 14th Armored
Divisions, and had its CP at Surburg.
The 21st Panzer Division had made repeated attempts to penetrate the position of our 3d Battalion,
each attack ending in disaster for the enemy. This
masterly defense of the sector is a tribute to the skillful
planning and farsightedness of the battalion commander, Lt Colonel Porter, and to the untiring. vigilance and aggressiveness of his men. The battalion received the Distinguished Unit Citation for this action.
Perceiving, apparently, that no penetration of the
3d Battalion sector was possible, the enemy shifted
his efforts farther south. After a terrific struggle he
succeeded in capturing the towns of Hatten and Rittershoffen, making a salient in the American line about
a kilometer wide and two kilometers deep. To say that
the enemy captured these towns is not exactly accurate,
because at the time of the Regiment's return from the
Vosges there were a few Americans in both towns who
in the face of overwhelming odds were putting up as
fanatical a defense as is credited to any unit in the
annals of this war.
This salient, however, exposed the right flank of the
3d Battalion, causing the battalion reserve to be placed
along the north side of the salient. While the reserve
cannot be said to have been committed, being out of
contact with the enemy due to the open terrain, it was
definitely being used to man the line. Therefore the
newly arrived 2d Battalion was placed in a position at
Niederbetschdorf where it could be used to bolster the
defense. The 1st Battalion and other units of the Regiment were assembled in and near Hermerswiller,
which village also sheltered the Regimental CP.
The period that immediately followed can best be
described by the term "watchful waiting."
Everyone was anxiously awaiting the outcome of
the struggle in the arena that was the area around
Hatten and Rittershoffen. These towns were in the
middle of an open plain, so no reinforcements or supplies could be sent in by either side except at night.
Therefore, of course, both sides made the roads in the
area a perfect hell with artillery during hours of darkness, forcing the traffic to use the open fields. The

ground was frozen and had a light covering of snow,
so each morning it was easy to perceive what routes
had been taken by supply vehicles and tanks during
the night before.
Now and then the German vehicles would wander
into the range of the 3d Battalion's guns and would be
destroyed. In fact the hulks of these vehicles became
so numerous as to form what the men of the 3d Battalion called their "Kraut motor pool."
The battles in Hatten and Rittershoffen continued
with unabated fury. The situation was peculiar in that
neither side could send any appreciable number of reinforcements to influence the outcome because there
simply wasn't enough room in the villages for them;
and to move into the open country near them would
have been sheer suicide. Reports came in that indicate
the nature of the fighting. One of them read, "We
now control the entire side of [a certain J street," or,
"We lost two houses yesterday."
Meanwhile the enemy, jumping off from Gambsheim (see end of Chapter 18) attacked Souffienheim.
Elements of the 14th Armored Division contained this
attack, but were unable to drive the enemy out of the
salient they had made. This second breach of the Maginot Line rendered our position, thinly held as it was,
more precarious than ever. At one time, the 1st Battalion was sent to this vicinity to aid in defending the
area against this new threat. The need to commit them
did not arise, however.
_
Finally, on January 20, the decision was made by
higher headquarters to withdraw farther so as to
shorten the lines, and make more economical use of
the troops available. The plan was, to abandon the
whole Hagenau Forest to the enemy, and to fall back
on the Hagenau- Bischwiller line, taking advantage
of the barrier offered by the river.
The route of withdrawal for the Regiment was the
main road through the center of the forest, through
Surburg. There were three bridges on this road, which
were to be blown after all elements had crossed them.
This task was given reconnaissance elements of the
14th Armord Division, who were to screen the withdrawal. The 1st Battalion, still in position near Soufflenheim, were to move independently on foot, and
were designated as the Regimental reserve in the new
area.
As soon as orders were received on the 20th the Regiment began its move. The first elements to start were
such special units as could be infiltrated into the already growing mass of traffic to the rear. The last
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units, of course, were the infantry troops in contact.
Although the roads were slippery with snow, and
j;J.mmed with traffic of all kinds, the move continued
without incident. The tanks and TDs were moved in
daylight for safety purposes, as were the heavier trucks.
Actually, when the front-line troops began to move
early in the morning, there were no vehicles left except
the trucks which were to carry them, and some antitank guns and control jeeps.
The 3d Battalion with C Company attached moved
into Hagenau and began immediately to construct
their already reconnoitered positions. The 2d Battalion
occupied the left half of the Regimental sector, or the
open ground just west of the town. The 1st Battalion
went into buildings in the southern part of Hagenau.
The Cannon Company had its gun positions just south
of the town, and the Regimental CP occupied a tiny
village named Harthausen, about three kilometers
south of Hagenau.
The 314th Infantry was on the right of our Regiment, and occupied Kaltenhaus and Bischwiller, while
elements of the 42d Division tied into the left flank of
the 2d Battalion at a town named Schwieghausen.
The enemy was slow in following. Perhaps our
move was a surprise to him, although it is difficult to
understand how we could have evacuated Hatten and
Rittershoffen without being detected. That they were
slow is obvious, because American stragglers were still
coming to our lines and asking entrance as-late as January 22. They reported having seen no enemy,
although they had stayed on the roads.
However, on the afternoon of the 22d, the enemy
finaly arrived. By this time, the 3d Battalion in their
characteristic fashion, had strewn all approaches to
their front with plenty of mines and booby traps, so
the enemy contented himself with merely coming to
the river bank, and occupying the houses there. The
houses were in some cases only fifty yards away from
those occupied by the 3d Battalion!
F£Om then on there was conducted in Hagenau what
might be called a snipers' war. All troops on both sides
'sniped with all weapons. Every effort was made to lure
the other side into an exposed position and then let
him have it. On one occasion an enemy tank suddenly
lumbered out from behind a building and knocked out
two TDs. Visiting officers borrowed rifles and lurked
at windows waiting for a chance to kill a German.
Some of the more ingenious of the men invented devices designed to hurl phosphorus and fragmentation
grenades into the buildings occupied by the enemy.

They named these weapons "V-16" and "V-17 ," and
they were made out of such things as old tire tubes,
door springs and springs out of an old automobile.
The 2d Battalion, being generally along the north
edge of a wood, and facing flat open country, were
forced to dig in. But the ground was frozen and dry,
so after they had put in enough time and effort on their
shelters, their lot was not so bad, particularly in view
of the announced plan to rotate all battalions at appropriate intervals.
There were still plenty of civilians in Hagenau, who
remained in spite of the increasing German artillery
that was coming into town.
When they were told that no further withdrawal
was contemplated they lost much of their fear and became very friendly; so friendly in fact that some members of the Regiment continued to revisit Hagenau
long after we had left the area-in fact long after the
war was over! When we did leave, we moved into a
long deserved rest area i~ France, but still there were
individuals who returned to Hagenau to visit friends,
although it was still on the front lines!
Many have been the amusing tales told about our
defense of the "Hagenau Line." There was one story
of a patrol from the 2d Battalion which moved
through their own outposts, through those of the
enemy, then back through the enemy's and through
those of the 3d Battalion-just to steal some of the
3d Battalion's cognac! The return trip, according to
certain authority, was made over the same route without in<:::ident, although the patrol was loaded down
with eighty bottles of liquor!
There were only two serious actions while we were
in this area. The first one consisted of an attack by the
Germans on the town of Schwieghausen. This town
was in the zone of the 222d Infantry ( 42d Division )
and was just west of our left boundary. It was a night
attack, starting about 9: 30P.M., January 24, and was
made by German paratroopers, at least initially. When
the attack started the I&R Platoon was moved to our
left flank, and the 1st Battalion (then in reserve ) was
alerted to move in case it became necessary.
The Germans broke through just west of the town,
and cut off F Company, 222d Infantry. Our 2d Battalion immediately took this unit under its wing and
organized it to protect our left flank. The enemy
pusJ:-.ed on south into the woods, and before daylight
had disorganized the American units in the sector.
Division dispatched a battalion of the 3 14th to the
critical sector, which, with the help of a battalion of

RETREAT TOWARD VICTORY

armored infantry of the 14th Armored Division, plus
one of its tank battalions, began methodically to
restore the position.
It was a long-drawn-out, difficult affair, due to the
fact that different units were sent in under different
orders to attack in thick woods. But it was handled
admirably. Lieutenant Swope, from his ring-side seat
with the I&R Platoon, kept sending in reports of the
battle and at 6:40P.M., January 25, was able to state
that the position had been restored.
The other incident was a build-up, one might say,
being the result of a desire for prisoners. Higher headquarters had expressed some curiosity as to the identity
of the enemy troops to our front and directed that we
get some prisoners. The 2d Battalion was designated
for this task, and sent out a platoon that night, supported by a box barrage of artillery fire. Although they
got into a lively scrap with the enemy, no prisoners
were forthcoming, so it was decided to try again.
The next night Lt Colonel Gooding sent an e~tire
company on this mission. The only difference in the
results attained was the increased size of the fight that
ensued. Meanwhile Division was needling more and
more for prisoners, so it was decided to do the thing
on a grand scale.
The 2d Battalion was relieved by the 1st, and moved
back into the reserve area. Company C was released to
the 1st from attachment to the 3d Battalion, so there
would be sufficient troops to defend the area. The plan
was to have the 2d Battalion attack through the 1st
Battalion in two columns. The right column, one company in strength, was to proceed along the route taken
by the other two raids, and act as a diversion.
Meanwhile, the other two companies were to hook
around from the left and try to get into the rear of
the enemy. It was felt that the Germans would shift to
meet the first attack and leave themselves weak on
the left.
The preparations for this raid were extensive. Footbridges were built by the engineers and were to be
carried to the river by them and put in place immediately before the attack. The artillery plan was
designed to heighten the illusion of a small raid by
initially boxing in the attack of the right column as
had been done before and then shifting to the support
of the left column as directed.
The artillery started at 8:5 5 P.M., February 1. At
9:00 the troops of the right column ( G Company)
moved out and at 9: 15 , after the right column had
drawn fire, the remainder of the attack commenced.
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Colonel Van Bibher decorates S/ Sgt Arthur Dill with the
Silver Star at Cadier-en-Keer, Holland

The left column was on its objective with only light
resistance by 10:00 P.M. but due to the darkness and
to the strangeness of the territory much confusion ensued. On one occasion, two elements were· firing on a
house from opposite sides. The house was on fire, and
the Germans in it wanted to surrender, but the Americans thought that the bullets coming their way were
German bullets, so the surrender was not accepted.
The result was that many valuable prisoners burned
up with the house.
At 11: 30 the 2d Battalion started back with only
four prisoners. One of these died before he could be
gotten to medical aid, but one of the others was an
officer. So in the end, valuable information was received, and the 2d Battalion moved back into reserve
for a well earned rest.
On January 25, the first indications came that we
were about to be relieved. The first of these was a
request from Division on how many trucks would be
needed by the Regiment for a long move by truck.
N eedless to say, nothing could have suited us better.
W e had been steadily in combat since June, except for
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the short rest in Rosieres, and were tired. Our strength
was way down, because we had received very few replacements, and we had done some very hard and difficult fighting under the worst of winter conditions.
However, it was not until February 5 that actual
orders for the relief came out. We were to be relieved
by the 5 06th Parachute Infantry and were to move to
Pont-a-Mousson, in France, for a rest. Just what this
means to an infantryman, only an infantryman can
realize. We were to move far away from the sound of
guns, and were to spend days and nights in perfect
assurance that no artillery would fall on us-there
would be no patrols into enemy territory and-for a
short period at least-no foxholes!
We could take baths and get clean clothes on. There
would be a chance to clean up our vehicles and get
them into shape. And last but surely not least, we
might get some replacements to help us fight the next
campaign, whenever it might be.
The move took place on February 6, and we moved
into and around Pagny, a little village, north of Pont-

a-Mousson, closing in at 6:20 P.M. This movement
ended the Regiment's eighty-fifth day ot'continuous
combat during the second combat period which had
begun on November 12. The Regiment now had a
total of 213 combat days to its credit.
For two days we rested. Every man did exactly as
he chose, the idea being that personal adjustment is
the best foundation in the preparation for further
tasks. Then, as replacements began to arrive, training
started. But it was not the arduous type like that prescribed for Rosieres, but merely to re-form the team
with the new men. There was some close-order drill,
squad problems, and firing of crew-served weaponsall with the team work idea in mind. There were ceremonies to .present awards, too. But there were also
beer parties, movies, and other entertainments. No
stone was left unturned to make these new men realize
that they were in truth members of the fighting 3 13th
Infantry and had an obligation to be just as jealous of
its honors and reputation as any veteran who bragged
to them of its past accomplishments.

O

Chapter 21: The Rhine Crossing

N FEBRUARY 17 we were ready to go again
-and go we did. The move was most secret,
no intimation being given of our mission,
or for that matter, of our assignment. There was a
rumor abroad that we were to be in the Ninth Army,
but that conveyed very little to the men of the 313th
Infantry. Mainly, the reaction was: "Well now-that
makes all of them." It seemed that whenever an army
had a job to do it wangled the services of the 79th
Division-knowing that the surest way of being certain that the job would be done properly was to get
hold of General Wyche's lads and give them the ball.
So, shrugging our shoulders with conscious pride, off
we went, and wound up for the nonce, in Wimmertingen, a little village in Belgium, closing in at 12: 42
A.M., February 18.
Here, we started drawing ammunition and supplies
for the coming campaign. Rockets, grenades, and ammunition we had expended training in France came in
and was distributed. This lasted for two days, and then
the move continued, this time to a village called
Cad-ier-en-Keer just east of Maastricht, in Holland,
closing in at 8:00 P.M., February 22. The German
border was just close by, with Aachen just a few kilometers away, but American troops were on the Roer
River, and were preparing to cross. So we knew that
there would be a task for us in the not too distant
future.
Training was stepped up in tempo. A tank battalion
arrived, and problems were arranged with it, both to
train our own new men, and to acquaint the tankers
with our methods of fighting. Also, ranges were set
up, and training in the use of individual weapons was .
continued. There were more ceremonies for the presentation of awards, during which the troops marched
splendidly, indicating that during their long months of
combat they had lost nothing of one of the basic qualities of a soldier-the instinct for precision on parade.
Here might be recorded the incidental intelligence
that during this period, on February 26, orders were
received that Lt Colonel Van Bibber was promoted to
Colonel as of February 21.
On February 28 the Regiment was placed on a
three-hour alert to move. The 102d Division had
crossed the Roer, and was to be relieved by the 79th.
Reconnaissance parties were started for this relief.
However, the 102d found a hole in the German lines
and moved forward before the relief could be accomplished . On March 3, the Regiment moved to the
vicinity of Hildenrath, Germany, with the mission of

cleaning up behind the 102d. This certainly was a
novel mission for the 79th Division-cleaning up another division's rear areas-but the job was undertaken with a will. Task forces were formed and reinforced with light tanks and the area was divided up
among them. Very little of interest came of this
activity.
On March S the Regiment moved again, this time
to Suchteln, Germany, with a mission of continuing
the clean-up. However on March 8 they moved again,
to Jabeek, back in Holland. The reason for this move
was the fact that all efforts to relieve the 102d Division
were futile, as it was moving forward all the time, and
having reached the Rhine River, had been pinched off
by other divisions converging on the same area. So
it was out of the fight, and in the same position that
we were. To cross the Rhine was a separate and special
operation, and plans had to be made.
On March 9 the Regiment was notified of the Division's mission to cross the Rhine on the south flank of
the Ninth Army. Training was initiated on the Maas
River, and the training period as well as the actual
crossing itself has been described by Colonel Van
Bibber in his paper on the subject, which follows:
OBJECTIVE : PERFECTION
TH E RHINE RIVER CROSSING

On March 9, 1945, the Regiment received orders to prepare for the Rhine crossing north of Orsoy. The warning
order was substantially as follows : To prepare plans to train
the Regiment in river crossings at a site on the Maas River
south of Maeseyck. The plan included preparations for the
crossing In column of battalions, and therefore required the
leading assault battalion to be designated immediately so
that it could receive priority in all training.

On February 22, 1945, units of the 313th cross the Albe rt
Canal on th eir wa y to Holland
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American correspondents get a lift after watching the
Rhine crossing in the 313th sector
It is convenient to divide the operation into phases. These
phases must overlap by their very nature, both from the
standpoint of time and scope. At times, several of all phases
were receiving attention simultaneously, and the various
officers who were doing the planning found it necessary at
times to interest themselves in each other's specialty to a
degree not encountered in normal operations. It was a test
of the versatility and ingenuity of the commanders and their
staffs.
The phases were as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Training.
Reconnaissance.
Intelligence.
Planning.
Execution (the crossing itself) .
Follow-up.

The objective set for this training phase was quite obvious
and clear-cur. It was to take a thoroughly non-amphibious
division and train it to cross a swiftly running river quickly
by the use of various specialized craft, and to deploy and
attack promptly once it had landed. It must be able to 'do
this in darkness and under any weather condition.
In general, the troops went through three stages in this
training, as follows : Familiarization with craft; day and night
crossings; and a dress rehearsal. A site on the Maas River was
selected that resembled the actual crossing area on the Rhine
to a remarkable degree. Regimental reconnaissance and map
study of the Rhine area indicated that the crossing should be
made in a column of battalions, so the leading assault battalion was designated at once and so notified . It was sent
immediately to the training area and given priority on all
training.
The supporting eng ineer battalion also moved co the training sire and close liaison was established. It was planned
that there would be enough boats (assault, M-2) to carry the

foot elements of the battalion in two waves, and accordingly
boat groups were made up to suit the tactical plan. These
boat groups were organized on a permanent basis, which were
tO ream up with their respective engineer boat crews and
remain in close contact throughout the entire operation, until
the final landing on the far shore of the Rhine. This was considered important because it was felt that such intimacy bred
mutual confidence and promoted teamwork.
The leading assault battalion had drawn the most difficult
task. It was necessary that it carry the boats over the dyke
(existing on the training sire and on the actual site as well)
and launch them. Subsequent troops could embark at the
'water's edge. The normal crew, fourteen men, could barely
carry the boats up the steep incline at first, but after practice
the difficulty was overcome and the work went more easily.
The engineers handled their boats and kept their engines
running after a little practice, and so, in spite of difficulties,
the training progressed satisfactOrily.
There were difficulties, of course; supply of specialized
equipment seemed to develop hitches. The morors for the
boats had to have special oil which was unobtainable at first.
The brackets for the motors failed to arrive. There were, at
first, only four hundred life preservers for the entire set-up.
Srorm boats, promised in satisfactory numbers failed to show
up, and, in fact, never did . The LVT-2s and LVT-4s to be
used for our initial supply and for the movement of light
vehicles had maintenance troubles and couldn't go in the
water. Consequently, experimentation had to be made on
land.
These and many other difficulties arose, but by substitution
and improvisation progress was made. The infantry and the
engineers worked smoothly together with their respect for
each other increasing daily.
When performance was unsatisfactory, it was insisted that
the drill be repeated until a satisfactory result had been
achieved, no matter how tired tli.e participants were, or how
little time off they had had. This policy was established early
so as to set a definite pace for the training and to stress the
seriousness of the project and the necessity for the utmost
precision on the part of all concerned. When the Regiment
had arrived at the point where the leading battalion could
complete the crossing at night in twenty-five minutes and the
other battalions in twenty minutes, it was considered satisfactOry.
More difficulty was encountered in getting the troops to
the boats in the dark than was anticipated. The leading battalion, of course, had a comparatively simple problem in this
respect. Their boats were behind the dyke, on the ground in
a long line. It was never so dark that they couldn't sort out
the correct boats, even if their engineer crewmen who acted
as guides missed finding them initially.
However, the follow-up battalions had to wait for a short
period behind the dyke until their engineer guides could
come back and get them when their boats were ready. It
was found that the guides either couldn't find the right boat
groups, or when they did they couldn't get back to the right
boats in the confusion and milling around . It was necessary,
therefore, to run engineer rape from each boat-land ing site
back over the dyke to a stake, where the boat group was in-
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structed to wait. Hence the engineer guide moored his boat
at one end of the tape, followed it to the other end, picked up
his infantrymen and returned along the same route. This
system worked very well.
For the dress rehearsal it had been planned to run the· whole
show exactly as it was planned tb cross on D-day, but there
more difficulties arose. The Navy, who were to carry our
tanks and TDs failed to show up. The LVTs were still nonoperational, and so, just to be safe, infantry assault rafts were
built and used. Communications were set up just as was
planned to do on D-day, with lines from the various assembly
areas to the engineer control post at the crossing site, with a
phone and switchboard at the Regimental OP, on the flank
of the site. It worked extremely well, but liaison would have
done just as well and would have been less trouble.
After the dress rehearsal, it was felt that the troops had
reached the point where they could do their job in getting
across the Rhine.

Reconnaissance
The greatest difficulty concerning adequate reconnaissance
was the fact that there were seventy-live miles between the
training site and the crossing site. The roads were loaded
with preparatory traffic, making the trip a three-hour run
each way. It was not considered to the best interest of secrecy
to have large parties moving on reconnaissance, or even of
staying in the area any length of time. The division holding
the river bank quite properly put a definite limit on parties
wandering indiscriminately about, and required all parties to
check in and out through its headquarters. The Corps artillery made its liaison planes available in a limited quantity to
commanders of assault units. This helped immeasurably, but
it became increasingly evident that no adequate reconnaissance could be made until we moved nearer the Rhine.
It was before the training phase actually started, however,
that the exact crossing site and ferry site had to be picked
and agreed upon by the infantry and engineers. Hence Regimental reconnaissance was made both on land and by air just
as soon as it could be done. The other reconnaissance could
be postponed, but this was absolutely essential, because the
fullest exploitation of the opportunity for training depended
on it. Also an intelligent approach to the tactical planning
phase, which was practically continuous throughout all other
phases, was contingent upon an early decision as to the exact
pin-pointing of our routes of attack.
Our reconnaissance was aided materially-as was our planning and intelligence-by adequate maps and aerial photographs. These last, both vertical and oblique, were most helpful but they were not recent enough. Too much time elapsed
between the taking of the aerial photograph and the deli very
to the assault troops. The ideal set-up would be to have the
pictures delivered the day after being taken to the commander of the assault echelon. However, the photographs and
maps as furnished were a great help, and were invaluable in
the construction of a sand table, used in the planning phase to
be described below.
The Division moved into an assembly area near the Rhine
on D minus 3. There was opportunity for the battalion commanders, their S-2s and S-3s, and the company commanders,
to make both a ground and air reconnaissance. There was also
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complete opportunity for the Regimental executive officer
and the S-4 to reconnoiter traffic routes and assembly areas,
and to plan traffic control in accordance with the Division
traffic control plan. The assault battalions reconnoitered their
routes to their jump-off areas, and timed their movements so
that there would be no unnecessary waiting in assembly areas.
Communications were arrangeq with a radio net superimposed on the wire net, in case of emergencies. From his
initial assembly area until his linal objective, his route was
marked in hi~ mind as clearly as the combined facilities.

Intelligence
The situation remained about static throughout the preparatory stages of this operation. As developed in the initial
phase, it naturally formed the basis for all tactical decisions,
and it only remained to keep up to date on any changes in
order to continue the planning which is at best a progressive
phase. Keeping up to date, however, was not as easy as it
sounds. The means at hand were adequate enough, at first
glance, but a study of how they worked out will be revealing.
The means were as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Patrols by units on the river bank.
Their observers.
Our observers and reconnaissance.
Air OPs (artillery).
5. Air photography.
6. PWs.
7. Reports from higher headquarters.

Of the list, No. 1 was easily the most useful. From ·this it
was learned that there were probably no mines, and that the
river's edge was manned by listening posts only. Nos. 2 and
3 revealed that the dyke-some four hundred yards inlandwas occupied. From No. 4 it was found out that there was
little or no traffic in the daytime. No. 5 told nothing current.
No. 6 indicated that there was only a company defending the
Regimental objective (later found out to be erroneous to a
considerable degree) . No. 7 was usually too general to be
more than corroborative to indications derived from the
others. An officer was placed in the headquarters of the Regiment occupying the river bank in our sector to gather all information obtained locally from the various sources at the
disposal of that organization. This proved very helpful, and
gave a definite "feel" of the situation.

Planning
As decisions are based on intelligence, so is planning based
on decisions. Thus, major decisions must be made as early as
possible in spite of the fact that the changing situation may
render the decisions less feasible, and so adversely affect the
planning. Flexibility of plans, then, must be the keynote, in
order to make allowances for alterations in the enemy
situation.
It was decided at the outset that the Regiment would cross
in column of battalions. However, it was considered perfectly
possible for this decision to be changed at the last minute to
a scheme calling for battalions abreast. As a result, provisions
were made for this change, as well as for others.
A study of the map indicated that plans should include pro-
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An antitank platoon gets a ferry ride across the Rhine
visions for rapid crossing of the open ground between the
far shore, and the towns of Vier Linden and Walsum. The
ground was as open and flat as the map indicated, except for
a large dyke, or mole, running across the entire sector. The
right flank of the Regiment rested on the canal to the south,
but the whole sector was under observation and fire from the
area south of the canal-which area it was not planned to
attack-at least initially.
Therefore, it was obvious that daylight should not catch
the assault battalions on this open plain. It was also obvious
that in order to supply the assault battalions and move other
troops across this area during daylight, something must be
done to screen the sector and to counteract enemy fire.
It was recommended that H-hour for the assault battalions
be 3:00A.M. Since daylight was at 6:30 it was felt that they
would have ample time to fight their way into the towns
which afforded more adequate cover. For the elements that
must cross in daylight other arrangements were made.
The following organizations were attached for the operation:
Company A, 304th Engineer (C) Battalion.
Company A, 304th Medical Battalion.
Company C, 813th Tank Destroyer Battalion.
Company A, 717th Tank Battalion.
Company A, 89th Chemical Mortar Battalion.
(Attached 1 platoon, Company B, initially )
Company B, 809th Tank Destroyer Battalion.
Supported by 187th Engineer (C) Battalion.
The following fires were available from units not crossing:
(a) one company TDs; (b) caliber .30 and .50 machine
guns from the Regiment in our sector, as well as its mortars
and Cannon Company; (c) Division artillery of the divisions
through which we were passing; (d) 79th Division Artillery
and numerous Corps and Army units-some fifty battalions
in all to fire in our Division sector; (e) 313th Infantry caliber
.50 machine guns-not crossing initially, plus the mortars
and the mahcine guns of the reserve battalions.
The next step was to plan the routes and objectives of the
assault battalions. This had to be accomplished at this point,
in order to plan the fires. The decisions were based on what
we knew about the enemy and how he had organized the
ground.
All indications pointed to the following: The enemy held

the dyke in strength, but only outposted the river bank, with
his listening posts near the wa.ter's edge at night. The next
organized ground east of the dyke was the railroad embankment. Probably located in the towns near the railroad were
his local reserves. He depended on covering the open ground
along the river and in front of the dyke by high-velocity fire
from south of the canal.
The Regiment crossed on a narrow front out of necessity.
It seemed appropriate to capitalize on the extra control and
speed that was afforded us, and speed was made the watchword of the entire attack. By placing the bulk of the close-in
fires on the positions in the path of the narrow frontal assault,
it was felt it was possible to slip through the initial enemy
lines which were, probably, necessarily thin, and then race for
the towns. This by-passing seemed justified because of the
confusion which must inevitably be the enemy's lot when he
finds his rear defenses and reserves attacked. The reserve
battalion could clean up the river bank and dyke area on the
way to its position.
The point had now been reached where the routes could
be planned. The lead battalion was to have friendly troops
on its left as it landed, since the crossing site of the regiment on the left was adjacent to ours. Their route was generally along the boundary between regiments as far as the
dyke, thence to the northeast. It seemed wise therefore to
route the assault battalion along the boundary also, until it
had crossed the dyke, and then attack the town qf Vier linden
as its first objective. This had the added advantage of giving
the next battalion the near objective, the town of Walsum, so
that if its crossing was held up until daylight for any reason,
it would have a shorter distance to go over open ground.
The route for the 2d Battalion in line was to go straight
for W alsum. The route for the 3d, or reserve battalion, was
to follow the leading battalion as far as the dyke and then
take position in defilade. It was given the added mission of
mopping up in its route of advance.
To return to the fires, it seemed advantageous to put the
extra machine guns and TDs south of the crossing site; that
is, east and south of the village of Orsoy. This would not
only provide flanking fires but would not draw fire on the
site. In addition it would facilitate firing on enemy weapons
south of the canal.
If at H-hour these weapons opened up along the enemy's
shoreline and the entire dyke it was felt it would keep down
enemy fire on the boats. Then as the boats were nearing the
far shore, all fires could shift to the dyke, and as the leading
elements approached the dyke these fires could again shift to
the south half of the dyke, to keep enemy fires from striking
the flank. It was deemed best to control this on a time
schedule.
The same general principle was applied to the artillery.
Preparation until H plus 5 and then shift to the dyke. At H
plus 15 shift to the south half of the dyke and the western
edge of Walsum, as well as on the battalion objective. Fires
were to be lifted on call. For convenience of control, the 4.2
mortar fire came into the artillery fire plan, and was coordinated by the FDC. All caliber .30 machine-gun .fire and other
mortar fire were controlled locally on a time basis. The qtliber
.50 fire was organized and controlled by a staff officer from
Regimental headquarters. The TD fire was also controlled
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locally, with all of their fires being shifted south of the canal
at H plus 15.
The 4.2 mortars were given the mission of screening the
right flank of the Regiment with white phosphorus (WP)
smoke as far as the initial objective-beginning at daylight
and continuing until dark each day. This was the mortars' sole
mission and it was assured that it was well within their capabilities. This task was regarded as extremely vital, and well
justified the immense ammunition expenditure required. In
spite of protests from supply channels of higher echelons the
plan was carried out and it is very fortunate that it was done.
The artillery preparation was scheduled to start at H minus
1 and to continue until H. It was planned to have it continue
until H plus 5 minutes as far as the fires on the shore and
dyke were concerned. .The targets for the preparations included all known or suspected enemy installations, and all
known areas where activity had been observed. Information
regarding these targets was gathered from all possible
sources, and the more a target was corroborated by one or
more sources the more attention it received. This policy
turned out to be especially successful, upon viewing the
results.
Once the above decisions were made, they were communicated immediately to the battalion and other unit commanders. Sandtables had been constructed in the Regimental and
leading battalion headquarters, and the terrain over which
the Regiment was to operate was duplicated on•these to the
greatest possible degree of accuracy. In addition, town plans
of the objective towns were issued in sufficient quantity so
that each squad leader could have one. Aerial photographs
were also issued in large quantities. The tactical planning of
the lower units could now proceed.
The administrative planning was no less dependent on
intelligence, reconnaissance and decisions. The main task was
secretly placing the vehicles and supplies into assembly areas
as close to the water barrier as security would allow; and then
so schedule their movements to the crossing site-when
events would permit it-that they would arrive just as the
specialized craft designed to move them arrived; cross, and
move into pre-determined areas on the far shore. This required extensive communication facilities, as well as a highly
organized traffic control system.
The Division provided the traffic control system, with MPs
at critical points and with officers where needed. This system
provided communication by both radio and wire, so that
messages could be transmitted from any point on the system
to any other point-or to any point in the system from any
other telephone in the Division wire net. All that remained
was to select assembly areas along the road net provided and
to install local communications.
The plan, in general, was as follows : To have a list of
priorities based on the tactical plan, and call these vehicles
to the crossing site in order of their priority, or in the order
that the craft became available. Being serially numbered, they
could be called for in any order, depending on the changing
tactical situation or the availability of craft. The Regimental
executive officer was to direct this operation, placing the
assisting officers so as to best control the flow of traffic. Every
effort was made to plan this movement so as to avoid bunching of vehicles particularly in the forward areas.
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The priormes were planned to move as follows : ( 1 )
Weasels with re-supply of ammunition; ( 2) antitank guns;
( 3) TDs; ( 4) tanks; ( 5) communication vehicles; ( 6)
ammunition jeeps; (7) H-2-ron prime movers. The S-4
planned tO have a dump near Walsum just as soon after daylight as possible so he could place ammunition, gasoline and
food at the disposal of the battalion S-4s. Much of this supply
was to move by DUKWs as soon as the engineers could bi:dlctoze a launching site.
-!·~J
Evacuation was planned as follows: One extra surgi~al
team to go with the leading assault battalion to take care Of
the clearing of the casualties of both battalions co a central
point, and to care for them until clearing could be established.
The clearing company was to send a forward echelon across
behind the reserve battalion and set up a clearing station on
the far shore, and to be prepared to move inland as the
advance progressed beyond the initial objective, or as soon as
ordered. Evacuation across the river to be done by DUKWs.
Communication was to be by wire as soon as the cable was
put across the river by Division at H plus 3. The regimental
switchboard was to cross behind the AT guns and tO set up
in a pre-designated spot west of the dyke.
The regimental OP group was to cross right behind the
reserve b~ttalion. It consisted of the following personnel and
equipment:
Regimental commander.
S-3.
Assistant S-3 (operations) .
Assistant S-3 ( OP group commander).
S-1.

SCR-2 84 radio (portable ) and operator.
Two SCR-300 radios with operators (one on channel
of each leading battalion ).
Four members I&R Platoon as guards.
All members of these groups were especially armed to
combat enemy stragglers whose presence was foreseen due
co the narrow fronts of attack.
The orders given the assault battalions were quite simple.
They were to proceed with all speed to objectives shown over
routes shown; and to button up, prepared to move east or
south on order. The reserve was made to move to area shown,
cleaning up in zone, and await orders. The CP would be in
the objective town of the right battalion.

Execution
On D minus 1, just at dark, the Regiment started to move
into its attack positions. The foot troops moved about halfway by truck, walking the remaining six miles, their heavy
weapons moving up on one 1Y2 -ton truck per battalion.
They moved into their rear assembly areas and settled down
to wait for H-hour. The motor elements moved over other
routes with all possible caution to avoid noise. The regimental OP group went to a large factory building just on the
water's edge and on the right flank of the crossing site. Thereafter there was nothing else co do, for all plans had been
made. All that remained was co put into execution the
operation.
At H min~1s 1 rhe artillery started, It was so heavy tha(
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Before noon on the day of the Rhine crossing, the supply
carriers were taking ever-increasing numbers of PWs
on the return trips

the individual reports of the guns were indistinguishable,
giving the effect of a solid roar. The gun flashes kept the
western sky in a continual blaze of light and the whistle of
thousands of shells overhead sounded like so many freight
trains. The bursting of the shells seemed to literally cover
the far shore.
The hour of preparation seemed very long-far longer
than sixty minutes. It was difficult to imagine how anything
could stay alive on the other side of the river. Finally, however, as the time drew near the boats moved off the huge
dyke in perfect alignment, and slid into the water as one at
exactly 3: 00 A.M.
The .50s and .30s opened up with a wild suddeness with
ricochets bouncing high into the air. As was hoped, the
noise of the machine guns did much to drown the noise of
the motors of the assault boats, preventing the enemy from
pin-pointing our crossing site.
To show how closely the actual crossing corresponded with
calculations, the following time schedule, as it was actually
accomplished, is presented:

Embarked
A.M.
First Wave (1st Assault Battalion) .
3:00
Second Wave (1st Assault Battalion) . 3:10
Third Wave ( 2d Assault Battalion)
3:50
Fourth Wave ( 2d Assault Battalion)
4:00
Reserve Battalion .
6:32
Regimental OP Group
6:35

Cleared
far shore
A.M.
3:15
3:25
4: 00
4:20
6:55
6:45

Attention is invited to the fact that the fourth wave took
twenty minutes to get across. This was the result of one boat
getting swamped, and of others becoming confused in their
direction and landing on the near shore. It was one of those
unexplainable things that happen once in a while and it was
corrected promptly.
Resistance in front of the leading battalion was initially
very light, due to the shock effect of the preparation and the
speed of the attack. When the next battalion landed it went
over the same landing site, but as it moved south out of the
track of the landing battalion it encountered enemy who
partially recovered from the preparation and who ~ontested

its progress with resistance which was classified as light to
moderate.
Nevertheless, both battalions moved to their objective
towns without serious delay. The enemy encountered at the
dyke was overrun with as much speed as possible, as planned,
and the battalions were in the outskirts of the towns well
before daylight.
The reserve battalion moved into its assembly position on
the west bank as the second assault battalion moved to the
dyke and the boats. When it became apparent that the opportunity to move the reserve across would soon be at hand it
was ordered to the dyke. About the time it got there, both
assault battalions were fighting on their initial objectives, so
it was ordered to proceed across without delay. At 7: 35 A.M.
it was in its assembly area and had taken some prisoners.
The Regimental commander and his OP group crossed
with the reserve, but passed through it as it was reorganizing
on the far shore. The OP group proceeded in the path of
the second assault battalion, and set up a forward CP in
Walsum. A Regimental wire team followed the OP group
from the switchboard on the far shore, as planned, so there
was no delay in getting wire communications with the battalions and Division.
Early in the planning, it was realized that the Regiment,
being the flank unit, and attacking across ground devoid of
cover, was going to experience difficulty maintaining communications unless the flank was thoroughly screened. Therefore a comprehensive plan was made to start a smoke screen
at daylight, using the 4.2 mortars that would obscure the
flank, and to maintain the screen until the bridgehead had
expanded sufficiently for communications to move farther
north and into comparative safety.
At daylight on D-day the wind was blowing from the south
-an ideal situation. Not only was it easy to obscure the flank,
but the whole area became covered with what might be classified as an "operational haze"- making enemy air observation difficult, if not impossible.
While the wind remained in the south, enemy artillery harassed the area and the crossing site, but it was unobserved and
therefore did little damage. However, at about 2: 00P.M. the
wind veered to the southeast, and although the mortars readjusted their data, the impact area which would have performed the mission satisfactorily was either out of range or
in an area occupied by friendly troops. Immediately, enemy
artillery became more effective. Efforts were made to correct
the deficiency by the use of smoke pots, but little change resulted. Finally a smoke-generating unit was moved up by
Division and put into operation. This solved the difficulty
almost at once, but it is believed that this unit should have
been attached initially, to facilitate the making of more
inclusive plans.
The WP barrage by the mortars achieved a twofold benefit.
Not only did it obscure our operations from enemy observation, but its initial impact area, south of the canal, was so
devastated as a result of the fire that it was made uninhabitable to the enemy. later in the operation, when it became
necessary to cross the canal south of Walsum, it was found
that there was no serious enemy resistance as a result.
The assault battalions were fighting for their initial objec.
rives in the towns of Vier linden and Walsum, and the
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reserve, in its assembly area northwest of Vier Linden, was
carrying out its mission of cleaning up in zone and establishing contact with the regiment on the left.
The resistance on the objectives was spotty and disorganized although there were numerous enemy present. Approximately four hundred prisoners were taken, and between five
and six truckloads of enemy dead were evacuated. All this is
a tribute to the artillery plan, which not only provided for a
paraylzing amount of fire, but also provided for a schedule of
fires which permitted the assault troops to follow them closely
and catch the enemy while he was still taking cover. Although
most of the enemy dead were killed by small-arms fire, it was
mainly because they were rendered powerless to defend them selves by the artillery.
As D-day wore on, the fighting became merely a dean-up.
At 3:00P.M. it could be said that most of the resistance on
the initial objectives had ceased. Communications were mov-

ing at that time with a fair assurance that they would not be
sniped at.
Meanwhile, there were difficulties at the crossing site. As
has already been stated, the wind changed at about 2:00 exposing the area to enemy observation. Heavy craft which
were detailed to move the armor across were prevented from
moving to the ferry landing by enemy artillery fire. Finally
the smoke screen was adjusted and the TDs and tanks started
across, but they did not complete the movement until almost
4: 00, or just in time to take part in the continuation of the
attack to the east. Once they got across, however, they were
able to get into action promptly. This was due to the fact
that they had sent reconnaissance parties over with the battalion OP groups. These parties sent guides to meet them
and bring them directly from the ferry to the place where
they were needed.
Earlier rn the day information had been received frO!l:j
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Division that the reserve regiment was going to cross the
river, and orders were received to continue the attack, seizing
Waterbeck and the slag pile to the south of it.
Follow-up
The battalion that had taken Vier Linden was ordered to
take the slag pile. The reserve battalion was directed to attack
to the north and take W aterbeck. The hour for the attack
was 4:30P.M.
Meanwhile the reserve regiment had received orders to
attack also, the zone of advance being to the north. The regimental commanders met and arranged boundaries, and the
attack jumped off. Objectives were taken with only moderate
resistance.
Discussio11
Judged by any standards, this operation was completely
successful. The objective was attained in remarkably short
time. The enemy units opposing the landing were virtually
destroyed, and the casualties sustained were negligible.
In view of the above, the following seems significant, that
there was nothing unorthodox or unusual about the planning,
the troops involved, or the equipment. Methods were those
long recognized as sound and taught in the service schools.
If there was considerable attention to detail in the planning
and training, it was no more than has long been insisted upon
by military doctrine for operations of this kind-and indeed
all operations where the time and opportunity are available.
The operation was also characterized by the fact that it was
directed by the use of fragmentary orders in the purest sense
of the term. From time of the first warning order, all echelons
of command made known to subordinate units all information and projected plans, even tentative, as fast as they became available. Thus the framework of the planning was
blocked out early, and the details were filled in progressively
as time went on. This resulted in all echelons being fully conversant with what was expected of them well in advance of
D-day, and when the actual written orders were prepared,
although they were in considerable detail, they merely served
as confirmation to i.nstructions issued previously.

The preceding account deals solely with the establishment of the bridgehead and the minor adjustments
made thereafter. The next phase finds the 79th Division ordered south of the Ruhr River with the 313th
Infantry on the right - its objective the city of
Ham born.
Accordingly, the 1st and 2d Battalions jumped off,
with the 1st Battalion on the right starting from Walsum and the 2d from its last objective, the slagpile.
They crossed the first canal with very little resistance,
moving into the former impact area of the chemical
mortars. This area, as has been said, was so devastated
by the smoke shells that the Germans could not stay
in it, and so the advance continued south with only
sporadic resistance until it reached the second canal.

Here, the bridges were found blown, but the 1st
Battalion promptly forced a crossing. The 2d Battalion, however, found itself confronted with not only
the canal, but a formidable railroad embarkment as
well which was being defended. So it was held up on
the north side of the canal and the attack so halted on
the evening of March 27.
The next day, the 2d Battalion was ordered to continue its efforts to cross the canal and meanwhile the
3d Battalion was to use the 1st Battalion crossing
sites and attack the city of Hamborn. This attack was
considered to be an operation of some magnitude and
accordingly was carefully planned; but it fell far short
of these expectations. It started with great caution, but
no enemy was encountered, so it quickly changed into
what might be called a triumphal entry. Ham born fell
with hardly a shot being fired.
This easy victory was a p.review of things to come.
With only one or two exceptions the Regiment was to
experience no more of the bitter struggles it had previously known only too well. The reason for this
change might be indicated by sketch of the Big Picture
and short description of how the over-all str.ategic plan
was unfolding.
The Ruhr Valley, which was the heart of German
industry and for that matter one of the greatest industrial centers in the world, was being cut off in a great
encircling movement. Three hundred thousand enemy
troops were being cut off in it, at the same time, but
their effectiveness was being severely reduced by their
lack of supplies and replacements.
So while the troops detailed for the encircling went
about their work, the rest of the war passed on to the
east, for eventual juncture with the Russians.
Hamborn was the first large industrial city to fall
to the Division. From this time until the end of the
war we were to take others of importance. Dortmund
and Essen were two of the larger ones-some of which
were devastated to an unbelievable degree, while in
others the factories and mines were still running! Incidentally, during the capture of Hamborn the 1st Battalion overran three submarines tied up at the docks.
This might be called the Regiment's first and only
naval engagement.
Another item of interest took place while the Regiment was in Hamborn. In the city of Duisburg, just
south of the Ruhr River from Hamborn, a number of
white flags were seen flying. It was a matter of some
conjecture whether the German troops wanted to surrender, or whether the civilians had put up the flags.
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German civilians drafted for work clean up the mess in
Hamborn under GI supervision

Or for that matter, whether there were German troops
still in the city.
So on April 1, Lieutenant Gooch of the 1st Battalion
volunteered to take a boat, and accompanied by the
Mayor of Ham born and a soldier interpreter, go to the
Germans under a white flag and demand their surrender. His first trial ended in failure, due to sunken
barges in die river, but he tried again on April 2. This
time he made contact with the Germans, who blindfolded him and conducted him to their battalion CP.
Here a conference of considerable length took place
with officers from Regiment or higher, but the German
decision was not to surrender. So Lieutenant Gooch
was blindfolded again and taken back to his boat.
The mission did accomplish something, however.
We found out ( 1 ) that there were German Wehrmacht units defending the area; ( 2 ) that they were
willing to fight; and ( 3) in spite of his blindfold,
Lieutenant Gooch was able to determine something of
the nature of the German defenses.
On April 6, just one year from the date of our departure from the United States, we moved to Horst.
This city is about twelve kilometers east of Hamborn,
and on the Rhine- Berne Canal. We had been relieved
by the 51 3th Parachute Infantry (1 7th Airborne Division) who were given the mission merely to hold
Hamborn initially. The mission given the 79th Division was to cross the Rhine- Berne Canal the next
day at 3 :00 in the morning.
Here was a mission! The Rhine- Berne Canal crossing, viewed in retrospect appears to be a tougher assignment than even the Rhine crossing and we had four-
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teen days to plan the latter, while we had just twelve
hours notice on the former.
The Rhine- Berne Canal is a double canal at the
spot chosen for our crossing. Its bridges had all been
blown on the south branch, but remained serviceable
over the north branch leading to the "island" in between. The Regiment's crossing site was in the midst
of the factory area, but was given over, on the south
side of the canal, to open fields, mainly, and few small
factory buildings.
The canal itself was thirty-five yards wide with perpendicular walled sides, about twenty feet high. There
were spots along its length ,in our sector where a foothold might be obtained by an infantryman. In addition, one of the bridges was not sufficiently blown to
prevent a foot soldier from crossing with difficulty.
Accordingly, the remaining daylight hours were spent
in frantic preparations and reconnaissance, and after
dark the 1st and 2d Battalions were moved to the

Sniper hunting in Duisburg, German y, Ma rch, 194.5.
( Signal Corps photo)
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313th soldiers move on to a new objective after capturing
and mopping up Oberbruch, Germany, March 24,
1945 (Signal Corps photo)

Company across to give them a hand. Company E,
which was cleaning up for the 2d Battalion, was having an easier time of it and needed no help. German
artillery was making things very uncomfortable for
everybody, however, and ·it was not until midnight
April 7 that all three battalions were across.
When we say "all three battalions" in this case we
mean only the foot troops, of course. It remained to
get the lighter vehicles over including AT guns, ammunition vehicles, and control jeeps. We could not
wait for a bridge, naturally, so assault rafts were built
and the work was well under way by dawn April 8.
It must have been disconcerting for the enemy to see
jeeps and other vehicles running around on the south
side of the canal when they knew we had no bridge.
But they made the site, where it was obvious it would
be the best place to put a bridge, a perfect hell with
artillery. We therefore chose a site a couple of hundred yards to the east, and after putting down a heavy
smoke screen, started a bridge. This maneuver was a
complete success, and it is interesting to note that the
bridge in the 313th area was the first, and for quite a
while, the only one in the Division area to be in service.
Meanwhile the assault battalions pushed steadily
on, the resistance growing lighter all the time. The
break-up of German resistance was becoming more
and more apparent, as odd things began to happen.
For instance, Major McKean, Executive Officer'Of the
3d Battalion, drove into Gelsenkirchen, which is a
large industrial <;:enter, and found no enemy. As the
attack swung east toward Bochum, we began to overrun concentration camps, full of Russian and Polish
slave laborers-with the German guards still on duty.
We learned very quickly not to release these people
wholesale, because the subsequent depredations they
made on the countryside caused a condition that made
the mere fighting of the Germans a parlor game by
contrast!
On April 10 the Regiment took Bochum and the
high ground to the east. There we were ordered to stop
and await orders. On April 11, the 1st Battalion was
detached and ordered to Essen, on the same T Force
mission it had had in Strasbourg in December.
In connection with the mission in Essen, Germany,
Time magazine, in its issue for April 23, 194 5, published the following account which is well worthy of
inclusion here. The account follows:

island. Engineers brought infantry assault rafts which
were to be put into position before H -hour-at 3:00
A.M.
It was known that the enemy had the south bank
well defended, but probably in no great depth. It was
therefore determined that the same tactics used on the
Rhine crossing would be employed; i.e., crossing on a
narrow front and attacking objectives well behind
enemy lines, and relying on the reserve battalion to
clean up behind the assault echelons. There was one
difference, however. There was to be no artillery preparation, as it was thought that great benefits could be
reaped from a surprise.
As the unit which had been occupying the area before us (35th Division) had been sending out patrols
every night, we had to follow suit, in the interests of
lulling the enemy into a false sense of security. The
other unit had been using the ruined bridge, so we did
the same thing-but when the 1st Battalion started its
patrols across it was found that it was easier than had
been thought. So the patrols were followed by other
troops, until by H -hour the 1st Battalion had nearly a
company across! The surprise was .complete, it appears. Before the enemy realized what was happening,
American troops were pouring across the canal. The
Germans responded with heavy artillery fire and every
other resource at their command, but the Regiment,
once having got its toe-hold, moved in relentlessly.
The 2d Battalion had some trouble with its footbridge, due to the heavy shelling. This caused a delay,
but t;he impetus of their attack once they had landed
made up for it.
By 9:30A.M. the two asault battalions were across
and fighting for their first objectives. Company B, the
1st Battalion reserve, was having some trouble with a
The great Krupp works at Essen, arsenal of Kaiser and
factory in their sector, and it was necessary to send I Fi.ihrer, lay dead. For five years this steel heart of the German
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war machine had been a prime target of Allied bombers. Last
week U.S. Ninth Army men rolled past the debris, and a few
miles farther south overan the highwalled Villa Hugel, secluded estate of powerful, mysterious Alfred Krupp von
Bohlen und Halbach, Herr President of Krupp, silent partner
of Naziism, now wanted by the Allies as a war criminal.
A brace of Villa Hugel retainers blocked the door. Strapping (6ft. 5) Lieut Colonel Clarence Sagmoen ( 313th Regimental S-5) merely drew his Colt .45, and a passage opened.
Colonel Sagmoen soon had his captive in tow-a thin,
nervous man, balding at 37 and trimly dressed in a pin-striped
business suit. The American growled: "You bastards started
this war and we'll show you who's finishing it." He ordered
the prisoner into the back of his jeep.
As the jeep drove off a servant hurried from the mansion
with a week-end bag for the master. He was too late.
In the kitchen of an Essen apartment, where a regimental
command post had been set up, the prisoner was interviewed.
His plant had been shut down, he said, since the heavy
Allied air raid of March 11. At that time upward of 50,000
workers, including 10,000 foreign slaves, were on the Krupp
production line.
The Americans asked, "Why didn't you leave the Ruhr? "
Herr Krupp shrugged his bony shoulders: "I wanted to stay
with my factory where I belong, with my fellow workers."
"Are you a Nazi?"
"I am a German."
"Are you a member of the Nazi Party?"
"Well, yes, but most Germans are."
"What is your present salary?"
Herr Krupp was annoyed. "Must I answer?" he snapped.
"Yes," Colonel Sagmoen snapped back. Herr Krupp lit a
cigarette from a silver case in his pocket, puffed anxiously,
said: "four hundred thousands marks a year" [$160,000 at
official prewar exchange rate]. All profits, he said, had been
split between the Nazi Government and his family.
"Do you still think Germany will win the war? "
"I do not know. Politics is not business. My business is
making steel."
The Americans thought of Krupp steel- the steel that
went into U-boats, tanks, guns. They thought especially of
the "Krupp Cannon"-the famed, deadly 88, destroyer of
Allied men and machines all the way from El Alamein to
the Rhine. They asked a final question.
"What are your plans after the war?"
Herr Krupp pondered. For five generations his family had
forged arms- for N apoleon, for the H absburgs, for the
Hohenzollerns, for the Nazis, for any customers with cash.
They had made $200,000,000 in World War I. They had profited even more fabulously- for a while- in World War II.
And now? Herr Krupp, . merchant of death, answered : "I
hope to rebuild the factories and produce again."

The foregoing is an exact reprint from Time. It is
but one of many newspaper and magazine accounts
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Cannon Company OP in the Alfred Krupp estate near
Essen , Germany

that were written during the war, reflecting credit to
members of the 313th Infantry, and to the Regiment
itself.
Following the events in the vicinity of Essen, there
began what afterward became known as "Operation
Zig-Zag." We moved west again ... winding up in
the peninsula of land between the Ruhr River and the
Rhine- Heme Canal in the vicinity of Witten. This
area we were ordered to clean up, which we did in a
series of sporadic fights. We were told that friendly
troops were coming up toward the Ruhr from the
south, and to try to save the bridges for them if we
could. This was undertaken against considerable resistance in some cases, the most notable of which was the
bridge that A Company took, storming across to the
other side in an attack which rivaled some of the
bridge-taking assaults which the Regiment became
famous for in Alsace the winter before.
Orders were changed, however, and it was only
under protest that A Company could be persuaded to
come back to the north side and to give up their bridge.
But it was becoming more and more apparent that the
war was drawing to a close, and the opportunities for
high deeds and heroic accomplishments were becoming fewer and farther apart.

T

Chapter 22: Anticlimax

HE TITLE of this chapter is, apppropriately,
"Anti-Climax." The war was folding up all
about us now-collapsing like' a house of cards.
The actual .fighting was now-as far as the Regiment
was concerned-definitely over. There was plenty to
be done, it is true, but in the hearts of many of the
members of the 313 th it was like harnessing a racehorse to a plow. Not that the new assignments were
undertaken with disinterest or apathy. Not at all. In
fact the new tasks represented a challenge which was
met by most with a zeal that was most gratifying, but
it was not .fighting. And the Regiment had had drummed into it that .fighting was the sole purpose for its
existence for three years.
The Regiment moved eastward again, to an area in
and around Schwerte, closing in about April 30. Its
mission was twofold. First, there were about eighteen
DP (Displaced Persons) camps, or camps housing
slave labor which had been operating the factories for
the Germans. These camps ranged in population from
those holding a couple of hundred to several thousand.
The type of dwellings ran the entire gamut of human
habitation, from mine shafts to modern military barracks, from schoolhouses to airports. The nationalities,
to name a few were as follows: Russian, Polish, Latvian, Esthonian, Ukrainian, Dutch, French, Belgian,
Jugoslav, Czech, Italian, American, and m'any others.
They had to be fed, clothed, deloused, cleaned up and
entertained. They also had to be kept within bounds
and not allowed to forage over the countryside. This
in itself was no mean task.
Some of the camps were in such a bad state of sanitation as to defy powers of description. Most of these
had to be abandoned in the interests of humanity, and
the personnel moved to other locations. This required
a high order of planning and logistics, for it is one
thing to move trained and disciplined soldiers, and
quite another to transport half-starved, wild-eyed men,
women and children who speak any one of a dozen
languages, but who were united in one thing-their
hatred of the Germans and their desire to do them all
possible damage by way of revenge.
The other phase of the Regiment's new job was the
policing of the Germans. This was by far the easiest
part of the task, for the Germans were not only thoroughly beaten but they recognized in the Americans
their only protection from the righteous wrath of their
erstwhile slaves. So, it remained only for us to impress
them with the fact that we did actually represent a dis-

ciplined and orderly force-their propagandists to the
contrary notwithstanding.
This was accomplished by cleaning up and reconverting to a garrison-soldier basis. The spontaneity
and good will with which it was done belies the tradition that Americans are basically civilians and have a
natural horror for spit-and-polish. The indication is not
that Amercians, conversely, are born soldiers, but that
they can be anything they want to be, and it happens
that when the need arises they can be soldiers as well
as whatever else is required.
As the .fighting army metamorphosed into an occupation army, it was allotted areas in the occupation
zone. The Regiment moved farther eastward, setting
up its CP in Unna, with its 3d Battalion in Hamm, and
the remainder extending around those two towns.
There were more DP camps, of course, and therefore
more work, but this was a welcome circumstance. As
the realization invaded the consciousness of the infantry soldier more and more that he was through .fighting, a reaction seemed to set in that in many cases
represented a problem.
No longer did the old bugbear ride the shoulders of
the infantryman, that the only way out was to be
wounded or killed. He could now see his way outclear. It is necessary to have been an infantryman in
combat to even begin to understand the breath-taking
sense of relief and subsequent exhilaration tM.t he
experienced at this time. This exhilaration brought
about a heady source of energy that needed an outlet,
and the best outlet at hand-that is, the best for the
individual as well as for the mission-was work, and
plenty of it.
Now, the story definitely starts downhill. At 2: 00
P.M. ) May 5, the Regiment received the "cease .fire"
order. The log records it as follows:
Msg rec'd from Div signed by Gen Eisenhower 'Cease
Firing'! German High Command has surrendered unconditionally all land, sea and air forces in Europe. Active operations will cease at OOOlB hours 9 May 1945.

So this was it! Almost thirteen months to the day
since the Division sailed from Boston, we had won.
No one even dared dream it would be so soon when
we sailed. It was almost impossible to believe even
now.
The occasion literally drove one to retrospect, and
in our case it was not too unpleasant a task. We had
been a hard-fighting Division and had been where it
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General Wahl with a group decorated in a ceremony near Schwerte, Germany

was rough. We didn't have to sit back and listen to
anyone with envy. Our accomplishments were known
to all. We had been in all the armies and most of the
corps. We had been wherever the fighting was the
hottest, and in every important operation. Everything
we had ever attempted we had . done damned well,
better than anyone ever hoped we would.
Didn't we go piling into Cherbourg first? And
how about the breakthrough? And who were the first
American troops across the Seine? What outfit got to
Belgium first? For that matter, what outfit got to the
Rhine first, down in Alsace? Here is stuff to talk about
that is solid, .and no one can take it away from us.
Of course, at that time Japan remained to be beaten,
and there isn't any doubt but what the members of the
Regiment viewed that prospect with mixed feelings.
But on the whole, a soldier is a soldier, and therefore

a fatalist. The lads who were already fighting the Jap
weren't doing too badly, and the more of us the better.
There is reason to believe that the majority of the
troops, now flushed with victory, looked upon the future with a light heart.
On June 6 the Division was ordered to Czechoslovakia, to the area along the western border which
is known as the Sudetenland. The mission was much
the same as the one we had in the Ruhr, but the Ruhr
was to be part of the British zone, so we were relieved
by a British infantry brigade.
The trip to Czechoslovakia was accomplished in two
days without incident. The Regiment relieved parts
of the 1st Infantry Division and set up its CP in
Graslitz. The 3d Battalion also occupied this town,
while the 1st Battalion moved in and around Schonbach. The 2d Battalion went in to a hilly area just
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The Regimental newspaper, The Dim View1 published twice weekly, made its debut in the Ruhr, and
flourished during the stay in Czechoslovakia. In addition to news, it carried sports results, and·programs for
the future. Its staff deserves a lot of credit for their
skillful and willing contribution to the general morale.
Speaking of morale, it would not do to leave this
period without mentioning some of the articles obtained in this area. To begin with, the Sudetenland is
the heart of the musical instruments industry in
Europe. The men, therefore, were able to buy accordions, trumpets, harmonicas, and other articles of this

A 313th convoy en route to Czechoslovakia

north of the 3d Battalion, with its CP in the little village of Bleistadt.
Roadblocks were placed along the river line by the
3d and 2d Battalions with the mission of stopping
refugees from moving into the already crowded area.
The Russians moved up and placed their roadblocks
opposite ours, apparently with the same mission. While
there was very little fraternizing between the Russians
and ourselves, relations were as cordial as the differences in language would permit.
Meanwhile, the Division was placed in Category II
which meant that we were designated as part of the
attack force on Japan. With this in mind, training was
started, which consisted mainly of firing and smallunit problems. It might be noted here that the men
took considerable interest in this training because they
were veterans, and knew its value.
There were also parades and ceremonies all done
with professional style, and very impressive to the
civilians. One ceremony which consisted of the renaming of Adolf Hitler Platz took place on July 4. The
new name was Franklin D. Roosevelt Platz, and the
Regimental commander was invited by the Czechs to
unveil the tablet announcing this fact.
On the athletic side of our endeavors, we had a
Regimental track meet, and what the men lacked in
skill they made up in enthusiasm. One contestant,
Hubert Kerns, however, went all the way to the Army
meet. Our boxing team looked like championship
material from the first. We didn't lose a meet in the
Division and when the men got to Corps the story was
the same. There were very few fights lost, but when
they were, the winner knew he had been in the ring!

Colonel Van Bibher watches while the Mayor of Graslitz,
Czechoslovakia, unveils the sign naming the town
square in honor of the late President Roosevelt.

ANTICLIMAX

nature at prices which were but a fraction of those in
the States. Also, the embroidery industry contributed
Combat Infantrymen Badges and Division insignia as
well as silk guidons for ceremonies. Much hand-made
lace was bought and sent home by the men to provide
souvenirs of a very pleasant stay in an attractive corner
of Europe.
Such were the activities in Czechoslovakia, which
began early in June and continued until early in
August. Then, on August 5, 1945, in a surprise move
that smacked alternately of the rat race across France
and Tennessee maneuvers, the 313 th Infantry and the
entire 79th Division pulled its occupational stakes in
Czechoslovakia and moved more than 1 50 miles into
a newly opened U. S. Third Army training area near
Hammelburg, Germnay. There, in a tent city in the
middle of nowhere the Regiment awaited further
orders, while throughout the world at large momentous events were taking place. World War II was drawing to a close.
The war ended, if anything, more dramatically than
it started. It ended, really, on Monday, August 6, when
an American plane dropped a single atomic bomb that
annihilated sixty per cent of Hiroshima, a Japanese
city of 375,000. Yet, though this fantastic new weapon
sealed Japan's fate, the war staggered on for nine more
days. Another atomic bomb cut down Nagasaki, and
the exchange of peace messages began.
Negotiations over the fate of Emperor Hirohito
lasted for four days, but throughout the world premature celebrations greeted Japan's first request for peace
terms and each development thereafter. For soldiers
who had seen the very worst that the war had to offer,
the waiting from day to day seemed almost unbearable.
Finally on Tuesday morning, August 13, (ETO
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Main entrance to Camp Bode, near Hammelburg,
Germany

time), the Tokyo Radio broadcast that the terms had
been accepted. Then, at 1:00 A.M., Wednesday, in
Paris, and midnight in London, the great announcement came at last; the Japanese were ready to lay down
their arms. General Douglas MacArthur was named
Supreme Allied Commander to accept the surrender
and occupy Japan, and all Allied armed forces were
ordered to cease offensive action.
So at last it had come. At long, long last. And while
the world celebrated, the 313th Infantry, in its tent city '
in the middle of nowhere, greeted the news half
stunned, half bewildered, yet overjoyed.
Now they knew they would not be sent to Japan.
No, they were high-point veterans now, who would be
among the very first to leave for the place their hearts
had long since dreamed of going . . . Home!
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Men of 313th Find Hope
In the Mud of Camp Bode
Camp B<lde, Camp Bode - YOJ!- muddy' rough thing - for all your faults, you have
some attraction!
That seems to be the co·n census opinion among the men of
the 313th as the haze and blue
smoke of the first reaction
clears ancj ·the. routine of field
life· gets established.
I r all boils down , to the fact
that where 'the main . topic on
conversation was "how many
points" th,. news ·of the end in
.the. Eacilio has turned a ll heads
toward tlje !ildihood of an early·
trip home and discharge for
"middles-pointers."
.Under these circumstances
th.e "bog tha t is Bode" is a wel-

JAPAN QUITS ·Iany
area that is muddier than
.
th1~ one? You don't dare· to
• * * * *

Shades of Par roy!

Is there

The capitultaion of the Japa- walk, just · slide your ·way
nese was announced at mid- a round and keep your bal<)nce
night W ednesday , central Eu-· . whil,e your are doing it or
y ou II f.ind . yourself looking
ropean time.
" Complete surrender witttout hke a sewer cleaner.
qua lifications" was the manWhat a place for polished
nder in which President Truma n ·Wshoes and .Pressed pa nfs, too.
announced the terms j~om the
hen Y\>U get up m the marWhite House.
ning your body has' more aches
The terms, relayed via the than Ca~ter has pills.
·
embassies in Bern, Switzerland, · Yesterpay, while the rain fell
were ·sents in ··· a ·ton g 1lst of gently o~ my shoalders, . and I
declarations by Emperor Hiro- shthered 1 and crawled my way
hito himself.
to anct back from chow, I found
Japa nese soldiers were given ' my breall had soaked up mo.r e
the a nnouncement prior to . the water .than a three-dollar
release of the terms and were sponge.
. ·
to cease fire. · .
· . I can't help \YOnder how those
~?J"1Jl~'llic~~':$· ~';;' i~~~e~sw~~~ toldHirohito
accepted fully the ' fell?ws who co!l'plained about
know we are on the road home. term . under · which , Japan's Ble1stadt, Orashtz a nd S chon. Among the reactions are future is to be gover~ed by the bach are· making out now.
these:.
allies tough him.
T hese are just a few of the
. T/5 Leonard .W. Schmitt, of
The emperor emplored his expressions that thickened the
New Orleans, Company H cook, P.e ople jo " cultivate · ways of a1r a t Camp ·Bode as the men of'
says, "It will be a pleasure to rectitude" in facing the days the 313th once more r'e luctantly
go home and have someone else that we re a head of them
settled down to the life ·of the·
cook for me; namely my wife."·
·
field iil a former wermacht
Sgt. Harold H. Lynch of West Pass Returnees Not.
maneuver a'nd training· area in
Virginia : "Japan has its rice ; Prepared for Bode
the vicinity 'of the ancient little
Germany has its Frauleins; but
city of Ha mmelburg, far from
Returnin R~ from Paris l"ece ntly
give ine West Virginia and my were
the attractions of the life of a
S/Sgt. Clarence F. Henderson
Mammy' cooking.': ·
and T/5 John M. Sanden of the Se- city, la rge or sma ll.
S/ Sg t. Robert L. Sipes of Pa. oond Ban alibn Medics who left
and P fc. Hyman Newman of when the outf"it was still in CzechoNew Jersey, the gard~n state,
Br0oklyri are ·bot~ anxious to s lo v2.kia. ·
has extensive weater navigation
get home and starr raising a
O))on their arrival in the new
facilities, ·being mos tly low
division area they weren't long in
family.
Pfc. Elmer .M. Luckenbaugh he aving- a longiug . eiiP for their a nd fla t, having its only hill
of Pennsylvania after much ''home on th·e hilltop at e;o9d ol' development in the northern
end.
corresponding · is . wondering, B leistadt."
now tha t the possibility of going
to the states and staying there
JS almost a certainty, if she will
say "Yes" to tlie question that
is uppermost in his mind.
,
An old Proverb once said, , A
It used to be how many -points child shall lead them" and in .a
you have, llut'nowl with the de" sense this is true in the S totts
family of Chicago. Gene S totts,
(e'ontinued on. 4)
the son, started his army career
at Camp Gra nt, III., id May
1943 at the ripe old age of 18
in a nswer to the President's
g reetingS and wel,lt on to Camp
Hood, Texas far bis basic training in· Ta nk ,Destroy ers. RaYMaj. Gen. A-nthonY T. McAuliffe~
m!md "P op" Stotts, the fa ther
di;viS\'ID c ommander, waa injure_d Sa- entered the a rmy via the same
turdy;\ n a. plane' crash when Jte was
ReCJ~ptlon "Center ·a t the tender
returning -t-o - divisi~n h"e adq'uar~era
age of 37 and he too moved
from a trip to Third Armt lfeali·
on to Camp ·Hood for .his basic··
quartcra:: Th~: i\tjuries were, no\ h e·
li~vtd. to be' serious
training in Tank Destroyer.

313th's New Home Is
Famed German Post
Stepping into another phase
. of . the 79th Division's rede-~
ployment process, the 313tlf now
bc(}Upies 'one of the most
famous of Germany 's old trainiog areas, a portion of the regular Germans army's Hammel-.
burg Lager.
Information gathered by Capt.
Thomas L. Lyons,. regimental
S- 2, reveals that Hammelburg
mig,ht be compared to Ft. Benning. -It's permanent buildings,
located east of Camp Bode, inelude facilities for a large per!llanent post and are reminiscent of the famous old Georgia
post
. The actual area which the
313th, a long with the· 31Sth,
·occupies was a training .and
maneuver a rea. Fortifica tions
in the 3!3tp sectjon reem5ling
pillboxes are actua lly artillery
shelters · ·built for use during
training.

.

When the Fourth Armored
Division was fighting in the
Hammelburg area in April, they
were converted to pillboxes and
used' as such in the battle that
raged.

White Medics Get
New 'Tech Three'
Second Battalion medics are congratulatin,; A lbe rt E. .Wacker of the
" Se cond B attalion medical section,
who has been promoted (rom technician Fourth grade to te chnician
third grade .

Some -evidence of this remains in t he ,ta nk retriever. that
was m1 trally knocked out a
short distance from where it
now stantls by the .battered
buildings to the n(lrth of Bode.
·And just a short distance over
the hill beyond, two American
graves are to be found.
In the Hammelburg lager
proper 1are m'odern facilities for
bathing and swimming in addition to army buildings and
housing for a rmy personnel and
their families.
'
Ca mp. Bode itself strictly a
U. S. Army creation, built.first
for the occupancy qf the lOis!
Infantry to whom the 3.13th
mus t send its thanks 'for many
of the conveniences available.

Someone Steal
fOist Infantry!>
Probably no one was eve r more
!!Urprised than the Jo-es of the
3 13th. when they awoke last We dnesday morning -to find thal- the
busy, humming cRmp of the night
be fore occupied by the ·lOlst Infa ntry w8s quiet and vacated. •
Me n •)f the lOht w')ved . out
early on the rooming of the day th_e
313th was scheduled to move in-at
4 o'cl6ck to be exact.
And unrler th"e express orders of
the ir commanding officer, CoL
Julian B. ~indsey, were so quie t
that they might have been stole n
in one sweep.
' Tllanks, for those ex tra winks of
"sleep, me n of the IOlst.

Area Takes Names of 313 th 'Heroes
·The 313th Infantry's new area
is to be known as Camp Bode
in honor Of Lt. Col. Augustus lf.
Bode, one of the original //!'embers of the World War II 3131/J
and commander. of the Second
Battalion at the time he .was
killed in action near Cherbourg '
in one of the initial actions of
his battalion.
Maj. Phil Lofink, who was
killed on HiU 55, is r eceiving
·a' · similar memorial in the
naming of the regimental outdoor stadium. Executive officer

of the First Battalion under the
CO[nmand of Lt. Col. C. B.
Mitchell, Major Lofink assumed
command of the battalion when
Colonel Mitchell was wounded
on lite road to Cherbourg.
Both men came to the o'utlit
as captains when the divisionwas being activated at Camp.
Pickett. Major L ofink first
served as regimental adjutant
and S- 4 before goimt to the
First' Battalion. Col onel Bode's.
first assignment · was commander of the Anti -Tank Company.

Father and Son Duo See Nine Countries in ETO Travels

I

Gen. McAuliffe
Hurt· in Crash

Bode First

USO Team
Here Tonight
The 313th will witnesS' it's
firs t US O show tonight in Lofink S tadi um, 1st 'Lt. Donald
Parkin announced yesterday.
The show, know as "Fun Fiesta'•
\Viii make one appearance and
is scheduled to sta r t promptly
a t 8.p. m.
i
Billed as a n excellent unit,
the team coJ]sists of three· men
and three women. ·

T

Chapter 23: Inactivation

HERE NEVER WAS, and there perhaps may
never again be, a period of frustration and confusion as great as that which confronted Allied
army commanders everywhere immediately following
the final defeat of Japan and the end of World War II.
Every human instinct buried deep in the hearts and
minds of one and all who participated in the war urged
them on toward one common goal .. . home. That was
all that mattered now, and the pressure of millions of
voices both abroad and in the United States clamored
for action and for a speedy return of Americans overseas.
The job was a momentous one, and Allied commanders found themselves overnight torn between the
necessity of maintaining an occupation army, and at
the same time of transporting millions of veterans to
home shores under a point system geared essentially
to deal fairly with a continuing war, which was no
more.
When VJ-day came, the 3 ~3th Infantry and the
79th Division were awaiting final word for shipment
to the United States for a brief furlough and training
period, after which they had been slated for shipment
into the Pacific area for further combat. However, the
war's end changed all previous plans, and the 79th was
again placed in an occupational capacity within Germany. The 313th Infantry was assigned an area in the
vicinity of Miltenberg, Germany, with a mission of
occupying Kreises: Lohr, Alzenau, Aschaffensburg,
Obernburg and part of Miltenberg and Gemiinden
Kreises. This mission included the task of supervising
about 9,000 DPs as well as over 2,000 PWs. The
Regimental CP was located in Miltenberg in the Hotel
Linde, and Cannon Company was also in that town.
The 2d Battalion was stationed at Obernberg with
their companies strung out in little towns along the
Main River. The 3d Battalion was located in Alzenau,
not far from Frankfurt. The largest town in the whole
Regimental area was Aschaffensburg, occupied by M
and L Companies, although L Company's chief mission was that of caring for the fluctuating 4,000 to
7,000 DPs (mostly Polish) at the large caserne there.
Regimental AT Company was located just outside of
Aschaffensburg, while the 1st Battalion CP was located in a hotel at Lohr with the various companies
stationed in little towns in Lohr Kreis, with the exception of D Company, which was guarding 900 PWsin
Gemiinden.
The Regiment had arrived in this general vicinity
approximately September 15, 1945. They remained

there until November 18, 1945. In the period between
virtually all of the old personnel who had fought with
the Regiment were transferred to other units and
shipped home. They were high-point men, naturally,
and were first in line to return, and since the Regiment
and Division had been_placed in an occupational capacity temporarily, it was impossible for these men to
return home with their parent unit. Only a few of the
original officers and enlisted men remained, and as the
old personnel left, new men arrived to replace them
until the Regiment was composed almost entirely of
new blood. Hence the 313th Infantry essentially remained the 313th in name only, while those who had
been an intimate part of it had been transferred or
sent home.
Nevertheless, the Regiment and the Division did
return. On November 16th the entire Regiment assembled at a'large tent city (which had been built by
the 2d Battalion during occupation duty) located between Aschaffensburg and Frankfurt. On November
18 special units began moving out in convoy, motorized, and arrived at Metz that same day. The trip thereafter covered Dijon, Lyons, to the Marseille- Calas
staging area. The battalions followed by rail on the
proverbial 40-and-8s. The trip was a cold one, and
none too pleasant, but spirits were high because everyone believed they would remain at the staging area for
only forty-eight hours and thereafter be on their way
home. This was not the case, however, and all units
waited at the staging area from seven to fourteen days
before actually sailing for home.
The story of the return of the 313th Infantry and
the 79th Division can perhaps best be told by an article
which appeared in the Baltimore Sttn, December 6,
194 5. Lee McCardell, veteran correspondent of the
Sunpapers, who had witnessed many of the campaigns
of the 313th in action, had the following to say:
The 79th Infantry Division, the Cross of Lorraine--includ ing the 313th Infantry Regiment, is homeward bound.
All units are now on the high seas. The first scheduled to
arrive in this country is expected to disembark tomorrow in
New York.
Disbanded at the close of the last war, reactivated at Camp
Pickett, Va., in 1942, the division went overseas in ApriL
1944. Its shoulder patch, the Cross of Lorraine, had been won
in the last war by the first 79th which stormed Montfaucon.
The division . now homeward bound landed on Omaha
Beach in Normandy on D plus 8. Its troops were the first into
Cherbourg, the first w reach the Seine, the first across the
Belgian border, the first to establish a bridgehead on the
Moselle. One battalion of the 313th which entered Strasbourg
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3d Battalion memorial services in Graslitz, Czechoslovakia. Colonel Van Bibber, Regimental CO, salutes our fallen
comrades
with a French armored division, was the first American outfit
to reach the Rhine.
Last January, immediately after the Battle of the Bulge,
the 79th stopped a diversionary German offensive in Alsace
-the strongest counterattack launched by the Germans on
the Western front with the exception of that through the
Ardennes. In March they spearheaded the Allied Rhinecrossing into the Ruhr.
The division was one of the few to fight as part of all four
American armies on the Western front, and probably comes
home the most widely traveled American division of that
theater, with the possible exception of outfits which also
fought in the Mediterranean.
In its journey of 2,300 fighting miles back and forth across
France and Germany, it lost 20,000 men-2,000 of them
killed. German Army intelligence reports rated the 79th
"one of the best attack divisions in the United States Army."
At the end of the war the 79th was in the vicinity of Dortmund, Germany. Later the division moved into Czechoslovakia, north of Pilsen. Since then many of its high-point
officers and men have returned home.
The division went overseas and through combat under
command of Maj Gen I. T. Wyche, now commanding the
VIII Corps, with headquarters at Camp Gruber, Okla. It
comes home under the command of Brig Gen Allen F.

Kingman.
The 313th Infantry Regiment was commanded during the
latter part of the war by Col Edwin M. VanBibber. Colonel
VanBibber is now the commanding officer of the Loire Disciplinary Training Center at LeMans, France, and is not expected home for several months.
The first of the 79th to arrive in New York are expected
to be the headquarters companies of the 2d and 3d Battalions
and E Company of the 313th, and the 1st Battalion and the
cannon company of the 314th Infantry. They are aboard the
Rushville Victory, scheduled to dock in NewYorktomorrow.
Other units are scheduled to arrive as follows:
December 8 -Aboard C.C.N.Y. Victory: Regimental
headquarters, Service Company, Anti-Tank Company and 1st
Battalion of the 313th and part of the 79th Military Police
Platoon.
December 9-Aboard John Ericsson: 312th Field Artillery Battalion; 304th Engineer Battalion; 79th Quartermaster
Company, 779th Ordnance Company, part of the Division
Headquarters Company, the Division Reconnaissance Troop,
and the 315th Infantry Regiment.
December 10- Aboard Gray Liberty: 904th Field Artillery
Battalion.
December 11- (Unnamed ship): Companies F and K and
the medical detachment of the 313th Infantry; abroad Bar-
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inquen: Companies G, H, L and M of the 313th Infantry;
part of the 79th Signal Company and Headquarters Battery
of the Division Artillery.
December 12-Aboard John Breckinridge: 304th Medical
Battalion; aboard joseph Alston: Parts of 79th Signal Company and 79th Military Police Platoon; aboard joseph Hollister: Companies G, H, L, and the Service Company of the
314th Infantry; aboard Peter Minuit: Companies I and K
and Medical Detachment of the 314th Infantry.
December 14-Aboard William Richardson: Companies
E and F of the 314th, 2d Battalion Headquarters and Headquarters Company and Regimental Headquarters Company
of the 314th Infantry.
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December 16-Aboard Cornelius Hartnett: Part of Division Headquarters and Headquarters Company, part of Division Military Police Platoon, headquarters of the 3d Battalion
of the 314th Infantry and I Company of the 313th Infantry.
December IS-Aboard Marion Crawford: H Company of
the 313th Infantry and H Company of the 314th Infantry.
It is probable that the troops will move from the piers
where they disembark to Camp Shanks, where most of them
will be discharged any time within 48 hours after their arrival. The division will be deactivated at Camp Shanks and its
records sent to a section of the Adjutant General's office at
Savannah, Ga.

-----

'"
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NO.

25, D. C.
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WASHINGTON
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I. MEDAL OF HONOR . By direction of the
President, under the provisions of the act of Congress
approved 9 July 1918 (WD Bul. 43, 1918), a Medal
of Honor for conspicuous gallantry and intrepidity at
the risk of life above and beyond the call of duty was
awarded by the War Department in the name of Congress to the following-named enlisted man:

Technical Sergeant Robert E. Gerstung (Army
serial No. 36715944 ) , Company H, 313th Infantry
Regiment, Army of the United States, on 19 December 1944 was ordered with his heavy machine-gun
squad to the support of an infantry company attacking
the outer defenses of the Siegfried Line near Berg,
Germany. For 8 hours he maintained a position made
almost untenable by the density of artillery and mortar fire concentrated upon it and the proximity of
enemy troops who threw hand grenades into the emplacement. While all other members of his squad
became casualties, he remained at his gun. When he
ran out of ammunition, he fearlessly dashed across
bullet-swept, open terrain to secure a new supply from
a disabled, friendly tank. A fierce barrage pierced the
water jacket of his gun, but he continued to fire until

the weapon overheated and jammed. Instead of withdrawing; he crawled 50 yards across coverless ground
to another of his company's machine guns which had ·
been silenced when its entire crew was killed. He
continued to man this gun, giving Sl:lpport vitally
needed by the infantry. At one time he came under
direct fire from a hostile tank which shot the glove
from his hand with an armor-piercing shell but could
not drive him from his position or stop his shooting.
When the American forces were ordered to retire to
their original positions, he remained at his gun, giving
the only covering fire. Finally withdrawing, he cradled
the heavy weapon in his left arm, slung a belt of
ammunition over his shoulder, and walked to the rear,
loosing small bursts at the enemy as he went. One
hundred yards from safety, he was struck in the leg
by a mortar shell but with supreme effort he crawled
the remaining distance, dragging along the gun which
had served him and his comrades so well. By his
remarkable perseverance, indomitable courage, and
heroic devotion to his task in the face of devastating
fire, Sergeant Gerstung gave his fellow soldiers
powerful support in their encounter with formidable
enemy forces .
BY ORDER OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR:

G. C. MARSHALL
Chief of Staff

OFFICIAL:
EDWARD F. WITSELL
Major G eneral
Acting Th e Adjutant G eneral
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OFFICERS OF THE 313TH INFANTRY
Following is a list of the officers, by unit, who
served with the 313th Infantry during the period of
activation for World War II. Unfortunately, during
the arduous months of combat, and later, during the
various re-deployment stages, many of the vital records
were destroyed or lost. As a result, there will be noted
some instances of error, possibly to the extent of showing an officer affiliated with the wrong unit. Likewise, there may be some few names that have been
inadvertently omitted.
Many of the officers served in more than one unit,
REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS
Paschal, Paul C., Brig Gen
Wood, Sterling A., Col
Van Bibber, Edwin M., Col
Sagmoen, Clarence M., Col
Schriver, Andrew J., Col
Hanna, Charles IV., Col
DeArmond, David A., Maj
Keck, HarrieS., Maj
Godwin, Raymond P., Maj
Timmons, John B., Maj
Lyons, Thomas L., Capt
Collins, Jefferson M. , Capt
Reid, Sheryl A. , Capt
Sullivan, William G., Maj
Granr, Frederick L., Capt
Newby, Robert N., 1st Lt
Crouch, Edward 0., 1st Lt
Barrett, Donald H., 1st Lt
Basinger, Virgil D., 1st Lt
Carothers, Henry ]. , 1st Lt
Yonkers, Leo E., 1st Lt
Glasser, Anthony P. , 1st Lt
Wilhite, Harold L., 1st Lt
Budenz, Henry ]. , Capt
CHAPLAINS

Nordgren, Armand R. , Maj
Fiedorczyk, Alphonse J., Capt
Paradis, Robert M., 1st Lt
Fagan, Lemuel T., Capt
Dineen, John J., 1st Lt
Clary, Edward f. , I st Lt
Bear, Henry H., Capt
Hanes, Elbert L. , Capt
Pittard, Jesse, Capt
Lam, Alfred P., 1st Lt
Kidd, Leon W ., 1st Lt
CANNON COMPANY

Cree, Frank E., Jr., Capt
Porter, Vernon L., 1st Lt
Casey, Patrick]., 1st Lt
Bruton, Robert E., 1st Lt
Eisert, Bernard, 1st Lt
Hess, Carl M., 1st Lt
Tetro, Dudley C., 1st Lt
Rudd, Gerald L., 1st Lt
Bull, Lyle E., 1st Lt
Ashbaker, Joseph, 1st Lt
SERVICE COMPANY

Monroe, George E., Maj
Pesek, Ernest J., Capt
Grundman, Frank H., Capt
Stafford, Charles W., Capt
Jackson , Harry L., Capt
Smith, Verval L., Capt
Arnold, Frank, Capt
Blakely, Curtis V. , 1st Lt
Kelly, David D., 1st Lt
Vorhees, DeLioyd, 1st Lt
Lipton, JohnS. , 1st Lt
Dahin, John B., 1st Lt
Broudy, Milton, 1st Lt
Lundy, John C., 1st Lt
Parkin, Donald M. , 1st Lt
Todd, Robert G., 1st Lt
Wilson , Charles L.. lst Lt

Sbeahee, Stewart S., 1st Lt
Sinclair, Robert E., 2nd Lt
Taylor, William B., CWO
Allen, Vernon E., CWO
Coulter, Eugene M., WOJG
Lawrence, Stuart S., Maj
Ludington, Edward P., Maj
Halliday, Herbert E., Capt
Minnich, G. Arthur, Capt
Kelly, Maurice F., Capt
Hatsfield, Theodore, Capt
Hale, Thurman A., Capt
Wolf, Adam M., 1st Lt
Curtis, Lyman B., 1st Lt
Camoali, Daniel C., I st Lt
Allingham, David J., 1st Lt
Seebeck, Charles W., 1st Lt
Kernan, Harlan L., Jr. , 1st Lt
Miller, Francis, 1st Lt
Goodbold, Thomas C., 1st Lt
Smith, Frederick G., 1st Lt
Mathews, JohnS., 1st Lt
Quigley,---, 1st Lt
Malkin, Murray 0., 2nd Lt
Dougherry, ---,2nd Lt
Durden, Jinks N., CWO
Phillips, Charles H .. CWO
Cohen, Herbert, WOJG
HEADQUARTERS COMPANY

Estes, Greer H., Capt
Curry, George, Capt
Baker, James J. , 1st Lt
Henderson, James F., 2nd Lt
Mathews. John B. , Capt
Wright, Borden T., Capt
Copp, Lynn K., 1st Lt
Edwards, Richard D., WOJG
MEDICAL DETACHMENT

McLattghlin, Lttcitts G., Maj
Rodman, Robert B. , Maj
Brown, Herbert S., Capt
Moisant, Bernard E., Capt
Coren, Malvin M., Capt
Pinto, Sherman S. , Capt
Budner, Louis J., Capt
Shapiro, Albert, Capt
Black, Clarence E. , Jr., Capt
Feamster, Robert H. , Capt
Golden, Samuel, Capt
Battaglia, Samuel A., Capt
Marino, Philip A. , 1st Lt
Bohnert, Earl , 1st Lt
Richard, Dalbert J., Maj
Moore, Gregory P., Maj
Breeker, Arnold, Capt
Lazurus , Maurice L. , Capt
Schaff, Hartzell V., Capt
Jampel, Sydney, Capt
Lyon, JosephS., Capt
Hatrak, N1cholas P., Capt
Oliker, Abraham J., Capt
Dawson, Robert H., Capt
Holloway, William, Capt
Hanlon , Paul A .. Capt
Rivkin, Raymond, Capt
Musselman, Paul A., 1st Lt
Yearty, James F .. 1st Lt

and in these cases they are shown usually with that
last served with. No attempt has been made to show
their length of service with a unit and the order in
which the names appear is not to be construed as
representing any particular value.
At the end of the list are the names of officers for
which no record could be found of the unit with which
they served. It was thought much better to show
them in this way than to omit them.
Names of officers killed in action or died of wounds
or from other causes are printed in italic.
ANTITANK COMPANY

McCabe, John M., Capt
Greinke, Louis E., Capt
Murphy, John E., 1st Lt
Sheridan, Howard P., 2nd Lt
Graybill, Herbert A., 1st Lt
Proper, Floyd]., 1st Lt
Roberts, Robert L., 2nd Lt
Schirm, Michael H., 2nd Lt
McCally, Raymond C., Capt
Bttdsick, George M., I st Lt
Hayden, Vernon L., I st Lt
Davenport, Archie, Jr. , 1st Lt
Haueter, George F., 1st Lt
Schiff, Richard W., 2nd Lt
Rogers, William E.. 2nd Lt
Grayson, Alvis R., 2nd Lt
1ST BATTALION
HEADQUARTERS AND HEADQUARTERS COMPANY

Mitchell, Clair B. , Lt Col
Lawrence, Frank J .• Lt Col
McConnell, John A., Maj
Hursh , - - - , Maj
Freeman, Charles E., Maj
McGettigan, Hugh A., Capt
Wilson, James G., Capt
Swope, Charles L. , 1st Lt
Gooch, Christopher M., Jr., 1st Lt
Wormser, Yesner M., 1st Lt
Blacha, Anrhony L., 1st Lt
Zimrin, Henry L., 1st Lt
Elliott, Carl, III, 1st Lt
Lynch, John M., 2nd Lt
Hylton, William A., Lt Col
Lofink, Phil, Maj
Novelino, Joseph J .• Maj
Willis, Dewey]. , Maj
Burns, Vincent T., Capt
Drake, William T ., Capt
Timothy, James S. , Capt
Furr, Woodrow W. , 1st Lt
Mathias, James F., 1st Lt
Harris, George T., 1st Lt
Lockwood. Orville K., I st Lt
Coleman . Philip E. , 1st Lt
Bruner, George. 1st Lt
Wysoczynski, Charles, 2nd Lt
Whitler, Charles H., 2nd Lt
COMPANY A

Fowler, Harry, Capt
Porter, CarlS., Capt
Blankenship, Herman W ., 1st Lt
McEwen, Benjamin, 1st Lt
Watkins, Joseph A., 1st Lt
Vink, Donald R. , 1st Lt
Smith, Ross L., 2nd Lt
McCaughan, Donald, 2nd Lt
Winkler, Norbert W. , 2nd Lt
Parker, Orville B. , Capt
Johnson, CarlS., 1st Lt
Emmerich, Joseph F., 1st Lt
Shute, James R., 1st Lt
Kilgore, John B .. 1st Lt
Bratten. Joseph P .. Jr .. 2nd Lr
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Selvig, Kermit H., 1st Lt
Tornell, Deward C., 2nd Lt
COMPANY B

Hitlenbr.md, ]oe IV., Capt
Sheahan, Richard E., Capt
Moore, Albert F., Capt
Byler, Joseph E., I st Lt
Mastoris, Theodore, 1st Lt
Shell, Herbert, 1st Lt
Spears, Robert C., 1st Lt
Scott, Chauncey B., 1st Lt
Nattkemper, John U., 2nd Lt
Day, J ohn W., 2nd Lt
Diesing, James]., 2 nd Lt
Landon, Shirley R., Capt
Hunter, Joseph, Capt
Dent, James F., Capt
Elkins, James D., 1st Lt
Connors, John J .• 1st Lt
Keating, Robert G., 1st Lt
Altman, Lardman E., 1st Lt
Shively, Ralph L., 2nd Lt
Seivers, Arthur 0., 2nd Lt
Trout, William B .. 2nd Lt
Kent, Roy L., 2nd Lt
COMPANYC

Hill, Alvin C. , Capt
Bryant, Otis G., Capt
Buckley, John W. J., Capt
Major, James H., 1st Lt
Gould, Frank E., lst Lt
Santacroce, Nunzio G .. 2nd Lt
Moak, Harry G. , 2nd Lt
King, Albert P. , ]r., Capt
Hale, Robert E., Capt
Sinnott, William W., 1st Lt
Lutz, George, 1st Lt
Combs, Curtis L., 1st Lt
Diederich, Clarence M., 2nd Lt
COMPANYD

Williams, AlbertS. , Jr., Capt
Littel, Charles I. , Capt
Yates, Cornelius H., Capt
Lewis, Carl B., 1st Lt
Butcher, Orville K., 1st Lt
Kindschy, Emil 0., lst Lt
Plummer, Warren C., 1st Lt
Bowman, William P., 1st Lt
Doherty, Albert L. , 2nd Lt
McClain, Lee C., 2nd Lt
Paul, Philip R. , 2nd Lt
"
Kneller, Charles F .. 2nd Lt.
Shepard, John B., 2nd Lt
Miller, Norman A., Capt
Mazur, Edward W., Capt
Herbst, Don L.. 1st Lt
Brower, John C., 1st Lt
Hummel , Wayne H. , 1st Lt
Lansing. Ernest J., 1st Lt
Scott, Billie L.. 1st Lt
Legan, Frank C. , 1st Lt
Carlson, Walter H., 2nd Lt
Bohannon, Herbert IV.. 2nd Lt
Lewis, Joseph M .. 2nd Lt
DeSilvey, Neilus D., 2nd Lr
Forcade, Wayne A.. 2nd Lr

--

- ..

,,-,

--~
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HISTORY OF THE 313TH INFANTRY IN WORLD WAR II
2ND BATTALION

HEADQUARTERS AND HEADQUARTERS COMPANY

Bode, Attgrutw H. , ]r., Lt Col
Eggers, Lewis W., Lt Col
Outsen, Robert, Lt Col
Garvey, Donn E., Capt
StClair, Forrest, Capt
'Masney, Otto, Capt
Russell, Theodore W ., 1st Lt
Cooper, Arthur J. , 1st Lt
Fisher, Carl E., 1st Lt
Versoskey, John , 1st Lt
Randall, Marion T., Capt
Sherwood, Robert W., 2nd Lt
Gooding, Clarence E. , Lt Col
Miller, Maynard C., Maj
Dargin, Jack T. , Capt
Couvillon, Clifford L., Capt
Earnhardt, Wilbur G. , Capt
Davis, lf7illiam B. , 1st Lt
Bramlage, Russell, 1st Lr
Serveiss, John F., 1st Lt
Jackson, John M. , Jr., 1st Lt
Amell, Paul E., 1st Lt
COMPANYE

Dale, George H ., Capt
Evensizer, Harold L. , Capt
Bain, Quitman L., 1st Lt
Adams, Donald R. , 1st Lt
Mesner, William L., 2nd Lt
Crabtree, Thomas F., 2nd Lt
Bridgeman, J. Allington, Jr. , Capt
Brown, Bernard M., 1st Lr
Hazard, Mark G., 1st Lt
Flood, William M., 1st Lt
Patterson. Robert R. , 2nd Lt
Belt, William M., 2nd Lt
Frick. Robert G. , 2nd Lt
Ray, Robert, 2nd Lt
COMPANYF

COMPANY G

Rhodes, Benjamin G., Capt
Senko, John, Capt
Smith, Reginald, 1st Lt
Graf, Edward A., 1st Lt
Smith, Kirby J., 1st Lt
Lawson, Richard B., III, 1st Lt
Helland, Olger G., 1st Lt
Buchhalt, - - - , 1st Lt
Helmick, Ronald W ., 2nd Lt
Loes, Paul F., 2nd Lt
Reagin, Robert H. , 2nd Lt
Wood, Trueman A., Jr., 2nd Lt
DuMond, Bryan V., Capt
Barker, Norman M., Capt
Mttrray, Httbert 1., 1st Lt
Miller, Herbert L., 1st Lt
Morrisroe, William]., 1st Lt
Furlong, Daniel]., 1st Lt
Roper, Chris W., 1st Lt
Bell, Bryan, 1st Lt
Swetlow, Eugene, 2nd Lt
Greenberg, Alfred B. , 2nd Lt
Weymouth, Carl B. , 2nd Lt
COMPANYH

Joyce, David T., Capt
Reecer, Earl, 1st Lt
Scott, Ralph B., 1st Lt
Winkler, Harlan R., 1st Lt
Crawford, Chester H. , 1st Lt
Andrews, ]ttlian C., 2nd Lt
Nasta, Joseph M. , 2nd Lt
Houston, Dwight H., 2nd Lt
Russell, AlbertS., 2nd Lt
Manning, ] ames B., 1st Lt
Rice, Thomas D., 1st Lt
Berardesca, Anthony E., 1st Lt
Haynes, William P. , III, 1st Lt
Strange, - - - , 1st Lt
Roberts, Marion A., 2nd Lt
Hughes, Heber M., 2nd Lt
Jacobs. Carl A. , 2nd Lt
Lamb, William D., 2nd Lt

Holtsmith, Walter C., Capt
Meyers, George E.. 1st Lt
Snyder, William H., ]r. , 2nd Lt
Johnson, Robert C., 1st Lt
Franklin, Albert E., 1st Lt
Frankenburger, Roland G., 1st Lt
Regan. John B. H., 2nd Lt
Schleifer. Frank R., 2nd Lt
Fenske, Herbert 0. F .. 2nd Lt
Butcher, Stephen D., Capt
Thompson, ] ames V ., 1st Lt
Hutchinson, Jonathan. 1st Lt
Ward, James A., Jr .. 1st Lt
McAnulla. Anthony P., 1st Lt
Sindelar, Gerald, 1st Lt
Herman, Marcian A .. 2nd Lt
Hanna, Harvey A., 2nd Lt

Porter, RoyV., Lt Col
Standiford, - - - , Lt Col
Willis, Henry G. , Major
Westervelt. Benjamin F., Capt
Farnsworth, Thomas H., Maj
Colbert, David W., 1st Lt
Buchholz, William F .. 1st Lt
McCabe. Peter J .. 1st Lt
Skofield. Herman T .. 1st Lt
Hawley, E. H., Jr., 1st Lt
Suhosky, John]., 1st Lt
McMillan, JulianN .. Lt Col
Peters, Ernest C., Lt Col

A
Abagnalo, Jerry N .. Pfc
Abatangelo, Alfred P. , Pfc
Abbett, Lloyd L. , Pvt
Abbott, Eldon IV., Pvt1
Abbott, Floyd N., Pfc
Abbott, James L., Pvt
Abbott, John P., Cpl
Abela, Emanuel, Pvt
Abell, Charles F., Pvt
Abish, Abie, Pvt
Abramowich, Nickolas. Jr., Pfc
Abrams, Anthony W. , Pvt
Abramson. Roy, Pvt
Abril, Carlos C. , Pic
Abruscato. Joseph, Pvt
Acevedo, Frank J., Pvt
Achterkirch, Herbert J. , Pvt
Adamcik. Peter J., Pvt
Adamczyk, John H .. Pfc
Adams, Charles H .. T /4
Adams. Clifton E., Sgt
Adams, Edge!, Pfc
Adams, Elbert T .. T / Sgt
Adams, Ernest. Pfc
Adams, Francis M., Pvt
Adams, George W., Jr .. T /'5
Adams, Harold, Sgt
Adams, Harold 0., Sgt
Adams, Herbert P. , Pfc

Adams, James F., Pvt
Adams, James L. , Cpl
Adams, John B. , Pfc
Adams, Lawrence N ., Pvt
Adams, Paul E., Pvt
Adams, Philip C., Pfc
Adams, Ray E. , Sgt
Adams, Robert J .. Pfc
Adams, Rosevelt ]. , Pvt
Adams. William F., 1/ Sgt
Ader, Albert J .. Pfc
Adkins, Ercyle V., Pvt
Adkins, Kermit C., Pvt
Adkins, Eugene F., Pvt
Adkins, Leon H., Pvt
Adkins, Wallace]., Pfc
Adkins, Willard. Pvt
Adkisson, Russell I.. Pfc
Adornetto, Joseph, Sgt
Adrian, George S.. Pvt
Agacki, Theodore M .. T /4
Agents, Norman B .. Pfc
Aghyrou. Leonard, Pvt
Agney, Robert A., T /4
Agoff, Wilmer]., Pfc
Aims, Wilbur H .. Pfc
Aines, John P., T / Sgt
Airhardt, Terrance D., Pvt
Aitchison. Richard W., Pfc
Aken, Bernard R. , Pvt

3RD BATTALION
HEADQUARTERS AND HEADQUARTERS COMPANY

McKean, William A., Maj
Wheeling, Louis E. , Maj
Rowland, Morris W., Capt
Drakos, Louis J., Capt
Stavanja, Lewis C., 1st Lt
Swaw, Clay W., Capt
Jones, Silas T., 1st Lt
Klaus, Frank R. , 1st Lt
Morgan, Elmer H., 1st Lt
Schaefer, Robert L., 2nd Lt
COMPANY I

Lovejoy, Allen F., Maj
DeSelm, Joseph J., Capt
Fouts, William R., Capt
Windham, Joseph P., Capt
Owens, Paul C., 1st Lt
Sutherland, Willis R., 1st Lt
Mci!waine, Rowan D. , 1st Lt
Rhodes, John L. , Jr., 1st Lt
Greenberg. Adolph S., 2nd Lt
Holstein, George L., Jr., 2nd Lt
Schnitzlein, EarlL., 2nd Lt
Sherman, John T., 2nd Lt
Meister, Carl J., Capt
Richardson, Malcolm. Capt
Houston, Gerald P., Capt
Sullivan. Dennis R., 1st Lt
Small, Stephen W., 1st Lt
Barbish , Harry P., 1st Lt
Johnson, James E., 1st Lt
Probst, - - - , 1st Lt
Kuskie, Kenneth W., 2nd Lt
Morrison, Charles J. , 2nd Lt
Witthoft, Arthur]., 2nd Lt
Schaeffer, Robert, 2nd Lt
COMPANYK

Bowling, Charles B. , Capt
Creighton, Emmett H., Capt
Williams, ]ames M. , 1st Lt
Jordon, ]ames H., 1st Lt
Naeher, John R., 1st Lr
Paris, John F., 1st Lt
Roberts, Harold H., 1st Lt
Beaty, William R., 2nd Lt
Ermey, Merwin S., 2nd Lt
Harsy, Leonard G., 2nd Lt
Curl, Harry P .. 2nd Lt
Earl, lf7ilbttr N. , CaPt
Swarens, Curtis]., Capt
Hooven, JohnS .. 1st Lt
Bellofatto, Patti H., 1st Lt
Woods, Joseph H., 1st Lt
Kratka, Joseph M., 1st Lt
Malfrus, Byron, 1st Lt
Knight. David W .. 2nd Lt
Evans, Jaques B., 2nd Lt
Brady, Alvin T., 2nd Lt
McKown. Curtis R. , 2nd Lt
Porter, Wayne P., 2nd Lt

COMPANY L

Jones, George W., Capt
Manifold, Edward lV. L. , 111 Lt
Tedesco, Joseph, 1st Lt
Meissner, Carl F., 1st Lt
Murley, Myron fl., 1sr Lt
Fox, George F., 2nd Lt
Vance, David H., Jr.
Bishop, Ernest H. , Jr., 2nd Lt
Hynd, John L., Jr., Capt
Egbert, Robert, 1st Lt
Hill, Evan, 1st Lt
Healy, Charles, 1st Lt
Kalkwark, Alton R ., 1st Lt
Hahn, Harold IV., 2nd Lt
Koerhe, Ralph W., 2nd Lt
Evans, James T. , 2nd Lt
Murdock,---, 2nd Lr
COMPANYM

McCollttm, William R., Capt
Boyd, Tillman E. , Maj
Millington, Edgar N., 1st Lt
Faries, Robert B., 1st Lt
Brown, Arthur F., 1st Lt
Smith, - - -, 1st Lt
Bertoldi, George H., 2nd Lt
White, James H., 2nd Lt
McDonough, James V., 2nd Lt
Schreiber, Daniel A., Capt
Ringenberg, Edward C., 1st Lt
Ashman, Kenneth E., 1st Lt
Purmont, Charles M., 1st Lt
Warden, Edward A. , 1st Lt
Dolan, ] ohn E. , 1st Lt
Silverman, Phillip].. 2nd Lt
Tripod, Auguste P., Jr., 2nd Lt
Vollertson, Edward P., 2nd Lt
Brooks, Robert M., 2nd Lt
COMPANIES UNKNOWN

Wickler, Jay C., Maj
Mtteller, IVilliam H. , 1st Lt
BoUick, Oscar W., 1st Lt
Karolewicz. Frank]. , 2nd Lt
Vivasky, William G., 2nd Lt
Crosser, fohnS., 2nd Lt
Lacy. Samttel R., 1st Lt
Reinhardt, Joseph H. , 1st Lt
Drewes, Lttther H .. 2nd Lt
Stribey, Frederick H., 2nd Lt
Keller, ] ohn ]., 2nd Lt
Oliver, Michael, 2nd Lt
ARC FIELD DIRECTOR
Gange, Ray A., Mr.
HONORARY MEMBERS
McCardell, Lee, Mr.
The Baltimore Stmpapers
Guittet, Robert, M .
French Civilian
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tNames of enlisted men kilJed in action or died of wounds are printed in italic.

Akenson, Herbert W .. Pvt
Akery, Dennis B .. S/Sgt
Akey, Gerald L., Pvt
Akins, Kerney J., Pfc
Akridge, Douglas C., Pvt
Albera. Charles, Pvt
Alberghini, Gureino, Pfc
Alberter, Cecil A., Pvt
Albertine, Marion, Pvt.
Alberts, Melvin R., Pfc
Albertson, Palmer, Pfc
Albright, Frederick N., T/4
Alcorn, Cecil A .. Pfc
Alcorn, Leo E.. Pvt
Alden. Russel E., Pvt
A/denhoff, Harry A .. Pvt
Alder, Thomas C. , Pfc
Alderman, Robert F., Pvt
Aldridge, Charles A., Pvt
Aldridge, Delmar, Pvt
Aldridge, Frank W., Cpl
Aldridge, Norman E., Pfc
Aldridge, Paul R., Pvt
Aleba, Joseph]., Pvr
Alexander, Andrew W., Pfc
Alexander, Arlington J. , Sgt
Alexander, Charles W. ( 1), Pvt
Alexander, Charles \'\7. (2), Pvt
Alexander, Homer, Pvt
Alexander, Hubert W., Pvt

Alexander, Virgil J. , Pvt
Algee, Maynard M. , Pfc
Aliff, Bertie. Pvr
Allarmann , William. Pvt
Allcorn. Jack R., T /4
Allee, Charles V., Pfc
Alleman, Jeffrie J., S/Sgt
Allemand, Lezine. Pfc
Allen, Allen S.. Pfc
Allen, Burton 0., Pfc
Allen, Chester M., Jr., Pvt
Allen, Claude R. , Pvr
Allen, Danford M. , Pfc
Allen, Frank F .. Pfc
Allen, Harold D., Pvt
Allen, Henry H., Pfc
Allen, Jimmie L., Pfc
Allen, John A., Pfc
Allen, Marchell E., Pfc
Allen, Oliver V., Pfc
Allen, Rush S. , Pfc
Allen, Thomas F., Pfc
Allen, Warren L., Pfc
Allen, William R., Pvt.
Alley, James W., S/Sgt
Allickson, Alvin L., Pvt
Alligood, D. C., Pvt
Allin, Dwight R., Pvr
Allison, Manuel D., Pvr
Allman, Olin R., Pvt

""07"

ENLISTED MEN,
Allmendinger, Ervin, P!c
Alpaugh, Lloyd J,, Pfc
Altenbach, Kenneth E., Pfc
Alter, James R., Pvt.
Alterizio, Victor, SISgt
Altic, James E., Pvc
Altigieri, Victor, 1ISgt
Altman, Duard C. , Cpl
Alroonian, Paul E., Pvc
Alvarado, Emilio J .• Pvc
Alvear, Basilio G., Pvt
Alvillar, John, Pfc
Alwine, Phil, Sgc
Amaral, Noah R., Pfc
Amate, John W. , Sgt
Amato, Anthony, Jr., Pvc
Amato, Giosue A. , Pvc
Amato, Louis J .• Pfc
Am.brico, Lo1tis S., Pvt
Amen, Harry, Pic
Ament, Elder ]. , Pvc
Ament, Robert W., Pvc
Arnica, Francis R., Pfc
Ammidown, Albert, Pvc
Ammons, Graham M., Pvc
Amon, Joseph A., Pvc
Amoroso, Nicola F., Pfc
Amstutz, Herbert L., Pfc
Amundson, Raymond M., Pvc
Amy, Howard F., Cpl
Anderson, Andrew, Pfc
Anderson, Arthur, Pfc
Anderson, Carl E., Pvc
Anderson, Carl R., Pfc
Anderson, Charles R., Pfc
Anderson, Charles W., Sgt
Andersot>, Donald, S I Sgt
Anderson, Elmo T., Sgc
Anderson, Eugene F., Pvc
Anderson, Harold F., SI Sgt
Anderson, James R., SI Sgt
Anderson, James W ., Pvc
Anderson, Joe N ., Pvc
Anderson, John E., Cpl
Anderson, Leslie V., Pfc
Anderson, Pharas S., Tl 5
Anderson, Raymond R., Pvt
Anderson, Richard F. 1 Pfc
Anderson, Robert L., T l 5
Anderson, Russell, Pvc
Anderson, Warren C., Pfc
Anderson, Warren 0., Pvc
Andert, John F., Pvc
Andreano, Ernest A., Pvc
Andrejko, George, Pfc
Andrews, Arleigh B., T l4
Andrews, James A., SI Sgc
Andrews, James H. , T l5
Andrews, Ralph L., Cpl
Andrews, William C., Pvc
Androvich, Emil J., TISgc
A ndrttS, M cKee, S I Sgt
Andrusiak, John, Pvc
Angel, Ernest E. , Pvt
Angelastro, Frank, Pvt
Angelillis, Michael, Jr. , Pfc
Angermeyer, Fred A. , T I Sgt
Anolik, Harry, Pvc
Anselmi , Sylvester A. , Cpl
Ansley, James W ., Cpl
Anthony, John W ., Pvc
Anthony, Robert C. , Pvc
Anthony, Truman J. , Pvc
Antkowiak, Stanley E., Pfc
A nton, Wiltscott, Pic
Antwine, John, Pfc
Apodaca, Arthur P. , Pvc
Appel, David, Pvc
Appel, William B., Pvc
Apt, Bill W. , Pvc
Arango, Norbert M. , Jr., Pvc
Aranza, Gumecindo, Pvc
Arcari, William F., Pfc
Arce, Eloy, Pfc
Archer, Joe E., Pfc
Archer, LeeS., Tl 5
Archibald, Alfred A., T I Sgt
Arden, Edgar, Sgt
Ardito, Ray M. , Pvt
Arghyrott, Leonard, Pvt
Arias, Manuel, Pvc
Armbruster, Frank J .• SI Sgc
Armes, Claude S., Pfc
Armstrong, Jack, Pvc
Armstrong, Robert M., Jr. , Sgc
Armstrong, Vincent M., Pvc
Arndt, Lawrence, SISgc
Arndt, Otis N .. SISgr
Arnett, J ames A. , Pvt

Arnhart, Therman \Y/., Pvt
Arnn, John P., Pfc
Arnold, Arthur A., Tl5
Arnold, Stanley W., Pvc
Aronowicz, John F., Pvc
Aronson, Stanley, Pvc
Arrambride, Marin C .. Pfc
Arredondo, F-rancisco C., P1
Arresta, Humbert J., Pvt
Arsenault, Henry J., Pvc
Arthur, Gene C., Pvt
Artiano, Aldo A., T/5
Artmeier, Henry G., Pfc
Artz, Richard C., Pvc
Arwood, Warren G. H., Pfc
Asay, Arthur E., T I 4
Asberry, William A., Pfc
Ashburn, Kennith M., Pvt
Asher, Elmer A., Pfc
Asher,]. D. , Pfc
Asher, Paul F., Pvc
Ashey, Joseph J .• Pvc
Ashley, Clyde, Pfc
Ashworth, John H., Pic
Askegren, Hughey R., Pvc
Aslin, John F., Jr., Pfc
Assante, Salvatore, Pvc
Asselin. Albert A., Pfc
Astor, John H. , Pfc
Atchison, Fred, Pfc
Atchison, Robert E., Pfc
Atkins, Eugene, Pfc
Atkins, John F .. Pfc
Atkins, Tarzan E., Pfc
Atkinson, Dean L., Tl 4
AtkinsGn, Raymond].. Pfc
Atkinson, Robert ]. . Pvt
Atwell, John W. , 11Sgt
Arwood, Frederick A .. Pfc
Atwood, Marvin D .. Pvc
Auders, Alfred G., Pvc
Aunchman, Daniel G., Jr., T I Sgc
Aungerer, Jesse E., Pvc
Austin, Jacque E., Pvc
Awti?J, Richard G .. P/c
Auti?J, Dave]. , T I Sgt
Averitt, James M., Pvc
Averitte, Bill J. , Pfc
Avila, Francisco P. , Pvt
Avis, George S.• Pvc
Awner, Maxwell B., Pfc
Axe, WilliamS., Pvc
Ayers, Robert P., Sgt
Aylor, James A. , Jr. , Pvc
Ayon. Elmer G .. Pvt
Ayotte, Warren P .. Pfc
A7.zeroni, Biasio, Pvt
1/

B
Babcock, Samuel, Sgt
Babicz, Stanley \YI. , Pfc
Bachman, Joseph E., Pfc
Backorik, John. SI Sgt
Bacon, Julius H., SISgr
Bade, Walter J ., Sgt
Bader, Lewis C , Sgt
Bader, Sheldon C .. Pvc
Baer, N. fl.. , Jr., Pfc
Bagby, Van L. , Pvt
Baggett. Elbert J., Pfc
Baginski, Joseph V., Pfc
Bagley, Adolphus H. , Sgt
Bagley, Albert E. , Pvt
Bagwell. Duard L. , T I 5
Bahls, Clarence L. , Pfc
Bahmuller, Theodore, Pfc
Bailey. Cecil G .. T I 5
Bailey, Charles F., Jr., Pvc
Bailey, Claude E. , SI Sgt
Bailey, Henry L., Pvc
Bailey, Howard , Cpl
Bailey, James D. , Pfc
Bailey, John T .. Pvc
Bailey, Moody, Pvc
Bailey, Norman . Pfc
Bailey, Richard D. , Pvc
Bailey, Walter H ., Pvc
Bailey, Wayne E.. Pfc
Bailey, William A., Pfc
Bailey, William B., Pfc
Bailey, Wilson R .. Pfc
Bailie, Jack W., Pfc
Bailowicz, Isidore, Pvt
Bain,Quitman L.. T I Sgt
Baine, Eugene, Sgt
Bair. John I., Pvt
Baird, Thomas G ., Pvc
Baird. William D. , Pfc
Bakaj, John S., Sgt
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Bakaj, Victor G., Pvc
Baker, Albert L., Pvt
Baker, Boyd A., Pvc
Baker, Charles T ., Pvc
Baker, Clarence F., Pvc
Baker, Earle M., Pfc
Baker, Fred 0., Pfc
Baker, Glenn D., Pvc
Baker, Henry A., Pvc
Baker, Henry L., Pvt
Baker, Howard J., Pfc
Baker, Ira E., Pfc
Baker, James P., Pvc
Baker, John P .. Pvc
Baker, John P .. Pfc
Baker, Marvin L. , SI Sgt
Baker, Otis R., Pvt
Baker, .P aul. Pvt
Baker, Raymond A., Pvc
Baker, Walter B., SI Sgr
Baker, William D., Pvc
Baker, W illiam E., Pvc
Bakke, Graydon P., Pfc
Bakunas, Alfred J .• Pvc
Balcerowski. Stanley E., Sgt
Baldinger, Melvin, Pvc
Baldwin, Earl W ., Pvc
Baldwin, Robert E., Pvc
Baldwin, William, Jr. , Pfc
Baldwin, William R ., Pfc
Bale, Jesse F., Pfc
Bales, James R. , Pvt
Balichik, Joseph P., SI Sgc
Balk a, Edward H ., Pvc
Ball, Harold G., SI Sgt
Ball, Nelson E., Pvc
Ball, William B., Pfc
Ballantyne, Archibald , Pfc
Ballard, Edward, Pvc
Ballard, James R., T I Sgr
Ballard, Joseph C. , Pvc
Ballard, Phillip A., Cpl
Ballard, Walter L. , Pfc
Ballard, Willis B. , Pvt
Ballenger, D avid A., T I 5
Ballesteros. Alvero, Pvc
Balslew, Theodore, Jr., Pfc
Balsley, RobertW., T l 5
Baltazar, Dolfo D. , Pvc
Baltimore, Vicda V. V. , Tl5
Baltuz, Edward J .• Pvt
Baltz, Lester R. , SI Sgt
Banaka, Sam1tel A. , Pvt
Banfield, Herbert W .. SI Sgt
Banjavcic, John C., Pfc
Banks, James H. , SI Sgt
Banning, Lonnie L. , Pfc
Bannon, Richard M., Pvt
Banowitz, Isidore C., Pvc
Baraconi, Angelo R., Pfc
Baranek, Stephen J,, Pvt
Barbagallo, John A., Pvc
Barbara, Joseph, Cpl
Barbarow, Edward J. , Pvt
Barbe, Dorie ]. , Pvc
Barbel, Joe, Pfc
Barber, BarnetW., T l4
Barbieri, Antonio N ., Pvc
Barbieri , Charles A., Pvc
Barbour, Add R ., Pvc
Barbour, James R. , Pfc
Barbour, Vernon C., Pfc
Barcelo, Hugo 0 ., T l 4
Barcelo, William D. , SI Sgt
Barcenez. Marga rico S.. Pfc
Barclay, Bernard J .• Pfc
Barclay, James L. , Cpl
Bardin, Royce R. , Pvc
Barger, William H ., Pfc
Baril, Robert A., Pvt
Barker, Marion V., Pfc
Barker, Raymond W., Pvc
Barker, Roy L. , Pfc
Barkheimer, Leonard M. , Pvc
Barkley, Edward E., T I Sgc
Barksdale, ClaytOn H. , Pvc
Barnaby, Woodrow E., T l5
Barnes, Carl, Pfc
Barnes, Chester N. , Pfc
Barnes, Clayton G ., Pfc
Barnes, Ellsworth, Pvt
Barnes, Emmet, Pvt
Barnes, Jack, Sgt
Barnes, James T ., T 15
Barnes, Lewis M., Pfc
Barnes, Louis F., Pvt
Barnes, William J., Sgt
Barnett, Lewis A., SI Sgt
Barnett, Patti, Pvt

Barnett, W ilbert L., SI Sgt
Barnetto, James Y., Pvc
Barnhill, Willie R., Pvc
Barnhorst, Robert C.. T I 5
Barnt~m, Dallas W., Pic
Baron, Michael. Pfc
Rtrr, Floyd D ., Sgt
Barr, Harry F., Pvc
Barr, R 1usel G., Pvt
Barr, IViJJiam L., Pf c
Barratt, John P., Pvc
Barrera, Jose, Pfc
Barreras, Alfonso A .. Pvc
Barrett, Charles P.. Pfc
Barrett, Claud C., Pvc
Barrett, Robert A., Pvt
Barrett, Sterling D., Pfc
Barrett, W'illiam R., Pfc
Barron, Gene F., Pvc
Barron, J. T ., Pfc
Barrow, Wilburn M., Pfc
Barry, Ernest W., Pfc
Barry, Thomas C., T l 4
Barsh, Thomas J .• Pvc
Bartanus, Joseph, Pfc
Barcelsen, Kurt P., Pvt
Barthelemy,Ronald J , , Pvc
Bartholomew, William]. , SI Sgr
Bartleski, Joseph, Pvc
Bartlett, Elmer N., Jr. , Pvc
Bartlett, Fred A., Sgt
Bardolf, William E., Pfc
Bartlomiej, Edward J .• Pvc
Bartman, Alexander R., T / Sgc
Barco, Ernest D., Pfc
Barron, George L., Jr., Pfc
Barron, Joe C., Pfc
Barrosz, Theodore C. , Pfc
Barucky, Joseph R. , Pvc
Bascom, Roy F., Pfc
Bascomb, Worn S., Pfc
Basden, Welbourne R ., T I Sgr
Baser, Michael ]. , Pfc
Bash, Raymond H., Pvc
Bashak, Charles, SI Sgt
Basham, Clarence G .. Pvc
Basham, James A. , Pfc
Basham, James S. , Pvc
Bass, A lbertS., Ptlt
Bass, I van E., Pvt
Bassett, Andrew W. , Pvt
Bastian, George A., SI Sgr
Basuino, Arnold J .• Pvc
Batchelor, Floyd A., Pvc
Bateman, Gerald W ., Pfc
Bates, Fred B., Pvc
Bares, James R., Pvc
Bares, Lacy L. , Pvc
Bates, Maynard N., Pfc
Bares, Raymond H ., Sgt
Bates, Wallace H., Pfc
Bathurst, William R., Pvc
Bacory, Alexander P., Pvc
Barson, T almadge E., T l4
Battaglia, Vincent P .. Pvc
Battani, Elmer J., Pvt
Bacyik, John, Jr., Pfc
~atza, Stephen J., Pvc
BaTter, j oseph D. , Pvt
Bauer, Vicror J, C. , Pfc
Baughman, Shirley K. , Pvc
Baugh ley, H arold J .. Pvc
Bauknecht, Russell H. , Pvc
Baum, Alberta D ., Pvt
Baum, Charles T. , Jr., SI Sgc
Baum, Clyde M. , Pvc
Bauman, H erman 0. , Pfc
Baumgartner , Heber K. , Pvt
Bauner, James R., Pfc
Bawiec, Julius ]., Pfc
Baxter, John W., Pvc
Baxter, J oseph B. , Pfc
Bayne, Marion J ., Pfc
Bays, Eugene C., Pvc
Bazarin, Andrew, Pvc
Bazemore, Robert C., Pvc
Bazis, William A. , Pvt
Beach , Arvil F., Pfc
Beach, Lloyd K. , Pvc
Beadle, Allen E. , Pfc
Beadle, Harold R. , Pfc
Beall, Roger P., Pvc
Bean, Ha rry J ,, Pvc
Beard, Junior H. , Pvc
Bearder, H ttgh ]., Pfc
Bearsheart, Lawrence L., Pvt
Beasley, Oscar A., Pfc
Beasley, Richard M., Pfc
BeaJOn, C1trtis E., Pvt
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Beason, Richard P., Pvr
Beatty, Frank E., Pvr
Beatty, Jesse J ., Pvr
Beatty, Pard E.. Pfr
Beary, Erman H., Pvr
Beary, Jack H., Pvr
Beaty, John R., Pvr
Beauchamp, James E., Pvt
Beaudry, Joseph 0., Pvr
Beaulieu, Charles R., Pvr
Beaver, Johnnie F., Pfc
Beavers, Fran, Pvc
Beavers, Gilbert F., Pfc
Beavers, Ira L., Pvr
Bebee, Sydney L., P/c
Bechtel, Harley W ., Pvr
Beck, Allan H .. Pfc
Beck, Joseph, Pfc
Beck, William H., Pvr
Becker, Harold, Pvt
Becker, John W., Pvr
Beckert, Arthur W ., Sgt
Beckman, Edward G., Pfc
Bedell, Richard C., Pfc
Bedford, Donald C., Pvc
Bednoski, John L., Cpl
Bee, Theodore M., Pvt
Beebe, Charles H., Pfc
Beene, James D., Pfc
Beers, Gerald E., Sgt
Begay, Taja T., Pfc
Beggs, Frank M., Pvt
Begnaud, Henry L., Cpl
Behm, Robert G., Pfc
Beil, Paul J., Pfc
Beisiegel, Granrley P., Pvt
Belauskas, Viro A., Pvr
Belcher, Elmer R., Pfc
Belitz, George W., Pvr
Bell, Byron H., Pfc
Bell, Charles J ., Pvt
Bell, Earl D. , T/5
Bell, Grover, S/Sgr
Bell, Raymond R., Pvr
Bell, Robert H., Pvr
Bella, Aldo, Pvr
Bellavinga, Joseph S., Pvt
Bellis, Meyer C., Pfc
Bellmund, Frederick F., Pfc
Bellona, Vito G., Pfc
Belrramo, Domenic A. , Pfc
Bencivenga, Frank , Pvr
Bendat, Sam, Pvt
Bender, Carl F., Pvr
Bender, Charles 0. , Sgt
Bender, Edward L., T/5
Bender, Edwin L., Pfc
Benduhn, Manfred P., Pvt
Benedict, Frank W., S/ Sgr
Benefiel, Julius C., Pvr
Beneway, Pattl D., Pfc
Benham, Wilbur E., Pfc
Benhase, Edward J .• Pvr
Benn, Arthttr A., Pvt
Benner, Burton E., Pvr
Bennett, Andrew P. , Cpl
Bennett, Elvin V., Pvt
Bennett, Fred R. , Jr. , Pvr
Bennett, James W ., Pvc
Bennett, Jeff, Pfc
Bennett, John R., Pvr
Bennett, L. J ., Pvr
Bennett, Lester 0 ., Pvr
Bennett, Norman, Pvt
Bennett, Robert C., Sgt
Bennick. James H ., Pvr
Benoit, Robert J., Pvr
Benson, Albert P. , Sgt
Benson, Hubert F., Pvt
Benson, John D., Pvr
Benson, Melvin H. , Pfc
Benson, Samuel H., Pvt
Bentley, Frank}., Pfc
Benton, Henry C.. Pvr
Benton, Phineas H. , Jr., Pvt
Berardinelli , Liber M., Pfc
Beroberich. Robert W ., Pvt
Bercaw, William U ., Pfc
Berg, Robert W. , Pvt
Berg, Stanley R. , Pvr
Berg, Stanley S. , Pfc
Berg, Stanley W. , Pfc
Bergeaux, Maften, Pvr
Bergen, William J. , T/5
Berger, John L., Pfc
Berger, Lyle E., Pvr
Berghaus, Charles F., Cpl
Bergman, Edward C., Pvr
Benuna,, Harold L., Pfc
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Bergquist, Donald W. , Pvt
Berkes, William L., Pvr
Berman, Sidney S., Pvr
Berner, Hershel}. , Pfc
Bernhardt, Lawrence}. , Pfc
Bernow, Irving, Pfc
Bernstein, Sam, Pfc
Berntson, Leonard R. , Pfc
Berrian, Patti, Pvt
Berry, Blair K.. Pfc
Berry, Eugene E., Pfc
Berry, Henry H., Pfc
Berry, Leo, Pvr
Berry, Oscar C.. Pfc
Berry, P. W., Pvc
Berry, Thomas P., Sgt
Bertele. Edward A. , Sgt
Berthelot, Alonce A., Pfc
Bertoline, Louis.L., Sgt
Bertra11d, Henry, P/c

Bertuzzi, Attilio M., Cpl
Berube, Charles, Pfc
Beschoner, Jerome]., P ·tJt
Beserh , Robert 0., Pfc
Besola, Arvid W., S/ Sgr
Best, Roy J., Pvr
Best, Thurman E. , Pvt
Bethea, Charles V., Jr.. Pvr
Bethel, William L., Sgr
Bettencourt, James A., S/ Sgt
Betterley, Oliver T., Pvr
Bettinson, Frederick C., Pvt
Berza, George, Sgr
Betzer, John F., Pvr
Bevans, Sidney E., Pvr
Beyer, Joseph, Jr., Cpl
Beynon, William]., 1/ Sgr
Bezold, Howard]., Sgr
Bialas, Stanislaw F. , Pfc
Biancalana, Bruno J. , T /4
Bianchi , Anthony C., Pfc
Bianco, Dominic A., S/ Sgr
Bianco, Frank, Pvr
Bias, Carlos, Pvr
Bias, Ike B., Pvt
Bibb. Robert E., Sr., Pvr
Bibel, Steve J., Pvr
Bible, Richard 0., T /4
Bickley, Frank E., Pvt
Bielecki. Ladislaus ]., Cpl
Bier, John P., Pvt
Bies, Nicholas C., Pvt
Biesrerfeld, Arnold. Pfc
Bieze, Daniel, Jr. , Pvt
Biggerstaff, John H ., Pvr
Biggs, Raymond G ., Pvr
Bibler, Wilmer H. , T /5
Bilgrien, Roy W., Pfc
Billera, Charles \Y/., Pvr
Billett, Clifford L., Cpl
Billetter, Ray E., Pvr
Billings, CleveR. , Pvt
Billingsley, John J ., Pfc
Billips, Warren P. , Pvr
Billiski , William, Jr., Pvr
Billy, William, Pvt
Bilyeu, Henry D ., Pvt
Bincsik, Steve, Jr., Pfc
Binder, Pattl R. , Pvt
Binkley, John F. , Pfc
Birmingham, Robert I.. Pvr
Birnbaum, Russell J ., Pvr
Birnbattm, Sam, Pvt
Bishoff, Charles G., Pvr
Bishop, Daniel R. , Pvt
Bishop, Ernest H., Jr., T/ Sgr
Bishop, Gordon L., Pvt
Bishop, Horace B., Pvt
Bishop, Loyd H. , T / Sgr
Bishop, Robert, Pvr
Bishop, IVilliam S., Pfc
Bissonette, George E., Pfc
Bissonnette, Deanille, Sj Sgr
Bittinger, William J., Pvr
Bixler, Chester, Pvr
Bizwell, Glenn A., Pvr
Black, Arthur S., Pvr
Black, Carl A., Pvr
Black, Charles E., S/ Sgt
Black, Chester, Cpl
Black, David L. , Pvr
Black, David V., S/ Sgr
Black, Harold F., Pfc
Black, Odis C. , T /4
Black, Roney A., Pvr
Black, Wade D. , Pvr
Black, Zero T ., Pfc
Blackburn, Cary H. , Pvt
Blackburn, Fred N., Sj Sgt

Blackburn, Reed 0., Sgt
Blackmon, Alvin A., S/ Sgt
Blackmon, Eugene, Pvr
Blackmon, John P. , Jr., Pvr
Blackwell, Hollis ]. , Pvr
'Blackwell, Milton D., Pvt
Blackwell, Roy E., Pvr
Blackwell, Woodrow, Pvr
Blades, Marion E., Pvr
Blagden, Fred W., Pic
Blair, Burnett, Pvr
Blair, Casimir, Pfc
Blair, James R., Pfc
Blair, Norman D. , Pvr
Blair, William L., Pvr
Blake, Harvard L., Pfc
Blakely, Carl A., Pvr
Blanchard, Lynn]., T /5
Blanchette, Charles E., Pvr
Bland, Clarie C., Pfc
Blandford, James M., Pfc
Blank, George V., Pfc
Blank, Russell J. , Pvr ·
Blankenship, Benjamin H. , Pvr
Blankemhip, Charley, Pic
Blankenship, Herman W. , T / Sgr
Blankenship, Noble M. , Pfc
Blauvelt, Donald M., Pvt
Blaylock, Andy G., Pvr
Blaylock, J. T., Jr.. Pfc
Blejwas, Edward T., Cpl
Blemker, Raymond A., Pvr
Bleskesrad, Gerhard L., Pfc
Blevim, Albert L., P/c
Blevins, Clyde H. , Pvr
BletJins, E11J.tnitt C., Pjc
Blevins, Woodrow W., Pfc
Blick, Arthur N., Sgt
Blieden, Melvin J ., Sgr
Bliesmer, Melvin A., Pfc
Bliss, Norman, 1/Sgt
Blitz, Henry, Pvt
Block, Charles, Pvt
Blois, Raffaele P., Pfc
Blomstrom, Raymond M., Pvr
Bloom, Jerome A., Sgt
Bloomquist, Lawrence E. , Pfc
Blossom, Robert L., Sgr
Blue, Billie E., Pvr
Bluhm, Alvin F., Pvr
Blum, Francis]., Pfc
Blttm, H enry F. , P/c
Blum, Howard, Pfc
Blyerh, J. R., Pvt
Blyrhin, Robert, S/Sgt
Boaden, John W., Pvr
Boatner, Otto L., Pvc
Boatright, Willie V., Pfc
Bober, Albert D., Pvt
Bobrik, Stephm ]. , S j Sgt
Bobson, Thomas M., Pfc
Bobuk, Robe{t T., Pvr
Boccadoro, Alfred S., Pfc
Bochat, Robert E.. Pvr
Bock, August G., Pvt
Bock, Otto G., Pvr
Bock, Wilbert E., Pvr
Bodecker, John H ., Pvr
Bodie, Theodore W., Cpl
Bodkins, Henry L.A., S/ Sgr
Bodnar, Ernest A., Pvt
Boehme, Carl A., Pvr
Boelens, Herman, Pvr
Boerema, Isaac, Pvc

Boesrup, Theodore V., Pvr
Bogan, Charles V., Pvr
Bogard, Henry J ., Pvr
Boggan, James A., Pfc
Boggs, Clyde H., Pfc
Boggs, Kenneth R ., Pfc
Boggs, Vaughn, Pvr
Bogue, Orvel, Pvr
Bohannon, Meade, Pvr
Bohannon, William C. , Pvr
Bohlen, Dennis A. , Pvr
Bohline, Herbert E. , Pvr
Bohman, John H., Pvr
Boisvert, Joseph A., Jr., Pfc
Bojan, Steve F. , Pfc
Bojorquez, Albert M., Pvr
Bolack, James L. , Pvr
Bolack, Lawrence C., Pvr
Boland, John J. , Pfc
Boland, Paul J ., Pvr
Boland, U. L. E., Pfc
Bolen, Birl M., Pvr
Bolger , William, Pfc
Balik, John M. , Pt>t
Bolin, Fran , T /5

Bolinger, Wayne I., Pfc
Bolles, Gardiner A., Pfc
Bolles, William H., Pvr
Baloga, Emil J ., Pvr
Bolron, Clarence C., S/ Sgr
Bolton, Raymond W., P11t
Bombas, Anthony S. , Pvr
Bonacker, Fred W., Pvr
Bonazza, Ector. Pvt
Bonchack, Michael, T / 5
Bond, Robert S. , Sgr
Bond, Walter M., Pvr
Banda, George A., Pfc
Bondi, Nunzio S. , Sgr
Bone, Daniel E., Pfc
Bonham, Donald H., 1/ Sgt
Bonifas, John P., T / Sgr
Bonner, Clarence D .. Pvr
Bonner, Claude H. , S/ Sgr
Bonner, Daniel P. J ., Pvr
Bonnicksen, Bernard D. , Pvt
Bonzer, Clyde G. , Pvr
Booe, Eulice E., Pvr
Booe, William H., Sgt
Booher, William H. , 1/ Sgr
Bookout, Ernest E., Pvr
Boone, Wylie D., Pvt
Booras, Theodore, Pfc
Booth, Albert A., Pvt
Boorh, Edward W., Pfc
Boorh, George D .. Jr., Pvr
Boorh, J ohn W ., Sgr
Booth, Lauriston D., Pfc
Booth, Lester E., Pvt
Boorh, Richard C., Pvr
Booty, George R. , Cpl
Boova, Augustus, A., Pfc
Borck, Norbert A. , Pfc
Borden, Russell F., Pvr
Borders, Cilen W ., Pvr
Boren, Morris H. , Pfc
Borer, Delmar L. , Pfc
Borges, Edwin E., Sgt
Boring, Thomas J.. Pvr
Borja, Alphonse F., T /5
Born, Donald E., Pvr
Bornick, Donald W., Pfc
Bornirz, Lyle, Pvr
Borowsky, Stanley E. , Pfc
Borowsky, Theodore F., Sgr
Barron, Clifford A., Sgt
Borruso, Philip, Pfc
Borrell, William E., Pvt
Borton, Donald G. , Sgt
Borysiak, Eugene J ., Pfc
Bosco, ] ames A., Pvt
Bosetti, Elwyn H. , Pvt
Boss, Clifford C., Pvt
Bosworth, Clayburn R., 1/Sgr
Borello, Eduardo, Pfc
Batt, Boyd L., Pvr
Bott, Frank, Pfc
Bottoms, Edward V. , Pfc
Botts, Raymond, Pvr
Boudreaux, Ned G ., Pvr
Bouler, John D., Pvt
Bounds, George M., Pvr
Bourgeois, Albert J ., Pv.
Bourque, Elphedge J. , Pvr
Bousum, Raymond E., T / 5
Boutwell, Cleve, Pvr
Bowden, Barney B., Pt>t
Bowe, Jesse C., Sgr
Bowe, Johnnie K. , Pfc
Bowen, Charles A. , Pvr
Bowen, Edward L. , Pfc
Bowen, Miles F., Pvr
Bower, Lewis F. , Pfc
Bower, Sidney L.. Pfc
Bowers, Charles R. , S/ Sgr
Bowers, Clifford L. , Pfc
Bowers, D avid C. , Pfc
Bowers, Eugene H ., Jr. , Pvr
Bowers, George E., Pfc
Bowers, Orville L. , Pvr
Bowers, Ronald L. , Pfc
Bowers, Sterling L. , Pfc
Bowes, Algie J. , Pvr
Bowes, John E., Pfc
Bowles, Cecil G. , Pvr
Bowles, Joyce C., S/ Sgr
Bowling, J oseph F. , Pvr
Bowling, Lester D., Pfc
Bowman, Alonzo P., Pvr
Bowman, Sam N., Cpl
Bowman, Samuel C .. Pfc
Bowman, William M ., Jr., Cpl
Boyajian, J ohn G., Pvr
Boyce, James M., Pfc

ENLISTED MEN,
Boyd, Carl D., Sgt
Boyd, Charles C., Pvt
Boyd, H erbert 1-l., SISgt
Boyd , Homer C., Pvt
Boyd, James H., Tl 3
Boyd, Larue C., T l4
Boyd, Leonard M., SI Sgt
Boyer, Maurice R. , Pfc
Boyer, Sam, Pfc
Boyington, Davie, Pvt
Boy kin, Hamilton A., Pvt
Boyle, James F., Cpl
Boyle, John H., Jr. , Pvr
Boyles, Ray M., Pvt
Bozym, Walter C., Pvr
Bracci a, Frank J. , Pvr
Bracken, Kenneth, Pvr
Brackman , William L. , Pvr
Bradanini, Louis f. , P/c
Braddy, Herbert H ., Pvr
Bradfield, Jesse A., Jr., Sgr
Bradfield, Russell P. , Pvr
Bradford, Russell P. , Pvr
Bradham, John W., Pfc
Bradley, Clarence E., T l4
Bradley , Luther D., Pvc
Bradley, Thomas M. , Pfc
Brady, Alvin T., T j Sgt
Brady, Andrew]., Pvt
Brady, Lester M. , Pvt
Brady, Raleigh L., Pvc
Brake, Ervin F.. Pvt
Brake, Harold E. , Pfc
Braly, H. F., l i Sgc
Bramer, George S., Pvr
Bramlett, William F., Pfc
Brancadoro, Angelo, Pvr
Branch, Ellis S., Pvt
Branding, Edward H., Cpl
Brandmeyer, Otto M., Pfc
Brandon , Burkley C., Sgr
Brandon, Robert A., Pvt
Brandt, Sylvester C., Pvt
Brandt, William H. , Pvt
Brandy, George L. , Pvt
Brandy, Herman L. , Pfc
Brangwin, Earl A., Pvt
Branham, Jess W., Pfc
Braniff, Donald M., Pfc
Brann, Emil W., SI Sgc
Brannon, Louis E. , Pvt
Brant, Howard J. , Pvt
Brantley, William A. , Pfc
Brasza, Henry L. , Pvt
Brarok, Theodore, Pvt
Bratten , Joseph P. , Jr., SI Sgc
Bratton, Harry E. , SI Sgt
Braun, Donald A., Pfc
Bra11.ner, Edward C., Sr., Pvt
Bray, David A. , Pvr
Brazenic, Frank P. , T I Sgt
Brazer, ] ohn, Pvt
Braziel , Willie M. , Sgt
Brazionis, Albert, Pvt
Breckenridge, Erna C., Pvt
Breckenridge, Herman W. , Pvt
Breckler, ]ohn F., SISgt
Bredosky, Soloman M., Pt•t
Breed, Thomas N. , Pfc
Breese, Edward J., Pvt
Breidenbach, Lowell, Pfc
Breidert, William F .. Pfc
Breininger, Marshall D. , P/c
Breitbart, Joseph D. , Pvt
Brencheck, John E.. Pvt
Brendlinger, Bert, Pfc
Brennan, Joseph E. , Pvt
Brennan , Roger, Pvt

Brennen, Martin M., Pvt
Brenner, Carl M., P/c
Brestova nsky, Edward J., Pfc
Brett, Walter A ., Pvt
Breure, Cornelius P .. Pfc
Brewer, Calvin C., Pvt
Brewer, Clyde 117., Pic
Brewer, James K.., Pvt
Brewer, John H. , Pvt
Brewer, Joseph A. , Pfc
Brezee. Milton H. , Pvt
Brey, Kermit W., Pvt
Brichner, Albert T ., Sgr
Brickey, Carmen, Pvc
Brickey, James A., P vt
Bridgeman, James I. , Sgt
Bridgers, James, Pfc
Bridgewater, Albert, Pfc
Brieger, John G., Pfc
Brier, Jack, Pfc
Briggs, Freeman]., Pvt

Briggs, Junior P. , Pvt
Briggs, Paul U. , Pvt
Brigham, Loyd R., Pvt
Bright, Cornelius W., Pvr
Bright, Lewis C., Pfc
Bright, Thomas R., Pvt
Brightbill , George A., Pvt
Brigrsen, Frank H., SI Sgc
Brink, Orvel J .• Pvt
Brinker, Fred H., Pvt
Brinkman, Calvin V., Pvr
Brinson, W. C. , Pvt
Brine, Harrah W., Sgt
Bristow, John T., ]r., Sgt
Britt, Joseph M., T I Sgt
Britton, Ras W. , Jr., Pfc
Broadway, Oliver L., Pvt
Brock, Claude A., Pfc
Brock, Harry F. , Pvr
Brock, ]ames E. , Pfc
Brockman, George H., Pfc
Brockmyer, Robert F., Sgt
Brody, Alexander, Pvt
Brog, Alwin D. , Pvt
Bromberg, Milton, Pfc
Bromberg, Samuel, Pvt
Bronson, Max I., Pvt
Brooker, Benjamin W. , Pfc
Brooker, Clive M., Sgt
Brooks, Cecil E. , Pfc
Brooks, Charles W., Pfc
Brooks, Earnnie 0. , Pfc
Brooks, Edward F., Pvt
Brooks , George A., Jr., Pvt
Brooks, Harden L., Pvt
Brooks, James A., Pvt
Brooks, John M .. SI Sgt
Brooks, Lonnie, Pvt
Brooks, Ralph E., Pvt
Brooks, Raymond C., T l5
Brooks, William, Pfc
Brooks, William B., Pvt
Brooks, William T., Pvr
Brooks, William W., Pfc
Broome, Benjam.in F. , Sgt
Brosenitsch, Andrew, Pfc
Brosious, Emory C., Pvt
Brothen, Palmer, Pfc
Brothers, George W., Pfc
Broughton , Jim, Pvt
Broussard, Henry J. , SI Sgt
Browder, Herbert M. , Pfc
Brower, Franklyn A. , Pfc
Brower, Earl, Pvt
Brower, James A. , Pvt
Brown, Alfred E. , Pfc
Brown, Audie H., Pfc
Brow?>, Boyd A. , Pvt
Brown, Burvin L., Pfc
Brown, Charles A., Pvt
Brown, Charles R .. P/c
Brown, Clint F., Pfc
Brown, Cr;,rtis L. , P/c
Brown, Daniel C. , Pt f
Brown , Earl H., Pvr
Brown , Edgar]., T l4
Brown, Edward S., Pvt
Brown, Eugene W .. Pvt
Brown, Everett G .. Pvt
Brown, Gene C., Pvt
Brown, Gerald E., Pvt
Brown, Homer R. , Pvt
Brown, Ira E .. Pfc
Brown, Jack, Pfc
Brown, ]essie D., P/c
Brown, Jim B., Pfc
Brown, Joseph D .• Pvt
Brown, John L. , Jr., Cpl
.Brown, John P. , Pvt
Brown, John W., PvJ
Brown , Lyle R., Jr .. Sgt
Brown, Martin B. , Pvt
Brown , Melvin S., Pvt
Brown, Meyer H. , Pfc
Brown, Morton J .. Pfc
Brown , Owen L. , Sgr
Brown, Ralph C., Pvt
Brown, Robert D. , Pvt
Brown, Roy E. , Pfc
Brown, Roy H. , Pfc
Brown, Theron V ., Pvc
Brown , Thomas D. , Pvt
Brown , Wallace B. , Pvr
Brown, Walter E .. Jr., Pvt
Brown, Wilfred C., Pvt
Brown, William A. , Tl4
Brown, William A. , Pvt
Brown , William E. , Pvt
Brown, William H. , SI Sgc
1
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Brown, Woodrow P. , Pvc
Browne, John F., Pvt
Browning, Aaron , Pvc
Browning, Carl M., Cpl
Browning, Miliford M. , Pvc
Bruce, Carl W. , Pvt
Bruce, Charles G. , Pfc
Bruce, Lttther, ]r .. Pvt
Bruce, Theodore R. , Pfc
Brucher, Joseph M., Sgt
Brugh, Conda F., Pfc
Bruley, Robert P .. Pvt
Brumfield. John J. , Pvt
Brumley, Ed G. , Pvt
Brummund, Vere P. , Pfc
Brunnelle, William R., P/c
Brunella, FrankL. , Pfc
Brunetti, Salvatore V .. P/c
Bruno, John J .• Jr., Pfc
Bruns, Emil E., SI Sgt
Brunson, Cornell, SI Sgt
Brush, Ivan L., Pvt
Brutico, Felix W., Pvt
Bruton, Arnold L.. Pfc
Bryan, Alvin W., Pfc
Bryan, William J. , Pfc
Bryant, Dallas, Pfc
Bryant, Howard' L.. Pvt
Bryant, John D. , Pfc
Bryant, John E., Pfc
Bryant, ] ohn H., Pvt
Bryant, Posey L., SI Sgt
Bryk, John , T l5
Brzezinski , Raymond H .. Pfc
Buban, Steve, SI Sgt
Bubb, Raymond C., Pvr
Buchanan, John B. , Jr., Pvt
Buchanan, Orner A., Pfc
Bucher, Edward, Pfc
Bucher, Marvin G. , Pvc
Buchowiecki. Leon, Pfc
Buchholz, Wilfred F., Pfc
Buchleiter, Orval R. , T l4
Buck, Robert R .. Pvt
Bucklaw, Paul, Pvt
Buckley, Harold J .. Pvt
Buckley, John E., Pfc
Buckley, William P .. Pvt
Buckman, Franklin P., Sgt
Buckner, Andy V ., P/c
Buckner, Johnie James E., Pvt
Buckner. Manuel. Pvc
Bucks, Earl L.. Pvt
Buckson, Frank P .. Pvc
Buckworth, Purn B. , Pvt
Bucrek, Stanley, Pfc
Buciselich. Matthew, Pvt
Budnick, Louis, Pfc
Budsick, George M. , T / Sgt
Buehler. William A., Pvt
Buehre, Clyde W., Pvt
Buelow, Lloyd A. , Pvt
Bueno, Felipe M., Pfc
Buettner, Frederick. Pvt
Btt/e, Norman A., Pvt
Btt/fali•w, Emest ]., Pfc
Buffington. HenryS. , Pvt
Bugdon, William P .. Pvc
Buhler, Samuel H. , T l5
Buitron. Jose J .. Pvr
Bukowski. Ignatius, T 15
Bulanek, Pete P .. Sgt
Bullard, Kenneth, Pfc
Bullick, Michael J .. Pvt
Bullins. Cap H .. SI Sgt
Bullis, Robert C., Pvt
Bullman, George W .. Pfc
Bullock, James 0 ., Pfc
Bulot, Charles. Pfc
Bultman. Frederick W., Pfc
Bumgardner, Phillip M., Pvc
Bumch, Ernest L., Pfc
Bunch , George F .. T 14
Bunch , Louis E., Pfc
Bunch, William R. , Pvt
Bundy, Jack T ., Pfc
Bunker, Lucu ius W., Pvt
Buonaugurio, Neno A. , Pfc
Buras, Eldon]. , Pfc
Burchart. Michael A .. Pfc
Burden, Claude C., Pvt
Burdette, William L.. P vt
Burel, Fred B .. Pvt
Burger, John J. , Pvt
Burger, Melvin , Pvt
Burgeraf. Henry G., Pvc
Burgess, Herman L. , Pvt
Burgess, Lawrence M. , SISgt
Burggraaf, Russell A .. Pvt
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Burgin, Paul L. , Pfc
Burianek , Frank J., Pfc
Burk, Glen S. , Pvc
Burke, Charles A. , TISgc
Burke, Harold E. , Pvt
Burke, Walter J., Pfc
Burke, l'Villiam D. , Pr1/
Burke, William G. , SI Sgc
Burke, William J., Pfc
Burkee, Robert F. , Pvt
Burkey, Joseph K. , Pvt
Burks, Sammuel R. , SI Sgr
Burman, Wyne M., SI Sgr
Burmeister, Jack K. , Pvt
Burnett, Charles B., Sgr
Burnett, George ]. , Pvt
Burnett, James M .. SI Sgt
Burnecc, John T. , Pvt
Burnett, William D .. Pvt
Burnham, Oscar L. , Pfc
Burns, Frederick C.. Pvt
Burns, Grover E.. T I 5
Burns , James H., Pvt
Burns, James M .. Pvt
Burns, James S., Pvt
Burns, Norman F., Sgt
Burress, Earl V. , Pvr
Burris , Albert R., Pfc
Burris, Harold R .. Pfc
Burris, John H. , T I 4
Burroughs, ]. E. , T I 4
Burroughs, Landon L., Pfc
Burrow, George I. , Sgr
Burrow, Jewel A .. Pvt
Burrows, Robert G., Pvt
Burt, Menzo M .. Pfc
Burton ,' Francis E. , Pfc
Burton , Frank M .. Pfc
Burton , William L.. S/ Sgt
Burtrum, Richard E. , Pvt
Buscemi , Vincent]. , Pvt
Bush , Carl G. , Pfc
Bush , Cornelius S., Pvt
Bush , Gilbert M., Pvt
Bush, Grover, Pfc
Bush, William J .. Pfc
Bushman, John , Pvt
Bushor. Lawrence E., T I 5
Buss, Walter E., Pvt
Bustard. James L.. Pfc
Butka. John F. , Pvt
Buckiewicz, Aloysius J .. MISgt
Butler, Arthur]. , Pvt
Butler, Everett E. , T l4
Butler, Joseph D. , Pfc
Butler, Robert C .. Pvc
Butler, Roy L. , Pvt
Butler. William C., Sgt
Butt, Marvin J., Pvt
Butterfield. Joseph H .. Pfc
Buttrey, Jessie E .. Pfc
Buttrum, Curtis G. , Pvt
Burts, James C.. Pvt
B11tts . ] esse C., P·vt
Butzbach, Ernest. Pvc
Byars, Frank. Jr .. Pvt
Byars, Frank B .. Pfc
Byars, Pleasant D. , SI Sgt
Bybee, Harold H .. Pvc
Byczynski, Frank J .. Pvt
Bye, Arthur M .. Pvt
Byer. John S. , Pfc
Byers, Marshal/117., Pt•l
Byle. Frank T., Pvt
Byrd . Clarence, Pfc
Byrd. Ernest G .. P/c
Byrd, Grayson S.. Pvt
Byrd , John M., P vt
Byrd , Thomas W .. Pfc
Byrne, John J., Pfc
Byrne, William, Jr. , T l5
Byrtus, Frank J .• Pvt

c
Cabana, Alfred F., Pfc
Cabannis , Shelton C .. Pvt
Calral , Clifford P., Pfc
Cacace, Charles, T l5
Cade, Robert A., Pvt
Cady, Manuel 0., Pfc
Cafazzo, Peter A .. SI Sgr
Caffarello. Joseph C .. Pvt
Cagle, Willis A .. T I Sgt
Cahill . John P .. Pfc
Cain , Alfred W .. Pfc
Cain, William H. , Jr. , Pvt
Ca ione, Mario. Pfc
Calcaterra. Albert ]., C pi
Calcutt, Hugh io L.. Pvt
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Calderone, JohnS., T/5
Caldwell, Donald P .. Pfc
Caldwell, Fletcher M., Jr., Pvt
Caldwell, Oscar C., Pfc
Caldwell, Raymond J., Pvt
Calfee, lr/alter, Pvt
Calhoon, Gayther E., Pvt
Calhoun, Joseph M., Pvt
Calista, Louis J., Pfc
Callahan, Eugene E., Pfc
Callahan, Vestal R. J .• Pfc
Callaway, Robert E., Pfc
Callender, Arnold C., Pvt
Callow, John R., Pvt
Calloway, William I., Pvt
Calvesio, Victor, Pvt
Calvillo, Roberto. Pvt
Calvin, Wilmer F., Pfc
Camarena. Reynaldo M., Pvt
Cambre, Hilton F., S/Sgt
Camby, Clyde L., Pfc
Camenzind, Clemence C., Pvt
Camero, Alfredo, Jr., Pvt
Cameron, Andrew W., Pfc
Cameron, Paul, Sgt
Camia, Albert V., Pvt
Campanella, Domonic J., Pvt
Campbell, Dale L., Pfc
Campbell, Earl R., Pvt
Campbell, Ernest D., Pvt
Campbell, George]., Pvt
Campbell, George R., SjSgt
Campbell, Gladis A., Pvt
Campbell, Harley L., Pvt
Campbell, Hector L., Pvt
Campbell, James A., Pvt
Campbell, James L., Pvt
Campbell, John W., Pfc
Campbell, Kenneth E., Pfc
Campbell, Lester T., Pfc
Campbell, Loren B., Pvt
Campbell, Norman G., Pvt
Campbell, Perry L., Pvt
Campbell, Rrmell !., SjSgt
Campbell, Stuart F., Pfc
Campbell, Thomas F., Pvt
Campbell, Walter T .. Pvt
Campo, Patrick C.. Pvt
Campos, Roberto E., Pfc
Camuto, Richard}., Pfc
Candia. Sam J., Pfc
Cannady, Leon S., Pvt
Cannon. Raymond D .. Pvt
Cantagallo, Dominic C., Pvt
Canter, F. D., Pvt
Canter, John M., Pvt
Cantrell. Claude, Jr., Sgt
Cantrell, Emmett F., Pvt
Cantrell, Randall J .. Pvt
Cantrell. Ray L.. Pfc
Cantu, Adolfo, Pvt
Caparazzo. Joseph. Pvt
Ctpiello, Sam11el. Pvt
Capo, John M .. Pvt
Caponnetto, John S.. Pvt
Caporelli. John J., Pfc
Capozzoli. Pete P .. SjSgt
Cappella, Joseph. Pfc
Cappiello. John B .. Sgt
Cappos, George. Pfc
Capps, Junior H., Pfc
Caprara, Alfred J,. Sr., Pte
Capriola, Steve, Cpt
Caputo, Edmund J., S/Sgt
Caramanico, Nicholas]., Pvt
Carbine, Bernard M., Pvt
Cabonari, David D., T/5
Carbone, Frank G., Pvt
Carden, Robert A., Pvt
Cardiff, Alfred, Pfc
Cardin, Leonard P., Pvt
Cardinal, Richard H., Sgt
Cardinale, Vincent S., Pvt
Cardona. Nickolas, Pvt
Cardy, Glenn F.
Carey, James F., Pvt
Carey, Joseph C.
Carignan, Raymond R., Pvt
Carithers. Samuel L., Pvt
Carl, Walter E., Pvt
Carlin, William H., Pvt
Carlisle, George W., Pfc
Carlough, Everette F., Pvt
Carls, John F., Pvt
Carlson, Bennett C .. Pvt
Carlson, Elmer E.. Pvt
Carlson, Gilbert, Pfc
Carlson, Gordon D., Pfc
Carlson, Norman C., Pfc
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Carlson, Robert A., S/Sgt
Carlson, Walter G., Pvt
Carlton, Marvin. L., Pic
Carlucci, Romeo, Pvt
Carman, Gordon R., Pfc
Carmany, Alvin C., Pvt
Carney, Durward f., SjSgr
Carnell, George T., Pfc
Carnley, Euel B., T/4
Carnahan, William A., Pvt
Carolina, Henry S., Pvt
Caron, Edward J., Pvt
Carpe, Sanford, S/Sgt
Carpenter, Arthur, S/Sgt
Carpenter, Maurice L., Pvr
Carpenter, Paul, Pvt
Carpenter, Robert E., Pfc
Carpenter, Wallace G., Pvt
Carper, Alfred E., Pvt
Carr, Charles W., Pvt
Carr, Francis L., Pvr
Carr, James P., Pvt
Carr, Lyal J., Jr., Pvt
Carr, Robert H., Pvt
Carrick, Earl B., Pvt
Carrico, James K., Pvt
Carrigan, Raymond R., Pvt
Carrigan, Thomas V., T/4
Carroll, Arthur W., Pvt
Carroll, Carson G., Pvt
Carroll, Edgar F., Pfc
Carroll, Frederick W., Pfc
Carroll, James D., Cpl
Carroll, James W., S/Sgt
Carroll, John R., Pvt
Carroll, Myrrel F., Pvt
Carroll, Richard J., T/4
Carson, Howard R., Pfc
Carson, John L., Pfc
Carson, JohnS., Sgt
Carson, Perry A., 1/Sgt
Carson,Robert, SfSgt
Carter, Brady W., Pvt
Carter, Charles R., 1/Sgt
Carter, David R., Pvt
Carter, David W., Pvt
Carter, Donald E., Pfc
Carter, Earthel, Pvt
Carter, Edwin B., Pfc
Carter, Erastus. S/Sgt
Carter, Ernest G., T /5
Carter, Ernest R., Pfc
Carter, J. B., Sgt
Carter, Jack T., Pvt
Carter, James W., S/Sgt
Carter, Jim C.. Pvt
Carter, John D., Pvt
Carter, Johnnie C., Pvt
Carter, Lawell, Sgt
Carter, Wallace D., Jr., Pvt
Carter, Walter L., Pvt
Carter, Ward A., Pvt
Carter, William F., Pfc
Cartonla. Joseph]., T/5
Cartwright, Gordon B., Pfc
Cartwright, Kermit R., S/Sgt
Carty, Theodore W., Pvt
Carufel, Wilfred P., S/Sgt
Carver, James L., Pfc
Carvin, Don R., Pvt
Carwelos, Leary, Pvr
Cary, George E., T /Sgt
Cary, Lindo G., Pvt
Casamento, Andelo A., Pfc
Case, Ova R., S/Sgt
Case, Rex V., Pfc
Casebier, Dewey B., Pvt
Caserta, Dominic J., Pvt
Cash, James F., Pvt
Cash, Reuben G., Pvt
Cash, Robert E., Pvt
Cashon, Herman H., Pvt
Casiano, Reynaldo G., Pvt
Casile, Antonio D., Pfc
Cason, Jesse E., Pfc
Casper, Paul F., Pvt
Casper, Ray L., Pvt
Cass, Hubert R., Pte
Cassel, Edward C., S/Sgt
Cassell, Wesley D., Pvt
Cassidy, Thomas P., Pvt
Cassidy, William A., Sgt
Cassis, John, Cpl
Cassone, Ernest, Pfc
Casteel, Glen D., Pvt
Castellano, Samuel J., Pvt
Castelli, Girolamo, Pvt
Castle, John A., Pvt
Castle, William R., Cp!

Castloberry, Charles E., Pvt
Casto, Oris L., Sgr
Castrilli, Louis M., T/5
Castro, Caesar, Pvt
Castronovo, Edmund M., Sgt
Catalano, Joseph J., Pvt
Cataldo, John F., Pvt
Catanzaro, Frank]., Pfc
Catanzaro, James, Pvt

Cater, Ralph F., S/Sgt
Cathey, Elmer, Pvt
Catlett, Walter C., 1/Sgt
Caton, Kent L., Pvt
Cattles, Charlie A., Pvt
Cauderay, Charles L., Pvt
Caudill, Elza, T/Sgt
Caudle, Kennith C., Pfc
Caufield, Ted R., Pfc
Caulfield, Peter, Jr., Pvt
Cavalieri, Angelo, Pvt
Cavallo, Louis T., Pfc
Cavallo, Sylvo J., Pfc
Cavanaugh, Leo F., Jr., Pvt
Cavanattgh, Robert E., Pvt
Cavazos, Esequiel, Pvt
Cave, Harry R., Pvt
Caven, Earl P., Pvt
Cavey, Robert C., Pfc
Cawley, William F., Pfc
Cawthon, Earl E., SfSgt
Cays, Barry L., Pfc
Ceballos, Peter, Pfc
Cebula, Joseph J., Pte
Celletti, James J., Pvt
Cento, Peter, Pvt
Cerbo, Antonio F., Pfc
Cerra, Domenick J., Pvt
Cerra, Fred]., Pvt
Cerveny, Frank A., Pfc
Cesaratto, Albino P., Pfc
Chabail, Leonard M., Sgc
Chad, Rudolph M., Pvt
Chaderes, George K., Pvt
Chaffin, Melvin L., Pfc
Chafins, Earl E., Pvt
Chalinsky, John, Pfc
Chamberlain, John J., Jr., Sgt
Chamberlain, Joseph A., Pvt
Chamberlain, Raymond, Pfc
Chamberlain, Raymond M., Pfc
Chamberlain, Robert !V., SfSgt
Chambers, Claud E., Pvt
Chambers, Roy E., Pfc
Chambers, Roy W., Pfc
Chamolski, Alexander W., Pfc
Champency, William]., Pfc
Champion, Charles L., Pvt
Champlin, Vernon C., Pvt
Chan, Jimmy B., Pfc
Chanatsky, Benjamin, Pvt
Chancellor, Horace, Pvt
Chandler, Bert, S/Sgt
Chandler, Calvin, Pvt
Chandler, Chalmers, Pfc
Chandler, Flinton, Pvt
Chandler, James H., Cpl
Chandler, Robert H., Pfc
Chandler, Thomas U., Pfc
Chaneske, Paul F., Pvt
Chaney, Elwood]., Pvt
Chaney, Irvin L., Pfc
Cha!Zey, ]ames E., Pvt
Chapman, Elsworth G., Sr., Sgc
Chapman, Field W., Pvt
Chapman, James A., Sr., T/Sgt
Chapman, James E. F., Pvt
Chapman, John W., Sgt
Chapman, Robert W., Pfc
Chappel, Melvin IV., Pvt
Chappell, Alton, Sgt
Chappell, Harry L., Pfc
Chappell, LeeR., Pfc
Char, Charles A., Pvt
Charest, Thomas P., S/Sgt
Charlton, William, Pvt
Charron, Ralph E., Pvt
Chase, Frank J., Pvt
Chase, Lyle G., Sgt
Chase, William C., Pfc
Chastain, Rayman B., Pfc
Chateau, Albert, Pvt
Chateauneuf, William E., Pfc
Chatfield, Robert R., Pvt
Chavez, Ambrosio, Pfc
Chavojsky, Joseph J., S/Sgt
Cheffalo, Alexander J., Jr., Pvt
Chehak, Daniel C., SjSgt
Chelland, Joseph, S/Sgt
Cherko, Peter, Pf'

Cherney, Richard E., Pvt
Chernisky, John L., Pfc
Chernofsky, Leon, Pfc
Cherry, Louis D., Pvt
Chertkoff, Isaac, Pvc
Cheshire, Thurl E.. Pvt
Chesky, Zygmunt, Pfc
Chesney, Jack, Sgt
Chesney, Walter F., T/Sgt
Chesser, James H., Pfc
Chester, Orval W., T/5
Chestn11tt, Earl D., Sgt
Chetakian, Edward, Pvt
Chetirkin, Walter, Jr .. Pfc
Chiafolo. John, Pvt
Chicka, .Mike, Pfc
Chickerella, Frank S., Pfc
Childs, Paul 0., Pfc
Childs, \'V'arren B., Pvt
Chilek, Rudy V., Jr., Pvt
Chinn, William lr/., Pvt
Chiodo, Ottovio D., Pfc
Chippi, John, Pvt
Chirdon, Melvin J .. Pfc
Chirico, Andrew. Pvt
Chizik, Michael lr/., Pvt
Chmielewski, James H., Pvt
Chock, Andrew, M/Sgt
Chopick, Michael, Sgt
Chorebanian, Paul, Pvt
Choronzy, Nicholas, Jr .. Pfc
Chowning, Willard L., Jr., Pvt
Chrestman, Frontus J.. T/5
Christensen, Maurice T., Pvt
Christensen, Orin E., Pvt
Christenson, Robert E., Pvt
Christian, Roy D., S/Sgt
Christiansen, Harry M., Pfc
Christianson, Carl S., Sgt
Christianson, Rolf, Pfc
Christmas, Edward F., Pfc
Christmer, Floyd, Pfc
Christo, Orville, Pfc
Christopher, Dale M., Pfc
Christopher, Russell L., Pvt
Chrisms, Gil ben P., Pvt
Chronister, Leroy E., Pvt
Chu, Edwin, Pvt
Chubb, Lee W., Pfc
Chttbbuck, Gordon f., Pvt
Chttmley, John P., Jr., Pte
Chupp, Arthur A., Pfc
Chura, Anthony C., Pfc
Church, John M .• Pvt
Church, Lenvi! U., Pfc
Church, Ralph A., S/Sgt
Ciamacco, Angelo, Pvt
Cianci, Henry C., Pvt
Ciccone, Pompeo J .. Pfc
Ciesla, Casimir J., Pfc
Ciha, Frank A .. Pvt
Cihanitis, Frank A., Pvt
Cinowalt, Edward W., Pvt
Ciofalo, Phillip J., Pvt
Ciolino, Peter M., Pvt
Cire, Willie J., Jr., T/5
Clair, Edwin R., Pvt
Clancy, Clare C., Pvt
Clapp, Lawrence E., Pfc
Clardy, Avery, Pfc
Clardy, Wardie L., T/5
Clark, Alfred W., Pvt
Clark, Arthur W., Pvt
Clark, Carl W .• Pvt
Clark, Claude W., T/5
Clark, Edward T., Pvt
Clark, Elwyn H., 1/Sgt
Clark, Everett H., Pfc
Clark, Fred H., Pvt
Clark, Fred H., Jr., Pvt
Clark, George G., Pfc
Clark, Harry D., Pvt
Clark, Henry C., Pic
Clark, Hiram W., Pfc
Clark, James B., Pvt
Clark, James W., Pvt
Clark, Johnnie S., Pvt
Clark, Lawrence C., Pvt
Clark, Lonzo C., Pfc
Clark, Luverne M., Pvt
Clark, Otis L., Cpl
Clark, Otis S., Pfc
Clark, Robert J., Pfc
Clark, Robert M., Pvt
Clark, Roy V., Pvt
Clark, Russ S., Pfc
Clark, Thomas J., Pvt
Clark, William F., Pfc
Clark, William J., Sgt

ENLISTED MEN,
Clark, William P., Pvc
Clatterbuck, William A., Pvc
Clauss, Robert 0., Pvc
Claxten, Claude, Sgt
Clay, Edwin M., Pvc
Clay, William L. , 1/Sgc
Claypole, James R., Pfc
Claycon, Henry F., Pfc
Claycon, James M., Pfc
Cleaver, Jack R., Pfc
Clegg, Harry H., Pvc
Clemensen, Charles M. , Pvc
Clemence, Michael, Pvc
Clements, Edwell D., Sgt
Clements, Joseph L. , Pfc
Clemons, Herman T., Pfc
Clevenger, Charles H., Pvc
Clevenger, John E., Pfc
Click, William J .• Pfc
Clifford, Frank C., Jr., P/c
Clifford, George, Pfc
Clifford, Paul M., Pvc
Clifford, Raymond P., Pvc
Clifcon, Paul 0., Pfc
Climer, Worley M. , Pvc
Cline, Allen L., Pvc
Cline, Harry W., T/5
Cline, Lee B., Pvt
Cline, Phillips R. , Pfc
Clingan, Edward 0 ., Pfc
Clingenpeel, Glenn J .. Pvt
Clipston, Guy W., Pvc
Cloher, John C., S/Sgt
Cloud, Kelly L., Pvt
Cloutier, James L., Sgt
Cluck, DaleS., Pfc
Cluggish, Earl E., Pvt
Clum, George W., Pvt
Clyde, Charles D., Pfc
Coakley, John F .. T /5
Coates, Bernard L., Pfc
Coatney, Oleo, Pvt
Cobasky. George, Pvt
Cobb, Clyde]., Pvc
Cobb, Lindsey C., S/Sgt
Cobb, Marion J .. Pfc
Cobb, Roswell, Jr. , Pvt
Cobb, Victor A .• T / Sgc
Cobern, James W., Pvt
Cobin, Hugh J., Pvt
Coburn, Harry M., Pvt
Coburn, James R. , Pvc
Cochems, David D., Pic
Cochran, Carroll D., Pvt
Cochran, Charles H., Sgc
Cochran, Melvin E., Pvt
Cochran, Ralph L., Pvt
Cocola, Dominick F., Pvt
Coe, Lawrence J .• Pvt
Coen, Harold S., P{c
Coeyman. William H. , Sgt
Coffey, Herbert ]. , Sgc
Coffey, James H. , Pvt
Coffey, James W., TjSgt
Coffield, Romeyn J., Pvt
Coffman, Doyle, Pvt
Coger, Howard 0 .. Pfc
Coggins, Eldridge L., Pfc
Coghlan, Francis J., Pfc
Cohen, David, Pfc
Cohen, DavidS., T/5
Cohen, Herbert, S/Sgt
Cohen, Leon, Pvt
Cohen, Sidney, Pfc
Cohen, Stanley, Pvt
Cohodas, Morris, Pvt
Coker, Donal B. , Pfc
Colateralla, Arthur C., Pvt
Colbert, John P., Pvc
Colbert, Nelson I., Pfc
Colburn, Lee A., Pvt
Colclasure, Richard, Pfc
Coldiron, Elmer D., Pfc
Cole, Alfred L., Pvt
Cole, Charles H .. Sgc
Cole, Clent M., Pvt
Cole, George M., Pvt
Cole, Jackie M., Jr., Pvc
Cole, John L., Pvt
Cole, Junior R., Pfc
Cole, Lewis 0., Sgc
Cole, Robert J .• Pvt
Coleman, Bernard M., Jr., Pvt
Coleman, Henry A. , Pvt
Coleman, John H., Pvt
Coleman, William C., Pvc
Coleman, William C., Pic
Coles, Samuel C., Cpl
Colevins, Nick D. , Pfc

Colishion, Peter L., Pvt
.Colletta, Archangelo, Pfc
Collie, Sidney B., Pvt
Collier, Lawrence WI., Pvc
Collins, Charles D., Pfc
Collins, Denman , Pvc
Collins, Edward L., Pfc
Collins, Edward P., Pvt
Collins, Edwin M. , S/Sgc
Collins, Francis J .. Pfc
Collins, Herman, Pfc
Collins, James W., P/c
Collins, Marvlin E., Pfc
Collins, Robert L. , Pic
Colmsanti, Carmen J. , Pvc
Colonna, Louis, Pvt
Colopy, Richard A., Pvc
Colttmbtts, Patsy S., Sgt
Combs, Foy C., Pvt
Combs, FrankS., Pvt
Combs, Henry, Pfc
Combs, Wilgus, Pvt
Commerford, William H. , Sgt
Camp, Roland S., Pvt
Compton, William C., Pvt
Condon, Thomas W .. Pvt
Condon. John J .. T /5
Cone, Floyd ]. , Pfc
Confer, William R., S/ Sgt
Conkerton, John H., Jr. , Sgt
Conklin, Guy L., Pvt
Conklin, James F .. Pfc
Conklin, Melvin C., Pfc
Conley, Charles R .. Pvt
Conley, Marvin S., Pvt
Conlon, Richard F., Pvt
Connell, John A., Jr., Pvt
Connelly, John ]. , Pvt
Connelly, Mark E., Pvt
Conner, James R. , Pvt
Conner, James T ., Jr .. Sgt
Conneway, George, Pfc
Connolly, Ernest J. , Pvt
Connolly. James A., Pic
Connor, Leonard H., Pfc
Connors, Edward P., Pfc
Connors, Joseph W., Pfc
Connors, Regis J. , Sgt
Connors, Thomas F., Pvt
Conrad, James M .. Pvt
Conrad, Judson W., Pvt
Conrad, Walter, Pfc
Consigliero, Leo L. , Sgt
Conte, Salvatore S.. Pvt

Conti, Josenh N .. Pfc
Contreras. Peter G .. Pvt

Conway, John R., Pvt
Come/man, Carl1V., Pvt
Cook, Charles H., Pvt
Cook, Charlie L., T /5
Cook, Curtis, Sgt
Cook, David H., Pvt
Cook, Edward ]. , Pfc
Cook, Ernest L. , Pvt
Cook, Finis E .. Pvt
Cook, Frank, Pvt
Cook, Gale W .. Pvt
Cook, George T .. Pvt
Cook, Harry J .• Sgt
Cook, Harry L., Jr., Pfc
Cook, James H. , Pvt
Cook, John A., Pfc
Cook, John E. , T /5
Cook, John W., Sgt
Cook, Lawrence E., Pfc
Cook, Loyd M., Jr., Pvt
Cook, Luther W., T/4
Cook, Olen, Pvt
Cook, Paul K., Pvt
Cook, Robert C., Pvt
Cook, W. D., Pvc
Cooksey, Ira E., Sgt
Cooley, Carl L., Pfc
Cooley, Wallace, T /Sgc
Cooley, William A., T/4
Coon, Clifford G .. Pvt
Coon, James V., S/Sgt
Coon, Jessie J ,, Pfc
Cooney, Bernard J., Pvc
Cooper, Arthttr H., P/c
Cooper, Benjamin W., Pfc
Cooper, Edward H .. Jr .. T /5
Cooper, Eldon J. W., Pvc
Cooper, Ferguson P., Pvc
Cooper, Harry C., Pvc
Cooper, John F. J. , Pfc
Cooper, John G., Pvt
Cooper, John H .. Pvt
Cooper, LeeR., Pvc
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Cooper, Louis A., Pfc
Cooper, Ralph M., Sgc
Cooper, Raymond L., Pfc
Copley, Charles E., Sgc
Copley, Homer, Pvc
Copley, Jack, Pvc
Copp, Mark H., Pfc
Coppley, John W., Cpl
Coppock, Harley 0. , T /5
Coppola, Alfred M .. T/Sgr
Corbin, Ernest G., Pfc
Corbin, Joseph R. , Cpl
Corbin, LaVerne S., Pvc
Corbin, Marion S., S/Sgt
Corcoran, Albert J .. Pvc
Corcoran, Douglas W., Pfc
Corcoran, Francis E., Pfc
Cordeiro, Joseph , Pfc
Corey, Ernest J .. Pvc
Corley, Pearce, Pvc
Corley, Pomp, 1/Sgt
Cormatzor, Thomas R., Pic
Cor may, lJ7arrett D., Pvt
Cormwright, Frank W., Pvt
Corodimas, Nicholas P., Pfc
Coronado, Louis H. , Pvt
Coronoti, Arthur C., Pvc
Coer, William A., Pvc
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Covey, lawrence R., Pvt

Craig, Robert C., T/5
Craig, William A., T/Sgr
Cramier, Edward J. , Pvc
Crain, Edward H., Pvc
Crapo, Paul R. , T /5
Cratin, Willard J,, TfSgt
Cravens, William E., T/4
Crawford, Frank, S/Sgt
Crawford , Frank C .. Pvc
Crawford, Thomas J .. Pvc
Crayton, Clyde E., T / Sgt
Creed, Richard A., Pvc
Creegan , Robert D., Pfc
Creekmore, Fred, Pic
Creighton, Samuel B., Pfc
Crews, Frank D., S/Sgr
Cribbs, Marcm A, Pic
Crigger, William S., Pvt
Crisafi, Bruno D .. T /Sgt
Crisp, Ketchell, Cpl
Crist, Joseph A., Pvc
Cristofalo, George A., Pvc
Crites, Everette L. , Pfc
Critz, Cttrtis C., Cpl
Crlencich, John, Pvc
Crnobrnja, Nicholas, Pfc
Croasdale, James R., Sgr
Crocker, Aubrey D., Pfc
Crocker, James L., Pvc
Croke, Martin V., Cpl
Croll, Frederick L., Pvc
Cromer, James L. , Jr. , Pvc
Cromier, Joseph W., Pfc
Cromika, Steve V., Sgt
Cronin, Patrick]., Pvt
Cronkright, Harold T., T/4
Crooke, Franklin W., Pfc
Crookham, Kenneth A. , Pfc
Crooks, Robert C., Pfc
Crookshanks, Samuel A., Pfc
Crosby, James I., T/Sgt
Crosby, Woodrow, Pvt
Crosby, Howard P., Pvc
Cross, Joseph J., Pfc
Cross, Milton C., Pvt
Crossman, William J. , Pvt
Crouch, William E., Pfc
Crouse, Daniel E., Pvc
Crow, FloydS., Sgt
Crow, Lee L., Cpl
Crowder, John A., S/Sgt
Crowder, Loren E., Pvc
Crowe, William J., Pfc
Crowell, John H., Pvc
Crowford, Melvin J., T/5
Crowley, Albert, Jr., S/Sgt
Crowninshield, Norman M., Pfc
Crowson, Harold 0., Pfc

Covey, Luther H., Pvc
Cowan, Charles B., Pfc
Cowan. Harry R., Pvc
Coward, John R., Pvt
Cowart, Benjamin L., Pfc
Cowart, James E., Pvt
Cowden, Raymond, Pfc
Cowles, Ernest F., T/5
Cowley, R. ]., Cpl
Cox, Benjamin F., Pfc
Cox, Carl C., Pfc
Cox, Clyde E., Pvt
Cox, Earnest Af., Pvt
Cox, Ernest, Pvc
Cox, George W., T/Sgr
Cox, Harold W., Pvt
Cox, Jack R .. T/5
Cox, James C., Pvc
Cox, James R., Pvt
Cox, Jimmie L., M/Sgt
Cox, Kenneth C., Pfc
Cox, Levert B., Pfc
Cox, Lloyd S., Pfc
Cox, Mardin L., Jr., Cpl
Cox, Milton F., Pfc
Cox, Oliver, Sgt
Cox, Oscar R., Pvt
Cox, Quentin D., Pfc
Cox, Sam C., Pvc
Cox, Sheldon N., S/Sgt
Coy, Charles C., Pfc
Coyle, Andrew J., Pfc
Coy, Fred L.. Pfc
Cozart, Dorse R., Pvt
Crabtree, Thomas F., T/Sgt
Crabtree, Thurmon L., Pvc
Crace, Donald L., Pvc
Craddock, Roy G .. Pvc
Crafton, Alph I.. Pfc
Crafts, Donald F .. Pvc
Craig, Clovis C., Pvc

Crozier. William L., Pvc
Cruce, Marion F., Pvt
Cmmp, Alva L., SjSgt
Crump, Cecil M., Pvc
Crump, Kedzie G .. T/4
Crutcher, Edward D. , Pvt
Csaszar, Frank, Sgr
Csicsek, Zolton J., Pfc
Cubinski, Leo, Pvt
Cuccia, FrankS., Jr., Pfc
Cucco, Louis J., Pvc
Cueto, Joseph A., Pfc
Culbertson, Lewis L., Pvt
Culbertson, Ottie W., Pvt
Cttley, William H., Pvt
Culkowski, Stanley, Pfc
Culp, Charles W., Pvc
Culp, William E., Jr. , T/4
Culton, John M., Cpl
Crdver, Cecil D., P/c
C11lver, Charles L., Sgt
Culver, Richard K., Pvt
Cumber, William E., S/Sgt
Cumbie, Andrew J. , Pvc
Cum bus, Milton, Pvc
Cttmmings, James D., Pic
Cummings, Merrell B., T/4
Cummings, Sam R., Pvc
Cummins, Fred, Pfc
Cummins, James A., Pfc
Cummins, James W., Pvc
Cummins, Jesse D., Pvc
Cunill, Hilario F., Pvc
Cu nningham, James \Y/., Pvc
Cunningham, John M., Pvt
Cunningham, Peter F., Pfc
Cunningham, Thomas J., Pvc
Cuny, Richard, Pfc
Cupak, John F., Sgt
Cupp, Glenn L., T/5

Correia, Antone, Pvr
Correia, Manuel, Pvt

Correnti, Anthony F., Pfc
Corrigan, William R., Jr., Pvr
Corsiglia, Peter, Pfc
Cortesi, Joseph 0., Pfc
Correz, George L., Pvc
Coslerc, Earl M. , T /5
Cossano, Hermie J,, Jr., Pvc
Costa, Frank J., Pvc
Costabile, Louis F., Jr., Sgt
Costello, Alfred F .. Pvc
Costello, Charles H., T /5
Costello. Joseph A .. Pfc
Cotter, Frank, Jr., Pvt
Corrie, Eddie E., Pfc
Cotton, William J .. Jr., Pvc
Cory, Eugene L. , Pfc
Coudek, John J. , Pfc
Coughenour, Nelson E., Pvc
Coughlin, John F., Pvc
Coughlin, William H., Pvt
Coulson, Clarence H .. Pvt
Couperthwaice, Vyrl R., Sgt
Courbat, Kenneth D., Pvc
Couture, Ernest J. , Pvc
Couture, Raymond D. , Pvc
Couvillon, Anatole B., S/Sgt
Coveney, George, Pfc

Crozier, Henry P., Pvc
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Currie, Christopher, Pvt
Curry, Dee L., Sgt
Curry, Freeland, Pfc
Curry, John C., Pvt
Curtin, Peter A., Pvt
Curtis, Archie F., Pvt
Curtis, Clarence T. , Pvt
Curtis, DeVerne E., Pfc
Curtis, John M. , Pvt
Cttrtis, Joh nson D. , Pvt
Curtis, Morley, Pvt
Curtis, Robert W. , liSgt
Custeau , Matthew J ,, Pvt
Custer, John M. , Pvt
Cuthrell, Hugh Hamilin, Jr. , Pfc
Cutilli, Leonard A .. T l5
Cutler, Harry G. , Pvt
Cutler, James P., Pvt
Cutler, Walter, SI Sgt
Cwik, Marvin J,, Pfc
Cynowa, Thomas A ., Pvt
Cyphers, Lewis G. , Pfc
Cypra, Earl H., Pfc
Cyr, Lucien R ., Pfc
Czaiko·tvski, Roman, Pvt
Czarnik, John J ., SI Sgt
Czeschin, Clarence R., Pvt

D
Dabb, Albert ]. , T I 5
Dabrowski , Albert E., T I Sgt
Dackiewicz, Frank W., Pvt
Dacon, Allan W. , Pvt
Dague, Floyd E., Sgt
Dahlin, Howard W. , Pvt
Dail, Rogers E., Sgt
Dailey, Clyde E., Pvt
Dailey, DeVere L. , Sgt
Dailey, Norton H., Pvt
Dailey, Smelker C., Jr., Pfc
Daily, Flave J. , Jr. , Pfc
Dakin , Paul W., Sj Sgt
Dale, Jimmy M. , Pvt
Dalessio, John M., Pfc
Daley, John F., Pvt
Daley, John W., Pfc
Dalidowicz, Joseph ]. , P/c
Dalrymple, Luster W., Pvt
Dalton, Garnet E., Pvt
Dalton, Gerald ]. , Pfc
Dalton, Joseph J., Pfc
Dalton, Otto, Pfc
Dalton, William R. , Pfc
DalVera, Roger, Jr., Pfc
Daly, Thomas P. , Pvt
Damato, Emanuele, Pvt
Damberg, Arthur J. , Pvt
D'Ambra, Joseph R., Pvt
D 'Ambrosia, John J., Pvt
Damerail, Cecil H. , Pvt
Dameron, Billy E. , Pfc
Damiano, Tony J ., Pvt
Damone, William J. , Pvt
D'Amora, John, Pvt
Damron, Carvin, Pvt
Dandy, Joe E. , Pfc
Daniel, Everett M. , Pvt
Daniel, Willie R. , Pfc
Daniels, Herschel M .. Pvt
Danise, Vincent A. , Pvt
Danisovsky, Albert A., P/c
Dankovich, David A ., Pfc
Danner, Robert M., P11t
D 'Annibale,Anthony P. , Pvt
D'Antonio, Michael P. , Pvt
Danzey, Earl E. , Pvt
Dappen, Joseph T., Pvt
Darby, Carl E., P/c
Dardzinski , William, P vt
Daries, Marion E. , Pfc
Darling, John T. , Pvt
Darnell , Ross C., Pvt
Darrow, Robert B. , Pvt
Datz, George G. , Pfc
Daugherty, Robert. Pvt
Daughrity, Edgar P. , Pvt
D 'Aurio, Frank A. , T I Sgt
Dave, James V., Tl4
Davenport, Harold E. , Pfc
Davenport, Rudolph , Pvt
David , Roland C., T l5
Davidson, Perry R. , Pfc
Davies, Denver F., Pfc
Davilo, Antonio , Pvt
Davis, Arnold V. , Pvt
Davis, A. T., Jr. , Pfc
Davis, Austin \l7., Pvt
Davis, Chester E., T I Sgr
Davis, Clefford L. , Pvt
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Davis, Columbus W., Pfc
Davis, Donald, Pfc
Davis, Earl, Pvt
Davis, EarlS., Pfc
Davis, Earnest, Pfc
Davis, Edd, Pfc
Davis, Edgar E., Pvt
Davis, Edward E., Cpl
Davis, Frank, Pvt
Davis, Gehu J., Pvt
Davis, George R. , Pvt
Davis, Hardin ]. , Pvt
Davis , Harold L., Pvt
Davis, Hilliard E. , Pfc
Davis, Hubert C., T l5
Davis, James F., T I Sgr
Davis, James W ., SI Sgt
Davis, Jessie J ., Pvt
Davis, John T. , Pvt
Davis, Joseph C., Pfc
Davis, Joseph M. , Pvt
Davis, Kenneth S., Cpl
Davis, Leroy, Jr., Pfc
Davis, Oscar B. , SI Sgt
Davis, Paul F., Pvt
Davis, Raymond J., Cpl
Davis, Richard A., SI Sgt
Davis, Robert L. , Pfc
Davis, Robert W., Pvt
Davis , Roma L., SI Sgt
Davis, Ulys, Pfc
Davis, William A. , Pvt
Davis, William C., Pfc
Davis, William W. , Pvt
Dawes, Sammie E. , Pfc
Dawson, .6-rthur A. , Pfc
Dawson, Eugene P., Sgt
Dawson, Otis C., Pfc
Dawson, Ronald L. , T I Sgt
Dawson , Roy L. , Pvt
Day, Alanson R. , Sgt
Day, Bennie H. , Pvt
Day, George L. , Sgt
Day, Henry, Pvt
Day, Herbert W., Pfc
Day, J. B., Sgt
Day, Wesley J. , Pvt
Dayen, Norman, Pvt
Deak, Alex L. , Pvt
Deal, Harley J., Pvt
Deal, Leslie M ., Pvt
Deam, Carl W., Pvt
Dean, Darrell F. , Sr. , Pfc
Dean, George M., SI Sgt
Dean, Herbert W. , Pvt
Dean, Hess E. , Pvt
Deaquero, Jose I., Pfc
Dearth, Golden B .. Pfc
Deason. Marion W ., Pvt
Deaton, Robert L.. Pvt
Deaton, Willie, Pfc
Deaves, Harry H. , Pfc
DeBaltzo , Joe A., Pfc
Decaire, Earl F., M I Sgt
Decanil , Anthony, Pvt
Decarlton, William, T l5
Decker, James, Pvt
Decker, Robert A. , Pfc
DeCourcy, Robert C., Pvt
DeCrosta, Nicholas R. , Pvt
Deemer, Ralph C., Pfc
Deere, Ernest W., Jr. , Pvt
Deering, Edward G., Pvt
Dees, Edgar, SI Sgt
Dees, John C., Jr. Pvt
Dees, Stanley H., Pvt
DeFazio, Peter P .. T 13
Defillo, Stephen R. , Pt•t
DeFouw, William]., Pfc
DeGaetano, Silvio, Pfc
DeGarmo, Arthur G. , Pvt
DeHart, Tomy H. , Pfc
DeHaven, Henry IV .. SISgl
Deihl, Robert G. , Pvt
Deitch, Isidore, Pvt
DeJulio, Edmund M., Pvt
Delaney, George W. , Sgt
Delaney, Kenneth P. , Pvt
De La Noli, Louis, Pvt
Delantonas, Kimon N .. Pfc

De Lauro, Cositnos, P1'1
Del Brocco , Louis, Pvt
Deldin, Victor G ., Jr., Pf<
DeLeon , Carlos, Pvt
Delgado, Hector, Pvt
Delgiudice, Paul L., Sgt
Delisle, Henry A. , Pvt
Dellangelo, Mario , Pvt
Dell'Olio, Nicholas, Pvt

Deloach, Clyde E. , SI Sgt
Delorso, John D., Pvt
DeLozier, Benjamin I., Pvt
Delpeschio, Augusto, T l5
Delpiere, Rennie A., Pfc
Delton, Walter, Pfc
DeLucia, Clement J., Pvt
DeMallo, John, Jr. , Pvt
DeMarc, George, Pfc
Demars, Lionel B. , Pfc
Demenr, Alonzo T .. Sgt
Demers, Raymond L. , Pfc
D 'Emilio, Vincent A., Pvt
Demple, George F., Pfc
Dempsey, Henry A., Pvt
Dempsey, Willard, Pvt
Dempsey, William K. , Pfc
Denig, Eugene]. , Pfc
Denlinger, Forrest M., Pvt
Dennee, Robert L. , Pfc
Denning, Henry L. , Pvt
Dennis, Frederick , Pvc
Dennis, Jack, Pvt
Dennis, lonnie L., Pvt
Dennis, Melvin R., SISgt
Dennis, Richard W., Jr., SI Sgt
Dennison, William L. , Pvt
Denniscon, John, Pvt
D ennon, ]ames E. , Pfc
Denoyelle, Charles W. , Pvt
Denson, Joseph T., Pvt
Dente, John E., Pfc
Denter, Francis H., Pfc
Denton, Josua C., Pvt
Denton, Rudolph , Pfc
DePalo, Joseph, Pfc
DePhillips, Rocco A., Pvt
DePiro, Rocco E., T l4
DePrima, Phillip A. , Pvt
DeQuesada, Edwardo, Pvt
DeRita, Angelo L. , Sgt
DeRiro, Alexander, Pvt
DeRosier, Eldred J ., Pvt
Derrick, Brunson A., Pfc
Derrick, Robert C., SI Sgt
Derryberry, Billy R. , Pfc
Deruy, Lawrence, Pvt
Derycker, Henri E., Pvt
DeSabato, Alfred W., TISgt
DeSantis, Valentino, Pvt
Descoteaux, Alfred E. , Pfc
Desilvey, Neilus D., liSgt
Desjardins, Albert, Pvt
Deskins, Donald C., Pvt
Des/itch, E"gene P., P/c
DeSmith, Jerome, Pfc
Desmond, Charles J, Pvt
DeSoiza, Louis A., T I 5
Desorcie, Clarence M., Pfc
Desrochers, Paul H., Pfc
Desrosiers, Donat J., Pvt
Destefano, Florio V., Pvt
Deville, Dallas, SI Sgt
DeVillier, James R., Pfc
Devine, Thomas F .. Pvt
DeVito, Rudolph , Pvt
DeVittorio, Herman P. , SI Sgt
DeVivo, John W., Pfc
Devlin, James J ., Pfc
Dewyre, Charles F., T l5
Dey, Arthur R., Sgt
Dezio, John H., Sgt
Dhondt, Raymond F. , T l4
Dial, Guy T., Pvt
Dial, Roy E., Pvt
DiBenedetto, Peter]., Pvt
DiBiccaro, James, Sgt
DiBlassio, Michael D. , Pvt
DiBricida, Angelo M. , SISgt
DiCarro, Rocco D., SI Sgr
Dicembre, Peter, Pvt
DiCiacca, Eugene D., Pfc
Dicke, Richard C., SI Sgt
Dickerson, Clyde E., Pfc
Dickerson, J, C., Pvt
Dickerson, Vernon H ., SI Sgt
Dickerson , Wilbur M. , Pfc
Dickey, Charles E. , Pfc
Dickman, Earl, Pvt
Dicks, Earl G., Sgt
Dickson, Robert T. , Pvr
Dieck, John J., Pvt
Diecker, Herbert W. , Pfc
Diedrich . Joseph B., P/c
Diehl, Merlin E. , Pfc
Dietz, Dalton J., Pvt
DiEugenio, FrankS. , Pvt
DiFranceisco, Joseph A. , Pvt
Diggins , Joseph]. , Pvt

DiGioia, Oresti E. , Pfc
DiGiovani, Vito J., Pfc
Dilg, John E. , Pfc
Dill, Arthur L., T I Sgt
Dill, Herm~n W., Pfc
Dillion, Felix W., Pvt
Dillman, Lesta M. , Pvt
Dillon, Edward L., Sgt
Dillon, Paul E. , Pfc
Dilly, Harold E., Pvt
DiLoreto, Emidio , Pfc
DiLucca, Salvarore, T l4
Dimoff. John, Pvt
DiNardo, Edward G. , Pvt
Dinkel, Leo, Pvt
Dinkins, Eugene C. , Pfc
Dion, Bernard F., Pvt
Dinwiddie, George J., Pvt
DiPoalo, John T. , Pvt
DiRienzo. Albert ,A. , T l5
DiSanto, Ralph, Pfc
Disbro, IVarren, S I Sgt
Dishman, Robert M. , Pvt
Dishon, Manford, Pvt
Disler, Elliott E. , Cpl
DiStefano, Joseph , Pvt
DiTondo , John, Jr., Pvt
Ditsworth, Harry L., T l5
DiVincenzo, JohnS., Pfc
Dixon, Howard W., SI Sgt
Dixon, Melvin M., Pvt
Dixon , Roland C., Pfc
Dixon, Woodrow W., Pvt
Djamoff, Harry D. , SI Sgt
Dobbins, Harry R., P/c
Dobbs, Raymond E., Pfc
Dobernecker, Harold W. , Pvt
Dobranski. Thaddeus]., Pfc
Dobrski , Aloysius B. , Pvt
Dobson, Robert E .. Pvt
Docherry, James H. , Pvt
Dockter, Rueben R., Pvt
Docman, Michael M., Pvt
Dodd, Clisto D., T l4
Dodge, Antonio M. , Pvt
Dodson, Casto, Pvt
Doherty, Bert, Jr. , Sgt
Doherty, Richard J, Pvt
Dohse, George A. , Pvt
Dolce, Dominick A. , Pfc
Doler, Henry C., Sgt
Dolinski , Joseph F., T I Sgt
Doll, John J., SI Sgr
Dolmy, John , Sgt
Domanico, James ]. , Pfc
Dombroski, Louis A., SI Sgt
Dombrowski , Alexander J, SI Sgt
Dombrowski , Thadeus Z., Pvt
Dominski , Chester]., SI Sgt
Dompier, Dwight L., Pvt
Donahue, Francis E., Pfc
Donahue, George ]. , Pfc
Donahue, Jerome]., T l5
Donahue, Thomas A. , SI Sgt
Donaldson, Bill A., Cpl
Donaldson, Charles A., Pvt
Donaldson, William R. , Pfc
Donalson, John A. , Cpl
Donanberg, Isidore, Pfc
Donche, Edward, Pfc
Doncses, Edward J. , Pvt
Donlin, Paul]., Pfc
Donnelly, Daniel J., Pvt
Donnelly, Edward, Cpl
Donnelly, Hugh F., Pvt
Donoghue, John J. , Pvt
Donohue, Roger M., Pvt
Donohue, Timothy D. , Pvt
Donovan, John H ., Pfc
Donovan, John J. , T l4
Dooley, Clarence P. , SI Sgt
Doran, Joseph P., Pvt
Doremus, Clarence L. , Pfc
Dorety, James E., Jr. , Pfc
Dorman, Kermit W., Pfc
Dorow, George B. , Jr., Pvt
Dorr, James M ., Pfc
Dorsch, Herbert F. , Pfc
Dorski, Edward J., P/c
Dorzi, Guerino J. , Pvt
Doster, Ollie L. , Pfc
Dotson, Okey A., Pfc
Dory, Ernest E., Pfc
Double, Eugene 0 ., T l5
Doucet, Abby J ., Pvt
Doughefry, Edmund B., Pfc
Dougherry, Edward J., Pvt
Dougherry, Jack A., Pvt
Dougherty, John W., Pfc
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Dougherty, Richard S., Sgt
Doughty, Clarence W. , Pfc
Douglas, Charles T. , Pfc
Douglas, Jessie L., Pfc
Douglas, Leslie F., T /5
Douglas, Raymond S. , Pvc
Douglass, Charles H. , Pfc
Dovey, James G ., Jr. , Pvt
Dow, Samuel, Pvc
Dowd, Harvey B., Pvt
Dowdney, Frank B., Pvt
Dowdy, Herman B., Pfc
Dowdy, James M., Pvt
Dowdy, John W., Pvt
Dowdy, Melvin L., Pvt
Dowell, Russell]. , Pfc
Dowling, Claude, Pvt
Downey, JosephS. , Sgt
Downing, J, H., Pvt
Downing, Robert D., S/ Sgc
Downing, Rudolph A., Jr .. Pvc
Downs, Silas L., Pvt
Doyle, Charles L., Sgt
Doyle, Cobet, S/Sgt
Doyle, Edward G., Pfc
Doyle, John E., Pvt
Doyle, Walter]., Pvt
Dozier, Donald H., Sgt
Dozier, William E., Pfc
Drager, Milford P. , Sgt
Drager, Vi ctor 0., P/c
Dragon, William H., T/5
Drake, Delbert W., Pvt
Drake, James 0., Pvc
Drake, Joseph T., Pvt
Oral, Joseph S., Pfc
Dreibelbis, JohnS., T/3
Drewnowski, Walter G., Pfc
Drexler, Ralph C., SfSgt
Driggers, Samuel A., 1/ Sgr
Driggs, Charles H., Pvc
Dripps, John F., T/5
Drobnick, Ludwig A., Sgt
Dropchinski, Peter P., Pvt
Drose, Laurel E., S/Sgt
Drozdowicz, Carl B., S/Sgr
Druckhammer, Edwin, Sgt
Drufke, Fred A., Sgt
Drum, J. C., Pvt
Dryden, William V., Pfc
Duboise, Louis D. , Pfc
Dubreuil, Leo J., Pvt
Dubsky, Arthur J .. Pfc
Duckett, Martin J,, Pvt
Duclose, William T. , Sgr
Dudderer. Edward L., T/5
Duden , Marvin W., Pfc
Dudney, Loyd, Pfc
Dudrich, Charles, Pvt
Dttensing, Edward F., P1J1
Duffy, Royce E., Cpl
Duffy, Jack C., Pvt
Duffy, John C., Pfc
Duggins, Odell, Pvt
Duh, Ernest, Pvt
Duhancik, Nicholas, Jr., Pfc
Dukes, Eaford E., Pvt
Dula, John B., Pfc
Duley, Ralph F., Pvt
D1mbar, lf/alse H., Pfc
Dun beck, Carl F., Pvc
Duncan, Albert D., Pvt
D1mcan, Beniamin B., TfSgt
Duncan, Henry B., Pvt
Duncan, Howard W., Pvc
Duncan, John, Pvt
Duncan, John R., Pfc
Dttncan, Patti D., Pvt
Duncan, Theodore, Pfc
Dundis, Alphonse, Cpl
Dunham, Julius H., Pvc
Dunham , Norman E., Sgt
Dunipace, Howard R. , Cpl
Dunwin, Harold W., T/5
D1mkle. Clarence A., Pvt
Dunn, Archie, Pvt
Dunn, Buford A., S/Sgt
Dunn, Clarence H .. Sgt
Dunn , Donald E., Pvt
Dunn, Donald L .. Pfc
Dunn, Earl F., Pvt
Dunn, Everett H .. Pvc
Dunn, James J., Pvt
Dunn, Morris E., Pvc
Dunn, Robert J ., Pfc
Dunn, Willard E., Pfc
Dunning, Donald L., Pfc
Dupree, Arthur W., Pfc
Dupuis, Albert J., Pvt

Durante, Salvatore A., Pvt
Durbin, Clement B., Pvt
Durden, Jinks N ., M/Sgt
Durham, Francis ]., Pvt
D11rham, Ralph P., Pfc
Durksen, Norman R. , Pvc
Durm, Leroy J., Pvc
Dusch!, Michael. Jr., Pvc
Dutchess, John ]. , Pvt
Duron, Cleo A., Pfc
Duva, George, S/Sgr
Dwyer, James]., Pvt
Dybick, John C .. Pfc
Dyer, James L., Pvt
Dygulski, Henry E .. SfSgt
Dyke, Ernest C., Pfc
Dykes, Edward A., Pfc
Dykes, Edwin P., SfSgt
Dyson, Harold R .. Sgr
Dyson, John W., S/Sgt
Dziadosz, George J., Sgr
Dziak, Mitchell A., Pvt
Dzubinski, Henry M., Pvc
Dzurilla, Michael V., Pvc
E
Eadem, Virgil R. , Pfc
Eades, Nathan W. , Pic
Eagen, George J. , Pfc
Eanone, Augustine V., Pvc
Earhart, David P., Pvt
Earle, John W., Sr., Pfc
Early, Earnest E., Pvc
Earp, Jack G., T/4
Earp, Stephen W. , Pvt
Easingwood, Arthttr R., Pfc
Eason, Andrew L., Jr., Pvc
Eason, King D., Pfc
Eaton, Richard F. , Pvt
Eaton, Riley 0., Pvt
Eaton, William H., Pvt
Eaves, Grady E., Pvc
Ebel, Melvin K., Pfc
Ebert, Clarence A., Pvc
Ebner, William F., Pfc
Eck, Herbert, Pvt
Eckenrod, Gervase A., Sgr
Eckerson, Carl H., Pvt
Eckert, Harvey]., Pic
Eckhardt, Herbert W. , Pfc
Eckles, Gratton H., Pvc
Eckman, George L., S/Sgt
Ecret, Wesley B., T/Sgt
Ecton, William H .. Pfc
Ector, George B. , Pvt
Eden, Wilbert L., Pvt
Edenhart, Thomas A., Sgt
Edens, Graydon F., S/Sgt
Edge, John H., Pvc
Edgington, Charles C., Pic
Edivan, Rocco ]. , 1/Sgt
Edmondson, Eudean T., Pfc .
Edward, Donald H. , Pvt
Edwards, Altie, Pvt
Edwards, Berry N., Pvc
Edwards, Claude R., Pvc
Edwards, Daniel M., Pvt
Edwards, David P., Jr., Cpl
Edwards, Donald H .. Pvt
Edwards, Farris E., Pvt
Edwards, Grover C., Pvc
Edwards, Robert D., Pfc
Edwards, Thomas R., Pvt
Edwards, Thomas W .. Jr., Pvt
Edwards, Wiley F., Pfc
Edwards, William K .. S/Sgt
Egerter, Harold E., Pfc
Eggerud, Oliver C., Pfc
Eggleston, Silas H. , Jr., Pfc
Egolf, Wilmer E., Pfc
Eickenhorst, Howard W., Pvc
Eiguren, Joseph V. , S/Sgt
Eimer, William E., Pvt
Einsig, Edwar E. , Pvt
Eisenhart, Dick, Pvc
Eisler, Louis, Pvc
Ekas, Philip D .. Pvt
Elder, William M. , T /4
Elders, Mabry, Pfc
Eldridge, John B., S/ Sgt
Eller, Francis J, C., Pvt
Elizondo, Enrique, Pfc
Elkins, Arthur J., Pvc
Ellenberger, John E., S/ Sgt
Ellender, Herman I., Pvt
Eller, Calvin E. I. , Pvt
Ellerbee, Marion 0., Pvc
Ellington, Howard, Pvt
Ellington, Isaac N., Pvc

Ellington, Paul B., Pfc
Elliott, Cym.r E., Sgt
Elliott, Fred A., Sgt
Elliott, Homer L., Pvt
Elliott, Richard A .. Pvc
Ellis, Delbert A., Pvc
Ellis, Howard L. , Pfc
Ellis, Joseph H. , Pvt
Ellis, Martin V., Pvt
Ellis, Raymond Q., S/ Sgt
Ellis, Richard H., Pvt
Ellis, William L., T/5
Ellison, Earkles C., Pvt
Elmatti , Andrew J .. S/ Sgt
Elmo, Michael B.. T /5
Elrod, Ralph L.. 1/ Sgt
Elsea, Glen D. , Pvt
Eltz, Richard J., Pvt
Embler, Broadus J .• Pfc
Emmel, Lloyd A., Cpl
Emmons, Clarence, P·vt

Enderer, Joseph, Pfc
Enfield, Leo L., Pfc
Engebretsen, Frank J., Pvc
Enger, Karl 0., Pvt
England, ]ames D. , Pfc
Engle, Louis H. , Pvc
Engles, Pete ]. , Pfc
English, Ausborn, Pvt
English, Handford R., Pfc
Enneking, Joseph A., ]r., P/r
Eno, Vernon R., Pvc
Enquist, William R., S/Sgt
Enterline, Richard]., S/ Sgt
Enyert, Robert D. , Pfc
Eorio, John B .. Pvt
Epley, Walter H., Pfc
Epstein, Harry, Pvt
Epstein, Lionel C., Pfc
Epstein, Louis M., Pvt
Erace, John J., Sgt
Erb, Homer F. , Pic
Erbe, George F. , Pfc
Erfort, John F. , T / Sgt
Erhardt, Edwin J., Pvt
Erickson, Henry E., Jr., Pvt
Erkinger, Edwin F., T /5
Ervin, Hilmer, T/4
Ervin, James B., Pvt
Erwin, Eugene H., Pvt
Erwin, Howard T., Pfc
Escareno, Joseph, Pvt
Escobar. Frank C., Pvt
Escue, Homer E .. S/ Sgt
Eskridge, Escal H., Pfc
Esparza, Guadalupe, Jr. , Pvt
Espinoza, Petronito, Pvc
Esposito, George W .. Pfc
Esquibel, Leandro, Pfc
Esquibel. Refugio A .. Pfc
Esquivel , Cecil M. , Pfc
Essick, Robert 0. , Pvt
Estave, Ernest E., Jr., Pvt
Estep, Donald W., Pfc
Estes, Clifford S. , Pfc
Estes, Ferman C., S/Sgt
Estes, Fred E., S/ Sgt
Estes, Harold C., Pfc
Estes, Lawrence C., Pfc
Estes, Thad is E., Pfc
Escremera, Juan, Pvt
Etheridge, Percy C., Pvt
Etheridge, Selby A. , Jr., Pvt
Ettensohn, Robert F., Pvt
Etter, Frank J .. Cpl
Etter, Ralph A., Jr .. T /3
Ettinger, FrankS., Pvt
Eubank, Dalton L.. Pvc
Eubanks, Coy R., Pvc
Eury, James .V., Pvt
Evans, Earnest L., Pfc
Evans, Edward L., Pfc
Evans, Howard W., Pvt
Evans, Jacques B. , 1/Sgt
Evans, Raymond D., Pfc
Evans, Robert, T /5
Evans, Thomas]., Jr., Pfc
Evans, William E., Pvt
Evans, William T., Pvt
Everett, Walter H. , Pvt
Everitt, Raymond E., Pfc
Eversole, Virgil L., Pfc
Ewald, Alvin L., Pfc
Ewers, William C., T/5
Ewing, CarlL., Pvt
Ewing, James E., Pvc
Eyanson, Theodore H., S/Sgt
Ezelle, Lennie A., Pfc
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Ezzell, Herman H .. Pfc
Ezzell, Robert D .. Pvc
F
Fadale, Joseph E., Pfc
Fair, Edward J. , Pvc
Fair, Paul I., Pvt
Fair, Ralph A .. Pfc
Faires, Joseph, Pfc
Fairlamb, John C., T /5
Faith, Lowell D .. Pvc
Fakete, Andrew J., T / Sgt
Falandys, Henry M., Pvc
Falco, Charles U., Pfc
Fallon, Frank J ., S/ Sgr
Fallstead, Coral C., Pvc
Fancet, Glenn L., Pvt
Fanning, William C., Pvc
Farace, August, Pfc
Farace, Joseph E., Pfc
Farias, Joseph E., Pfc
Farina, Peter P., Pfc
Farler, Alex, Pvt
Farley, Williflm ]. , Pt•t
Farmer, Billy A. , Pvt
Farmer, ]. B., Pvc
Farmer, Lewis H., T / Sgt
Farmer, Rockwell W., Pvc
Farmer, William D., Pvt
Farnttm, Part! R .. S/Sgt
Farrah, Joseph, Pfc
Farrar, Ira G., Pvt
Farrel, John T. , Pfc
Farrell, Charles lV.. Pl't
Farrell, Edward J., Pfc
Farrell, Frank X .. Pfc
Farrell, Peter L., Pvt
Farrell, William V., Jr. , Cpl
Farris, Cecil M., Pfc
Farris, Harold H., Pfc
Farroni, Amilchera M .. Pvt
Farthing, Woodrow N., Pvc
Farwell, William D., Pvt
Fasnacht, Paul A., Pvt
Faulk, Harris E., Pfc
Faulkenberry, William H. , Pvt
Faulkner, John W., Pvt
Faust, Attbry E., Pfc
Fay, James R., Pvt
Fazio, Joseph F .. Pvt
Fazio , Vincenc, Pfc
Fazioli, Gennaro F.. PIc
Feaga, Charles L. , Pfc
Fear, John]., S/Sgt
Fearon, Roger C., Sgt
Feasel, Lois \Y/., Pfc
Feazell, Loyd, Pvt
Fecich, Mike, T /5
Fedak, WalterS .. Pfc
Fedder, Richard ]., Pvr
Federico, Joseph A .. Pfc
Fee. Thomas H., Pvt
Feely, James L. , Pvt
Feeney, John F., Pfc
Fehling, George E., S/Sgt
Fehnel , Walter H., Pfc
Feig, Julius, Pvt
Feimster, Bobby G., Pvt
Feinscein, Bernard, Pfc
Feinstein, Gerald , Pvt
Feise. Charles A .. Pvt
Felder, Roy, Pvt
Feldman, Irving, Pvt
Feldman, Norman, Pfc
Feldman,, Patti F., S I Sgt
Feldner, Edwin G., Pfc
Felice, Joseph R., Pvt
Feltz, Joseph L. , Sgc
Fenster, Henry, Pvt
Fenton, Robert E., T /4
Fentress, Duane W., Pfc
Ferguson , Clifford M., Pvc
Ferguson, Fred, Pvt
Ferguson, John W., Sgt
Ferguson, Walter J., Pvt
Ferich, William M., Pvc
Fernendez, Alfonse, Pfc
Ferraro, Nicholas C., Pfc
Ferrin, James E., Pvc
Ferruzzi, Robert C., Pt't
Fescine, Pasquale, Pvc
Fesler, Paul W., S/ Sgr
Feught, Llewellyn A., S/ Sgr
Feveryear, Charles H., Pfc
Fichura, John, Pvt
Ficoratta, Leonard R. , Pfc
Fields, Herbert L., Pvt
Fields, Leon M., Pvt
Fields, Marshall , T/5
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Fields, Richard H ., Pvt
Fields, Roland D ., Pvt
Fife, Arthur R ., Pvt
Fife, ]. V., Jr., Pvt
Fife, Lewis, P vt

Fifer, Edward C., Pvt
Filak, A nton A., P[c
Filie, Spartaco, SI Sgt
Filion, H enry J .. Pvt
Filipek, Stanley J ., Pvt
Filler, Herman P. , Pvt ·
Fillmore, Jimmie, Pvt
Filosemi, Gena, SI Sgt
Fincher, Rich ard L. , T I 4
Findsen, Elmer W. , Pvt
Fine, Ch arles F., Pfc
Fink, Charles E. , Pvt
Fink . R oger]. , P[c
Finkler, Robert C., Pvt
Finley, Abby, Pvt
Finn, Silvio L. , Pfc
Fiore, Nicholas J. , Pfc
Fiorenza, Patsy, Pfc
Firaben. J oseph H .. Pfc
Firko, Albert W., Pvt
Fischer, Arthur T ., T l5
Fischer, George A., SI Sgt
Fischer, Leo, Pfc
Fischer, Roy G., Pvt
Fischer, William H ., Cpl
Fischette, Ralph G., ]r., Cpl
Fish, Vernon E. , P[c
Fisher, Benjamin D. , Pfc
Fisher, Bernard, Pvt
Fisher, Cardiff M ., Cpl
Fisher, Charles \Y./. , Jr. , Pvt
Fisher, H arry W., Sgt
Fisher, ]ames H., SISgt
Fish er , JosephS., Pfc
Fisher, Orval C., Pvt
Fisher, Raymond J. , Pvt
Fisher , Robert E., Jr., Pfc
Fisher, Somerton W., Pfc
Fisk, Roy A., Pfc
Fissel!, Richard L., Pvt
Fitts, Hamilton A., Pvt
Fitzgerald, Cha rles R. , Pvt
Fitzgerald, J oseph H ., Pfc
Fitzgerald, Robert E., Pfc
Fitzpatrick, Bartholomew, Jr. , Pvt
Fitzpatrick, Clifford L. , Pfc
Fitzpatrick, D aniel]. , Pfc
Fitzsimmons. Thomas ]., P[c
Fitzwater, Charles E., Pvt
Fitzwater, Russell 0 ., Pvt
Fixe!, Ludwig]., Jr., Pfc
Fiacco, Dominick A. , Pvt
Flachs, Francis J .• Cpl
Flanagan , Dudd K ., Pfc
Flanders, Henry C., Pfc
Flanders, Hugh D ., Pvt
Flanders, Thomas E., Pfc
Flanzenbaum, Bernard, Pfc
Flavin, Timoth y L. , Pvt
Flebbe, J erome T ., Pfc
Fleischer, D onald, Cpl
Fleisner, Christopher. Pfc
Fleming, J ames A., Pfc
Fleming, Lawto n M., Pvt
Fleming, O tis H ., Pfc
Fleming, Walter L., Pvt
Flesch , J oseph ]., Pfc
Fleszar, Emil J ., Pvt
Fletcher, Earl D., Pi c
Fletcher, Robert A., P[c
Flickinger, George C., SI Sgt
Flinn, H enry C. , Pfc
Flinn, Richard A. , P[c
Flint, James H. , Pfc
Flood, George M. , SISgt
Florence, Lee H ., SISgt
Flores, Alfredo, Pte
Flores, Thomas H ., Pvt
Florida. John A., Pvt
Flory, Rufus R ., Jr., Pvt
Flourney, Barney F. , Pvt
Flowers, J oh n J .. SI Sgt
Flowers. Leonard C. , Pvt
Floyd, D avis N. , Pvt
Floyd, Stanley ]., P[c
Fly, Lafayette, Pvt
Flynn, Augustus K. , Pfc
Flynn, Francis W ., J r. , SI Sgt
Flynn, Frank, Pvt
Flynn, H arlow V., Pfc
Flynn, Joseph M .. Pvt
Fodor. Peter A. , Pvt
Foeh, Forrest T. , Pvt
Foeman, Roy V ., Cpl
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Fogelman, Alvin J ., Pfc
Foggiano, Frank, Pfc
Foley, Eugene M. , J r., Pvt
Foley, Francis D. , Pvt
Foley, William C., Jr. , Pfc
Foltz, H oye C., SI Sgt
Fontaine, Cha rles E., Pvt
Fontenot, Ira M., Cpl
Foote, Prentice L. , 11Sgr
Foran, Robert L. , Jr. , Pfc
Forbes, Leo F., Pvt
Ford, Cecil R ., Pfc
Ford, Leroy. Pvt
Fordham, Clarence ]. , Cpl
Fordham , James W ., Sgt
Fordham, Radeus E .. Pvt
Foree, Duron M., Pfc
Forema n, Edward L. , 11Sgt
Forgacs, J ohn C .. Pfc
Forgue. Francis R., Pfc
Forgy, Otis H. , Pte
Fo rney, J erome L. , Pfc
Forrest, Spencer, T I 5
Forrester, Jack, Pfc
Forsberg, Carl C., Pfc
Forshal!, H arold R., Pvt
Forsythe, Cha rles E., Pfc
Fortenbu ry, J ohn E., Pfc
Form er, John J. , Pfc
Portney, Herbert L., Pvt
Fortune, W illiam R. , Pvt
Foster, Billy A., T l 5
Foster, Bentley A., Pfc
Foster, Darrell, Pvt
Foster, Donald H ., Pvt
Foster, Eldon H ., Pvt
Foster, Franklin ]. , Pvt
Foster, J ohn E., Pvt
Foster, J oseph W ., Pvt
Foster, Lee B., S I Sgt
Foster, Lovell, Pfc
Foster, Marsh all, Pfc
Foster, Paul A. , Pvt
Foster, Randall E., Pvt
Foster, Robert E., Pvt
Fought, Joseph J. , Pfc
Fournier, W infred 0. , Pvt
Fousek, Lewis ] ., Sgt
Foushee, James C., Pfc
Foust , Harry E., Sgt
Fowler, George J .• Pvt
Fowler, Harry G., Pi c
Fowler, J oel T ., Pvt
Fowler , W illiam E., Pfc
Fowler, W illiam S. , Pfc
Fox, Donald C., Pvt
Fox, Ernst F. , SI Sgt
Fox, Ira C., Pvt
Fox, Paul, Pvt
f ox, Peter R ., Pvt
Fox, Wade E., Pfc
Foxen, Albert J. , Pfc
Foxx, Robert, Pfc
Frailicks, George, ]r., P[c
!'railing, Vilas C., Cpl
Fraley, Paul H ., Pvt
Fraley, Zader, Pfc
Frame, Samttel R ., P[c
France, Donald M. , Sgt
Francis, J ohn M ., Pfc
Francis, Ollie ] ., Pte
Franczek, John F., Cpl
Frank, Edmund, Pfc
Frankel, H arry, Pvt
Frankhouser , Bard L. , Pvt
Frankin, Juan A., Pvt
Franklin, George L. , Pvt
Franklin, J ames G. , T I Sgt
Franks, Price A. , Pfc
Frans, Ernest, Pfc

FraJZtz, Albert L.. Pvt
Franzen, R obert E. , Pfc
Fraser, Robert L. , Pvt
Fraser, Rolland E., Sgt
Fraser, W illiam J ., Pfc
Frarago, Michael H .. Sgt
Frazer, H arold C., Pfc
Frazier, Earl L., Sgt
Frazier, Thomas J. , Pfc
Frazik, Felix P ., Pfc
Frederick, Dale R., Pfc
Frederick, Rudolp h E., Sgt
Fredericks, T homas J ., Pfc
Freed, W illiam J ., Pfc
Freedman, George C.. P[c
Freedom , H enry E. , Pfc
Freels, Joh n W. , Pvt
Freeman, Adolph L. , Pvt
Freeman, Joh n M., Pfc
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Freeman, R ichard J., Sgt
Freeney, WilliamS. , SI Sgt
Freese, H arold M .. Pvt
Freese, Robert L. , Pvt
Freiburg, Walter. Pvt
FreiJter, Leonard F. , Pvt
Fremeaux, Hiram W. , Pvt
Freret, Edwin A. , Pfc
Freshw ater, Lawrence G. , Pvt

Freude, Charles H. , Pfc
Freund, Joseph W ., Pvt
Frey, Arthur P., Pvt
Fried, G eorge, Pfc
Friedel , Erl P., Pvt
Friedel, Frederick H. , Jr. , SI Sgt
Friedfel, Albert, Pvt
•
Friedrichsen. Paul H ., Pvt
Friendel , Irving J ., Pvt
Friendshuh, W illiam J ., Pvt
Frier, Aaron L. . T I Sgt
Frink, Leonard R. , Pvt
Friske, Robert 0. , SI Sgt
Fritz, Robert F. , Pvt
Froman, Roy C., Pvt
Frost, Claude, Pvt
Frost, Robert J .• Pfc
Freund, Elmer L. , Sgt
Fry, Carl F., SI Sgt
Pry, Lawrence H. , Sgt
Fry, Robert E., SI Sgt
Fryer, G rover C., Pfc
Fuchs, Bernard , T l4
Fuchs, J acob, Pvt
Fuckerson, W ilbur W. , Pvt
Fuelsch , Roy, Pfc
Fuentes, Max, Jr. , Pvt
Fugate, Kidd, T I Sgt
Ftthrel, Harry G., P[c
Fuhrman, Earl E., Pfc
Fuhs, Raymond C., Pfc
Fulgham , Marion L. , Pvt

Fulgham, Sal ies W ., Jr., Pvt
Fuller, Fred B., Pvt
Fuller, H enry R. , T l5
Fuller, J ohn H. , ? I Sgt
Fuller, J ohn W., Pvt
Fuller, Ronald B., SI Sgt
Fullington, Sam E., Pvt
Fulmer, Clyde B. , Pvt
Fulmer, Donnie C., 11Sgt
Fulp, J ack, Pvt
Fultz, Charles F. , T l4
Ftmchess, Robert L., P[c
Funderburk, General B. , Pvt
Funk, Emmitte C., Pfc
Funk, R ichard M., T l5
Funkhouser, Anthony W. , Pvt
Furgeson, Leroy A., Pfc
Furlo ugh , Elvin H. , Pvt
Furman, Alfred]. , Pfc
Furmanski, Albert M. , Pvt
Furst, Ernest A. , Pvt
Furze, Charles E., Jr. , Pvt
Fustini, Joseph L. , Pvt
Fyfe, J oh n A., Pvt
G
Gabehart, Ernest S. , T I Sgt
Gabrich, Frank L., Sgt
Gabriel , Cyril, Pvt
Gaddie, H erman F. , Pfc
Gaddis, Orville W., Sgt
Gagne, Donald R ., Sgt
Gagnon, W alter R ., Pvt
Gaines, Edgar V. , Pvt
Gaines, Lawrence C .. Pvt

Galaspie, Robert J ., Pfc
Galata, Andrew A. , J r., Pvt
Galek, Adam , Pvt
Gall, Julius, Pvt
Gallagher, James F. , Pvt
Gallagher, John D ., Pfc
Gallagher, Orville C., Pvt
Gallagher, Richard A., Sgt
G allagher, Robert J ., Pfc
Gallegos, Jose R ., Pvt
Galleo, J oseph L. , Pvt
G allick, George, Pvt
Galligos, Dm• B. , Pte
Gallimore, Vaughn, Pfc
Gallo, Kornell P., SI Sgt
Galloway, James R., Pvt
Gallowich, Theodore R., Pvr
Gallt, W illiam A., Pfc
Galvin, J ohn J. , Pfc
Gamble, Dwight G., T /4
Ganda, Theodore F., Pfc
Gandy, Howard W ., Pfc
Gandy, Luther K. , Pvt

Ganek, Frank J ., Pfc
Gangloff, Marcus C., Pvt
Gann, James L. , Pvt
Gans, Harold, Pvt
G ansell, Earle H ., Pfc
Ganzer, Sol, Pfc
Garaffa, Vincent R., Pfc
Garavalgia, John P., Pt e
Garber, Granville L. , Jr. , Cpl
Garcia, Felix A. , Pfc
Garcia, Ramiro, Sgt
Garcia, Richard D ., Pfc
Gardella, Mario , Sgt
Gardella, Michael, Pfc
Gardner, Benjamin F., Cpl
Gardner, Elroy F., Pfc
Gardner, Lynn C., T l 3
Gardner, Maurice L., Jr., Cpl
Garduno, Ernest ]., Pvt
Garefalos, J ames A., Pvt
G a rey, Kenneth P., Pfc
Garguillo, Gabriel J. , Pfc
Garland, Jack F., Sgt
Garlick, Eddie M., Pvt
Garling, H arold H ., Pvt
Garner, Hubert A., Sr., Pvt
Garner, Lelon H ., Pfc
Garner, Louis J ., Pfc
Garner, Richard C., Sgt
G arren, J ames 0 ., Pfc
Garrett, Anson E., Pfc
Ga rrett, D . L. , Pvt
Garrett, Marvin E. , Pvt
Garrison, Comer, Pfc
Garrow, Fred, Jr., Pvt
Garvie, J oseph R., Pfc
Garvin, William J .• Pvt
Gary, Earl G ., Pvt
Gary, Owen Z ., Pv,t
Garzaniti, Nicholas, Pvt
Gasda, Nick, Pvt
Gaskill, Eddie K ., Pvt
Gaskill, Harry ]. , Pvt
Gaston, Joseph H ., Pfc
Gates, Edward K. , Pvt
Gates, Fra nklin B., J r., Pvt
Gates, ] ohnny A., Pvt
Gates, Willis S., Pvt
G atke, John W ., Pvt
Gatrell, Emmet R., SI Sgt
Gatton, James E., Pfc
Gatzke, Otto E., Pfc
Gaucher, Arthur G., Pvt
Gaudet, Lloyd J ., Pfc
Ga ult, Andrew H ., Pfc
Gaunce, Vaiden, Pvr
Gauthier, Raymond, Pvt
Gauvin, J oseph A., Pvt
Gavel, H arold B., Pfc
Gavin, Francis M. , T l 5
Gawer, Clarence E., Cpl
Gaydeski , Walter, Sgt
Gayhart, Earl G., Pfc
G earha rt, Howard E., Pvt
G earhart, Warren K. , Pfc
Geary, Glenn IV., T l 4
Geary, J ames P., Pvt
Geary, J ohn L., Pfc
Geary, R ichard G., Pfc
Geen, Loy J ., Cpl
Geer, Robert A., Pfc
Geffen, Sam , Pvt
Geiger, LeRoy W., Pfc
Geigle, William , Pvt
Geisler, W arren H .. Pfc
Geisser, Raymond E., Pfc
Gendreau, Leon C. , Pvt
Generalovich, Alex , Pvt
Gensib, Benjami n E. , Pvt
Gentile, Armando, Pvt
Gentry, Eugene W ., Pvt
George, W illiam, Sgt
George/, Robert C. , Pte
Georgian, George, Pvt
Gephardt, Elroy A ., Pvt
Gerancher, Julius E., Pvt
Gerau , J oseph J .• Pfc
Gerdes, Edward M., Sgt
Gerhardt, Charles A., Pfc
Gerkits, H arry M., Pvt
Gerlach , W illiam D. , Pfc
Germek , John G., T l 5
Gerrity, W illiam F., Pfc
Gersrung, Robert E., T I Sgt
Gary, Herman B., Jr. , T l 5
Gesek, Konstanty, Pvt
Gesior, Edward A., Pvt
Getman, Clifford D ., Pvt
Gettemy, Harold W . , Pvt
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Getty, George H., Cpl
Gettys, Ray I., Sgt
Getz, Clarence E., Pvt
Getz, Harry E., Pfc
Giacalone, Louis, Pvt
Giacobazzi, Leo11. L., Pvt
Giacone, Carlo A., SISgt
Gialtongo, Pasq11ale C., Pte
Giamaccie, Austin R., Pfc

Giancola, Charles, Pvt
Gianelloni, Edward H., Tl5
Gibb, Ernest, Pvt
Gibbons, Joseph L., Pfc
Gibbs, John E., Jr., Sgt
Gibson, Hobart J., Pvt
Gibson, Jackson E., Pvt
Gibson, John J., SISgt
Gibson, Lewis M., Pfc
Gibson, Millard B., Pvt
Gibson, William H., TISgt
Gideon, Stephen A., Pfc
Gieseker, Bert I., TISgt
Giffin, Stuart M .., Pfc
Gigliotti, Joseph F., Sgt
Gil beck, John A., Pvt
Gilbert, Andrew 0., Pvt
Gilbert, Arthur L., Sgt
Gilbert, Clarence R., Pvt
Gilbert, John C., Pvt
Gilbert, Kenneth ]. , Pvt
Gilbert, Lloyd A., Pfc
Gilbert, Raymond P., Sgt
Gilbert, Robert E., Pvt
Gilchrist, Frederick G., Pfc
Gilchrist, Paul F., Pfc
Gile, Clarence L., Pvt
Giles, Alfred ]. , Pfc
Giles, Eugene J., Pfc
Gill, Carl M., Pic
Gill, ClydeL., Cpl
Gill, Ira S., Pvt
Gill, Parnell, Cpl
Gill, Thomas G., Pfc
G illaspy, John R., Sgt
Gilleland, William K., Pvt
Gillenwater, Hugh C., Pfc
Gillespie, George R., Pvt
Gillespie, Horace A., Pfc
Gillett, Clifford B., Pvt
Gilley, Forest, Pvt
Gilley, Hilton W., Pfc
Gilliam, Orville C., Pvt
Gillis, Leo E., Pfc
Gillis, William C., Pfc
Gillmore, Van R., Pvt
Gilmer, IVilliam IV.. Sl!.t
Gilmore, Ambrose H., Pfc
Gilmo11r, Alexander H., Pte
Gilroy, James, Pvt
Gilroy, Robert, Pfc
Ginglardy, Frank H., Jr .. Pvt
Ginsburg, Maurice L., Pfc
Giordano, James J., Sgt
Giovenco, Dominic, Cpl
Giroux, Francis A., Pvc

Girvin, Sumner W., Sgt
Givens, Charles 0., Pvt
Glacken, Charles A., Pfc
Glaser, Mike, Pvt
Glaspell, Homer U., Pfc
Glassberg, Joseph A .. Pvt
Glasser, Donald C., Pvt
Glassman, Harry R., Pvt
Glauser, Arnold F., Pvt
Gleason, John J., Pvt
Glennon. Thomas E .. Pfc
Glisson, Floyd H., Pvt
Gloodt, Pete ]., Pvt
Glore, Bernard B., Pfc
Glossip, John K., SISgt
Glatz, Bernard, Sgt
Glouak, Leo J., Cpl
Glowocka, Mitchell, Pfc
Glues, John T .. Sgr
Gluseczak, Stephen, Pfc
Goad,]. T., Pvt
Goar, Martin L .. Pte
Gobble, Holly, Pvt
Goble, Charles E., Pfc
. Goble, William F., Pvt
Goddard, Lloyd E., Pvt
Godfrey, James H., Sgt
Godfrey, Leroy R .. T I 4
Godfrey, Samuel G., Pvt
Godleski, Joseph A., Pvt
Godowski. Kurt J .. Pfc
Godsey, Chesley M., Sgt
Godshalk, Floyd K., Cpl
Godwin, Elzie W., Cpl

Goedecke, Melvin C., Pvt
Goetschius, Joseph E., Pfc
GoettSch, Vern W., Pvc
Goetz, James M., Pfc
Goetz, Walter F., Pvt
Goff, Jack R., Tl5
Goff, Robert W., Pvt
Gogueo, Felix J., Pvt
Goheen, George E., Pvt
Goins, Floyd G., Pvt
Goldberg, Allen L.. Sgt
Goldey, Byrnes L., Pvt
Goldblatt, Abraham, Pvt
Golden, Joe, Jr., Pvt
Goldman, Albert A., Pvt
Goldman, Seymour, Cpl
Goldman, Seymour ]., Pvt
Goldstein, David, Pvt
Golec, Eugene E., Pvt
Golec, John F., 1 ISgt
Gomez, Gregory T., Pvt
Gomez, Luis L., Pvt
Gonitski, Walter A., Pvt
Gonnella, Julius R., Pvt
Gonzales, Celso M., Jr., Pfc
Gonzalez, Armando G., Pvt
Gonzalez, Floyd, Pfc
Gonzalez, Frederick, Pfc
Gooch, Christopher M., Jr., SISgt
Gooch, Russell, Pfc
Goodart, Leland E., SISgt
Goode, Eugene F .. Pfc
Goode, Vernon, Pvt
Goodenough, Lester J. D., Pfc
Goodman, Milburn L., Pfc
Goodman, Robert B., Pfc
Goodmascer, Harry, Pvc

Goodnight, Clyde F., Sgt
Goodnight, John L., Pvt
Goodnight, Marshall, Tl5
Goodridge, Glenn A., Pvt
Goodwin, Gordon R .. Pfc
Goodwin, Joseph F .. Pfc
Goodwin, Kenneth R .. Sgt
Goodwin. Paul E., Cpl
Goodwin, Norman E., Cpl
Goosie, Ross K., Pvt
Gordon, Aaron, Pvt
Gordon, Robert G .. Pfc
Gordon, Otis W., Pfc
Gordon, Walter L., Pvt
Goredkim, John, Pfc
Gorham, Elmer, Pvt
Gorlzyla, Melvin, Pvt
Gorman, John J .. Jr., Pvt
Gorski, Anthony, Pvt
Gosciminski, Antho ny S., Pvt
Gosda. Robert A .. Pfc
Gosnell, Robert W., Pvt
Gosnell. Samuel A., Pfc
Goss, Do11ald R., Pfc
Gotwald, George H., Pvt
Goudreau, Francis]., Pfc
Gourgues, Eugene A .. Pvt
Gourlay, Robert H .. Pvt
Gourley. John S., Pvt
Govea, Frank F .. Pvt
<.owald, .John R .. Pvt
Gowan. Howard S .. Pvt
Goward, John R., Pvt
Grabowski, Edward J., Sgt
Grace, Luther. TISgt
Graczalny, William P., Pvt
Gradetskv, Mathew R., Pfc
Grady, Charles F .. SISgt
Grady, John F., Pvt
Graff, Lionel D .. Col
Graham, Irvin C., Pvt
Graham, Lloyd A .. Pvt
Graham, Loren W .. Pvt
Graham, Ralph I., Pfc
Grahm, Merwin B .. Sgt
Gramm, Elmer J .. Pfc
Grana, John G., Pvt
Granata, James J .• Pvt
Granberry, Homer R .. Pfc
Granese, Anrhonv J .. Pvt
Granier, Joseph E.. Pfc
Grant, Albert C., Pvt
Grant, John S.. Pvt
Grant, Joseph R .. Sgt
Grant, Richard IV.. Pte
Grant, Troy W .. Pvt
Grantham, Shelbottme L.. Pte
Grassia. Ralph. T/5
Grate, Robert J .• T I 4
Gratunik, Henry E.. 1 /Sgt
Gravelle, William]., Pvt
Graver, Alvin H., Pfc

Graves, IVilliam 0., Pvt
Gray, Carl B., Tl5
Gray, Carl F., Pvt
Gray, Edward]., Pvt
Gray, Hurshelle, Pfc
Gray, John T., Pvt
Gray, RobertS., Pvt
Grayson, Alvis R., Pvt
Greathouse, Willis B., SISgt
Greb, Earl W., Pfc
Greco, Frank J .• Pvt
Greco, Raymond B., Cpl
Green, Coleman A., Pvc
Green, Edward F .. Pvt
Green, Frank J., Pvt
Green, Herman H., Pvc

Green, Isaac V., Pvt
Green, John C .. Pvt
Green, Johnnie C., Pfc
Green, Leonard L., Pfc
Green, William A .. Tl4
Greene, Elbert R., Pvt
Greene, Frederick E., Sgt
Greene, James B., S/Sgt
Greene, John H .. Pfc
Greene, Leland W., Pfc
Greene, Madison C., I ISgt
Greene, Robert J .. Pfc
Greenhoe, Kenneth J., Pfc
Greenspan, Daniel, Pvt
Greenstreet, Charles W., Pfc
Greer, Caleb ]., Pfc
Greer, Donald H., Pfc
Greer, John C., Pvt
Greer, Paul H .. Pfc
Greer, Walter V., Pvt
Gregg, Alvin E.. T/5
Gregoli, John. T /5
Gregory, Dallas H .. Pvt
Gregory, John D .. Pfc
Greiner, Jack E .. Jr .. Pfc
Greis, Raymond G .. Tl3
Grelyak, Steve F .. Pvt
Cremin, Joseph A., Pvt
Grenier, Albert A., Pvt
Grenier, Henry]., Pvc
Grenko, Joe, Pfc
Grennan. Harvey]., Pvt
Grenon, Paul E .. Pvt
Gresham, Dee C., Pvt
Grey, George A .. Pvt
Greynolds, Ralph G., Pfc
Grganovich, John M., Pvt
Grich, Henry M., Jr., Pvt
Gries, Edward F .. T/4
Griffin, Harvey D., Pfc
Griffin. Howard L., Pfc
Griffis, Albert, Pvt
Griffis. Erie L .. SISgt
Griffith, Clarence E., Pvt
Griffith, Earl C., Sgt
Griffith, Napoleon M .. Pvt
Griffith, Willard P .. SISgr
Griffith. Willard W .. Pvt
Griffitts, Arthur F., Pvt
Grimes, Arthur F., Pvt
Grimes, Everett E., Pvt
Grimes. Harley C .. Jr., Tl5
{,.riner, Theron W .. Pvc
Grissom. Voying W., SISgt
Griswold. William C.. Pvt
Grochowski, Frank, Pfc
G rolf, Lester C.. Pfc
Grogan, Clyde G., Pvt
Groh, Carl F .. Jr., TISgt
Grolman, Svdney, T 15
Gromek, William T., Pfc
Gromer. William C., S/Sgt
Gronwald, Walter A .. Pvt
Gras, Gaston D .. T/Sgt
Groseclose, Virgil A., S/Sgt
Gross, Desmond A., Cpl
Gross, Martin M., Pfc
Grossman, Joseph N., Pvt
Grossnickle, Gerald M., Pvt
Grove, Charles E., Pvt
Grover, Robert G., Pvt
Grubb, Harold W., SISgt
Gruca, Edward S.. Pvt
Grummel, Harold F., Cpl
Grundv. Max L., Pvt
Grunfeld. John J .. T 15
Grunthalt, Jerome D., Sgt
Gryska, Bernard ]., Pvt
Grzybowski, Henry F., T/4
Grzywinski. Richard S., Pvt
Guarnieri, Anthony L., Sgt
Gude, Leonard E., SISg\
Gueho, Edward, Pfc

Guerin, Louis I.. Pvt
Guerrere, John V .. SISgt
Guessford, Keller W .. Pvt
Guffey, Winfred H., S/Sgt
Guidrez, Harold M., Pvt
Guidry, Hayes J .. Pvt
Guidry, Willie, Pvt
Guiles, Glenn H .. Pfc
Guilliams. Paul F., Pvt
Guillory, Ray B., Pvt
Guillot, Earl L., Sgr
Guldner, John W .. Pvt.
Gull berg, Carl S., Pvt
Gully, John R., Pvt
Gunderson, Richard P., Pfc
Gunter, Elbert, Pvr
Gunter, Ellis I.. Pfc
Gunter, L. E., T ISgt
Gurka, Chester]., Pfc
Gurley, Quinten J .• Pvt
Gustafson, Ralph W., Pvt
Gustafson, Walter G., T 15
Gustinis, Charles F., Pfc
Guthrie, Roy A., Pfc
Gutkowski, Theodore ]. , Pvt
Gutman, William, Pvt
Guzaitis, Stanley A., Pvt
Gwaltney, James R .. Sgr
Gwin, Joseph H., Pvt
Gwinn, Floyd D .. Pfc
Gwynn, William L., Pvt
H
Haas, Herbert J .. Tl5
Haas, Theodore, Jr .. Pfc
Haass, Jerome A., Pfc
Haats , Theodore, Pfc
Habenmehl, Robert A., Pfc
Habich, Eric G., Pvt
Habinka, Joseph. Pvr
Haburn, Melvin J .. Pvt
Hadler, Raymond R., Pvt
Hadley, Lyle G., Pvt
Hadttot, Gyms H., SISgt
Hafelein. James R., Pfc
Hafner, Donald, Pvt
Hagan, Joseph V .. Pvt
Hagen, Tom W., Pvt
Hager, J. D., Pvt
Hagerty, Charles B .. Pfc
Hagler, James R., Pvr
Haines, Daniel M., Pvt
Haines, Robert E., Pfc
Hairfield, Samuel F., Tl5
Hakala, Charles B., Pvr
Hakala, ]Valdemar A., TISgt
Hake, Leo H., SISgr
Halasy. Rudolph J .. S/Sgt
Hale, Desmond D., Tl5
Haley, James F .. Pyt
Hallin. Oliver M., Cpl
Hall, Billie A., Pfc
Hall, Burdette J .• Pvt
Hall, Eldon L., Pvt
Hall, Eldridge E., Pvt
Hall, Emerson C., Pvt
Hall, George F .. Pvt
Hall, Harry E., SISgt
Hall, Harry H., Pfc
Hall, James H., Pfc
Hall, James M .. Sgt
Hall, Jesse G., Pvt
Hall, Ralph W., Pvt
Hall, Raymond S.. SISgt
Hall, Russell T., Pvt
Hall,- Vernal. Pvt
Hall, Willard L., Pfc
Hall, William J .. Pvt
Hall, Woodrow S., Tl4
Hall an, Charles E., SISgt
Hall brook, William F .. Pvt
Hall ion, Vincent A .. Pvt
Hallman, Lloyd T .. Pfc
Haluka, John M., Pvt
Haluska, George, Pfc
Ham, Louis A., Pvt
Hamady, George, Pfc
Haman, Richard 0., Pvt
Hamblen, Donald P .. Pfc
Hambleton, Joseph 1V., P11t
Hambleton, 1Valter L., P11t
Hamby, James B., Sgt
Hamel, Roland. SISgt
Hamilcon, Benjamin S.. Pfc
Hamilton, John E.. Pfc
Hamilton, Richard \VI., Pvt
Hamilton, Robert D .. T 15
Hamilton. Roy A .. Pvt
Hamilton, Samuel C., Sgt
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Hamlett, Rupert, Sgt
Hamlin, Miles L., Tl5
Hamm, Everett C., Pvt
Hamm , John J. , Pfc
Hamm, LA-wrence G., P/c
Hamm, Paul T., Pvc
Hammersley, Robert L. , Pvc
Hammer, Reynold B. , T l5
Hammond, John K., SI Sgt
Hammond, Lyle I. , Pfc
Hammond, Robert L. , SI Sgt
Hammond, Roy F., Pvt
Hamor, Thomas M. , Sgt
Hampton, Vernal C., T l4
Hamren , Swan 0. , Pvt
Hancock, Herbert R. , Pvt
Hancock, Wallace M ., Pfc
Hand. Edward L. , Pvt
Handley, Cleo, Pvc
Handley, George H., Pvt
Hanenkrat, Forrest R. , Pfc
Hanifan, Neil E .. SI Sgt
Hanke, Nathon R. , Pvt
Hankins, Hoyle 0., Pfc
Hann , Theron L. , Pvt
Hanna, Brite P., Pfc
Hanna, Joe B. , Pvt

Hanna, Thomas A., Sgt
Hannah , Arnold, Pvc
Hannah, James W. , SI Sgt
Hansel, Claud L. , Pvt
Hansen, LaVerna V. , SI Sgt
Hansen, Lyle H., Pvc
Hansen, Philip F., M I Sgt
Hanson, James T., Jr., SI Sgt
Hanssen, Haakon S. , Pvt
Harasimowicz, Edwin L. , Pvt
Harbaugh , Jack B. , TISgt
Harbeck, CecillV., Pte
Harbin, Willie H., Pvc
Hardeman. Jack]. , S I Sgc
Hardesty, Glen W., Pfc
Hardin, James T. , Pvt
Hardin, Tom, Pvt
Harding, William F. , Pfc
Hardison , Clifford E., Pvc
Hardrath. Howard R., T I Sgt
Hardt, Clarence, SI Sgt
Hardy, William H., T l5
Hare, John D.. Pfc
Hargett, Henry R., Pvt
Hargis, Cecil F .. Pvc
Hargis , Charles F., Cpl
Hargraves, James C., Pvt
Hargrove. William A., Pvt
Harkins, Pearl R., Pvt
Harkinson, James H .. Pfc
Harlow, Joseph W. , Pvt
Harm,an, Charles]., Sgt
Harman, Emmett I., Jr., Sgt
Harmening. Charles D., Pvt
Harmon, Charles C., Sgt
Harmon. Howard H ., Pfc
Harms, Roy F., Pvc
Harner, Leroy A .. Sgt
Harney, George J.. Jr., Pvt
Haroldson, Sven 0 ., Pvt
Harp, Roy L. , T I 4
Harp, Wilbur S., T / Sgt
Harper, Eddie L., Pfc
Harper, Ervin T., Pvt
Harper, John R., Pvt
Harper, Lloyd R .. SI Sgt
Harper, Robert E. , Pfc
Harper, Willie B. , Tl5
Harpole, Press B. , Pvc
Harrell, George L., Pfc
Harrell. Grover. Jr. , Pvt
Harrell. Hayse, Pvt
Harrell, Rozier C.. SI Sgt
Harriman, Edward R .. SI Sgt
Harriman, Lewis H. , Pvt
Harrington, John M., Pvt
Harrington, Michael]. , Pvt
Harris, Archie L. , Pvt
Harris , Charlese, Jr., Pfc
Harris, Frank C., SI Sgt
Harris, George, Jr .. Pvc
Harris, George I . V., Cpl
Harris. John W., T/5
Harris , Lawrence W .. Pfc
Harris, Norman G. , Pvt
Harris, Olen J ., Pvt
Harris, Robert C., SI Sgt
Harris, Thomas A., S I Sgt
Harris, William F .. Pvc
Harrison , Dale L. , Pfc
Harrison, Hughie, SI Sgt
Harrison , John Q. , Pfc
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Harrison , Nick R. , Pvt
Harrison, Robert A., Pvc
Harrison, Walt D ., Pfc
Harrison, William R. , Pfc
Harsey, Arthur F. , Sgt
Hershbarger, George W., Sgt
Harsy, Leonard G., TISgt
Hart, Calvin S., Pvt
Hart, George N., SI Sgt
Hart, Howard, Sgt
Hart, Jack N. , Pfc
Hart, Robert T., Pfc
Hartfield, Leroy, Pfc
Hartle, Jesse E., Sgt
Hardey, Morris, Pvt
Hartman, Billie B., Pfc
Hartman, Daniel, Pvt
Hartman, Irwin]., Pvt
Hartman, William, Pvt
Hartmann, Robert J., Pfc
Hartneck, Clifford J., SI Sgt
Hartsell, CharlieR., Pfc
Hartsell, Raymond C., Pvt
Hartzfeld, Ernest C., Pfc
Hartzog, Kenneth T. , Pvt
Harvey, Karl C., Pvt
Harvey, Lester R .. Pvt
Harvey, Cicero, Pvt
Harvey, Fred A. , Pvt
Harvey, Harold V., Pvc
Harwood, Hurley, Cpl
Haschak, Joseph, Pvt
Rases, Abraham, Pfc
Hash , Elmer S., Pvc
Haske, George J.. Pvt
Haskins, Edward J.. Sgt
Haslage, John T., Cpl
Haslam , Warren K. , Pvt
Hassell, Louis E., Jr. , Pfc
Hassinger, Richard C.. Pfc
Hastings, George E., Cpl
Hastings, John E. , Pvt
Hasty, Hurshell G. , Pvt
Hatch , Donald F., Pvt
Hatch, Donald W. , Pfc
Hatcher, David I. , Pvt
Hathcock, Fred H ., Pfc
Hathcock, Lawrence E., Pfc
Hatheway, Montford L., Sgt
Hatley, Alva J., Sgt
Hatstat, Frederick W., Jr. , Pvt
Hatton, Joe G., Pfc
Hauber, Louis C., Pvt
Hauck, Harold F., S/Sgt
Haugen. Oscar L.. Pfc
Haun, James P., SISgt
Hauseman, Arrhur C.. Pvt
Hauser. Clarence R., Pfc
Havalotti , Patrick, Pvt
Havelick, John, Cpl
Haverstick, Robert F., Pfc
Haviland , John D., Pfc
Havner, Robert W., Pvt
Havrilla, Paul, Pvt
Hawkins, Benjamin T .. Pvt
Hawkins, Charles B., Pvt
Hawkins, Eddie, Pfc
Hawkins, Edtvard D. , Pte
Hawley, Homer C.. Sgt
Hawtsk, Walter, Cpl
Hay, Wallace G ., Pvt
Hayden. Thomas H., Pvc
Hayes, Carroll D., Pfc
Hayes, Daniel W., Pvc
Hayes, James M. , Pvt
Hayes, James P., Pfc
Hayes, Robert C.. Pvc
Haynie, Joseph G .. Pfc
Haynie, Mack F., Pfc
Haynie. Robert V .. Pvt
Hays, James M., Pfc
Hayward, Charles A .. Pvc
Hazel baker, Carrol S., Pvt
Hazelbaker. Forest, Jr. , Sgt
Hazelton, Ralph H. , Pvt
Heacock, Martin T. , Sgt
Head, Charles B., Pfc
Headrick, William E. , SI Sgt
Heany, Theodore W., T l4
Heard , Dabney S. , Pfc
Heard, Joseph T. , T ISgt
Hearn, Abner T., Pvt
Hearon . Melvin, Pfc
Heath, Harry, Pfc
Heath, Wayne W., Pte
Heatherly, Norman A .. Pfc
Heavner, Robert L. , T I Sgr
Heckart, Louis F. , Pvt
Heckart, Louis F. , Pvt

Heckman, Charles K., T l5
Heckman, Harold F., Pvt
Hedden, Lee A., Pfc
Hedgepeth, Joseph E., Pfc
Hedges, Harold D .. Pfc
Hedrick, Charles W. , Tl5
Hedrick, Clayton W., Pvt
Heefner, Daniel]., Pvt
Heenan, George E., Pvt
Heenan, William J .. Pvc
Heffner, Clair C., Cpl
He/lin, Shelby B. , Pfc
Hefner, Ernest G., Pfc
Hegen, Thomas, Jr. , Pvt
Heider, Albert G., Tl5
Height, Roy E., Pfc
Heikonen, John A., Pvc
Heim, Ernest E., Pvt
Heimbigner, Jacob, Pfc
Heine, Howard H., Pfc
Heiner, Scott W., Pfc
Heinrich, Oscar J., Pvt
Heinrich, Paul, Pvt
Heinzelman, Grant H., Pvc
Heillein, Christopher, Pfc
Helbig, Harvey T., Pvt
Held, Herbert M., Tl5
Held, Herbert M .. T I 5
Helion, William A., Pvt
Heller, Herbert G., T/5
Heller, Russell K., Pvt
Helligrath. Harold T. , SISgt
Helmick, Lawrence W. , T l5
Helms, Cecil, Pvt
Helwig, Robert M., Pfc
Hemmerling, William C., Pfc
Hemphill, James E., Pvc
Hemphill, John A. , Pvt
Henderson, Clarence F. , Pfc
Henderson, Elza, Pvt
Henderson, Henry J., SISgt
Henderson, James A. , Pvc
Henderson, Olan, Pvc
Henderson, Oliver L., Sr .. Pvc
Henderson. William F .. Pvc
Hendrick, Walter J., Cpl
Hendrix. Austin, Pvr
Henke, Arnold H., Pvt
Henkel, Theodore, Pfc
Henken, Harry, Pvc
Henley, John A., Sgt
Henley, Ray 0., Pfc
Henley, Raymond L., Pvt
Hennessey, Joseph W .. Pfc
Henning, Andrew C., Tl5
Henrichs, Melvin L.. Pvc
Henrikson, George 0., Pvt
Henry, Junior B .. Sgt
Henry, Richard B., Pvt
Henschel, James A .. Pvt
Henshall. Thomas R .. Pfc
Hensley, Henry C., T ISgt
Hensley, Joe E., Pvc
Hensley, Leonard E .. Pvt
Henson, Alfred J. , Pfc
Henson. Robert C.. Pvt
Henthorn, James H .. Jr., Pfc
Heon. Robert G .. Pfc
Herald, Shirley, S!<t
Herberger, Harry E. , Jr., Pvc
Herbo, John, SISgt
Hercing, John. Pvt
Herdzik, Edward E., Pfc
Heriard, Clarence .T .• T /5
Hermann, Wesley R., Cpl
Hernandez, Alejandro. Pvt
Herndon, Richard C., Pfc
Herr, Clarence E. , Pvt
Herring, Donald E., S/Sgt
Herrington, Lindsay, Tl5
Herriron, Patrick W., Pvr
Herron, Elden V., Pvt
Herron, James W. , Tl4
Hersh, Merton. Pvc
Hersman, Clyde G .. Pvc
Hervieux, Albert, Pvt
Herzberger. John H., Pvt
Hess, Floyd, Pvt
Hetherly, Norman A., Pvc
Heusner, Robert, T 15
Heder, WilliamS. , Pfc
Hetherly. Norman A .. Pvt
Hewett, Jerome K., SI Sgt
Hewett, Lee V .. Pvt
Hewlett, Alfred, Pvt
Heyduck, Philip J .. Sgt
Hiatt, Delmar G., T I Sgr
Hiatt, Louis I. , Sgt
Hickle, George G ., Pvt

Hickman, Gorrell, M I Sgt
Hickman, Ralph L., Pfc
Hickox, James D ., Pfc
Hicks, Claude, Pfc
Hicks, Denzil E .. Pfc
Hicks , Jack G., Pvt
Hicks, James A., Pvt
Hicks, Morris K. , Pfc
Hicks, Q. B. , Pvt
Hicks, Robert L. , S/Sgt
Hicks, Tom W., 11Sgt
Hicks, Vilous C., Pvc
H icks, Walter H., Jr. , T l5
Hicks, William J .. Cpl
Hidalgo, Ramon. B. , Pvt
Riemer, Leo R., Pvc
Higginbotham, David 0., Pfc
Higginbotham, John F., Pfc
Higginbotham , Wilburn E., Pvc
H iggins, Andrew J. , Pvt
Higgins, DanS., Pte
Higgins, Francis M. , Pfc
Higgins, George W., Pvc
Higgs, Joseph D., Sgt
Higgs, Richard L., Pvt
Highes, James F., Pfc
Hightower, William R. , Sgt
Hilbourne, Gary, Pvt
Hilker, Reuben B., T l5
Hill, Daniel J., Pvt
Hill, Elmer C., Pfc
Hill, Gordon M. , 11Sgt
Hill, Harold lV., Pic
Hill , Joel A., Pvt
Hill, John A. , Pvt
Hill , Morrill A .. SI Sgt
Hill, Raymond H., Pfc
Hill, William B., Cpl
Hill, William L. , Pvt
Hill, William N .• SI Sgc
Hilleary. Donald R., Pvc
Hillier, Leslie J., Pfc
Hillis, Philip C., T / Sgt
Hiltner, John W., T l5
Hilton, Paul V., Pvc
Hilton, Thurman D .. Pvt
Hilverkus, Herman E .. Pfc
Hindbaugh, Tom A. , Pvc
Hinds, James J .. Pvt
Hinkel, Samuel, Pfc
H inson, Andrew W., Pfc
Hinson, James L., Pvc
Hinyub, Elmer J., Pvc
Hiser, Richard A. , Pvc
Hisker, Eugene C., Pvc
Hite, Kenneth M., Tl5
Hlavaty, Godfrey A. , Pfc
Hoagland, Harry V. , Cpl
Hobbs, Carl E .. Pfc
Hobbs, Elmer H. , T l4
Hobbs, Oscar F., Pfc
Hobson, Alfred H. , Pvt
Hoder, Louis A., Pvc
Hodge, Carl L., Pvt
Hodges, Archie L.. Pvc
Hodges, Buster, Pfc
Hodges, Leonard E., Pvt
Hodgins, Hubert A., T I Sgt
Hofer, Nathan A., Pvc
Hoffman, Abraham, Pvt
Hoffman, Beverly C., Pvc
Hoffman, Carl E., Pte
Hoffman, Hyman A., Pvt
Hoffman, LeRoy A., Pvt
Hoffman , Walter W., Pfc
Hoffmeyer, Robert, Pvt
Hofpauir, Albertis, Pfc
Hofrichter, George C., Pfc
Hogan, George A., Pvc
Hogan, Harry J., Pfc
Hogan, Rayford D. , TISgt
Hogan, Thomas R., Pvt
Hogancamp, Lester E., Pfc
Hogg, Dalton L., Pvc
Hogg, Ruffin B., Jr., Pvt
Hogg, William, TISgt
Hogge, William P., Pvc
Hogue, Clifford, Pvt
Hog11.e, Nyman L. , Pvt
Hoisington, Robert W. , Pvt
Hoke, Eldridge L., Pvt
Hokenson, Arthur G .•. Pvc
Holcomb, Harvey, Pvc
Holder, Sam D. , Pvt
Holdsworth , Charles S .. Pvc
Holland, Carl E., Sgt
Holland, Charles, Pvc
Holland, Chester B. , T I 4
Holland, Kermit F., Pfc
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Holland, Leonard R., Pfc
Holland, Leslie D., Pvc
Holland, Loui D., Cpl
Holland, William C., Pvc
Hollaway, John E. , Pfc
Hollaway, Robert L., Jr. , Pfc
Hollier, Joseph 0., Pfc
Holley, Columbus N., Pfc
Hollimon, Woodrow, Pfc
Hollinger, Elsworth E., Pfc
Hollinger, Raymond C., Sgt
Hollingshead, Andrew D ., Pvc
Hollingsworth, James F., Pvc
Hollis, Guy B., SI Sgt
Hollis, Robert J., Pvc
Holloway, Johnnie W., Pfc
Holmes, Everett A., Pvc
Holmes, Howard V., Pvc
Holmes, Ralph A., Cpl
Holmes, Richard R., Pfc
Holmes, Robert L., SISgt
Holmes, William J .• Pvc
Holoway, Cecil 0., Pvc
Holpp, John Jr., Pfc
Holt, Bruce D., Pfc
Holt, Burton P., Pvc
Holt, Finis B., Pfc
Holt, Floyd S., Jr., Pvc
Holt, Lester M ., Pfc
Holt, William A., Pvc
Holton, Lawrence C. , Cpl
Holtz, Lester A., Pfe
Holzer, Willard, Pfc
Hornack, John, Pfc
Honaker, EarlL., Pvc
Honaker, Elza G ., Pfc
Honea, Ralph M., SISgt
Honeycutt, Elzie, Pvc
Honig, Joseph I., Pvc
Honkofsky, Oscar, Pvc
Honold, Albert]., SI Sgt
Hooper, Albert H., Pfc
Hooper. Harley E., Pte
Hope, Edward B., T l5
Hopf, Leo J .• Pfc
Hopfan, Robert P., Sgt
Hopkins, Herma, Pfc
Hopkins, John A., )r., Pvt
Hopkins, Wi/Uam B., Pfc
Hoppe, Cletus D., Pvt
Hopper, Rogan L. , Pfc
Hopson, Earl, Pfc
Hopson, Raven L. , Pfc
Hord, Earl E.. Pvc
Horenstein, Harold S., Pvt
Horesta, George, SISgt
Horlick, Louis. SI Sgt
Horn, Albert ]. , Pfc
Hornbeck, Archie R., Pvc
Horne, John F., Sr., Pvc
Horner, Harry F .. Pvc
Horner, Paul ]., Pfc
Horney, Wesley R., Pfc
Hornsby, Fletcher W ., Pvt
Horton, ] odie, Pvt
Hosford, James M. , Pfc
Hough, Thomas, Pvt ·
Houser, Willis G ., Pvt
Houston, Allen, Pvt
Houston, Cecil ]. , Pfc
Hover, Cha rles R ., Sgr
Hoversten , Robert T. , SI Sgt
Howanich, John, Pfc
Howard, George F., Sgc
Howard, Haywood E. , SI Sgt
Howard, Hughland Q., Pvt
Howard, John T. , Cpl
Howarth, Walter G ., Jr., Pvt
Howe, A. W ., Jr. , Pvt
Howe, Ernest, Pvt
Howe, Leon W., Jr. , Pvt
Howell, Leonard L., Pfc
Hower, Frederick D ., Pvt
Howland, J ames J .• SI Sgt
Hoxie, G eorge W ., Pvc
Hoyt, Glenn W ., Jr. , Pvt
Hrncir, Oscar J .• Pvc
Hrock, Frankie F. , Pfc
Hubbard, Edward L. , Pvt
Hubbard, Joseph W. , Pvt
Hubbs, Walter A. , Cpl
Huber, Edward T ., Pvc
Huber, George H., Pfc
Hudak, Joseph S. , Pfc
Hudak, Paul ]. , Pfc
Huddleston, Prentiss D ., Pvc
Hudgins, Stephen B .. Pvc
Hudson, Calvin D. , S~t
Hudson, Charles, Jr., Pfc

Hudson, Dwain E., Pvc
Hudson, Leon L., Pvc
Hudson, Melvin, Pvc
Hudspeth, William M., Pvt
Hudspeth, William F., Pfc
Huesner, Robert, Tl5
Huestis, Edward B., Tl5
Huff, Chalmers G., Jr., Pvc
Huff, Charles H ., Pvc
Huff, Clyde 0., Pfc
Huff, Ralph]., Pvc
Huffman, Curtis, Pvt

Huffman, ) ames M., Pvt
Huffman, MerrittS. , Pfc
Huffman, Roy C., Pvc
Hufty, Billy G ., Tl5
Hugh, Roy D., Pfc
Hughes, Cecil R., Pvc
Hughes, Charles E., Pvc
Hughes, Heber M., TISgt
Hughes, James F., Sgc
Hughes, James P., Pfc
Hughes, Kenneth E., Pfc
Hughes, Oliver]., Pvc
Hughes, Richard L., Pfc
Hughes, Robert S., T 15
Hughes, Russell M., Pfc
Hughes, Shelley, Pvc
Hughes, Talmadge R., Sgt
Hughes, William A., Pfc
Hulan, Norman J .• Pvc
Hull, Prue B., Pvc
Hulman, Thomas L., Tl5
Hulsey, Tom H. B., Pvc
Hummel, Edgar E., Pvc
Hummer, Marshall C., Pvc
Humphrey, Arlo E., Tl5
Humphrey, Harold L., Pfc
Humphrey, Joe]., Pfc
Humphries, Darrell D., Pfc
Humphries, Lonnie V ., Pvt
Humphries, William J .. T l 5
Hundley, Albert L., TISgt
Hundley, Clifford A., Pfc
Hungares, Evan A. , Sgc
Runnel, Charles A., Pfe
Hunsburger, George H .. Pvt
Hunt, Jesse L., Pvt
Hunt, John E. , Sgt
T-ltmt, Lester L., PIe
Hunt, Richard F., Pfc
Hunt, Roy E., T ISgt
Hunt, William R. , Sgt
Hunter, Alenzo E., Jr .. Pfc
Hunter, J. B., Sgt
Hunter, John E., Pvt
Hunter, Roy]., Pfc
Huntsinger, J . A. , Sgt
Huppenchal, Earl H., Pvt
Hurd, Owen, Pfc
Hurd, Vincent W., Pvt
Hurd, William F., Tl5
Huron, Alfred S. , Pvt
Hursey, Ernest L.. Pvc
Hurst, John H ., SISgc
Hurst, Leonard G ., Pvt
Hurst , Troy W., Pfc
Hurt, Robert E., Pfc
Huskins. LeeR., Pfc
Huston, Dwight H., T I Sgt
Huston, Ross L.. T l 5
Hutcherson, Buford E. , Pfc
Hutcheson, Lonnie B .. T I Sgt
Hutchings, Leon G. , Pfc
Hutchinson. L. W. , Pvc
Hutsell, Robert H .. Pvt
Hutzel, Kenneth W. , Pfc
Hyatt, Clyde H ., Pfc
Hyatt, Woodrow. Pfc
Hyden, Thomas H .. Pvt
H ydock. John W . , Pfc
Hyler, Walter T., SI Sgt
H ylen. Walter E., Jr., Pvc
H yronimus, Alvin T .. Pfc
lbaugh, Albert L. , J .• T I Sgt
lberti, Egidio B. , Pfc
Icenogle, Freeman F. , Pvc
lie, John W., T l 5
ldziorek. Joseph F., Pfc
Ihrig, Clinton J .• Sgr
lmbriale, Anthony J .• Pvc
Immekus, William M. , Pvt
Immel, Delbert L., Pfc
Imperiale, Ferdinand F., Pvc
Imrich , J ohn B., l i Sgt
Ingalls, Ivan R ., Pfc
l ugatNtnup, N elson. Pvt

Ingersoll, Donald R ., Pvt
Ingersoll, Willard L. , SI Sgt
]ngesoulian, George, Pvc
Ingram, George E., Jr. , SI Sgt
Insinga, Ralph, Pfc
Inzec, Ralph, Pvt
Irion, Lawrence E., T l5
lrmscher, William F., SI Sgt
Irons, Joseph, Pvc
Irvine, William G., Pfc
Isaac, George A.,Pt•t
Isaak, Walter, Pfc
Isabel, Herschel, Pvt
Isenbarg, Russel L. , Pvt
Iskowitz, Murray, Pfc
!slinger, Rupert G ., Pvc
Isner, Gordon, Pfc
ltson, Edward I., Pfc
Ives, Charlie L., Pfc
Iwankovicsch, Jacob). , SI Sgt

J
Jaber, Jack, Tl5
Jablonski, Edward W. , Pvt
Jack, Clyde H., Pvc
Jackson, Alford H. , Pvt
Jackson, Allen L. , Pvt
Jackson, Alpha, Pvc
Jackson, Arthur, Pfc
Jackson, Charles 0 ., Sgt
Jackson, Charlie D ., Pvt
Jackson, Cleare, Sgt
Jackson, Harry W ., Pfc
Jackson, Harvey R., Pvt
Jackson, Hiram W .. Pvc
Jackson, James L., Cpl
Jackson, Robert L. , Pvc
Jackson, Walter E.. Pvc
Jackson, William B. , Pvt
Jacobs, Carl A., T I Sgt
Jacobs, Charles E., Pvt
Jacobs, Matthew, SI Sgt
Jacobs, Philip G ., Pfc
Jacobson, Aaron, Pfc
Jacot, Cyril M .. Pvc
Jacquemain, Sylvester A . Pfc
Jaeger, Albert, Pfc
Jaidt, Eric J .• Pvt
Jakel, Saul]. , Pvt
James, Clinton W ., Pvt
James, Donald, Pvt
James, Eugene C. , Pfc
James, Francis C. , Pfc
James, Henry N ., Pvt
James, Layton B .. SI Sgt
James, Malvern, Sgt
James, Mevy H ., SI Sgr
James, Robert L., Cpl
Jamison, William L., Cpl
.Janak, Steve T. , SI Sgt
Janetzke. Leo J ., T l 5
.Janicki. Ted F. , Pfc
J ankowski , Anthony C., Pfc
Janney, Charles IV., Pfc
Janney, Fred, Pvc
Janosky, Stanley L. , Pvt
J anowski, Walter F., Pfc
Janss, Hugh , Pvc
Jantz, Calvin C., Pvt
Jaraczewski, Raymond). , Pfc
Jaramillo, Christopher]. , Pvt
Jarvis, Charles E.. T I 4
.Jarvis, James T., Jr. , Pfc
J arvis, Lonnie B. , Pvc
J arvis, Nelson P., Pvt
Jarvis, Wilber G., T l 4
.Tasch, George C., Pvc
Jasinski, W alter A., Pvt
Jaworski, Theodore J .• Pvt
J azvinski, Stephen F., Pvt
Jeannette, Gre-'!'ory, Pvt

Jeck, Edward W ., Pvt
Jechura, Edward, Pvc
Jefferies. Burford L. , T I 4
J effers, Melvi n C., Pvt
Jelinek, Frank J .. SI Sgr
Jenkins, Bernon T ., Pvc
.Tenkins, Bertram K. , Pfc
.Tenkins, Charles E.. Pvt
.Tenkins, Eddie E.. SI Sgt
J enkins, Edward]. , Sgt
Jenkins, Horace J .• Pvc
J enkins, J ames C. , SI Sgt
Jenkins, John T ., Pvc
Jenkins, Johnnie R .. J r., Pvt
Jenkins, Lawrence. Pfc
Jenkins, N orman H .. Pvt
le11kim , Ponie L., SI S?.t
J enkins. Richard D ., T I Sgt
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Jennings, Denzil!. , Pfc
Jenow, WilliamS. , Pvc
Jensen, Harlan P., Sgr
J eppsen, Wynn N., Pfc
J erger, Edward, Pvt
)espio, Chester A., SI Sgt
J ert, Barney M. , Pvc
Jetter, John C. , Jr., T I Sgt
Jezierski, Chester B .. T 15
Jezik, John M. , Pfc
Jiminez, Eliseo J. , Pvt
Job, Arthur, Sgt
J oel, Martin T .. Pvt
Johannes, Donald R .. Sgt
John, Richard G .. Pvt
John, Robert 0. , Pfc
Johns, Arthur, SI Sgt
Johns, Charles M. , Sgt
J ohns, John D .. Pvc
Johns, Thomas L. , T I Sgt
Johnsey, Thomas L. , Pvt
J ohnson, Albert M., T l 4
Johnson , Allen H. , Pfc
Johnson, Andrew, Pvt
Johnson, Billy G., Pfc
Johnson, Charles D. , SI Sgt
Johnson, Chester M. , Pfc
Johnson, Earl 0. , Jr., Pvc
Johnson, Eddie G. , SI Sgt
Joh nson, Edward E. , Pfc
Johnson, Edward L., Pfc
Johm on, Franqtte E., Pfe
Johnson, Frederick H., Jr., Pfc
Johnson, Harold, Pfc
Johnson, J. T., Pfc
Johnson, James A., Pfc
Johnson, James K.. Pvt
Johnson, J ohn R., Pvt
Johnson, John T. , Pfc
Johnson, LeeR. , SI Sgr
Johnson, Leonard B., Pfc
J ohnson, Louie A .. S/ Sgr
Johnson, Martin F., Pfc
Johnson, Martin J .• Pfc
Johnson, Maynard E.. Pfc
Johnson, Melvin E., Pvt
Johnson, Merle H. , SI Sgt
Johnson, Owen L. , Pfc
Joh nson, Patti E.. P/e
Johnson, Ralph H ., Pfc
Johnson, Reville D .. Pvt
J ohnson, Roland, Pfc
J ohnson, Roland S. , Pvt
.Johnson, Russell M .. Pfc
Johnson, W iley V .. Jr.. T / Sgt
Johnson, W illiam C., Pfe
.Johnson, Wallace M. , Pvt
Johnson, William 0 ., l i Sgt
Johnson, W illiam R .. Pvt
Johnson. Willie L. , Pfc
Johnston. Homer J. , T 15
Joiner, Raloh L. , Pvc
J okinen. Willard W ., Pfc
Jones, Alvin J .. Pfc
Jones, Arthur W .. Pvt
Jones, Blair ] ., T l5
Jones, Carl B., Pvc
Jones, Charles E. ( I ) . Pfc
]ones, Charles E. 12 ) . Pvt
Jones, Charles E. ( 3) , Pvt
Jones, Edward T . ( I ), SI Sgt
J ones, Edward T . ( 2) , Pf c
Jones, Elvin R. , Pfc
J ones, Emery F .. T l 4
J ones, George E., Pfc .
Jones, Harold C., Pfc
Jones, H enry M. , T l 4
Jones, H enry W. , Pfc
Jones, H orace P .. Pvt
J ones, Ira. SI Sgt
J ones, J.D., SI Sgt
Jones, James W. , Pvt
Jones, Joe B .. Pvc
Jones, John E., Pvc
Jones, John T .. SIS~t
]ones, Lttther W ., Pfc
Jones, Morton J .• Pvr
.Tones, Randolph E .. Pvt
Jones, Robert L. , Cpl
Jones, Robert T. , Pfc
J ones, Russell A .. SI Sgt
.Iones, W illiam. Pfc
.Iones, William D ., Pfc
.Tones, W illiam H ., T / Sgt
Jones, William C .. Pfc
,loos, Ch arles, Jr.. Pfc
.Tordan, Ellison W .. Pvr
.Jordan, David H ., Pvt
Jo rdan. Harold R .. S/ Sgc
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Jorgensen, Alvin G. , Pfc
Jowers, Lonnie, Sr. , Pvr
J oyce, Joseph A. , Pfc
J oyce, J ohn G., SI Sgr
J oyner, William E.. Pvt
Jozwiak, Joe B. , Pfc
Juarez, Santiago M., Pfc
Judson, Thurman C., Pfc
Judy, Wash , Pvt
Juliano, Ralph A. , Pvt
)urenka, J ohn V., Sgt
]uris, Ralph , Pfc
Jussila, H edwig M., Pfc
)usr, Horst E. , Pfc
Justice, Dean M. , Pfc
Jusrice, Forrest E.. Pvt
Justus. Carl G., Pfc
Jurras, Adelard M., Pvr
K
Kabala, Edward T. , T l5
Kabes, Leonard C., Pvt
Kachel, William H. , Jr.. Pvt
Kackley, Donald G. , Pvt
Kadilak, Michael , Pfc
Kafker, William Cpl
Kallelis, Theodore S. , Pfc
Kaltenborn, CarlL. , Pvt
Kamenjar, Joseph B., Pvt
Kaminski , J ohn L. , Pvt
K aminJky, A1arvin R ., Pvt

Kamloska, John G., Pvr
Kammersell, Clarence F., Pvt
Kamper , Herman J ., Pfc
Kamps, Thomas A. H., Pfc
Kanawbel, William D., Pfc
Kane, William C., Pfc
Kane, Will iam D. , Pfc
Kanode, Warson P., Pvt
Kanrowski , John F., Pfc
Kaplan, Harry, Pvt
Kaplan, Jacob, T I 5
Kaplan, Malcolm, Pvt
Ka rabinchak, John, Pvt
Karafa, J oseph T .. Pfc
Karas, Benny F., Pvr
Kardys, Frank J. , Pvt
Karensky, Andrew, Pfc
Karger, Sidney. Pvt
Karickhoff. Parker N .. Pfc
Ka rki, William 0 ., Pfc
Karol , Louis. Pvt
Karpowicz. Bernard, Pfc
Karsznia, H arry W ., Sgt
Kashma r, George, Pvt
Kassel , Saul. Pvt
Kassner. w;lliam F .. T I Silt
Kaszynski , Eugene W ., SI Sgt
Kates. Charles. Pvt
Katofsky, Louis, Pfc
Katz, Abraham, Pvr
Katz. Jack, SI Sgt
Ka•Jffman . George P., Pvt
Kaufma n, Do nald J .. Pvt
Kaufman, Kenneth E., Cpl
Kaufma n, Milton, Pfc
Kaufman, Paul E., Pfc
Katt/num , Seymottr. P1'1

Kaufman, W alter R ., Pfc
Kaul, Leonard, Pvt
Kavana11gh , N o rbert D .. Pvr

Kawulok. Jack B .. Pfc
Kay, Guy L. . Jr., Pfc
Kay, Harold H .. Sgt
Kazanjian, G eo rge, SI Sgt
K azmaier. Paul C. . Sgt

Keenan , Francis M ., Pvr

Keene, Aaron L. , Pfc
Keene. George L.. Pfc
Keil, Max H ., Pvt
Keirn, Charl<;.s L. , T 15
Keip, W illiam J ., Pfc
Keirans, .Tames John, Pvr
Keller, Albert, Cpl
Keller , Robert F .. T /Sgt
Keller, Wayne M .. Pvt
Kelley. Clayton W .. T I Sgr

Kelley, Howard H. , T l5
Kelley, Joseph H., Pfc
Kelley, Joseph M ., Pvt
Kelley, Kenneth Z., Pfc
Kelley, William J. , Sgt
Kelley, William P .. Pvt
Kelley, Willis W. , Pfc
Kellner, Paul M., Pvt
Kellogg, Harold T ., Pvt
Kelly, Edward, Pvt
Kelly, Edward T. , Pfc
Kelly, Francis E., Pvr
Kelly, George E., SI Sgt
Kelly, James F. , Pvr
Kell y, James 0 ., Pvr
Kelly, J ohn B., Pvt
Kelly, J ohn J ., Sgt
Kelly, J osep h H ., Pfc
Kelly, Marrin J ., T l 5
Kelly, Quentin W. , Pfc
Kelly, Sidney A .. Cpl
Kelly, Stephen A. , SI Sgt
Kelly, Thomas J .• Pvr
Kempken, Robert L. , Pvt
Kemple, Lester G. , T l 5
Kendall, James A., Pfc
Kendig, Amer E., Sgr
Kenealy, William E., SI Sgt
Kennedy, Amos R. , Pvr
Kennedy, Earl R., SI Sgt
Kennedy, George E., Pvt
Kennedy, HowardS. , Pvt
Kennedy, Malcom G. , T l 5
Kennedy, Victor D ., Pfc
Kennett, Bernard C., Pvr
Kenner, Barnard L., Pvt

Kenney, John F .. Pvr
Kenton, Joseph F .. SI Sgr
Kenworthy, J ohn H ., SI Sgt
Kerns, Hubert J ., T l5
Kerr, Kenneth M., Pvt
Kersey, George L. , T l5
Kersten, August R ., T /4
Kestler. Otis H .. Pvt
Kerchel, Harrv H. , T 15
Ketchem, Madison, Pvt
Ketchum, Howard C.. Pfc
Ketelhut. Walter H ., Pvt
Keyes, Elmer F., Jr., Pfc
Keyte, Jack L., Pvt
Khalar, Cla rence P. , Pfc
Khederian. J ohn G., Pvt
Khouri, Elias N ., Pvt
Kibler, Kenneth E., Sgt
Kichko, John, Sgt
Kida, J oseoh T .. Pvt
Kidd, Fred C.. Pfc
K;dd, Wiley B. , Pfc
Kidder, Franklin P. F .. Pvt
K;ddoo. Ben. ]r., Pfc
Kidney, Michael. Pvt
Kiefer, John F. , Pvr
Kiem, Leroy }., Pvt
K;ernan, Thomas E .. Sgt
Kiewlicz, Alex A. , Pvt
Kieer. H arvey T., Pvr

Kilbert. N o rman J .. Cpl

Kilfeather, Franc is J., Pvt

Kill. Albert M .. Pvt
K;ll;an, .Tosenh E.. Pfc
Killian, W ilbert F., Pvt
K;lnarrick, Charles H .. T f.i
Kilpatrick. Lesrer A .. Pfc
Kimble, Gerald L. , T l5
Kimerling, Irving. Cpl
Kimmons. Emerv D. , Pfc

Keane. Michael. Pvt

Kearney. Gerald P .. Pvt
Kearns, Thoma M .. T 15
Kearns, \XIilliam T .. Pvt
Kearney, J ohn B. , Pvt
Keathley, Marlin H., Pvt
Keating, Thomas H .. Sgr
Keel, W esley W .. Pvt
Keelan, Joseph F. , Pvt
Keele, Clarence H .. Pvt
Keely, Marion E., Pvt
Keen, William D .. Pfc

3 13TH

.
,,.

Kincaid, T . J. , Pvt
J(inder . William E., Pfc
King, Arthur J .. Pfc
King, Clarence E. , Pvr
King, J . F., Sgt
King, Lawern R ., T l5
King, Leon B., Pvt
King, Leroy H. , Pvr
King, Luna, Pvt
King, Nicholis J., Pfc
King, Robert H ., Pvr
Ki nlf, ,Seth C. , Pvr
King, William A., Pvr
King, William L. , Cpl
Kingcade, Edwin N ., Pfc
Kingsbury, Clarence E .. Pfc
K ingsley, Frederick S.. Pvt
Kinkead. Frank J. , Pfc
Kinley. Fred , Pvt
K inn, Will iam. Cpl
Kinney, Harry E. , Pfc
K inser, Cecil W .. Pvt
Kinsey, RobertS., J r .. Cpl
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Kipila, Michael J. , Pvr
Kirby, Albert A. , Jr. , Pvt
Kirby, James R. , Pfc
Kirby, Robert V .. Pvt
Kirchhoff, Albert E.. Pfc
Kirchoff, Martin F.. Pvt
Kirk, James W ., Pvt
Kirk , Joe E., Pvt
Kirk. Leland R., T /5
Kirkland, Eddie T., SI Sgr
Kirkman, Delbert H. , Pfc
Kirkpatrick, Howard L. , Pfc
Kirksey, Lonnie H., )r. , Pvr
Kirksey, Roy T .. Pvt
Kirlis, Herbert F .. T I Sgt
Kirsch , William J ., Pvr
Kirschenbaum, Bernard. Sgt

Kish, W arren A., Sgt
Kish , William P. , Pvt
Kiser, Kermit R., Pfc
Kitchens, Leo A. , Pvt
Kitto, Rueben, T I 4
Kitts, Leo R .. Sgt
Klaus, Walter E. , Jr.. Pfc
Klawansky, Marcin, Pvc
Klem~k. Stanley, Pvt
Klemola, Marvin, T l5
Klemowicz, Edward F. , Pvt
Klepp inger , Donald P ., Cpl
Klimek, JohnS. , Pvt
Klimek, Stanley, Pvt
Kline, John E. , T l5
Kline, Richard E., Sgr
Kline, William L. , Pvt
Klinec, Charles A .. Pvt
Klinger , N orman R. , Pvt
Klingler, Graham R. , Pvr
Klinkow, Ernest M., Pvt
Klobuchar, Edward, Pvt
Kloner, N athan. Pfc
Klosk y, Robert N ., Pfc
Kluesener, Bert C. , Pvt
Klump, Henry M., Pfc
Kmetz, Andrew, Pfc
Kmiotek. Stanley J. , P{<"
Knaek. Richard A. , Pfc
Kneller. Charles F. , Jr. , SI SI!t
Kness, Theodore C., Pfc
Kn ight, James F., Pfc
Knight , La>Jrence M., Pvt
Knight, W illiam E .. Pvt
Knight, W illie E .. Pvt
Knighton, )ames W. , Pvt
Kn;sh, Elmer E.. Pvt
Knisley, Harry }., Sgt
Knobloch. Lester J .. Pvt
Knoff. Robert T. , Pfc
Knoll, Frank C. , Pvt
Knoll , Stanlev J .. Pvt
Knorr, Carl F. , Pfc
Knotts, Clarence. ·Pfc
Knouss, Maxwell R .. Pvr
Knowles, J ohn M .. Pvt
Knudson, Walter]., Pvt
Kobak , Aloysius F .. SI Sgr
Kobeski. Anthony S., Pvt
Kobvinski , Matthew C. , Pfc
Kobylinski, Teddy F. , Pfc
Kocen, Sidney L. , Pfc
Koch, K enneth R., SI Sgt
Koch , T homas A. , Pvt
Koch, W ilfred G., Pfc
Kochel, Gerald G ., Pvt
Kochie, J ohn T ., Pvt
Koehler, H erman, Pvc

Koenig, J oh n F., Jr., SI Sgt
Kohl, Kenneth A. , Pfc
Kohler, George E., Jr. , SI Sgt
Kohlman, John J. , Pfc
Kohlmeyer. Richard J .. Cpl
Kohowski, Walter!., T / Sgr
Kolacz, William C. , Pfc
Kolar, Alvin L. , T 15
Koller, W alter T ., S/ S!<t
Komarek, Wenceslaus ]. , Pvt
Kondracki, Stanley S. , Sgt
Ko ndrarowics, J oseph. 1 I S!<t
Konitsney, Thaddeus }., S/ Sgr
Konlmeyer, Richard J., Pvr .
Konopka, Matthew A., Sr., Pvt
Konz, W alter H ., T l4
Konzal. Robert J ., Pfc
Koon, W ibler I., Cpl
Koonce, Roy E., Sr.. Pvr
Koonrs, Joe J .. Pvt
Kopec, John W ., Pfc
Kordwitz. W alter .T. , Cpl
Korenta, Michael S. , Pvt
Koresko. Samuel , T I Sgt

'!'.'

Korman, George A. , Pvt
Korman, J ohn F., Pvt
Kornetzke, Edward F. , Pvt
Korpi , H ans, SI Sgt
Korski , T au no, T l4
Korszniak, J oseph E. , SI Sgt
Koski, Taune, T /4
Kosi a, Leo S. , Pvt
Kostic, Basil, Pvt
Kostielney, Stanley W., Sgr
Korman, George, Pvt
Kottwitz, Albert R ., T l4
Kotulich, John, Pfc
Kotzur, Ewald G., Pvt
Koutnik, Rodrick]., Pvt
Koval. Emil, Pvt
Kovalik, G eorge, Pfc
K ovalitsky, Stephen, Pvt
Kowal, Stephen A., Pvt
Kowalski , Frank J ., T l4
Kowalski, Joseph E., T / 5
Kowolik, Jerry V., Pfc
Kozak, Thomas W ., Pvr
Kozelka, James, T j Sgt
Krah, Richard D. , Pfc
Kramer, H arry, Pvc

Kramer, Saul, T l4
Kramer , W illiam }. , Sgt
Kranjec, Emil ]. , Sgt
Krantz. AI ven E., Pvt
Kra nz, Paul F., SI Sgt
Krashier, Edward J., Sgr
Kraus, Vincent E., Pvt

Kraus, William ]. , Pvt
Krause, William H. , Pfc
Kravitz, H yman , Pvt

Kravitz, Max, Pvc
Krawiec, Walter T. , Pfc
Krego, Walter}. , Pvt
Krekel. Francis W. , T l 5
Kr~polka , Henry, Pvr
Kressin, Edw. J ., J r., Pfc
K resso, Sam.ttel, SI Sgt
Kreye, Leo H ., Pfc
Krieckhaus. Robert E., Pvr
Krieg, Wilbert P. , Pfc
Krieger, David W ., Pfc
Kristofik, Joseph ]. , SI SI!t
Kroeger, Edward, )r., Pfc
Krolczyk, Joseph L., Pfc
Kromer, Thomas ] ., Pvt
Kron, John E .. Pvt
Kronhofman, Edward J ., Pfc
K rnok, Adam B.. SI Sgt
Kroop, J oseph M., Pvt
Kropp, Edward A. , Pfc
Kruit, Gerrie, Pvt

Krummel, Victor V., Pfc
Kruszynski, Edward P .. Pfc
Kubacki, Edmund E. , Pvt
Kubaszczyk, Raymnnd , Pfc
Kubaszczyk, Raymond A .. Pfc
Kube, Robert J ., Pfc
Kubiak, W esley E.. Pfc
Kubinski, Stanley J ., Pfc
Kubon, Victor G ., Pvt
Kudrosho ff, Michael, Pvt
Kudrowitz, Irving, SI Sgr
Kuffner , John. Pvt
Kugel, H enry D ., Pfc
Kuhn. Gilbert]. , Pvt
Kuhnke, Earl W ., Pvt
Kujawa, Joseph, Pfc
Kulick. Theodore, J r .. T l4
Kunkel, Kenneth}. , Pvr
Kunkel, Leonard, Pvt
Kuntz, George, Pfc
Kuntz, H erman E. , Pfc
Kunz, Edward \'\1., Pfc
Kunzman, Murray L. , Pfc
Kup ke, Stephen J ,, Pvt
Kupsik, W alter J. , S/ Sgt
Kurgan, J oseph J .. T 15
Kurian, John J .. T l5
Kushner, Andre~ A., Pfc
Kurpisz, Edward. Pfc
Kurt, Anthony N .. T l5
Kuss, Edwin M., Pvt
Kutys, Stanley ]. , Silt
K uykendall , Harry V., Silt
Kwairkowski. Casimer E. , Pvc

Kwilos, M arrin F., Pfc
L
Labbiento, Gaetano A., P vt
LaBelle, H enry P ., Pfc
Labor, J acob F. , Jr., T l4
Labovirz, Alex, SI Sgt
LaBruno , D o minick , Pvc

ENLISTED MEN,
Lacasse, Napoleon J .• Pvr
Lachance, Valere, Pfc
LaChapelle, Albert A. , Pfc
Laciak, Frank S., S/Sgr
Lacina, Frank T., Pvr
Lackey, Eugene E., T/ 5
Lackey, Houston, Pvt
Lackey, John G., Jr., Pfc
Lackey, Loomis H., Pfc
Lackey, Oscar F. , Pvr
Lacroix, Thomas H., Pvr
Lacy, Johnnie F., Pfc
Lacy, Wayne C., Pvt
Laczko, Peter J., Pvt
Ladd, Charles N., Pfc
Ladislaw, Albert C., Pfc
Laflamme, Antonio J., Pfc
LaFrenz, Elgin J .• Pvt
LaFrienere, John H., Pfc
Lagan ella, Anthony J ., Pfc
Laganella, Nicholas A., S/Sgt
LAhmann, George E., Pvt

Lahovich, Edward J., Pvt
Laing, Cecil A., Pvt
Laitinen, Waine M., Pfc
Lake, Forrest A., Pfc
Lake, William H., S/Sgt
Lakes, Cloyd G., Pfc
Lalli, John F., T/Sgr
Lalonde, Joseph L., Pvt
Lamastra, Charles A., Pfc
Lamb, Earl R., Jr., Pvt
Lamb, Morton A., Pfc
Lamb, Moses E., Pfc
Lamb, Tommie G., Pvt
Lambden, Julius S., Pfc
Lambert, Robert L., Pfc
Lambert, Charles W., Pfc
Lambright, Alvin C., Sgr
Lamers, John C., T/5
LaMothe, Armand, Pfc
Lampe, Robert H., Pvr
Lampo, Nick, Pvr
Lancaster, Eulric F., Pvc

Lance, John A., Pvr
Land, Arthur H., Pfc
Land, Homer K. , Pfc
Lande, Alex, Pvt
Landers, Thomas ]. , Pvt
Landi, Charles, Pfc
Landis, Harold R., Pfc
L~ndis. Ralph E., Pfc
Landolfi, Frank A. , Pvt
Lattdry, Odom ] ., Pvt
Landsman, Berthold W. , Pfc
Lane, Charles F., T /Sgr
Lane, Connie E., T /5
Lane, Glenn R. , Pvt
Lane, Guy E., Pfc
Lane, John A., Pvr
Lane, Paul L., Pfc
Lane, Richard E., Pvt
Lane, William M., Pvt
Lanek, Joseph C., Pfc
Lanese, Armand A., Pfc
Lanford, Henry. Pvr
Lang, Edward, T I 4
Lang, James H., Pvt
Lang, William G., Pfc
Lange, Arthur E., Sgr
Lange, Edwin J., Sgr
Lange, Edwin R., Pfc
Lange, Harold E.. Pvr
Langford, Melville N., Pvr
Langand, Albert, S/Sgr
Langley, Jesse C., Pvt
Langley, Robert L., Pvr
Langlois, James A. , Pvr
Langlois, O'Neil M., Pfc
Langolf, Emanuel, Pvr
Lanham, Fred E., Pfc
Lanier, Homer B., Pvc

Lank, Murrell C., T/4
Lankford, Oliver H., Pvr
Lantz, Delbert C., Pfc
Lanza, Mario ]. , Pvt
LaPalme, Eugene F., Pvr
Laoinski, Zigmund 'J., S/ Sgr
LaPorte, Manuel, T /4
Lapp, Louis, Sgt
Laramie, Raymond ]. , Pvt
Largent, Roy C., Pvr
Larkin, John M., Pfc
LaRocco, Angelo, Pvt
Larocque, Albert J .. Pvr
LaRoe, Royden R., Pvr
LaRosa, Dewey M., Pvr
Larrabee, Franklin. Pvr
Larrance, Raymond R. , Pvr

Larsen, James , Pvc

Larson,
Larson,
Larson,
Lanon,

Alvin, Pvr
Lorimer H., Sgr
Robert]., Pfc
William T., Pfc

LaRtte, Ray1n.ond, Pvt

LaSalla, Joseph J., Pfc
Lashley, Leon L., Pvr
Laskey, Harry A., S/Sgr
Laskowski, Donald J., Pfc
Lasota, Matthew E. , Pfc
LaSpina, Philip J .• Sgr
LaSpina, Vincent, Pvt
Lassa, George F., T/4
Lassila, Reynald H. , T/5
Latham, Vester L., Pvc

Lath rom, Delbert R., S/Sgr
LaTorre, Pasqttalino E., Pf c
Lauchman, William A., T/5
Lauck, Monroe H., Pvr
Lauderdale, Monroe, Pfc
LaVecchia, Frank, Pvr
Lavelle, Frank F. , Pfc
Lavorata, Robert V., Pvr
Law, David W., S/Sgr
Lawhorn, Billy I., Pvr
Lawler, James W., Pfc
Lawley, Milford, Pvt
Lawrason, Russell R., Pfc
Lawriski, Alex, Pvr
Lawson, Charles, Cpl
Lawson, Clyde E., Pvr
Lawson, Henry E., Pfc
Lawson, John H., Col
Lawson, Raymond H., Pfc
Lawson, Woodrow W., Pfc
Lay, George E., Pvt
Lay, Grover E., Sgr
Lay, Lorenzo. Jr., Pvr
Layton, Jay B., Pvr
Laza, Willie F., Pfc
Lazor, Steve, Pfc
Leach, Gilson, Pvt
Leach, James A., Pvr
Leal, Clemente G., Pvr
Leamann, John R., Sgr
Lear, Johnnie E., Cpl
Leary, Robert E., T /5
Leathers, Olin E., Pvr
LeBlanc, Edward L., Sgr
LeBlanc, Paul E., Pvt
Leclair, Albert E., Pfc
LeClair. Reuben J., Pvr
Lecko, Michael P., Pfc
Ledford, Allan W., Pvt
Ledford, James B., S/Sgr
Lee, Clarence J .. Sgr
Lee, Elvin 0., T/5
Lee, George E., Pvr
Lee, James R., Pvr
Lee, John E., Cpl
Lee, Olton. Pvt
Lee, Paul W., S/Sgr
Lee, Robert F., Pfc
Lee, SueY. , Pvr
Lee, William I. , Pfc
Leeds, Ansel E., Pfc
Leesha, Elias ]., Pvt
Leesha, Rudolph P., Pvr
Lefreris, Nick, Pvr
LeFurgy, Walter W., Pfc
Legalbo, Salvatore, Pfc
Leger, George I., S/Sgr
Lehman, Eugene A., Pvr
Lehman, Robert W ., Pvr
Lehman, Walter, Pvt
Lehorsky, Alvin A., Pfc
Leidner, Thomas R. , Pfc
Leifer, Frank J., Pfc
Leighton; Duane R., Pvr
Leimkuhler, Andrew J., S/ Sgr
Leinberger, Konrad H., Pvt
Leiser, JohnS., Pvr
Leiser, Robert C., S/Sgr
Leivent, Herbert, Pfc
Leja, Steve J., Pvt
Lemble, Lucien]., Pvr
Lemieux, Alfred N., Pfc
Leming, Ora E., Pvt
Lemly, Byron]., Pvt
Lemly, John S. , S/ S!<t
Lemmen, Reese N., Sgt
Lemon, John B .. Jr. , Pvr
Lemons, Manuel A. ; Pvr
Lemos, George D., Pfc
Lengell, Eugene J. , Pfc
Lenhart, Alvin, Pfc
Lenig, Lawrence E .. Pvr
Lennert, Matthias J., S/Sgr
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Lennon, Daniel E., Pfc
Leonard , Clarence R., Pvr
Leonard, Ernest J. , Pvr
Leonard, James A. , Pvr
Leonard, John J .• S/ Sgr
Leonard, John P. , Sgr
Leonardo, Peter J., Pvr
Leone, l oseph S., Pfc
Lepkowski, JosephS. , Pvr
Lerer, Laurence, Pvc
Lerner, Max, Cpl
LeRoux, Leo]., Jr., Pfc
Lesher, Roy W. , T /5
Lesiak, joseph, T /5
Lessley, Hubert, Pvr
Lessman, Carl D. , Pvt
Lester, James, Jr .. Sgr
Lett, David W., Pvt
Leverett, Hair! E., Pfc
Levesque, Gerard A. , Sgr
Levin, George, SjSgt
Levine, Benjamin. Pvc
Levine, William. Pvr
Levis, James J., Pvr
Levy, Floyd S., Pvr
Levy, Fred C., Pfc
Lewandowski , Fred, T / Sgr
Lewandowski , Wallace, Pfc
Lewis, Barraud L., Pfc
Lewis, Brooks W. , Pvr
Lewis, Charles A., Pfc
Lewis, Charles L., Pfc
Lewis, Dale \Y./., Pvr
Lewis, Dorris I., Pfc
Lewis, Earl E., Pvt
Lewis, Foo Yuen, Pvc
lewis, Francis L., Sgt
Lewis. Harold. Pfc
Lewis , Jacob, Pfc
Lewis, James F., Pvt
Lewis, Jesse H., Pvr
Lewis, Joseph H. ,_T /4
Lewis, Lacy M., Pfc
Lewis, Lawrence E. , Cpl
Lewis, Milton J., Pvr
Lewis, Morton R., Pfc
Lewis, Noel]., Pvt
Lewis, Orwa L., Pfc
Lewis, Rollin W. , Pvt
Lewis, William C., Pfc
Lewis, Woodrow M., Pfc
Lewish, John H., Pfc
Lewman, Richard J .• Cpl
Leys, Peter, Pvt
Libansky, Frank J., Pfc
Liebling, George, S/ Sgr
Lieto, Peter, Pfc
Lighrell, Harold A., Pvr
Lightfoot, Francis W. , Pfc
Lilja, Raymond F., Pvr
Lillo, Carl G., S/ Sgr
Lilly, Marion A., Pfc
Limardo, Raphael A. , Pvr
Linahan, John E., Pvr
Li nardo, Raphael, Pvt
Lincoln, Howard L., Pfc
Lincoln, Thomas H., Pvr
Lind, Elmer T., Pfc
Lindner, Otto, Pvc
Lindner, Richard R. , Pvc

Lindquist, Lloyd T., Pvr
Lindsey, Marvin Z., T /5
Lindsey, William C., Pfc
Lindsey, William E., Pvr
Lindstrom, Edwin A. , Pfc
Lines, William L., Pfc
Link, Theodore W., S/ Sgr
Linley, Barnwell R. , Jr., Pvt
Linn , Guy, Jr. , Pvr
Linsey, Cleirus L., Pvt
Linthicum, Richard]., Pvr
Lintner, James C., Pfc
linzmeier, Robert, Pvr
Lipa, John, Pvt
Lipcsik, George ]. , Pvt
Lipinsky, William C., Pvr
Lis, Adolph J. , Pvt
Lischefski , Benjamin C., Pvr
Lisk, Robert A., Pfc
Litchfield , Theodore W., Pvr
Little, Glenn, Pvr
Little, Harlan G .. Pvr
Little, ]ames E., Pic
Little. Renon D. , Pvr
Littlefield, Frank T .. Pvr
Littlefield, Raymond A., Pvr
Livers, Kinchlo P., Pvt
Livingston, RobertS., Pfc
Lloyd . Donald B., Pvr
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Lloyd, Ray C., Pvr
Lloyd, Weston W .. Pfc
LoBue, Salvatore, Pvr
Lock, Charley W., Pvr
Lockard, Lysle E., Pfc
Locke, Glen H. , Pvr
Locklear, Braddy, Pvt
Locklear, Carlia, Pvr
Lockwood, Ivan E., S/ Sgr
Loekle, Ralph W., Pfc
Loescher, Clarence G., Pfc
Loew, Ralph}., Pvr
Loftin, Revel S. , Pvr
Logalbo, Salvatore, Pfc
Logan, James G ., Pvr
Loggains, James R. , Pvt
Lolli , Quinto J .• Pfc
Lollis, Wilburn, Pvr
Lombardi, Nicholas, Pvr
Lombardo, Edward, Pfc
London, David, Sgr
Loney, Winton J. , Pvr
Long, Cenare R., Cpl
Long, Charles J .. Pvt
Long, Charles W., S/ Sgt
Long, Clarence J., Pfc
Long, Earl H., Pfc
Long, Homer H., Pvr
Long, Joseph W., Pvr
Long, Joseph \Y/. , Jr. , Pvr
Long, Kenneth C.. Pfc
Long, Lester G. , Pfc
Long, Olen R., Pvt
Long, Roe! , Pvt
Long, William A., Pvr
Longacre, laverne D ., Pfc
Looney, Bill, Pvt
Looney, Edgar, Pvt
Looney, Edison, Pfc
looney, Marvin A., Pvr
Lootens, Julius R., Pfc
Lopes, Salvarore D., Pvr
Lopez, Peter M., Pfc
Lopozer, Erwin ]., Pfc
lopreiaro, Antoni no, Pvt
LoPrest, Robert J., Pfc
LoPresto, Peter, T /4
Loree, Ray W., T /5
Lorenzen, Marion C., Pfc
Lorenzen, Roy M., Pfc
Loris, Nicholas, Pvr
Lortz. Nelas E .. T / Sgr
Los, Bolike J .. Pvr
Loser, James E., Pfc
Loskos, Floyd J .. Pvt
Loth, Philip, T /5
Loudy, W. H., Pfc
Lounge, David F., Jr. , Pvt
Love, )ames C., Jr .. S/ Sgr
Love~

Norman E., P/c

Love, Rov D . ., Pvr
Loveall, William E., Pvr
Lovelace, Homer. Pfc
Lovelady, L. D. , Pic
Lovelady, William R., Pvr
Lovett, William P. , Pvr
Lovick, John A .. Pfc
Lovingood, William , Sgr
Lowe, Edwin L. , T /5
Lowe, George E., Pfc
Lowe, John H., Pfc
Lowe, Rufas C., Sgr
Lowe, Verbon E.. Pvt
Lowery, Earl J. , Pvr
Lowman, William C., Pvr
Lowrey, Cleveland W. , Pvt
Lowry, Rolland B. , Pt•t
Loyall, Cecil, Pvt
Loyd, Burl K. , Pvt
Lubahn, Arvin 0 .. Pv~
Lubahn, Calvin, Pvt
Lubaszewski, John W :, Pvr
Lubic, Nicholas, Cpl
Lubiewski, Stanley, Jr. , Pfc
Lucas, Alexander R .. Pvr
Lucas, Augustus D., Pfc
Lucas, Eldrid11e H., Pvr
Lucas, James R .. Pvr
Lucas, John F., T / Sgt
Lucas, lawrence M. , Pvr
Lucas, Peter. Pfc
Lucchetti , Henry W. , Pfc
Luce. Edward M., Pt•l
Luce. Irvin M. , Pvr
Lucero, Edward. Pvr
Lucero, Joe E., Pvr
Lucich, Mark C., Jr. , Pvr
Lucidi, Francesco, Pvr
Luck. Cleo A.. Cpl

.,
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Luckenbaugh, Elmer H., Pvt
Ludlow, Lester S., T I 4
Ludwig, Clarence JIV., ]r., Pt•t
Luff, Paul W., Pfc
Luiz, Edward J., Sgt
Luka, Joseph, SISgt
Luke, Ralph B., Pfc
Lukes, Tracy S. , Pfc
Lulfs, Walter A. , Pvt
Lull, Carroll A., Pvt
Lumley, Donald]., Pvt
Lund, Daniel J., SISgt
Lunsford, Robert L., Pk
Lupo, Philip B., Pvt
Lupori, George, Pvt
Luppo]d, Carl W. , Pvt
Lusch, William J .. SI Sgt
Ltuk, jack K., Pfc
Lusk, James W., Pfc
• Luttrell, Curtis M., Pvt
Lynch, Ellis, Pvt
Lynch , Eselle A., Pfc
Lynch, Harold H., Pfc
Lynch, James F., Pvt
Lynch, Joseph A., Pvt
Lynch, j os•Ph P. , T I 5
Lynch, Vernon G., Pfc
Lynn. Nevin E., T 13
Lyons, Daniel, Pvt
Lyons, Homer W., Pvt
Lyons, James L., Pvt
Lyons, Lester, Pvt
Lyons, Patrick D., Sgt
Lyons, \Vayne G., Tl4
Lytle, Wilbur R., TISgt
M
i\laas, Alfred JIV., S I Sgt
Maass, Charles A., Pvt
Mabbitt, Harold D., Pvt
Mabry, William L., Sgt
Maccarone, Mario, Pfc

Macdonald, Douglas, Pfc
Macht, Alois G., Pvt
Mack, Joseph A., Pfc
Mack, Lee T., Pvt
Mack, Loren R., Sgt
Mackar, Michael, T I '
MacKenzie, Harold W .. Pvt
MacKenzie, Ian C .. Pfc
Mackey, James J., Pfc
Mackey, Joseph F., Pvt
Mackie, Howard L., Pf ,
Macklin, Oliver W. P .. T /)
Mackowick, Sylvester J .. S I S~t
Macleod, Joseph W., T l ~
Macy, Jay R., Pvt
Maczkovjak, PeterS., Pk
Maddix, Alfred J., Pfc
Maddox , Floyd C., SI Sgt
Maddux, Robert E., Pfc
Madigan, Charles L., S/ Sgt
Madl, Frederick]. , Cpl
Madnick, Edward, Pvt
1\1adsen, Louis F. , P/r
Maerz, George ]. , T I Sgt
Maes. Emil J., Pfc
Maffei, Emelia C.. Pvt
Magazine, Samuel, Pvr
Magelssen, Robert C., Pvr

Magre, Peter F., Cpl
.\lagflire, John V. , P/r
Maguire, William A.. Cpl
Ma~ura,

George, Pvt

Mahan, Ellis H., Jr .. SI Sgr
Mahl, Jack J .. Pvt
Mahle, John D., Pvt
MahotZ , EdwardS., T I Sgt
Mahrer, Henry, Pvt
Mailhot, Wilfred S., Jr. , Pvr
Maines, Donold C., Pfc
Mainor, Marrin W., Pvr

Maiorani, Anthony E., Pfc
Majeski. John ]. , Pvc
Maiewski, Frank A., T l 5
Major, Joseph R., Pfc
Malatin, John M., Pvt
Maliha, Laurence]., SI Sgt
Malleiro. Jose P., Pvt
Mallen, Robert .T., SI Sgt
Mallory, Edgar S. F., Pvt
Malloy, J oseoh E., Pfc
Malmberf(, Carl E., Pfc
Malnar, Joseph M., Pfc
Malone, Murray A., Sgt
Maloney, Arthur J., S~t
Maloney, George A., Pvt
Manalle, Cosmo lV., T I Sxt
Manes . Almon D., Pvt

Maloney, Howard J., Pvt
Malowansky, Julius, T l 4

Martinez, Arthur A., Pfc
:Martinez, Basilio, Pfc

Manfrini, Massimo F., Pvr

Martinez, Cirilo. Pvt
i\1artinez, Domingo R . Pt•t
Martinez, Frank, Pvt

Manganello , ]ames R., Pt•t
Manges, Charles E., T I 5
!vfangiaguerra, James, Pvr

Mangum, Harding H., Pvt
Mangum, James H., Pvt
Mangum, John T., Pfc
Manion, William K., T l 'i
Manke!, Charles J., III. Pvt
Manley, Elmer A., Pvt
Manlove, William G., Sgt
1\Jttnn, Herbert E. , Pt'l
Mann, Nicholas, Pvt
Mann, Robert C., Pic
Manna, Ralph J,, Pvt
Manning, Albert, Pvt
Manning, Claise A., Pvt
Manning, Olen D., Pfc
Manolakis, George T., Pfc
Manolescu, Stephen J,, Pvt
Mansfield, Adrian, Pvt
Mansfield, James T .. Pvt
Mansfield, John P., Pvt
Mansman, Anthony J., Pfc
t\fantock. JUattrice G .. Pt·t

Manual, Patsy, Pvt
Manual, Douglas, Pvt
Manuel, Gussie, T 15
Manzo, Frank, Pvt
Maples , Barney C., Pvt
Marabanian, George H., SISgt
Maraviglio, Joseph J., Pvt
Marcadis, Isaac, Pvt

Marcangelo, Vito, Pvt
Marcellino, Andrew A., Pvt
Marchese, Joseph T., SISgt
Marchese, Serafino, Pvt
Marchitto, Dominick]., Sgt
Marcinko, Paul J., Pfc
Marcum, Cecil, Pvt
. Marcum, Ervin M., Pfc
Marek, Joseph E., Pfc
Maresca, Patrick A., Pvt
Margolis, Benjamin. Sgt
Margolis, Mutray, Pvt
Marinaro, Dominick J.. Pfc

Marinello, Vito, Pfc
Marino, Dominic M .. Pfc
Marino, Philip A., Tn
Marker, Francis A, Pft
Markham , Melvin K., Prt

Markillie, William H., Sgt
Markle, Henry E. , SI S?.t
Marklew, Ellis]., Jr., T l 'i
Markovich, Marco, Pfc
Marks, Ralph A., Pfc
Marley, Paul J., Pvt
Marlow, William B .. Pvr

Marquez, Tony, SI Sgr
Marquis, Emil D., Cpl
,\larsalek , Georg• C. , Prt
Marsh, Carl H., Cpl
Marsh, Kenneth A., Sgr
Marsh, Sidney L., Pvt
~Iarsh, WilliamS., Pvt
Marshall, Archibald A., SI Sgt
Marshall, Gilbert A., T I Sgr
Marshall , Glenn T .. Pvt
Marshall , Harold V .. Pfc
Marshall, Jesse, Pvt
Marshall , Kenneth C.. Pfc
Marshall. Leo W., S I S~t
Marshall , Thomas .T.. Pfc
Marsh<~ll. TrovE. , Pfc
Marshall , Wilbur F., Cpl
Mart, Adoloh P .. Pfc
Martain, Albert L., T / 5
Martin, AveryL.. SI Sgt
Martin, DonPld E.. Pic
Martin, Earl \'1/ .. T l 5
Martin. Edward P.,Pfc
Martin, Gilbert T., Jr .. Pvt
Martin. Harold W., Pvt
Martin, Howard W., Pvt
,\lartin. ]ames F .. T I SKt
1\.lanin, James T., Pvr
Martin, John, Jr .. SI Sgr
Martin, John \V., Pfc
Martin, Leonard J .. Pvt
1v1arrin. Ozier E.. Pvr
Martin, Ralph H .. Pvt
Martin, Vernon 0., Pvt
Martin, \X' alter L., Pvt
Martin , \Villiam L., Pfc
Martin. Wilmer D., Sgt
Martinec. Anton]., ]r.. Pt·t
Martinez. Alex E. , Pfc

Martinez, Jesse, Pfc
Martinez, Jesse J., Pfc
Martinez, Pedro R .. Pfc
Martinez, Ruben, Pvt
Martinez, Wenceslao D .. Pvr

Martino, Amedio F., Pvt
Martus, Bernard R., Pfc
Marvin, Harry J .. Pvt
Marx, Theodore H., Pvt
Masilon, Charles J., Tl5
Masny, Macelaus J., Sgt
Mason, LaVerne \'1/., Pfc
Mason, Malcolm \'1/ .. Pvt
Mason, Talton E.. Pfc
Mason, Willard W., Pvt
Mason, William H., T l 5
Mason, William J .. Pvt
Massare, Edo C., Pvt
Massari, Mario, Pfc

Massey, Eugene K., Pfc
Massey, Forest N., Sgt
Massey, George W., Pfc
Massey, Jim, Pvt
Massey, Richard A., Pfc
Massingill, J.D., Pfc
Mastaler, JosephS., T l 3
Masters, Fred T., Cpl
Masterson. Hursel R., Pfc
Mastie, Mike H., Pfc
Mastrangelo, Anthony,)., Pfc
Matczak, Watson S., Pfc
Mateer, Samuel, Pvt
Matheny, HermanN., Pvt
Mathes, Charles H., Pvt
Matheson, Donald B., Pvt
Mathews, Everett L., Cpl
Mathews, Lee, Pfc
Mathey, Leonard G., SISgt
Mathias, Helmuth]., Pfc
Mathias, James F., T ISgt
Mathias, James W., Pvt
Matney, Thomas I., Pvt
Matson, Andrew M., ]r.. p,,t

Matson, Noel A. , SISgr
Mattera, Anthony, Sgt
Mattson, Arnold A., Cpl
Mattson, Claude D., Pfc
Mattson , Harold A., Pvt
Mattson, James 0 .. Pvt
Matuga, Pt'ter P., Pfc

Matwii, Michael M.. Pvt
Matz, Jacob, Pvt
Matz, John, Pfc
Mauney, Robert J., Pfc
Maupin, Elmer G., Pfc
Maupin, James G .. Pfc
,\faupin, Sam ]. , 1 r.. P{t
Maurer, William A., Pvt
Mawk, Benj;tmin. Pvr
Maxey, Ernie, Pfc

Maxwell, Altus A., Pvt
1\!axwell, .lames R .. Pfc
Alaxu•e/1. lY-'i!Jon B .. Prt
May, Huhert A. , Pvt
May, L. C.. Col
Mayberry, Richard D .. Pvt
Mayer, John A., Pvt
Mayer, Oscar A., Pvr

Mayfield, Paul E., Pvt
Mayhall. Albert W., SISgt
Mayhew, George E., Pfc
Mayhew, James W., Pvt
Mayner. John H .. Pfc
Mayo, Clyde A .. Pvt
Mayo, Lee E., Pvt
Mayo, Perry]., Pvt
Maze, George. Pvt
Mazie, John. Col
i\fazM, Admn, SISgt
Mazur, Clemens A., Pfc
Mazure, Thomas, Pvt
Mazza, Baptiste R., SISgt
McAlhany. Carl T, SISgt
Jl,fcAlpin. Orville A., Pfc
McAlpine. John B., Cpl
McAmis, Odie, Pvt
~lcArthur. Winifred L., Pvt
McBain, Ray. Pfc
McBee, Pa•rl E., Pfc
~!cBee. \Villiam A., Pvt
McBride, Adolphus J., Sgt
McBride. Francis P., Pvt

M•·Bricle. I ames A., Pfc
ll!cflride. James A., Pvt

McBroom, Lawrence W., Pvt
McBroom, Mervin G., Pvt
McCadden, Joseph C., Pfc
McCaffert, John C., Tl5
McCaffrey, Raymond]., Pfc
McCalip, John E., Pfc
McCall, Bunyon L., Pvt
McCallum, Hugh M., Pvt
McCann, Hugh L., Sgt
McCann, Leonard W., Tl~
McCarl, John T., Pvt
McCarty, Eugene F., Pvt
McCarty, Samuel E., Pvt
McCarthy, Thomas C.. Pfc
McCartney, Charles A., Pvt
McCarty, Charles P., Sgt
McCaughan, Lee C., Pvt
McCauley, Edward P., Sgt
McCaw, David, Jr., Pvt
McClain, ]. IIi'., Pfc
McClain, Jack W. , Pvt
McClay, James H., SISgt
McClearen, Charles L, Pvt
McCleland, Roy A., SISgt
McClellan, Francis R., Pfc
McClelland, Claud B., Pvt
McCloskey, Gillis J,, Pfc
McCluskey, Winfield S., Cpl
McCollum, Ira D., Pfc
McComas, CI yde C., Jr., Pfc
McConeghy, Leo J., TISgt
McConnell, James B., Pvt
McConway, Thomas H., Jr., Pvt
McCord, Bernard A., Pfc
McCormick, Thomas ]. , SISgt
McCotter, John J., Jr. , Cpl
McCourt, James]., Pvt
McCoy, ]ames G., SISgt
McCracken, Delbert L., Pfc
McCracken, Harry R., Pvt
McCrary, Claude, Pvt
McCrary, William M., Cpl
McCraw, Vernon L., Pvt
McCreery, John W., Pvt
McCreery, Norman C., Pvt
McCrystal, Charles, Pfc
McC"bbin, Roy IV., fr., Pt·t
McCugh, James C., Jr., Pvt
McCullar, James L., SI Sgt
McCulley, Henry, Sgt
McCullough, James R .. Pfc
McCurdy , Clifford A. , Pvt
McCurdy, John H., Pvt
McCutcheon, JosephS., Pvt
McDaniel, Clyde P.. Pfc
McDaniel, .Jesse J. , Pvt
f\fcDaniel, Lawrence, Pvt

McDaniel, Lon T., T / 5
McDaniel, Paul E., Pvt
McDaniel. Raloh E., Pfc
McDaniel. William R., Pvt
.HcDaqttette. Emest P.. S / Sgt
McDermott, Harold, SI Sgt
McDermott, John P., Pvt
McDermott, Russell F., Pfc
McDermott, William F., Pvt
M cDe11itt , ]ames]., Pfc
i\lcDonald, Charles H .. SI Sgt
McDonald. Dewey, Pfc
McDonald, George M., Pvt
t\1 cDo11ald. lV en dell A., Prt
McDonnell. Walter J, Pvt
McDonough, Patrick J., Pfc
McDonough, WarrenS .. Pfc
McDow, Garland G., Pfc
McDowell, Tom P., Jr. , Sgt
McDowell, Virgil E., Pvt
McEaneney, Charles W .. Tl4
McElhanev, Raymond R., TISgt
McElroy, Kenneth H., Pvt
McElwaney, Wilbur R., MISgt
McEntire, Charles A., Pvt
McFadden. Harry L., Tl5
McFarland, Denver E., SISgt
McFarlane, Leslie, Pvc
McGarvey, Daniel W., Tl4
McGee, Mario" J., Pfc
McGehee, Joe E:, Pfc
McGhee. Herman, Pvt
McGill, Leo. Pfc
lltcGilloway. Thomas P., SISgt
McGimley, Joseph P., Pvt
McGinley, Thomas R., Pfc
McGinnis, Broadus R., Cpl
~!cGinty, James T., Pvt
McGlaun, Dan H., Pvt
McGloughlan, Gerard P., Pfc
McGonif!le. Francis M., Pvt

McGlinchey, John \V., Pvt
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McGowan, James A., Jr. , T l4
McGrath, Keith T. , Pvt
McGrath, Richard J. , T l4
McGreger, Bttel N., Pte
McGregor, Rossie L., Pvt
McGuire, EarlS. , Sgt
McGuire, James J., Jr., Pvt
McHugh, Charles, Pvt
McHttgh, Thomas]., Pvt
MciiJhany, William W ., Pvt
Mcintire, Louis H., Pfc
Mclnryre, Vivian B. , Sgt
McKay, Carleton W ., Pvt
McKay, Robert J. , Jr. , Pfc
McKee, William D., Pvt
McKeever, John F., Cpl
McKeever, J oseph R., Pfc
McKemie, Willie W., Pfc
McKenzie, Edward G., T l4
McKeon, Donald M., Pvc
McKibben, Dana M .. Pfc
McKinney, Arnold E., T l5
McKinney, Carl]., Pvc
McKinney, Roy M. , Pfc
McKinney, Silas M. , Pvc
McKinnon, Angus G .. Pvc
McKinnon, Hugh J ., Pvt
McKinsrry, James A .. Cpl
McKinzie, John H., Pfc
M cKitrick, Harry ]. , SISgt
McKnighc, J ames J., Pvc
McLaughlin, J ames S., Pfc
Mcumghlin , Tommy C., Pte
McLaughlin, William H. , Jr .. SjSgt
McLean, James A. , Pvt
McLean, Thomas E. , Pvt
McLeod, Cossie M., Pvc
McMahan, Dewey M. , Pvt
McMahel, Alvin C., Pfc
McMahon, John H., 11Sgt
McManus, James F., Pvt

McManus, Joseph J ., Pvt
McManus, Matthew A .. Pvc
McManus, William A .. Pvc
McMillan, 0. Z., Pvc
McMillian, 0. Z .. Pvc
McMillin, John E.. Pvc
McMullen, Ray D. , Cpl
McMurray, Homer E. , Pfc
McNally, George B. , Pvc
McNamara, j oseph E. , Pt·t
McNulty, Donald L. , Pvt
McPeck. J ohn A., Pvc
McPhail. Homer C., T l 4
McPhee, Frederick C., Sgc
McPherson, Clarence A .. Pvt
McQuade, Francis H ., Pvc
McQueen, Clifford H ., Pvt
McQueen, Herbert, SISgc
McReynolds, Thomas L. , Pr•l
,v(cRobie, Junior M .. Pfc
McRoy. Trueman L. , Pvt
M cSwain, j oseph E., ]r .. Pr•t
McWethy, Amos T .. Pvc
Meade, Columbus. Pvc
Meade, Frank J ., Pfc
Meade, John M., 11Sgc
Meadows. Fred. Pvt
Meares, H arry D ., 1 I Sgt
Mears. Albert, Pvc
Measel , Charles H .. Sgc
Medows, Fred E., Cpl
Meehan, Dinnie H ., Pvc
Meek , Roy F., T I Sgt
Megary, William H ., T I Sgc
Meighan, Francis L. , Sgc
Meitzler, George J .. Jr. , Pvt
Mekka, Roland R. , Pvt
Melancon, Daniel P., Pvr

Melick, Charles S.. Pvc
Mellen, Benjamin C. , Pvr

Mellinger, George R .. Sgc
MellonJ. l?ober1. Pte
Melody, Eugene. Pfc
Melotta, Pecer S.. Pfc
Melvin, GeorgeS .. Pfc
Melasche, Fred. Pfc
Mendell, Sidnev, Pvt
Meneely, Earl D., Pfc
Mensik, Theodore C .. Sgc
Menzies, James P., Pvr
Mercer, Harvey P ., Pfc

Mercier, Maurice M., Cpl
Mercier, Victor J ., Pvt
Meredith, Cecil A. , Pvc
Meredich, Thomas R. , Pvt
Mermin, Arthur F., Tl4
Merolla, Alfred, SISgt
Merriam, Nathan, Pfc

Merritt, George A. , Pvc
Merritt, Quinro D. , Pvc
Merritt, Robert C., Pvt
Merryfield, John M. , Tl~
Merva, Frank J. , Pvt
Meschen, Paul, SI Sgt
Meshak, Walter V., SI Sgt
Mesimer, Eugene S. , Sgt
Mesko, George E. , Pvc
Mesner, William L. , SI Sgt
Messana, JosephS., Pfc
Messer, Roy S., Pvt
Messersmith, Gordon F. , Pvt
Messier, George J. , Pvt
Messier, Wilfred G .. Jr .. SISgc
Metcalf, Albert E. , Cpl
Metts, Fred W., Pfc
Metzger , John M. , Pfc
Metzker, Arnold E., Pvc
Metzler, H mry L. , TIS gt
Metzner, Milton 0. , Pfc
.Meyer, Charles E., Pt'l

Meyer, Clarence A. , T I Sgc
Meyer, George H. , Pvc
Meyer, Herman E.. Sgc
Meyers, John V., Pfc
Meyer, joseph F.. Pr·t
Meyer , Ray W .. Pfc
Meyer, William C.. Pvc
Meyers, Ira, Pvt
Meyers, James E., Sgc
Meyers, John T .. Pvt
Michael, Leroy R. , Pvt
Michael, Raymond C .. T l5
Michael, Russel F. , Pfc
Michaels, Dean C .. Pfc
Michalik, J ohn M .. T l5
Michalovic, Joseph J .. Pvc
Michellon, Robert L. , Sgc
Michie!, Nissim, Pvc
Mickle, Bertis E .. Pvc
Middleton, John J .. Pfc
Middleton, William M .. Pvc
Mihalick, Frank J ., Pfc
Midkiff, Cecil G .. Pvc
Mihalisin, Albert C.. Pvt
Mieciecka, John , Pfc
Mikkelson, Nicholas T .. Pk
Mihelcich , Martin, Cpl
Miles, Francis B., Pvc
Milam, Shelby N., Pvr
Miles. Walter H .. Pvc
Milford, Robert L., Pfc
Milkins. Ward J .. Cpl
Millane, James H .. Pfc
Millard, William H .. Pfc
Miller, Albert W., Pvc
Miller, Anthony C., Pvc
Miller, Arch , Jr.. T 15
Miller, Arthur C., Pvc
Miller, Carl J., Pfc
Miller. Charles E. , Pvc
Miller, Charles L. , Pvc
Miller, Clarence A., Pte
Miller, Claude J., Pvc
Miller, Earl C., Jr .. Pvt
Miller, Edgar M. , Pvt
Miller, Emory E., Pfc
Miller, Ewell H. , 1ISgc
Miller, Frederick W .. Pfc
Miller, George, Pvt
Miller, George B. , Pvc
Miller, George T .. Pfc
Miller, H erbert J .. Pvc
Miller, H oward B .. Pvc
Miller, Jacob S., Pvc
Miller, J asper E., Pfc
Miller, John C. , Pfc
Miller. John L. , Jr. , Pfc
Miller, John R., Pfc
Miller, Lawrence S.. Pfc
Miller, Leon, Pvc
Miller, Linton, Pvc
Miller, Louis, Pfc
Miller, Max M .. Pvt
Miller, Paul, Cpl
Miller, Pmd V .. Ptr
Miller, Raloh E., SI Sgt
Miller, Richard L, Pvc
Miller, Richard S.. Pvc
Miller, Roberr L., T 15
Miller, Simon L. , Sgc
Miller, Stanley E .. Cpl
Miller, T homas H .. Sgc
M iller, Virgil H., SI Sgt
Miller, Walter C., Pfc
Miller, Willard E. , Pvc
Miller, William H ., Pfc
Miller. William J ., Pvt

Miller, William R. , Pte
Miller, WilliamS., ]r. , Pr•t
Miller, William T. , Pvt
Millet, Gale K. , Pr•t
Millhouse, Lesrer G .. Sgc
Milling, Raymond, Pvt
Milloca, Peter S., Pfc
Mills, Albert H ., Pfc
Mills, Albert L. , T l4
Mills, Dennis, Pvc
Mills, Earl C., Pic

Mills, Elbert W., Pfc
Mills, Gordon W., T I Sgt
Mills, Robert W., Pvc
Milner, William G .. Pvc
Milone, A11gelo A., Pvt
Milotta, Peter S.. Pfc
Miltenberger , John A., Pfc
J\lfilton, \X'arren, Pvr

Minaded, John A .. Pfc
Minck, Howard D. , Pvc
Mineo, Gerald A .. Pfc
Minerd, Thomas, Pvt
Mi nghenelli , Augusr A .. Pvc
Minis, Nathan]., Pvc
Mink, Milard F. , Pvc
Mink, William J .. Pvc
Minnich , Lesrer E .. Pfc
Minshew, Dixon G .. Pfc
Minster, Harry, Pvc
Mirabella, Paul, Sgc
Mirek, Edward J., Pvc
Misar, Charles, SISgc
Mischio, James J ., Pvc
Misdom, Edward J , SI Sgt
Misfeldt, Emmett P., Pfc
Mishka, John, Pvc
Miskimen, Jay H .. Pvc
Miskovich, Nick, Sgc
Misunas, Edward, Pvc
Micchel , Peter M.. Jr .. Pic
Mitchell, Billy G. , Sgt
Mitchell, Dwight B.. Pfc
Micchell, Edward J .. Pfc
Mitchell, Elmer J. , Pic
J\1'itchell, Fred F. , Pfc
Mitchell, George E.. Pfc
Mitchell, Joseph C. , Pvt
Mitchell, J oseph C., Pvc
Mitchell, Kennech D .. S/ S~r
Mitchell, Lewis M .. Pvt
Mitchner, Carl, Pfc
Mixon, Aubrevs. Pvc
Mizell, J ohn D .. SI Sgc
Mizer, Quentin L., Pvr

Moak, Joseph A., Pfc
Moberg, Warren 1. , Pvc
Moberly, C. B., Jr .. Pvc
Mock, Robert W, Pvc
Moelaart, Arthur J ., SI Sgr
Mocsary, George G ., T / 4
Moczek, Bernard E.. Pfc
Moeller. Alvin. Cpl
Moes, Paul F., T l 4
Moffatt, Austin L. , Pvc
Moffitt, John R ., Pfc
Mogle, Raymond F .. Pfc
Mohler, Aaron L .. Pt e
Mohler, George D. , Pvc
Molina, Enrique G., Sgc
Molina, Manuel C., Pvc
Molinatro, Jonatha n J , Pvc
Monahan, Joseph W., Pfc
Moncello. Nicholas. Pvc
Moncrief, Chester E .. Pvc
Moncrief, J ames L. , Cpl
Mood, Saul , Pvt
Mondra~on, J ose F., Pvt
Money, James A., Pfc
Moniz, Joseph, Pvc
Monohon, Paul W .. Pvc
Monsees, G eorge, Sg1

Monralbano, Tony J .. Pvr
J\rfonrano, Antonio L. . Pvt
Montgomery, Eugene W .. Sgc
Monrgomery, ]. C. . Pfc
Mo nrgomery, Rex L. . Pvt
Monrrey, Arrhur H ., Jr .. Sgt
Moody, John M .. Pvc
Moody, Melvin E., Pvt
Moody, Robert L.. Pte
Moody, Thomas E.. Pvc
Mooers. Everett R., Pvc
Moon, John H ., Pvt
Mooneyham, Q. T .. Pvc
Moore, Austin H ., Jr .. Pfc
Moore, Bayard G. , Pvc
Moore, Cecil F., Pfc
Moore. Charles R .. Pvr
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Moore, Clifro n W., Pvc
Moore, Dale D., Pvt
Moore, Daniel L. , Pvt
Moore, David T., Pvt
Moore, D urward, Pvc
Moore, Earl F., Pvt
Moore, Edwin C., Pvc
Moore, Francis E. , Pfc
Moore, ,Frederick J., Jr .. Sgc
Moore, Garland H. , Pfc
Moore, George ]. , Cpl
Moore, H arold E., Pvc
Moore, James L. , Pfc
Moore, Jean C., Pfc
J\1.oore, Lawrence A.. Pvc
Moore, Luther R , Pvt
Moore, Mack C., Pfc
Moore, Paul W ., Pvc
Moore, Raymond J, Pvc
Moore, Vernon V .. Pvc

Moore, W illiam H. , Sr .. Pvt
Moore, William L. , Jr .. T I Sgc
Moorehead. Cornelius E., Pvt
Mooseles, T heodore J ., SI Sgc
Moraco, Louis T., Pvt
Morales, Vi ncenc, Pvc

p,,,

,\l oralez, Altomo,
Moralez, Manuel S.. Pvc
Moralli. Peter H. , Pfc
Marasco, Joseph J., Pfc
Morea, J oseph M., Pvc
!Vforeau. Romeo R .. Pvt
Morefield, Max E.. Pvc
Moreland. J ames L. , Pvc
Moreno, Eulalia, Pvr

Morey, Francis F.. Pvc
Morgan, Cephas D. , T /·i
Morgan, Earnest L. , Pvc
Morgan , George W. , Cpl
Morgan, H arry E., Pvc

Morgan, James B., Jr .. Pvt
Morgan, John C., Pvc
Morgan, Joseph A .. Pvr
Morgan, Paul J ., Pvt
Morgan, Roy A.. Sgc
Morgan, Willie B., T l 'i
Morin, Paul R .. Pvc
Moricz. Clifford F .. Pvt
tl!orri/1. Charles IV., Pt•t
Morris, Clarence A .. Cpl
Morris, Donald, Pvt
Morris. Donn ]. , Pfc
Morris. James F. , S/ Sgc
Morris. Joe, Pvt

Morris. John J ., Pfc
Morris, John R. , Pvt
Morris. Leroy, Pfc

Morris, Lloyd T .. Pfc
Morris, Paul F., Pfc
Morris, Robert E. , Pvr
Morris, Roberr H. , Pvt

Morris. Sidney G .. Pfc
Morris, T ed E., T I 4
t\lorris, T homas, Pte
Morris. Thomas, Pvt
lvforrison, Frank C., Pvr
Morrison, Howard M. , Pvt

t\lorriso!l. Kenneth A .. Pte
Morrison, Noel F .. T l 4
Morrison. Stuart M., Pvt
Morrison. Vernon B.. Pvt
t\Corrissette, B ernard ].. Pl'l

Morrissey, Sidney C., P1'1
Morrow, Erwin R .. T l 5
Morrow, Jesse F. , Pvt
Morrow. Romie L. , Sr .. Pvt

Morse, Charles E., Pvc
Mor.<e, l?obert H. , Pte
Morse, Walcer W .. Pfc
Monon, Berl A., Pvt
Monon. Charles E., S/ Sgt
Morton , John A .. Pfc
Monon. \Vill iam 0 ., Ph

Mo,.k. Michael G .. T l 'i
Moser. Roberr E.. Cpl
Moses. Melvi n L. , Pfc
Mosher. Ralph E.. Jr .. Pvt
Mosher, Raymond L. , Pvt
Moskowitz , H arry. Pvr

Mosley, Grady W .. Pfc
Moslev. Mel vin . Pvc

Mosley. Sam. Pfc
Moss. Cliffo rd C. . Pvt
i\foss. !ame.r U . . P1•1

MoSteiler. Lewis. Pfc
M osri n~kv .

Murray, Pvr

Morra, H enry A .. Pvt
Motvka, Matrhew M .. Pfc
Moulin. Alvin L.. Pvr
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Mowatt, Frank G., SISgt
Mowery, Raymond E., Pfc
Mowrer, Glenn S. , Pfc
Moyer, Edwin D., Jr., Pfc
Moyer, Harold, T l5
Moyer, Lyle R., SI Sgt
Mozingo, Paul E., Pvt
Mrazek, Vernon F., Pvt
Mrozek, Alexander, Pfc
Mucha, Walter J .• Pvt
lvlttchler, ] oseph, Pvt
Muchie, Joseph, Pvt
Mueller, Robert E., T I 4
Mueller, Robert L., Cpl
Mueth, Cornelius F. , Pfc
Muffoletto, Anthony A. , Pvt
Muhs, Henry H., Pfc
Muir, WilliamS., Pvt
Mulhern, Peter P., Pvt
Mull, Elwood A., T l5
Mttll, Thomas M. , Pvt
Mullally, Joseph E., Pvt
Mullaney, Robert K., T 15
Mullen, George W., Pvc
Mullen, John H., Pvt
Mullenix, Otis P. , Pvt
Mullenix, Searcey E., Sr. , Pvt
Muller, Arthur L. , Pvt
Muller, Ralph N., Pvt
Muller, Ralph 0., Pvt
Mullins, Edgar L., Pvt
Mullins, Lloyd B., Pfc
Mullins, Walter D., Sgt
Mulqueen, Michael A., Pfc
Mundheim, W illiam, SISgt
Munn, Howard J .• Pvt
Munoz, Jesus , Pvt
Muns, George W., Pvt
Muntz, William D. , Pvt
Munzer, Arthur F., Tl5
Murawski. Vincent S., Pfc
Murcek, Matthew J .• Pfc
Murino, Anthony J., Pvc
Mttrley, ]ames B., Pte
Murphree, Raymond E., Pfc
Murphy, Charles L., Pfc
Murphy, Conlon A .. Pvc
Mttrphy, Da1liel ]. , Sgt
Murphy, John E. ( 1) , SI Sgr
Murphy, John E. ( 2), SISgr
Murphy, John T. , Pvt
Murphy, Lee R. , Pfc
Murphy, Stanley J .• Pvc
Murphy, Thomas J. , Pfc
Murphy, Timothy]. , Sgt
Murphy, William]. , Sgr
Murrah, Dan, Pvc
l'v!urray, George F. , T 15
Murray, Harold W .. SI Sgr
Murray, James D .. Cpl
Murray, John B. , Pfc
Murray, John E. , Sgc
Mttrray, ]oh11 F.. Pvt
Murray, Vowell W., Pvc
Murray, Wesley G .. Pfc
Murrhee, Edward W., Jr. , Pvc
Murrill, Richard L., Pfc
Murrha, James V. , Pvt
Murtha, Robert]., Pvc
Musial, Charles A., Pvt
Musica, Anthony]. , Pvt
Musick, Labert. Pvt
Musik. George D. , Pvt
Musselman, Paul A ., SI Sgt
Musso. Louis ]. , Pfc
Mutchler. William E., Pvt
Myers, Clifford L. , Pvt
Myers, Eugene L.. Pvt
Myers, Henry F., SI Sgt
Myers, Hubert L. , Pvt
M yers, ]ames lV. , Pte
Myers, Lawrence E., Pfc
Myers, Mitchell D .. Pvc ,
Myers, Roy B., Pvt
Myers, Warren W .. Pfc
Myers. Willie G .. Pt>t
Mvnatt, Horace V. , T /5
Myrex, William G., Pvt
Myrick. Thomas R ., SISgr
Myrtle, Paul A ., Pvt

N
Nachtigal, August J .. Sgt
Nachtigal, William F. , Pvt
Naeve, La11rence R. , Pvc
Maeyert, Edward, Pfc
Nagmgast. lf/illiam E., TISgi
Nagode. HenryS., Cpl
Nagy, Ernest. Pvt
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Nagy, Frank A., ]r. , Pvt
Nalbach, Ralph G., Pvt
Nan.na, Carl ., Pvt
Napier, Charley]., Pvt
Napier, Lloyd A., Pvt
Napoli, Joseph M., Pvt
Narbaez, Ignacio J .• Pfc
Narojis, Mela J .• Pvt
Nash, Murray W., Pfc
Naughton, Frances J .• Pfc
Nauman, John G., Sgr
Nauta, Bert G., Pfc
Navary, Frank E., Pvt
Navirsky, Leo V., SI Sgr
Nawara, Emmitt H. , Pfc
Naylis, Francis J. , Pvt
Naylor, Ashby A. , Pfc
Neal, Hartley E. , Pvt
Neal, John, Pvc
Neary, George H., T l5
Necaise, Aron, Pvt
Necca, Elmer M., Pvt
Necklason, Herbert E. , T l5
Nedzinski, Albert V. , Sgr
Needham, Charles R. , Pfc
Negohisian, Sarkeis, Pvt
Neffendorf, Felix E., Pvt
Neil, George]., Pt>t
Neill, J. B. , Cpl
Neitzel, Earl A ., Pte
Nelms, Patti, Pte
Nelson, Arthur C., Pvt
Nelson, Beverly J .• Pfc
Nelson, Charles A. (I), Pte
Nelson, Charles A. ( 2), Pfc
Nelson, Donald E., Sgt
Nelson, Francis W., Pfc
Nelson, Frank]., TISgt
Nelson, Gustaf E. A., Pfc
Nelson, Knute D., Pfc
Nelson , John H. , Pvt
Nelson, Oscar G., Pfc
Nelson, Raymond L. , Pvr
Nelson, Robert W., Pvr
Nelson, Russell C., Pvt
Nelson, Tom, SI Sgt
Nelson, Wendell L. , Pvt
Nemeth, Alex]. , Jr., Pfc
Nemeth, Louis J .. T l4
Nemeth, Robert F., Pfc
Nemeth, William A. , Pvt
Neri, Albert J .• Pfc
Neri, Guadalupe A .. Pfc
Nester, James P., Pfc
Nester, Walter, Pvt
Nestor, Connie E., Pfc
Nestor, James P., Pfc
N erherland, Luther L., Pvt
Nettles, Steven, Pvt
Nettles, Vir~il L., Pfc
Neuman, Edward P., Pvt
Neumann. Walter]. A., T I Sgt
Nethers, Raymond H ., Cpl
Neucere, Malone]. , Pvt
Neumeister, Kenneth C., SI Sgr
Nevaquaya, Malcolm, Pvt
Nevarez, Eduardo, T I 4
Neves, James M., Pvt
Neveu, Alfred H .. Pfc
Newhall , Edward K., Pvt
Newkirk, James T .. Pvt
Newman, Adolph C., Pvt
Newman, Hvman. Pvt
Newman. Milton C., Pvt
Newnes, Berman R. , Pfc
Newrot, W illiamS .. T l5
Newsom, Hermon, Pvt
Newsome, Hervert R. , T l5
Newsome, Joseph R. , Pvt
Newton, Horace. Pvt
Newton. Leo T .. Pvt
Nev. Marshall F .. Pvr
Nibaur, Ravmond F .. Cpl
Nicholas, Carl W .. Pfc
Nicholas, George R., ] r .. Pvr
Nichols. Clyde N., Sgr
Nichols, Grady C.. Pvr
Nichols, Horace M. , Cp!
Nichols, Richard T., Sgr
Nichols, WilFam V .. Pvt
Nickel, James H .. Pfc
Nickel. Johnny, Pvc
Nickell , Oaklev. Pvt
Nickerson. W'lFam E .. Pfc
Niecikowski. John T. Pvr

Niebergall . Edword R .. Pfc
Nied, Paul W .. T IS•r
Nielsen. Vernon 1.. Pfc
Niemeier. Ar11old. Sgt

Niemeier, John F., Pfc
Niemi, William, Pvr
Niemiec, joseph, Pvt
Nimmer, Raymond A. , Pfc
Nimmons, Robert K., Pte
Nipper, Robert L., Pvt
Nisner, George C., Pvr
Nissen, Emery H. , Pvt
Nittinger, Raymond L., Pvc
Nitz, Charles W., Pfc
Nitzberg, Irving B., Pvt
Nix, Thomas E. , IISgt
Nixon, Donald P., Pfc
Noack, Francis J .• Jr., Pfc
Nobis, Harold F., Pvr
Nodis, Harold F., Pvr
Noe, Allen V., Cpl
Noe, E11.gene H., Pte
Noe, Floyd J .. Cpl
Noel, Albert, Pvt
Noel, Melvin L., Pvt
Nogowski, Raphael, Pfc
Nolan, Edward J .• Pvr
Nolan, James A., Pvr
Noles, Lonnie, Pvt
Nollsch, Harry E., Pvt
Nolting, Morris L., T l5
Noone, Thomas]., Pte
Norbye, Hartley D. , Pfc
Norderm, Harry, Pvt
Norman, Charley D ., Pvr
Norman, Glenn M., T l4
Norman, Harold F., Pvt
Norman, Thomas, Pvt
Normansell, Richard J .• Pvt
Norred, Denville J. , Jr., Pvt
Norred, Roy C., Pfc
Norris, Donald W., Pvt
Norris, George S., Pvr
Norris, Lelon, Pfc
Norris, Leroy, Pfc
Norris, Leslie E., Pfc
Norris, Olen R., Pvt
Norris, Paul C., Jr .. Pvt
Norris, Relies L., Pvt
Norris, William H. , Pvr
North, A 11brey lV., Sgl
North, Bernard T., Pvt
North, William C.. T/Sgr
Northcutt, Robert R. , S/ Sgr
Northenor, Leo, Pvr
Norton, Edgar B., Pvt
Norton, John M., Pvr
Norton, Lewis, Pvt
Norvell, Warren L. , Sgr
Norwood, Eskiel L. , Cpl
Noskowiak, Arthur F .. Pvt
Novack, Frank H., Pvt
Novak, Adolph, Pfc
Novak, Earl F., Pvt
Novak, Edward P. , Pvt
Novak, john, Sgt
Novak, William M .. Sgr
Noveshalski. John H., 11Sgr
Novi, G ino L., Tl4
Nowak, John L .. Pvt
Nowakowski, Edward R. , Cpl
Noyes, William M. , Sgt
Nunley, Albert, Pvt
Nurnburg, Joseph, Pvt
Nutick, Edward H., Pvr
Ntttter, Norman E., Pvt
Nykamp, Walter V. , Pfc
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Oaks, Mill as E., Pvt
O 'Banion, Howard, Pvt
Obeginski , Edward]., Cp!
Ober, John G., Pvt
Oberlin, Cecil , Pfc
Oblinger , J ames F. , Pvt
Oboikovits, Iglatz]. , Pvr
Obos!a, Milan, Cpl
O'Brien, John F., Pvr
O'Brien, Patrick A. , Pvr
Ochs, Charles P., Pfc
O'Clair, Albert J. , Pfc
O'Connell, Raymond W .. Pfc
O 'Connelt, Thom.as M .. Pvt
O'Connor, Charles P.. Pte
O 'Connor, David ]., Pfc
O'Connor, Diser ]., ]r. , Pt'f
O 'Connor, G iles G., Pvt
O'Connor, John J ., SISgr
O 'Connor, John]., Sgt
O'Connor. Thomas P .. Pfc
O'Dea. Edward ]., Pfc
O 'Dell, Hugh C., Pfc
O'Dell, Leroy F., Pvr

Odell, Louis H ., Pvt
Odietus, lJ7aller G., Pvt
Odom, Henry E. , Pfc
O'Donnell, James F., Pvt
O'Donnell, James T ., Pvt
Oelschlagel, Hans, Pvt
Offerman, Theodore G. , SI Sgt
Offord, Harry W. , Pvt
Ogborn, Billy, Jr. , Pfc
Ogilvie, Donald K. , Pvr
Ogle, Lee, SI Sgt
Oglesbee, William E., Pvt
Oglesby, Clyde F., Pfc
O'German, Joseph, SI Sgt
O'Hanlon, Thomas J .• Pvt
0' Hare, Charles G., Pvr
O'Hare, Charles P. , Pvt
O'Hollaren, Dean L., Pfc
Oiler, Osborne T ., Sr., M I Sgt
Oja, Emil E., Pfc
O'Kane, Cornelius J .. Pfc
Okrutsky, Anthony J .• T l 5
Okum, Charles, Pfc
Oldfield, Charles 0. , Pvr
O'Lear, George ]. , Cpl
O'Leary, Eugene D. , Pvt
O'Leary, Joseph D. , Pvt
Olewnicki, Leon J .. Pvt
Oliphant, Simon, Jr. , Pvt
Oliver, Frank J., Pvt
Oliver, Michael, TISgt
Oliviero, Anthony, Pvr
Olkewicz, Richard T., Pfc
Ollis, James E., Pfc
Olmstead, Albert D. , T 15
Olson, Clifford V., Pvt
Olson, John W. , SI Sgt
Olson, Johnnie, Pfc
Olson, Randolph M., Pvt
Olson, Russell W., Pvr
Olson, Willard, Pfc
Olszewski, Stanley, Pvt
Olszowka, Charles ]., Pfc
Olwig, Bruno W., Pvt
Oman, Richard W., Pfc
O'Melia, Kenneth D., T l5
O'Neill, James T., SI Sgt
O'Neill, John E., SI Sgr
Oppermmzn, Algtred F., Pte
Opple, Elbert L., Pfc
Orazen, Frank E., Jr., Pvc
Ordons, Anthony M ., Pfc
Orege, Franklin C., Pvc
Orem, Leo '!f., Pfc
Oren berg, Rubin, Pvt
O'Renick, George, Pfc
Orr, Bradford A., Pvt
Ortiz, Antonio, Pvt
Ormand, Kenneth E., Pfc
Ornduff, Olen G. , SI Sgt
O'Rourke, Bernard M. , Pvt
O'Rourke, Orville M ., Pvt
O'Rourke, William B., SI Sgt
Ortega, Ruben D. , Pfc
Ortegon, Alfred S., Pvt
Ortegon, Raymond S., Pfc
Orrh, Lawrence ]. , Pvt
Ortiz, Antonio, Pvt
Ortolano, Fiorella]., SI Sgt
Orton, Frederic A ., Pvt
Orwig, J ames B.. Jr. , Pvt
Orwig, Raymond)., Pvt
Orzel, Walter, Pvr
Osberg, Lloyd A. , Pvt
Osborn, Charles D ., Pvt
Osborn, Roll, Pfc
Osborne, Roll, Pfc
Osburne, Lawrence W ., Pfc
O ' Shea, Henry C., Pfc
Oshinksy, Ruben, Pfc
Osman, Norman, Pvt
O'Steen, Aubrey, Pvr
Oster, Donald A .. SI Sgr
Ostman, Arthttr D., Pt'l
Ostrowski, Nick C., Pt•l
Oswald, Andrew J ., Pvr
Oswald, Edward F .. Cpl
Orewis, J oseph J .. Pvt
Otte, Anthony]., Pfc
Otto, Ralph F., Pvt
Overcash, Horace E .. Pvr
Overcash, Robert L., Pvt
Overly, Bert E., Sgr
Overman, Bobbie J .. Pvr
Overstreet, Foy E., Pvr
Overton, John M., Pvt
Ovitt, Wesley E .. Pfc
Owak, R oman M., Pfc
Owens, Elmer E. , Pfc
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Owens, Freddie 0. , Cpl
Owens, Hulet L., Pfc
Owens, James S. , Pvc
Owens, John W., SI Sgt
Owens, Johnnie H., T l4
Owens, Lawrence 0., Pjc
Owens, Ralph A. , Pfc
Owens, Robert, Pvc
Owens, Thomas M., Pvt
Owens, Willis T. , Jr. , M I Sgt
Owoyko, Joseph, Pvc
Oxendine, Winston , Pvt
Oyer. Elto·n L.. Pfr

p
Pace, Charles C., Pfc
Pace, Dewitc T. , Pvt
Pacera, Alfred, Pfc
Pacheco, Benjamin R., Sr., Pfc
Pacheco, Demetrio G., Pvr
Pacheco, Doro, T I Sgt
Pachowitz , Walter J .. Pvt
Paci, Rosario]. , Pvt
Packer, William H. , Pvt
Pada, Robert E. , Pfc
Padgett, Albert H ., Pvt
Padgett, Elmer D., T l5
Padgett, Floyd W., T l5
Padilla, Frank L. , P11t
Padilla, Joe M. , SI Sgt
Padttla, ]ames P. , Pfc
Pagano, Stephen C., Pfc
Page, Frank F. , Pfc
Page, Irvin, LI Sgt
Page, Robert V. , Pvc
Pagel, Lawrence M. , Sgt
Pagones, John , Pic
Paine, George A. , Jr., Pfc
Paino, Athony W., Pvt
Painter, Henry W ., Pvr
Pairits, John F. , SI Sgt
Paja, Stanley J. , Pfc
Paknik , John , Pvt
Palacios , Octavia M., Pfc
Palamca , Raymond J. , Pfc
Palange, Anthony, Pfc
Palazzolo, Joseph J .. S I Sgt
Palermo, Murphy G., Pfc
Palese, Anthony M., Jr. , Pvc
Paliwoda, Marion , Pvr
Pallas, William J. , Pvc
Palmer, Erskin R., Pvc
Palmer, Francis R ., T l5
Palmer, Gilbert R., Tl4
Palmer, Harry R. , Pfc
Palmer, H enry D .. Pfc ·
Palmer, James R. , Pfc
Palmer, Samuel H., Pvt
Palmer, Walter L. , Pfc
Palmisano, Vincent A., Pvt
Palumbo , Rocco L., Pvt
Pamperin, Robert E., TISgt
Panaro, Lawrence, Pfc
Pancio, Henry A. , Pvt
Pandas, Michael ]. , Pfc
Panek, John T. , Pvt
Pannell , Charles H., Pvt
Pat>talone, T ony F., Pte
Pamazis, John N. , Pvt
Paolini. Mario V. , Pvr
Papadakos, Thomas P. , Sgt
Papagianopoulos, Peter C., Pfc
Papliodis, Nick, Pte
Papp, John, Pvt
Paradowski , Edmund, Sgt
Pardee, Harold !17., Pte
Parer, Frank J. , Pvt
Parish , Tho mas L., Pvt
'Parisi, Baptiste P. , Pfc
Park, Jason D. , Pfc
Parker, E!!.lon, P11t
Parker, Ellie M .. Pfc
Parker, Frank W., Pfc
Parker, Herman C., Pvr
Parker, Howard H ., Pfc
Parker,]. P., Pvt
Parker, Jesse J ., Pfc
Parker, John W., Pfc
Parker, Leonard S. , Pvc
Parker, Robert M. , Pvt
Parker, Scoville B. , Pfc
Parker, Shirley W., Pfc
Parks, Emmitt T., Pvc
Parks, George B. , Pvt
Parks, Guy W., Jr. , Pvt
Parks, Harold K., T I Sgr
Parks, Julian B., Pvt
Parlegreco, Sam, SI Sgt
Parlor, Allen W., Pvt

Parnell, John A. , Cpl
Paroby, John, Pvt
Parris, Jay D .. Pfc
Parrish, Lee D ., Pvt
Parsley, Auxier, Pvr
Parsley, Clarence E. , Pfc
Parsons, Edward T. , SI Sgr
Parsons , James M. , Pvt
Pascal , Louis R. , Cpl
Pascetta, Frank]., Pfc
Paschal, Elijah , Pvt
Pascolini , Spartaco F., Pvc
Pasekoff, Harold, Pvt
Paslawsky, Walter , Pvt
Pasley, Leo, Jr. , Pvt
Pasquale, Ernest M. , Pvt
Pasquale, Patsy, P/r

Pass, Gus, Pfc
Passalacqua, Billy, Pfc
Passow, Haroldean, Pjc
Pasternack, Steven T. , P1'1

Pasternak, Michael, Pvt
Pastor, Mike, Pvt

Pate, Clyde, Pvt
Pare, William G. , Pvc
Paternoster, Eugene L. , Pvc
Patin, George, Pfc
Patin, Robert J., Pvc
Patricca, Thomas]. , Pm
Patrick, Charlie E., Pfc
Patrick , I:<rancis B. , Pvc
Patrick, Robert 0. , Pfc
Patterson, Archie L. , Pfc
Patterson, Boyce E. , l i Sgt
Patterson, Carl W., Pvt
Patterson, Clifford R., Pvt
Patterson, Earl G., T I Sgt
Patterson, George E., Pvt
Patterson, Leslie 0. , Pfc
Patterson, Overcon C., Pvt
Patterson , Robert H. , Pfc
Patti, Nicolo, Pvt
Pattie, Hugh L., Jr .. Pvt
Patron, John J., Pvt
Paugh, Claud H., Pvt
Paul, Chester A. , Pvt
Paul , DaltOn R. , Pvc
Pauley. Paul R. , Pvt
Paulk , J. W ., Pvt
Paulson, Harold R., Pfc
Paulson, Merlin W., Pvc
Pattison, Olin H .. Pte
Paulson, Victor W., Pvt
Pautler, Charles P., T l4
Pavone, Henry B. , Pfc
Pavone, John, Pvt
Pavoni, Orland]. , Pvc
Pavuk, Peter, Pvr
Pawlowski. Walter , Pvc
Payne, James D. , Pfc
Pay11e, johnny R., Pfc
Payne, Leonard H., Pfc
Payne, Max W., Pfc
Payron , Theodore H., Pfc
Peachock, Carl A. , Cpl
Peacock, Edward P., Pfc
Peak, Donald M. , Pvt
Peak, Edward R. , Pvt
Peak, Paul R. , Pvt
Pearce, Erwin H., Pvt
Pearce, Walter G., T /)
Pearson, Henry C., Pfc
Pearson, Kenneth C., Pvc
Pearson, Robert W., P11t
Pearson , Thomas H. , Pvr
Pecararo. Dominic, Pvc
Pechin, Marcelin P., SI Sgt
Peck, Robert, P11t
Peck, Stanley G., Pvc
Peck, \Villiam S., Pvt
Pecora, Salvatore P .. Pfc
Pecoraro, Frank, Pvr
Pecorella, Louis J .. Pfc
Peden, Eugene]. , Pvt
Pedersen, Robert M. , Pvc
Pedula, Carmelo]., Pvt
Peebles, Harry L. , Cpl
Peek , Asa L., Pvt
Peetz, Clarence H., T I Sgr
PetRey, Francis M .. Pvt
Pehlman. Russell C., Sgt
Pelham, Jessie 0. , Jr., Pvc
Pell , RichardT. , S ISgt
Pellecchia, Dalmazio, T I Sgr
Pellegrini, Frank J .. Pvt
Pellegrini, Joseph R .. Cpl
Pellegrino, Alberto]., SI Sgr
Pellegrino, Nicholas, Pvt
Pellet. Bever! y E., Pvc

Pellino, Johnny J. , Pfc
Pence, Ramie 1. , Pvt
Penczak, Albert J. , Pfc
Penewit, James H. , T l4
Penick, Greed S., Sgt
Penio, Angelo, Pvt
Penkoske, Antone]. , Pfc
Pennell, Daniel B. , SI Sgt
Penner, Jerome , Pvc
!'enning, Carl A. , Pvt
PenningtOn , James K. , T I Sgt
Pennington, Monroe, Pvt
PenningtOn , Quentin, T 15
Pentlin, Ralph F. , Sl :>gr
Pentz, Harold R. , Pvt
Pepin, Joseph 0. , Pvt
Peplow , Lewis D .. Pfc
Perarcyk. Tony S .. Pvt
Perchez, Lawrence P. , Pvc
Perez, Fidel , Pvt
Perez , Joaquin C .. Pvc
Perez. Louis E. , Pvc
Perhach, Joe, T l5
Perillo, Viro W., Sgt
Perinotti, Louis, Jr., Pvc
Perkins, Homer E. , Pfc
Perkins, Joseph D. , TISgt
Perkins, Sam N ., Pfc
Perkins, Tom F., Pfc
Perras, Albert 0., Pfc
Perras, David A. , Pvc
Perreault, Harry J. , Jr. , Pvt
Perreault, Romeo , Pvt
Perrigin, Robert C., Pvt
Perrin , Curtis L., Pvc
Perry, Dominic, Sgt
Perry, Edward V ., Pfc
Perry, George C., Pvt
Perry, James R. , Sgt
Perry, Thomas A., Cpl
Perry, Wayne R., Pfc
Perseo, Thomas R .. T I 5
Persino, Calvin, Pvc
Persky, Jack , Pvt
Perso, Vencent, Pvc
Fertile, James J .. T l5
Peschka , Mike P .. Sj Sgt
Pescik, Albin J. , Pvt
Pesromik, Daniel, Pfc
Peters, Cl<trence, ]r. , T I Sgt
Peters, Clifford 1., Pvc
Peters. Earl D. , Pfc
Petersen, Ralph A .. Pfc
Peterson, Ernest H., T /5
Peterson , Herbert A., Pvc
Peterson, Hugo L. , Pfc
Peterson, Irving L., Pvt
Peterson , Roy C., SISgt
Peterson , Russell 0., Pvt
Peterson, Maynard M. , Cpl
Petitt, Donald C., Pvt
Petrie, Carl, T 15
Petriccione, Larry, Cpl
Petrick, Roland ]. , Pfc
Petrick, Anthony ]., Pfc
Petroff, Boris G., Sgt
Petroff, Joseoh N. , Cpl
Petrongolo, Perry A., Pvt
Petronio, Jasper, Pvc
Petroski , Leonard W., Sgt
Petrosky , Kasimer A. , Pvc
Pettay, William K. , S I Sgr
Petterson. Ole P., SI Sgr
Petti , Paul F. , Sgr
Pettigrew, Charlie M. , Pvt
Pettigrew, Wallace 1., Pfc
Pettit, Charles E., SI Sgr
Pettit, Paul M .. Pvt
Petty, Merrill F .. Pvt
Pew, R obert, Pfc
Pezza, Lawrence, SI Sgr
Pezzulo , O'Neil M .. Pfc
Pfaff, John E., Pvt
Pfeifer, Frank W., Pfc
Pfeiffer, John D., Pvc
Pfeiffer, Lawrence, Pvc
Pflum, Harry F., SI Sgt
Phagan , James N., SI Sgt
Phelps, Daniel H ., T l4
Phelps, Don R. , Cpl
Phelps, Harold F., Sgt
Philbrick, Kenneth E., Pvt
Philbrick, Theodore R. , P1!1
P\lillips, Amos, Pvt
Phillips, Charles H., M I Sgr
Phillips, Christopher, Pt•t
Phillips, Eligah M., Pvt
Phillips, Ernest J .. Pfc
Phillips. Jerome E., Pvt
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Phillips, John K. , T l3
Phillips , Johnnie, Pvc
Phillips, Oliver K., Pfc
Phillips, Ri chard P. , Pvt
Phillips, Russell V .. Pvc
Phillips, William K. , SI Sgr
Phillips, William T. , Pvt
Philp, Robert, Pfc
Philpot, Wallace G ., Jr. , Pvc
Phippin , James N. , Pfc
Picciotti , Frank S., Pvt
Picirillo, Joseph A., Pvc
Pickett, Charles M., Sgt
Pickett, Hubert H., Pvt
Pickle, Erbie G., Pvt
Pieczynski , Raymond ]. , Pvc
Pierce, Albert G., Pvt
Pierce, Douglas W., Pvc
Pierce, Edu·ard L. , Pvl
Pierce, Kenneth 0. , Pfc
Pierce, Norman]., Pvt
Pierce, Rayburn L. , Pvc

Pierno, Joseph R. , Cpl
Pierson , Edward A., Pvt
Piesro, James J. , SI Sgt
Pietraszewski, R. , Pvt
Pignani, Tullio J. , Pfc
Pignara. Arthur, Pvt
Pike, Charles A. , Cpl
Pilchard, Alan H ., Pfc
Pilchard , James .S. , Pfc
Pilgrim , Robert D. , Pvt
Piller, Edward C.. T I 5
Pilotte, Bernard J ., Pfc
Pimsler, Louis M., Pfc
Pincince, Napoleon R .. Pvt
Pinder, Lipton L. , Pvt
Pine, Alan D ., Pfc
Pine, Harold S. , SI Sgt
Pineau, Armand R. , Pfc
Pinelli, Michael E. , Pfc
Pinney, Seabury H ., Pvt
Pinta, Joseph J., Cpl
Pinro, Robert J. , Pfc
Pipet , Dick E., Pfc
Pinyard, Ivan D. , Pvt
Pippin, James A., Pvc
Piporo. Anthony]., T /·1
Piri , Glenn E. , SI Sgt
Pirone, SiJt,io D., Pjc

Pirtle, Robert L. , Sgt
Pisani, Joseph M ., Pvc
Pisarek, William J .. Pfc
Pitcher, Roger M. , Pvt
Pitre, Edward R. , Pvt
Pitre, H erman ]., P/c
Pittman, Fra n.k A'L, Pjc

Pittman , Phillip A. , Pfc
Pittman, William F. , Pvt
Pitts , Hugh , Pfc
Pizzo, Steven, Pjc
Place. Ru ssell 1. , Pfc
Placek , Jerome ]., Cpl
Placke, Henry L. , Pvt
Piatt, Leonard, Pvt
Pleasants, Emmitt H. , T l5
Pleasant, Joe S. , Pvt
Pledger, George E., Sgr
Plew, Harold, T l5
Plick , Earl J. , SI Sgr
Plummer, Virg il E., Pvt
Pluta, Henry R. , Pfc
Pochet, Arthur D. , T l5
Pocorabba, Mi chael , Pfc
Poddo, Joseph , Pvt
Podlaski , Joseph P. , Pfc
Podnar, John, Pvt
Podojak , Nick, Jr .. Pvt
Poe, Woodrow W .. Cpl
Pohlman, Ralph H .. SI Sgr
Points . Leslie R ., Pfc
Po itras. Gabriel G .. Pvt
Poland. ]ames L., P!c
Policky. Emil J., SISg t
Poling, Ri chard C., Pvt
Politza. Frank A .. Jr., SISgr
Polites. Nicholas J. , Sgt
Polk. Edsel F., Pfc
Polk, Wendell C., Pvt
Pollack, John A., Pfc
Pollack, Solomon M. , Pfc
Pollard, Ernest L. , Pvc
Pollard, Wayne D. , Pvc
Pollick, Samuel. Sgt
Poltock, John A .. Pfc
Polo, Albert]., Sgt
Pol umbo, Bennie F., Pvt
Pomykala, William 1. , TISgr
Ponce, Antonio G., Pvc
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Ponkevitch, Stephen, Sgc
Ponton , Aaron E. , Pvt

Poole, Harold D., T l 5
Poole, Herman M., Pvr
Poole, Willard H., Pvt
Pooler, Evert G., Pfc
Poorman, R1tssell E., Cpl
Pope, Allee T. , Pfc
Popelka, Wayne A., Cpl
Porter, Clyde A., Pvr
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Puglia, Vito, Pfc
Pulaski, Ralph R., Pfc
Pulley, Melvin N., Pfc
Pulliam, Allen, Pvc
Pttlsifer, Richard]., P[c
Purgerson, Robert R., Pfc
Purk, Wilbur R., Pvc
Pyles, Norman, Pvc

Q

Porcer, Duane C. , Pvr

Quanrz, Marcin, Pvr

Porter, George B. , Pvt

Quarles, Arvil R., Pvc
Quarles, Robert B., Pvc
Queen, Bill, Sgt
Queen, Jack, Pic
Queen, William C., Pvt
Queensen, William A., Pvt
Quesada, Anthony A., Sgt
Quigley, Paul W., SI Sgt
Quigley, William J .. Pfc
Quimby, George, Pfc
Quinn, James B., Jr .. Pfc
Quinn, John G., SISgt
Quisling, Clarence T., Pvt

Porter, Orris M., Pvt

Porter, Robert ] . , Pvc
Porter, Stanley E.. T I 5
Porter, Thomas D., Pvc
Porter, Wayne P., T I Sgt
Porterfield, Ira ] .. Sgt
Porterfield, Vestal F.. T / 5
Parton, Henry, Pfc
Porz, Walter, Pvt
Posey 1 ]ames. Pjc

Pose, Richard C., Pfc
Posci, John G. , Pvt
Poco, Leroy H., Pvc
Potter, Floyd W., Pfc
Potter, H1tbert. Sgt
Potter, JoeL., Sgt
Porrgeiser, ] erome A .. Pfc

Potts, Clarence E., Pfc
Potts, Heister, Pfc
Pourciau, Decur N., Cpl

Powell, Alton, Sgt
Powell, Everett F., Pvc
Powell, Francis M., Jr .. Pfc
Powell, Frederick, T l 5
Powell, Horace M .. Pvt
Powell, Leon P., Pvc
Powell, Lloyd L.. Pvc
Powell, Marvin E., P[r
Powell, Orville R., Pt'f
Powell, Sherman IV .. P1·t
Powell, William D., Pvc
Powell, William E.. Pvt
Powell, Willie H., Pvc
Powell, Wilson L.. Pvc
Powers, Isaac A .. P/c

Powers, James H. , SI Sgt
Powers, Norman D .. Pfc
Powers, William J .• Pfc
Poweska, George E., Cpl
Prachtel, George\'(! .. Pvc
Prado, Jose, Pvc
Pratt, Jesse C., Pvt
Pratt, ]1tstine, P[c
Preas, John T .. Jr .. Pvt
Prelip, Floyd A., Pvt
Prellwitz, Lawrence C .. Pvt.

Premo, Richard C., Pfc
Present, Jack. Pvr

Presley, Paul J .. Pvt
Presley, \V. P., Pfc
Presseau, Albert H., Jr .. Pvt
Pressley, Martin B., T I 4
Presswood, Francis M .. Pvr

Presmick, Joseph C.. Pvt
Price, Donald. Sgt
Price, Ernestine, Pvr

Price, George G., Pfc
Price, Jay, Pvc
Price, John]., 11Sgt
Price, Paul H., Pvt
Price, Ralph T., Pvc
Price, William C., Pfc
Prichett. Isaac P., Pfc
Priesco. Herman] .. Pvr
Priest. Houston. Pfc

Primak. Peter P., T I 5
Prinoipe, Anthony P .. Pfc
Prinkey, George W .. Jr .. Pvt
Prisco, Joseph F.. T l 5
Priske, Reuben W .. Pfc
Priskich, Ivan P .. Pfc
Pritchett. Glenn R .. Pvt
Privett. Leo~. SI Sot
Proctor. Holmes M .. T / '5
Propeack. Stephen .1 .. Pvt
Prorok, Stanley J .. Pvt
Proud, John M .. Pic
Prouix, Roland H .. Pfc
ProvoSt, Edven L., Pfc

·Provost, Lawrence D .. Pvr
Ptoweller. Jerome. Pvt

Pruitt, Robert V .. Pvt
Pryor. Francis H .. Pvt

Przorabski. EdwardS .. T /)
Pszczolknwski, Leonard, Pvt
Puckett. William C. , SI Sgc
Pugh, Samuel E.. Pvt

R
Rabinowitz, Seymour, Pvt

Rabkin, Sam, T l 5
Raby, Victor, Pfc
Racefield, Frank, Pfc
Racicot, Daniel J., Pfc
Rackeweg, Edwin C., Pfc
Raddin, Floyd 0 .. Pfc
Radecki, Sylvester J., Pfc
Rader, Earl W., Pfc
Radford, Robert L., Pfc
Radtke, Frederick J .. Sgt
Raga, Dominic J .• Pfc
Raimonde, Caesar A., Sgt
Rainer, Lawrence A. , Tl5
Rains, George 0., Pvc
Rains, Hamons E., Pfc
Rainwater, Winfred W., Pvt
Rainwaters. Chester N., Pvr

Raley, ]ames 117., Pvt
Raliegh, James A .. Pvt
Ralston, Hobart M .. SI Sgt
Rambo, Forby H., Pvt
Ramelow, George E., T/5
Ramirez, Felix P .. lr., Pt•t
Ramirez, Jose S., Pvc
Ramirez, Jose V., Pfc
Ramirez, Ventura R., Pvr

Ramsey, Inman, Sgt
Ramsey, Samuel J .. Pvt
Randall, James R., Pvc
Randall, John H .. Pvc
Randazzo, John, Pfc
Randazzo, Samuel ]. . Pfc
Ranegar. Stephen F .. Pvc
Rangel, Ismael M .. Pfc
Rangle, John H., Pfc
Rankin, John F., Pvc
Rapena, Frank J .. SISgt
Rappaoort. Fred J .. SISgt
Ratcliffe, Frank W., SISgt
Rategan, Charles R., T ISgt
Rath, Gerald E.. SISgt
Ratkowitz, Peter, Pfc
Ratkowski. Ravmond S., Pvc
Ratliff, David D., Pvc
Ratliff, Milard G., Pvc
Ratner, Fred, Pfc
Rattray, Delbert D .• Pvc
Rauch. Bernard J., Tl5
Raughley. Harold J,, Pfc
Raveill, Silas W., Pvt
Ray, Harry L. , Pfc
Ray, Hayward. Pvc
Ray, Jack B .. Pfc
Ray, James D., Pvt
Rayle, Harold R., SISgt
Razdik, Steve]., Sgt
Rea, William R., Pvc
Reackon, Philip, Pvt
Ream, Paul E., Tl5
Reapsummer, Gordon, Pfc

Reardon, James ]. . Pvc
Reardon, Timothy F.. Pvt
Rear, Strobia A., SIS~tt
Reaves, Clarence F .. Pfc
Reaves, Edward] .. Sgt
Rebel, Gerald C.. Pvc
Reckon. PhiliP, Pfc
Reddell, D11dley. Pvt
Redden. Wayne P., P1'1
Reddock, Elmer T .. Pvc
Redinger, Carl A., Pfc
Redmond. James A .. Pvc

Redstone, Willard J .• Jr. , Pfc
Reece, Roy C., Pfc
Reed, George D., Pvc
Reed, James L., Pfc
Reed, John E., Pfc
Reed, Lewis P., Pfc
Reed, Ollie, SISgt
Reed, Robert E., Pvc
Reed, Russell C., Pfc
Reed, Vester R., Jr., Pfc
Reed, Waldo V., Pfc
Reedy, Albert L., Pfc
Reese, Leslie A., Pfc
Reeves, John W., Pfc
Reeves, lewis T., Pvt
Reeves, Roy, Pvc
Reeves, Thomas C., Pvt
Regan, Edward ]., Pfc
Regan, John J., Pvc
Regas, James H., Pvc
Register, Alva A., Pvt
Register, John, SISgc
Rego, James F .. Pvc
Reichert, Jacob, Pvc
Reichhart, Norman C .. Pvc
Reid, Allan T., Sgt
Reid, Lewis N., P[c
Reid, Paul ]. , Pvc
Reid, Ray H., Tl5
Reid. Wi1liam N., Jr .. Pvt
Reidenbach, Kenneth, Pfc
Reidich, Simon, Pvc
Reidy, Joseph T., SISgt
Rei!, Eleanor J., Pfc
Railly, David F .. Tl5
Reilly, George E., Pvc
Reilly, Patrick A., Pfc
Reilly, William]., Pfc
Reiser, William H., Pfc
Reiter, Bernard A., SISgt
Reinhart. Maynard R., Pvc
Rellich, Nicholas. Pfc
Relosky, George J .. Pvc
Rembert, Marion R .. SISgt
Rembert, Raymond D., Pvc
Renaud, Wilrose P .. Pvt
Renfro, Arlie J .. liSgt
Renna, Venicent A., Pt'l
Reno, Edward E., Pvc
Renshaw, Courtney M., Pvc
Rentsch. Richard C.. Pvc
Repici, Dominic J .. Cpl
Rep l o~tle, George P., Pvt
Resh. Gordon H., Pfc
Retallack. William H., Pvc
Retkwa. Michael J .. Pvt
Retz, William L.. Pvc
Reuss, Charles A., Pfc
Reuben, Wylie, Pfc
Rewis, Cecil L.. Pvc
Reynoldr. Addison, Pvt
Reynolds. Edward W .. Pvt
Reynolds, Lowell C., Pfc
Reynolds. Robert R., SISgt
Reznik, William F .. Pfc
Rhamy, Ora 0 .. Pvc
Rhawl, Thomas F .. Pfc
Rhodes, Lawrence D., Tl4
Rhodes, Marvin J .. Pfc
Rhodes, Thomas D .. Pfc
Ribelin, Irvin E.. Pfc
Ricci, James A., Pfc
Rice, Arnold A., Pvt
Rice, Carrol R .. Tl5
Rice, Richard W., Pfc
Rice, William B., Pvt
Ricedorf, William 0 .. SISgt
Rich, Norman, Pfc
Rich, Robert A .. Cpl
Richard, Cecil W., SISgt
Richard, Jacobs H., Cpi
Richardson, Harry E., Cpl
Richardson, Henry L., Pvc
Richardson, Lawrence. Tl4
Richardson, Lewis G .. Pvc
Richardson. Raymond, T I 4
Richbourgh, James C., Pic
Richelson, Samuel, Pvt
Richichi, Carmela, Pfc
Richman, Harry B .. T 15
Richman. Jesse B., Pvc
Richter. Frederick E.. Pic
Rickard, Lemuel J .. SIS~tt
Rickerson, Gordon A., Pic
Riedel, Richard F., Pfc
Riegel, Gilbert G .. Cpl
Riel, Robert F.. Pfc
Ries, Donald H., Cpl

Rifkin, Alfred, Pvc
Rigazzi, Frank ]., P[c
Rigdon, Quention M., Pfc
Riggins, Jackson B., Sgt
Riggle, George E., Pvc
Riggleman, Gerald ]., P[ c
Riggleman, William C., Pfc
Riggs,Ralph J .. Pfc
Riggs, Z. 0., Pvc
Rightmire, John E., Pvc
Rightor, Nicholas H., Pfc
Rigsby, James R., Pvc
Riley, Curtis M., Sgt
Riley, James, Pfc
Riley,]. D., Pfc
Riley, James J .• Pvc
Riley, William D., Pfc
Rinehardt, Claude, Pvt
Rines, James W., Pfc
Ringenberg, Edward C., T ISgt
Riordan, Joseph D .. Pvc
Ripperdan, David, Pvc
Rippon, Raymond R., Pvt
Rishel, Harry W., Pvc
Rissmiller, Leon !17., T I Sgt
Ritenour, Adam D., Pvc
Ritland, Carroll H., SISgt
Ritter, Frank D., Jr., Pvc
Ritter, Joseph M., Pvc
Ritter, Pard E., SISgt
Rivak, Steve, Sgt
Rivers, Edward T., Pfc
Rivers, Fred E., Pfc
Rivers, Joseph A. , Pvt
Rivers, Peter A., Pfc
Rizzi, Joseph, Pvt
Rizzo, Charles S., Pfc
Rizzo, Joseph, Pvc
Rizzo, Stephen J .• Pfc
Roach, JohnM., Tl4
Roane, SpencerS., Jr., SISgt
Roane, Tome L., Pvc
Roark, Marvin A .. Pvt
Robarge, Charles F., Pvc
Robbins, Foster N .. Pvc
Robbins, Glenn L., Pvt
Roberson, Otis 0., Pvr
Roberson, Phillips G .. Pfc
Roberts, Gilford ,[.., SISgt
Roberts, Harley] .. SISgt
Roberts, Herbert V., SISgt
Robercs, John H., SISgt
Roberts, Marshall, Jr .. Pvt
Roberts, Omar W., T/3
RobertS, Orval F., Pvc
Roberts, Ralph P., 1ISgt
Roberts, Raymond R., Pfc
Roberts, Richard A., Pvt
Roberts, Russell L.. SISgt
Robercs, Sullivan, Pfc
Robertson, Carl M., P[c
Robertson, Cecil R., Pfc
Robertson, George W., Pvc
Robertson, James M., Pvc
RobertSon, James P .. SISgt
Robertson, Samuel H., Sgc
Robertson, Sanford M., SISgt
Robertson, William H. , Cpl
Robin, Bernard, Pvc
Robinette, Carlee W .. Pvc
Robinson, Alvin B., Pfc
Robinson, Ernest A .. Pic
Robinson, Eugene, Pfc
Robinson, Frank, Pvc
Robinson, Gerard J., Pvc
Robinso11-, Harley B., Pvt

Robinson, Joe P., Pvc
Robinson, John E., Pvt
Robinson, John T., 1 ISgc
Robinson, Joseph S., Pvc
Robinson, Joseph W., Pvc
Robinson, Lance D., Pfc
Robinson, Lester E .. Pvt
Robinson, Marshall, Pfc
Robinson, Timothy P .. Pvt
Robinson, Verl R., Pfc
Rocci, Thomas, Pvc
Roccosalvo, George, Pvt
Rocha, Victor R., Sgt
Roche, Peter L., Pvt
Roche, Richard F., Pic
Rochowicz, John A., Pvc
Rock, Henry M., Pvc
Roddick, RobertS., Jr., Pvc
Rodemer, Joseph J .• Pvc
Rodgers, Andrew W., Tl5
Rodgers, George E., Jr., Sgc
Rodgers, John W., Pfc
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Rodio, Salvatore J .• Pfc
Rodriguez, Amos J .• T l5
Rodriguez, Antonio T. , Pvt
Rodriguez, Gregorio F., Pfc
Rodriguez, Mike M., Pvt
Rodriguez, Raymond, Pvt
Rodriguez, Virgil J .• Pfc
Rodriguez, Woodrow H., Pvr
Roe, John W., Sgt
Roederer, Irvin C., Pfc
Roehr, Rmselt A., Pvt
Roese, Frank C., Pvt
Rogers, Earl J ., Pvr
Rogers, Harold M., Pte
Rogers, Henry B., SI Sgr
Rogers, Howard C., Pvr
Rogers, Jacob C., Pfc
Rogers, John C., Pvr
Rogers, Talmage A., Pvt
Rohde, Richard H., Pvt
Rohne, Jergen 0., Pfc
Rohrer, Eugene C., Pfc
Roland, Russell H .. SI Sgr
Roles, Lonnie W., SI Sgr
Rolecer, Vincent, Pvt
Rolling, Marvin L., Pvt
Roman, Francis C., Pfc
Roman, Frederick J .. Pfc
Romano , Anthony M., Pfc
Romansky, Stanley F., Pvr
Romero, Margariro, Pvc

Rominski , Leon, SI Sgt
Romoser, John D ., Pfc
Rone, Samuel G., Pvt
Root, Walter P., Pvt
Roque, Francisco, Pvc
Rosales, Guadalupe, Pvr
Rosamilia, Gaetano A., Tl5
Roscher, Adolph A., Pvr
Roseberry, Delbert C., SISgt
Roseboro, James W. M., Cpl
Rosem, William E., Pvt
Roseman, Frank S., Sgl
Rosenblatt, Samuel, Pvt
Rosen bush , Jack, Pvr
Rosenfeld, Nathan, Pvt
Rosenlund, Walter L. , Pfc
Rosensteel , Richard H., Pvr
Rosenthal, Alfred, S I Sgt
Rosinger, Eugene S., Pfc
Rosipajla, George B. , Pfc
Rosman, Seymour, Pvc

Rosner, Saul, Pvt
Ross, Carol D. , Pfc
Ross, Eric W., Pvr
Ross, Ernest W., Pvt
Ross, Howard B. , SISgt
Ross, John P., Pvt
Ross, Leo E., Pfc
Ross, Raymond C., Pfc
Ross, Walter R., Cpl
Rossi, Joseph, Pvr
Rossigno, Peter D., Pt·t
Roth, John M. , T l4
Roth, Richard 0., Pfc
Rothschild, Fred L., Pvt
Rothschild , Isadore, Pvr
Rothstein, Hyman, Pvt
Rotolo, Fiore J .• Pfc
Rountree, Baxter B., Pvc
Roux, FernandA., SI Sgr
Rowan, William M., P1'1

Rowe, Frederick C., Pfc
Rowe, Marlin F., Pfc
Rowell, Gordon E.. Pfc
Rowland, Brice, Pvt
Rowland, Walter F., Pfc
Rowland , Willard, Pvr
Rowlett, Otis D., Pfc
Rowley, Kenneth E.. Pvr
Rowley, Oral W., Pvt
Rowold, Paul W., Pfc
Roy. Francis H. , Pvr
Royko. Mi chael , Pfc
Rozeboom. William R .. Pvr
Rozinski, Casmere H., Sgt

Rozman. Henry W., Pvt
Rozsa, Kalman. Pvt
Rubenstein, Mortimer, Cpl
Rubimo. John. Pvr
Ruble, Memel A., Pfc
Ruckdeschel, Raymond. Pfc
Rucker, Jack A., Sgr
Rucker, Jessie L. , Pfc
Rucker, Roy G .. Pvr
Rude, Paul B., Pfc
Ruder, Edward, T I Sgt
Rudikoff, Julius, Tl4
Rudolph , Charles F. , Jr. , Pvt

Rudolf, Julius]., Jr., T l4
Ruggifro, Antonio, Pvc
Ruiz, Frank 0. , Pvr
Rullesrad, Burton L., Pvr
Rulloda, Louis A. , Pfc
Rumsey, William D. , Pfc
Runyon, Joseph H., Cpl
Ruppe, Walter 0., Pvr
Rushing, Verdie P .. Pfc
Russ, William P., Sgr
Russell, Arthur C., Pfc
Russell, Charles Me., T I Sgt
Russell, Charles F., Pvt
Russell, Douglas D., Pvt
Russell, J. W. , Cpl
Russell, Levi R., Tl5
Russell, Marion W., Pfc
Russell, Melvin E. , Pvt
Russell, Merle A., T l5
Russell, Roy R., Pfc
Russell, Walter E.. Pvt
Russell, William D., Pfc
Russell, William J., Pvt
Russell, William V., Pvr
Russkowski, AndrewS., Pfc
Russo, Roy S., Pfc
Russo, Thomas E., Pfc
Russom, George L., Pvt
Rustad, Arthur, Pvt
Rustemeyer, John L., T l5
Ruth, Robert G., Tl4
Ruth, Wesley B. , Pfc
Rutland, Jack, Pvr
Rutschman, Arthur L., Pvr
Ryan, Carl G., Pvt .
Ryan, Charles W., Sgt
Ryan, James ]. , Pvt
Ryan, John W., Pvr
Rybnik, Charles B., Jr., Pvr
Rye, Charles B., Jr., Pvt

s
Saba, John , Sgr
Sabatini, Dominic R., Pvt
Sabo, Frank W., TISgt
Sack, John ]. , Pfc
Sadler, Albert. Pfc
Sadler, Ralph L., Pfc
Sadlowski , John E., Pvt
Sadura, Peter J., Pvt
Sadurski, EdwardS., SI Sgt
Saffo, Alexander J., Pvt
Sager, Harry C., TISgt
Saghy, Karl, Pvt
Saik, Charles K., Pvt
Sakales, Michael, Tl5
Sakowski, Walter W., SI Sgt
Salaz, James C., Sgt
Salazar, Jose E.. Pfc
Salazar, Tony , Sgt
Salberg, Warner A., Pfc
Saldana, Oscar M., Pvt
Saleeby, Edward H .. Pvt
Salera, John A., Pvr
Salle, Ignatius. Pfc
Sa/tee, fohn C.. SISgt
Salmon, Cecil M., Pvt
Salmon, Dean E., Pvt
Salmons, lf/illiam R., Pfc
Salomo·n. Kttrt, Sgt
Saltzer, Samuel 0., T l5
Sammis, Willis H., Jr., Pvt
Samonds, Leslie F., Pvt
Sampson, Carl F., Pfc
Sampson, Clyde C., Sgt
Sampson, Earl. Pfc
Samter, Samuel B .. T 15
Samuels, Samuel, Pvc
Sanchez, Johnnie R., Pfc
Sanden, John M .. T l5
Sanders, Alton E. , Pfc
Sanders. Don. Pvt
Sanders, Frank W .. Pvc
Sanders, Fred, Pvt
Sanders, Fred E.. Pvt
Sanders, Grady A., T ISg t
Sanders, James B., Pfc
Sanders, John M., Pfc
Sanders, JohnS .. Pfc
Sanders, Jo.reph B .. Pfc
Sanders, William E.. Pfc
Sandifer. Hansford L.. Jr. , Pvt
Sandifer, Jasper A., Jr., Cpl
Sandling, John G., Pvt
Sandy, William H., Pfc
Sanford, Ollie, Pfc
Sansorerra, Frank C., Cpl
Santiago. Gustavo, Pvt
Santini, Ricard N., Pfc

Santorella, Felice, Pfc
Santoro, William H., Pfc
Santoya, Raymond, Pvt
Santucci , Anthony L., Pfc
Sapienza, Theodore, Pvt
Saracino, Vincent, Pvt
Sargeant, George H., Jr. , Sgt
Sargent, Walter, Sgt
Sarazin, Paul L. , Pvt
Sarcoris , Louis P. , Sr., Pvt
Sarver, Edward C., Sgt
Satterfield, Frank, Pfc
Sauerbrunn, Edward R. , Pfc
Sauls, James J ., Pfc
Saunders, Harold D., Pvt
Saunders, Nester J .• Cpl
Sausaman , Thomas J .. Pvt
Savage, William T., Pvt
Savageau , Raymond C., Pvt
Savarese, Joseph A. , Jr., Pfc
Savary, John L., Pvt
Savedra, Rosen do D., Jr .. Pvt
Savich , Michael, Pvt
Sawicki , Frank J., Pvt
Sawyer, Guy N. , Pfc
Sawyers, Kelly, Pfc
Sa yard, Frederick W. , SI Sgt
Sayee, Richard A., Sgt
Saylor, Wookie M ., SI Sgt
Scales, Roy, SI Sgt
Scalzi, Ernest S., Pvt
Scanlan, Richard A., Pfc
Scanlon, William Thomas, Pvt
Scarboro, Clyde E., T l4
Scarborough, Bruner J., SI Sgt
Scardino, Joseph A., T l4
Scarpulla, Victor A., Pfc
Scartung, James A. , Pvt
Scavone. Michael, Pvt
Scears, Raymond E. , Pvt
Schaedle, Richard M., Cpl
Schaefer, Harry A., Cpl
Schaefer, Hugh J .. Pvt
Schaefer, Marth> C., Pfc
Schaefer, Otto ]. , Sgt
Schaefer, Rttdolph G., Pvt
Schaeffer, David W., Pfc
Schaffer, John, Jr., SI Sgt
Schappert, Harold E., T I Sgt
Scharf, Harold, Pvt
Schartttng, ]ames A., Pvt
Schattler, Gordon E., Sgt
Schattner, Albert T. , Pvr
Schatzer, Charles A., T /4
Schaub, Joseph H. , T l5
Schaum , Louis A., Jr., Pvr
Scherr, John, Pvt
Scheffel. Frank C., Sgt
Scheinbaum, Louis, Pfc
Scheiper, Frank X., Pfc
Schell, John H., Pfc
Schelle, Marlin C., Pfc
Schellenger, William H., Pvt
Schellhammer, Arthur, SI Sgt
Schelske, Alvin B., Pvt
Schembers, Robert E. , Pfc
Scher, Samuel, Pvt
Sherlick. Ralph E.. Pvt
Scherman, Albert M. , Pfc
Schexnider, Obra, Pvt
Schiel, Charles P .. Pfc
Schilling, James A., Pvt
Schitlinger, Charles C.. Pr•t
Schilmeister. Ben, T I 4
Schillsb,rg. David E .. Pvt
Schiro. Theadore ] .. Pvt
Schmid, Frank R., Pvt
Schmidt, Calvin H., Pvt
Schmidt. Charles F .. T l5
Schmidt, Fredrick W .. Pvt
Schmidt, John H ., Pfc
Schmidt, Lewis B .. Pt•/
Schm;dt, Ra y A.. Pfc
Schmidt, Victor J .• SISgt
SchmMt. Anthnny. Pr•l
Schmit, Frank B., Pvt
Schmitt, Leo<1ard W., T /5
Schmoyer. Thomas E.. Cpl
Schnarrs, Ralph E.. Pfc
Srhneide, Charles W., Sgt
Schneider, Harrie H., Sgt
Schneider, James H .. Pic
Schneider, Leonard J .. T I Sgt
Schneider, Moris, Pfc
Schneider. Murrav, S~t
Schneider, Otto H .. Jr .. Pvt
Schneider, Sranley M .. Pfc
Schnotala, Robert H .. SIS~t
Schoenberger. Harry L , Pfc
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Scholz, Karl W., Pvt
Schoonover, Jay, T l4
Schoonover, Louis P ., Pfc
Schott, John I., Pfc
Schottland , Morton, Pfc
Schrader, William M. , Pvt
Schrantz, Joseph J. , Pvt
Schreck, Orva J .• T l5
Schref!ler, Hilbert S., 11Sgt
Schreiber, Charles R., Pvt
Schreiber, John E., SI Sgt
Schreiner, George J .• Pvt
Schremp, Lester V., Sgt
Schrills, Harold P., Pfc
Schroeder, Edward. Pfc
Schuenemeyer, Arthur L.. Pvt
Schuette, George W. , T 14
Schull ian, Rom a J .. Pfc
Schultz, Fred 0., Cpl
Schultz, John P .. T I Sgt
Schultz, Joseph G., Pfc
Schulz, Robert G., Pvt
Schum, Eugene J .. Pfc
Schumacher, George, Sgt
Schuster, Max J .• Pvt
Schuster, Robert J. , Pfc
Schutte, John]., Pvr
Schuyler. Francis D. , Jr., Sgt
Schwab!, Alfred, Pvt
Schwanberger. Louis W., Pvt
Schwartz, Joseph H .. Pvt
Schwartz, Leonard. SI Sgt
Schwartz. Robert A. , Pvt
Schwer, John L. , Pvr
Schwetz, Raymond J .. Pfc
Schwicardi, Fred C., Sgt
Schwoebel, James L., Pfc
Sciambra, Joseph A., Jr., Pfc
Sciubbo, Louis, Pvt
Scott, Cleborne D .. Pfc
Scott, Daniel M., Sgt
Scott, James 0 .. Pvt
Scott, Michael ]., Cpl
Scott, Solomon A., Pfc
Scott, Thomas C .. Pfc
Scott. Victor E.. Jr., Pfc
Scott. \'V'alter H. , Cpl
Scottice, John B. , Pvt
Scriven, Donald E., Pvt
Scurria, Vincent S. , Cpl
Seachrisr, Morris R .. Pfc
Seal, Ernest E., Pfc
Sealy, George A .. Sgt
Seamans, Harrison, Pvt
Seamans. Sidney C., Pvt
Seaner, Norman A .. Pfc
Searcy, William B., Pvt
Searles. Harvey 0., T I 4
Sears. Theron J .. Pvt
Sease. Hazel. T /5
Sebasriao, Daniel C.. Pfc
Sebek, Steve E., Pfc
Sebenar. Robert E. , SI Sgt
Sebion. Robert, Pfc
Sechriesr, Robie 0. , Pfc
Seda, Horacio. Pvt
Seeber, Louis P .. Pfc
Seeber. Robert B .. Pvt
Seefeldt. Edward C. TISgt
Seese, Robert L. Pvt
Seeton, Roy J .. Pvt
Seffron. John R .. Pvt
Segal, Sidney, Pvt
Segnor, John E., Pvt
Segovia, John R. , Pvt
Segraz•es. WilliamS., Tl5
Se;bel, Raymond A., SISgt
Seibert, Charles L.. Pfc
Seidel, Joseph H., Pvt
Seifert. Harrv C .. Pfc
Sei p, Robert E.. Pfc
Seitz, Leon ].. Pvt
Sekula. Steve, T /4
Selby, Maurice R .. Pvr
Selby. Robert E., Pvt
S•lf. Chester T., Pvt
Self, Lenard M .. Pfc
Sellers, Marvin D .. Pfc
Selvaggio, David, Pvt
Semelisky, Abraham, S/Sgt
Sendrakowski. Leopold. Pvt
Senty, Leonard R., Pvt
Serkosky, John A .. Pvt
Serrano. Carmen A., Pfc
Settle, Fork L. Pvt
Sever, Theodore H .. Pfc
SeviPn, Harvey A., Jr. , 11Sgt
Sevilla. Ramon A., Pvr ,
Seward, Paul E., SIS~n

~:
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Sexton, Buford , Pvr
Sexton, Fred H., Pfc
Sexton , Leonard J. , Pfc
Seymour, Thomas D., Pvt
Sgro, John J .. Pvt
Shackelford , Rex A., Pvr
Shade, Daniel J. , Pvt
Shadix, James A., Pvr
Shaeffer, Allen W., Pvt
Shafer, Daryl W., Cpl
Shafer, WilliamS., T l5
Shaffer, Vernon G., Pfc
Shagalski, Joseph F., Pvt
Shagi , Andrew L., Pfc
Shak, Michael , T l5
Shakalis, John P. , P/c
Shambow , Marvin G .. Pvt
Shanahan , Cornelius M. , Pvc

Shaneyfelt, Clark R .. Sgr
Shanks , James A., Pfc
Shanley, Phillip J. , Pvt
Shannon, Francis X., Pvt
Sharp, Ralph L. , Pvt
Shaughnessy, Henry G., Pvr
Shaver, Howard E., Cpl
Shaver, John A., Pvt
Shaw, Billy R., Pfc
Shaw, Carl J. , T /5
Shaw , Cornelius T .. Pfc
Shaw, Gerald L. , Pfc
Shaw, Horace A., Pfc
Shay, William H., Pfc
Sheckart, Charles M., Cpl
Sheffield, W. M. , Pvr
Shelby, Clifford C., Pfc
Sheline, Mark L., Pvt
Shelley, Charles F., SI Sgt
Shelling, Raymond 0. , Pvr
Shelter, Hans , Pfc
Shelton, Glenn C., MI Sg~
Shelton, Joseph C., Pfc
Shelton, Robert J .. Pfc
Shenerre, Leo A .. Pfc
Shepeck, Reginald ]., Pfc
Sheran, James D .. Sgt
Sherlick, Ralph E., Pvr
Sheridan, Howard P. , TISgt
Sheridan, Joseph E.. Pvr
Sherman , Benny, SISgr
Sherman, Frank E. , Pvr

Sherman. Mark F .. Pfc
Sheroff. Morris. Cpl
Sherrer, Albert W., T l4
Sherrow, Cecil W .. T IS
Sherry. Clifford W., Pvt
Sherwin, Lawrence W. , Pfc
Sherwood, Raymond E.. Pfc
Shibilia, Joseph, Pvt
Shidagis, Stanley IV .. Pt•t
Shields, Edward K .. Pr•t
Shields. Ross C., Jr .. Pvr
Shields. Tommy E.. Pfc
Shifflet, Lyle P., Pic
Shikles, Edward E.. Pfc
Shimick, Joseph J., SI Sgt
Shimkoski, John J .. Pvt
Shit~atdt, William R., P/c
Shipes, Harold R., Sgr
Shipley, Wallace A., Pvr
Shirey, Milford D., Cpl
Shirk, WilliamS., Pvr
Shirker, Charles L., Pfc
Shirley, George lV., T I 5
Shivers, Charles C.. Pvt
Shivers, Etvin E., Pvt
Shobe, LeRoy C., Cpl
Shockley, Donald L. , Pfc
Shoemake. Eldon T., Pfc
Shomber, Delbert L.. Pfc
Shock. George E., l'vr
Shoooman, Wilbur E .. Pvt
Shorb. Joseph M .. Pvr
Shorey, Arthur W., Pfc
Shorey. Eugene A .. Pvr
Shorr, John ]. , l'vr
Shortridge, Delbert L.. Pvr
Shortridge. Max, Pfc
Shortsleeve. Harold J .. Sgr
Shorzman. Evan 0 .. Pvr
Shovan. Erwin J., Pfc
Shocick, George. Pvr
Shreck. Myles E., Pfc
Shu b. Irving. Pvt
Shuff, Julian C.. T /5
Shulse. Walter R .. SI Sgt
Shupe. Karl N .. Pfc
Shupe, Oscar G .. l'vr
Shutes, George T. , Pvr
Shutty. Bernard ]. , Sgt

,.
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Sibley, Robert C., SISgt
Sidrone, John, Pvr
Siebenaler, Lester N., Sgr
Siegel, Harry, SISgt
Siegfried, Jennings, Pvr
Sieminski, Adolph A. , T / Sgr
Sicr, William E., Cpl
Sierks, Frederick V., Sgr
Siggelow, Wilhelm H., Pfc
Sigismondo, Anthony, Pvr
Sigler, Roy H., Pvr
Sikes, Melvin , Pfc
Si/by, James R., Pvt
Silemzi, Venice C., Pvr

Silva, George F., SISgt
Silva, Raymond J .. Pvt
Silverman, Harold, SISgt
Silverstone, Walfred C., TIS
Silvestro, Eugenio, Pfc
Silvia, Alfred, Pfc
Simandl, Donald A .. Pfc
Simecek, George J .. Pfc
Simmons, Dallas W., Pvt
Simmons, Daniel 0., Sgt
Simmons, Denman W .. Pfc
Simmons, Harry, Pfc
Simmons. J. B. H. , Pfc
Sitnmons, ] am-es S., P/c
Simmons, Louis A .. Pvr

Simmons, Vernon E., Pvr
Simms, Ri chard B. , T l)
Simon, John F., I ISgr
Simon. Joseph J., Tl5
Simpson , John W., Sr., Pvr
Simpson, William B., SISgr
Sinclair, Earl]., Pfc
Sinclair, Neill J .. Pvr
Sinclair, Robert E., SISgr
Singer, Nathan , Pvr
Singley, John J. , Pfc
Sink, Jake R. , Sgr
Sinnott, Thomas N. , Pfc
Sipes, Robert L., SI Sgr
Sisk, Vernon L., Pfc
Sistrunk, Alvin L.. Pfc
Sizemore, Jack 0. , Pvr
Skaggs. Delbert, SI Sgr
Skalniak, Louis T ., Pvt
Skarda, Roland C.. Pvt
Skeels. William L.. Pvr
Skelton, Edd L. , Pvr
Skelton, Guy W .. Pfc
Skidmore, Edward, Pvt
Skierkowski , Leo R., SI Sgr
Skinner, Malvern G., Pvr
Skinner, PaulL. W., T IS
Sklar, Charles, Pvt
Skocic. George P., Pvr
Skop. Andrew D., Pie
Skorin, Joseph , Sgt
Skouby, Alton L. , Pvt
Skrurskie. William J .. Jr., Sgr
Skvarca, John W., Pvt
Sladovic, Steve J .. Pvr
Slaton, Rufus E. , Jr .. Pvt
Slattery, Marrin J., Pvr
Slawson , Charles G., Pvr
Sleeis, Nicholas, Sgt
Sleker, Philip A., P11t
Slesser, Herman W., Pfc
Sliva, Walter W., Pvr
Slivinski, Leo J. , I I Sgr
Slivka, John J. , Pfc
Sliwa, Edward, T ISgr
Sloan , Frank, Jr., Cpl
Slonaker, Glenn G., Pvr
Slone, Tedy T. , Pvr
Sloniker, Clarence C., SISgt
Slonimsky, Leon. Pvr
Slatten, Virgil M., Pfc
Slot•Jtcek , ]oh·n C.. P/c
Slover, William A .. Pvt
Slavik. Adolph J., Pvr
Sluss. Ross E., Pvr
Smart. Benard D .. Pfc
Smart, Boyce H., Pfc
Smart, Floyd R., Sgr
Smerekanich, John. T l5
Smigel, Edward N., Pvr
Smith , A/son C., ]r., SISRt
Smith, Arthur W .. Pvr
Smith. Bennie E., Pvr

Smith.
Smith.
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith,
Smith.

Billy L.. Sgt
Blaine W., Pvr
C. E., Pfc
Carl A., Pfc
Carl E.. S/ Sgr
Cecil, Pvr
Charles T. , T/5

Smith, Clarence D. ( I ), Pfc
Smith, Clarence D. ( 2) , Pfc
Smith, Claude, Pvr
Smith , Clifford H. , T I Sgt
Smith , Covington L., T l4
Smith, David, Pvt
Smith, Donald E., Sgr
Smith, Dorries C., Pfc
Smith, Edward H., Pfc
Smith, Eldon H. , Pvr
Smith, Elmer F., Pfc
Smith, Elmer K., Pvt
Smith, Elvis. Jr., Pvr
Smith, Eugene].. Sgt
Smith, Ezra H., Pvt
Smith, Felex, Pfc
Smith, Francis A. , SISgr
Smith, Fremont, T l4
Smith, George E. , Pvr
Smith, George 1., Pfc
Smith, Hansell P., Pvr
Smith, Harold A. , Pvr
Smith, Harry W., Pvr
Smith, Horace L.. Pfc
Smith, Howard J. , Pfc
Smith , Ivan L., Cpl
Smith, James A., Pvt
Smith, James E. (I), T l4
Smith, James E. ( 2) , S/ Sgr
Smith, James E. ( 3), Pfc
Smith, James E., Jr. ( 4). Pvr
Smith , James P., Pfc
Smith , James R., Pvr
Smith, John H., T l5
Smith. John L., T l5
Smith, John R., Pvt
Smith, John S., Pvt
Smith, John W., Pvr
Smith, Joseph R. , Pvt
Smith, Leroy 0., SI Sgt
Smith, Leslie D., Pfc
Smith, Lewis H., Pvr
Smith, Marvin J. ( 1) , Pvt
Smith. Marvin]. ( 2). T 15
Smith. Miles J., Sgr
Smith, Norman R., Pvr

Smith, Pat. C., Pvt
Smith , Patrick]. , Pfc
Smith, Paul A. , Pfc
Smith, Paul B. , T l5
Smith, Phillip F., T l5
Smith. Randolph F. , Pfc
Smith.. Ray C., Pvt
Smith , Raymond E.. Pvt
Smith. Robert C., Pvr
Smith. Robert A., Pfc
Smith, Robert D., Pvr
Smith , Robert G., Pvr
Smith, Robert H., Pvt
Smith, Roscoe, SI Sgr
Smith, Samuel B., Pfc
Smith, Shelby, Pfc
Smith, Sidney E., Sgr
Smith, Ted, Pvt
Smith , Vernon A., Pvr
Smith, Vernon H., T l4
Smith , Walter P. A., Pvt
Smith , Wilbur M. , Pfc
Smith, William E. (I), Pvt
Smith, William E. ( 2) , Sgr
Smith, William R., Pfc
Smith, William W., Pfc
Smith, Willie H. , Pvt
Smith, Woodrow M .. Pfc
Smith, Woodson T. , l'vr
Smithey, R. B., l'vt
Smolinski , Theodore T .. Pvr
Smolowirz, Alex. Pvr
Smyth, William P., Pfc
Snead. Alton M., l'vt
Snee, William F., Pvr
Snellings, William E.. Jr. , Pvr
Snitzer, Arthur D., Pfc
Snodgrms, Freddie T .. Pfc
Snodgrass, Mart, Pfc
Snow, James, S/Sgr
Snowden, Robert J. , Pfc
Snyder. Charles G .. Sgr
Snyder, David, Pvr
Snyder, Morris, Pvr

Snyder, Paul M., Pvt
Snyder, Peter J., Pvr
Snyder, Roland R., Cpl
Snyder, William H .. Jr. , T I Sgr
Sobczyk, Walter]., Sgr
Sobin, Stanley, Pvr
Soden, Ralph ]. , Pfc
Sohm. Vernon ]. , Pfc
Soiserh. Chester I., Pfc

Sokol, Marrin, Pfc
Sokol, Mike, Jr., Pfc
Sokolow, Sam, Pfc
Solomon, Samuel H. , Pfc
Soltis, George, Pfc
Somers, Bernard, Pfc
Sommers, Arthur, Pvt
Sommers, Sol, Cpl
Songy, Albert J., Sgr
Sontag, Bernard, Pvr
Sontag, Robert F., Sgr
Soce, Charles S., SISgt
Soranson, Edward D. , Pfc
Sorenson , Donald F. , Sgr
Sorin, David, Pvr

Sorochman, Joseph. SISgr
Sorrentino , Thomas, Pvt
Sosalla, Roman R .. Tl5
Soro, Vicente, Pvr
Sorrilaro, Frank M., Pfc
Souder, Aubrey L. , Sgr
Souders. Walter H., SISgr
South, Ernest M. , Pvr
Southard. William M., Jr. , Pvr
Souther, Zeb R., Cpl
Souva, Frederick W., SI Sgr
Souza, William M., S/ Sgr
Sova, Frank J ., Pvr
Sowers, Willis, Pvr
Spaggiari, James, Tl5
Spahn. Jacob D., Pfc
Spann , Alfred , Pvt
Sparks , Gorda W., Pvt
Spaugh, Worth S.. Pvr
Spears, William D., Pvr
Speck, Willard H., T /Sgr
Spector, Frank R., Pvr
Speed, Ronald 1. , Pfc
Spell, Harvey F., Pvt
Spellman, David]., Cpl
Spellman , Frederick K.. Jr .. Pfc
Spence, Clifton L., TIS
Spence, John R .. Pfc
Spencer, Charles E., Pfc
Spencer, David, Sgr
Spencer, Donald A., Pvr
Spencer, Ernest C., Pvr
Spencer, Fred L.. SI Sgr
Spencer, John C., TISgr
Spencer, JosephS., Pvr
Spencer, Melvin S. , Pvr
Sperry, Raymond D., Pfc
Spielman. Julian]., Sgt
Spilde. Marvin B., Pvr
Spilman, Orval, Pfc
Spilok, Marvin B. , Pvr
Spina. Dominick, Sgr
Spinali, Sam T., Pfc
Spinn., Michael F., TISgt
Spires, Holly, Pvr
Spires, William H., Pvr
Spitler, Norman A .. Tl5
Spitler, Russell C., SI Sgr
Spitler, William. SI Sgr
Spitzfaden, Newton ]. , Pvt
Spivey, Melvin L. , Pvt
Spivey, Rube, Pvt
Spock, Sreohen, SI Sgr
Spodney, John IV .. Pie
Spoon, ]. N., Sgt
Spor, Howard C., Pfc
Spradley, Jessie 0., Pvr
Spratt, William P., Pvr
Springer, Frederick C., Sgr
Sprow, Carlton W., Pfc
Sprung, Earl H., Pvt
Spttnattgle, Btt/ord E., Pt•t
Spurgeon, Charles E., SI Sgr
Spurgeon. Harley E.. SI Sgr
Spurlock , George E.. Pfc
Spurlock. Joseoh. Pvr
Spurlock. Willie C.. Pfc
Squires. Marvin P., Pfc
Staar, Hubert, Pvr

Staats, Samuel R., Pvr
Srabe, Srig C. R .. Pfc
Stachowiak, Richard, Pvr
Srackwicz, Henry G., I I Sgt
Stacy, Milton T., Pvr
Stacy, Walter G. , I I Sgr
Stafford, August A .. Pfc
Stafford, Robert E.. Pfc
Stahly, Lawrence R .. Pfc
Staley, Robert, T I 5
Stallbories, Henry G., Sgr
Stamey, Estell E., Pvt
Stamper, Clarence D .. I I Sgr
Stampley. J . R .. Pvr

~
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Stancombe, Lenard, Pfc
St. Andrew, Henry, Pfc
Stanke, George A., Pvr
Stanley, Charles L. , Pfc
Stanley, Gobje, P/c
Stanley, Jack, Pfc
Stanley, Jeffrey, Sgt
Stanley, Leon E., liSgt
Stansbury, Albert G., Tl5
Stansbury, William H., Pvt
Stanton, Derwood P., Pfc
Stanton, Virgil E., Jr. , Pvt
Stapinsky, Anthony, Pvt
Stapleton, Robert L., Pfc
Stark, Charles]., S I Sgt
Stark, James W. , Pvr
Stark, Ralph A., Pfc
Starks, Howard R. , P/c
Starks, Kenneth R., Pfc
Starks, Truman]., Pfc
Starling, Ralph E. , Sgt
Starling, Ralph L., Pfc
Stary, Ambrose M., Pvt
Starr, William, Pvt
Staten, lf?illiam L., Pvt
Statkiewicz, Julian , T/5
Staton, James 0., Pvr
Stavola, John L. P., Pfc
Srazinski, Joseph J .• Pfc
Steadman, Otis K. , Pfc
Steck, Ralph H., Pvt
Stecker, Morris, Pvc
Stecker, Robert E., Pvt
Steele, Robert E., Pvr
Steele, Stuart A. , Pfc
Steeley, Milo, Jr., Cpl
Stefani, Edward D., Tl5
Srefankiewicz, Edward C., Pfc
Steffy, Willis N. , Pfc
Stegeman, Ray W., Pvt
Stein, Harry W., Jr .. Sgr
Stein, Henry]., Tl5
Steinbock, Ralph L., S/ Sgr
Steiner, Waldo S. , Pfc
Steinmiller, William R. , SI Sgt
Sreis, Frederick G., Pfc
Stelbasky, Joseph G., Pfc
Stengel, Lyle R. , Sgr
Stephen, Arthur F., Pvt
Stephens, James T. , Pfc
Stephens, Scurry D., M I Sgt
Stephens, Terrell H. , Pvr
Stephenson, Allen B., Sgr
Stepp, W ilbie ]., Pvr
Srerby, GeorgeS., Pvr
Sterling, Vernon R., Pvr
Stern, Bernard F. , Pfc
Srerritt, Donald W. , Pfc
Srerser, Alfred C., Pfc
Stetter, Walter W., T 15
Stevens, Edgar, Pfc
Stevens, Ernest M .. Pvt
Stevens, Lloyd ]. , Pfc
Stevens, Michael. Pvt
Stevenson, Frank H., Pvt
Stevenson, Henry B., Pfc
Stevenson, Keith W., Sgt
Stewart, Alvia E., Sgr
Stewart, Boyd, Pvt
Stewart, Cleo L., Pvr
Stew an, Norman E.. Pvc
Stewart, Robert E., Sgr
Stewart, Winfred E., Pvr
Stickel, William T .. Pfc
Srickovich. Michael C., Pvr
Sriglich, Thomas J. , T l5
Still, Marion H., Pfc
Stilwell, Clvde C.. Pvt
Stimeling, Stuart B., Cpl
Sringone. Frank, Pvt
Stinson. J.D. A., Pfc
Stites, Kenneth L. , Pic
Sri ver. Donald L., Pfc
Stiver, Lawrence G .. Pfc
Stocks. Charlie P .. Pvr
Stockstill. L. D., Pvr
Stoddart. William P.. Pfr
Stokes, James F., Sgt
Stokes, John E .. S~r
Stokes. Kenneth E .. T I 5
Stone, Edward, Pvt
Stone, Lester F., SI Sgt
Stone, Percy R .. T 15
Stoner, Donald F .. Pfc
Stoner, Henry H .. Jr., Pfc
Stoner, John H .. Pvt
Stankey. Harman , Pvr
Storey. Bert. Pvt
Story, Denzil L. , Pvt

Storv, Kenneth 0., Pvt
Stotts, Gene L., Pvt
Storrs, Raymond F. , Pvt
Stotts, Richard W. , Pvt
Stoudt, Leroy J .• Pvt
Stoupa, Roland J., Pvt
Stout, George W., Pfc
Sto11t, Harold N., Pvt
Stout, Harry B., Jr., Pvt
Stout, Joseph G., Pvt
Stover, Paul IV, Pic
Stoyanoff, Esko, Pvr
Strahan, Essie L., Pfc
Strang, Arthur V., Jr., Pvt
Strange, Robert L., Tl4
Strauss, Gustave, Pvc
Strazewski, Henry F., Tl5
Strbenac, George J., Pfc
Streb, Thomas F., Jr., Pvr
Street, Frank D., Tl4
Streha, John, Pvt
Strickland, William A., Pvt
Strickling, James L., Pvr
Striker, James H., Pvt
Stringer, Guy E., Tl4
Strobel, Clifford R., Pvt
Strode, Carl F., Pvr
Stromme, Ernest 0., Pvc
Stroud, J unicus R., Pfc
Struble, Robert L. , Pfc
Srruse, William A., Pvt
Struart, James J .• Pvt
Struble, Harry S., Pfc
Stuchkus, Edward, T I 4
Studnicki, Matthew H., SISgr
Stupka, William E., Pvt
St11pp, William F., P/c
Sturdevant, Edward A., Pfc
Sturgill, Alvaro C., Pfc
Sturgill, Charles J., Pfc
Stutz, George P., SISgt
Stutzman, John L., Pvr
Sryers, Luther A .. Pfc
Suffridge, Fred, Pvr
Sugar, AlbertS., Pvt
Suggs, James H., Pvt
Suggs, Leo H., SISgt
S11lich, Andrew, SISgt
Sullivan, Blanchard D., Pfc
Sttllivan, Donald W., Pt•t
Sullivan, Joseph E. , Pvt
Sullivan, Joseph W., Pvr
Sullivan, Vernie, Tl4
Suloman, Edward, Pvt
Summerfield, Elmer C., Pvt
Summers, John W., Jr., Pfc
Summers. Paul J., Sgr
Sumner, Donald H., Pvt
Sunderland, Henry. Pfc
Suntup, Seymour, Pfc
Suomi, Waino A., Pvc
Surgis, Valentine, Pvt
Suriano, Carmine D .. Pfc
Surrette, George L.. Pfc
Surridge. John I. , Pvt
Susong. Lloyd W., Pvt
Suter, Thomas E., Sgr
Sutheri n. Lester C., Sgr
Sutterfield, Carl W., Sgt
Suttle, Robert D., Pfc
Sutton, Norman 0., Jr., Pvt
Sutron. Richard E., Pvr
Svedrofsky. Sidney, Pvt
Swafford. Li~e B .. Pvt
Swain, Charles W., T l5
Swala, Frank P .. Pvt
Swala, Joseph, Pfc
Swan, Jerroam B .. Pvt
Swanbom. Edward B., Pvt
Swaney, Gordon L.. Pvt
Swanson, Arthur, Pvc
Swanson, Frank A., Pvt
Swartwood, Morton, Pfc
Swater. Paul S., SI Sgt
Swatzell, Marion H .. Pvt
Swatzell. Ravmond ]. H .. Pvr
Sweat, Guy, Pvt
Sweatman, Louis, Pvt
Sweckard, Benjamin F., Sgt
Sweenev. Daniel , SI Sgt
Sweet, Charles J .. Pvt
Sweet, Kenneth G .. Pvt
Sweger, Theodore].. SI Sgr
Sweigard, William W .. Pvt
Sweitzer, Robert J .• SI Sgr
Sweitzer, Rudolph. Pvt
Swenson, Mandus , Pvc
Swenrzel. John L. . Jr ... Pvr
Swick, William H. , Pfc
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Swint, Woodrow W., SISgt
Swisher, William J ., Pvt
Swistowicz, Walter G., Sgt
Symonds, William]., ]r. , Pfc
Syslo, Edward J .• Pvt
Szabady, Stephen, T I 3
Szabo, Joseph A., Pvr
Szachra, Stanley V., Pvt
Szalewski, Jerome H., Pfc
Szanyi, Arpad Z., Tl4
Szc:<erbicki, William A., Pvt
Szerejko, James 1. , T I Sgr
Szostek, Steve]., Pfc
Sztukowski, Stanley W. , Cpl
Szwec, Stanley, Pfc
Szymanowski, Teddy W .. Pvt
Szymaszek, Malt]. , Sgt
T

Tabor, Peter, Pvt
Taft, )y?illiam, P·t•t
Takach, Stephen, Pfc
Talcovitz, Martin, Pvt
Tallant, James L., Pfc
Tallman, Cartee]., SISgt
Tallon, Terence B .. Pfc
Talotta, Salvatore S., Pvt
Tamasaitis, Charles J .• Pvt
Tampone, Oronzo A .. Pvr
Tanay, Charles, Pvt
Tanenbaum, Jack, Pvr
Tannenbaum, Herbert, Pvc
Tanner, Franklin L.. Pvt
Tanner, John R., Pvt
Tapia, lawrence, Pfc
Tarallo, Joseph L., Pfc
Tarloy, Malcolm. A., Pvt
Tarrant, Raymond G., Pvt
Tara, Angelo, Pfc

Tate, Robert A., Pfc
Tare, William F .. Cpl
Tatro, John L., Pvr
Tatrow, Vance J .• Pfc
Tatum, James W .. Pvt
Tatttm, Robert E.. Pvt
Taylor, Andrew P. , Pfc
Taylor, Charlie J., Pfc
Taylor, Dave L., Pfc
Taylor, Earl G., Pvr
Taylor, Edgar L., Pvr
Taylor, Harold J., Pvr
Taylor, Jesse P .. Pfc
Taylor. Joseph P., Pfc
Taylor, Luther C.. Pfc
Taylor. Paul E., Pfc
Taylor, Robert M .. Pvt
Teachman, John. Pfc
Teague. Lawrence E., Pfc
Tedeschi , Dominic S .. Sgr
Tedesco. Charles A., Pfc
Teegarden, William G .. Pvt
Tempesta, Gerald, Pvt
Templeton, Charles A .. Pvt
Teppo. Elmer H .. Pfc
Terdick, Henry J .. Pvt
Ternitsky, George. Pfc
Terrebonne. Valmont, Jr.. T I Sgt
Terrill. Robert G., Pfc
Terrizzi. Thomas. Pvc
Terry, Cleo, T l5
Terry, Clvde W., Pvr
Terry, John W .. Pfc
Tetro. Saverio P., Pvr
Tewell, Kenneth H .. SISgt
Thalheim. Richard G .. Pvt
Thaxton. El~in H. , Cpl
Theesfeld. Harold A .. P vr
Theiler. Chorles E .. Pvt
Theobald. William E., Pfr
Therriault. Adrien .T., Pvr
Theuer, Harry R., Pvt
Thevenot, Joseph C.. Pvt
Thielen. William G., Pfc
Thirlwell , Charles G .. 1 / Sgr
Thistlewood. Robert M .. Pvt
Thomann. Don F .. Tl4
Thomas, Albert S. , Pvt
Thomas, Booth P .. Cpl
Thomas, Curtis. Pvt
Thomas, Don E .. T I 4
Thomas, Ernest M .. Pvt
Thomas. Eu~ene. Pvt
Thomas, Harlan R .. S/Sgt
Thomas, Henry P., Sgt
Thomas, .Tames ]. . T 15
Thomas, Joseph B. , Pfc
Thomas, Joseph F .. Pvt
Thomas, Leonard E. , Pfc
Thomas. Leonard L., Pvt

Thomas, Louis F., Pvt
Thomas, Patrick R., Pvt
Thomas, Thomas J. , Pfc
Thomas, Victor H. , P/c
Thomas, William A., Pvt
Thompson , Charles W ., Pfc
Thompson, Ervin L., Cpl
Thompson, Francis L., Pfc
Thompson, Furman H., SISgt
Thompson, Hansford B., Pfc
Thompso(l, James D. , SI Sgt
Thompson, -]ames R., Sgt
Thompson , Johnie M., Pvt
Thompson, Julius, Pvt
Thompson, LeeR .. Pfc
Thompson, Leon G .. Pfc
Thompson , Louis H ., Jr .. Cpl
Thompson , Ralph L., Sgt
Thompson, Robert U., T l4
Thompson, Thomas C.. Pvr
Thompson, Wallace C., Pvt
Thompson, Walter W., Pfc
Thompson, William G., Pvt
Thornsbury, Howard D .. 5}!,t
Thornton, ]. H., SI Sgt
Thornton, LeeR., Pfc
Thorpe, Harry B., P/c
Thrasher, Benny A., T l5
Thrasher, Raymond L.. Pvt
Thurman. Robert E., S/ Sgr
Thursby, Verle C., Pvt
Tice, Wilbur A., Pfc
Tielemann. Albert H., Sgr
Tier man, Gale]., Pfc
Tierney, Eugene H. , Pvc
Tierno, Dominic]. , Pvc
Tiffany, Kenneth S .. Pvr
Tiller, William B., Pvr
Tillery, Rembert B., Pfc
Tillman, Joe H., SISgt
Tillotson. Ray]., Pfc
Tilton, James M., T l5
Timberman, Cole J .. Pfc
Timmes. Alfred J .. S/Sgt
Tinch, Clarence V., Pfc
Tines, Peter J., SISgt
Tinker, Earl, Pvt
Tinsley, Benjamin F .. Pvt
Tinsley, Sidney L., Pfc
Tipton, Ralph, SISgt
Tipton, Raymond R., T 15
Tipton. Robert M. , T ISgr
Tiro, John, Pvt
Tobias. Bernard. Pfc
Toconita, John M. , T 15
Todd, William E., Pfc
Tofell, Laddie. Pvt
Toler, Archie R. , Pvt
Tomrell, LaVerne A., Pvt
Tomusko, Paul J., Pfc
Tonachio. Louis J., Pfc
Tonetti. John A .. Pfc
Toniutti, Gino U., Sgt
Toohey, William A., Pfc
Tooman. William A., Pfc
Torcolerri. Selma, Pfc
Torrens, David J., Pvt
Toro. Frank S .. T 15
Torres, Manuel V .. Pvt
Torres, Simon E.. Pvt
Tosro. Frank P., Pvt
Torh. Alexander E., Pvt
Tougias, Angelo E., Pvr
Tower, John H., Pvt
Townsend, Henry H., ]r .. SISgt
Tracy, Warren. Pfc
Traett, Frank A., Sgt
Trageser, Charles W.'. Jr.. Pfc
Traropesch, Adolph] .. Pfc
Trapnell, Jerry M .. Pvt
Traufler, Earl M., Tl4
Trauth. Lester]., Pfc
Travaglini, Dante T . G .. Rvt
Travassos, James C.. Pvt
Treadway,]. C., Pvr
Tredway, Melvin R .. Pvt
Treichel, Louis G .. Tl5
Trent, James 0. , Sgr
Trickle, William M .. Pfc
Triller. Rudolph H., Pvt
Trinkle, Frank F .. Pvt
Triplett, Elijah W., SISgt
Triplett, Verlan L., Pvr
Trivette, Lonnie, Pfc
Trobaugh. Kenneth M .. Pvr
Trocheck, Michael P., Pfc
Trockwitz. Alexander. Pt•t
Trofholz, Elmer F., Tl5
Trombacco. John W .. Pvr
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Trombly, David J. , Pvt
Trour, William B., T / Sgt
Troyan, William M. , S/ Sgt
Trudell, Alfred L. , T /5
Trumble, Gerald I. , Pfc
Truskot, Antone, T /4
Trussell, James N., Pvt
Truxall, Wilbert G. , Pfc
Tsougranis, Antonies G. , Pvt
Tucci, Anthony, Pvt
Tucker, Henry, Pfc
Truckman, Jacob, T l5
Tufaro, Antonio L. , Sgt
Ttme, \Vitlie H. , Pfc
Tupone, Elwood, Pvt
Tttrbak, Louis F. , S/Sgt
Turetsky, Sam S.. Pfc
Turnbull, Alexander, T I Sgt
Turner, Adolphus L. , Pvt
Turner, Carl K., S/ Sgt
Turner, Clifford J. , Pfc
Turner, Elmer]., TISgt
Turner, Clifford]. , Pfc
Turner, Elmer]., T/Sgt
Turner, George, Pfc
Turner, Gordon I. , Pvt
Tt~. rner, ]ames F. , ]r. , Pfc
Turner, James R., Pfc
Turner, Joe C., Pvt
Turner, John W., Pvt
Turold, Emil I., Pvt
Turowski, Stanley, S/ Sgt
Tuten, Virgil T . , Pfc
Turor, Jim H. , Pfc
Tutde, Clifford L., Pfc
T vrdik, Charles A., Pvt
Twardos, Albert, T /5
Twardzik, Joe F. , Sgt
Twiny, Harold E. , S/ Sgt
Twohy, Walrer E., Pvt
Tysiaczny, Nick, Pfc
Tyson, Joseph B., Pfc
Tyszka, Edward W., Pfc

u
U baldi, Frtmk R .. Pic
Uber, Arthur]., T I Sgt
Uhlmann, Alfred M., Pvt
Ulmer, William L., T / Sgt
Ulrich, George J .. SI Sgt
Ulrich, Hany F., Pfc
Unale, Abelino. Pfc
Ungar, George F., T /4
Unger, Stephen J .• Pvt
Unterbauer, Herbert E., T I Sgt
Upron, Ernest K., 1 I Sgt
Urnikis, Joseph J .• Pfc
Ursitti, Daniel A .. Cpl
Usher, William H .. Pvt
Urlak, Stephen , S/ Sgt
Ursch, Carl A. , Jr .. T /5

v
Vaccaro, JohnS. , Sgt
Vagianos, GeorgeS., Pfc
Valenti , Philip C., Jr., Pvt
Valerio , Orlando, PIc
Valis, John W. , Pfc
Vallante, Guido, Pvt
Vallero, John D. , Pvt
Valore, Nunzio , Pvt
VanArnam, John R. , Pvt
VanBergen, William B. , 1/ Sgt
Vance, Jef C., Sgt
VanCleve, Joe R. , SI Sgt
Van de Wynekel, Marcel A .. Pvt
Vandeford , Roscoe M. , Pfc
Vandenberg, Alben P .. Pvt
Van De venter, Glenn A., Pvt
Van Dis. Lambert G .. Pvt
Van Dyne. Sherman F .. Pfc
VanEck , Leonard J .. T 15
Van Essen, Geor~e F .. SI Sgt
Van Hoose. Esrel. Pfc
Vanlandingham, Herberr L., Pfc
VanLoo. Lawrence A .. T l4
Van Orreren. Elwin W .. Pvt
Van Reuth , Felix G., Pvt
VanWagenen , Roberr L.. Cpl
VanWie. Douglas G .. Sgt
Varallo, Nick J .. Pvt
Varga, Andrew L. , Pvt
Varga , Charles. Pfc
Vargo , Alexander, Pvt
Varner, Kirby N. , Jr., T / Sgt
Vasold, George, Jr. , Pvt
Vasquez, Enrique, Pvt
Vassalli , Louis A. , Cpl

Vassilatos, Elefterios G., Pvt
Vasti , Michael A., Cpl
Vattimo, Anthony P. , S/ Sgt
Vaughan, William B., Pvr
Vaughn, Cletis L., S/ Sgt
Vaughn, George H ., Pvt
Vaughn, Romie R. , Pvt
V eal, John H. , Sgt
Vellerray, John L. , T /4
Venderlich, Frank, Pvt
Vendetti, Alfred , Pfc
Venema, Everen, Sgt
Veneziano, Frank M., Pvr
Verastique, Santos G., Pvt
Verbeek, Frank E.. Pvt
Verdi , George J., S/ Sgt
Verga, John, Jr., Pvt
Vergara, Francis. Pvt
Vermillion , Elgin G .. Pfc
Veronda, Arrhur J .. Pfc
Vesr, Dillard E., S/ Sgt
Vetere, John W .. Pvt
Vidasolo, Donaro, Pvt
Vieweg, William C., Pfc
Viglietta, John P., Pvt
Villano. George, Pvt
Villanova. Roger, Cpl
Villegas. Lawrence. Pfc
Vincze. Kalman , Pvt
Vines, Dumas J .. Pfc
Vining, W ayne, Pfc
Vinokur, Leo, Pvt

Vinson. William B. , Pfc
Virgil, Samuel T., Pfc
Viscenti, Joseph A., Pic
Visnick. Nick, Pvt
Virale, Sebastian I., l?vt
Vogel. Arthur W., T l4
Vogt, Hillyeard F., Pfc
Volentine, DrewS .. S/ Sgr
Voleskv, Lawrence W. , Pvt
Yolk, Francis A. , Pfc
Voll. Paul E.. Sgt
Voohees. De Lloyd, Sgt
Vorapich, Nick, Pfc
Vort, Aaron. Pfc
Voss, Fred G., PIc
Voy11irk, George IV. , Jr. , Pvt

w
Wacker, Alben E. , Pvt
Waddell , Yancy V., Pvt
Wade, Donald C.. T /5
Wade, Elvin W .. Jr. , Pfc
Wade, Jonah, Pfc
Wade. Len, Pvt
Waefler, Paul F. , Pvt
ll7ages, Emory]., P11/
Waggener, William G., Sgt
Waggoner, Paul R ., Cpl
Wagner, Harper M., Pvt
Waite, James R., T /4
Walburn, Harold F., Pvt
Walck, Paul J. , Pvt
Walden , Willis S. , Pfc
Waldmann, Bernard W. , Pvt
Waldrip, Lucius L. , Pvt
Waldron, Grover W .. Cpl
Waldron , Smiley, Pvt
Waldschmidt, Henry J .. Pvt
Walenrynowicz, Edward D .. Pfc
Walker, Claire E., Pvt
Walker, Chesrer E., Pvt
Walker, David C., Sgt
Walker, Gerland, Jr., Pvt
Walker, George D .. Pfc
Walker. James E.. Pvt
Walker, John A. , T /5
Walker, John B. , Pvt
Walker, John F. , Pvt
Walker, Russell G .. Pvt
\Vall. Paul M .. Cpl
Walker, Kenneth H .. Pfc
Wallace. Edward M .. Cpl
Wallace, Eugene 0 .. T l4
Wallace. Norman H .. Pvt
Wallace. Peter E.. Pvt
\Vallace. Stanley J .• Sgt
lf/allenlelsz. Clarence f .. Cpl
Wallick, Edwin E., Sgt
Walline. Edward E., Jr. , T /5
Walls, Edwan V., Pvt
Walsack, Albert E. , T l5
Walsh, John, Pvt
Walsh, William A., T / Sgt
Walsh, William L. , Pvt
\'«alter, James E., Pfc
Walter, Ernest F., Pvr

Walter, Wilbur E., Cpl
Walters, Francis S., Pvt
Walters, Robert B. , Pfc
Walters, Walter L. , Jr., Pfc
Walron, Francis J., Jr. , S/ Sgt
Walton, Leon C. , SI Sgt
Wan bay, Edward]. , Pvt
Wangler, Charles D. , Pfc
Wanyerka, Emil L. , Cpl
Waples, John G. , Pvt
Warczak, Frank J .• Pvt
Ward, Claude H., Pvt
Ward, David R. , Pvt
Ward, Hansford, Pvt
Ward, Henry C., SI Sgt
Ward, Leonard, Pvt
Ward, Peter, Pvt
Ward , Robert E., Sgt
Ward, Russell D. , Sgt
Ward, Wesley F., SI Sgt
Ward, Wilson W., Jr., Pfc
Warlick, Harrey L., Pvt
Warneck, Frederick N. , Pvt
Warner, Arlie, Pfc
lVarner, Cad L. , S I Sgt
\X'arner, Emory S. , Pvt
Warner. Harry, Pvt
Warren, Charles, SI Sgt
Warren, Donald I. , Pvt
Warren, Kenneth A., S/ Sgt
Warren , Luther S., Pfc
Warren, Ralph J., Pfc
Warren, Robert C., Pfc
Warren, Samuel, Pfc
Warren, Solomon A., Pvt
Warrick, Robert J .• Pvt
Warshawsky, Harold, Pvt
Waryasz, Walter ]. , Pfc
Wasche, Peter H., Pvt
Wasyluk, Nick, Pfc
Waters, Luther, Pfc
\Vaters, William N., Pvt
W atford, JesseR. , Pt•t
Watkins, Earl L., Pvt
Watkins, James W., T l4
Watkins, Marshall P., Pvt
Watkins, Norvell E. , Pfc
Watkins, Robert I., Pvt
Watkins, Thomas E., Pfc
Watson, Charles L., T I 4
Watson, Earle W .. Pfc
Watson, Emil T .. Pvt
Watson, Lesley B., Pfc
Watson, Melvin D .. Pvr
Watson, Moran B., Pvt
Watson, Pam G. , SI Sgt
Watson, Thomas E., Pvt
Watters, Kendreck, Pvt
Watto, Andrew, Sgt
Warts, Dale D., SISgt
Watts, Jack F. , Pvt
Warts, James, Pvt
Waycaster, Forrest H. , Pvt
Wayrula, Andrew F. , Pfc
Weakly, Earl, Pvt
Weathers, Neal G .. Pvt
Weathers, Rastus, Pvt
Weaver, Austin F., Pvr
Weaver, Glenn B., Pfc
Weaver, Harry E.. Pvt
Weaver, Harron , Pvr
Weaver, William K .. Sgt
Webb, Clarence L. , Pfc
Webb, Clifford, Sgt
Webb, James B., Pvt
Webb, William B. , Jr., Sgt
Webb, William H .. Pvt
lf/ eber, Edward 0. , Pic
Weber, Fred J .. Pvt
Weber, Joseph H., Sgt
Weber, Nelson E., Pvt
Weber, Norbert I., S/ Sgt
Weber, Roy M., T l5
Weber, William J .. Pvr
Weberg, Grover R., SI Sgt
Websrer, Alben F., Pvt
\'Q'ebsrer, Carl D., Pvt
Webster, Marty H. , Pfc
Websrer, Ralsron, Pvt
Weddington, Ray A., Pfc
Weddle, Denzil J., Pfc
Wedge, Robert T. , Pvt
Wei!, Julius, Pvt
Weinberg, Solomon, Pvt
Weingasr, Sam, Pfc
Weir, Alan J., Pvt
Weisberg, Sam, Pfc
Weiss. Donald L. , Pvt

Weiss, William A., T l5
Weissberg, Samuel, Pvt
Weisser, Alben, Pfc
Weitzel, Leland C., Pfc
Welch , Claude, Pvt
Welch , Frank G., Pvt
Welch, Hansford R. , Sgt
Welch, Jewel C. , Pvt
Welch, Millard J .. Pfc
Weldon, Ira W. , Pvt
Welker, George W., T / Sgt
Wellen, Alvin A. , S/ Sgt
lf/eller, Harry, Pic
Weller, Lex M., Pvt
Weller, Melvin L., Sgt
Welling, Joseph M., SI Sgt
Wellman, Dale H .. T l4
Wellman, Otto R .. Pvt
Wells, Bernard K .. Pfc
Wells , Carl F .. Pfc
Wells, Douglas G., Sgt
Wells, Joseph G .. T /5
Wells, RobertS .. Pvt
Welsh, Leon R. , Pvt
Welsh, Press, Pfc
Welsh, William H .. Pvt
Welton, Melvin L.. Pvt
Welry, James C., Pvt
Wendel , William E. , Sgt
Wendland, Heinz, Pfc
Wendt, Arthur , Pfc
Wendt, Robert V .. Pvt
If/erling, George !V., Pfc
Werner, Russell R .. Pfc
Wertich , Richard J .• Pvt
!Fessel, M yron J. , SISgt
Wesr, Clyde E. , Pvt
Wesr, Gainey W., Pfc
Wesr. H. C., Pvt
Wesr, JosephS. , Jr., Pfc
Wesr, Pleas A. , I I Sgt
Wesr, Roberr L., Pvt
IV est, William , Jr., P/r
Wesr, William F .. Pfc
Wesrberg, Runar H. , Pfc
!Vestenhoefu, Lottis F. , S!SKt
Westfall, Wesley W., Pvt
Wesrlake, George G., Pvr
Wesrphal, Ervin F. , Pfc
Westwood, Carl T. , Pvt
Wetzel , Joseph, T /5
Wexler, Jack, Pvt
Weymouth, Paul B., Sgr
Whalen, James V .. Pvt
Whaley, Ausrin C., Pvt
Whaley, James R., Pfc
Whaley, Raymond , Pvt
Whanon, John F., T I 5
Wheat, James L.. Pfc
Wheeler, A It• in C. , T IS."'
Wheeler, Arvie L., T l5
Wheeler, Leon C., Pvt
Whelchel, Foresr L. , Pfc
Whelchel, Russell E.. Pvt
!Vherry, Robert L. , Pic
Whiddon, Ernesr 1:., Pvt
Whinery, Wiley A., Pfc
Whipple, Charles R., Jr .. Pvt
Whisenant, Louis T., Pfc
Whisnant, Johnnie W. , Pfc
Whitaker, Roscoe, Sgt
Whitaker, Walrer E. , T l5
White, B. F .. Pvt
White, Cecil R., Pfc
White, Curt, Pvt
White, Frederick. Sr .. Pvt
White, Gerald, Pfc
White, James G .. Pvt
White, James H .. SI Sgt
White, Ralph 0., SI Sgt
White, Reuben A .. SI Sgt
Whire, Wallace. Sgt
. Whitefield, Thomas E.. Pfc
\VhitebttrJ"t, ] ames S., Pt·t

Whitfield, Robert J .. T l'5
Whiting. Harry, Pfc
Whitis, Lesrer G .. SI Sgt
Whirley, Bennie, Pvt
Whirlock, Theodore W .. Pfc
Whitt, Charles, Pfc
If/ hill, John E. , Pt>t
Whitten, Stanley E. , Sgt
Whittin. Floyd H. , Cpl
!Vhittington, Leon N., Pic
Whorton, Cicero G., Jr. , SI Sgt
Wichtendahl, Ernest F .. Pfc
Wicklow, Norman L., Pvt
\X' ickware, Kenneth E. , Pfc
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Widener, John T., Pvt
Widmaier, Robert W., Pvt
Wiechering, Samuel A., T /5
Wielgos, Eugene R., Pvt
Wiemeyer, Herbert R., Pr·t
Wier, Goode S., Jr., S/ Sgr
\Viermann, John L., Pfc
Wiersema, Harry G., T /5
Wiggins, Lester, T /4
Wiggins, Joseph C., Pfc
Wiggins, Pat A., Pvt
Wigington, Frank, Pfc
Wigley, John E., Pvt
Wilcher, Lewis C., Jr. , Sgt
Wilcox, Allen H ., Sgr
Wilcox, Robert E. , Pfc
Wilczek, Stanley E., Pvr
Wilczewski, Steve, Pfc
Wildman, Floyd A., Pvr
Wile, Erwin R., Cpl
Wilga, Stanley A., S/ Sgr
Wilhoite, Melvin L. , Pvr
)'(?ilk, A1ldrew, P/c
Wilke, Albert H. , Pvr
Wilke, Edwin, Pvt
Wilkerson, James 0. , Pvr
Wilkie, Alton T. , Pfc
Wilkie, Paul H. , S/ Sgr
Wilkins, Charles W. , Pfc
Wilkins, Edward f., SjSgt
Wilkins, James R. , Pfc
Wilkinson, Andrew J .. Pvr
Wilkinson, Robert D., T / Sgr
Wilkinson , Turley H., Pvr
Wilkinson, William T .. Pfc
Wilkirus, Alphonsus, Cpl
Will, George, Jr., Pfc
Will, William J., Pfc
Wille, Willis F., Pvr
Willey, Herman V., Pvr
Williams, Burt E., Jr., Pvr
Williams, Carl M., Pvc
Williams, Charles A., Pfc
Williams, Clarence W., T /·f
Williams, Clifford E. , Sgr
Williams, Clyde, S/ Sgr
Williams, Emmett V., T /5
Williams, Franklin C., T /5
Williams, George G., S/ Sgr
Williams, Gerald C., Pvt
Williams, Gerald ] . , Pfc
Williams, Guy, Pvt
Williams, Homer C., Pfc
Williams, James L., Pfc
Williams, James N. , T /5
Williams, Kennerh·R. , Pfc
Williams, Kirts, Pvt
Williams, Louis E., Pvr
Williams, Robert T., Sgr
' Williams, Roger E., Pvr
Williams, Talmage V. , Pvr
\Xlilliams, Thomas J .. Pvr
Williams, Virgil H .. Pvr
Williams, William B., Pvr
Williams, William D., S~tr
Williams, William G., Pvr
Williams, William W .. Pfc
Williamson, Albert L., Sgr
\X'illiamson. James, Pvt

Williamsotl, John M .. P/<
Williamson, Lloyd T .. Pvr
Williamson, Louis, S/ Sgr
Williford, EmeSI. PI<'
Willis, Crate, Sgr
Willis, Harry S. , Pvr
Willis, James P. , Pvr
Willis, James W., Pfc
Willis, John R., T / Sgr
Willis, Macon , T / Sgr
Wills, Kenneth A., Pvr

Wills, Marion H., Pfc
)'(/i/moth, Garland T .. Pr·J
Wilson, Alex G .. Jr., Pvr
Wilson, Boyd, Pvr
Wilson , Darrel C .. S/ Sgr
Wilson, David F.. Pfc
Wilson , Donald E., T /.f
Wilson, Edward L.. Pfc
Wilson. Harlen B.. Pvr
Wilson, Joseph, Pvc
Wilson, Larry, T I 5
Wilson , Lawrence L.. M/Sg t
Wilson , Lester. Pvt

Wilson, Mark A .. Pvr
Wilso ·1t, Millt~rd B. , P/c
Wilson, Raymond F., Pfc
Wilson, Thomas T., S/Sgt
Wilson, Weaver 0. , S/ Sgr
Wilson, Wilbert E. , Pfc
Wilson, Willie, Pvc
Winant, William R .. Pvr
Wince, Kenneth L., Pvt
Winchester, Earl C., Pvr
Windisch , Frank , Pvr
Windish , Joseph F. , Pfc
Winebarger, Worth J ., Pvr
Winfield, Felix H., T /5
Winfield, Owen C .. Pfc
Wing, Joseph E., Pfc
Wingo, Robert C., Pvt
Winner, Daniel R., Pvc
Winnicki, Joseph L., Pfc
Winsread, Hugh T. , Pfc
Winters, Charlie, Pfc
Wirick, Ralph L., S/ Sgr
Wirth, Carl G., Pfc
Wirtz, Ralph J .. Pvt
Wise, Charles R., Pfc
\Vise, Delmar A ., PrJ/
Wisnefski, Alvin R., Pvc
Witham, Herbert H., Pfc
Witherow, Francis L., S/ Sgr
Witkemper, Norman G., T /5
Witt, John E., Pvr
Witthoft, Arthur J .• 1 / S!<t
Witzke, Raymond, Pfc
Wnuk, Andrew F .. Pvr
Woitha, Wilfred C .. Pfr
Wojcik, Stanley ]. , Pfc
Wojcik, Walter A. , T / S!<t
Wojtash, Frank, Pfc
Wolberg, Rudolph S.. Crl
Wolcott, Harold C., Pfc
Woldarski. Alphonse. Pvr
Wolf, Charles J .• T /4
Wolf, Clarence H. , T I S"r
Wolf, Joseph, Pvr
Wolfe, Emory P., Pvt
Wolfe, Wallace H .. S/ Sgt
Wolff, Robert W. , Pfc
Wolinski, Leo, Pfc
Wolke, Albert, T l5
Wolters, Pervis, Pvr
Wolski, Robert J .. Pfc
Womac, R. L. , S/ Sgt
Womack. Thompson C .. Pfc
Womble, Loyd B. , Pfc
Wood, Donald A., Sgr
Wood. Elton C., Pfc
Wood, Frederick C.. Pfc
Wood, Herman C., Pfc
Wood, John R .. Pfc
Wood, Joseph R., T /5
Wood, Thomas V. , Jr., Pvr
Woodard, Henry C., Pfc
Woodard, Richard A. , Pvr
Wooddell, John H. , Pvr
Woodrum, Willie, Pfc
Woods, Billy ]., Pvt
Woods, David P. , Sgr

Woods, French , Pvt
Woods, Glenn E. , Pvr
Woods, Gordon H .. Pfc
lr' oods, ]t~ck, Pv1
Woods, Landon C .. Pfc
Woods, Orem M. , Pvt
Woods, Ray E. , Pvt
Woods, Robert A .. Pfc
Woodson. Lynn D .. Cpl
\Voodsrock, Donald F.. Pvt
Woodward, Lonnie E.. Pvr
Woody, James A.. Pvt
Woolard, Charlie J .. Pvr
Woosley, Crit A.. Pvr
Woosley, James N .. Ffc
Wooren, William F.. Cpl
Worden, Gordon W. , Cpl
Workinger, Blain H. , Pfc
Workman, Hollie D .. T l5
Worrell, Vance N .. Pvt
Worsr, Harold A., Cpl
Woschke, Ernst F., T l5
Wosick, Danny J., Pvr
Wotherspoon, Raymond, Pvt
Wozniak. Bernard G .. T /5
Wright, Buford J ., Cpl
Wright, Dareld S. , T /5
Wright, Donald L. , Pvr
Wright, Elwood S. , Pfc
Wright, James C., Pvr
Wright, Kenneth F .. Cpl
Wright, Lester J .. Pfc
Wright, Samuel T. , Pvr
Wright, Shirley, Pvt
Wright, Wilborn R .. Pfc
Wright, Willie R., Sgr
Wrona, Charles, Pfc
Wrona, Chesrer T. , Pvr
Wulf, Harold. Sgc
Wunderlich, Louis M.. Pvr
Wunderly, James W .. T /5
Wunsch, Frank C .. Pfc
Wyatt, Ernesr 0. , S/Sgr
W yga1lt, Paul F.. Pt·J
Wynn, William C: .. Sgr
Wyszynski. Henry W .. S~r
\X'vzlic Frank J .. l'fc
X
Xenn'l. Nicholas J.. 1-J,·t

y

Yacko. Andrew , Pvt
Yanacheak, Don, Sgr
Yanchuk, Francis E.. Pvr
Yanushonis, William M.. Cpl
Yardley, Delbert T .. T / S81
Yarnell, Reynard L, Pvr
Yates, Chester R. , T I .f
Yates. Herman, Sgr
Yates, Orlando C. l'vt
Yeager, Frederick M .. Cpl
Yee, Wai M .. Pvr
Yelverton, Frank , Pvc
Yeomans, Roosevelt V .. l'fc
Yessino, Abdel R .. Pvr
Yillick, Joseph, Pvr
Yingling, Earl R. , Pfc
Yip, Wallace S.. Pvr
Yohey, Lewis \VI. , Pvt

York, Wave! L. , Pvr
Yosr, Charles R., Jr. , Pvr
Young, Albert, Pvr
Young, Charles, Pfc
Young, Charles A., Pfc
Young, Charles S., Pic
Young, Charlie L. , Pvc
Young, Chester C., SjSgl
Young, Donald B.. Pfc

Young, Craky W., S/Sgr
Young, James R., Pfc
YO!ing, Lee A., SjSgl
Young, Marcus A .. Pvr
Young, Paul W., T / Sgc
Young, Richard F .. Pfc
Young, Robert, Pf c
Young, Russell]. , Sgt
Young, Waldo 0. , T/5
Young. William D .. Pvr
Young, William N .~ Pvt
Young, William T. , Pvr
Youngberg, Philip H .. Jr .. Pfc
Younger, Edward F., Jr., Pfc
Yo1tnt, Boyd C., Pfc
Yuen, ]in, Pfc
Yuhas, Joseph W .. Pfc
Yuhascik, J oseph) .. T /5
Y11ill, Floyd IV., Prt
Yukish, Joseph F.. S/Sgc
Yunches, Peter P.. Pvt

Yunginger, Walter E.. l'fc

z
Zabrockie, Albert J. , Pfc
Zablotowicz, Stanley R .. Pfc
Zaborowski, Joseph C.. Pfc
Zaffiro, Joseph F., Pvr
Zagar, Stephen, T j 5
Zagardo, FrankL., P/c
Zahner, James, Pfc
Zaino, Rocco F., Pvt
Zaino, Sabino]. , Pfc
Zajicek, Johnnie, Pvr
Zaleski, Henry, Pfc
Zambon, Frank J., T / Sgt
Zambuco, Salvatore, Pvr
Zane, Irving, Pvt

Zapponi, George J .• T /5
Zaron, Sidney, Pvc
Zarrella. Ani ella J .. Pvr
Zasrowsky, Albert]., S/Sgr
Zavislak, Bernard, Pvr
Zawodny, Emol ]., Pvr
Zeinfeld. Seymour W., Pfc
Zelanis, Joseph C .. T / Sgr
Zelopka, Harold R ., S/ Sgr
Zelinka, Thomas L., Pvr
Zelinsk i, Walter. Pvt
Zeller, Henry T., T I ~
Zengarling, George M .. p,.,
Zercnga, Victor F., Pfc
Zeringue, Leonard A.. S/ Sgr
Zerumsk. Alphonse B .. C:pl
Zewalk, Stephen A., Pfr
Z iegelbauer, Francis M.. Pvr
Z iel, Albert H .. Pvt
Ziembicki. Edward S.. Pfc
Zilembo, Thomas]., P\'t
Z iero, Frank , Pvr
Zima, Stanley M., T l 5
Zimmerman, Glenn ,J .. Cpl
Zimmerman, Joe D .. Pfc
Zink, Paul A., Sgr
Z ite, Frank J .• Pvr
Zito, Pasquale V., Pfc
Ziro. Stephen , Pvr
Zittel. Herman E., Sgr
Zoldahn, Arnold P .. Pfc
Zolea, Frank A., Pvr
Zorn , Henry ] .. Cpl
Zrolak , Mike] .. Pvr
Zschatasch, Paul, Cpl
Zsevc. George T .. Cpl
Zuckerman, Sol, Pvr
Zuckernik, Burton, Pvr
Zuefle, H owa rd l\1., Pfc
Zwergel, George H .. Pfc
Zwolinski, Raymo nd ] ., Pvr
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DISTINGUISHED UNIT CITATION
3D BATTALION, 31 3TH INFANTRY
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NO.
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WAR DEPARTMENT
WASHINGTON
12 JULY 194 5

)

Ill. BATTLE HONORS. 5. As authorized by
Executive Order 9396 (sec. I, WD Bul. 22, 1943),
superseding Executive Order 9075 (sec. III, WD Bul.
11, 1942) , citations of the following units in General
Orders 67, Headquarters 79th Infantry Division, 3
May 1945, as approved by the Commanding General,
European Theater of Operations, is confirmed under
the provisions of section IV, WD Circular 333, 1943,
in the name of the President of the United States as
public evidence of deserved honor and distinction.
The citations read as follows:

*

*

*

. The 3d Battalion, 313 th Infantry R egim ent, is cited
for the extraordinary heroism and outstanding performance of duty exhibited during the period 3 J
December 1944 to 21 January 194 5 in the vicinity
of Obberroedern, Alsace, France. This unusual fighting battalion, which had for days held a sector of
regimental frontage, was faced again and again by
determined enemy troops and armored vehicles but
utterly refused to yield ground, holding against almost
overwhelming odds with a tendency possessed only by
the most courageous. Although depleted heavily in
effective strength, the intrepid infantrymen of the 3d
Battalion met the onslaught of the enemy and repelled
each assault with heavy losses to the attackers. When
the main effort of the German attack was launched

against the sector defended by the 3d Battalion, the
battalion not only held the onslaught but by sheer
determination and dominant fighting spirit virtually
destroyed the infantry element of the 21st Panzer
Division. Heaquarters personnel, cooks, and other ·
men normally found in the rear areas worked feverishly and without rest to improve the defensive positions, laying additional concertina wire entanglements
and hasty minefields. Finally, the enemy, discouraged
by the losses sustained in the 3d Battalion area, shifted
his main effort and succeeded in penetrating the positions of an adjacent unit. Despite an increased frontage, repeated enemy attempts to widen the shoulder
of the salient were smashed by the 3d Battalion without allowing the slighest penetration. By holding its
positions, the battalion limited the enemy's penetration in the adjacent sector to a narrow corridor and
denied the enemy the terrain necessary for maneuver
in order successfully to exploit _the penetration, thereby
preventing a major break-through. Had the enemy
succeeded in effecting the break-through, repeatedly
attempted despite prohibitive losses, it is almost a
certainty that a major withdrawal would have been
necessitated. The courage and fighting determination
of the officers and men of the 3d Battalion, 313 th
Infantry Regiment reflect the finest traditions of the
Army of the United States.
BY ORDER OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR:

G. C. MARSHALL
Chief of Staff

OFFICIAL:

EDWARD F. WITSELL
Major General
Acting Th e Adjtttant General
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AWARD OF CROIX DE GUERRE WITH PALM
79TH INFANTRY DIVISION
DECISION No. 27 3
The President of the Provisional Government of the French Republic Cites to the Order of the Army:

79th Infantry Division
Headquarters & Heaquarters Company
311 th Field Artillery Battalion
79th Reconnaissance Troop
904th Field Artillery Battalion
312th Field Artillery Battalion
313 th Infantry Regiment
314th Infantry Regiment
79th Infantry Division Special Troops
31Sfh Infantry Regiment
779th Ordnance LM Company
304th Engineer Combat Battalion
79th Quartermaster Company
304th Medical Battalion
79th Signal Company
79th Division MP Platoon
79th Division Artillery
Headquarters & Headquarters Battery
79th Division Band
310th Field Artillery Battalion
463d AAA Automatic Weapons Battalion
813th Tank Destroyer Battalion

CITATION
A remarkable unit which displayed splendid endurance and exceptional fighting zeal. It distinguished
itself brilliantly from 21 to 24 November 1944 in
hard combat. It mopped up in the forest of Parroy
and materially aided the French 2d Armored Division
to break through to the Col de Saverne. In spite of

heavy losses it fought stubbornly against a dashing
and fanatical enemy, preventing it from reappearing
in the Vosges. It thus contributed greatly to the
liberation of Baccarat, Phalsbourg, and Saverne.
This citation includes the award of the Croix de
Guerre with Palm.

PARIS, 22 July 1946
Signed: BIDAULT
General of the Army JUIN
Chief of Staff of National Defense
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